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First Annual Report

Al though the idea for th~ Digital Computer r~USGum was u vision of
Ken Olsen and then Gordon Bell for a number of years, funding by
DEC did not bring results until last year. ~1e first Computer
Pione~r lcctu~e by ~aurice Wilkes on Sept~mber 24, 1979 mark~d
the completion of phase zero. The response from the Septemh:r
event was so positive that it triggered staffing the Museum and
permanent establishment. At the end of tl1e first y2ar, we have
accomplished the following:

*
*
*

A format for building exhibits was established:
Literature and documentation was develop=d: and
A lecture and event series was started.

'!his docunent has three parts. '!he first section relates the
historical reasons for the Digital Computer r':useum and outlines
the general scope of the program. The second section expands on
the current status and plans for fiscal 1ge1. The third section
outlines ideas for the future growth and develop112nt of the
Museum.
I.

vmY '!HE "DIGITAL CO"WUl'ER HUSEUW'

Several unrelated events and decisions all worked in the
direction of Digital Equipment Corporation developing the Digital
Computer Museum. Ken Olsen took it upon himself to preserve -'3na
store vlliirlwind , TX-0 and early DEC equipm~nt in a w~rehouse
facility. Gordon began a collection of early calculators and
logic devices and wanted to continue and expand his interest in
the taxonomy of computers. A consultant/curator was hired and
came up with a report of other museums. Her activity vIas
shortlived because the npproach was to do a computer museum for
the public -- looking costly and not very sophisticated and was
fur~~er doomed by an industry depression.
Both Ken and Gordon
went to other computer exhibits and were extra.o rdinarily
disappointed that the Smithsonian was not making an effort to
appropriately classify and organiZe its material; fascinated by
the IBH wall (now in a warehouse) but considered that its
emphasis on the interaction of social events and computing was
not the story to be told; impressed with the solid display ut the
l-1useum of Science in London"; totally dismayed that th~ computer
exhibit at Boston's Science Museum was only a superficial display
ad for Hon·?ywcll; and delightod that the Boston Children' s l.f:us,~LIr.l
could teach computing (hence DEC supported this effort.)
These events led to both Ken and Gordon to conclude that a
Digital Computer l-~us·-=urn was ncroed. Ken's goal, to cre;;te a
place to preserve machin~s so that computer scientists,
engineers, and programmers can see the antiques that they had
worked on as little as- ten years ago, and Gordon's goal, to
create an understandable taxonomy of all computers und related
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computing devices, are complementary.
The role of the Museum is to m~ke sure that significant 0rtifacts
are kept.. Having the original or a copy (eg. QIatelli made
.replica of Babbage's Difference .Engine) thClt appear in various
musetnns), is necessary in order to t3istinguish c mus~um from u
sp=cial library. p..s a hardvlare oriented company, the
preservation of artifacts and documentation of Significant
software is appropriate. Unfortunately, many parts of early
machines have already disapp2ared and a few good photographs are
available. Hence, the Nuseum vlill collect what is available and
try to insure that good portraits are taken of classic machineS.
«(he of the dreams for t..'1e Museum is to have life sized holograms
of the machines so that one could in effect walk through them.
Failing this, then projecting life sized photographs provides an
alternative. )
!Ibepriorities for the Digital Computer Museum are to exhibit
real time, scientific and interactive computing, with a limit ' of
50% of the exhibits directly pertaining to Digital Equipment
Corporation. ~ventually all items will be identified within a
taxonomic structure of pre-computer and computer ge~erations in
order that L~e viewer can understand the evolution of computers.
The first step has been taken in this direction "'lith the
production of a PDP-tree poster.
These goals have been discussed informally with some Gminent
computer historians and explained to others in seeking their
cooperation. The first newsletter, ~ttachod, shows 3 listing of
people and institutions that have contributed thus far. We have
found enthusiasm for our efforts and have generally been
plummetted forward by positive feedback, obtaining many hours of
free services from both inside and outside DEC. Thus, like most
Museums, our budget, is magnified by the gifts of time and
artifacts.
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PRESEN'I' STNl'US

The Digital Computer ~'juseum, \,las sanctioned by the
Operations Committee of the company a year ago. January 1, 1980
the Nuseum staff \-!as in place. Gordon Bell, Keeper provides
direction for the program, and through ~Ery Jonc Forb~s,
Administrator, the Secretariat for the Operation. GwGn P21l,
Assistant Keeper, provides day to day direction on a full-time,
volunteer basis. Jamie Parker, Goordinator, is the only salaried
member of the Museum Staff. The security and building group at
Marlboro provide their services as needed under th? direction of
Joe Savignano and Dave Yates. As landlord, Joel Sclmartz's
support and assistance in direction setting has been essential.
v~ile we ~3y for warehousing space, the Museum space itself
carries no charge since it is the lobby and balcony of a
beautifully designed Vincent Kling building (constructed for
RCA). Individuals \vho have contributed to specific exhibits are
acknowledged below. An advisory committee representing various
cooperating groups within DEC, eg., Industrial Design, Digital
Press, Public Relations, etc., meets occasionally to review
progress.
The activities can be categorized into five areas: archives,
exhibits, events, products, and public relations. Each are
discussed separately, and then related corporate activities
reviewed.
Archives.

* Cataloging and storage. Thlring the summer of 1979, all

the artifacts in the warehouse ",ere photographed and
cataloged. ~he system is being kept up to date, with the
ability to track artifacts. The database is not yet
computerized -- a task that we would like to accomplish in
fiscal 1981.

Exhibit directory. A directory of all exhibits as of
* September
24, 1979, is on the VAX system and can be
queried by Museum visitors.

*

Video and audio tapes. Video tapes of all lectures in the
computer pioneer series will be ffi2d~. The video tapes of
the first lecture by fI.aurice l'Jilkes are now available.
Gordon also plans to start to make audio ta~s of informal
discussions with people \'lho worked on the early machines.
Other video und audio t~pes by computer pioneers will be
acquired as they become available.

Exhibits.

*

Whirlwind. This exhibit of the memory, a register and
other parts is being supplemented with some photographs,
and the publication of a DEC Press bool< by Redmond and
Smith on Whirlwind.

*

TX-O. 'lhe TX-O, replicating its appearance at lvlIT in th~
1950s, has been installed by John HcKenzie, the technician
who mrtintain~ the machin~ at MIT (now retired) and
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Stanley Schultz. A group of TX-O allDTlni are getting
together to discuss improving the display and p~rhaps
getting the machine to run.

* Calculators.

New cases were purchased for th~calculcttors
and this exhibit, ess~ntially complete, will continue to
be improved. We are looking for the Anita -- the first
electric calculator. Gwen is now working on a poster of
the g~nerations of pre-computer calculating devices and
writing a A/V user activated slide talk to explain their
evolution. ~his should be complete by September 1980.
The project may also result in a small picture book.

* ·Office of the Past: Hary Jane Forbes has put

tog·~ther an

exhibit (in a closet) of the office circa 1910.
be completed prior to September, 1980.

This will

* Logic Devices. Three cases are used to exhibit the four
generations of logic devices. 'These are explained in a
user activ.:l.ted slide talk given by (brdon Bell. This
exhibit will grow as w= g.~t more early artifacts from
critic~l early machines.

*

Memory. 'lhree cases show the four gener(Jtions of prim2ry
memory devices. In addition, a large disk and a
transparent RK05 are exhibited. A secondary memory
devices exhibit and a user-activated slide-talk are in the
planning stag3.

* Analog computers. An analog computer is displayed simply
give the visitor an idea of what these
exhibit should be developed.

wer~

like.

~his

* PDP Family of Computers. A poster of the family tree of

the PDP computers has been completed and is aV2ilable.
This family tree will be used with all displuys of DEC
machines to identify their relations with the other
machines. Specifically, PDP-l is running with the
original Space War program. Stan Schultz has tuken this
as his project and is now putting joy sticks on the
machine. He also se·e s to it that the Classic 8 runs with
non-interactive demonstration programs. An 11/20 is on
the floor along with the original hand-done art~Drk for
one of its modules. The other mainframe machines are
represented by consoles, documentation, and photographs.
The LINC is the first of DEC's personal laboratory
computers on display. ~he LllJC-8, PDP-IL, and a working
~lINC are complemented by a user-activated slide talk
introduced by Dick Clayton, The basis for this comes from
tv.x:> films -- one made by Nntional Educational Television
and the other by the DEC LDP group. ~ggy Sullivan has
been coordinating these efforts.

*

Computer Art. Pn exhibit of four lithographs by Harold
Oohen, University of California-San Diego, is oisplayed on
the first floor. We have agreed with tho:? ar tist, who uses
a PDP-II to create artwork by artificial intcllig~nce,
that h~ will paint a murc:il for the musclDTI totally covering
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'one of the balcony walls. We will document the making of
the mural for a user-activated exhibit. See events for
more info~ation on this project.

*

Computer Nusic. We have tx~en in contact with furry Vercoe
of MI'l' and John Chowning of St:mford. Barry Vercoe has
agreed to compose a piece of music specifically for the
museum space, probably making use of the computing
capability of the VAX. John Chowning composed music on
the PDP-l and we are in touch with htm to gain access to
this. These projects will probably come to fruition in
fiscal 82.

Events.

*

24, 1979. Luncheon opening by the Operations
Committee of Digital Equipment Corporation.

S~pt.

Sept. 24, 1979. Computer Pioneers, Lecture 1, Maurice
* t-iilkes
and the EDSAC.

*

April 5, 1980. ~X five-year birthday party celebration.
All of the people who brought VAX into the world came to a
celebration, each bringing a VAX artifact to contribute to
the Museum.

*

~BY 8, 1980.
Computer Pioneers, Lecture 2, George Stibitz
and the Bell labs Relay Computer. (A mailing list of 200 '
people outside of DEC has been developed. ~bout 50 of
these people are in the Boston/Amherst area and are being
invited to the lecture.) The newsletter format will be
used to announce these public lectures.

Sept. 22, 1980. Museum dinner for the Board of Directors
* of
the Corporation introducing them to the museum.

* Sept. 23, 1980. Opening, lecture - demonstration. Mural

by Harold Cohen. Jamie Parker is coordinating this event
to bring in p:=ople from the "art" and umuseum" as well <1S
the "computer" world.

* Employee family open houses to

be coordinated with the
entire Marlboro facility through Joel Schwartz.

*

Future events: Computer Pioneer Lectures -- Forrester
coordinated with publication of DEC Press book on
Whirlwind by R:!dmond and Smith; then Atanasoff, Eckert,
and Burks will be asked; Board meeting of the Charles
Babbage Institute.

Products.
The Museum is planning on having a Sinn!l "store" of appropriate
products. In addition, we will do a number of things that will
be free.
(First the free items.)

*

Buttons with the core memory symbol to replace the visitor
badge for people coming to the Museum.
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Newsletter. Number 1 is attached to this document. We
distribute internally by ~S, and via -hard copy to those
without ~~ access ili~d to our outside list. The
newsletter will keep ~ple up to date on our progress and
be issued occasionally as th2 need is felt.
PDP Family Tree poster •
Products for sale.
- Pre-computer Generations poster. {'Ibis is now being
designed and should also be ready for september.)
- Bistory books from DEC Press. The Press has an
allocation .of two books per year on computer history.
These will be on sale along with the .Bell/Mudge/~cnamara
±x:>ok on the DEC Computers.
- Other books, such as Eames, Computer PerspectiVeS,
Earvard University Press.
- Simple Calculating D?vices. \Ve are talking to the SEE
Corporation about selling their reproductions of the
Fascal Adder and Napier's Bones •

.ok

Products on Display. '!he Annals of Computing Htstory and
Charles Babbage Institute Newsletter will be displayed
with appropriate order forms for those

Public Relations and Huseum Visitors.
OUr strategy has been to ?lowly open the Museum. DEC-related
groups and visiting computer scientists have begun to find the
f.1useam and go through it on their own. There would seem to be an
'Opportunity to cooperute with both DECUS and the educational
9roups to insure that the fncility and the archives are
accessible and used •
.-:We have prov ided special tours for classes from both NIT and

Earvard, as well as several local highschool groups. Unescorted
high-school groups can and have wrecked havoc in the r-:useum -the PDP-l groaned for a week until Stan Schultz coula come and
fix it. In the present state of exhibits, the Vie\"er needs to
.have an appreciation for the delicacy of what might look like an
indestructible machine.
A9uest book is on the aesk for visitors to sign.
Relations with other institutions.
Althouqh \ve can't take on the worla, we want to keep abrci'lst of
what is happening so that w~ can allocate our time and efforts
appropriately.
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for other exhibits. Corporate Contributions give
computers to support museums including a computer for the
Boston Symphony Orchestra for it's 100th ~nniversary next
year, a PDP-8 to the Canadian Science l-juseum in Ottawa,
and aPDP-Band a plcme from the first core memory on
Whirlwind to the British Science Museum. we forward parts
to the Smithsonian when they take them (vJhirlwind core
1llemoryand display that !-litre put together). Requests fOL
artifacts from our archives may be made directly to the
Museum or go through Corporate gifts. We hope to loan
artifacts and displays to both DEC sites and other
institutions.

~Support

*

Ken supports O1arles Babbage Institute and we coo~rat"e
with them in our complementary interests, although we have
'requested the Corporation to fund h,eDigital Computer
.Museum instead of CBI given the limited supply of money.

*

We did not take on any of the Codasyl archives because it
is open ended and feel that others should taJ<e on this
-responsibility; similarly, we did not contribute to
archiving the "~uchley papers because we feel that Univac
and the Penn. must do this.

We would undoubtedly support

something which would be otherwise dropped.
~

The Museum staff visited the

*

Gwen is going to the opening of L~e Computer Exhibit in
Ottawa, l'-,pril 30, and will visit the Children's Nuseum in
Washington the first week of June. She hopes to develop
cooperation so that we. might "sell " each other's products
learn from each other's displays, and look at feasibility
of joint, display design ru,d generation.

~1

warehouses April 17th.

-kQren and Jamie will attend the American Museum Association
meeting in Boston in mid June. They plan to invite Museum
~~ple from scientific museums to see the Digital Computer
:Museurriandwill attend appropriate seminars.

--~----

--•• -r:'--"""~ 4.""""';";""""
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III. FUl'URE GRG1l'H !\ND DEVELOR-1ENT

We are trying to build a system to archive, build displays, slide
talks, etc. so that the museum will grow and develop. Two n~w
avenues appear to be appropriate -- the r-1US2urn will fund people
who want to put up appropriate displays and 'Ne will formaliz·~ a
srn~ll outside group of advisors who are kno\Yn as comput~r
pioneers and historians. CAl the first, W2 have written to
Professor Cohen at Harvard, Professor R:mdell at Newc~stle, and
Professor Wulf at crm suggesting that one of their computer
science students might propose to do an exhibit for the l>1useurn.
The TX-0 alumni group might also corne up with some ideas for
displays. On the second, a small outside group of advisors might
be able to help the Museun acquire artifacts outside of DEC and
in accomplishing our goal of becoming the computer museum for
computer professionals.
On our own, funded at the present level, we are confident of an
exciting and growing future and are ending this document with a
short list of a few of the exhibits focussing on real time,
scientific and interactive computing and its predecessors.
Ideas for future displays.
* Scale dioramas of the development of card tabulating and
computing;
* Other pre-computer artifacts (eg. Network analyzer);
* I/O fquipnent, and communications eguir:m=nt;
* Secondary Memory, including recording techniques;
* Integrated Circuits- getting artifacts from TI anj Intel
* Important computers: Cray's machines, 366/37[, Amdahl,
Intel, ~~nchester, BTL, Penn. MIT and others:
* First Generation computer photo gallery;
* f.'Iultiprocessors, multicomputer and net~rk
structures--includ ing 010' s;
* COmputing in laboratories before computers:
* Miscellaneous application displays (eg. power control, air
traffic control,EKG's, trains, process control);
* A Programming Languages display:
* On the importance of algorithms;
* Important systems (eg. UNIX/MULTICS, FORTRAN, COBOL, APL)i
and
* Robots (including automatons).
Attachment:
GB1.Sl3.27

Gordon Bell, Keeper

--~--~~-------;

Owen Bell, Assistant
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THE DIRECTOR'S LETTER

The museum's birth and parentage were responses to different needs that sprong
from several sources. When Ken Olsen and Bob Everett saved Whirlwind from
the scrap heap in 1973 and arranged to exhibit it at the Smithsonian, they also
envisioned. a place where all the treasures related to the evolutiori of computing
could be preserved. Then Ken bought the TX-O, the first full-scale transistorized.
computer, when it came up for auction. Soon word went around thai he was
maintaining a warehouse for old computers and the industry responded with
donations of a LINe, a PDP-8, and other classic machines thai otherwise would
have been junked.
At the same time, Gordon Bell was also thinking about a computer museum,
an idea which emerged while writing Computer Strudures with Allen Newell

between 1967 and 1970. They studied all the computers to that date and developed PMS, a notation capable of characterizing all information processing
systems. While writing about the machines, Gordon started visiting them and
bringing back artifacts. Soon his office and home were filled with modules of
the Atlas, the IBM 650, the Il..ll.AC n, memory devices that predated the core,
and calculators that preceded computers.
Still, Gordon was complacent with the thought of a potential museum until he
travelled to Japan where Fujitsu proudly turned on its first relay computer for
him to admire. He was convinced. If the Jap:::mese could pull this of{, then he,
Ken Olsen, and Bob Everett should be able to display the TX~o and other early
machines. But there was no budget or space (or the Museum.
This time, RCA saved the day. The Marlboro "tower building" constructed by
RCA in 1970 and later purchased by Digital had a grand lobby and open balcony
waiting to be used for exhibits. Gordon thought that it might somehow provide a
setting for the TX~o, and he formed.. a volunteer committee to evaluate the space.
I was one of the volunteers. Having used the TX-O in graduate school. I knew
how the room felt at J\.flT, and the balcony area seemed reminiscent of that. The
building's residents agreed to accommodate the museum collections. 'IWo college
students were hired lor the summer to catalogue the artifacts in Gordon's office.
photograph the computers that Ken had accumulated in the warehouse, and
assemble exhibits with the aid of Digital's industrial designers. Gordon applied
the PMS taxonomy from Computer Structures and wrote the text panels for
the exhibits.
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On September 23rd. 1979, the Digital Computer Museum opened with a lecture .............
on the EDSAC by Maurice Wilkes. And while Ken a nd Gordon were very proud
that the collections had been assembled, no one was available to attend to
the business of maintaining the collection, providing lours, or accepting new

donations.
In November 1979, Jamie Parker. a recent 'klssar College graduate, was hired
as the first employee and the Museum became operable on a daily basis. A year
later, the Operations Committee of Digital Equipment Corp:lration decided to

develop a truly representative, industry-wide museum for the preservation 01
computing history and I was hired as the Director.
Digital Equipment Corporation not only provided start up funding, but encouraged employees in the legal. financial. marketing, public relations. adminIstration. sales and service, and engineering deJXIrtments to donate their time and

talents to this cause, The birth of the Museum is coincident with the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the founding of Digital Equipment Corporation; and the Museum
is the corporation's twenty-filth birthday present to the public as a way to insure
the preservation of the history of computing for future generations.
Establis hing the Full-Fledged Public Museum
My first task was to transfonn a private collection into a public foundation with full
charitable status. A distinguished board of directors, representative of the diverse
nature of the information processing industry, was assembled, The Members
Association encourages participation by anyone interested in the Museum's locus
and activities. These two groups provide the interlace between the Museum's
public and its stoff. keeping the direction on course and responsive.
The stoll has grown and taken on specialized roles. Jamie Parker, exhibit coor·
dinator, planned the Pioneer Computer Ttmeline, and finds a place for each
significant new acquisition. Chris Rudomin, program coordinator, organizes
the lectures and seminars. the store. and educational prog-rams. Sue Hunt is the
Museum's coordmator of everything else and with a bank of word processors
provides our day-te-day sUPIXlrt. Jay McLeman, a full time staff member, cares
lor the operating machines. John McKenzie, who is TX-a's lifetime technician,
is working on the long and arduous re-entry of the TX-a into the world of
operatmg computers.
A phalanx of students tackle special projects. Since the fall of 1980, Professor
Mary Hardell of Worcester Polytechnic Institute has arranged that computer science students can complete their Interactive Qualifymg Project at the Museum.
These range from research papers on benchmark prog-rams, such as Space War
on the PDP-I. to preparing explanations of exhibits, such as the Atanasoff-8erry
Computer breadboard. Beth Parkhurst has a part bme position while she tS a
fuiltime PhD candidate in the History of Technology at Brown University. She
wrote the text for the Pioneer Computer TImeline and is editing a videotape of
the ENlAC made from old newsreel films. Five additional college students will
be hired for thiS summer.
As Director, I have focussed on acquiring artifacts, conceptualizing projects,
and acting as the Museum's spokesperson. On a trip to England in February
we acquired the micro-processor from the EDSAC n from the Science
Museum, the console of the IBM 3601195 from Rutherford Labs, a full-scale
Williams tube, and a logic door from the Ferranti Mark I" from the University
of Manchester. Documentation services and a photo and film archive will be
realized in the next year. In October I chaired a session on Computers in
Museums at the ASSOCiatiorf of Science and Technology Centers meeting at the
Exploratorium in San Francisco and have consulted with other Museums including the Capitol Children's Museum, Washington; The Science Museum, London;
the Ampex Museum. Redwocx:i City; and The National Museum of Science and
Technology, Ottawa.
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Guide lines for the Future
Our main thrust is to develop the collection and continue the tradition of saving
classic machines from the junk pile. We rescued. the last operational STRETCH,
saved the major components of the very first CDC 6600, and collected the PhilcoFord 212 belore it was to be scrapped. The first priority is saving hislory, the
second is to display it, and then the third is to interpret its historic role. The
exhibits, therefore, are dynamic and evolutionary.

Five tested policies have crystallized.
1.
The major purpose of the Museum is the historical preservation 01 the evolution of computers. To that end, the PMS notation forms the basis of the taxonomy
determining the extent of the kingdom of computing and providing guidelines for

exhibits. Jan Adkins of the National Geographic Society captured the essense of
the venture when he said to me, 1'ou must feel like the Director of the Museum

of Natural History when he started to collect bones..
2.
The lecture series that started with talks on pioneer computers by people
who had personally worked with them will be expanded to a series of seminars
in a similar vein. Andy Knowles, a member of the Museum's Boo.rd, is fond of
reminding me that, There is no history, only biography.· Thus, we are giving the
p::x::hum to people who can give first-hand biographies of machines, programs,
and languages they have known.
3.
The focal p::>int of the Museum is the machines themselves. Frank Oppenheimer, the Director and Founder of Scm Francisco's Exploratorium counsels,
"Well-engineered machines speak eloquently of their own elegance. Museum
designers can't equal them." Revealing the intrinsic beauty and functionality
of the exhibited machines is our challenge and goal.
4.
The main audience for the historic and archival collections are computer
scientists, programmers, history buffs, and those with a curiosity about computer
evolution. The Museum will provide a sense of the feel of machines and programs
from various eras. Spacewar, the first computer game, feels totally different running on the 1961 PDP-l than it feels on a small arcade machine. This is hardly
apparent to a youngster whose only Spacewar experience is in an arcade, but
it is the feel of the PDP-i that almost brings tears to the eyes of those who were
computing during its era. As board member George Michael says, "Hey, this
is a Museum for us big kids.·
5.
The Museum encourages broad-based. involvement by maintaining a gcxx:l
working relationship between the enthusiastic volunteers, donors of artifacts,
patrons, students, scholars and a staff that can keep stirring the soup. Harold
Cohen, creator of our computer-designed murals, observed that the Museum
doesn't ... "have to convince the computer community to supp::>rt the museum
because its artists are worth supp::>rting; they are the artists. It is completely
different from any other museum that J know. ·
Because the Digital Computer Museum is unique, its rules need to be invented.
This inaugural rep::>rt provides a baseline from which the Museum con flourish
in a multitude of dJrections. J hope that you will join me in this process.
Gwen Bell
Director

•

COLLECTIONS OF TIlE DIGITAL COMPUTER MUSEUM

The Museum's charter is to
accept and preserve artilacts
and documentation of the
history of information
processing. Our ·starter"
collection is listed below. New
acquisitions will be recorded
each June in the Report. The
Museum will also publish
occasional catalogs that will
cover one area in depth.

ProJ8(.1 Stretch alarted in 1954 and introduced a number of new !deos 8'VJ.denced
by a set of new terminology such
os 'byte,oW Interface,' and the word
•ardulecture' os applied to compute~.
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Bendix G-!5 (X48.82)
Gift of the Science Museum
of Minnesota

Digital Equipment Corporation.
PDP·lIt23 Microcomputer (033.80)
Gift of Digital EqUlpmenr

Cor~tation

Corpora lion
Digital EqUipment CorporutJ.on,
PDp·1lI45(D9.BI)
G/fr of Digilal Equipment

Control Data Corporation.
CDC 6600 (X38.8l)
Gift of Lowrence Uvennore
National Laboratory
Digital Equipment Corporouon,
MINe (Dl55.80)
Gllt of Digilal Equipment

Corporation
Digital Equipment Corporolion,
Gift of Digital Equipment
Corporation
International Business Machines
Corporation, IBM 7030. 'Stretch"

Corporalion
Digital EqUipment Corporation,
PDP·\ (XD116.79)
Gifl of Inforonics Corporation
Digital EqUipment Corporation.
PDP·7 (XD143.80)

(XD25().8!)

Control Data Corporation,
CDC 160A
On loan from Conrrol Data

PDP-12 (OI56.S\)

/nsli!ute

Gift of Computer Services. Brigham
Young University
Ubrascope General Precision,
LGP-3J (XI4..8!J
Gilt of MIT Museum and His!orical
Col/ections
Uncoln Laborotones. UNC (DllB.791

Digital Equipment Corporation,
PDP-8(DI17.80l
Gift of DigllaJ Equipment
Corporation

Gi!1 of Dil;11tol Equipment
Corporotion
MITS, AltaIr 8800 (X58.82)

Glfr of Worcester PolytechnIC

NASA Apollo Guidance Computer
Prototype (X37.8l)
Gift of Charles Slarr Draper
Laboratory. Designed and
built at Charles' Stork Draper
Laboratory. manufoctured
by Raytheon.
PhUco-ford 212
Gifl of Ford MolOJ" Company

Remington Rand. UnIVac Solid
State BO {X33.8ll
Gilt of Jodie S. Hobson
Siemens 2OJ2 CX2O.80
On loan from Siemens Corporonon
Texas Instruments, Advanced
Scientibc Computer (XD224..80)
Gjfl 01 ?exes Instruments

Uncoln Laborotones. 11(-0 (DlS4.75)

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. Whirlwind (029-32.73)
Gift of Digital Equipment
Corporation

Lawrence Uvennore Laboratories donated
the COC 6600 serial number one. Designed
by Seymour Cray between 1960 and
1964. the 660J made order 01 magnitude
improvements in the speed 01 computing.
Three of the lour bays 01 the central
pn:x:essing unit. the double-tubed video
monitor. and high-speed printer are on view.

In Aprill96S. the Idea of the minicomputer
was reaUzed with the delivery 01 the ursl
PDP-8. The processor of this Classic Eight
was housed in a transparent box revealing
the elegance of its logic modules.
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COMPUTER COMPONENTS

Amphenol, \bcuum Tubes (X77.£(J)
GIlt oJ Gory Papazian
Bell Telephone Laboralories.
1iunsisCor GA-51984 (X3I.a!)

English E\ectric Company. Deuce
Arithmetic l..og1c Element (X04.75)
Gift of Murray Allen
ENlAC Function 1Qble
On loon from the Smithsonian
Institution, National Museum
of History and 'khnology
Fo:Irch!ld Semiconductor.
Semiconductor (X7L82)
Gift of Bob Glorlooo
Ferranti CoTJX)ration. Atlas I
Printed CirCUIt Boord 0<01.75);
Atlas I O!crlla 0<D2.75)
Gift of F. R. Sumner
Ferrontl Corporation. Atlas I Four
F1ip-flojl BcxIrd (X53.81); Mark J"
logIC [);)or (X66.82)
Gilt:r of Depol1ment of Computer
Science. University 01 Manchester
Ferranti Corporation. Atlas I
Printed Circuit BcxIrd (XDI28.80)
Gilt 01 Rutherford Laboratory
FUfITSU Ltd. , Relay No. 56
(XD71.79t Parametron 0<073.79),
Loalc Circuit Diagrams 0<077.191.
FACOM 100 Relay (XDI()3.80)
Gilts 01 FUJITSU, Ltd.

GJlr of Carver Mead

Bendix G-IS 8ft Slice (0202.80)
Berkeley ScIentific: Corporation,

Decimal Counting Unit (D205.80J
ClaT S,at Amperite, Bcillasl Resistor
Thbes (Reguiotors) (X79.80)
Gifts oJ GOry Papazian
Computer Controbl Corporation,

l..ogie Module (0111.80)
Control Data Corporation, STAR
I..oqic Module ocD218.£(J); 6600

liansfer &xlfd OCD223.BO)
Gill3 of Lowrence Uvennore
National Laboratory
Gray Research Inc., Cray I

Interface Module CXD226.80J
G/ft 01 Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory
OCS Power Amplifier (X60.82)
Gilt of Bob Glorioso
Dlgllai Equipment Corporallon.

Bd slice tnple flip-flop (0201.80);

Classroom Module (0206.80);
FlIP-Chip Modules (D213.1ll); LSI II
Module (D35.!Kl): PDP-6 System
Logic Module: PDP-8II LoalC Module

PDPllflO MoouIe Anwark
(022.79); System Building Block
(D203.9); UART f our Channel
Asynchronous Serial Interface

(D'l2O.£(J);

(036.80); VAX Prototype USA

(DI66.80)
Gifts of Digital Equipment

Corporation
Digital Equipment CoTJX)fation.
PDP·5 Accumulator Boords(X21.81l
GIft of Davkl Rozler

General [)ynamlcs form Flash
Plates lrom Stromberg Carlson
SC4020 (XD131.80)
Gilt of Rutherford Labora/ory
General Electric, Semiconductor
(X10.82)
Gift of Bob Glorioso
Honeywell Sense Amplifier

H4200'8200 0<D253.8IJ

Gift of Phil Goldman

internallOnal Business Machines
Corporation, 22XX Printer Buffer
Array. \...oaic card from an IBM
Printer (lIDl32.80)
Gilt of Rutherford Laboratory
intematlOnal Busmess Machines
Co!p9ration. IBM Jro'91 Console
0<13.82)
GIft of Howard Eskin, Columbia
University
international BUSIness Machines
Corporation, IBM 650 Logic Module
(XDI2.15)
Gilt oJ Murray Allen
lnternational BuSIness Machines
CoTJX)ratlon. SMS Logic Module
(0113.80)
Manchester Uruversity, Mark I \blve
(XD5.15)
Gift 01 Department of Computer
Science, Manchester University
MITS. Altair 81m CPU BcxIrd (X6.80)
Gift 01 Ed Luwish

Motorola, Semiconductor (X68.82)
Gilt of Bob Glorioso

National Union, \bcuum Tubes
(X76.80)
GW:r of Gory Papazian

This 1953 traJlS1Stor had Its own serial
number and was indiVidually ]Xtckaged.

The tube was indented to hook the
transistor over the side and keep Its
"whiskers" from becoming ben!.

Phllco, lJansistors (X64.82)
Gifrs of Bob Glorioso
Raytheon, Electron 'fubes 0<14.82)
Gifts of Gory Papoz/dn
Ravthoon. Power llunsistor 2N1662
(X59.82)
Gift of Bob Glorlooo
RCA, Radio and Electron lUbes
(X75.80)
GJff!l of Gory Papazian
RCA. llunsistors (X12.82)
Giff!l 01 Bob Glorioso

Sos.SO Sales, s.lOO CPU Board
0<0236.81)
Gilt of David Ramsperger
Sylvorua. MOBIDIC Logic Board
(XDI92.oo)
GIft of frank Feigln
TexQlIinstruments, Semiconductors
(X61.82)
Gifts of Bob Glorlooo
llunsitron, Diodes (X63.82);
Semiconductor (X69.82)
Gllt:r of Bob Glorlooo
Univef'Slty 01 Dlinols. n.llAC D
BLOCK MU~'!PI~xor called
'interplay" (XD216.75); n.llAC m
Printed CII1:Ull Module
Gilf!I of CllIlord Caner

Westinghouse, RfLintegrated
Circ\uts 0<62.82)
GIfts 01 Bob Gl01iooo

~

TRANSDUCER SYSTEMS, COMPUTER OPTIONS, AND COMPONENTS

Bunnell. 1e!egraph Sender and
Receiver OCD229.EIl)
GIll of Rodney Bamford

Harold Cohen, -yu.rt\e' OCSO.82J
On leon from Harold Cohen
Columbia Graphophone Company,
Dictaphone, Shaver, '&unscrtber
(DIZl.79)
Digital Equipment Corpormion,

'TYPe 30A CRT DC25.81)
Giil of Harvey 'Mggins

Diaital Equipment Corpon;rtion,
338 Display Unit (X23.81)
Gift of Ford Molar Company
Diqital EQulP.ment Corp:>ration.

GIGI {D216.82}; GT40 (010.81);
'IT 105 OC36.8U
Gills 01 Digital f'qulpmenl
Corporation

Digital EQuipment Corporation,

Vil05 OG16.81)

Gill of Amoricon Computer

Group Inc.
Allen 8. Du Mont Laboratories,

Inc., Cathode-Ray Oscillographs

OC26-8.81J

GUts of Ken Olsen
Edison Company, Echphone, Utility
Shaver and \bice Recorder

(DI2I-SO)

'Enigma' (8197-8.81)
On Joan from Gordon and

GwenBeU

Fridan Corporation, Fridan Paper

Tape Reader (X9.80)
Gffl 01 Ed Luwish
International Business Machinea
Corportrtion, IBM Card Punch

(X4O.8O)
International Business Machines

Corporation, IBM

Au~_typisl

Perforator and Printer (X16-7.8J)

Gilts of Solomon Schecter Day
SchooI
International Telephone and
Telegraph. Teletype (0117.9))
Glfl 01 Jade Brown
C. Lorenz A·G. Telegraph
1rorlSrrutter (X3().81)
Glfl 01 Alexander
Ihnderburgh Jr.

7

Telegraphen-Bau-Aruitalt V'OfI
Siemens and Ho1ske. Needle
Telegraph (XIS.SIl
On foan from Slemel!S" Corporation
Signal EJectrie Manulacturtng
Company. 'Signol1elegroph
Instrument" (8164.81)
Gill of Gordon and Gwen Ben
Teletype Corporation. Model IS
Te1etypewnter 0<015S.9)1
Gill 01 DId: Edhou.se
lHcdex Inc.. The Muse' (XD254.SI)
Gift of Ed Fredl:in
Westem Electric. TelephOne (X32.8J)
Gift 01 Daniel Rizzo
Westem Electrtc. Telephone (x56.80J
Gill 01 James Porker

Martln Marlette Corporation. Glory
Printer adopted for computer output
(XD208.BO)
Gifl of Clyde SUIl
The Noiseless 1\rpewriter Company.
"Noiseless 1\rpewrlter' (X5.80)
Gill 01 Ed Luwish
The Noisel_ 'fYpewnler Company.
"Noiseless 'fYpewnter" (XIS.SIl
Gift 01 TIudy Leonard
Rotlrood Telegraph 1Tansmitter
0<0182.80)
Glfl of Chll Granger
RelTUng\on Rand. UNIVAC Card
Punch (X34.SI)
Gill of Notional Museum 01 ScIence
and 7eehnology. 0t,awo

7Zl German Order of Battle according
Commander-In-Chief on 27th (A.l 14 Army.
Coast, Righi Wing of Bridgehead now
only guarded .... ' A top-secret message
Irom Field Marshal Kesselring, supreme
commander of the German forces in
Italy, to Berlm. Originally encoded on
the "Enigma" (similar to the one shown).
the message was deciphered by
code-breakers 0\ Bletchley Park within
hours 01 transmission. The critical
unportonce of code-breaking led the Brit1Sh
to lund computational development dunng
World \Nar O.
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CALCULATOR SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

Abacus (893.£0)
Gill 01 Goroon and Gwen Bell

{BlOO.80l

ADDI-COSMOS, 'S.U.G.

On loan from Gordon and Gwen

Calculator" (8131.110)
On kx:m from Goroon and
Gwen Bell
Aeroproducts Research. Inc..
flight Plan Calculator (X55.82)
On JexJn (10m Steve Kolha
R. C. Allen, •ARITHMA' (XD125.80)
Gill oJ Arthur HoI/ill
American Con Company,
•American Adding Machine'
(8180.8])
Gil' of Gordon and Gwen Bell
Anita, E1actronic CaleulalOr
CID209.~))

Drowing Instruments co 1850

Bell

Dnng cmd fage. Inland Revenue
Slide Rule (855.8))

On kXJII from Gordon and Gwen

Bell

Qri.n9 and Fage, 1..eadbetter Slide
Rule (BlOB.Ill)

Gil! of Gordon and Gwen Bell
Hane W. Egh, 'Millionaire" (Sl. 75);
(8136.81)
On Joan from Gordon and Gwen

Bell

Hans W. Egli. 'Mlllionaire' (891. 76)
Gilr of Gordon and Gwen Bell

GIll of Leonard Woodall

"EXAC1lJS' (636.79)

Atanasolf.Berry Computar

Grlr of Gordon and Gwen Bell

Breadboard (XI2.80)
On loon ftom John Vincent
Alanosof/
Automotlc Addmg Machine
Company. 'Golden Gem Addmg
Machme 00.81)
Gill 01 Erwin 1Omosh
Bell Telephone Laboratones

Calcuialor, prototype adder
f.OprcdUC9d by George Stihltz
(XD127.00)
Glfl of GeoT!,1e StibJrz
80hn Contex, Desk Calculator
(X43.81l
G,{I 01 Bob Olthoff
Bnca1 Pockst Addmg Machine

CXIJ.OOl

On loan from Did Rubinstein
'Clrcular Concise Slide Rule'

(8114.00)
a,iI of Gordon and Gwen Bell
Clary Corporotion, Clory DE600

tX35.81l

Gill 01 Lee McKwJ/d
Colossus Narrow 1bpe Pulley

CX49.81l

GIll of'R>by Harper
Contlna Ag Mouren, 'Curto"
(887.79)
Gift of Brian Randell

fowler and Company, Towler's
Textile Colculator' (8112.80)
On loon from Gordon ond Gwen

BoU
J. f. fuller, 'Polmer's Improved by
fuller Compuung Scale" (SllO.SOI
GI/t of Gordon and Gwen Bell
J. f. Fuller, "Palmer's Improved by
fuller Compuung Scale" 0<1.81)
Gift 01 Erwin lOmosh
Genera! Preoston Systems,
General PuT]XlOO Analog Computer

OC42.79J

Gifr of Uncoln-Sudbury Regional
Hir;lh School
Gunter Rule (64I.79)
Gift of Goldan and Gwen Bell

Gunter Rule (84.761
On /exm from Gordon and
Gwen Bell
Hewlett Packard, 'HP-35' (834.79)
GJ/r 01 Gordon and Gwen Bell
The Hollenth Electnc 'lhbulatmg
System, I!epnxl.uctlon by Roberto
Guatelh (D231.81l
Gift of Digital Equipmenr
Corporation

The Pascallne (l645) Is the (irst mechanlool.
single register calculator built thaI is still
In existence. Roberto Guatelli reproduced
this copy from an orlglnalln the collection
of Thomas Watson stored by IBM. The
calculator was designed by Blaise
Pascal. the famous French scientist and

Jacquard Loom Mechanism
(BIl7.80)
On loon from Gordon and
Gwen Bel/
Keuffel lit Esser, Slide Rule <XD5O.76)
Gift 01 Diet Clayton
Keulfel lit Eaer, lhacher's
Calculating Instrument" (BS6.80)
On loan from Gordon and
Gwen Bel/
elitE Layton. ~tes Arlthmameter"
CB82.80)
On loon from Gordon and
Gwen Bell
lewis 8c 1Ylor, Ltd. , "Hydra1culator"
(BIl3.SO)
GIft of Gordon and Gwen Bell
L.t D., ilmberCalculatmg Shde
Rule (B30.77)
On loon from Gordon and G wen

Bell

Ughtn!ng Portable Adding Machme
from the desk of George Forsythe

(XIS.Sl)

Gift ofGio C. M. WIederhold
Marchant Electric Calculator

(XD235.8IJ
GIft of Robert F10yd
NavigatOf's Gunter Rule (854.80J
On loon from Gordon and
Gwen Bell
Navigator's Sector (SZI. 78)
On loan from Gordon and Gwen

Bell

Aaron Palmer. 'Palmer's Pocket

Soole" <B194.SIl
On loan from Gordon and Gwen

Bell

Pascal Add&r, Reproduction by

Roberto Guatelh (81SO.81)
On loon from Gordon and Gwen

Bell

Fredenck Post ComJXJny. "Vel"$CIlog
SUde Rule' (X47.81l
Gift of Cliff Hafen Jr.
Powers Somas Card Processing
System (XDI4.81)
Gilt of the Biological Research
Centre, Institute 01 'lerrosmal Ecology

philosopher. 01 the age of 19. AlthQugh a
number were built during his lifetime, the
tooling was such that they were unreliable,
and became curiosities as much as
calculators. The principles of Pascal
machines were laler applied to key punch
calculators such as the Comptomeler.

PrecIsion Adding Machine
Company. Inc. 'Quixsum Adding
Machine Model C" (B38.79)
On loon from Gord.,m and
Gwen Bell
Raytheon, Hawk Missile Auto
P1lot <XDt44.8JJ
Gill of Joe Kuprevich
Rebable Typewriter lit Addmg
Machme Corporation, "Addometer"
(885.79)
Gifl 0/ Gordon and Gwen Bell
J, Sang. "PIatometer" (86.76)
On loon from Gordon and
Gwen Bell
Selective Educouonal EQuipment
Corporation, "SEE CALCULAlQR'
(83J. 79)
Servo Calculator ComJXJny. "tArOO
Reading Frequence Response Slide
Rule" (X3.8t)
GJlt of Jock Wor/ton
Stanley Rule & Level ComJXJny.
TImber Slide Rule (B99.SO)
Gift of Gordon and
Gwen Bell
M. Thomas de Colmar,
'Anthmometer" (B3.76)
GIft of Gordon and Gwen Bell
M. Thomas de Co\mar. 1nslructlon
pour sa SEllVlf de L'Anthmometre
Machine a Calculer" <X4.81J
Glfl of Erwm 'JOmash
J. Thomlinson, Ltd .. Thomhnson's
Equivalent Paper Slide Rule"
(8107.80)
Gilt of Gordon and Gwen Bell
1Etxas lnstrumenlS, Slide Rule
Calculator CID237.81)
Gill 0/ Mike Riggle
TInker lOy Computer <X39.8J)
Gift of Danny Hillis. Brian
Silvennan and friends
Wolvenne Supply and
ManuJactunng Company.
'Addmg Machine" (8167.81)
Gift 0/ Gordon and Gwen Bell

MEMORY SYSTEMS. COMPUTER OPTIONS. AND COMPONENTS

Atanasoff-Berry Computer Memory
Drum (XIL80)
On loon from Dr. Clair Mople
Autonatics. Minuteman Fixed Hood

English Electric Compony. Deuce
Mercury Delay-line (XD3. 75); Deuce
Memory Drum 0<65.82)
Gifts of Murray Allen, University
of Sydney
Ferrant! Ltd .. AtlOl> I Fixed Memory
(XD129.80): AtlOl> I Memory The
Supervisor· (XDI3O.80)
Gjft of Rutherford LaborofOties
Ferranti Ltd .. Magneto-stricttve
Delay-line (XD230.80)
Ferranti Ltd .. Pegasus Short
Acoustic Delay-line fX54.82);
Williams Thbe 0<67.82)
Gilts of Computer Science
Deportmen t. Manchester University
Ferroxcube Corporotion of
America. Ferroxcube Core Memory
(Dl95.SO)
FUJITSU Ltd .. Hollerith Read
Only Cord Reader and Cords
(XD74-5.79); Paper Tape for FACOM
(XD76.79)
Gifts of FUJITSU Ltd.
Harvard Univel"Slty. Mark N 54-bit
Magnetic Shift RegISter OCD6.75)
Gift of Bob 1lucchl
Hertrich Development Inc .. RlDI
Disk Drive Prototype (XD163.80)
Glfl of Fred Hertrich
Honeywell Memory Sense Amplifier

Disk Memory CID107.80J
Gilt of Aton Insingo

Bryant Computer Producta. RM-IO
Drum (XSl.82)
Gift of Nigel Webb
Bubble Memory System (DS.81)
Gift of Nick Warchol
Richard Stevens Burrington,
"Handbook of Mtrthematlcal1bbles
and Formulas" (B44.79)
Gift of lMJliam 8. Lehmann

CGO Memory Board (D1.81)
Gift of Nick Warchol

Chemical Rubber Pubhshing
Compo:ny. "Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics. 31s\ Edition' (828.79)
Gilt of Gordon Clnd Gwen Bell
Computer Controls Corp:>ralion,
Delay Una MemorylLoglc Module

(DJOO.SO)
Control Data Cor~ration. CDC
38500 Cartridge (XD222.80J

Gift of Lawrence Uvermore

National Laboratory
Digital Equipment Corporation,

Core Memory (D200.80): 18 mil
Planar Memory (DI98.80);
Experimentol ferrile Memory Stack
(0160.80); PDp·II Planar Structured
Core Memory (024l.8O); £.4K Byte
Memory Module (034.80); VAX SBI
Memory Board (DI&1.80); VAX Star
64K MQS Memory Array (Dl65.80)
Gilts of Dlgitol Equipment
CorporoUOIl
Disk Drive Prototypes (X52.82)
Gift of Steve Lambert
The Emeloid Company. Inc ..
i'ransmission Une Colculator

CX22.81)
Gift of Phi1 Goldman
Honeywell Plated Wire Memory
(DI14.80)
Charlea Hutton. "Table 01 the
Products and Numbers" (B2.76)
On loon lrom Gordon and
Gwen Bell
International Business Machines
Corporation. 2321 D::tta Cell Drive
(}(46.82); 2321 D::tta Strips (XD219.80);
D:lta Cen (XD22().80); 1360
Photo-dlQltal Storage System
(XD221.801
Gifts of Lawrence uvennore
Nolional Laboratory

OC29.8l)

Gift of Cliff Hofen Ir.
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I...os Alamos ScIen tific Laboralory.
MANIAC Electrostatic Memory and
Williams 'llibe (XD214.80)
Gill of Los AlamGs Scientific
Laborolory
Mermed Frares. Piano Disk
(XDI36.80)
Glfl of Merv Horovitz
MITS. Altair 4K RAM Boord 00.80)
Gill of Ed Luwish
·Medel Ready Red:oner· (X57.80)
Gift of McLaren Harris
Napier's Bones (B27. 79)
On loon lrom Gordon end
Gwen Bell
NASA Apollo GUidance Computer
Read Only Rope Memory (XD115. 76)
Gifl of Albert Hopkins
Ph!llips. rerroxcube F'fl (0204.80)
RCA. Core Memory Board
(XDI97.80)
Gift of Gory Papazlon
RCA. Experimenlal Ferrite Core
Memory (DI61.80); Thin FUm
Memory (DI12.80): Non-destructive
Read-out (DI62.80)
RCA. FerTile Core Memory Cube
(DI69.80)
Gill of Cliff Grenger
RCA. ]OHNNIAC Selectron Tube
(XD215.80)
Gill of lohn Posliey
'Sumador Chino' (XIO.80)
Gill 01 Jim Rogers
3 M Corporation. Telex Disk (080.80)
Gift of Don Sorcilllo
University of Ulinois. UllAC n48-bit
Register, Mesa Transistor (XDI2O.80)
Gift of Los Alamos Scienljfjc
Labore lory

This drum is the only remaimng portion
of the Atanasoff-Berry Computer. the first
electronic. dJgital calculator. lWo drums
were built. each with 32 5O-bit tracks of
small paper condensers. with the outer end
connected to a contact stud and the inner
ends connected together and brought
out through the mounting plates. The
space near the periphery. in which the
condensers are mounted. contains a high
grade 01 wax for moisture protection.
A positive charge on the outer end 01 a
condenser corresponds 10 zero. a negative
charge to one. The drum rotates on an axis
al a speed 01 one revolution per second .
Brushes bear upon their contacts to read
the charges and recharge them.
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DONORS TO THE PHOTOGRAPH AND DOCUMENT COLLECTIONS

Michael Adams

John Vincent Alanasoff
Gordon Bell
Charles and Constance
Bachman
Bell Laboratories
Brigham Young University,

Computer Services
British Telecom Research
Laboratories
Arthur W. Burks
Wesley Clark
Harold and Becky Cohen
Steve Cooper
David Edwards
Digital Equipment Corporation,

Corporate Ubrary
Charles Stork Draper
Laboratory
Wayne Galusha

lack Gilmore
C. Lester Hogan

IBM, Corp:>rale Exhibit Program

and Corporate Archives
lNfEL
lack Kilby
Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory

los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory

Dick Loveland
Massachusetls Computer

Associates, Inc.
Massachusel!s tnstitute 01

Technology Museum and
Historical Collections
The MITRE Corporation,
Corp:>rate Archives

Monroe Systems for Business
National Physical Laboratory
Princeton University, Institute lor

Advanced Studies
Brian Randell
Charles Ray

Bob Reed
Dick Rubinstein
Rutherford Laboratory

A.H.J. Sale
Grant Saviers
Hrand Saxenian
Science Museum, London
Oliver SeUridge

Shelburne Museum
Siemens Corporation
Richard Solomon
George 5Ubitz
Ivan Sutherland
John A. Swets
Texas Instruments
University of Manchester.
Department of Computer
Science
Gordon Welschman
James Wilkinson
Konrad Zuse

LECTURE SERIES

\I

Maurice Wilkes spoke at the inauguration of the first exhibits, September 23rd. 1979.
The eleven other lectures given to date include nine by people closely associated
with the machines featured on the Pioneer Computer nmeline. one on the Computer
Murals and one on the LINC. These lectures were recorded on video-lope for the
Museum's archives. Six major lectures relating to the exhibitions at Ihe Museum are
planned each year.

Harold Cohen, September 23, 1980
The Program and Art behind the Museum's
Murals
"Deep down inside 1told myself my real preoccup::ltion has been nol games having to
do with how you generate p::lUems but with
games of meaning. How do you come to
terms with the curious issue of imagery in
artmaking(
The people at Stanford couldn't understand
at all why I was using up all this computer
time making all these funny squiggles."
Harold Cohen painting "Primavera In the
spring," September 1980.
Pharo by Becky Cohen.

Wesley Clark, November 18. 1981
The Design. Building, and Use of the First
Laboratory Computer: LINC
ine concept of putting this in one box that
an experimenter could take away 10 his
laboratory and work with in a personal
way was the essence of it."
"One fellow looked. at the UNC inside and
out, and at this wire going over and to the
other side. Then said, This thing can't possibly work, there is no way to gel the data
in.' He couldn't find any punched. cards. We
went back to Uncoln Laboratory exhausted.
bUl lriumphanl, wanting to do more,'
Wesley Clark and Charles Molnar recreating a classic pose with the LINC at the
Museum.
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LECTURES ON THE PIONEERING COMPUTER EFFORTS

Jay Forrester, June 2, 1980
"'"'
The Design Environment and Innovations
.
of Project Whirlwind
!he Whirlwind experience was a very good
beginning because we learned the problems 01 pioneering, we learned the need lor
courage to stand up lor what you believe."
"Mag netic core storage, marginal checking,
high reliability, cathode-ray displays, light
gun, and a kind of lime-sharing were all
part 01Whirlwind."
Jay Forrester

Maurice WLlkes, September 23, 1979
The Design and Use of tbe EDSAC

W e realized that building the machine was
only the start of the project; tha t there was a

great deal to be learnt about writing programs, about how to use the machine for
numerical analysis, numerical calculation.
a nd a ll the rest of it"
•As. soon as we started prog-ramming. we
found to our surprise that it wasn', as easy
to gel pIOg'rams right as we had though!.

Debugging had to be discovered. I can remember the exact instant when I realized
that a large part of my lile from then on was
going to be spe~t in flnding mistakes in my
own programs.

John Vincent Atanasofi, November II, 1980
The Forces that Led to the Design of the
Atanasoff-Berry Electronic Calculator
'I soon found that no machine or system
available could solve the growing Usls of
problems of theoretical physics, technologies, statistics, or business."
!here 1 was in 1935. turning my mind to
invent a digital machine, not knowing how
it would be built or how it would work ....
In a larger sense no man invents anything;
he builds and extends a little with his
friends and on the shoulders of others."
Joh n Vincent Atanasoff

George Stibitz. May S, 1980
The Development. Design and Use of the
Bell Laboratories Relay Calculators
"In 1939, it was funny to think of a machine
that colculated in the ancient binary notation. [ wasn't sure whether the idea was

funny or nol, and for several weeks 1
thought it over, drawing circuits at home for

a real calculator with desk-lap capabilities.'
GeoIge Stibilzpresenting his falk.
Konrad Zuse, MCIICh 4, ISSI
DeSigning and Developing Zl - Z4
•At that time, nobody knew the difference
between hardware and software. We concentrated ourselves on purely technological
matters, both logical design and programming."
Zuse illustratmg the structure of the Zl

through Z4
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James \Vilkinson, April 14, 1981

~e Design and Use 01 the Pilot ACE

_{ight from the very sta rt, Thring was very
obsessed with getting the maximum possible speed. That wasn't the popular view 01
the time.'
lames \Vilkinson, wirh Charles Cullinane,
Charles Bachman. Maurice lNilkes. and
Gordon Bell

David Edwards, September 9. 1981
The Evolution of the Early Manchester
Machines
'F. C. Williams's contribution was that he
recognized that if you looked at the patterns
on the face of a tube after a millisecond.
you could recognize what they were, and
in lookipg at them you wrote them back
again
1n June 1948, when the baby machine ran.
our confidence started to develop.'

Arthur Burks, February 18, 1982
The Origin ,01 the Stored Program
'This most important historical achievement
[the stored program) did not come about in
a straightforward way, but in a convoluted,
indirect manner. '
Arthur Burks and the function table of the
ENIAC.

T. H. Flowers, October 15, 1981
Design and Use 01 Colossus
'During World War I became involved in
code-breaking activities for wroth I conceived and built machines which became
~own as Colossus. Colossus had features
)w associated with digital computers-~mi-permonent and temporary data storage, a rithmetic and logic unHs including
branching logic and variable program-

n.

ming.'

T. H. Flowers

John Brainerd, June 25, 1991
Development of the ENlAC Proj ect
'It was the world's lirst lorge-scale digital
electronic general purpose computer. You
have to put all those words in to tell something about it.'
lohn Brainerd speaking of the Impact of Ihe
Differential Analyzer.
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MUSEUM MEMBERSInP

Individuals are encouraged to participate in the activities 01 the Museum by becoming ...........
members. Kitty Selfridge is serving a s the iirst chairman and Ed Galvin as the secretQll
~
The membership group meets quarterly to coordinate activities. Committees have
been formed to advise on the museum store (Dick Rubinstein and Carolyn Sweeney),
excursions Ooan Lyle), and a ccessibility for the handicapped (Sandra VanHorn). Other
committees will be developed as needs arise.
Members are encouraged to learn enough about the structure of the collection to guide
tours. The Museum staff and certified docents provide scheduled training sessions.
Present docents include Gazda n Bell, Larry Cade, Sie ve Carter, Bruce Collier, 'Vernon
Johnson. Ed Luwish . Jack Lucier. Ira Machelsky. Brian Randell. Dick Rubinstein. Peggy
Sullivan. Rod. Sutherland. Juanita Thiel. and Maurice Wilkes.

CORPORATE
MEMBERS
Carnegie Mellon University

Computer Design PubHshing
Inle rme trics, Inc.

E. B. Luee Corporution
S. & H. Computer, Inc.
\blid Logic Systems. Inc.

Wang Laboratories
WCRB Sound Systems Inc.

MEMBERS
Mark C. Allen
Donald R. Ames
Victor Andersen
Bob Armstrong
Mario A. Borbocci
Lamar C. Bevil Jr.
Rika Brademann
Brown University. Computer
Science Dep:.lrtment
Alice Burks
Arthur W. Burks
Max Burnet
Richard C. Campbell
George A. Champine
Bobby Choonavala
Peter R. Clemons
Bruce Collier
F. J. Corbolo
D:J:vid Corbishley
Gerald D:J:vis
James S. D:J:vis
Jack Dennis
Stephen H. Dodd Jr.
A. C. Dungavell
Dick Dunnington
Joseph H. Eachus
J. A. Ebright
Dick Eckhouse
Andrew Eskind
Robert M. fano
Sidney fembach
Aaron finerman
Adrian J. f1atgard
Mary Jane forbes
Bernard A. Galler
Willard H. Gardner
David W. Gault
William Gervais
Ray Giordano
Rose Ann Giordano
Robert Glorioso
John P. Gray
Sheila Grinel!

Clifford H. Halen Jr.
William Hanson
Walter Hanstein
Phil Harler
Samuel D. Harper
Michael Hathaway
William Heffner
Dan Hlozik
Lawrence L. Holmes
Grace M. Hopper
Dieler Huttenberger
Afon lnsinga
Howard W. Johnson
Anita K. Jones
Ray Kaplan
Bill Keating
Marcia M. Kenah
Alan Kalak
Hal Lamster
Michael P. LaVigna
Arthur T Leung
Ann W Lewin
Arthur Luehrmann
Joon Lyle
Ira S. Machelsky
Massachusetts College 01 Art
Ruth MauJucci
Pamela McCorduck
James L. McKenney
John A. McKenzie
John E. McNamara
Bill Minasian
David Murphy
Allen Newell
John f. Nolan
Eldon Norton
Anthony G. Oettinger
Anthony D. Pell
Edward G. Perkins
Carol Peters
Montgomery Phister Jr.
Robert W. Rector
Kenl C. Redmond
J.E. Richardson
C. Mike Riggle
Alan J. Roberts

James L. Rogers
Robert r Rosing
Richard Rubinstein
Charle Rupp
Martin I. Sack
Jean E. Sammet
Hrand Saxenian
Edward. H. Schein
Andrew Schmidt
Stanley W. Schultz
Jack Schwartz
William W. Schweikert
Ramon C . Scott
Andrew Seidel
Marc Shulman
Daniel P. Siewiorek
Thomas M . Smith
Steven Step::!nek
William M. Steul
Jack H. Stevens
Randal! L Stickrod
J. Michael Storie
Julius Strallon
Margaret A. Sullivan
Nathan Teichholtz
Alexander Vanderburgh Jr.
James A . Wade
W. Gordon Welchman
David P. Wheatland
Maurice Wilkes
Woods
James
William A. Wulf

w.
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FOUNDERS PROGRAM

r

Until June 1984, when the Museum will have completed all the requirements for full
status as a Charitable Foundation under Public Law SOI(c)3. the opportunity exists for
individuals and institutions to become Founders.
During these two years, we are seeking to develop a broad base of support from
Corporations and Individuals involved with infonnation processing. Corporate
Founders ($2500) and individual Founders ($250) receive certificates and all privileges
of membership.
This is a unique opportunity to help establish the only international museum devoted
exclusively to computers and computing history.

CORPORATE
FOUNDERS

FOUNDERS

Bolt. Beranek and Newman Inc.
Robert Cipriani Associates

Gene M. Amdahl

ComputerWorld
Control Data Corporation
Clint Clemens
Data General
Digital Equipment Corporation
General Systems Group, Inc.

Chester and Hurshel Bell
Gordon Bell
Gwen Bell
A. M. Berto::x:hi
Gordon S. Brown
Brown
Lawrence
Peter Christy
Henry J. Crouse
James G. Cudmore
Henri G. Doll
Tom Eggers
M. Gordon Ehrlich
U1f and Helene fagerquist
John T Gilmore Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. GruzinovHenderson
Roberto Guatelli
Thecdore G. and Ruth T
Johnson
JeTTier Haddad
Winston R. Hindle Jr.
Lester Hogan
A.L.G. Humphreys
J. S. Kilby
Edward A. Kramer
Thomas Marill

MITRE Corporation
Schlumberger Foundation
Tobin vending Service

Charles Bachman

e.

e.

r

D:lniel D. McCracken
Mr. and Mrs. William H.
McLean
J. C raig Mudge
Susannah Na than
Joseph M. Newcomer
Jeremy M. Norman
Robert Noyce
Kenneth H. Olsen
Robert M. Price
Ronald Resch
fontaine K. Richardson
Grant Soviers
Oliver and Kitty Selfridge
Alan F. Shugart
Richard Sites
Edward A. Schwartz
John J. Shields ill
Ivan and Marcia Sutherland
DeUina and Stephen Thorndike"
Teicher
James E. Thornton
Erwin O. Tomash
Michael G. Tomasic
Arnaud de Vitry
Jerome B. Wiesner
Leonard Woodall

MUSEUM EVENTS

Wednesdays at 4 and
Sundays at 3
GAllERY TALKS AND W~
SJ:)9dalloplcs will be announced each
week.

October 7 at 5 PM
LECTURE, IUSTORY or THE SIEVE
MACHINES
D. H. Lehmer
Professor Emeritus University of California
at Berkeley, With an exhibition 01 the alectro-mechanicaJ machine used for finding

prime numbers exhibited at the Chicago
World's Fair of 1932 cnd the 1950 electronic
prime number sieve.

OctoberS-9
EXCURSION: ANFSQ7 and NATIONAL MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Friday noon leave Hanscom field lor North
Bay, Canada. Visit and tour the ANFSQ-7,
vacuum tube computer in operation on the
SAGE early warning system. Hotel aecemmooations in Ottawa. Saturday morning
tour of the Computing Exhibition. National

Museum 01 Science and Thchnology.
Saturday noon leave Ottawa for Hanscom
field, Bedford. Contact Chris Ruclomin
lor more Information.

October 22 al 5 PM
LECTURE: mE WATSON SCIENTIf1C

LABORATORY, 1945-50
Herbert J. Grosch
As the first assistant to Wallace Eckert and
director of the compullng program, Herbert
Grosch will provide a narrative of the de-

velopment of the Columbia Laboratories
up to the time 01 NORC.
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM
The Computer Museum is a non-prolit,
public, charitable foundation dedicated to
preserving and exhibiting an indWitry-wide,
broad-based collection 01 the history of information processing'. Computer history il
interpreted through exhibHs. publications.
videotapes, lecturea, educational programa,
and other programs. The Museum archives
both artifacta and documentation and
makes the mate riall available lor
scholarly use,
The Computer Museum is open to the public
Sunday through friday from 1:00 to 6:00 pm.
There is no chafg8 lor admission. The
Museum's!ecture hall and reception
facilities are available lor renl on a
prea:rranged basia. for information call
617-467-4443.
Museum memberahip is available 10
ind ividuala and non-profit organizationa
for $25 annually and to businellJl&8 lor 112S
annually. Membe18 receive the quarterly
Report. invitationl to all lectU(es and l pecial programl. new postell. and a ten
percent discount in the Museum store .
A founders program il in ellect during the
initial two-year period 01 the Museum. until
June 10, 1984. During Ihil period individuals
and non-profit organizations may become
founders lor S2SO and bWlinesses ond charilable Foundations may become founder. for
52500. Founders receive 011 benefits of membership and recognition lor Iheir important
role in establishing the Museum.

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM REPORT
The Computer Museum Report is published
quarterly by The Computer Museum. One
hon Way. Mtulboro. MA 01752. Annual subscription is part 01 Ihe membership 01 the
Museum (52S per yeor tor individuals
and nonprofi l organl:r.alions and SI25
for corporations).
The purpose is to report on the programs
and exhibitions ol lhe Museum. The contents 01 The Computer Museum Report may
not be reproduced withou t written consent.
The Museum Stoll is responsible lor the eantenls 01 the Report. The opinions expressed
do not necessarily represent those of The
Computer Museum or its Board 01 Directors.
The design and proch.lction 01 the Report
is done by Ben.80n and Clemons.
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THE DIRECTOR'S LETTER

Since computer history is only
now being written, the policy of the
Museum is to develop evolving exhibitions. Thus. OUf galleries represent working drafts. allowing
visitors to see the collections while
we continue to supplement and

revise them.
The Pioneer Computer Timeline
was opened in October 1981. After it
opened. artifacts that no one knew

existed were unearthed. For exam·
pie. Toby Harper, who worked on
code-breaking at Bletchley Park.
saw the Colossus photographs and

remembered that he had one of the
pieces from its tape teeding mechanism. He was going to use it as a
telescope base that was never made.

Our display of Super Computers

is especially dynamic. The collection of early machines is continuing.

while we keep in mind leday's computers that will be retired. in the
future. George Michael of Lawrence
Livennore Laboratory. responsible
for the donation of the CDC 6600 # 1.
is shown with Jamie Parker. Exhibit
Coordinator. discussing the Cray I
and future plans for the Super Computer exhibit.

The newest gallery. the Four
Computer Generations. is organized
to show the new inventions. first
machines. new corporations. representative languages and applica-

1

tions characteristic of each period.
After he saw the exhibition, Lester
Hogan. one of the members of the
Museum's Board of Direcfors. wrote
a long letter with the following
suggestions:
~l was particularly pleased with
the handling of the history of 'the
chip' by starting at Bell Labs and
then mentioning the contributions
of Dummer, Kilby and Noyce. I do.
however, think it is important to
emphasize the fact that dozens of
researchers r.ecognized that
semiconductors offered the possibility of many transistors on a
single chip and there was much
more activity going on in various
labs trying to find a really good
method of building such a device
than most people realize. In 1953.
when a patent was issued to Syd
Darlington. the general attitude at
Bell Labs was that Syd was right
and that this would happen someday but that it had to wait until we
had a better way to make transistors. The alloy junction was indeed a better way and when it
became a reality; Harwick Johnson
at RCA Princeton took the concept
even further and built a phase
shift oscillator, Again, the general
response was. Well. this is a lot
better but it still isn't right.' Then
Kilby took the concept of the diffused base mesa transistor even
further. I remember my reaction
was. 'Well, it's closer. but it still
won't fly.' Then came Bob Noyce's
suggestion using the planar process and we all ran very fast to
bring that one process to reality. ~
The exhibition will be changed to
reflect this evolutionary development.

As each exhibition nears stability. cotalogs. slide sets. and other
materials useful for reference and
teaching will be produced to better
serve our far· flung audience.
Gwen Bell
Director
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The Apollo Guidance Computer
Designer's View
Eldon Hall Designer, Apollo Guidance Computer
In the early sixhes the so
called mini-computer had not

emerged and there was no commercial computer suitable for use

in the Apollo mission. Most of the
technologies that were eventually
used in the Apollo computer were
just emerging from research and

development efforts. The design
was mainly a task of fiUing the

components together in order to
meet the mission requirements
for computational capacity and
miniaturization.

From Polaris to Apollo
Previous aerospace computers
greatly influenced the development
of the Apollo Guidance Computer.

The demands that were placed. on
these computers provided the molivation to miniaturize and develop

semiconductors. The MIT Instrumentation Lab, now called. Charles
Stark Draper Laboratory. had the

Eldon Holl pointing to one 01 the
many diogToms shown during his
iIlustroted lectuTe .

responsibility for the design of the
computers used. in the Polaris.
Poseidon. and Apollo programs.
The lab's first significant venture into the field of digital computing was for Polaris. a very small
ballistic missile launched from a
submarine. A special purpose digital computer was designed to solve
the specific equations required for
the guidance and control system
based on analog techniques originally developed by the Navy. With
the need for increased a ccuracy
the Navy decided to use digital
techniques for the Polaris program.
resulting in the construction of a
wired-program special purpose
computer to solve the guidance and
control equations. In 19S9 the first
version of this system. called. the
Mark 1. flew in a Polaris missile.
It was the first guided flight of a
ballistic missile flown with an on
board digital computer providing

the guidance and control computations. The computer occupied about
four-tenths of a cubic foot . weighed
26 pounds. and consumed 80 watts.
Even before this Hrst guided flight
designs were being explored which
would reduce the size and improve
the maintainability of the system .
The new design. eventually designated Mark 2. repeated the architecture and logic design with
improvements in circuits and
packaging.
In August 1961. when NASA
contracted the laboratory to develop the Apollo guidance. navigation. and control system, the mission and its hardware was defined
in only very broad terms. A general
purpose digital computer would be
required to handle the data and
computational needs of the spacecraft. Therefore a special arrangement of display and controls would
be necessary for in-flight operations.
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Major units of the
CM Guidance, Navigation
and Control System.

learned that the human animal.
confined in a spacecraft for a week
or so, was not as clean as might
be expected from observations on
Earth. This additional constraint
had a rather interesting and farreaching impact on the mechanical design of the computers and
other hardware. All electrical
connections and metallic surfaces
had to be corrosive resistant and
even though the computer was designed to have pluggable modules,
everything had to be hermetically
sealed.

\
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The Suppliers
The boost phase of the mission.
which was the Saturn system. had
its own internal guidance system to
put the command and service module in translunar trajectory. Then
the Apollo system took over to

guide the mission to the moon.
In effect. navigating in space
is the same as navigating on Earth.
One might take a star sighting with

a sextant. That information is put
into the computer and from it the
state vector, Le. the position and

1

velocity of the missile at any point
of lime, is computed. The computer
orients the missile such that the
change in velocity will cause the
stale vector to be updated so the
missile will free-fall into the targeted point. While it is thrusting.
the guidance system must control
the attitude of the vehicle. the magnitude of the thrust in the case of
the Lunar Excursion Module (LEM),
and the direction of the thrust in the
case of the Command and Service
module.

Design Constraints
Initially, the need for a very
reliable computer with significant
computational capaci ty and speed

was clear. The design constraints included very limited size, weight, and
power consumption. If the designers
had known then what they learned later, or had a complete set of specifications been available as might be expected in today's environment, they
would probably have concluded that
there was no solution with the techn ology of the early sixties.
Establishing interface requirements was a monumental task.
The astronaut interface was one of
these. In 1962, computers were not
considered user friendly. Heated
debates arose over the nature of
the computer displays. One faction,
which usually included the astronauts, argued that meters and dials
were necessary. Logically, the pressure for digital displays won most
of the arguments because of their
greater flexibility in the limited
area allowed for a control panel.
In late 1963, as the requirements
for the LEM were being firmed up.
NASA decided to use identicQl
guidance computers in both the
command module and the LEM.
In the early manned orbital
missions before Apollo. NASA

By the end of 1962, NASA selected three contractors: General
Motors' AC Sparkplug Division for
the inertial systems and system
integration; Raytheon, Sudbury
Division, for the computer and computer testing equipment; Kollsman
Instrument for the optical systems;
North American Aviation for the
command and service module; and
Grumman Aircraft for the Lunar
Excursion Module.
In late 1959 and 1960 the lab
began evaluating semiconductors,
purchased at Sl,()(X) each from
Texas Instruments. Reliability. power consumption. noise generation,
and noise susceptibility were the
prime subjects of concern in the use
of integrated circuits in the AGe.
The performance of these units
under evaluation was sufficient to
justify their exclusive use in place
of the core transistor logic proposed
initially for the Apollo project design. The micrologic version of the
Apollo computer was constructed
and tested in mid 1962 to discover
the problems that the circuits might
exhibit when used in large num·
bers. Finally, in 1964 Philco-Ford
was chosen to supply the integrated circuits used in the proto-

•
type computer that operated in
February 1965. These cost ap-

proximately $25 each.

Specifications
Approximately one cubic fool
had been allocated in the com·
mand module for the computer. The
first prototype was operating in the
spring of 1964 and utilized the wire
wrap and modular welded cordwood construction which had been
produced for the Polaris program.
It was designed to have pluggable
trays with room for spare trays.

Since the clock in the computer
was the prime source of time, it had
to be accurate to within a few paris
per million. The data and instruc-

tion words in the memory were IS
bits plus parity. Data was represented as 14-bit binary words plus
the sign bit. Double precision operations were provided. 10 supply

28.bit computations. The instruction word contained the address
and operation codes for the computer operation. The memory
address field was extended by
organizing the memory in banks.

The AGC had 2,1XXl IS-bit
words of erasable core memory and
started with 12.CXXJ words of readonly memory. called rope memory.
It was quickly upgraded to 24.CXXJ
words. Then by mid-1964, when

the first mission program requirements had been conceived and
documented, there was increasing concern about the possible
insufficiency ot the memory. This
prompted a further expansion to
36,(X)J words.

Design and Use
of the Console
A display and keyboard was
developed. for the astronauts and
had the designation DSKY (pronounced ·Diskey·). Functionally, the
DSKY was an integral part of the
computer, and two were mounted
remotely and operated through the
discrete interface circuits. One was
for a sitting position and another
one near the entry to the LEM, convenient for a reclining position.
The principle part of the DSKY
display was a set of three numeric
light registers. Each register contained S decimal digits consisting
of segmented electroluminescent
lights. Five decimal digits were
used so that a computer word of
IS bits could be displayed in either
decimal or octal. In addition, three
two-digit numeric displays indicated the major program in progress.
the verb code and the noun code.
The verb/noun tonnat permitted
communication in a language
whose syntax was similar to that
of spoken language. Examples of

verbs were display, monitor, load.
and proceed. Examples of nouns
were time, gimbal angles, error indications, and star identifications.
Commands and requests were
made in a form of sentences. each
with a noun and a verb, such as
display velocity or load desired.
angle. To command the computer
the operator pressed the Verb key
followed by a two digit code. This
entered the desired verb into the
computer. The operator then
pressed the Noun key and a corresponding code. When the enter
key was pressed, the computer
carried out the operation that had
been commanded. The computer
requested action from the operator
by displaying a verb and noun in
flashing lights so as to attract the
astronauts' attention.

In.Righl Use
Shortly after liftoff of Apollo 12,
two lightning bolts struck the spacecraft. The current passed through the
command module and induced temporary power failure in the fuel cells
supplying power to the AGC. During
the incident the voltage fail circuits
in the computer detected a series of
power trenches and triggered several restarts. The computer withstood these without interruption of
the mission programs or loss of data.

The module in the background is exactly the same as one in the foreground. but it has only been used on Earth.
The Museum's prototype computer ran at Draper Labs and was used to test the routines for the in-flight machines.
In space all of the components had to be totally -potted- to insure that all the parts would stay firmly in place
and remain uncontaminated during space flight.
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The Apollo Guidance Computer.
shown on the left. was responsible
for the guidance. navigation. and
control computations in the Apollo
space program. The AGe was the
first computer to use an integrated
circuit logic and occupied less than
1 cubic foot of the spacecraft. It
stored data in 15 bit words plus a
parity bit and had a memory cycle
time of 11.7 microseconds. utilizing
2.000 words of erasable core memory and 36.000 words of read-only
memory. The frame is made of
magnesium for lightness and de·
signed to hermetically seal the
components.
The interface with the astronauts
was the DSKY. shown on the right.
It used digital displays and communicated with the astronauts
using the verb and noun buttons
visible in the photograph and two
digit operation and operand codes.
A set of status and caution lights
is shown in the top left comer
of the DSKY.
The AGC and DSKY are on display
in the Four Generation Gallery.

The AGe rope memory

,

I

•

•

The read-only memory of the computer consisted of six rope memory
modules. each containing 6.000
words of memory. This special type
01 core memory depended on the
patterns set at the time of manufacture. Its sensing wires were woven
into a set pattern information. It
had five times the density and was
far more reliable than the coincident
current core memory used for erasable storage in the computer. Being
unalterable. it also provided a
greater incentive for error-free
software development.
The AGe rope memory is on display in the primary memory case.

The Apollo lllunar landing had
an anomaly which attracted public
attention. The computer in the LEM
signalled a restart alarm condition
several times during a very critical
period prior to touchdown. This fact
was broadcast to the public and
those who knew its significance
were close to a state of panic. After
analysis, it was determined that the
alarms were an indication to the
astronauts that the computer was
overloaded and was eliminating low
priority tasks from the waitlist.
The overload resulted from the
rendezvous radar being set in the

wrong mode during the lunar landing phase. wasting computer me mory cycles . The computer software
was responding to overloads as
designed.
This incident triggered a news
brief in Datamation in October. 1969.
faulting the computer design for being too slow. It rightfully claimed
that there were a numbef of minicomputers, including the PDP-lI,
that were at least an order of magnitude faster. In the eight years since
the initiation of the Apollo program
commercial technology had far surpassed that of the Apollo design and

capacity. However. no commercial
computer could claim to match the
power consumption and s pace
characteristics of the AGC .

Excerpted from an Illustrated
Lecture. June 10. 1982. by Ben Gold·
berg. The video-tape is archived by
The Computer Museum.
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The Apollo Guidance Computer
A Users View
David Scott Astronaut for the Gemini 8, Apollo 9, and Apollo 15 missions.
In 1963 when NASA was conducting the selection of the third
group of astronauts for the U.S.
space program, I had just received
a graduate degree at MIT and finished lest pilots school. My interests and the program's need for a
user to interact with the design of
the guidance computer at the MIT
Instrumentation Lab was a good fit.
I was part of those discussions
whether to use analog or digital
controls that Eldon described.

The MIT Interface
When I was studying at MIT.
the ability to rendezvous in space
was an issue for debate. It wasn't
clear whether it was possible to develop the mathematics and speed
of computation necessary to bring
two vehicles together at a precise
point in space and time-a critical
issue for the Apollo missions successfullanding on the moon and

return to Earth. Between 1963 and
1969, with the flight of Apollo 9 this
was accomplished. I stayed in the
spacecraft while Rusty Schweickart
and Jim McDivitt got in the lunar
module and went out about 60
miles away. The computer behaved
flawlessly during our first successful rendezvous in space.
Another assignment for Apollo
9 was to take the first infra-red photographs of the Earth from space.
To do this, a large rack of four cameras was mounted on the spacecraft. Since they were fixed to the
spacecraft. the vehicle itself had
to track a perfect orbit such that
the cameras were precisely vertical
with respect to the surface that they
were photographing. During simulations it was detennined that
manual orbit procedures would
be inaccurate. We were at a loss.
About two weeks before the flight

•

,

I called. up MIT and asked if they
could program the computer to give
the vehicle a satisfactory orbit rate.
They answered, ·Of course, which
way do you want to go and how
fast?". In a matter of a couple of

days we had a program and a
simulator that automatically drove
a spacecraft at perfect orbit rate.

We got into flight with very little
chance to practice or verify. but
we put on the cameras and the
results were perfect.

Potential Computer Failure
During the development process we ran many simulations of
in-flight computer operations with
particular concern for in-flight fail ure. But in the 10 years that I spent
in the program there was never a
real computer failure. Yet, people
often wonder what a computer failure would have meant on a mis-

.-,
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sion. It would have depended on
the situation and the manner in
which the computer failed.. We
probably would not have expired,
but there were some parts of the
mission in which a computer failure would have been especially
compromising. Navigation was not
necessarily time critical but the lunar landing was very time critical.
You could have a situation during
a lunar landing in which, if the
computer failed., the engine would
be driven into the ground. Unless
the astronaut could react quickly
enough to stop it, the Lunar Module
could have been flung on its side.
Chances are that the astronaut
could prevent such an event by
switching to manual control of the
vehicle. It must be remembered
that the computer had been designed to be as reliable as possible and the astronauts had a
great amount of confidence in
the machine.

•

•

And Problems of Success
We had a backup called the
entry monitor system, which had
a graphic display based on the
accelerometers in the spacecraft.
With this display the vehicle could
be flown manually using pre-drawn
curves to be followed for attitude,
g.loading, and velocity. It was reassuring to know that we were still
able to return to Earth even if the
Apollo Guidance Computer failed.
During reentry there was a scroll
in the entry monitor system and
we could see the computer tracking
the predetermined curves all the
way to the landing site. As our
skills and the computer programs
improved over the years of the
Apollo program, we came down
closer and closer to the carrier.
Finally, by the last Apollo mission
they didn't park the carrier on the
landing point.
Excerpted by Ben Goldberg
from remarks after Eldon Hall's
Lecture, June 10, 1982.
The Apollo 9 Crew, (lrom left) Dove Scott,
Commcmd Module Pilot: Jim McDivitt, Com·
mander; Ruaty Sc::hweickart, Lunar Module
Pilot. Apollo 9 was launched on March 3,
1969. The Jiral separation and rendezvous
01 the Lunar and Command Modules wae
CIlITied out In Earlh Orbit on this flight.

Or. Charles S. Draper, Chlel
Scientist C.S. Draper Laboro:tory with aatwnaul David Scotl,
at the opening celebration of
the Museum, June 10. 1982.

"Before the missile and Apollo guidance programs. the problem of airplanes attacking ships at sea was a
difficult one. so I began to do the ballistics analysis myself, plotting on a
sheet with a pencil and a slide rule.
This analysis worked well enough so
that ships were able to defend themselves against air attacks. When the
time came to develop the Polaris and
Apollo programs. our attitude was
much the same: we couldn't afford
any failures. so we didn't have any. '
Dr. Draper at the lecture on
the design of the Apollo Guidance

Computer.
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Whirlwind Before Core
Reminiscences of Jack Gilmore

In October. 19S0. I joined the
Whirlwind team. At that time the
first thirty-two registers of toggle
switch memory were working.

The four variable flip-flop registers
could be assigned to anyone of the
thirty-two addresses. They were
able to demonstrate small mathematical programs such as the
bouncing ball problem Of solve
simple differential equations. The
first memory consisted of electrostatic storage tubes totaling 256
locations. We felt really rich with
a full 256 variable registers to write
our programs. We calculated. the
operation in the octal address and
then looked up what was then
called the sexidecimal conversion
number (later the tenn hexadecimal was used). We had a little load
p rogram in the 32 registers and that
bootstrapped the programs up into
the memory in order to run them.
The first thing that we were
very anxious to do was to get an
assembly program that would
allow us to be able to write our programs using mnemonic symbols
and expressing the numbers in dec-

This 1951 photogra ph of Whirlwind
show s Joe Thom pson seated at the
Flexowriter typewriting unit. Jack
Gilmore is standing in front of the
256 x 256 point d isplay used for
alphanumeric and graphic representations of various computa·
tions. The d isplay was utilize d to
plot solutions of partial d iHerential
equations for de te rmining the
optimal rate of pumping oil from
underground cave rns and also for
displaying the optimal placement
of television antennas for compliance with F.e.c. regulations.

imal and octal. My boss, Charlie
Adams, was concerning himself
with that and so it became my job
to WTite the assembly program .
I'm fairly certain that if it is not
the first, it is one of the very first
assembly programs ever written.
The only one that I know of that
predates it was Wilkes' 'Load
and Go' on the EDSAC.
In September, 1951. lohn Carr,
later Chairman of Duke's Computer
Science Department. and I wrote a
document that explained how people could actually use subroutines
in conjunction with assembly programs, so that they didn't have to
WTite all the various utilities. People could write their programs in a
relative fashion and then we would
give them the library of subroutines
and they'd actually pick out the
tapes that they needed . We'd then
string the tapes together and
literally make a copy not only of
their program but also of the subroutines. All of those would be
pulled in through the bootstrap
program and it would run. This
was the indirect birth of the symbolic address. The thing that we
discovered, r think I actually discovered it, was that when we ran
the tape through twice, you could

refer to an address above where
you were, as oppos~ to everything
going below. The two pass assembler came out of aU that. I have a
recollection of Charlie Adams and
I briefing IBM's Nat Rochester
on how to produce symbolic
addresses.
The Ph.D. candidates who
needed to use the Whirlwind
really didn't know how to run the
machine. There were full scale
electronic technicians who knew
how to bring it up, a nd most of the
systems programmers like myself
knew how to do it. as well as some
of the engineers. It was a fairly
routine procedure so I went to
Charlie Adams and suggested that
I could train two people right out
of high school to be computer
operators if 1 had enough funds to
hire them for one year. Jay Forrester
provided the funds and I went out
to two local high schools and asked
for students that were college malerial but didn't have the money for
college. I hired. Joe Thompson from
Boston Technical High School
(shown sitting down in the photograph) and Bill Kyle from Boston
English. Within four or five months
they were competent operators,
and Joe stayed on to complete his
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degree 01 Lowell Tech in the evenings. One day Forrester came in

,

and sat at the back of the room. He
watched for about an hour while
Bill and Joe completed. eight or nine
different jobs. Finally Jay said,
"We've just created a new voca-

lion.· He also recognized this as the
solution to the problem of computer
operators for the SAGE project.

The flexowriter typewriting
unit we used was a word processing system. originally designed for
list processing and promotional
mailings . It had a mechanical
reader and would create a form
letter in a loop with stop codes
to key in the personal information.
We used it as on integrated word
processing system. circa 1951.

Profile 01 a Board Member
Les Hogan's involvement in
electronics began while he was in
the Navy during World Wru U. His
work with the acoustic torpedo led
him to obtain a doctorate in physics
at Lehigh following the war. In 1950,
three months after he joined. Bell
Labs, he invented the microwave
gyrator. In 1953, he was invited by
John Van Vleck to become a Professor at Harvard University.
Hogan's influence on the development of the semi-conductor
began in December 1957. when he
became executive vice-president of
Motorola and general manager of
the semi-conductor division. He
later became President and Chief

Executive Officer of Fairchild
Camera and Instrument. At present, Dr. Hogan spends about half
his time as Technical Advisor to the
President of Fairchild, is an active
board member of six corporations,
and is advisor to Stanford, Berkeley, and MITs engineering schools.

Dr. Hogan is deeply interested
in the development of The Computer Museum because, in his words,
~ I have spent my entire career in
high technology electronics including the last twenty-five years
working on the semi-conductor.
Computer technology has been
my life.
W

Reported by Allison Stelling.

One Sunday afternoon in
December 1951 the Whirlwind was
featured on 'See It Now', Edward R.
Murrow's program . Ron Meyer and

I stayed up all weekend writing a
program to display the trajectory of
a Viking rocket on the display and
another program thai played lingle
Bells. They wired Jay Forrester with
a mike and had the wire coming up
his back with cables on the floor so
he could walk from one part 01 the
console to another. As he started.
to walk the wire snagged and the
back of his coat started. to come up.
One of the CBS technicians decided.
that he was going to undo the snag
and started to crawl across the
floor like a commando. Forrester,
not realizing that his coattails were
at 00 degrees, couldn't understand
why the technician was crawling
towards him. We decided that
Forrester was getting too distracted.
and so the technician was pulled
back across the floor by his ankles.
Meanwhile, Edward R. Murrow
and Jay Forrester completed the
interview which ended with Jingle
Bells being played for the preChristmas viewers.

[The museum has archived. a copy
01 the video tape of the Murrow interview in which Jack Gilmore may
be seen loading the tape reader]

t
Extracted by Ben Go/dberg from
a Gallery Talk by Jack Gilmore.
June 16. 1982.

"All of the memorabilia in junk piles
across the country needs to be col·
lected so that people can see what the
early days of computing looked like.
With such fast-changing technology.
a computer museum is as much for the
people who are part of the industry
as it is for the next generation."
C. Lester Hogan

10 MUSEUM NEWS

At the Opening and first board meeting. many of the Board members had their fiut tour of the Museum. The old

hand •• such as Gordon Bell. each had their assignment to explain and guide a Dew board member through the
exhibition•. Gordon ia giving Senator Paul T80nga8 and hI. aide Andy Bagley an overview using the self-guiding

brochure now available.

II

ARCHIVES AND LIBRARY

INTERN PROGRAM

This fall, Gregor 1i"inkausRandall will join the staff as archi-

This summer, eight interns
worked at the Museum on various
special projects. Students are invited to apply for paid internships
at the Museum for any period up to
six months. The number of students
will vary according to the number
of activities going on at any time.
Internships will complement the
various operational sections of the
Museum. The listing of this summer's interns and their activities
indicates the wide range of possibilities.

vist and librarian. Gregor will work
to establish an archives and library
lor scholarly use.
An Archives Advisory Commit-

tee met for the first time on June 9
and will meet again in May of 1983.
Committee members will assist
Gregor in the development of a
comprehensive computing history
archives. Those interested in participating should contact Gregor
1hnkaus-Randall a t the Museum.
The Library and Archives

will be located on the lobby floor
of the Museum and should be open

in the spring of 1983. The collection
will include documents relevant
to exhibited artifacts. With only
a small budget for acquisitions.
the Library and Archives will be
dependent upon donations of
deaccessioned materials [rom
company and private libraries.

•

Beth Parkhurst started as an
intern in the summer of 1981. She
is now a Research Assistant at the
Museum, spending one day a week
during the school year while she
works to complete her Ph.D. in the
American Civilization program at
Brown University.
Andy Kristofiy, a junior in Computer Science at the University of

David Bromfield, a Senior

at MIT in Business Management.
is the Acting Business Manager.
As such, he has set up the initial
accounting systems for the
Museum.
Roberto Canepa, a junior in
e lectrical e ngineering at Carnegie
Mellon Un ive rsity. has been rebuilding the number sieves built by
Professor Derek Lehmer of Berkeley.
His two biggest challenges are the
recreation of a b icycle chain mo·
chine from photographs taken
in the 1920s and the restoration of
the gear machine exhibited. at the
1932 Chicago World's Fair.
Allison Stelling, a junior at
Harvard majoring in History and
Computer Science, has concentrated on doing research to gather
photographs for our collection.

ee,h Pcukhur. t .howing Uta
Menbach. Curotor of Mathe·
motics allhe Smilhsonion. the
four Generolion Gallery.
Massachusetts, will spend n ext
year at the University of Manchester. Andy a lso started. in 1981 a nd
this summer has assisted. Jamie
Parker in the organization a nd insta llation of the Four Computer
Gene ration s exhibition .•

1

Apollo Guidance Computer in
this issue and wi1l Walk on a com·
prehensive exhibit of the Polaris
and Apollo Guidance Computers.

Ben Goldberg recently comp leted h is B.A. at Williams a n d
is e ntering the Ph .D. program in
C omputer Science at Yale University. Ben prepared th e story of the

Farrell Woods, a sophomore
a t the University of Massachusetts,
has organized. the Museum's ar·
tifa ct store room . He is drafting a
proposal for the development of a
build·your-own tinker-toy computer.
Gayle Morrison, who will enter
Becker Jr. College in the fall , plans
to major in Word Proce ssing Administration. She has assisted Sue
Hunt. the Museum's main secretary,
with a ll the extra activities .
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SUMMER GALLERY TALKS
The summer gallery talks provided
informal seminars on computer history for visitors, summer interns.
and staff. As part of our archival
efforts, each intern was given the
responsibility for audio taping and
transcribing one talk. and. if appropriate prepare it as an article
for the Report .
These talks provided a focus for
the week and will be repeated. next
summer-perhaps with even greater frequency. We have all found

stein spoke about their principles and
evolution.
August 18. The early development
of integrated circuits at Texas Instruments was described by Jeff Kalb.
August 25_ -Atavistic Beginnings of
Personal Computers- was the final
session given by Geoff Feldman and
Rick Jevon. who worked at The Computer Store. the first retail outlet for
personal computers.

that many of the Museum's mem-

bers and visitors have a great deal
to add to our knowledge and so we
invite self-nominations for giving
a gallery talk.

June 16. Jack Gilmore's talk on his
days as a programmer and operator
of the Whirlwind is covered in this

issue of the Report.
June 23. Gwen Bell outlined the
museum's taxonomy for classifying

FOUNDERS

Until June 1984, the opportunity
exists for corporations and individuals to become Founders of the
Museum . This provides a unique.
opportunity to initialize a new
major institution. The original set
of 11 Corporate Founders and 51
Individual Founders were listed
in the first Report.

calculating devices and computers.

lune 30. Alan Kotok, one of the
author's of Space War on the PDP-l
at MIT. demonstrated the program,
and described the original environment of the machine.
July 7. Maurice Wilkes walked along

the Pioneer Computer Timeline reminiscing about the people and events
portrayed on it.
July 14. Paul Ceruu.i. one of the tirst

Charles Babbage Institute fellows
and professor of Computing History
at Clemson University, spoke on the
evolution of the -computer age-.
July 21. TX-O's only technician, John
McKenzie, pointed out the featwes
of the machine and noted highlights
from its era at MIT.
July 28. Bob Glorioso spoke about

his experiences with vacuum tubes.
transistors, and integrated circuits,
many of which he collected and has
donated. to the museum.
August 4. -The Thinking Machine- a
1960 television special featuring early
work at MIT in Artificial Intelligence
and the TX-O was shown.

August 11. As part of the development
of the exhibit of the sieve machines
built by Derek Lehmer. Dick Rubin-

New Corporate Founders:

Benton and Bowles
Intel Corporation
Richard Reno
New individual Founders:

Charles W. Adams
Michael and Merry Andelman
Isaac O. Auerbach
Leo L. Beranek
Eric Bloch
George A. Chamberlain III
Harvey Cragon
Edson de Castro
Harvey and Barbara Deitel
Georgedna Doriot
Jay W. Forrester
Alan Frisbie
Samuel H. Fuller
Margaret A. Herrick
Peter S. Hirshberg
L. R. Jasper
R. L. Lane
Harold W. Lawson. Jr.

John V. Levy
Julius L. Marcus
Thomas and Elizabeth McWilliams
Richard G. Mills
Martin O'Donnell
J. Porter
Brian Randell
Ronald G. Smart
John Stark
Max J. Steinmann
Robert E. and Diane M. Stewart
Norman H. and Roberl W Taylor
William R. Thompson
Fritz and Nomi 1lapnell
An Wang
Thomas E. Welmers
William Wolfson

,,
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History of Binary Numbers and Other
Non-Decimal Numeration, by Anton
Glaser, 1981. Tomash Publishers,
218 pages.
Order: GLABI $28.00

.... a carefully revised version of the
author's Ph.D. thesis.... The coverage
is extensive and very well written ...
makes a significant contribution to aUf
understanding of the complex world
in which we live. - Annals of the History
of Computing

The
Computer
Historian's
Bookshelf

HISTORY
Annals of the History of Computing.

Vol. 3, No. 4, October 198!. illustrations
and diagrams.
Order: ANNal $8.00
This classic issue of the Annals Is devoted to an insider's view 01 the hrst generol-purp:lSe electronic computer. The

ENlAC monograph by Arthur W. Burks
and Alice R. Burks presents a well-

25 anniversary issue , mM Journal 01
Research and Development, Vol. 25,
No.5, September 1981, 846 pages.
Order: IBM81 $6.00
A very rich volume chronicling the technical achievements of IBM in six areas:
System Architecture and Development;
Software Technology; Component Development and Manufacturing Technology; Magnetic Recording Technology;
Printing Technology; and IBM ScIentific
Contributions.

reasoned view of ENlAGs place among

oomputer developments of the day, and
The Museum's bibliophiles have
agreed on a list of books that they
would have in their own libraries.

To make it easy lor you 10 have this
collection, all the books have been
stocked in the Museum store and can
be ordered using the form at the back
ofthia Report.
We began by considering all
the books in Bill Aspray's and Brian
Randell's bibliographies and ordered.
the ones in print. Then, we s tarled. our
own review process, both adding and
eliminating books. Alter reading several reviews and the books, we agreed
on a shOll extract to use in characterizing the book.
The final step was to classify

the books. fow categories resulted.:
History; Pre-history; Recreational
Reading; and Reference.
We'll kEM!p track 01 the "best sellers"

gives a long-needed description of the
machine 's design logic, circuitry, and
problem set-up. Comments by J. G.
Brainerd, J. P. Eckert, K. R. Mauchly.

B. RandelL and K. Zuse follow.
Beth Parkhurst

A History of Manchester Computers, by

Simon Lavington , 1975, National Computing Centre, Manchester, England.
fully illustrated. 44 pages.

Order:

LAV75 $6.50

This very useful booklet summarizes the
history of live successive compu ter proj·

ects 01 Manchester University, during the
period 1946-1975. The early p:Jges give
inionnation, from primary sources, on
the development of the first computer at
Manchester, and on the roles of F. C.
VVilliams, T. Kilburn, M. H. A. Newman,
A. Turing, and others. Profusely illustrated.· Brian Randell

and incorporate your recommendations
and evaluations into fut ure book lists.
Gwen Bell
Ben Goldberg

Beth Parkhurst
Dick Rubinstein
Allison Stelling

An Age of Innovation: The World of
Electronics, 193Q.2OCIJ, by the editors of
Electronics, 1981, McGraw-Hill, New
York, fully illustrated.
Order: ELD31 $18.50

•A coffee-table book for everyone interested in electronics . .. the history is
accurate and interesting, perhaps °more
interesting for the nostalgia it stimulates.
. . . Much less satisfactory are the last
sections, which attempt a view of the
future of electronics. · Eric A. Weiss in
the Annals of the History of Computing

Computers: from Pascal to Von
Neumann, by HermWl H. Goldstine,
19'12, Princeton University Press,
Princeton, New Jersey; 378 pages
with 14 illustrations, paperback.
Order: GOL72 $6.S5
•An interesting work dealing briefly with
the development of the computer from
the 17th Century to the 1930's, and extensively with the work of the author, John
von Neumann and others.... Their
creation of the first electronic digital com·
puter, ENIAC, during World War 1I, and
postwar developments at the Institute
as part of the burgeoning world-wide
'computer revolution' make up the major
portion of this faSCinating view of the
computer world.' C. R. leSueur,
Ubrary Journal
Antique Scientific Instruments, by
Gerard L'E Turner, 1980, Blanford Press
Ltd., Poole, Dorset, 69 color plates,
ISS pages.
Order: TURBO $20,00
The author. Senior Assistant Curator of
the Museum of the History of Science,
Oxford University. has collected his illustrations and materials from a variety of
European museums and collections.
The lirst four chapters on astronomy and
lime-telling, navigational instruments,
surveying instruments, and drawing and
calculating instruments are particularly
relevant to the pre-history of computers .
The last chapter. ' Practical Advice on
Collecting,' will be especially useful
to collectors. Gwen Bell
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Computer Engineering, A DEC View
01 Hardware Systems Design. by

C . Gordon Bell. J. Craig Mudge. and
John E. McNamara. 1978, Digital Press.
561 pages.
Order: BEL78 $28.00

from ENlAC to UNIVAC: An Appraisal
of the Eckert-Mauchly Computers, by
Nancy Stem, 1981, Digital Press, Bedlord, Massachusetts, 38 illustrations
and diagrams, appendix, 286 pages.
Order: STEal $25.00

This book attempts to cover the enlire
Digital Equipment Corporation product
line starting with the early module series
and the PDp·1. including such popular
computers os the PDP.s. PDP·iO, and
PDP-II. ... F'oreveryone interested In
how and why computers and digital

"lhis volume IS derived lrom Nancy
Stern's Ph. D. thesis.... The emphasis
Is on people and environment. ... The
volume is handsome and IS enhanced
by a large number of illustrations and
diagrams.' Henry S. 'fropp in the Annals
01 the HIS/ory 01 Computing

systems are designed and Implemented,
whether student or experienced prac·
tltioner, this book is a must.'
L A. Hellcar. ACM Computing ReVIews

A History 01 Computing in the 'tWen.
Heth Century, edited by N. Metropolis.
J. Howlett and Gian-CarJo Rota, 1976.
Academic Press, Inc .. New York. 659
pages with 121 illustrations and photos
and 4 tables.
Order: MET76 S29.50
'U you've been thmhng that some doy
you should read something on computer
history, buy Ihis book! It consists of edited
vamlons 01 papers presented In 1976
at on invitational conference supported
by the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
(and held thera) and by the National
Science foundation. The authors of the
';fl papers include a high percentage of
the people who personally did the pioneenng work m computing or were firsthand WItnesses to it' D. D. McCracken,
Computing ReViews

The Origins of Digital Computers: Selected Papers, edited by Brian Randell,
1975, Berlin, Springer, bibliography.
Order: RAm5 $35.00
-An outslandmg collection of excerpts
Jrom Important nlneteelh and twentieth
century computer developments, 10gether with background and commentary on each excerpt.' William Aspray

Project Whirlwind: The History of a
Pioneer Computer, by Kent C. Redmond
and Thomas M. Smith, 1980, Digital
Press, Bedford, Massachusetts, 61 illustrations and diagrams, 280 pages.
Order: REDOO 525.00

!his lxx:Jk IS not a techrucaJ engineering account. Instead, it Is an attempt to
reconstruct the compleXIty of techniool,
financial, and administrative problems
and the eventual compromISeS and
solutions to these problems. - Henry S.
'fiopp in the Annals of the History of
Computing

Early British Computers: The Story of
Vintage Computers and the People Who
Built Them, by Simon Lovington, 1980,
Digital Press, Bedford, Massachusetts,
fully illustrated, appendix, 139 pages.
Order: LAV80 $9.00
ThIS volume, spnnkJed WIth more than
60 photographs, diSCUsses wanJme work
on Colossus, EDSAC, Pilot ACE, the
Manchester Mark I, LEO, and other oorly
British computers. - Henry S. 'fropp in the
Annals 01 the History of Computing

The Computer and the Brain, by John
lkIn Neumann, 1958, Yale University
Press, New Haven, 82 pp.
Order: VONS8 $3.45
ibis book. composed of matenal prepared lor the Silliman Lectures by lohn
Von Neumann belore his death, repre·
sents the views of one of the greatest
mathematicians of the twenlleth oentury
on the analogies between computmg
machInes and the hYing human brall1.
Ubrory Journal
History of Programming Languages,
by Richard L. Wexelblat, ed., 1981 ,
Academic Press, New York, 748 pp.
Order: WEX81 $45.00
' ... a very valuable and readable
source 01 historical information on the
development of the most Important and
Influential programming languages ...
this IS a book that should appeal not Just
to people With a senous Interest in the
history 01 compuung bullO anybody who
has experienced the delights and frustra·
tions of computer pI'l:9ramming .... Brian Randell in Science MagOZlne
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PRE-ffiSTORY
Origins of Modem Calculating
Machines, by J. A. V. Thrck, 1972,
Amo Press Inc., New York, 196 pages
with 38 illustrations.
Order: TUR72 SI7.00

ThJs book is a chronicle 01 the evolution
01 mechamcal calculatmg and recording
mx!unes IOciucllng machines such as
Pta:ol's machme. the Comptometer. the
Burrough's machine and the Billing's
::xx:nine. Wntten in 1921. the book Is of
historicol interest for Its unique parspee-!lve, Its extreme detail and excellent
illustrohons.· Albson Stelling

CoUecting Mechanical Antiques, by
Ronald Pearsall, Area Publishing Company Inc., New York 1973, 92 ilIuslre-

The Clockwork Universe, edited by
Klaus Maurice and Otto Mayr. Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.,
Meale Watson Academic Publications,
New York, 1980, 200 illustrations and
technical drawings, 322 pages.
Order: MAU80 $35.00
The book IS the catalog of the exhlbition
The Clockwork Uruverse produced
Jomtly by the National Museum 01
History and Thchnology. Smithsonian
institution and the Bayensches National·
museum, Munich. In fourteen contribu·
tions from European and American
scholars, the book depids the golden
age 01 German clockmakmg, 1550--1650
with detailed phYSIcal descriptions of the
finest clocks, automata and mechanical
celestial globes survIVing from the lime.
Gwen Bell

lions. 197 pages.

Order:

PEA7357.95

nus bJok provides an Illustrated history
)! the seWII'l9 machme, typewrtter, telegraph. telephone. comero, Clnemato-

graph. automata and mechanical toys,
mechanical muSiC, demesne appliances

and gadgets. Gwen Bell

A History of the Machine, by Sigvard
Strandh, 1979, A&W Publishers, Inc.,
New York, fully illustrated with dia·
grams, 234 pages.
Order: STR79 $35.00
The author, Director of the NatIonal
Museum of ScIence and Thchnology in
Stockholm, has put together an explana·
tory illustrated text that is second best to
gOlOg to a gOClcl science museum. Chap-.
ler 8, Computers, has exceUent dia·
grams ranging from the workings 01 the
Jacquard loom to the inside 01 the HP·35.
Other chapters cover early machines,
tools and robots, windmills, engines,
electriCIty, control systems, and house·
hold tools. Gwen Bell
Early Scientific Instruments, by Nigel
Hawkes, 1981, Abbeville Press, Inc.,
New York, 73 full page color illustrations, 164 pages.
Order: HAW81 $30.00
-In this book are illustroted important
examples from the diverse range of
arnfacts with which man has tried to
discover and explain the complexities
of the physical world, and, through this
comprehension, use nature for his own
ends. These early Instruments, In addition to providing a tangible record of the
development of scientific knowledge,
vividly demonstrate the technical ingenuity of former times.'
D. I. Bryden In the Intrcx:luction

RECREATIONAL READING
Micromillenium, by Christopher Evans,
1979. The Viking Press. New Yprk,
25S pages.
Order: EVA79 SlD.9S
TI'h1S is anI enthusiastic and optmusllC
reView of the past, present, and, espedally. future [01 computersl ... Informa·
tive, fast-paced. and weU-organiz.ed, the
book is eminently readable.... ' B. C.
Hackler, Ubrary Journal
The Computer Establishment. by
Katharine Davis Fis hman, 1981, Harper
and Row, New York, 468 pages.
Order: FISSI $20.95
"Mrs. Fishman has written a splendid
study of the computer revolution. ThlS
is not the book from which 10 learn the
details of computer technology (although
such technical malerial as iI conlams is
presented with great economy and darity), but it Is definitely a book from which
to learn about the computer industry. '
The New Yorker
Discovering Computers, by Mark Frank,
1981. Stonehenge Press inc., London.
96 pages with 104 illustrations and
photographs.
Order: FRA8I SS.9S
This book from an excellent senes for
young people does Justice as a child·s
Intrcx:ludlon to computers. Appropriate
for Junior high level, Frank's book was
written expressly for readers with no
previous knowledge about computers.
math, or science. It describes how computers function and what computers
can and cannot do. Chris Rudomin
The Enigma War, by Jozef Garlinski.
1980, Scribner, New York, 211 pp.
Order: GAR80 514.95
'Histortans of 'N'N II and specialists in
intelllgence cryptanalysis will find GarUnsb's study indispensible; it is the most
detailed, corroborated. account of the
development and perfection of the
-Enigma- machine by which the Allies
were able to decipher a great portion
of the strategically important Nazi and
Japanese radio messages from 1940
onward.' Choice Magcrzme
The Soul of a New Machine, by 1tacy
Kidder, 1981. Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 293 pages.
Order: KID81 SI3.95
"Kidder ... provides a feeling for what
this new and ever-changing technology
Is all about. He tells a human story of
enormous effon; yet, eerily, it is the Eagle
Itself that emerges as the book's hero. '

Museum IItore in action

Saturday Review

••
Microelectronics Revolution, by Tom
Forester (ed.), 1980, M.I.T. Press, Cam.

bridge, Massachusetts. 589 pages with
104 photographs and illustrations.

paperback.
Order: fOR80 .$12.50
'Editor Forester. a JournalISt, presents 41
pieces written from the mid- to the lale1970's on a technology thaI could revolutionize our lifestyles and work habits
while displacing major segments of the
labor force in a sort of second industrial
Revolution. Several chapters outline the

technical side of mlcroelectromcs, but all
are within the layperson's grasp. and the
l;x)ok concentrates on the SOCloilmplico.
lions of the technology, ... This

IS

one of

the more thorough treatments available
on the subject.' Barbara Gaye, Library
Journal

Machines Who Think; A Persona]
Inquiry inlo the History and Prospects
01 Artificiallnlelligence. by Pamela
McCorduck, 1979, W. H. Freeman and
Company, San Francisco, 364 pp.
Order: MCC79 $8.95
'In this delicious book-witty. informed,
open, rich in dIrect and candId testJmony---a novelist reports her visIts
among the ambitious pro;ectors and her
esumates of what they do, say, and plan.
She offers a good deal of Wise reflection
but never one flowchart or formula.'
P. Morrison, Computing Reviews
Hut Six, by Gordon Welchman,
McGraw-Hill Book Company. New York,
198'2, 32S pages.
Order: WEL82 512.95
. A fasclnatmg account of the breakmg
01 the German Enigma' oode which took
place at Bletchley Park In England. The
author was deeply involved in the crypt_
analysis prOJect and thus presents a
very personal history of the events leading up to the codebreaking. The book
offers an excellent insight IOta the personalities involved in the project. The
last section of the book is devoted to an
analysis of the current stale of the communJcations systems in the U.S. defense
program, a scathing crlUque.·
Ben Goldberg

REFERENCE
Electronic Inventions and Discoveries,
by G. W. A. Dummer. Pergamon Press,
Oxford, 2nd edition, 1978, 204 pages.
Order: DUM78 $20.00

IGfTALCONIPlITERMUSEUM

The meat of the i:xx>k IS a bne! de9Cnplion 01 each electroruc invention in dale
order. The work IS fully Indexed by subject, invention, and inventor. Interestmg
descriptions and l11ustrations make the
i:xx>k fun for browsing as well as useful
for reference. Gwen Bell
Data Processing Technology and
Economics, by Montgomery Phister, Jr.,
1979, Digital Press, Bedford, Massachusetts, 717 pages with 535 illustrations and 261 tables, paperback.
Order: PH179 $33.00
•An updated version of this anginal marvelous tome of copious data-processingrelated. facts ond figures. This would
represent the data·processing eqUIvalent
of the annual information almanacs-If
It were made current more frequently.
Unqualifiedly superb as a reference
work. it also makes for fcscinating
browsing.· Choice
Computer Dictionary, by Charles J.
Sippi and Roger J. Sippi, 1982, Howard
W. Sams & Co., Inc., indianapolis,
624 pages with 55 photos and illustrations, paperback.
Order: SIP82 515.95
i'his is a 'browslng' dictionary.... Many
definitions and explanations are long
and are designed to be so. Users of this
i:xx>k can eamly and leisu rely browse
through the main and supplemental
'areas. ' such as 'data base,' to learn
significant details about the products,
procedures. problems and praUferoling
applications.' Preface, Computer
Dictionary

The Opening Poster
Order: 61082 $4.00
full color, 20x 30 Inch poster commemorating the opening of the Museum. The
photograph shows the vacuum-tube
power driver of the first core memory
bank for Whirlwind. 1953, and a prototype integrated circuit for the Apollo
Guidance Computer, !96S.
1983 Calendar: The Computer Era.
9 X 12 folded, spiral bound, heavy
coated paper.
Order: YEA83 57.95
This calendar Is illustrated with photos
of contemporary computing systems or
components from major manufacturers
along WIth eqUIvalents from the early
age 01 oomputing. The mOjor histone
events that oon be pmnecl dawn to an
exact day. such as Babbage's birthday.
the announcement of the mM 360, or
SUhltz's 1940 demonstration of calculating
via teletype from Dartmouth to New York
are recorded. The calendar is beautiful,
informative and fun. Gwen Bell

Future Museum Lectures
Thursday Afternoons at 5PM

D.H. LEHMER
mSTORY OF THE SIEVE MACHINES

The 1936 elactro-mecbanica1 sieve
shown at left is one of Derek Lehmer'.
sieve process machines. devices which
aided in solving certain equations
using principles of number theory.

He has donated three complete sieves
and plans for his 1926 bicycle-chain
machine to the Museum. His lecture
will describe the evolution 01 these
machines from 1926 to the mid fifties,
and commemorate the opening of their
exhibition at the Museum.

THE WATSON SClENnFIC LABORATORY

, ..>-SO

As the firKl assistant to \YoUace Eckert
and director of the computing program.
Herbert Grosch will provide a nonative
of the development oltha Columbia
Laboratories up to the lime of NORC.

NOYem.ber IS

HARRY HUSKEY

FROM PU.OT ACE TO G·15

As a Fulbright scholar. Harry Huskey
spurred the building of the Pilot ACE at

Britain's National Physical Laboratory.
Retwning to the USA, he was the chief
designer of the SWAC and the Bendix

G-15. His lecture will provide a chronicle of the evolution from Bingle laboratory to commercial computers..

The Bendix G·15

0000000000000001

THE END BIT
A newsbrief of the collection

One of the first NOVA central process-

ing units. a recent gift Irom Data
General. is currently exhibited with its
original advertising photographs and
engineering drawings ot the Museum .
Introduced in 1968, the NOVA was priced
at $8,(0) with mixed and matched RAM
and ROM to 32,00 words.

The CPU, located by Kris Ebe rlin of Data General, is the 200rd
unit manufactured by the com -

pony. The NOVA can be seen in
the four Computel Generations
gallery. The Museum's new"1
exhibition. the gallery high·
Ughts major technological inventions, significant hardware
and sohwore. and computer
applications.

The
Computer
Museum
Oneltun Way
Marlboro
MCSSClchuse-lIs
01752

Memory Size versus
Computation Speed
for various calculators
and computers
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The Computer Museum is (] non -proHI,
public. charitable foundation dedicated, 10
preserving and eJ:hibiling on indus try-wide,
broad-based collection of the history ollnformation processing. Computer hillory is
interpreted through exhibits. publico:tions,
videotapes. lectures, educational p rograms.
and other programs. The Museum archives
both artifacts and documentation and
makes the materials available for
scholarly use.
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The Computer Museum i. open to the public
Sunday truough Friday Itom 1:00 to 6:00 pm.
There is no charge Jar admission. The
Museum's lecture hall and reception
facilities are available lor rent on a
preatYanged basis. For information co:lI
617-467-4443.

Museum membernhip is available to
individuals and non -profil organizations
for $25 annually and to businesses lor $125
annually. Members receive the quarterly
Report, invitations to all lectu res and special programs. new posters, and a ten
percent d iscount in the Museum IIlore.

A Founders program is in ellect during the
initial two-year period 01 the Museum. until
June 10. 1984. During this period individuals
and non-profit organizations may become
Founders for $2SO and businessell and chelli·
table Foundations may become Founders for
$2500. Founders receive all benefitll 01 mem o
bership and recogni tion for their important
role in establishing the Museum.
THE COMPUTER MUSEUM REPORT
The Computer Museum Repoft is published
quarterly by The Computer Museum, One
Iron Way. Marlboro, MA 01752. Annual subscription is part 01 the members hip 01 the
Museum ($25 per yem for individuals
and nonprofit organizations and $125
Jar corporations).
The purpose is to report on the programs
and exhibitions of the Museum. The contents of The Computer Museum Report may
not be reproduced without written consent.
The Museum Staff is res ponsible lor the conte nts 01 the Repor t. The opinions expressed
do not necessarily represent those 01 The
Computer Museum or ils Boord of Directors.
The design and p roduction of the Report
is done by Benson and Clemons.
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A Companion to the Pioneer Computer Timeline

INTRODUCTION
This booklet is meant to be an
exemplary companion: informative,
attractive and user-friendly. People
who visit the Timeline. a permanent gallery devoted. to the first.
one-of-a-kind computers, can use
this companion as a supplement to
the exhibit, and those who read it
as the Winter 82183 issue of the Report can gain a sense of the Pioneer
Computer Timeline.
The concept of developing a
permanent gallery devoted. to the
first computers grew out of the
Pioneer Computer lecture series initiated. by the curator, Gordon Bell.
The lecture series, archived. on
videotape. was led. off on September 23rd, 1979, by Maurice Wilkes
on the EDSAC. Then George Stibitz
not only talked. about the Bell Telephone Relay Computers but reproduced his "Model K~ adder for the
Museum. John Vincent Atanasoff.
the fourth speaker, loaned the
breadboard Atanasoff-Berry Computer for display. With these pieces,
as well as the major Whirlwind
artifacts and the information gathe red. at the lectures, the idea of assembling them into an integrated.
exhibit emerged..
The exhibit itself, 100 feet long
on the balcony of the Museum's
lecture hall, was designed. and
mounted by Jamie Parker and lighting consultant Christopher Ripman.
Their concerns were attractiveness
and legibility- both for the person
in the lecture hall and the studious
visitor- as well as flexibility for
growth and change.

PIONEER
O MPUTER

-

Beth Parkhurst carried out the
research and compiled the text for
both the exhibit and its companion.
The Timeline has the' specifications
spelled out for each machine. an
overall view of the machine, and

basic descriptive materials. For the
companion, Beth chose quotations
that would begin to approximate

the sentiments of F. C. Williams: "It
is fairly easy by reference to such
records as survive to describe what
had been achieved. twenty-five
years ago. What is difficult is to
recreate the environment of uncertaintyand excitement in which
those achievements occurred. ·
(F. C. Williams, The Radio and
Electronic Engineer, 45, 1975.)
Coordinating the companion.

my main concern was to provide a
picture indicative of the Museum's
exhibit. In some cases, I chose

photographs of the artifacts on display at the Museum. in others -period ~ drawings. and in still others
the portraits of the machine itself.
And I also insisted on the reference
page that would indicate where
primary materials existed on these
pioneer computers. While many of
the original sites of the machines
maintain an exhibit and archives.
the Computer Museum is the only
place that has an integrated exhibit
of the Pioneer Computers.
Gordon Bell insisted that this
companion. as well as the timeline,
put the pioneer computers in their
historic perspective, and made the
comparative table that appears on
page 14 and the graph on the
cover. In compiling the data, we've
selected from sometimes conflicting
information and will keep a running corrected. table.
The Timeline is not yet complete. The next Pioneer Computer
Lecture, by Captain Grace Hopper
on the Harvard Mark I is sched.uled.
for April 14. At some time. we will
integrate video-taped. material
into the exhibit; but for now have
settled. on keeping it available in
the archive. Your suggestions, corrections, and donations relevant to
this exhibit. the lecture series and
the archive are encouraged..
Gwen Bell
Director
The Com puler MWl8Um Repo,lIWlnler 1983
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BeU Telephone Laboratories Modell
Complex Calculator
George Stibitz worked at Bell
Labs as a mathematician in the

1930s. In his spare time, he experimented with using telephone relays

for electro-mechanical calculation.
-The original notions that led
to the aeries of relay computers had

nothing to do with usefulness. I just
wondered whether it would be possible to make such simple things
as relays do complicated calcula-

tions ...
"I was then a 'mathematical
engineer' at the Bell Telephone
Labs. and as such I was asked to
look into the magnetic circuits of
the telephone relay. As you know.

a relay is just an electrically-oper.
ated switch that opens and closes
one or a dozen electrical circuits.
"'While looking at the relay's
magnetic circuit I naturally noted

the piles of contacts that could be
closed or opened when the relay
operated. I knew that these CODtacts could be connected in large
and complicated. meshes, and when
so connected. they could do very
complicated. jobs. So, 1 liberated a
pair of relays from the Labs' junk
pile and tried out a few circuits.
'" Years before in a freshman

math course I had learned a little
about the binary notation fo r representing numbers. That notation has
digits with only two values, such as
zero and one, much as the relay has
only two 'values': open and closed.

'" It occurred to me that perhaps
the two positions of a relay could
be used to represent the two values
of a binary digit. Then perhaps
circuits through the contacts of
several relays might represent the
two values of a binary digit. I soon
found out that this was true -two
relays could be wired together to
add two binary digits.
'" I buUt an adder of the two
relays I had borrowed. a couple of
dry cells. two flashlight bulbs . and
two strips of metal for keys. My
wife named it the K-mode l. after
our kitc hen table.
'" When I took the K-model
to the Labs to show the boys. we
speculated on the possibility of
building a full-size calculator out of
relays. Shortly thereafter the relay
computer turned s erious. George R. Stibitz. "Early Computers and Their Uses,· presented
at Computing and Chili-eating
Society, 1981

Around that time, the head
of the mathematical engineering
group came to Stibitz with a prob·
lem. Recent developments in filter
and transmission line theory were
overloading the desk calculator
team with complex number work.
Could a lorge-scale relay calculator
handle the work?
Bell Lobs mode Stibitz's relay
project official with a budget and
circuit designer. The Model I. first
in a series of Bell Lobs relay calculators and computers. was finished
in 1939. Technically, the Modell
was not a true computer because
it was not controlled by a program.
Rather. it was operated directly
through a teletype. Although it
lacked the speed of the electronic
computers that were to appear a
few years later. its relays were far
less liable to failure than vacuum
tubes.
The Bell Lobs Modell was the
first demonstration of a lorge-scale
digital machine for complex calculation.
- In September 1940, after several months of routine use at the
Laboratories. the computer was
demonstrated at a meeting of the
American Mathematical Society
held at Dartmouth College, in
Hanover. New Hampshire ... I
gave a short paper on the use and
design of the computer after which
those attending were invited to
transmit problems from a Teletype
in McNutt Hall to the compute r in
New York. Answers returned over
the same telegraph connection and
were printed out on the Tele type_ '"
George Stibitz, "Early Computers,"
in A History 01 Computing in
the 7Wentieth Century, ed.
N. Metropolis, J. Howlett, and
Gian-Cado Rota, New York, 19110

George Stibitz built this replica
of his "K-moder for the Computer
Museum. (Gift of George Stibitz,
D127.80.)

Zuse Zl. Z3

As a civil engineering student
in 1930s Berlin, and later as an aircraft engineer. Konrad Zuse had to
spend his time performing ~ big and
awful« calculations. Theoretical
a d va nces tha t would change civil
e ngineering from· cut-and-try· to
science were starting to appear. but
were not being applied because of
the volume of comp utation required
in the ne w approach. Zuse decided
to build calculating machines to
solve these problems automatically.

"ZUBe describes • . . how his
work was carried out in ignorance
of that of his predecessors. or even
the contemporary work by Dirks in
Germany on magne tic storage systemB , , , During the war the various
American computer projects were
of course s ubject to s trict security
measures; it was only a photograph
that German Military Intelligence
had obtained of the Harvard Mark I
which eventually alerted Zuse to
the fact that the Ame ricans had
developed some sort of large Bcale
tape-controlled compute r. Nothing
however p repared him for the post.
war release of information about
ENIAC. which with its 19.(KIO valves
far surpassed anything that he or
Schreyer had eve r contemplated
attempting to construct."

Programs were punched on recycled
motion picture film.

Brian Randell, Th e Origins 01
Digital Computers. 3rd ed .•

Berlin. 1982.
The designs Zuse began in 1934
led to a series of machines that included the fi rst program-controlled
computer. He built a n experimental
mechanical computer, the ZI. in
the family living room. The Z1.
completed in 1938. was followed in
1940 by the Z2, a prototype electromechanical computer built with
second-hand telephone relays.

Konrad Zuse examjnes a
program lape.

"The work proceeded almost
parallel to. but quite independe ntly
of. the developments in the United

States."
Konrad Zuse, · Some Remarks on

the History 01 Computing in Germany,« in A History of Computing
in the Twentieth Century, ed . N.
Metropolis. J. Howlett. and GianCarlo Rota. New York, 1980.

The Z3. a full·scale relay com·
puter. was running in 1941. For the
first time. the German government
aided with fundi ng. This machine
had most of the basic features asso·
ciated with a conventional computer, including memory and a form
of program control. Like Stibitz's
electro-mechanical calculator. the
Z3 was several orders of magnitude
slower than the first electronic computers . Its program was external.
coded on punched film. Two special-purpose models, the 51 and 52,
were used in aircraft design.
These first machines were destroyed in the war. At the war's end,
Zuse learned about the American
computer ENIAC. and an American
observer published a description of
a preliminary version otZuse's next
relay machine, the Z4. It was not
until the 1960s thai an Eng lishlanguage account of Zuse's fi rst
machines appeared.
The Compute. Museum Repo.tIWlnte .l983
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IBM ASCC

ABC

(Harvard Mark II

Atanasolf 8eI'ry Computer
Beginning in 1935. John Vincent
Atanasoff, a physics professor at

Iowa State College. pioneered digital electronics for calculating . His
students were working with linear
partial differential equations. and
he experimented w ith analog. then
digital calculators to aid in their
solution.
"I tried again and again to sort
these concepts out. Nothing seemed
to work. After months 01 work and.
study J went to the office again one
evening but it looked 08 if nothing
would happen. I was extremely
distraught. Then I got in my auto-

house: use electricity and electronics-that meant vacuum tubes in
those days; use base 2. in spite of
custom. lor economy; use condensers. but regenerate to avoid
lapses; compute by direct action.
not by enumeration."

The mM ASCC (Automatic
Sequence Controlled. Calculator>'
also known as the Harvard Mark I.
began in the mind of Harvard instructor Howard Aiken. and was
realized by a team representing
Harvard, the U.S. Navy, and IBM.

John Vincent Atanasoli, Pioneer
Computer Lecture. at The Computer Museum. November 11, 1980

"The desire to economize time
and mental effort in arithmetical
computation. and to eliminate human liability to error. is probably
as old as the science 01 arithmetic
itself . ..
"The intensive development
of mathematical and physical sci·
ences in recent years has included
the definition of many new and useful functions. nearly all of which
are defined by infinite series or
other infinite processes. Most of
these are tabulated. inadequately
and their application to scientific
problems is retarded thereby.

mobile and started. to drive. I drove

hard &0 I would have to give my
attention to driving and I wouldn't
have to worry about my problem• .
"When I finally came to earth
I was ero.Bing the Mississippi
River. 189 miles from my desk. You
couldn't get a drink in Iowa in those
days. but 1 was crossing into Illinois. 1 looked ahead and there was
o light and. 01 course. it was a tavero. I went in and got a drink. and.
then I noticed that my mind was
very clear and sharp_ I knew what
I wanted. to think about and I went
right to work on it and worked lor
3 hours. and then got in my car and.
drove slowly back to Ames.

'" I had made four decisions
in that evening at the Dlinois road
A tanaseff built this simple model of
:he ABC to demonstrate his concepts
of digital computation. The n umber
stored in one of the capaCitor drums
is added to or subtracted from the
number stored in the other drum.
(On loon from J. V. Atanaself. X12.80.J

Professor A tanaself lecturing to
students at Iow a State University
in the late 193Os.
Atanasoft and graduate student Clifford Berry built a prototype
ABC (Atanasoff-Berry Computer) in
1939. and a full-scale model in 1942.
Like the Bell Labs Model I, the ABC
was not a computer in the modern
sense, since it lacked program control and was not general purpose.
The ABC was the firs t of several proposals to use electronics for
calculation or logic in the decade
after Atanaseff began investigations in 1935. Other projects and
proposals included those of Bush
and Crawford both at M.I.T.; Zuse
and Schreier in Berlin; the British
foreign office; Rajchman at R.C.A.
The makers of the ENIAC. the first
electronic computer, were familiar
with Atanasoff's and Rajchmon's
work. The degree to w hich the ABC
influenced. the ENIAC design is still
being debated. by participants and
historians.

"The increased accuracy 01
physical measurement has made
necessary more accurate computation. Many of the most recent
scientific developments are based
on nonlinear effects. All too often ~
the diHerential equations designed
to represent these physical phenomena may be solved only by
numerical integration. This method.
involves an enormous amount of
computational labor. Many of the
computational difficulties with
which the physical and mathematical sciences are faced can
be removed by the use of suitable
automatic calculating machine ry.
"The development of numerical
analysis. including the techniques
of numerical differentiation and integration. and methods for solving
ordinary and. partial differential
equations have reduced.. in effect.
the processes of mathematical
analysis to selected. sequences of
the five fundamental operations of
arithmetic: addition. subtraction.
multiplication. division. and reference to tables of previously computed results. The automatic se·
quence controlled calculator was
designed. to cony out any selected.
sequence of these operations under ,
completely automatic control."
Howard Aiken and Grace Hopper
1946 Electrical Engineering
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Colossus

Inspired by Charles Babbage's
"""""'nineteenth-century "Analytical
Engine." the Harvard Mark I was
mostly mechanical. Counter wheels
were electrcrmechanical. and
connections between units were
electrical. An external program
punched on tape controlled operation; conditional branches were not
possible when the machine was
first in operation. The machine was
largely built of standard IBM equipment. It was completed at IBM in
1943, and moved to Harvard in 1944.

"If you hated Hitler enough.
you would light on against learful
odds. You considered not just
the small probability 01 success.
but the large payoff if you were
successful...
1. J. Good, "Pioneering Work on
Computers at Bletchley," in A History of Computing in the'I\.ventieth
Century. ed. N. Metropolis,
J. Howlett, and Cian-Carlo Rota,
New York, 1980.

The Harvard Mark I's contribution was not in its technology-the
electronic ENlAC, which would surpass the Harvard Mark I's speed by
several orders of magnitude, was
under construction when the Mark I
was being dedicated.

United States after the war. The
Bletchley Park effort. however. did
tum out a number of scientists experienced in electronics and logic.
F. C. Williams, head of the postwar
Manchester University computer
project. remembered help he received from two Bletchley alumni
who were o1so familiar with
American computer projects: "Tom
Kilburn and I knew nothing about
computers, but a lot about circuits.
Prolessor Newman and Mr, A. M,
Th.ring in the Mathematics Department knew a lot about computers
and substantially nothing about
electronics. They took us by the
hond and explained how numbers
could live in houses with addresses
and how if they did they could be
kept track 01 during a calculation_"
F. C. Williams, "Early Computers
at Manchester University." Radio
and Electronic Engineer, 1975

Pulley from a Colossus tope drive.
(Gift of Toby Harper, X4 9.82.)

Re-assembling the machine at
Harvard, March 10. 1944.

"It is important because it was
the lirst large scale digital calculator ever built and also because it
stimulated the imagination and interest of the world and thus gave
impetus to the desire lor more and
,-..., better computing machines."

G. Truman Hunter, "Modem Computing Machines,' Journal 01 the
Franklin Institute, 1952.

This spirit motivated the British
Foreign Office's cryptanalytic effort
at Bletchley Park. German forces
relied on variants of the ENIGMA
machine for enciphering in World
War II. The simplest version of the
ENIGMA hod 9 x 1020 initial settings,
so breaking the cipher was on awesomely complex process. The British built a series of machines to
decipher intercepted. German
messages. The culmination of the
series was the Colossus line, electronic machines with many of the
features of the computer, including
electronic circuits for Boolean logic.
counting, and binary arithmetic;
automatic operation, with logic
functions set with plugs and
switches, or conditionally selected
by electro-mechanical relays; and
electronic registers changeable
by an automatically controlled
sequence of operations.
The first official release of information on the Colossus was not
until1975. Because of this secrecy.
the Colossus did not directly influence the computer projects which
flourished in England and the

Intercepted German messages were
punched on paper tape and read
into the Colossus photoelectrically
"The value 01 the work 1 am
sure to engineers like myself and
possibly to mathematicians like
Alan Th.ring. was that we acquired
a new understanding of and familiarity with logical switching
and processing becau.se of the
enhanced possibilities brought
about by electronic technologies
which we ourselves developed
Thus when stored program computers became known to us we
were able to go right ahead with
their development."
T. H. Flowers. letter to Brian Randell. February 15. 1972; quoted in B.
Randell, "The Colossus." in A History of Computing in the'I\.ventieth
Century, ed. N. Metropolis,
J. Howlett, and Gian-Carlo Rota.
New York, 1980.
The Computer Muaeum Repor ltwlnle. 1963
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ENIIlC

Each of these earlier machines
had some of the features of the
electronic computer. In the ENIAC.

these features-electronic. highspeed operation, general-purpose
capability. crnd program controlwere combined. It is usually regarded as the first true electronic
computer. The major difference be-

tween the ENIAC and later computers was that it was programmed by

plugs and switches. rather than
running a s tored program.

The ENIAC, funded. by the
Army Ballistics Research Laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania's Moore School. used electronics on an unprecedented scale.
Its IB,(X)) vacuum tubes belied the
criticism that. given the failure rate
of vacuum tubes. one or more tubes
would fail before a computation
was completed. The success of
electronics for large-scale computation inspired a number of postwar
computer projects.

6

The ENlAC was moved to the
Army's Aberdeen Proving Ground
after a year of operation at the
Moore School. R. F. Clippinger, a
mathematician who devised some
of the first applications at Aberdeen, recalled.:
"I had a couple of girls with
desk calculators working out the
test case that I would use to find
out if I was getting the right answers from the ENIAC. It took them
two man-years to do one solution.
We put it on the ENIAC, and the
ENIAC ran off a case very hour . . .

cradle of a whole lot of computers:
,-....
the EDVAC . ORDVAC. and a bunch . 1
of others. But even after they were
delivered. the ENIAC continued to
work for about ten years. There was
a period when the ENIAC was the
only computer working. A lot of others were on the drawing boards or
in the mill being engineered. but
not working."
R. F. Clippinger. gallery talk at
the Computer Museum, September
26. 1982

"You have to realize that the
Aberdeen Proving Ground was the

The ENIAC team, headed by]. Presper Eckert and Joh n Mauchly, included a dozen engineers and pro-

grammers. Designer A rthu r Burks

looks on as a p rogram is set up on
the ENIAC with plugs and switches.

The Computer Museum Report/Wi nter ]993
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EDVAC

The EDVAC was the successor

to the ENlAC. While the ENIAC was
being built. its designers realized
the potential of the stored program.
They began designing a new computer. a nd were soon joined by dis-

tinguished mathematician John von
,--... Neumann.

The question MWho invented
the program?" has been answered

many ways. It cannot be attributed
to any single person, but seems to
have arisen in the course of conversations among ENIAC project members; other researchers may also
have independently conceived the
idea. Arthur Burks. who worked on
the ENIAC. beginning of the EDSAC.
and with lohn von Neumann on the
lAS computer. made this assessment of the process of making the
stored program practical.

r-

The mercury delay line mem·
ory. borrowed. from radar to utilize
as computer memory, was the key
device that made the stored. program practical. The ENlAC had
only twenty words high·speed
memory capacity. using expensive
vacuum tubes- far too few to store
programs and data. In contrast,
each delay line could hold hun·
dred.s of words. with bits circulat·
ing as ultrasonic pulses in a column of mercury. When each bit
reached the end of the column. it
was converted to an electrical sig·
nal. where it was cleaned up and
could be read.
Von Neumann's write-up of
the EDVAC group's discussions

was widely circulated. in draft.
The Moore School's 1946 summer
lecture series on the EDVAC design
also helped publicize the idea of
the stored. p rogram computer.
The EDVAC, while still in its de·
sign stage, directly or indirectly
influenced all postwar computer
projects.

The EDVACs theoretical design and
construction stage lasted from 1944
to 1951.

"There we re two main steps.
Pres and John (Eckert and Mauchly.
of ENlAC) invented the circulating
mercury delay line store. with
enough capacity to store program
information a s we ll as data . Von
Neumann created. the first modern
order code and worked. out the log.
ical design of an electronic com·
puter to execute it."
Arthur W. Burks, -From ENlAC
to the Stored· Program Computer,·
in A History of Computing in
the 7Wentieth Century, ed.

N. Metropolis, J. Howlett, and
Gian·Carlo Rota, New York, 1980.
The Computel MUMUm Report/WInter 198:1
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lAS Computer

John von Neumann left the
IDVAC project to return to the Institute for Advanced Study, bringing
with him Arthur Burks ond Herman
Goldstine. The three elaborated.
stored program computer design
with the draft of "Preliminary Discussions of the Logical Design of an
Electronic Computing Instrument."
The lAS Computer introduced.
asynchronous operation. For fast
memory. it used the Williams tube,
a CRT memory developed at Man-

chester University. The Williams
tube was used in serial mode at
Manchester; the lAS Computer
was first to use it in parallel.
One of the lAS Computer's

most significant contributions was
a s a pattern for other computer proj-

ects. Julian Bigelow, who was the
computer's chief designer, recounts:
"Another feature of the arrangement for financial support [by

military agencies and the Atomic
Energy Commission] provided that.
as sections of the computer were
successfully developed. working
drawings would be sent out by our
engineering group to five other de·
velopment centers supported by
similar government contracts. notably to Los Alamos Laboratory. the
University of Illinois. Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. Argonne
National Laboratory. and the Rand
Corporation, For the first year or so
this requirement that what we pro·
duced was in effect going to be
duplicated at five distinguished
laboratories elsewhere added to
the anxieties of the lAS team, espe8

Th. Comp!.l!.' M....l,lm ReporllWin! •• 1983

cially since these correspondents
were mostly well established
and supported by facilities and
resources wholly lacking chez nous.
We anticipated that any mistakes
we might make in sending out
piecewise the fruits of our efforts
would thereby be exposed. to possibly hostile or competitive criticism.
leaving us no place to hide. but
in fact problems oj this sort never
arose. and communication with all
people at these laboratories was
entirely friendly and stimulating,"

The lAS computer.

Julian Bigelow, 'Computer
Development at I.A.S. Princeton,'
in A History 01 Computing
in the 'IWenlieth Century.
ed. N. Metropolis. J. Howlett, and
Gian-Carlo Rota. New York, 1980.

•

EDSAC

-r-

-The EDSAC i8 baaed on principle. first enunciated in an unpublished report ... in which ideas lor
a machine known 08 the EDVAC
were I18t out."

Maurice Wilkes "Programme
Design for a Higb Speed Aulomatic Calculating Machine," Journal of Scientific Instruments 1949.

...
~.

By 1949. a number of computers
were underway. Maurice Wilkes.
Director of Computation at Cambridge University, was the first to
complete a machine with the first
program running on May 6th of
that year. Maurice Wilkes started
the project on his return from the
1946 Moore School lectures on the
EDVAC design. Returning to Cambridge University. he set up the
Computation Laboratory and
started. work on a stored program
computer. Wilkes used. existing
technologies to get a machine up
and running. His decision on memory technology was characteristic
of this design philosophy: "We used
~ the mercury delay-line because it
was really the only thing you could
count on at the time.·

·We realized that building
the machine was only the start of
the project: that there was a great
deal to be learnt about writing
programs. about how to use the
machine for numerical analysis.
numerical calculation, and all the
rest of it .. . As BOOn as we started
programming. we found to our surprise that it wasn't as easy to get
programs right as we had thought.
Debugging had to be diacovered.
I can remember the exact instant
when I realized that a large part of
my life from then on was going to
be spent in finding mistakes in my
own programs.·
Maurice Wilkes, Pioneer
Computer Lecture, The Computer
Museum, September 21. 1979

Valves (the En glish equivalent of
vacuum tubes) on the EDSAC memory driver. Maurice JA.1lkes Is on the
back cover holding the memory
driver's wiring. (On loan from the
Science M useum, London .)

Maurice Wilkes. gallery talk,
at The Computer Museum,

July 7, 1982

'

EDSAC memory delay lin es plugged
into this tank cover. (On loan from
the Scien ce M useum, London.)

r
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Manchester University Mark I

Graduate student Dai Edwards.
A \rVilliams tube set in the machine

con be seen in the foreground.
Computer work began at

Manchester University in late
1946. F. C. Williams and Thomas
Kilburn's first project was to build a

new kind of memory, one thai was
large enough to store programs and
data, but faster than the mercury

delay line. Several investigators.
most notably Jan Rajchman of RCA.
had been working on cathode-ray
tube memory. Williams and Kilburn
solved a major drawback to the

CRT. i.e., that the charged spots
that represented bits only stayed on
the screen for a few instants before
dissipating. - Looking back. it is
amazing how long it took to realize
the fact that if one can read a record once. then that is entirely sufficient lor storage. provided that
what is read can be immediately
rewritten in its Original position."
F. C. Williams and T. Kilburn,
paper presented at Manchester
University Computer Inaugwal
Conference. 1951

The Manchester group built an
experimental prototype to test the
Williams tube. The "baby machine"
ran its first program in June 1948.
The machine was expanded in several stages, and the full-scale computer was complete in late 1949.
Williams described its not-quiteautomatic operation:
"The two-level store (fast
Williams tube and slow magnetic
drum] 1 have referred to was indeed

on two levels. The electronic store
was in the magnetism room and the
magnetic store in the room above.
1iansiers between the stores were
achieved by setting s witches. then
running to the bottom of the stairs
and shouting, 'We are ready to receive track 17 on tube I: The process was repeated for tube 2 and
the machine set working. When the
machine wished to disgorge information. it stopped and the reverse
process was initiated."
F. C. Williams, "Early Computers
at Manchester University. Radio
and Electronic Engineer. 1975

Williams tube memory. (Gift of fhl::
Department of Computer Science,
University of Manchester.)
10
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Williams tube memory was
borrowed by several computers of
the day, including the lAS Computer. Julian Bigelow, head of
engineering design for the lAS
project, recalled his visit to see
the Manchester Computer in ils
early slale:
"My visit to Manchester was
a delightful experience: F. C .
Williams was a true example of
the British ' string and sealing wax'
inventive genius. who had built a
primitive electronic computer from
surplus World War U radar parts
strictly on his own inspirationin the middle of which were two
cathode-ray tubes staring digits in
serial access mode-the 'Williams
memory.' I can remember him explaining it to me, when there was
a flash and a puff of smoke and
everything went dead, but Williams was unperturbed, turned off
the power. and with a handy soldering iron. replaced a few dangling
wires and resistors so that everything was working again in a few
minutes."
Julian Bigelow, "Computer
Development at LA.S. Princeton. "
in A History of Computing
in the 1Wentieth Century, ed.
N. Metropolis, J. Howlett, and
Gian·Carlo Rota. New York, 1980

Pilot ACE

,........,

After the war, Britain's National
Physical Laboratory began a computer project. Alan Thring. who had

Thring designed. several versions of a computer, but left the NPL
in 194Z An NPL team directed. by 1.
H. Wilkinson built a pilot version of
the ACE. which embodied Thring's
highly original design philosophy.
Thring summed it up in a 1947 can·
ference discussion: "We are trying
to make greater use 01 the facilities
available in the machine to do all
kinds of diHerent thinga simply by
programming rather than by the
addition of extra apparatua. "

written a paper on machine intelligence in 1936 and participated. in

the Bletchley Park cryptoanaiytic effort, was the central figure in the
early days of the NPL project. In the

words of the NFL's director, "About
twelve years ago. a young Cambridge mathe matician. by name
Turing. wrote a paper in which he
worked out by strict logical princi-

ples how far a machine CQuid be

Discussion of *Transfer Between
External and Internal Memory·
by C. Bradford Sheppard. Pro·
ceedings of a Symposium on
Large.&ale Digital Calculat-

imagined which would imitate
processes of thought. It was an
idealized machine he was consid-

ering. and at that time it looked 08
if it could never possibly be made.

From Alan Turing's ACE notebook.
Pin the ACE. we intend to represent
all numbers in the binary system.
Every number may be represented
in the binary system by a sequence
of digits each of which is either a
zero or a one, and this provides us
with a particularly simple method of
representing a number electrically."

ing Machinery, Cambridge,

But the great developments in
wireless and electronic valves during the war have altered the picture. Consequently. 'lUring. who is
now on our slaH. is showing us how
to make h is idea come true.·

Mass. , 1947.

Sir Charles Darwin.
SBC broadcast. 1946

J. H. Wilkinson, Progress Report
on the Automatic Computing Engine. Mathematics Division, Na·
tional PhySical Laboratory. 1948.
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National Bureau 01 SlandCll'ds SEAC and SWAC

Before any of the stored pro-

gram computers had been completed, the National Bureau of
Standards decided to procure two
computers for its own use. After
reviewing university projects and
proposals from nascent computer

companies, Standards decided
to build their own machines.

objective was to be a laboratory for
testing components and systems.
since the Bureau of Standards
might be called. on to set standards
relotiog to computers.
SWAC (Standards Western
Automatic Computer) was built at
the Institute for Numerical Analysis
in Los Angeles. Its main objective
was to be finished as soon as
possible. using as much alreadydeveloped. technology as possible.
Project leader Harry Huskey wrote.
"The plan was to build a computer
with the minimum of circuit development. Thus. the circuits in the
arithmetic unit were derived from
Whirlwind circuits, and the development of the memory circuits depended heavily on the published
work of F. C . Williams of Manchester University."
Harry D. Huskey. "The National
Bureau of Standards Western

Automatic Computer (SWAC),"
in A History of Computing
in the 'IWentieth Century.
ed. N. Metropolis. J. Howlett. and
Gian-Carlo Rota. New York. 1980

SEAC console.
The SEAC (Standards Eastern

Automatic Computer), built in
Washington. had two aims. One
was to be operational as soon as
possible to run programs for the
Bureau of Standards. The second

SEAC was the first computer
to use all-diode logic. pointing the
way for the solid-state computers
of later years. Diodes were much
more reliable than vacuum tubes.
The SEAC. however. required a
good deal of maintenance. like all
computers of the day: -We actually
had much more trouble from bad
solder joints than we ever had from
vacuum tubes, diodes, or delay
lines. I can well remember that we

established. two standard debugging techniques. After about two
hours a day of preventive maintenance. we would start 6: test program running. Then we applied the
'stir with a wooden spoon' technique. which consisted of taking
something like a wooden spoon
and going around the computer.
tapping everything you could see.
If the test program stopped, you
had found something. When that
test was finally passed. we applied
the Bureau of Standards' 'standard
jump. ' We were in a building with
wooden Doors that were not diHicult to shake, so the standard jump
consisted of jumping up in the air
about 15 cm and coming down on
the floor as hard as possible. If that
test was passed, the machine was
ready to tackle a computational
program-and even more interesting bugs would show up."
Ralph J. Slutz. "Memories of the
Bureau 01 Standards' SEAC." in A
History of Computing in the TWen·
tieth Century, ed. N. Metropolis. J.

Howlett. and Gian-Carlo Rota.
New York. 1980

SEAC was the first of stored.
program computer to be completed
in the United States. followed
shortly by SWAC. With the first
English computers. the Standards
computers reassured workers on
other contemporary computer projects of their feasibility.

SWAC block diagram .

12
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Whirlwind

In 1944. the Massachusetts
f""". Institute of Technology contracted
with the Navy to build a universal
aircraft flight simulator/trainer.

Jay Forrester of the M.I.1. Servo-

An elaborate system of marginal checking identified hardware

problems before they affected comAt the some time, new military
applications which demanded

conception of an analog machine
was dropped, and the Navy ap-

higher-than-ever reliability were
emerging. The Cold War was at its

proved construction of a digital

height, and the U.S. military was
on guard against atomic attack.
Whirlwind, funded by the Office
of Naval Research and then by the
Air Force, was part of the defense
network; the production version
of the Whirlwind II design, named
ANIFSQ-7, was to become part of
the SAGE System. Project members,
dissatisfied with CRT memory performance, researched a substitute.

pose computer could take care of

not only flight simulation calcula·
tions, but a variety of other sden·
tific and engineering applications.
Whirlwind was completed in
stages; the entire central machine
was working in 1951.
The most important legacy of
the flight-simulator concept was
Whirlwind's real-time design. To
allow the instantaneous response
needed for flight simulation, Whirlwind originally used its own version of cathode-ray tube memory, at
that time the fastest available type
of memory. It was also, in the words
of a 1952 project summary report,
"the most important factor affecting reliabUity of the Whirlwind I
"'"" system."
M.l.T. Project Whirlwind.
Summary Report #31. 1952, p. 6.
Institute, Archives and Special

Collections, M.I.T. Libraries,
Cambridge, MA.

M.I.T. Project Whir.lwind,
Summary Report #35, 1953, p. 33.
Institute Archives and Special
Collections, M.I.T. Libraries,
Cambridge, MA.

puta1ional accuracy.

mechanisms Lab became director
of the project. By 1945. the original

computer in 1946. A general-pur-

25 microseconds) thus increasing
the speed of computer operation."

Whirlwind was thus the first

full-scale computer to run on core
memory, the mainstay of primary
memories until the 1970s.

Several researchers in the late
1940s, including Jay Forrester, conceived the idea of using magnetic
cores for computer memory. William Papian of Project Whirlwind
dted one of these efforts, Harvard's
"Static Magnetic Delay Line," in an
internal memo. Core memory was
installed on Whirlwind in the summer of 1953. "Magnetic-Core Storage
has two big advantages: (1) greater
reliability with a conseqflent reduction in maintenance time devoted
to storage; (2) shorter access time
(core access time is 9 microseconds:
tube access time is approximately

'he

Comp.lI... MUMl.UD R.portIW\nterl983
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The Pioneer Computers

Comparative Statistics
Start up

Completion

1939

10/39

4 function,
complex
arithmetic
calculator

8 digits

Zuse Z3
Konrad Zuse

1939

1941

punched film

22 bits,
fit. pt.

ABC
John Vincent Atanasoff
and Clifford Berry at
Iowa State University

12/37

12/39
prototype

fixed..
equation
solver

50 bits

IBMASCC
Harvard Mark I

1937

punched tape.
function table.
plugboard

23 digits
also double
precision

telephone
plugboard (I),

5 bit
characters

Bell Labll Model I

George Stibitz at
Bell Telephone
Laboratories

Colossus {Mark I &:
Bletchley Park

m

ENlAC
Moore School.
University of

1942

1943

8/44

12/43 (I)

5144 (ll)

Word. length

switches (II)
1943

2146

plugboard.

10 digits

switches

Pennsylvania
EDVAC

1144

ISSI

stored

44

program
computer

Moore School.
University of Pennsylvania

40

lAS Computet
Institute for
Advanced. Study,
Princeton University

6/46

7/51

EDSAC

10/46

5/49

MANCHESTER U. MARK I
Manchester University

1947

6/48
prototype
7/49

40

PU.OTACE

10/48

5150

32

6/48

5/50

45

SWAC
National Bureau of
Standards
Institute for
Numerical Analysis

1149

7/50

41

Whirlwind
Servomechanisms
Laboratory, MIT

1945

ISSI

16

Maurice Wilkes at
Cambridge University

National Physical
Laboratory,
Teddington, England
SEAC

National Bureau
of Standards

--------------------------------------------------------~

In many cases, the materia l in this table was compiled from data sheets filled out by a person who worked on the machine.
In the literature conflicting published data was found . The Museum requests corrections to this table and will keep the most

aCCUIate updated version on file.
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Additional

s-roe MaterIal

PrimeR}' .aurce boob with excellelll bibUogrophl••. guldiDg the
Na1Mr \0 gf'MII DWDbe... o! prI.mcuy
cmd MOOadcuy aoun: ••:
C. Gordon BeD and Allen N__ U,
Comptl"'" S!ru<;ture.; Reodings and
Example.. New YOrk. 1971.
B. V. Bowden. Editor, foster than
Though!. A Symposium on [);glrol
Computing M achina. New York. 1966.
N. MeltCpolil. J. Howloll. gntl
Gian·CarIo Rota. Ed.il0r:0. A Hllrory

01 Compurmg in rhlt 1Wemlelh Cenlu~
New Vorl:, 1900.
Brion RandeU. rdilOf. 1lNt Or/g'ln&" 01
Digiral Comp.J lers. Sel«ffd A;:pe...
Thlrd Edition, Bertin. 1982.

Bell t.l.ph_ Laboratort•• Mod.! I
Goorge R. Shbilz, videotape of lec1ure a\
Thl> Computer MUiI&um. 1900.
Gvolve Robert S!ibltz pope". Dortmooth

College Ubrary.
ArchIves. BeIl1i>1ophone Loboratortes.
G.R. Stiboll. 'Colcukning With ltlephone
Equ\pm9nt. • Po:lper presen1ed a\ McJthe..
maI;,;,;,J Aalctia!ion of America IT-'U'IQ'.

D.C.

Donald Ead~. 'EDVAC Drum Memory
Phase Sywtem 01 MagnetIC RecordIng. '
£/ecT.irol £ngme"';ng n. 1953.
E. Gh.d. 'The ElectrorUc: Di!ICJete
\briobIe Compulef. ' £ktct.irol E'nginew.

s.

mgn. 1953.

Honover. N.H.• 1940.

lAS Camputer

ZIlH n , Z3
A ",plica altha Z3 !son exhibit gt the

'The lAS Computer ~ on exhibt at the
National Museum 01 American HIStory.
Smilhllonkln m.tltutlon. Washing1on.
D.C.
M01hernatiCI and Natural Scienc:w

DeutlCh.. Museum. Munx:::h.
Konrad Zuae. v\dooIape 01 lecture at
Campul ... MUNUm, 198\.

The

K. Z..... Caku/afOl fat 1echnical and
Sotmttl>e Colculatlon.f DessgoMd Acxon;I·
ing /0 a ~I Plan. Distributed
by the O!fle» of tho Publiootlon Board,
Du!xtrtmenl 01 Commerce, 'IobshinglOn.

D.C. (n.d.).

"C
A Ilimpllfied model 01 the Alaooso/l·

&trry Computer buill by J. V. Ata~
bon exhibll at The Compute. M UlM\lm.
I.V. Alanad. vidootape 01 t.dure 01 The
Compute. Muwum. 1900.
Ardliva. Division 01 MathGIrI<llQI.

National MUMUm 01 ArMnc:un~.

Smithionian Insti.tuhon. Ykuhington..

D.C.
IBM "SCC (HcrrYmd Mark n
Pall 01 the IIlM ASI:X. ison edllbil at the
Horvord Computation LoborolOly.
Recorda 01 the Computation Laborolol)<
Univenity Archives. Horvord Univef'llTy.

Cambridge. Moa.
Archive.. Division. 01 Matllern.otics.
No!ionol M..-.m of Arnerioan HI$tory.
Smllhlonlon Insti.tuhon . v.b3hinglon..

D.C.
Colo""'1
T. H.

flow"".

videotope oIIOI'C!uf8 at
The Compuler Museum. 1961.

See a!.o Randell.
ENlAC
Panl 01 the ENIAC (UlI 00 onh!blt
at the University d Michigan. the

NationoJ MUlMIUm 01 Amelican HlS1ory.
Smithlonlan Institution. . and at The
Computer Museum.
/. G. Broinerd. vldaotape oIlec:ture at
The Computer MU!Jeum. 1981.
Arthur C. Burks. videotape oIlec1ure at
The Compulef Museum. 198Z.
R. f. CiJpplTlg.... audiolape oIlec1ure 01
The Compulel' Mu-..m. 1982.
"!'he ENIAC rum: footage 0I11le ENIAC
operating In 1946. w,th Introduction and
narration by Arthur Surks. Vd8oIope
produced by AMur Sura and The
Computer MU!leum. 1982.

ENIAC Archives. Moore School 01
E!octncal Engineering. UnivellllTy 01
Pennsylvania . Philadelphia.
Art:hiv-. Divblon. 01 Mcrthemabcs.
NationoJ MUMUm 01 American HlI1arf.
SrniUwonian InIIilulion, 'AbshlnglOn,

O.C.
ENlAC ThaI Records. United 510"", 1M.
tricl Cou rt. o..trlct 01 Mmne.ola, fouM
Divillian ; HoneyweU. Inc. v Sperry Rand

Ubrary; m.lltUI8Iof Advanced Study.
P'rlncelOn. N.I.
ArchiVflS, DlvWon 01 Mathematics.
NaiJaoal Mu.um 01 American Hlsto.y.
SmithlJonlon InstitutJan. 'Mlshingk>n.
D.C.

"'SAC
Pans at the EDSAC are on exhibit at
The Computer Museum.
M . V. Wilkh . Yidealapoo oIledure 01 The
Computer MUMUm. 1979.
'The EDSAC fUm.' Produced by Cam·
bridge Univer'liry Malhematics LobarolOry. 19:)1; with Introd UC1ion and TlOIl'aIion
by M. 'Nilkes. 19?6.
M . V. WUkeaand W. Renwick. 'An
Ultra!lOfli<: Memory Unit lor the EOSAC:
£ledronic £ngmfiring 20. 1948.

v.

McmchMte, Urll..,.l" Mark I
Pam 01 the McLnehetter Unlvenlity Mark!
arean exhibit at Manchester UmversiTy.
D.B.G. Edwon:b.. vldeocapoo allectureat
The Compulef MU-.Jm. 1981.
f. C. Williama and 1. Kilburn. 'A Storage
S)'$Iem lor U. w ith Binary DIgital
Computing Mach! ..... ' Proceedmgl
of rhe 1££ 96. pan 2. 1949.
F. C. Williarna. T. Kilburn. and G. C.
1Ootill. ' Unlve.-.al High·Speed DIgital
Compul&nl; A SmaU·ScWe Experimental
Machine.' Pn;.:ueding. of rhe lEX 96.
pon 2. 19:)1.

Pilot ACE
The PiJat ACE .. an exhibit 01 the Science

Museum. Landon.
/. H. 'M.lt::m.;.n. yldealape 0 1 lecture at

The Computer MUMum. 1981.
Archives. National Ph)'1lical Laboralo:y.
'Rlddington. England.
E. A. Newm;m. D. O. Cloyden. and
M. A. Wright. 'The Mereury· Clekry·U ....
Storage System aI the ACE PiJat Model
EIectronlc; Campuler.- PraceedinQao 01 rhe
lEE 100. par1 2. 1953.
IBS SElIC
Parts altho SEAC are on exhib,t at ,he
Nation<l! Buroou aI Slandards Museum.
Ubrary DIvision . Notional Bureau of
Standards. Washlnglon. D.C.
Archiyes. Div~1on 01 Mathomatia.
Nat.anaI Mu.....m at Amencon History;
Smithsanlon ImtilUtion. Washln.OIOn.

D.C.
Notional au..,u 01 Slandatda. MDt
Stall. The 1no;c;.rporCdion 01 Su broutinM

Corp. eI 01 .. No. 4.61 Civ. 13B. decided
October 19. 19'73.

inla a Comp\ele Problem on the NBS
Eastern AulamOllc ComPUteL '
Marfremari=ll:Ibles and Other Ards
ro ComputatIon 4. 1950.

f. RobeI1 Michael. "lUbe failures In
ENIAC: E:Iec1rolllCS 20. 1941.
H. W. Spence. ·Syslemati%a1ian. of Thbe
SuMllllance In Lorve Scale Compute"'"

OCIo8rlstics 01 tho SEAC. ' MalhematlCOl
l:Ibles and Othe, AIds to CampulCtlion 4.

Eleclrirol Engi.-.ing 10. 1951.

E!>VAC
EDVAC Arehives. Moore School of Engi.
neering. University at Pennsylvania.
Phl!odelphla .
Archives. DivISion of Mathemaua.

16

National MUMUm at American History.
Smith!lOfUan ImtitUtlon. Washington.
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Na\JQnal Bureau 01 Standards. Electronic
Lobarotary Staff. 1'he Operating Chell -

1950.
•
S. N. AIex=dvr. 1'he National Bureau

ol Standards Eastern AulOmOlJ<:
Computer: Prooeedmgs. loi", Al££·IR£
Computer Conlefence. Philadelphia.
Pa .. 1951.
Alan L Leiner. 'Proviaionl for Expanalon

in the SEAC.· Malllell'lOliro/l:lhles and
Other Aids to Computalion S. 1951.
.~
Ernest f. Ainsworth. 'Operational Expefl ·
&nee with SEAG.' Proceedings oIlhe
Joint AIE£.IR£·ACM Cbmpllte, Con/ft"

ene.. New Ya"-':. December 10./2, 1952.
S. GreenwaJd. 'SEAC Input-Output
System. ' PtoCMdings oI t'" Jomt
AJ££·IR£·ACM Computer Con/erenoe.
New "!btl:. Deeembe, 10·12. 1952.
Ruth C. Haueter• . AUXIliary Equipment
to stAC Input·Output· Proceedings 01
Ihe join! AI££·IR£·ACM Comput., Con·
fervnce. New York. December 10·12.

1952.
10""", L Pike. 'lnptl!·Ou tptlt Devices
U-.,d with SEAC: Proceedings 01 !he
Jain! AI££.IR£·ACM Compurer Conte,'
enee. New "!btl:, December 1(}'12. 1952.
Sodrwy GreenwaJd. R. C. Haueler. and
S.N. Alaxande,. 'StAC. ' Proceedmgs
01 rlat IR£ 41. 19S3.
NlSSWAC
Pa". ollhe SWAC are on exhibit otthe
Natlonal Bureau at Standarda Museum
a nd the Museum 01 50enee and
Industry. Los Angelel.
Ubrmy Division. NatiJogl Bureau 01
Slanclan:b. WashirlQlOfl. D.C.
ArctuVflS, Division 01 MathefTlCJba.
National Museum 01 American History.
Smithsonian lnstirutJan. Washington.

D.C.

H. D. Huskey.

'CharacteriahCl of the
Institute lor Numerirol Analy•.ls Com·
puter: Malhematia:" l:Ibles ond Orhe'
Aids to ConsultatJOl1 4. 1950.
H. D. Huskey. R. Thorenaen. B. f.

AmbroIia. and E. G. Yowell "The
SWAC-Design r eatures and 0pe101lng
&pomence.' Proeeodingt 01 rhot IRE:
~I . 1953.

-"""'"

WhirlwiDd
Parta 01 WhirlWInd are on exhibit 01 th&

National Museum 01 Amertoon History.
Smithsoman lnttitutian. Vlbshington.
D.C .. and The ComputeT Mu,",um.
)gy Fomost.... vKJiJOIapII d lecturem The
Computer Museum . 1980.
'See It Now: lnl&rvlew with Whirlwind. '

£xiC'erpllrom Edward R. Murrow', CBS
news proQrom. 1951.
' Making Dectrorut Count. ' FIlm
produced by MIT. 1953.
MIT Servomechani.sml Laboratory
'ieehnlcal Publications f ile. 1944- 1968.
(AC·34); MIT Digital Compute, Lobora·
lory Records. 1!M4---19S9 (EI).36); and
Magnetic Cent Memory P..:ord..

1932-1917 (MC·14O). lnsti.lute Archives
and Special Coilectian&. M.L1: Ubtaries.
CombndQe. Mass.

Corporate Archives. MrrRE Corporation.
Bedlord. Mass.
Archives. Division 01 Mathematics.
National Museum 01 Amer!can HiSlo:y.
Smith!lO!llan lnttItutian. Washing1O!l.
D.C.
S. H. Dodd. H. K1emperef. and P. Youtz.
'ElecITOIIaIie SIoroae Thbe.' E!ectricoJ
Engineering 69. 1950.
)gy w. Forrester, 'Dogllal lnlarmation

~ in Three Dimensions Using
Magneuc Cent.' /oumalol Applied
Physics 22. 1951.
R. R. Everett. The WhirlWind I Com·
puter. ' EI9drirol Engineering 71 . 19S2.
W,lliam N. Papian. 'A Coineldent·
Current Magnetic Memory Cen lot
the SIarooe 01 DIonoJ Inlormotion.·
ProceediJ)gs 01 the IR£ 40. 1962.
WillIam N. Papion, 'The MIT Magne!r.
Com Memory.' Ptaceedmga 01100 ldnl
IR£·AI££.ACM Computer Con/e~.
v.bshinglOn. O.C .. 1953.
J. w. Forrester. "MultJooordlnate [);gital

Information Storage Device.' U. S. Potent
2.136.SSO. issued February 28.1956.
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rORPORATE FOUJll)ERS
Donating $2.500 or more:
Benton and Bowles

Bolt. Beranek and Newman
Robert Cipriani Associates
Clint Clemens
ComputerWorld
Control Data Corporation
Coopers and Lybrand. Boston
Data General
Digital Equipment Corporation
General Systems Group, Inc.
Intel Corporation
MITRE Corporation
Richard Reno
Schlumberger Foundation
Tobin Vending Service

NEW IJO)IVIDUIlL
FOUJll)ERS:

SYMPOSIUM ON ARCIDVING
THE IDSTORY OF COMPUTING

On May 5 and 6. 1983. the Museum will host a
symposium that addresses questions on archiving the history of information processing. The
purpose is to share information about activities
planned and underway at the museum. institutes. libraries. government agencies. corporations, universities, and individuals.
AUendance will be limited in order to gain a
broad cross-section of information. Anyone interested should contact Chris Rudomin at The
Computer Museum. (617) 467-7570.

The Museum welcomes the following who join the first 86 individual
~ounders
o

by donating $250 or more.

Jarlan and Lois Anderson

J. Weldon Bellville
Ted Bonn
James R. Burley
Ed Fradkin
Neil Freeman
Herbert R. 1. Grosch
Christoph Horstmann
Ernest M. Huber
LesLazar
Theodore C .M. 1.0, M.D.
William H. Long
Richard Davis Mallery
Gregory L. Nelson
Walte r I. Nissen. Jr.
lohn Ousterhout
Ted C . Park
lean-Claude Peterschmilt
Robert W. Puffer III
Dorothy E. Rowe
Donald G. Seydel
John F. Shoch
William D. & Carole K. Strecker
Thomas A. Susie
".....[)r. Ste phen A. Szygenda
r ohn Tartar
1irofessor DVR Vithal

Annual Anniversary
Dinner and Lecture
May 5.1983

WATCH nus SPACE
FOR THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE SPRING
LECTURE SERIES

IN THE NEXT REPOm:

Grace Hopper
on the
Harvard Mark 1
April 14. 1983

0000000000000001
A newsbrief of the collection
1Wo important loans were revealed
during Maurice Wilkes' recent gallery talk on his reminiscences of
early computing: a mercury memory tank cover and memory driver
from Cambridge University's

EDSAC. The memory driver (pictured) was used on the mercury
delay line memory. Wilkes was the
Director of Computation at Cambridge, where the EDSAC ran its
first progTam in May of 1949.
The memory driver and the mercury

memory tank cover, on loan from
the Science Museum. London, are
exhibited on the Pioneer Computer
Timeline.
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The Director's Letter
Gwen Bell
2 D, H. Lehmer's Number Sieves
Richard Rubinstein
5 mside "The Soul of a New
Machine"
Tracy Kidder and Tom West
8 Recollections 01 the Watson
Scientific Laboratory. 1945--1950
Herbert Grosch
• 3 Museum News
Field lhp to North Bay
Pray, Mr. Babbage . ..
Founders Program
.1 Computer Museum Slide
Collection
17 Spring "Bits and Bites'"

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The Computer Museum is a non-profit.
public. charitable foundation dedicated to
preserving a nd exhibiting an industry-w ide.
broad-based collection 01 the histo ry 01 inlormation p rocessing. Computer histo ry is
interpreted through exhibits, publications,
videotapes, lectwes. educational programs.
and o ther p rograms. The Museum archives
both a rt ifacts and documentat ion and
makes the materials avai lable lor
scholarly use.

Kenneth H. Olsen. Chairman
Digital Equipment Corpora/ion

The Compute r Museum is o pen to the public
Sunday through Friday from 1:00 to 6:00 pm.
There is no charge lor admission. The
Museum's lect ure hall and reception
facilities are available for ren t on a
prearranged basis. For information call
617-0167·4443.
Museum membership is available to
ind ividuals and non-p rofit organirotions
for $25 annually and to businesses lor $125
annually. Members receive the quarterly
Report , invitations to all lectu res and special programs. new poste rs, and a ten
percent discount in the Museum store.
A Fo unders program is in elleet during the
initia l two-year period 01 the Museum. unt il
June 10, 1984. During this period individuals
and non-profit organizations may become
Founders lor $250 and bus inesses and char itable Fo undat ions may become Founde rs lor
$2500. Founders receive all benefits 01 mem bership and recognition for thei r important
role in establishing the Museum.

Charles W. Bachman
Cullinet Software Systems
C. Gordon Bell
Digital Equipment Corporation
Gwen Bell
The Computer Museum

Harvey D. Cragon
"leI"as Instrumenls

Robert Everett
The M itre Corporation

C. Lester Hogan
Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation

Theodore G. Johnson
Digital Equipment Corporation

Andrew C . Knowles, III
Digital Equipment Corporation

John Lacey

Control Data Corporation
Pot McGovern
ComputerWorid
George Michael
Law rence Livermore Loboratories

Robert R. Noyce
Intel

Brian Randell
University of Newrostle·upon·Tyne

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM REPORT
(lSSR 0136·S438)
The Computer Museum Report is publis hed
quarterly by The C o mputer Museum. One
Iron Way. Marlboro . MA 01752. Ann ual s ubscription is part 01 the membership of the
Museum ($25 per year for ind ividua ls
and nonprofit organizatio ns and $125
lor corporations).
The purpose is to report o n the prog rams
and exhibitions 01 the Museum. The contents 01 The Computer Museum Report may
not be reproduced w ithout written consen t.
The Museum Stall is responsible for the contents 01 the Report. The opinio ns expressed
do not necessarily represenlthose of The
Computer Museum or its Board 01 Directors.
The des ign and productio n 01 the Report
is done by Benson and Clemons.

Edwwd A. Schwartz
Digital Equipment Corporation

Michael Spack
The Children's Museum 01 Boston

Erwin Tomash
Dataproduc1s

The Honorable Paul E. lkongas
U.S. Senator {rom Massachusetts

STAFF
Director
Gwe n Bell
Exhibits and A rchi ves

Jamie Parke r. Coordinator
Suson Ka e lin
John McKe nzie
Bill Meany
Beth Parkhurst
Meredith Stelling
Programs

Christine Rudomin, Coordinator

Administra/Jon

Gen Rogers. Coordinator
David Bromfield
Debbie Sterling

Store
Carole Strecker, Coordina tor
SaHy Askins
Li nda Davidson
Merle Insigne

PHOTO CREDITS:
Robert BoniJield, Cover, pp. 2, 3, 4;
David Bromfield pp. 3, 12. 14, 15;
Data General Corporation p. 5;
IBM archives pp 8, 9, 10. II, 12;
MITRE Corporat ion p . 13.

Th. Compllter MII •• llm
One Iron Way
Marlboro. Massachusetts 01752
617-467·4036
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THE PJONECR COMPUTER TIMELIME

The Computer Museum Report now has an ISSN (an International Standard Serial Number), another benchmark in our development. The purpose
of the publication is to report on the Museum's activities with the material
in each issue derived directly from our own projects, thus providing a record
and a means of communication to our worldwide membership. This issue only
covers a part of our fall program of three lectures, seven Sunday afternoon
talks, the production of -Pray, Mr. Babbage . .. -. the members' field trip to
Canada, a variety of additions to the collection, and a number of new products available in the Museum store.
Both the Museum and. the Report have seasonal rhythms. Writing this
letter during our January-February hibernation, I'm recalling all the wonde rful
activities of the fall season and anticipating Gene Amdahl's talk that starts
our spring season on March 10th. Derrick Lehmer opened the fall lecture
series October 7th, 1982 and dedicated the exhibit of his sieve machines 10 the
Museum. No sooner was the exhibit mounted than The Scientific American
sent a photographer to shoot these unique machines for their November issue.
As a result the Museum was given the excellent photos that appear on the
cover and in the first article of this Report.
On October 8, 1982, the Museum's first excursion took off for North Bay.
Canada to see the ANIFSQ-7. By the time you are reading Gordon Bell's trip
report (page 13), the decommission of the Q-7 will have commenced and we
will be puzzling over how to fit a representative exhibit of it in the Museum.
The Fall also inaugurated Bits and Bites. a series of informal Sunday
afternoon talks, ranging trom technical presentations to reminiscences about
the everyday use and development of computers. These complement the
formalleclure series focusing on significant events in the evolution of information processing. The session -Inside the Soul of a New Machine- with
Tom West and Tracy Kidder (reported on page 5) provided an almost anthropological view of the species -computer engineer. - Tracy was on the spot to
record how Tom behaved at breakfast, as well as at work. In the Spring, the
reminiscences of the group that designed the first computer space game will
tell the Computer Museum audience why they ever tackled such a project and
also provide insights into the everyday environment of a university computer
center in 1962.
Often the lectures and talks lead to changing or further developing
an exhibit. Herbert Grosch's lecture on ffiM's SSEC at Columbia's Watson
Laboratory (extracted on pages 8 to 12), the two articles on the SSEC in the
October 1982 Annals of the History 01 Computing, and a flurry of letters
to the Museum convinced us to add the SSEC to The Pioneer Computer
Timeline. With a start up date in January 1948. the SSEC did comparable
work to the ENIAC and preceded the IDSAC and Manchester machines.
Feedback from members and visitors also helps the Museum preserve
the accuracy of its exhibits. Our exhibit coordinator Jamie Parker keeps
an ongoing list of text corrections to make. The original text on the Pioneer
Computer Timeline was put up crediting -George- Aiken for the Harvard
Mark I. the corrected version with an error trom the typesetter read "HarvardAiken and. finally we got Howard's name correct. Several letters pointed out
the inaccurate placement of Amdahl's constant on the cover chart of the Fall
Report. The corrected version is reprinted on this page and is also available
in color in the slide sets listed on the back page. For longer than I am pleased
to report the specilica1ions on the Whirlwind read that it used ISO,COO lew of
power. A number of visitors took great pleasure in drawing this error to our
attention, and in some fanciful moments, I've thought of the deliberate introduction of errors providing ongoing "treasure hunts- for mistakes. But this
added confusion is hardly needed. Our goal is the presentation of the clearest
picture possible of the history of information processing to provide a perspective of the present and future as if viewed through a rear view mirror.
Gwen Bell
Director
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This Photoelectric Number Sieve,
built by Dr. Lehmer in 1932, performs
300,000 tests per minute using 30 gears
arranged tangentially. Each gear has
a number of holes equal to a multiple
of a prime. For any problem, all holes
that do not represent solutions are
plugged with toothpiCks. A solution is
found when light, originally supplied
by an automobile headlight lamp,
passes through 01130 wheels. A photoeJectric cell detects this brief flash of
light, and a vacuum-tube amplilier
multiplies the resulting signal
700,OOO,(}()() times to stop the motor.

Thele large coeH etents are not arbitrary numl:Hira. In fac they anae quite natur Iy in an
InvelUg-aUon into the polalbl. factor. of the Menenne number 211 - 1. The Dumber. 2" - I
where n il a prime have been the subject of investigation lince the Ume of Euclid. Twelve ot
th••• numben have been proved prime and twelve compolUe onel have been compl.tely
factored. SInce 1924 it haa been Imown that U a value of exlat. for hleh e formula abOve
11 a Iquar. then 0
39110012

r

Z
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D.B. Lehmer1s Number Sieves
Richard Rubins tein
Richard Rubinstein, a human factors

engineer at Digital Equipment Corporation and an active volunteer at The

Computer Museum, compiled this article. based on his experience planning
and supervising the Lehmer Number
Sieves exhibit.

Dick Rubinstein (left) and Derrick
Henry Lehmer (right) pause in front of
Lehmer's Photoelectric Number Sieve
after Lehmer's dedication of the ex-

hibit. October 7. 1982.
Derrick Henry Lehmer is the son of

a leading American number theorist.
Derrick Norman Lehmer (1867- 1938),

D.H. Lehmer designed and built the
number sieves shown in the accompanying photographs of the Museum's

Number Sieve exhibit to further his own
research in number theory. He pre-

sented the number sieves to the Com7. 1982,
he dedicated the exhibit with a lecture
on the sieves. Videotapes of his lecture
are in the Museum archives.
As a user of ENIAC, Dr. Lehmer was
in charge of operations, maintenance,
and much of the trouble shooting. Dr.
Lehmer continues to use computers,
such as the Cray I and ILLIAC IV, to
support his work with number theory.
He is professor of mathematics Emeri·
tus at the University of California,
Berkeley.
The number sieve idea dates back
to the Greek Eratosthenes who lived in
Alexandria about 230 B.C. His sieve
provided a way to find prime numbers
by removing composite numbers from a
list of the positive integers.
The first mechanical realization of
a sieve process was over 200 years ago,
by Karl Hindenberg, a German, and
Anton Felkel, an Austrian. They invented what is now called the stencil
method. Using this technique, Felkel
produced a compilation of the factors of
the integers up to 408,0C(), published. by
the Austrian government in 1776. Few
copies were sold, and those remaining
were scrapped and used. for making
cartridges for the war against Turkey.
These sieves were specialized,
useful only for finding primes and for
finding the factors of composite integers. A more general approach, the
strip method, used. by A.M. Legendre in

puter Museum, and on October

1794, allowed. searching for numbers
with far broader properties, but was
still a slow and error-prone manual
technique. The strip method was the
best available technique when D.H.
Lehmer developed his first machine.
Dr. Lehmer built the first electromechanical number sieve in 1926. It
used. 19 bicycle chains, and performed a
process similar to the strip method. The
rotating chains simulate the effect of
the shifting strips of paper, and have
the major advantage that no upper limit
of the search need. be established. at the
outset. The machine can be left running
indefinitely in search of numbers with
the desired properties. In 1932, Lehmer
built a far faster machine using 30
tangential gears, capable of perform-

ing 300,()()() tests per minute. Later, he
also built a sieve that used I6mm film,
and another with vacuum tubes and
delay lines. These machines did e[fjciently and inexpensively what no commercial calculating equipment then
available could do at all.

This small sieve, employing ISmm film
as the computing elements, was built
as a complement to the large photoelectrie machine. It was used for relatively short problems, and performed
about 3000 tests per minute. Easier to
set up than the photoelectric model, it
could be supplied with as many as 18
lilm loops.
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These stencils were used by D.N.
Lehmer (D.H. Lehmer's father) to produce a table of factors up to 10 million.
A great deal of kitchen-table work
was performed by the whole Lehmer
family in order to create these cardboard pieces. Number theory seems to
be a family activity with the Lehmers.
Dr. Lehmer is now working with his
grandson on a new machine using
integrated circuit technology.

•

•

The Bicycle Chain Sieve, built in 1926
but later destroyed, is being replicated
at the Computer Museum by Roberto
Canepa, Andrew Kristoffy and Richard
Rubinstein. This photograph shows
the Museum's working model before
the installation of micro-switches and
a counter. The original19-chain machine could perform 3000 tests per
minute. It was used to factor the

•

number:
9999OOOO9999OOQ1
which is a factor of 102t} + 1. The machine ran for about two hours, finding
the solution:
1676321 • 5964848081

t

• 11111
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Constructed in 1966 as an unsponsored
educational project of the Departments
of Mathematics and Electrical Engineering at the University of California, Berkeley, the Delay !..ine Number
Sieve performed I mj1Jjon tests per
second. Navy surplus delay lines store
the acceptable remainders for each
modulus and circulate them synchronously. The machine has an idle mode
in which 011 of the delay lines are connected in series and the data recircu lated, so that the machine may be
·stopped- and loaded.
·In competition with the IBM 7094
(it) makes a good showing, especially
on economic grounds. It is roughly 10
times faster than the 7094, and costs
about 2 cents an hour to operate.D.H. Lehmer

•

Inside "The Soul of a New Machine"
Tracy Kidder and Tom West

'fracy Kidder (left) and Tom Wesl (right)
discuss The Soul of the New Machine
during the Museums Bits and Bites
series.
..

Tom West: I think it's probably important
to point out that Tracy and I have never
done this before ... and will probably
never do it again! I am still doing computers and Tracy is still writing books.
Neither of us has yet become P.R. junk-

ies, but that may change after looking at
such a large group of people who seem
to think we have something to say.
Tracy Kidder: We would like to find out
what you are interested in and try to

answer your questions.
Q : How did you two first get together?
Did you start writing at the time the
project was started?

Kidder: About six years before I starled,
I had been a journalist writing for the
Atlantic Monthly. I went in to my editor
one day because I had nothing to do and
asked him what I should do next. He
said "Look into computers." I asked
where I should start and he told me to go
see West. whom he knew. So I did and
then one thing led to another.

,

Weat: It was a little more complex than
that. Tracy decided that he was going to
write -The Book- about all computers.
He went to the library and found that
there had already been many stories
written about the whole world of computers. Then it was going to be the
whole world of mini-computers, which I
suspect even today is too big a story to
tell. It kept narrowing and narrowing,
until, rather accidentally it became
focused on a single machine.
Q: What was it like for you, as someone
who is used to working with machines
in a crisis situation, to be shadowed by
a person with a notebook?

Weat : There are some real advantages
to having a writer on a project. Tracy
was about the best early warning system you could imagine. I would suggest
that every program manager hire some
guy from the street, teach him how to
write on steno pads and have him walk
around listening to people. The young

engineers walk around thinking that
this must be an incredibly important
program because somebody is writing
about it. One disadvantage is that you
could wind up with the most wellrecorded failure in history.
Just Tracy looking at the thing actually changes the way it works. There is
all this uncertainty involved. It's not the
way it would work under normal circumstances, it has been perturbed. It is a
little disarming to wake up in the morning, go down to breakfast and find Tracy
Kidder interviewing your wife and two
daughters with a steno pad.
Kidder: Most good journalists, and I
certainly aspire to be one, think of themselves as good anthropologists who
come in to observe the customs of the
natives and don't want to change those
customs in the process. Just the fact that
you are there changes things. But, if you
are never there at breakfast then you
would never know what happens at
breakfast.
Q: What sort of reaction did you get from

Data General and from people in the
book, after the book came out?

West: For me, it was like three years of
psychoanalysis embedded in about
twenty-four hours. I hadn't read the book
before Tracy went to the printers with it
and I don't think many of the other
people had either. It was a shock then, to
all 01 a sudden see a whole piece of your
life in print, a piece that maybe you
would have chosen to rewrite very carefully.

I don't think Data General was certain, even after reading the book, what
the public reaction was going to be. It
was a fairly accurate representation of
what they do every day for a living. And
I don't think that the story is unique.
Otherwise, why do so many people read
the book? Why do so many people buy
the book and send it home to Mom to
explain what they do? And why do they
give it to their girl friends to explain that
this is the reason they are not home until
eleven o'clock at night? The general
answer is that the everyday life of
designing computers had been pretty
opaque.
But from my point of view the reviewers tell you what you are supposed
to think about the character.

Kidder: That's right. you have been
called Captain Ahab, The Prince of
Darkness, Machiavelli, Tom Swift ...
Welt: Gotsby and Horatio Alger. It's
been kind of eerie.
Q : The paperback book says it is soon to

be made into a major motion picture.
What is exciting to the lay person about
high technology?
Kidder: I think this is kind of fun , frankly.
Columbia wanted to tum this into a
movie, one way or another. As to why
they find it interesting, I don't know. I
found the story interesting and I rate as
a lay person. At one time during my
research, Data General had some understandable fears about trade secrets.
West pointed out in a rather sardonic
way that I would never learn enough to
be able to convey a trade secret.
Weat: When people ask why D.G . allowed. a Pulitzer Prize winning book to
be written about their machine. that is
not what they agreed to. A guy was
going to write a little piece about a
couple of guys sitting down in a lab sort
of dreaming up their own thing. Even at
printing time there was really no way of
knowing that there was quite so much
interest in Tracy's book.
Q : What are some of the advantages of a

closed. management style versus a more
open one?

Wellt: In support of this sort of closed
management style, I knew more about
what was going on in every single one of
those organizations than any manager
at that level in most companies does. It's
not a question of not having the information, it's a question of not having the
style.
If some body walks into your office
after five minutes of staring at a sheet of
paper and asks: ·Should we make this
register sixteen bits wide or thirty-two
bits wide?- you know the answer to this
question if you have been through it
over and over and over again. So you
can tell him the answer, and he goes
back and puts it in. Then he sits around
for another five minutes before coming
back with the next question. In some
sense that is sort of what happens.
If you can send him back to his
office and he thinks a little while longer,
ten minutes, fifteen minutes, or a haU an
hour, and then he gets a little scared
because he's got to have the right answer by the time he goes back in again,
you extend his span of attention before
he is finally ready to go and scream for
help.
It seems to me that that is one of the
most valuable lessons that you can
8
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teach a kid who is coming into this
business right out of school. A span of
attention of five minutes or even a hali
an hour is not really going to do it. There
are some problems that only yield after
three hours of just staring at them. I'm
sure all of those who have been doing
design work have seen exactly that
same thing happen. It is the ability not
to give up even after two hours of trying
to stare something down. Part of that is
what is embedded in that whole style of
trying to make the easy answers difficult to get.
Q : It is very clear at the end of the book

that you couldn't keep a good team
together, but it is also sort of sad that so
many of them end up leaving Data General.
Weat: At the end of this progTam, an
awful lot of people, not only left the
program, but also left Data General.
This is not a totally anomalous phenomenon to D.G. People don't leave projects
in the middle, they leave them at the
end, with an incredible postpartum depression at the end of something that
they poured so much adrenalin into.
They go home and with more time on
their hands. They begin to ask themselves why the heck they ever did it in
the first place and would they ever be
willing to do it again. U the answer is
yes, then what are the odds of their
doing it successfully again? Is it a coin
toss, fifty-fifty each time, or do the odds
keep piling up against you?
I read in Time Magazine that statistically I'm burned out and washed up
at forty-three. I think there is going to be
not only a shortage of engineers in the
next ten years but a shortage of engineering managers with enough street
sense to be able to manage all the
college graduates who are graduating
with all kinds of notions about things
that can be done but quite possibly
shouldn't be done. Just like all these
people who are putting 68000s on a
board and calling it a computer. There is
going to be a great need for people to be
able to see the way technology is going
and be able to manage these people
coming out of school.
In this machine we had a straightforward design. We were highly lever·
aged on PAls because it provided quite
a bit of logic compression. Almost everyone drew out these PALs, except the guy
who was designing the system cache.
He was doing it all on four bt five file
cards. Every week or so I'd ask bim how
he was coming on his design. He'd show
me this big deck of file cards with Boolean equations written on them and a
whole room full of Karnaugh maps and

things to try to reduce these down to
something that made sense. There was
no way of telling where the guy was.
Design review time was coming and
all the managers were getting anxious. The big deck of cards was still
there, and he was still worrying about
the various mapping th.ngs that he'd
learned in college. We really came perilously close to firing that guy. But finally
when the design review day came, it
was a deck of cards with a well-defined.
set of Boolean expressions for each one
of those PALs. We used one hundred and
sixty of them in the machine and about
forty of them on the system cache. He
built the thing, and it worked the first
time. At that stage of the game I said to
myself; thank God I didn't fire him.
Q : Would you attribute the intimidation
some of your subordinates felt toward
you to their inexperience?

Weat: In the first place, I would sure hate
to defend what I did four years ago. At
some level in the organization you expeet to have people who are going to
fight back, regardless of what the issue
is, if they feel strongly about it. U they
don't feel strongly about it, then they
had belter go away and do it your way.
Q : The book mentions the fun part. the
engineers doing the design. but I don't
remember hearing about the paper
work and bureaucracy, meetings etc.
Did you find some way around that?

Kidder: You know the old joke about the
bum who is looking for his quarter under
the street light. even though he dropped
it half a mile away because the light is
better. This book doesn't take on, in any
detail. the software part of the project
which is at least half. There were some
things that I saw more of than others. I
was also able to drag a certain amount
of that information out of Tom. Then one
day I said to Tom: -I don't know much
about what you've been up to lately:
and Tom said, ·Oh you noticed.:
I always thought that the salient
characteristic of this team, which I
thought was charming, was that no one
ever seemed to take pert charts at all
seriously. A nucleus had built computers before and they knew what was
required. They knew, I think, that what
was required could simply not be embodied in a pert chart.
Q: U you could do this over again, would

you fight harder for a mode bit?
Weat: No, quite the contrary. In hindsight I thought that was a really spectacular decision. Tracy said half the
work may have been software where I
would guess e ighty percent of the work

was software. Without the mode bit we
could drop six1een bit programs on that
machine and run them. For a long period of time that was exactly what we
were doing. We also had three or four
hundred thousand lines of diagnostic
code, all of which would have had to be
rewritten. So for the time being, having
that absolute compatability was the
only thing that could get it there on time.
The point is that the machine
doesn't have a golden moment of when
you all of a sudden stop implementing
the mode bit and then move on to a
different identity. Mode bits tend to increase in a geometric fashion, and I've
seen a lot of machine families that are
now going into their two-to-the-sixth
mode bit. Intel is going to solve all their
incompatability problems at the chip
level with mode bits and it is going to go
to huge numbers, I think.
Q: I wonder if you could say something
about Ed DeCastro's involvement. The
novel makes it seem like he was very
rarely checking on the project.

West: That is one of the most difficult questions to answer because once
again I think most of the people who were
working on the project itself would assume that I had no visibility, barricading
myself in my office. Mr. DeCastro is more
than likely to let something go with
benign neglect, assuming that local
management would find a way to solve
its problems. He was certainly not involved on a daily or weekly or even
monthly basis.
Q: What about Carl Cannen, who was
the vice-president of engineering at that
time?

West: He was involved during the program, in making sure that the environmental issues were taken care of.
that the PC shop worked. at the right
speed and that things didn't get lost in
the mill. He also barricaded the team
against the rest of the organization.
Q: Since you weren't able to tell us much
about software, those of us who are in
software felt a little cheated.. Could you
tell us what the organization of the software development's side was?

West: When Tracy talked. about looking
under the street light for the quarter it
is because hardware tends to be a
lot easier to see, it has a lot more of a
visual effect than writing code does.
The reason for having the sixteen
bit identity in the machine initially was
because we didn't believe that we were
going to have any software at all. There
was a guy who decided that he could
take our existing sixteen bit operating

system and by taking it module by module convert it and run it initially in just a
couple of the rings with only a couple of
the features, and then incrementally get
there over a period of a year and a half.
He put together a team of twenty volunteers all signing up for a kamikaze mission because nobody really believed
that it could be done. Then he decided
that we were going to have the software
to announce at the same time that we
had the hardware to announce. All we
had planned to announce was thirtytwo bit hardware, which would get
some pressure off our back and point to
futures. He managed to do it. The reason
that he managed to do it was that he
didn't decide okay. I've got a clean sheet
of paper and I'm going to develop an
O.S. all the way from the ground up,
based. on the first principles of computer
science. The relationship was quite
close. In the final analysis, the only
thing we really had to de-bug in the
thirty-two bit part of the machine was
the operating system which had already
been run through thirty-two bit simulators. At that stage of the game we were
using system software to de-bug the
hardware.
Q: What happened to the competing
design?

West: The competing design is still
alive. It's always difficult to know the
answer to "What if?". It would be naive
to suppose that D.G. was only working
on extensions to the Eagle family of
machines. It would also be naive to
assume that we are just pragmatically
going to follow technology and wander
along incrementing the existing product
line. The question is when, not whether.
Q: The book mentions a saying in Mr.
West's office that anything worth doing
is not necessarily worth doing well or
something along those lines.

Kidder: One of the things that I began to
learn about engineers is that they are
aesthetes as much as they pretend to be
something else. I've seen this most
vividly in the intersection of engineers
and non-computer scientists. The engineer talks about technical symmetry
and the scientist says I just want something thai works. I think that that was
whal that piece of cryptiC puzzling advice was. How did it go? Not everything
worth doing is worth doing welL

tively, and secondly, are you (Tracy) sick
and tired of computers?
West: We are still basically doing the
same thing-designing machines-at
Dala General. The book portrays people
leaving, which was true at the time
Tracy had to go to press, but since that
time a large number of people d id stay.
All those people have fanned a nucleus
to build multiple different machines,
going in diUerent directions, they build
bigger ones, smaller ones, faster and
cheaper ones.
Kidder: I'm digging out from under. I'm
writing some articles about atmospheric research. To be honest, I'm a little
tired of my book. I put it on my shelf and
won't read it again for years. I think I
know what's wrong with it. In some
sense, writing a book is like building a
computer. There are rewards but one of
the main ones is that Sisyphean one that
if you do one you get 10 do another. So, I
have an opportunity now to write a
better one.

Extracted from a talk by Tracy Kidder,
author of The Soul of a New Machine
and Tom West. the chief designer of the
machine, Data General's Eagle, in the
Museum's ·Bits and Bites" series, given
October 17th, 1982.

THE SOUL
OFANEW
MACHINE
Tracy Kidder autographed copies of
The Soul of the New Machine for the
Museum. Remaining copies of the
autographed copy a re available for
$18.00 (including shipping) from the
Museum store.

West: I am very comfortable with that
notion. I suspect that there are more
people who fail in our industry because
they try to do it perfectly, as opposed. to
doing it on time and on cost.
Q: What are you doing now, respecThe ComputeJ MU$4I'um ReportlSpring 19B3
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Recollections of the Watson Scientific
Laboratory. 1945-1950

Herberl Grosch
The heroes of this story ore Thomas

Watson Sr. and Wallace Eckert. Tom
Watson Sr.• when I first met him, was in
his seventies. In the 20's, 30's and 40's, he
supported what he thought of as scientific reseo:rch, but what we call applied
research. At that time. this kind of support was uncommon for even the most

advanced American industries.

Wallace Eckert's prime life interest
was the theory of the motion of the
moon. Astronomy provided one of the
earliest groups of people who had substantial problems which had to be
solved with computation regardless of
the form. whether it be pencil and paper.
logarithm tables, or with the most advanced modem solid-state computing
devices. In the thirties. a major problem
was that crossing the Pacific required.
the measurement of both longitude and
latitude. The chronometers were inaccurate and a very accurate clock

In 1945. IBM remodeled this fraternity
house and donated it to Columbia

University for the Watson Laboratory.
The first concept of the SSEC was
formulated in this building and the
group that eventually built the NORC
(Naval Ordnance Research Calculator)
worked on the upper floors and in the
basement.
8
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was needed. Many many years ago the
motion of the moon among the stars
was suggested as a clock. As a consequence, a great effort was put on the
determination of the proper position of
the moon. One of Babbage's interests
was in building astronomical tables
helpful for navigation. Even today, people who are doing a lgebra on computers, often use the enormously complex
and lengthy fonnulas of the HUeral lunar theory as an example.
Eckert discovered a series of articles by L.J. Comrie, a New Zealander
who by that time had penetrated the
scientific establishment in England sufficiently to become the Director of the
Nautical Almanac office at the Royal
Greenwich Observatory. These articles
explained how Comrie had rented Hollerith machines from the British Tabulating Machine ComJXIllY and had done
the calculation of the positions of the
moon for every hour or every six hours or
something for hundreds and hundreds
of years on a mass production allparallel basis.
Inspired by this, Eckert, with the
help of the American Astronomical
Society of which he was a junior member and Columbia University where
Thomas Watson Sr. was a Trustee, approached the mM Corporation, a less
than one-hundred million dollar business. They donated some special equipment which he installed and called it
The Thomas J. Watson Astronomical
Computing Bweau which flourished in
the late years of the thirties.
Then the War threatened. The U.S.
Naval Observatory had to manufacture
a new publication called the Air Almanac for the use of navigators crossing
the Atlantic by air, especially for bomber navigation, when the skies were clear
and bubble sextant observations and so
on were possible. They had run out of
old-fashioned people who could do this
with paper and pencil and logarithm
tables. Wallace Eckert's war work was
the real McCoy---carrying out very complica ted calculations, the sort that

This famous photograph of Thomas
Watson Sr. hung over the fireplace in
the Watson Laboratory at Columbia
University for which he furnished
the money and a large part of the
inspiration.

Wallace Eckert

strained the professional astronomer.
Done, however, in parallel so you didn't
have the problem of a complex sequence, but doing a single simple operation to hundreds or thousands of pieces
of data at one time and then moving on.
With methods he developed for automatic proof-reading, he was able to produce the Air Almanac. Since that time
literally millions and millions of characters have been printed by the calculations of such equipment. printed by his
automatic printing machine, and proofread by automatic devices without one
single error ever having been detected.
In 1941. I became an optical designer which involved lots and lots of
calculations on Monroes and Fridens.
Then, in the early spring of 1945, an
announcement in Science stated that
Thomas Watson Sr. had called Wallace
Eckert back from Washington and had
asked him to establish a new scientific
computing laboratory at Columbia
University. Before he left Washington, I
wrote Wallace asking if I could come
around in the evenings and tryout some
01 my ideas on optical design on his nice
new shiny ffiM machines. One 01 the
incentives for beginning the laboratory
was that the computational facilities at
Los Alamos had run out of capacity.
Wallace accepted the charge of setting
up a shop of mM machines at Columbia
with the first task to supplement the Los
Alamos calculations on the Alamogordo
burst. While I only hoped for an invitation to maybe around one night a week,
instead a Hule man from the Manhattan
Project showed up at my optical company and took me away. I said, -You
know you can't do that, there is no such
thing as a civilian draft. - He essentially
said, -Tell that to General Grove." The
next thing I knew I was an mM employee. In the rush they forgot to pass
me through mM headquarters. As a
result, although I received an identification card and all that, nobody had
JXIused to tell me that you could not have
hair on your face and work for ffiM. So I
was not only a very early scientific
punch card operator and supervisor but
I also was the first bearded sport-coated
IBM employee.
1946. Boom. ENIAC. For the first time
IBM felt threatened by a development
that they had not really foreseen or understood. One of the responses to the
ENIAC announcement was the mass
prcx:l.uction (mass being about twenty
units) of the 603 calculating punch operating at around six thousand cards an

hour while its electro-mechanical competitors did six hundred. mM had produced it out of their own patents, their
own Eccles-Jordan flip-flops and so
forth, originating primarily with a gentleman by the name of Halsey Dickinson. But, this card calculator was not
enough for either Eckert or Thomas Watson Sr. who was incensed that someone
would produce something that he didn't
know about and hadn't sponsored.
A group of people were brought
together to write the specifications for a
gigantic new machine, the SSEC. With
almost no electronic gear available on
the market, the arithmetic units were
designed around the standard 25L6 radio vacuum tubes. The design of the
SSEC went ahead day and night, seven
days a week at the ffiM engineering
laboratory in Endicott. Along with the
electronics. a complete panoply of
peripheral equipment was designed:
high speed card readers, auxiliary
tape punches, card punches, fancy console, storage devices, and a major table
look up unit in contrast to the setting
switches on ENIAC's function table
panel.
The whole thing was to be installed
in beautiful quarters in the mM world
headquarters at the comer of Madison
Avenue and 57th Street, since tom down.
Since no sizable ground floor space was
available, they bought out a store called
the French Bootery around the corner on
57th Street. They tore out the shoe store
shelving and put power supplies with a
gigantic air-conditioning unit in the
basement. The equivalent of false floors
was created by a raised floor with the
enormous amount of electronic cabling
under it. The machine was put together
at Endicott, ran, taken apart, and moved
to New York City.
On Mr. Watson's final inspection
about two or three days before the opening ceremony, he was disturbed by the
fact that there were large columns
marching down the center of the room.
He said, "Everything is lovely, you gentlemen have done a beautiful job but I
think we should remove those columns.·
Unfortunately, they held the building
up. Nevertheless, the four-color bro·
chure which had been printed for opening day was recalled and a two color
sepia print center-fold inserted. showing
the machine room minus its columns.
After the dedication, Thomas Watson Sr. said, -It's wonderful how these
people out at Endicott and these people
in New York have slaved over this ma-

,.
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The SSEC tape drive consisted of a
four hundred pound reel of card stock
which had to be lifted with a chain
hoist. It is sliced, unlike the average
roll of card s tock, to the length of the
punch card rather than to the width.
In other words, it is eighty columns
wide. It passes through a punch unit
in the square box at the upper left and
is punched with two round sprocket
holes and up to seventy-eight conventionallBM teetangular holes. One line
of this punching constitutes a line of
instructions or data. It could then go to
as many as desired of the succeeding
ten stations or loops used as subroutines. Sixteen feet high racks of
wire contact relays (equivalent of
what we would call core or centraJ
memory) were behind the scenes. The
electronic memory in the arithmetic
unit was only a lew words, since the
tapes were used as input and longterm memory devices.
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The SSEC used conventional IBM 405
tabulators rehoused with the tape
slugs turned upside down, and the
wires crossed so as to make it work out
of the back instead of the front for the
sake of appearance. The 12,000 inch
and a quarter diameter 25L6 boggles
out of which the arithmetic circuits
were made can be seen in the back
of the photo.

This Lake wire contact relay was
made in 4s, os and lOs. The whole
unit was about two inches high.
Because of the nature of the armature,
a little thin plated wire, they were
nearly as fas t as the telephone relays.

chine for the last year. Their wives have
let them work a ll hours. They have been
diligent and successful. We will celebrate by having a weekend at the Waldorf. ~ On two days notice telegrams
went out to all of the senior people that
had shared this activity. inviting them
and their wives to come to an oldfashioned family get-together at the
Waldon. That is a somewhat large family. Rumor had it that the Waldon was
chosen not only because Mr. Watson
liked it very much, but because all bar
bills were charged as restaurant. At the
luncheon, the old man got up and told us
how he loved us, how wonderfully we
had behaved, and how we were a ll part
of the ffiM family. It was a fantastic
exhibition of the kind of excitement that
Watson, then in his mid-seventies, could
generate.
The Lab's decoration was in my
hands and 1 worked with Mary Noble
Smith, the curator of fine arts, who
helped me furnish the place with the
mM ceramics and paintings. The ceramics came from a program "the old boy"
had sponsored at Syracuse University

before the war. He liked it so much that
he bought it a ll and put it in a warehouse where we retrieved some pieces.
The old man objected to my choice of
French Impressionist paintings in the
lobby and remarked that there should
be pictures of telescopes and so forth.
The next day Mary Noble said, · What
are we going to do about those photographs that Mr. Watson wanted?" I said
that we weren't going to do anything
about it. When they closed the building
to move to 115th Street, those paintings
were still on the wall. Wallace Eckert
was asked for his opinion on paintings
of g reat American scientists commissioned by ffiM. Wallace who was a Yale
man liked Willard Gibbs, so we hung
Willard in the library. Mary Noble came
down to me wringing her hands saying,
·1don't understand it, we wanted you to
have 5 or 6 at least :
1asked to see the list and said, "We
will take Ben Franklin."
· But Or. Grosch, · she objected.
1 said, '" Ben was sort of an amateur
natural philosopher, lightning and all
that business. But the rest of these guys

like the \Veight brothers and Edison are
inventors, we don't want them here in
the Wa tson Lab.·
She said, "I don't understand the
difference. What do you mean by a
scientist?·
About six weeks later the art van
drove up and they delivered a portrait of
Newton which I hung in the library with
great pride. When I saw her again I
asked her where she had found the
portrait. She said; ·1 had it painted for
you. ·
The Lab's electronics group was
very speciaL Rex Seeber was recruited
from Aiken's Harvard Mark I with the
experience of running a big machine
which practically no one else in the
world had at that time. He was invaluable as the man who lived downtown
with the SSEC in its plate glass and
stainless steel palace and turned out
very useful work. Eckert was well aware
of the fact that mM did not have modem
pulse technology at its disposal. What
was needed was to go to the more
modem mega-hertz kind of technology
which was available in large quantity

The Pioneer Computers

Start up

Comple tion

Program

Word length

IBM SSEC
57th Street at Madison,
New York City

10146

1148

78 hole
punched tape
(mM card stock),
punched cards,
plugboards.

20 decimal digits
(19 + sign)
double precision
table lookup
14 x 14 arithmetic
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at Bell Labs and M.I.T. With the help of
r.r. Robie who was Eckert's close friend
from his days as an astronomy professor, Eckert hired two young and one
mature electronics engineers. They arrived simultaneously and put my nose
out of joint because they knew an awful
lot of things I hadn't even dreamed of
yet. Byhavens built the NORC and was
interested from the beginning in doing
that kind of activity. lohn Lenz was more
concerned with a tool for individuals
and less with building a gigantic machine for number crunching. He built a
smaller machine or the pieces of a
smaller machine which led toward the
mM 610. Robert Walker, who was the
more mature man, first continued to
play with analog circuitry and then
ended up interested in a simultaneous
equation solver.
I mention this because one of his
visitors was Clifford Berry, the coworker of Atanasoff. Berry was interested in infra-red spectroscopy and had
published an article in The lournal of
Applied Physics on a knob-twiddling
analog simultaneous equation solver.

•

Walker wrote to him, had him brought in
and they talked with Francis Murphy of
the Columbia Math Department and
others about how to build a machine of
this sort at the Watson Laboratory. By
the time it was a useful tool. the technology had moved on towards digital computers. With a 604 you could solve ten
equations and ten unknowns to six or
eight figures in a reosonable amount of
time. In contrast. Walker's analog device took quite a long time to twiddle all
the knobs and was less accurate.
The practical computer shop was
used by people in chemistry and geophysics at Columbia, by Wallace Eckert, L.H. Thomas, and myself for our
research, and for work for General Electric on unclassified nucleor energy and
steam turbine design. We helped install
the 604's, and watched the CPC develop.
We saw people like George Finn, Bill
Woodbury and Rex Rice from the aerospace industry demand that mM build a
more sophisticated machine for mass
production. Ed Teller especially came to
us for calculations in IXIrtial differential
equations of partial integral differential

equations which were tougher than
what we had done on the punch card
machines. With those we used special
relay calculators built for us by Hans
Peter Loon who later became head of
The In1ormation Society of America . He
was a great guy at whomping up special
machines using those Lake wire contact
relays and his own design methods for
survey calculations, cryptography or
whatever was needed.
As word spread that a machine was
becoming available at the consulting
service at Columbia, people began to
drift in and say, -Hey; what should Ida to
start doing this?- In 1948 when I ran the
conference at Endicott we were hard put
to come up with fifty or sixty people who
really wanted to do advanced technical
calculation on punch card machines.
When the CPC's began to come out and
word of the Defense Calculator began to
spread there began to be hundreds of
installations that became interested in
doing it with thousands of people.
A.C.M. had started in 1947. the IEEE and
its predecessor societies began to talk
about applications and not just about
the details of construction. There was a
time around 1950 when computing went
from a small coterie of enthusiasts to
being commercially practical. No mass
production had occurred: the UNIVAC 1's
had not yet been produced; the 701's
were still two or three years from major
delivery; but the scent was in the air. It
was obvious that there were going to be
large numbers of sophisticated number
crunchers which were going to need
trained people, professional operators
and software artists. And they were
going to be used not only in science and
engineering where they were alreody
popular but in business as well.
Yet Wallace always wanted to do
astronomy. One of the things we built at
the Watson Laboratory was an automatic measuring engine to measure gigantic photographs of the stars. A punch
card went in, the machine made a rough
setting, a photo-cell made a more accu-

Memory size
(words)

Add time

Memory type

liD

Technology

Floor space
est. sq. ft .

8 words
electronic,
ISO words relay,
2OCO) words
tape (including
5(XX) lines of
table lookup)

0.3 ms

relays,
wide tape

wide tape, punched
cards, line printers

12SOO vacuum tubes
21400 relays
4CXXXJ pluggable
connections

3050
(special
room)
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rate setting and the punch recorded. it on
the initial card. It sped up the process of
astronomical measurement by a factor
of five or six. II he had wanted. to abandon astronomy and become a computer
man, I'm sure he would have been a
much belter known figure. His contributions were enormous but they were disguised by the fact that he really did
them in order to do better astronomy.
That helped us all, helped astronomy,
but it was a direction that did not please
mM so much.
The Watson Lab was very valuable
as a consulting service and as a point of
contact between mM and academia. As
a part of astronomical research it was
unequalled.. As a signal that Thomas
Watson Sr. who furnished. the money
and much of the incentive for this was
committing his rather small company to
a scientific and engineering enterprise
that was unfamiliar to it, it was very
significant. One of the things that we
did was to teach courses in machine
operation and numerical analysis. I
think that the main thing that it did was
to bring a whole bunch of youngsters
into the trade. Because of its location
at a University, because we offered.
courses, because we tried. to get young
people from customer installations to
come and take special work on numerical analysis and punch card machine
operation, we passed several hundred
bright new people through that shop
before it moved. to physical research. In
the long run, the fact that we had Backus, McClelland, and people like that did
more good out in the world than just
telling GE that yes, they ought to get a
defense calculator.
Extracted from a Museum Lecture given
by Dr. Grosch on October 22, 1982. lt

provides a complementary, personal
view of the Watson Laboratory at tbe
time of the SSEC to the two articles
appearing in tbe October 1982 Annals of
the History of Computing: wThe SSEC in
Historical Perspective w by Charles J.
Bashe and "A Large-Scale, GeneralPurpose Electronic Digital CalculatorTheSSEC wby John C. McPherson, Frank
E. Hamilton, and Robert R. Seeber, Jr.
As a result of this lecture and tbe
two articles, the Museum's Pioneer
Computer 1imeline is being revised to
include the SSEC: tbe first machine to
combine electronic computation with a
stored program and capable of operating on its own instructions as data.
12
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NORC was the pinnacle of achievement of the old Watson Laboratory.
Altbough it wasn 't delivered until 1953
or so, tbe work had gone on from 1948.
lt was also, in a sense, the culmination of the decimal machine.

Four of the staH from the Watson Lab
travelled to tbe Computer Museum
to hear Dr. Groschs lecture and visit
with Dr. Groscb (second from right).
Dr. L.H. Thomas (left) and his wile
Naomi drove from Soutb Carolina,
William McClelland (second from lefO
and Donald Pendley fright) arrived
from Connecticut, and John and Alice
Lentz (not pictured) travelled from
Chappaqua, New York.

MuseumNews
Field Trip to North Bay
Gordon BeD
The high point of the first Computer
Museum members' field trip was the
visit to the SAGE ANIFSQ-7 computer

,

prior to its decommissioning after operatiog -around-the-clock- since 1962. The

-Q-r, once known as Whirlwind II, grew
out of the Whirlwind project at MIT and
became the prototype for the nation's air
defense systems. In tum. this technology formed the basis of modem air

traffic control!
Seventeen museum members made
the trip to North Bay, Canada and the
National Museum of Science and Technology in Ottawa. The group included.
Bob Crago from IBM, one of the key

designers; Kent Redmond and Tom
Smith, historians writing the SAGE
slory; Henry Tropp, who is writing an
article lor the Annals of the History of

Computing; and Richard Solomon who
photographed and videotaped the 0-7
as part of an MIT Project on the History
of Computing. We left Friday noon, 8
October, from Bedford, Mass. for North
Bay, arrived and visited the "hole"
where we were completely briefed by
members of the staff and original installation team, had dinner with the Canadian Air Force leaders, including the
Commanding NORAD General (U.S.),
flew on to Ottawa where we spent the
night prior to visiting the National
Museum of Science and Technology and
returned Saturday afternoon.
The Q ·7
Bob Everett's paper on the SAGE
computer was published in '57. and the
machine was operational in Canada in
'62. The machine created many patents
as by-products, including perhaps the
first associative store (using a drum).
The machine is duplexed with a warm
standby (I mean warm since the duplexed machine uses about 1 Megawatt
of power to heat 55,(XX) tubes, 17S,(XX)
diodes and 13,(XX) transistors in 7.000
plug-ins!). The 6 microsecond, 32-bit
word machine has 4 x 64K x 32-bit core
memories and about the same memory
in twelve 10.7" diameter, 2900 rpm
drums, 6 of which are for secondary
memory. There is no use of interrupts
and I/O is done in an elegant fashion by
loading/unloading parallel tracks of the
drums with the external world completely in parallel with computing. That
is, the 110 state becomes pa.r! of the
computer's memory state. A single I/O

channel is then used to move a drum
track to and from the primary core memory.
The main I/O is u scan and height
radar that tracks targets and finds their
altitude. The operator's radar consoles
plot the terrain and targets according to
operator switch requests. The computer
sends information to be plotted on 20"
round Hughes Charactron (vector and
alpha gun) tubes or displayed on small
alphanumeric storage tubes for supplementary information. Communication
lines connect neighboring air defense
sectors and the overall command. The
operating system of 1 Mword is stored on
728 tape drives and the drums.
The computer logic is stored in
many open bays 15' to 30' long, each of
which has a bay of voltage marginal
check switches on the left side, followed.
by up to a maximum of IS panels. The
vertical panels are about 7' high by 2'
wide and hold about 20 plug-in logic
units. The separate right and left half
of the arithmetic units are about 30'
each or about 2' per bit. Two sets of the
AMD 2001 Four-bit Microprocessor Slice
would be an overkill for this 32 bit
function today. The machine does vector
(of length 2) arithmetic to handle the
co-ordinate operations. The room with
one cpu, drum and memory is about
SO' x 150'. and the room with two cpu
consoles, tapes and card lIO printer is
about 25' x SO'. The several dozen radar
consoles are in a very large room.

The AN/FSQ-7 control room has been
an integral part of the SAGE air defense system from 1962 until powering
down in the spring of 1983.

These are only a few of the 55,000
vacuum tubes in replacable plugin modules that support the SAGE
ANIFSQ·7 at North Bay, Canada.

Underground Site
The enormity of the lnachine was
dwarfed. by the underground building
which encloses it. The building hollowed. out of stone by hardrock miners is
GOO' beneath the surface. and connected
The Comp!.lter Museum ReportlSpr;ng 1983
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bya 6(XD' tunnel which can be sealed off
in seconds if there are very large, atmospheric disturbances. The building is
about lSO,CXX) square feet and has 10
standby 100 Kw generators and an air
conditioner that can operate closed loop
into an underground pond.
Cost and Reliability
The machine and software cost
about $25M in 1962 and the site about
$25M. The facility costs several million
to operate per year, including about $IM
to IBM. Three people are needed to
maintain the software. Initially. one
hundred people were used to install the
machine and set up its maintenance.
When you count the radar, planes. etc.
and operational costs. the computer cost
is almost an incidental.
The reliability is fantastic! With

ONE COMPUTER. AVAILABILITY IS
99.83",(, and with DUPLEX OPERATION.
AVAILABllJTY IS 99.97%1 Having wondered why such an obsolete computer
would be still used, it was clear: the
reliability and the overwhelming fixed
costs for radar. airplanes. etc. Marginal
checking and incredibly conservative
design were the key. Each week they
regularly replace 300 tubes and an additional 5 tubes that are showing signs of
deterioration.
Even though the program is about I
Mword. written in assembly language
and Jovial. the key here is the aging and
the fact that the program is NOT interrupt driven. The program simply cycles
through the job queue every lew seconds in a round robin fashion. This is an
excellent example of superb software
engineering with an incredibly simple
overall structure since it is non-parallel,
all the bugs that an interrupt driven
system would have had are avoided.
Users identify overload by the lengthened cycle time. The high reliability
demonstrates learning curves as applied to reliability. This obvious notion
just occurred to me: since all the software I see is always changing. it doesn't
reach ultra-high reliability.
Bottom Line
I doubt if any of the existing personal computers that operate today will
either operate or be found in 25 years,
simply because technology will have
changed so much in pedormance and
reliability as to make them uneconomical at the personal level. How many of
us still repair and use our 10 year old
HP3S's? Furthermore, all the floppies
will have worn out and we'll be glad to
be rid of them.
Gordon Bell.
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October 7th, Charles Bachman,
Chairman of the Museums executive
committee. Kitty Selfridge, Chairman
of the Museum's membership association, talking with Mike Woodgero{ the
National Physical Laboratory after the
lecture by Derrick Lehmer.

The Founders Program
During the initial two-year period of
the Museum. until June 10. 1984, the
Founders Program is in effect. The purpose is to build a strong foundat ion for
The Computer Museum. This provides
participants with a unique opportunity
to help The Computer Museum become established as an industry-wide
Museum that will have enough support
to continue its efforts to preserve the
history of information processing.

New Individua l Founders
We are pleased to announce that our Jist
of individual founders has now grown
to one h undred and seventy-six individuals who have contributed $250 or more
to The Computer Museum.
John Atanasoff
Harot Barsamian
G.C. Belden
James and Roberta Bell
David H. Brandin
Richard A. Brockelman
Roger C. Cady
Philip and Betsey Caldwell
Harold Cohen
Charles W. Conn
Amos R. L. Deacon. Jr.
William R. Demmer
Lloyd 1. Dickman
Patrick M. Donini
J. Alvin Oru'yor
Sanford H. Duryee
David B. Edwards
Dan L. Eisner

October 7th, Derrick Lehmer and
Richard Clippinger reminisce about
their days using the ENIAC.
lohn H. Esbin
Edward Alvin Feustel
Bruce Gilchrist
Philip Goembel
Bernard M. Gordon
Richard H. Gumpertz
W. M. Hall
Lewis H. Halprin
J. Scott Hamilton
Robert B. Hoffman
Harry Huskey
Richard 1. Hustvedt
Robert A. Iannucci
John Allen Jones
David C. Knoll
Andy Knowles
Alan Kotok
Kaneyuki Kurokawa
Robert C. Lieberman
William F. Luebbert
Tsugio Makimoto
Franklin N. Mann
Patrick J. McGovern
Matthew Miau
Harold 1: Miller
Gordon E. Moore
John Morrissey
Albert E. Mullin, Jr.
David Murphy
Lee J. Neal
J. Eric Pollack
William G. Pomeroy
Jonathan Postel
Henry W. Ramsey
Brian and Loretta Reid
lack Roseman
Richard Rubinstein
Michael J. Samek
Jonathan Singer

October 22nd, Dr. L.H. Thomas and
Herbert Grosch after Groschs lecture
on the SSEC.
John F. Smith
Steve Spellman
David K. Stevenson
George Stibitz
David Tarabar
George E. Valley, Jr.
W Ioe Wcrtson
Harvey W. Wiggins, Jr.
Richard H. Yen
Corporate Founders
Contributing $2500 or more.
Association for Computing Machinery
Benton and Bowles
Bolt, Beranek and Newman
Boris Color Labs
British Computer Society
Robert Cipriani Associcrtes
Clint Clemens
ComputerWorld
Control Data Corporation
Convergent Technologies
Coopers and Lybrand, Boston
Data General
Oataproducts Corporation
Digital Equipment Corporation
General Systems Group, Inc.
Ford Motor Company
Fujitsu Limited
IEEE Computer Society
Intel Corporation
MDB Systems, Incorporated
MITRE Corporcrtion
OMNI Publications International. Ltd.
Richard Reno
Schlumberger Foundcrtion
Software Results Corporation
Tobin Vending Service

November 18th, Dr. and Mrs. Weizenbourn with Dr. and Mrs. Harry Huskey.
During Huskeys lecture on the architecture of "'Thring" computers, from
the Pilot ACE to the Bendix G -15, he
pointed out that before becoming
famous Joe Weizenbaum worked
with him on the G-JS.

Pray. Mr. 8abbage ...
Friday night. December 10, 1982,
The Computer Museum in association
with the New Ehrlich Theatre presented
the premier performance of Pray. Mr.
Babbage.
" a character study in
dramatic form written by Maurice
Wilkes. This one act play is set on
November 19th, 1856, when Babbage
was 7S years old. The main characters
are Babbage; Charles Few. his solicitor;
Sir Edward Ryan, his brother-in-law;
Babbage's son Henry and his wife Min.
In Wilkes' introduction to the play,
he stcrtes. ,. As long as anyone can remember, Babbage has been working on
a vast mechanical digital computerwhich he calls his Analytical Enginebut has never succeeded in producing
anything that would work. In consequence, the world has written him off as
a crank, a verdict thcrt history will one
day triumphantly reverse. Nor is he free
from the Victorian failing of indulging in
personal vendettas. conducted in print,
with those who have crossed his path.
However, you would be very wrong if
you were to think of him as an embittered and isolcrted man . . .. . . At this time,
the author is working on the kind of
rewrite that is only possible after seeing
a work produced.
The play was performed by actors
associcrted. with the New Ehrlich Thecrtre, a non-profit organization. loccrted
in the Boston Center for the Arts. Chris
Rudomin. the Museum'li program coordincrtor. worked with them to transform
the cafeteria we use as a lecture hall.
into a theatre. The Mayor's Office of
Cultural Affairs in Marlboro, donated a
stage and Lee Swanson of Warehouse

Antiques provided wonderful Victorian
furniture to properly fit out Babbage's
study.
The evening started at 8 PM with
tree trimming, street musicians in the
galleries, and seasonal potions. The
play was put on at 9 PM. and the merriment continued. until II when a crew of
hardy folks struck the set- and the
magic of theatre disappeared before our
very eyes. All in all, more than 50 volunteers worked to make the evening a
success.
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The Computer Museum Slide Collection
The Computer Museum staff are
currently involved in the production of a
slide collection that will be available for
public use and acquisition. The slide
collection is intended to highlight im·
portant developments in the history of
information processing as presented. to
the public through the Museum's brood·
based. collection of artifacts, photo·
graphs and documents. The series of
slides consider a vast array of topics
born the theory of computers to the sig·
nificant technological advances of each
generation and their practical use in
pioneer and commercial computers.
Each slide will be accompanied by a
brief description of the slide and its
relationship to the history of information
processing.
The Computer Museum staff would
appreciate your suggestions for improv·
ing the slide collection in both its scope
and presentation.
Please indicate below which sets
you wish to purchase and return this
page with a check or money order to:
The Computer Museum
I Iron Way
Marlboro, MA 01152
O Page
Set I
Set 2
Set 3
o Set 4
SetS
o SetS
DSet7
o SetS
Singles

o
o
o
o
o

$25.00 (32 slide set)
$3.50
$3.50
$3.50
$3.50
$35.0

$3.50
$3.50
$3.50
$2.00 each

Set 1:
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Information Processing History Graphs and Charts
Theory of Computer Generations.
Tree of Computer Evolution from 1950 to the 1980's.
The Pioneer Computers: Memory Size versus Computation Speed.
Speed of Calculations versus Generation for Manual through
ULSI Technology.

Early Calculating Devices
Napier's Bones: 17th Century Mechanical Aid to Multiplication.
Pascaline: Mechanical Adding Machine Invented by Blaise Pascal (1645).
Thomas Arithmometer: First Four·Function Practical Mechanical
Calculator (1820).
2.4 Thacher's Cylindrical Slide Rule: Achieved the Equivalence of a
Sixty Foot Slide Rule (1881).

Set 2:
2.1
2.2
2.3

Set 3: Hollerith's Tabulator and Sorter for the 1890 U.S. Census
3.1 The Computer Museum's Exhibit of Herman Hollerith's Tabulating
and Sorting Machine.
3.2 Pantograph: Manual Device used to Punch Blank Census Cards.
3.3 Punched Card Reader.
3.4 Punched Card Sorter.
Set 4: MIT's Whirlwind Computer (1945-1953)
4.1 ISK Core Memory Stack, Fixed Head Drum and Roomsized Console.
4.2 Fixed Head Drum for Secondary Memory.
4.3 A few of Whirlwind's 5(KJJ Vacuum Tubes.
4.4 Arithmetic Elements of the 32·foot Long, IS·Bit Word.
Set 5:
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

Early Computers
SAGE: ANIFSQ·7 Vacuum Thbe Computer for Air Defense (1957).
TX"(): MIT's Full·scale, Transistorized Computer (1956).
PDp·l: Second Generation Computer, First Video Game "Space War'" (1960).
PDP-8: First Mini·Computer (1965).

Set 6: Super Computers
S.I mM 7030: '"Stret ch~ Console (19S1).
S.2 CDC 6600: Console and Processing Cabinet, designed by Seymour
emy (1964).

S.3 Texas Instrument's ASC (Advanced Scientific Computer): Chassis
Harness Interconnect of a Processing Unit (1971).
S.4 Burrough's ILLlAC IV: Burroughs Disk, Processing Cabinet and
Processing Element with Fairchild Semiconductor Memory (1975).

SubtOlal
Add S% Sal. .

Ta::r.ifMoN.
resident
Add Shipping
~'01

Sl.5O

Name:
Address:

Tel:
Date:
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Set 7:
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4

Logic Technology
Vacuum Thbes and British Valves from the Mark I circa 1950.
Transistor Circuitry Modules from a PDP-8 circa 1965.
Integrated Circuit Board from a PDP-ll circa 1912.
Micro--processor: Computer on a Silicon Chip circa 1976.

Set 8:
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4

Memory Technology
William's Tube: Cathode Ray Thbe for Primary Memory circa 1948.
Core Memory Plane circa 1958.
Fixed. Head Drum from.English Electric's DEUCE circa 1957.
Hard Magnetic Disk from the "Stretch" circa 19S1.

The Computer Museum Bits and Bites
Bits of history and bites for sustenance
Eight Sunday Afternoons

_.0

At 2 pm . a guided tour will cover the highpoints of the Museum.

AT 3 PM. TALKS ON •• •
OIl......Urt. . .

Raaiftatio_ .n the

Begi_lap o. AI aDd
What Ought to Li. n ••d

'"

As a young assistant to Norbert Vkiner, and as one of only
len participants in the first conference on Artificial Intelligence
at Dartmouth. Oliver Selfridge has been involved in the devel·

opment of AI from the beginning. It is from this perspective
that SeUridge asks the questions, what were the early developers dreaming of in the 50's and are we dreaming the same
things today?

..... R __ ll.

S .... Grae•••
_d Alaa Ito....

SpooewGl'I n.. F .....
VldNa...

Deslpill9' AOC: Tho Apollo

OuJd_" C_...,_..

Russell. Graetz. and. Kota k were graduate students at MIT
when the new PDp·I. the first small-scale, interactive computer
arrived. What started out as a demonstration of its resources
turned into the development of a computer-based video game
Spacewar! Russell, Graetz. and Kotok, tell how their shared
passion for sci-Ii movies, games and computers drove them to
invent the first video-qame that is the grandfather of contemporary games. And 01 course, the game will be demonstrated and
you will have an opportunity lor a match with the past masters!

When NASA wanted MlT's Draper Lab to design, construct,
and deploy a computer lor the Apollo mission, mini-computers
wele a thing of the luture. What was developed was the AGC, a
user-friendly computer measuring one cubic foot. that flawlessly
guided the Apollo mission to the moon. Alonso and Hopkins.
two of its key architects discuss how size, weight, and layout
01 the space capsule aHected the AGC's design.

.,.

April I?

T.. Bonn

Early -r.chDIcallnno.atlo_ As a member 01 the UNIVAC I team Ted. Bonn will describe its
atUJOVAC
pioneering role in the development of thin film for magnetic
recordings and early computer peripherals.

April"

Donald DaYI• •

£caoly H istory of
Clph.r MacldAea

'"

.....

Dr. Donald Davies, of England's National Physical Laboratory;
will taUe about cipher machines, in particular the little.known
Siemens TS2 {used in France and Norway after 'Norld War m.
He will relate it to both earlier code machines and lessons
relevant to contemporary data security.

Charl.. lWa __

Whirlwl•• lor the

aad 'CRIll OU-.n

8.aU""al. UHr

.....
'"

arao. Morl••

Th. COiapaler.a P . .,

......
'"

Grace Morton is a Cambridge-based computer programmer
experimenting with a new application of computer technologygenerating poetry. Mother's Day provides the inspiration for her
work in seU-generating poetry and poetry based upon user
interaction.

Roa RellCh

The EGG: E ••lall•••f a
CaltDraI Mo••• ••t

A lormer user of the super computers at Livermore and currently
Director of the Computer Graphics Center at Boston University.
Ron Resch put together his unique background in computers,
the sciences, and the fine arts to design, develop, and construct
the world's largest decorated Easter egg (thirty-one feet tall).
~ project included a number of mathematical and engineering firsts. including the development 01 the first g eometry for an
egg. and resulted in a splendid sculpture for a Ukrainian community of the plains of Alberta. Ron w ill show a film explaining
the process, showing the construction and will talk abou t
what's next.

'"

The C o mputer Mus eum

One Iron Way

Charles Adams and lack Gilmore, who were responsible for
developing sohware for MIrs Whirlwind, the filst real-time
computer, tell how it was not only used for large-scale problem
solving for the Office of Naval Research. but also put to practical everyday use. They will reveal how it became the first.
largest, and most expensive word processor ever.

Marlboro, Massachusetts 01752

0000000000000001
A newsbrief of the collection

=---:::;;;;~;;;::;;;;-~What are these

people doing to thatJay

machine? Under the guidance of

Patton of Burroughs Corporation.
museum volunteers are piecing together the lliiac rv. the most recent addition to the Super Computers gallery.
Mr. Patton coordinated. the machine's
installation at NASA Ames in 19'11.
deinstalled it last fall, and reinstalled
it at the Computer Museum. The miae
IV is on long tenn loan to the Museum
from NASA, For a feature article on the
Illiac IV, look for the Summer issue of
the Report.

PROGRAMS

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM

I

The Director's Letter

2

miae IV

•
7

8

R. Michael Hord

Installing the Illiae IV
Jay Patton
Collecting. Exhibiting
and Archiving
Jamie Parker
Collections of
The Computer Museum
Computers and Computer
Components

Transducer Systems.
Computer Options
and Components

Calculator Systems and
Components
Memory Systems. Computer

Options and Components

Archives Acquisitions
18 The Year's Programs in Review

Christine Rudomin
20 The Computer Historian's

BooksheH
Founders

The Computer Museum ia a non-profi!,
public, charitable loundalion dedicated to
preserving and exh ibiti ng an industry-wide,
broad-based collection 01 the history of inlonnatlon processing _Computer his tory is
interpreted through exhibits, publications,
videotapes, lec1ures, educational programs ,
and ot her programa_The Museum archives
both artilac!s and documentation and
makes the materials available lor
scholarly use.
The Computer Museum is ope n to the public
Sunday through Friday Irom 1:00 to 6:00 pm.
There is no charge fo r admission. The
Museum's lecture hall and receptio n
facilities are available lo r rent on 0
proonanged basis. For inlonnation call
617-467-4443.
Muaeum membership is ava ilable to
individuals and non-profit organizations
lor $2S annually and to businesses for $125
annually. Members receive the quarterly
Report. invitations to all lectures and special programs, new posters, and a ten
percent discount in the Museu m store.

A Founders program is in ellect during the
initial two-year period 01 the Museum. until
June 10. 1984. Owing Ihis period ind ividuals
and no n-profit organizations may become
Fo unders lor $250 and businesses and chari table Foundations may become Founders lor
$2SOCl. Founders receive all benefits 01 membership and recognition for their impor tant
role in establishing the Muaeum.
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The Computer Museum operates as a system. It started out with collections, and this is still the backbone of the operation. Jamie Parker, who has
been the exhibit coordinator since the museum's inception, explains this part
of the operation in detail in her article. The system diagram on the left shows
the interconnections and the way the Museum has evolved over time.
Our first program, a lecture by Maurice Wilkes on the EDSAC. September
22. 1979, opened the exhibits. This lecture. and each successive program.
have introduced new people to the museum who in tum brought their friends
to visit. providing a reinforcing JX)sitive feedback loop. The programs of
lectures, seminars, field trips. and symposia are designed to improve the
knowledge base of the museum and its interpretation through exhibits.
The first series of lectures featured. the pioneer computers and helped us to
put together the timeline of these machines. The speakers aided. us in this
project both in their lectures and by consulting on the exhibit itself. identifying sources of artifacts and important materials for inclusion. During ~arry
Huskey's visit for his lecture in the fall. he identified appropriate pieces of
the SWAC in storage at the Smithsonian that will be added to the Pioneer
Computer Timeline and also sent us enough additional modules to complete
our Bendix G-lS. The Sunday Bits and Bites programs have allowed us to
expand our content area to include applications. software. the arts, and the
evolution of the industry.
The March 16th, 1982. notification from the Internal Revenue Service
that we hod received provisional status as a non-profit charitable foundation ,
led us to develop archives. a members program, store, and publications.
The growth of the archives and library has been spurred both by the collection of artifacts and by the programs. Each artifact is often backed up with
archival documentation and reference materials. All lectures and talks are
recorded either by video or audio tape. edited, transcribed and made
available for scholars.
The growing number of exhibits and programs drew increasing numbers
of visitors allowing the establishment of a museum store to provide related
educational materials. Books, posters and slides on the history of computing
are the backbone of the store, but the fleamarket of old core planes, modules,
manuals and calculators provides a unique opportunity: one person's excess
baggage is another's heart's desire. One engineer found and reacquired. an
early manual that he had written, but never kept.
The Museum's members have participated in identifying appropriate programs, selecting materials for the store, and giving their time to make these
things happen. The local members, with Kitty SeUridge as chairman, meet on
a quarterly basis while we keep in touch with our international members
through the mails.
Publication of this quarterly, slide sets and development of other materia ls will allow the Museum to serve its international audience. The Computer
Museum Report will grow as the programs and exhibits develop, providing
the me mbership with a record of the activities of the Museum. Not all of the
programs are appropriate for the Report; some become reviewed articles
published in The Annals of the History of Computing and others remain in
the Museum archives.
As new components, such as a historical research program, are added,
they too add new feedback loops that will affect the growth of the other
components. What started as a simple collection is now an operating engine
driving the growth and development of The Computer Museum.
Gwen Bell
Director
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This 256..bit fairchild memory chip
used in the Illiac N was the first solidstate random access memory in production. Fairohild Camera and Instru ment Corporation donated twenty of
their most significant chips to the
Computer Museum beginning with
their first planar transistor (1959).

Illiac lVs amazing number crunching
capabilities! Reproduced from the
original Burroughs Corporation
Illiac IV bulletin.

ILLIAC IV
R. Michael Hord

The most recent addition to the MuHaJJ 01 Super Computers is the
·...lJ1iac 1V, an advanced computer de.~um 's

signed and developed at the University
of Illinois in the mid-1960's by Professor
Daniel Slotnick and sponsored by the
Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency. On Joan from NASA Ames

where it was delivered in 1971 and used
in computational fluid dynamics research. the Illiac IV exhibit at the
Museum includes the central unit, the

processing unit cabinet with eight processing units and two Burroughs disks.
The following article is excerpted from
R. Michael Hord's llliac IV, The First
Supercomputer, published in 1982 by
the Computer Science Press. The book
is available at the Museum store.
(Reprinted with permission lrom the
author.)

Project History
It was during the spring of 1970 that
the Illiac IV computer project reached its
climax. miac IV was the culmination of
a brilliant parallel computation idea,
doggedly pursued by Daniel Slotnick for
nearly two decades. from its conception
. ~hen he was graduate student to its
"'W ."ealization in the form of a massive
supercomputer. Conceived as a machine to perform a billion operations per
second, a speed it was never to a chieve.
llliac IV ultimately included more than a
million logic gates-by far the largest
assemblage of hardware ever in a single machine.
Until 1970. llliac IV had been a research and development project, whose
controversy was limited to the precise
debates of computer scientists. the
agonizing of system and hardware designers. and the questioning of budget
managers. Afterward. the giant machine was to become a more or less
practical computational tool. whose
disposition would be a matter of achieving the best return on a government
investment of more than $31 million.
Illiac IV was funded. by the U.S .
Department of Defense's Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA) through
the U.S. Air Force Rome Air Defense
Center. However, the entire project was
not only conceived, but to a large extent
ananaged, by academicians at the
'," 'niversity of Illinois. Finally, the sys. - -tern hardware was actually designed
and built by manufacturing firmsBurroughs acted. as the overall system
contractor; key subcontractors included

Texas Instruments and Fairchild Semiconductor.
Perhaps the greatest strength of
Illiac IV, as an R&D project, was in the
presswes it mounted to move the computer state of the art forward_ There was
a conscious decision on the part of all
the technical people involved to press
the then-existing limits of technology.
Dr. Slotnick (. .. J made it clear to his coworkers that the glamow and publicity
attendant to building the fastest and
biggest machine in the world were necessary to successfully complete what
they had started.
Design History
The story of Illiac IV begins in the
mid-1960's. Then, as now, the computational community had requirements for
machines much faster and with more
capacity than were available. Large
classes of important calculational problems were outside the realm of practicality because the most powerful machines of the day were too slow by
orders of magnitude to e¥ecute the programs in plausible time. These applications included ballistic missile defense
analyses, reactor design calculations,
climate modelling, large linear programming, hydrodynamic simulations,

seismic data processing and a host of
others.
Designers realized that new kinds
of logical organization were needed. to
break through the speed of light barrier
DB6,CXX) miles per second] to sequential
computers. The response to this need
was parallel architecture. It was not the
only response. Another architectural
approach that met with some success
was overlapping or pipelining wherein
an assembly line process is set up for
performing sequential operations at different stations within the computer in
the way an automobile is fabricated.
The Illiac IV incorporates both of these
architectural featwes .
The Illiac IV is the fourth in a series
of advanced. computers from the University of Illinois; its p redecessors include a
vacuum tube machine completed in 19S2
(1l,CXX) operations per second), a transistor machine completed in 1963 (500,cxx)
operations per second) and a 1966 machine designed for automatic scanning
of large quantities of visual data. The
Illiac IV is a JXIcollel processor in which
64 separate computers work in tandem
on the some problem. This parallel approach to computation allows the Illiac
IV to achieve up to 300 million operations per second.
The Computer Museum ReporllSummer 1983
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The logical design of the llliac IV is
patterned after the Solomon computers.
Prototypes of these were built in the
eorly 1960's by the Westinghouse Electric
Company. This type of computer architecture is referred to as SIMD, Single
Instruction Multiple Datastreom. In this
design there is a single control processor which sends instructions broadcast
style to a multitude of replicated precessing units termed elements. Each of
these processing elements has an inciividual memory unit; the control unit
transmits addresses to these processing
element memories. The processing elements execute the same instruction simultaneously on data that differs in
eoch processing element memory.
In the particular case of the Illiac Iv.
eoch of the processing element memories has a capacity of 2,048 words of 64bit length. In aggregate, the processing
element memories provide a megabyte
of storage. The time required to fetch a
number from this memory is 188 nanoseconds, but because additional logic
circuitry is needed to resolve contention
when two sections of the llliac IV access
memory simultaneously. the minimum
time between successive operations is
somewhat longer.
In the execution of a program it is
often necessary to move data or intermediate results tram one processor 10 another. One way of regarding this interconnection patlern is to consider the
processing elements as a linear string
numbered from 0 to 63. Each processor is
provided a direct data path to four other
processors. its immediate right and left
neighbors and the neighbors spaced
eight elements away. So. for example.
processor 10 is directly connected to processors 9. II , 2, and 18. This interconnection structure is WTapped around. so
processor 63 is directly connected to
processor O.
The other major control feature that
characterizes the llliac IV is the enable!
disable function. While it's true that the
64 processing elements are under centralized control. eoch of the processing
elements has some degree of individual
control{providedJbya mode value. Fora
given processor [it] is either 1 or O. corresponding to the processor being
enabled ·on- or disabled ·oU". The 64
mode values can be set independently
under program control, depending on
the different data values unique to each
processing element. Enabled processors
respond to commands from the control
4
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Illiac IV functional diagram.

•

This routing diagram shows schematically the neighbor-Ie-neighbor linkages which form the 64 processing
elements (PEJ into a ring. as well as
the connections of the PE's eight apart
such that data can bypass intermediate PE's when the distance to be
covered is large.

•

This Burroughs Disk exhibited at
The Computer Museum is only one of
the thirteen synchmI;lous1y rotating
fixed head disks that comprised the
16M word main memory oll11iac N.

- i

unit; disabled elements respond only to
a command to change mode. Mode
values can be set on specific conditions
encountered during program execution.
For example. the contents of two registers can be compared and the mode
value can be set on the outcome of the
comparison. Hence iterative calculations can be terminated in some processors while the iteration continues in
others. when. say. a quantity exceeded
a specific numerical limit.
In addition to the megabyte of processor element memory, the Illiae IV has
a main memory with a sixteen million
word capacity. This main memory is implemented. in magnetic rotating disks.
Thirteen fixed head disks in synchronized rotation are organized into 52
bands of 300 pages each {an llliac page
is UY24 words}. This billion-bit storage
subsystem is termed the llliae IV Disk
Memory or 14DM. The access time is

determined by the rotation rate of the
disks. Each disk rotates once in 40 milliseconds so the average access time is 20
milliseconds. This latency makes the
access time about lOO,£XXl times longer
than the access time for processor element memory. The transfer rate, however, is 50) million bits per second.
This memory subsystem, the inputl
output peripherals and the management of the other parts of the system
[were) under the direction of a Digital
Equipment Corporation PDP-IO conventional computer. A Burroughs B-67oo
computer compiles the programs submitted to the Illiac into machine language.

Circuitry
Initial plans faT Illiac IV circuitry
envisioned bipolar emitter-coupled
logic (ECL) gates capable of speeds of
the order of 2-3 os. The ECL circuits were
to be packaged with 20 gates per chipa level of complexity that later would be
called medium scale integration. [Texas
Instruments was chosen as the subcontractor for these circuits.] Illiac IV initial
specifications called for a 2,048-word,
64-bits-per-word, 240-ns cycle lime memory for each of its processing elements.
In 1966, the only technology that seemed
to meet the requirements was Ihe thinfilm memory. At that time, a few developmental semiconductor memory chips
were being studied, but no computer
manufacturer would yet consider them
seriously for main memory use.
[However, a change] to smaller ECL
circuit chips proved a death blow to
thin-film memory. When the smaller
chips' requirements for added space on
circuit boards and interconnections
were taken into account, it turned out
that there was not enough room for the
smallest feasible thin-film memory configuration. Strangely, the failwes of the
ECL circuits and thin-film memories
also set the stage for a brilliant hardware success: llliac IV was to be one of
the first computers to use all semiconductor main memories. Slotnick chose
Fairchild as the semicoqductor memory
subcontractor.
Called for were 2,048 words (64 bits!
word) of memory for each of the 64 llliac
processing elements, a total of 131,072
bits per processing element. The mem-

ory was to operate with a cycle time of
240 os and access time of 120 os. Slotnick
recalls the development proudly: 1 was
the first user of semiconductor memories, [and) Illiac IV was the first
machine to have all-semiconductor
memories. Fairchild did a magnificent
job of pulling our chestnuts out of the fire
[. .. ) the memories were superb and their
reliability to this day is just incredibly
good."
Results
The end results this pioneering
[project] had on computer hardware
were impressive: llliac IV was one of the
first computers to use all semiconductor
main memories; the project also helped.
to make faster and more highly inlegrated bipolar logic circuits available;
in a negative but decisive sense, llliac
IV gave a death blow to thin-film
memories; the physical design. using
large, IS-layer printed circuit boards,
challenged the capabilities of automated design techniques.

The Computer Museum Report/Summer 1983
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Installing the Jlliac IV
Jay Patton

Jay Patton, Manager of Installation
Planning at Burroughs Corporation.
coordinated tbe initial set up of the
lIIiae IV at NASA Ames in 1970 and

came to the Computer Museum in
December to reinstall it. Comments
made during his gallery talk follow.
conveying an idea of the massive size
of the computer and its capabilities.

-In 1970. ARPA (Advanced. Research
Project Agency) determined. that the
Illiae IV parallel architecture could
best be tested in an environment that
had research programs requiring the
potential power of the machine. A new
wing was built to house Illiac Iv. It
took one month to disassemble the unit
from our testbed. in Paoli . which hod
100 tons of air conditioning built into it.
The computer totalled 53' in length.
and took 11 40' vans to house it. weigh·
ing 99 tons. One truck alone had only
power supplies in it.
Illiae IV had a total of 11,739 pc boards.
You can imagine what the spares problem was, and projecting what the failure rate would be. There was a group
of people who did nothing but work on
equations such as the mean time between failure rate. Inside each pc
board were 12 layers of pc material
Each of the boards is coded with a
letter code at the top, and a number
code at the bottom. You cannot physically put a wrong board in the
wrong spot.
6
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From the control unit to each one of
the processing extenders (which is a
separate computer all in itself) there
were belted cables in the back running
the length- in one unit a lone, there's
over 85 miles of cable. The cooling air
was 4S,(XJJ cubic feet of air per minute.
It used over a half a megawatt of
IX>wer. When we turned it on, we had
to do it by sections, not all at once.
The disk system had a transfer rate of
soo x Hi bits per second, when you
had two disks running in parallel. The
parallel concept for llliac was used to
bypass the speed of light limitation,
because you could do 64 additions,
subtractions, or multiplications simultaneously. The maximum speed intended by the design was 200 x lOS
operations per second; it actually
achieved an effective speed of over
60 million instructions per second.
on some applications.
You can imagine the traumatic experience I had when I compared the 1970
National Geographic photograph of
the llliac IV and the recent National
Geographic (October 1982) photograph
of llliac being tom apart and having
an autopsy done on it. Then you can
imagine how I felt when a call came
from Marcie Smith [NASA Ames] to tell
me that the Computer Museum was
going to ask me to help ,put Illiac back
together-she asked me to control my
laughter. The computer really was the
dinosaur of the sixties. What you see
in the museum are the skeletal remains of a once-proud unit:

Collecting. Exhibiting and Archiving

,

The Exhibits and Archives depart.4I\ent rarely refuses donations offered
L~b expand the collection. With computing technology changing so rapidly.
determining the future significance of
a piece is difficult. To turn away a
potential acquisition because it seems
less important hinders the future
growth of the collection. The collection
now numbers about 450 pieces. representing the largest holding of com·
puter artifacts anywhere .
As the Museum has evolved, it has
established a close relationship with
its members and friends-engineers.
computer scientists and history buffs

- who are responsible for many donations. Often they refer the department

to an available artifact. or make a
donation from their own collections.
When an object is offered to the collection, they act as curators, illuminating
the importance of the acquisition, and
sometimes preparing text for an exhibit. While not actually employed by
the Museum, they act in its behalf as
the experts in computing technology.
The collections policy outlines the
t
process of acquiring artifacts. A deact1Ii.essioning clause clarifies to donors
I_ a t the piece they donate today may
not always be part of the permanent
collection lor reasons of space, a lessening of historical value, or duplication. The deaccessioning policy
contributes to our habitual -squirrelling- of artifacts; the donor bas agreed
that the piece may be taken off the
catalog listing and traded with another Museum for another piece, or its
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Digital Equipment Corporation
10<;u,los circa 1962 are examples of
of the components the Museum
accepts lor exhibition, reference
or soJe in the Museum store. The
photograph is part of the archival
collection.

parts. if it is a duplicate. could be sold
to other collectors through the Museum
store. Very little is ever scrapped.
After determining the significance
of an acquisition, the artifact is pursued. Most acquisitions require a little
detective work and some phone calls
to ensure shipment, while a few others
are more elusive. In June of 1981. Greg
Mellen from Univac in SI. Paul called
to say he had located a part of the 1956
NTDS (Naval Tactical Data System) in
an office in 51. Paul. Seymour Cray
was the director of development for the
NTDS project, the first automated command and control system within the
Navy. Initial letters were mailed and
calls made to guarantee the CP-S42's
release to the Museum. It was not until
June of 1982 that the paperwork arrived
in a large package from the Navy. In
order to clear the CP-642. the Navy
needed several letters of intent and
background from the Museum. all of
which hod to be notarized. establishing ourselves as a reputable agency
for the preservation of computing history. Another six months later, after
several follow-up calls. the Navy
wrote that they needed a statement
from the state of Massachusetts that
the Museum was, indeed. tax exempt.
In January. 1983, the Navy informed us
that the CP-642 was in an office in
St. Paul. presumably not due to be
shipped until April. 1983, almost two
full years after the process started.
When an acquisition arrives at the
Museum, it is checked for damage and
suitab ility for immediate display (this
usually involves climbing through 40
foot trucks. removing quilted covers
and making some on-the-spot decisions). When the nine tons of Illiac IV
arrived completely disassembled on
the shipping dock- with no Illiac IV
experts available in Marlboro-most
of the machine, with the exception of
the skeleton and several processing
units. was sent to storage. Through a
contact a1 NASA Ames. we loca ted Jay
Patton at Burroughs, who had originally installed the computer at NASA.
Jay spent two days at the Museum.
retrieving what had been mistakenly
shipped away. and piecing Illiac back
together.
•
A sequential identification number is assigned, with the last two
digits representing the year of the
donation. Each artifact is catalogued
by manufacturer. serial number, phys-

ical description. date and place in
computing history. donor name and
address, special characteristics, and
a brief explanation of the artifact. It
is cross referenced to its archival
documentation if any exists. An acknowledgement letter, collections policy and receipt for tax purposes are
sent to the donor for his records.
The Museum 's archives and library began with active solicitation of
documentation of collected machines.
The understanding was that original
manuals would be worthwhile research materials in years to come.
This has evolved to the point where
relevant photographs. theses. books,
fil ms and videotapes are also collected. In collecting archival material.
the leads of the Museum's friends and
donors are investigated. Contacts for
archival material include libraries
who wish to donate surplus material
from their shelves, and individuals going through personal document collections. On the night of Maurice Wilkes'
~Pray, Mr. Babbage~ premiere. Mary
Hardell donated volume one, number one of the ACM lournal and Bill
Luebbert donated a full set of the
videotapes from the Los Alamos computer conference. A new acquisition.
such as Illiac IV, precipitates outside
interest and donations. People who
worked on the machine or at the
University of Illinois are going through
file drawers and attics to collect supplementary materials for us.
This summer's Repor t lists the
who le collection by appropriate
categories. Only one-third of the permanent collection is exhibited. with
all material that is in storage documented and available for research
purposes. As the collection and exhibitions grow, the ratio will probably
remain the some. Some parts of the
collection are beller developed than
others. but by looking at what has
been collected, it is easier to determine what should be pursued. The
collection's growth reflects a new understa nding of the importance of preserving computer history, and the
many milestones within the computer
industry. Active involvement from
members. friends and experts in certain areas of computing technology
is an invaluable resource in this
development.
Jamie Parker
Exhibits and Archives Coordinator
The Computer Museum ReporllSummer 1983
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Exhibit Coordinator Jamie Parker
signs the donation contract for a PDP·
S from MITRE Corporation with Ed
Townsend of MITRE. The Museums

., .

•

•

collection includes several classic
PDP-B's. One is exhibited in the Four
Generations Gallery. The others.
now in storage. will be loaned to
museums .

.

.

Computers and Computer Components

•

Digital computer. emerged in the late
nineteen-fortle. from a combination of
calculator. control. tran.ducer. links
, and .witches. and memory technologies.
They are more tban a sum of these parts,
as the parts have converged and been
modlHed and molded into a new phenom.
enon. The listing includes computers and
components representing the four generation. of computing technology.

DIGITAL COMPUTERS

DigItal Equipment Corporation,
PDP-S CXI67.83)

Bendix G-15 {X48.82.l
Gilf of the Science Museum
01 Minne«>ta
BurrouOhs Col"]X)ratlon and
University of Illinois, Illioc IV
(X137.82)
Loan lrom NASA Ames
Research Center
Clary Col"]X)rotion, Clary DESO
{X1l9.82)
Gift 01 Colburn Engineering
Clary Col"]X)ration, Clary DE600
(X123.82)
Gift of Ed Downing. Doland
Corporation

Control Doto Corporation.
CDC 160A
Loan from Control Dota
Corporation
Control Octo Corporation,
CDC 6600 (X38.81l

GW of Lawrence LJvermore
National Laboratory

Dota General Corporotion,
NOVA (X84.82)
Gift of Dota General
Corporation

Digital EQuipment Col"]X)ratlon,
MINC (DI55.8O)
Gift of Digital Equipment
Corporation

DlOito.! EQuipment Corporation,
POP-lOCOIl6.79)
GIlt 01 Inloronia Corporauon
Dig-ito.! Equip_ment Corporation,
PDP-I (X99.82)
Gilt 01 Center for Computer
Science. Harvord University
Digital EquIpment Corporation.
POP-5 (X178.83)
Gift of School of Engineering and
!;ppJied Science. Washington
University In St. Louis

DiOHal EQuIpment Corporation,
PDP-7 OCOI 43.80)
GI/lol Worcester Polytechnic
Insti tute

Digital Equipment Corporation,
PDP-8 (DI17.SO)

Gift of Digital Equipment

•

The Alto was designed in 1973 by Xerox
Palo Alto Research Center as an e xperi·
ment in personal computing with the goal
of providing sufficie nt computing power,
local storage, and input-output capability
to satisfy the co mputational needs of a
single user. The Alto significantly changed
the office computing environment through
its interactive nature and communication
applications, such as electronic mail.
On loan from Xerox PARCo

Corporotion
OIgllal EqUIpment Corporation,
POP-S (XI61.82)
Gilt of Dr. Simon , Umversity of
Rochester Medical Center

Gilt 01 the MITRE CorporatIon

Digllal EquIpment Corporation,
PDP-BJL OCI6.S.83)
GIlt 01 Roben Miller
Digital EquIpment Col"]X)rOllon.
POP-lll23 Microcomputer (033.80)
Gilt of Digital Equipment
Corporotion
DigItal EquIpment CorporatIOn,
POP 11134 M CXIn.83)
Gj/! of Norden Systems
DlgHal Equipment Corporollon,
POP-lI/45 (09.81)

Gift of Digiral EquIpment
Corporation

Dlgllal Equ.fpment Corporation,
PDP-12 (OI.56.SJ)
Gift of Digital Equipment
Corporation

fairchild Camera and Instrument
Corporation, Symbol Machine
{XU7.82)
Gilt of Iowa State University
Honeywell, Interface Message
Processor CXl05.82)
Gift of &11, Beranek and Newman
Inc.

International BJalness Machines
c;:c:.rporatton, mM 7031), -Stretch·
oonso.8])
Gift of Computer Serv/cea,
Bngham Young UniverSIty
Inlemauonai BUSiness Machmes
Corporation. mM 1130 (X166.83)
Gift of John Richards
International Bl13Iness Machines
Corporation. IBM 1620 (X169.83)
Gifl 01 CkJVld Goodwin
Ubrascope Generol Pr8Cl$IOn,
LGP-3I) CX1 4.81)
Gift of MIT Museum and Historical
Collections

Uncoln LaboratOries, UNC
(DI IS.79)
Uncoln Laboratories, TX-O
(0154.75)
Gift of Digital EqUIpment

Corporotion
MITS, Ahalr 8800 (X58.82)
Massachusetts institute 01
Technology, Whirlwind (D29-32.73)

Glfl of Dlglta/ Equipment

Corporation

•

•

The Norden PDP-II/34M (1976) was a fully
militarized version 01 the DEC PDP-1I134
minicomputer. Built to perform in the
severest 01 military environments, the
PDP-ll!34M was used for applications
ranging from tactical avionics to
complex command and control.
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NASA Apollo Guidance Computer

Pro",_ 0<37.'1)

Gif! 01 Charles Stark Draper

Laborer/ory
Phtlco-Ford 212
Gil! of Ford MOIor Company

Raytheon, Polans Guidance
Computer (X89.82)
GIll 01 Charles Storr Draper
Labororory
Remmgton Rand, Uruvac Solid

~Q6rry Univac

COMPUTER COMPONENTS

Vu:ltron Computer Products,
System 21 Intelligent Terminal
Microprocessor (X10S- 1J.82)

Amphenol, \bcuum Thbes (X77.80)
Gilt of Gory Papazian
Bell Telephone Laboratories.
'DuoslStor GA-51984 (X3LSI)
Gift of Carver Mead
BendIX G-15 Bu Slice (D202.80)
BendIX G·15, Logic Modules
(X181.83)
Gift of Harry D. Huskey
Berkeley Scientihc CorporahOn,
Decimal Counting Unit (D205.80)
Burroughs Corporation, E·IOl
Computer Program Pin Board

CP-64211JSO-20 C<J84.83)
Gift of Naval Sea Systems
Command
Texas Instruments, Advanced
Scientific Computer OCD224.80J
Gilt of 'Iexos fnstromenls

Gift 01 Nid ~se

State 80 (X33.81)

XeTOJ[ Corporation, Alto I (X124.82)

Gift of Jodie S. Hobson

Loon from Xerox Corporolion

SIemens 2002 CX2O.8J)
On Joan from Siemens Corporalfon

(XI02.82)
Gift of BIII Smith
Clar Sta t Am perlte, Ballast
Resistor "lUbes (Regulatonl (X79.80)
Gilts of Gory Papazian
Computer Controls Corporation.
Logic Module (0111.80)

On behalf of Iowa Stale University, Prolessor Roy Zingg presented Fairchild's
SymbolllR to the Museum and explained

the machine's history and development

during a gallery talk. SYMBOL was de·

signed and built at the Digital System
Research Department 01 Fairchild's
Research and Development Division
between 1963 and 19'70, and purchased
by Iowa State with the support 01 an
NSF grant. SYMBOL operated at Iowa
State until 1978 as a working system
that demonstrated a radical comruter
architecture; an early example 0 topdown design where the end product
was envisioned as an in-house, limesharing, interacliv~_ system that would
be user friendly. · SYMBOL proved that
a sophisticated system could be implemented directly in hardware,· Zingg
stated. "It motivated the invention of
dual-in-line integrated circuit packaging.
The designers of the machine tried to
push the limits, which I think is quite
proper in a research environment. but
probably a sure way to the poorhouse
in a commercial environment. "
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Con trol Data Corporalion, STAR
Logic Module (XD218.80); 660J
'Dunsfe r Board (X0223.80)
Gifts of Lawrence Uvel7llore
Notional Laboratory
Cray Research Inc., Cray I
Interlace Module (XD226.80J
Gift of Lawrence Uvel7llore
National LaboTOtory
OCS Power AmpUller (X60.82)
Gift of Bob Glorioso
Digual Equipment Cof20:f51tion.
Bit slice triple flip-flop (0201.80);
Classroom Module (D206.80);
Fllp-chip Modules (0213.80); LSI II
MlXlule (035.80); PDP·6 System
Logic Module; PDP..S/I Laaic
Module (0220.80); PDP llflO
Module Artwork (022.79); System
BUIlding Block (0203.80); UART
Four Channel Asynchronous Serial
Interface (036.80); VAX Prototype
UBA (DI66.80)
Gifts of DlgltaJ Equipment
Corporation
Digital Equipment Corporation.
POP·5 Accumulator Boards (X21.8l)
Gifl of David Rarler
Diqital Equipmen t CorporaUon,
Pop·I Parts and Manuals (X347.82)
Gift of Ramln Khorram, President
MIT Electronic Research
Society
DigItal EquIpment Corporation.
POP·811
(X182.83)
Gift of Computer 1}onsceIVer
Syslems
Electronic AssocIates Inc.. 31R
Compuler Patch Panel (X88.82)
Gift of John Runyon
EnglISh Electnc ComJXlny, Deuce
Arithmeuc Logic Element QCD4.75)
GIft of Murray Allen
ENIAC Function 1b:ble
Loon from the Smlthsontan
lns/ltu/ioll, National Museum of
History and '1OChnoJogy
Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Corporation, Collection of
integrated CircUits ch rOnicling
FaIrchild logIC and memory hll'ltory
from 1959 to 1977 (Xl06.82)
Gilt of Fairchild Camera and
Instrument Cor,oorotlon

Fairchtld Semiconductor.
Semiconductor (X71.82)
Gift of Bob GJonoso
Ferranti Corporauon, Atlas I
Printed Cm;:wt Board (XOl.75h
Atias 1 Digits (XD2. 75)
GIft of rH. Sumner
Ferranti Corporation, Atlas I Four
FlIp-f1C?J) B<xIrd (X53.81); Mark I"
Laalc Door (x66.82)
GilLs of Department 01 Computer
Science, UnlVertl.lty of Manchesrer
Ferranli CorpoTOtion, Atlas 1
Printed Cm~uit Board 0ID128.80)
Gilt of Ru/herford LaboTOtory
FUJITSU Ltd., Relay No. 56
(XD71.79). Porametron (X073.791.
Logic Circuit Diagrams (XDn 79),
FACOM 100 Relay (XD I06.80)
Gifts of FUJITSU. Ltd.
General Dynamics Form Flash
Plates from Stromberg Carlson
SC4020 (XDI31.80)
GJlI of Rutherford Laboratory
General Electric. Semiconductor
(X70.82)
Gilt of Bob Glorioso
Hanulton Standard,
Microcircuit Module (X96.82)
Gift of Bob Glorioso
Harvard Univer.!lty, PDP·l
SJXlCEI Pen (X164.83)
Gift of Harvard UniverSIty, Division
of ApplIed Sciences
Honeywell Sense Amplifier
H42CKW200 <XD253.S11
Gilt of Phil Goldman
intel, 4004 and 800B ChIps
(X127.·128.82l
Giflsof Eugene Flath, In/e/.
International Business Machmes
Corporation, 22XX Printer Buffer
Array, Logic card from an IBM
Printer oIDl32.80)
Gifl of Ru/herford Labora/ory
International Busmess Machines
Corporation. IBM 360191 Console

(X73.82)

Gifl of Howard Eskin, Columbia

Umverslfy
International Business Machmes
Corporation, IBM 3601195 Console
(X180.83)
Gilt of Rutherford Apple/on
Laboratory
Internallona\ Business Machines
Corporation. IBM 650 logiC Module
0ID12.75)
Gifl of Murray Allen
International Bus-mess Machmes
Corporation, SMS Logic Module
(DI13.SO)
Manchester Untvenlty, Mark I
\blve (XD5.75)
Gilt of Department of Computer
Science. Manchester Umversity
MITS, Altair 8800 CPU Board
(X6.80)

Gilt of Ed Luwish

Motorola, SemIconductor (X68.S2)
G,fl 01 Bob Glorioso
Motorola. Zener Diode (X97.82)
Gift of Bob GlorIOSO
Notiona l Umon. \bcuum 'TUbes
(X76.80)
Gifts of Gary Papazian

PCK Technoloqy
Muln Wumg Madune (X185.B3)

•

Gift 01 PCK '/khnology DIVISion,
Kollmorgen ,Corporafton

Philco. ThonsislonJ (X64,82)
Gifts of Bob Glorioso
Raytheon, Electron Thbes OC74.82)
Glff1l of Gary Papazian

Raytheon, Power Transistor 2N1662

(X5S.82)
Gift of Bob Glorioso

I

RCA. RadIO and Electron Thbes
(X75.80)
Gifts of Gary Popazian
RCA. Transistors (X72.82)
GiflS of Bob Glorioso
SDS-SD Sales. S-Ioo CPU Boord

(XD236.8ll

Gift of David Ramspel'Jer

Speny Rand, Solid State
Components (XS5.82)
Gift of 'led Bonn

SyJvarua, MOBIDIC logIC Board
(XDI92.80)
Gift of frank feigin
Texas Instruments, Semiconductors

(X61.82)

Gifts of Bob Glorioso
TraJlSltron, Diodes eX63.82);
Semiconductor (X6S. 82)
Gifts of Bob GIOri08O
Umverslty of illinoiS, UllAC n
BLOCK Mul~~plexOf called
-Interplay" CXD2IS.75); ILUAC m
Printed Circuit Module
Gifts 01 Clifford Caner

Weslinghouse. R11. Integrated
CirCUIts CX62.B2)
Gifts of Bob Glonoso

Bill Smith donated a pin board from
the 1956 Burroughs E10! computer and

gave a gallery talk on the use altha EI01
in predicting the Eisenhower-Stevenson
election results in 1956. An excerpt from
bis gallery talk follows.
"The E10l was a single address.
pin board programmed machine, with a
100 word drum memory. a speed of 3600

rpm and a slepping switch segment
that picked up instructions. Instruction
fetching was done by stepping switches
through sequences across the top 01 eight
pin boards 01 sixteen steps each. The
operator could slop the computer to 19some . boards and resume or do

~

second,
three
in- at
~i~~~J~:
with a or
paper
tape
per second. Instructions were

in about 25 milliseconds. and
accounting for drum latency, the speed
averaged 10-15 instructions per second .
Subroutines, usually constrained by

programmers to lit within a pinboard,
took anywhere from 1 to lO seconds,
-Dr. Saul Rosen pioneered election
predictions in 1954 in Detroit using Wayne
University's UDEC #2, produced by
Burroughs and the University of Pennsylvania's Moore School of Electrical
Engineering, They predicted the Michigan gubernatorial and U.S. Senate seats
and broadcast the results through a radio
affiliate. For the Eisenhower-Stevenson
election in 1956, we had the pre-accumulated results from the last election from
which to malc:e our differential forecast.
We brought the Burroughs ElOl desk sized
computer to the city room of the Detroit
Times and had live camerq coverage
during the evening.
-On election night, an operator would
enter data at a keyboard, and since all of
the precincts could not be retained in
memory, we entered the previous years'
results and then computed to get the pre-

dictions and judge convergence. Every
time we got twelve to twenty new precincts in, we would do another run to test
for a new convergence point. The operalor entered the previous years' results,
the differential. and the new results from
this sampling, and then did a comparison, an extraction and finally forecast
the prediction on live black and white
television .
~For Stevenson and Eisenhower, we
were within a percent and a hall in the
final prediction, both in percentage and
in coarse total count. If you'd been listening to the networks, you would have
heard that the 701 was down or the 650
was down. They were always breaking
down due to the high temperatures created by the 1500 watt spot lights and no
air conditioning. It wasn't until the sixties
with transistors that machines became
reliable enough to run through the whole
election evening.The Computer Museum RepottlSu mmer 1983
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Transducer Systems. Computer Options and Components

Transducers take information ill one form

and put it into another. The earliest exam·
pie is m o veable type and now includel
the teleprinter. tape tran l port. telephone.
and television. Thele machines are becoming more and more sophisticated and
leaa diatinguiahable from computera.

Adler. Adler-Klein Typewnter
(XI46.82)
GIft of Clark Prestfa
Adler, 1\rpewnter Model No.7
(XI 48.82)"
GIlt of Clark Prestia
American 'I\rpewriter Company,
Model No. II TypeWriter OCI52.82)
Gift of Clark Prestfa
ASR. Teletype Writer (X130.82)
Gift of Richard 'Jen Haken

A.E.G. Deutsche Werke Schrelbmaschmen Gesellschaft. MIgnon
AEG Modell 41Ypewnter {X150.82}
Gifl of Clark Prestia
Oigllal Ecpllpmenl Corporation.
1YPe 30A CRT (X25.8J)
Gift of Harvey ~ggms
Digital Equipment Corporal/on.
338 Display Umt (X23.81)
Gift of ford Molar Company
Diqltal Equlp_menl Corporation.
GIGI (0276.82); GT-40 (010.81);
vr 105 (X36.81)
Glfl3 of Digllal Equlpmenl
Corporation
R!gllal EQUIpment Corporallon.
VT 105 {X:l6.8il
Gift oJ American Computer Group
Inc.
Allen Du Monll.aboratones,
Inc .. Cathode-Roy Oscillographs

a.

(X26-S.Sl)

Gifts of Ken Olsen
Edison Company, Edlphone,
Utility Shaver and 'lklce Recorder
(0121.80)
-Enigma- (BI97-8.81l
Loan from Gordon ond Gwen Bell

The Texas Instruments S~k & Spell
was designed as a child s learning aid for
spelling using electronically synthesized
speech to give the words and an alphanumeric keyboard and display for entry
of the answer. The Museum's Speak &
Spell. gift of WR. Hawkins and Gene
Frantz. members of the project team, is
an early model that was demonstrated
on the Today show in 1978 .
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Bennetl Typewnter Company,
Bennett (XI54.82)
GIft of Clark Prestia
Bmgwerke. Bmg No.2 'JYpewnler
0(142.82)
Glfl of Clod: Presl10
Blickensderfer Manufactunng
Company; Bllckensderfer Model
No.7 (X144.82)
G,fl of Clark Presho
Bunnell. Telegraph Sender and
Receiver txD229.80)
Gift of Rodney Bamford
R.C. Burt. 2 Amphhers (X112-l3.82)
Glfl of D.H. Lehmer
CalifornIa Computer Products,
Calcomp Model S65 Digztal
Incremental Plouer (X103_82)
GJft of J.e. [)ed, Inland Sleel
Harold Cohen. -nutle' (X50.82)
Loan lrom Harold Cohen
ColumbzaoGraphophone Company.
DIctaphone, Shover, 1iunscnber
(0123.79)
Corona 'JYpewnter Company. Inc..
Folding Portable No.3 (XI49.82)
Gilt 01 Clark Preslia

Fnden Corporation. Fnden Paper
1O-pe Reader (X9.80)
GIft of Ed LuwIsh
Friden, Flexownter (X107.82)
GlIt 01 Rid Merrill
General Automation Corporation,
Stored Program Controller.
Gifr of 10an Lee
Hammond Typewnter Company,
Hammond Fo\dm_Q Multiplex
"typewnter CXI45.82)
Gill of Clark Prestia
Hams Typewnter CompaDY.
Horns VJ.SJhle 1YPewnter {X155.82l
Gill of Clari: Prestia
International Busmess Machmes
CofP?ration, IBM Cord Punch
(X40.801
Internalional Business Machmes
Corporation, IBM Auto-typist
Perforator and Printer (XI6·7.S!)
Gifts 01 Solomon Schecter Day
School
Internal/onal BUBlne&8 Machmes
CorporatIOn IBM 650 Control Panel
CXI29.82)
Glfl of 'JOny Crugno/a
InternOllonal Telephone and
Telegraph, Teletype (0117.80)
GIft of Jade Brown
C. Lorenz A·G, Telegraph
1iunsmllter (X30.81)
Gifl 01 Alexander Vonderburgh Jr.
Martin Manena CorporatIon,
Clory Pnnter adapted for computer
output (XD2()8.80)
Glfl 01 Clyde SIJIl

Nixdorf ComputeT. Printer Head

(XIOO.82)

Gift of Frank DigJllo
The Noiseless 1fpewriter Company,
'No.iselea 'JYpewnler" (X5.80)
Gift of Ed Luwlsh
The NOISeless 'JYpewriler Company.

The -Blick- was the first typewriter in"

tended to be readily portable. Designed
and patented by George Blickensderfer
in 1890, it was first sold in 1893. Each key
had three positions, upper and lower
case and a figure that positioned three
levels of the printing wheel. Gift 01
Clark Prestia.

'Noi&e1811S 'JYpewnter' Dos.all
Gift of 7ludy Leonard
Norden Systems, World Wm n
Bombs!ght (X176.83)

Gjft of Norden Systems
Oliver 1YPewriter Company, Oliver
No.. 5 Standard Visible Writer

(X1S6.82)
Gift of Clark Prestia
Railroad Telegraph 1l'anamitle r

(XDI82.80J

Gift o.f elJII Granger
Rel!once 'l\roewn ter Compuny,

ReUance Visible (Xl58.B2)

Gift of Clark Prestia
Remington Rand. Remington

Portable 1YPewriler (X147.82)
Gill of Clar"k Presrio

Remington Rand. Remington

Siondorci l\rpewnler, No.. 6

OCJS9.821
Gill of Clark Prestia
Remington Rand. UNNAC Cord
Punch (X34.811
Glfl of Notional Museum of Science
and khnology. Onawa
Rheinische Metallwaren &;
Maschmenfabrtk.. Rhemmetall
1YPewnter onSI.82)

.
he Mignon typewriter is an indicator'wtype 01 machine, employing a stylus and
a printed character table to manipulate
the machine. ManuJactured in Germany
in 1908. the Mignon's advantage was its
interchangeable letter table and type
wheel. allowing typing in different
languages. The Mignon is one of a gift
01 twenty-two typewriters Irom Clark
Prestia. The donation represents an
important part of the history 01 transducer equipment.

Teletype CorporotlOn, Model 19
Teletypewriter (XDI59.80)
Gift of Did Ed:house
Texas instrutJIents, Speak and Spell
(}(122.82)
Gifl of Gene Frantz and
W.R. Hawbns
Triadex Inc .• The Muse" CX0254.8J)
Gift of Ed Fradkin
Underwood 1fpewnter Compony.
Standard Portable Typewriter
(}{153.82)
Gilt of Clark Prestia
Underwood 'l\rpewrtter Compony;
Underwood No. 12 (}{157.82)
Gift of Clark Prestia
Versatec. Mode! 8IXl PrtnterlPlotter

(}{163.83)

Gift of Xerox Corporation
Western Electric. Telephone (X32.81l
Gift of Donie! Rlzro
Western Electric. Telephone
(}{56.80)

Gift of James Parleer
Weston Electrical Instrument
Corporation. OC \bltmeter
(}{125.82)
Gilt of Carl Klempner
Weston Electrical Irnnrument
Corporation, Portable Waumeler
(}{126.82)
Gill of Corl Klempner
Yost Typewnter Comp:lRy Ltd .•
1)-pewnter (}{138.82)
Gifl of Clari: Prestia

CUr o.f Clorle Prestia

Royal 'JYpewnter Compony,
Royal 'JYpewnler (XI 40.82)
Gj/I of Clark Prestia
Royo:l1YPewnter Compony,
Royal No.5 (}{1 43.82)
Gill of Clark Prestia
Telegraphen-Sou-Anstall von
Siemens and HaLslte, Needle
Teleg raph (XI9.81)
Loon from Siemens Corporation
Signal Electric Ma n ufacturing
Compony, "Signal Telegraph
Instrument" (BI64.81)
Gift of Gordon and G wen Bell
LC. Smith and Broa., 'l\rpewriter
Model No.5 (}{141.82)
Gift of Clark Prestia
Smith PremIer, The Smllh Premier
'l\tpewriler Model 10 (}{139.82)
Gift of Clark Prestia

Produced in 1910 by the Hammond
.,'tYPewriter Company, the Multiplex had
~ lolding feature designed by Charles
Nook for portability. It had interchangeable type shuttles . allowing 17 different
styles of type and characters for more
than 50 languages . The Hammond
Multiplex is a gift 01 Clark Prestia.
The Computer Museum Report/Summer 1983
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Calculator Systems and Components

Calculator•. other than the manual bead
devices. did not develop until the nineteenth century and have been virtually
displaced by compute". Fundamentally
calculator. are defined a. data operators
carrying out arithmetic operations. Either
calculators have become embedded in
computers or miniaturlled computers
have been embedded In what have traditionally been considered calculators.

Abacus (B93.80)

£oli. "MllUonOlre" (BI.75);

(8136.81)

ADDI-COSMOS. "B.U.G.
Calculator" (B131.8O)
Loan from Gordon and Gwen Bell
Aeroproduct3 Research. Inc.,
Flight Pkm Coleulator (X55.82.)
Loan from Steve KalliS
R.C. Allen, "ARITHMA' (XOI25.SO)
Gift of Arfhur Hall III
American Can Com~y.
"American Addmg Machtne"
(BI80.81)
Gift of Gordon and Gwen Bell
Anita, Electronic Calculator
0ID209.80)

Loan from Gordon and Gwen Bell
Hens W. £oli, "Mtllipnalre" (B91. 76)
Gill oJ Gordon and Gwen Bell
"EXACTUS' (836.79)
Gifl of Gordon and Gwen Bell
Fowler and Company. Towler's
Texttle Calculator' (BI12.80)
Loon from Gordon and Gwen Bell
Fowler and Company; Fowler's
Universal CcIculator (X172.83)
Gilt of Thomas Mcintyre
I.E Fuller, "Polmer's Improved by
Fuller Computing &:ale" (SUO.SO)
Gift of Gordon and Gwen Bell
J.E Fuller. "Palmer's ImproVed by
Fuller Computing &:ale" (XJ.81)

Gift of Leonard Woodall

Alanosoff·Berry Computer
Breadboord (XI2.80)
Loon from John Vincent Atonaself
Automatic Adding Machine
Company. "Golden Gem Adding
Machine {X2.all
Gift of Erwin 'lbmash
Bell Telephone Laboratories
Calculator. prototype adder
reproduced by George Stlbitz
(XD127.80)
Gdl of George Stibitz
Bohn Contex. Desk Calculator
(X43.811
G,fl of Bob Olthoff

The Gilson circular slide rule was used
for logarithmic calculations. It is o ne of
several devices donated to the calculator
collection by Thomas McIntyre.

Hans W

Gift of Gordon and Gwen &11

Brical Pocket Addmg Machtne
(X13.80)
Loon from Dick Rubznsleln
Burroughs Corporallon. Mechani·
col BIller Senes M (XIZO.82)
G,fl of CosmopolItan Manu/CJClurzng CorporatIon
'Circular Concise Slide Rule"
(BI14.80)
Gifl of Gordon and Gwen Bell
Clary Corporation. Clary DE600
(X35.81)
Gift of Lee McKusick
Colossus Narrow Tape Pulley

(X49.8])
Gill of 'lbby Harper

Contino Ag Mauren, "Curta"
(887.79)
Gifl 01 Brian Randell
Contino AG Mauren, Curto
Calculator eXI04.82.)
Gilt of Rober! BIckford
Drawmg Instruments co 1850
(B100.80)
Loon from Gordon and Gwen Bell
Dnng and F:,qge. Inland Revenue
Slide Rule 1B5S.80)
Loon from Gordon and Gwen Bell
Dn:'i and Fage. "Leadbetter Slide
Rule (BIOS.80)
GIft 01 Gordon and Gwen Bell

Gift of Erwin 'lbmash

General Precision Systems.
General Purpose Analog
Computer (X42.79)
Gift of Lincoln.Sudbury Regional

High School

Gilson Slide Rule Company.
1Hgonomelnc Slide Rule (XI31.82)
Gilt of Stanton Vanderbilt
Gilson Slide Rule Compat:\y.
CIrcular Slide Rule (X174.83)
G/ft oIThomas Mcintyre
Gunter Rule (841. 79)
GIft 01 Gordon and G wen Bell

Gunter Rule (84.76)
Loon from Gordon and Gwen Bell
H.C .. Cakuligrophe (XI73.83)
Gilt of Thomas Mcintyre
Holden, "Colculex" Pa'on' O,=,la,
Slide Rule (X17J.83)
Gift of Thomas Mcintyre
Hewlett-Packard. "HP.J5" (834.79)
Gift of Gordon and Gwen Bell
Hewlett·Padard, 9100A Calculator

eX83.82)
Gift of Clyde Still

The Hollerith Electnc Tabulating
System. Reproducllon by Roberto
GuateIU (0231.81)
Gift of Digital Equ/pmenr
Corporar/on
Jacquard. Loom Mechanl$ffi
(BI17.80)
Loon from Gordon and G wen Bell
Keuflel & Esser. Slide Rule
(XDSO.76)
GIft of Dick Clay/on
Keullel & Esser, Slide Rule (X170.83)
Gilt of Thomas Mcintyre.
Keulfel & Esser. Thacher's
Colculaung Instrument' (856.80)
Loon from Gordon and Gwen Bell
C & E Layton. "'RItes Anthmometer"

(B82.80)

Loan from Gordan and Gwen Bell
leWIS & lYlor. Ltd.. "Hydrolculator"

(BI13.80)

Gilt of Gordon and Gwen Bell
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D.H. Lehmer, Photoelectric Number
Sieve (X8S.82)

Gilt of D.H. Lehmer
D.H. Lehmer, Berkeley Number
Sieve (X86.82)

Gift of D.H. Lehmer

D.H. Lehmer, film Number Sieve
(X87.B2)

Gift 01 D.H. Lehmer

Ll.D., TImber Calculating Slide
Rule (630.77)
Loon from Gordon and Gwen Bell

The Ughtning Calculator
Company; Ughtnmg Calculator
(X175.83)
Gift of Thomas Mcintyre
Ughtmng Portable Adding
Machine from the desk of George
Forsythe (XIS. all
Gift of Glo CM. Wiederhold
Marchant Electric Calculator

(XD23S.8J)

Manufactured by J. Halden and Company,

London, during the 1920's, the pocket
walch style calculator and slide rule has
two logarithmic scales. A and B, on one

side lor multiplication. division and pro-

portion which correspond to the A and B
scales of an ordinary slide rule. Around
the outer edge is a scale 01 logarithms

J

read by a cursor. The inner circles con-

tain a scale of square roots. The olher
side of the Calculex con tains A and B

scales lor inverse proportions. Gift of
Thomas McIntyre .

Gill of Roben Floyd
Monroe, Desk Calculator (X90.82)
GIft of Gordon Osborne
National RadIO CommunlClltlOn
Slide Rule (X133.82J
Gifl 01 Stanton Vanderblll
Navigator's Gunter Rule (854.80)
Loon from Gordon and Gwen Bell
NavIgator', Sector (821.78)
Loan from Gordon and Gwen Bell
Ohm1te Manufactunng ComlXlny.
Ohm's Law Calculator (X\34.82J
Glfl of Stanton VanderbIlt
Aaron Palmer, ·Polmer's Pocket
Scale· (BI94.8l)
Loan from Gordon and Gwen Bell
Pascal Adder, Reprocluction
by Roberto Guatelli (BI5O.81)
Loan from Goldon and Gwen Bell
Picken and Eckel. Inc., Shde Rule
(X121.82J
GIft 01 Lynn Yarbrough
Frederick POOl Company.
·Verscd~ Slide Rule· (X47.81)
GIft of Cliff Halen IT.
Powers Samas Card Processing
System OCD14.81)
Gift of the BIOlogIcal Research
Centre, Institute of '1errestrial

Selective Educational EQuipment
Corporation. ·SEE CALCULATOR·
(831.79)
Servo Co!culdtor Company, ·Dlrect
Reading Fr~enoo Response
Slide Rule" OC3.8ll
Glfl of Jade Warlton
Sharp Corporatlon, E1ectromc
Prlnung Desk Calculator (XlOi.82)
Glfl of Nicolas Johnson and Martm
Harrison
Stanley Rule & Level Company.
TImber Slide Rule (S99.80)
Gilt of Gordon and Gwen Bell
M. Thomos de Colmar,
"Arithmometer" (83.76)
Gi/t of Gordon and Gwen Bell
M. Thomas de Colmar. "Instruction
pour sa servir de I'Anthmometre
Machme Q Calculer" (X4.81)
GHt of Erwin 'lbmcsh
/. Thomllnson, Ltd., "Thomlinson's
EQUIValent Paper Slide Rule·

(SI07.80)

Gifl 01 Gordon and Gwen Bell
wxos instruments. Slide Rule
Calculator (XD237.81)
Gifl of Mike Riggle
TInker Toy Computer (X39.81)
GJ!I 01 Danny H/JJls, Brian
Silverman and friends
Wolverine Supply and Manufactur·
ing Company, Addmg Macrone·
(BI67.81)
GIft of Gordon and Gwen Bell

Eco109Y
PrectSlon Addln9. Machine
ComlXlny; Inc., QUlXSum Addmg
Machme Model C· (838.79)
Loan from Gordon and Gwen Bell
ACA Manufactunng Company.
Decibel Sl!de Rule (XI32.82)
Glfl of Stanton Vanderbilt
Raytheon, Hawk MiSSile Auto Pilot
OCDI44.80)
GUI of Joe Kuprevlch
Rebable 1YPewnler & Adding
Machine COrporation .• Addometer· (B85.79)
Gilt of Gordon and Gwen Bell
J. Sang, ·Platometer· (86.76)
Loan from Gordon and Gwen Bell
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Memory Systems. Computer Options and Components

Memory is probably the oldellt clallll
in the computing clauilication sYlltem,
starting with early markingll on eaves
and continuing all a .Ignilicanl part of
computer. and automata. The ability of
machinell to either write or read on memory is the primary dilltinctlon •• parating
these devicell.

Ampex CorporatIon. 64K Core
Memory Module (XI3S.82J
GIft of RId: levon
Ampex Corporation, Core Mamory
Plan.. (X118.82)
GJft 01 David Sager
Atanasoff.Berry Computer Memory
Drum (Xll.80)
Leon lrom Dr. Clair Maple
AutonetlC3, Minuteman Fu:ed Head
Desk Memory 0<0101.80)
GIlt 01 Aron lruinga
Bryant Co~puter Products, RM-JO
Drum (X51.82)
Gift 01 Nigel Webb
Bubble Memory System (08.81)
Gift 01 Nick Warchol
Richard Stevens Burnngton,
' Handbook of MathamaUcal Tables
and Formulas' (844.79)
Gift of Williom 8. Lehmann
CCO Memory Boord (07.81)
Gifl 01 Nick Warchol
Chemical Rubber Publishing Company. "Handbook of ChemiBtry and
PhYSIc., 31st &bUon' (B28.79)
GIl l 01 Gordon and Gwen Bell
Computer Controls Corporallon,
Delery Line Memory/Logic Modula
(OIOB.80)
Control Data Co~rlJ.lion, COC
38500 Cortndge (XD2Z2.80)
Glfl 01 LowrenC$ LIVermore
National Laboratory
DIgital EquIpment Corporauon,
Core Memory (0200.80): 18 mil
Planar Memory (Dl98.8O): Expen·
mantal Femte Memory Stack
(0160.80); POP-II Planor Structured
Cora Memory (0241.80); 64K Byte
Memory Modula (034.80): VAX. 581
Memory_Boord (Dl64.80); VAX. Star
54K Mas Memory Array (0165.80)
Gifls 01 Digital EquJpment
Corporation
DlIlk Dnva Prototypes (XS2.82)
Gift of Steve Lomber/

The first mass s torage devices used
commercially in the Univa c were oxidecoated metallic tapes with two recording
density modes. As a buHered system the
tape could read forward and backward
at speeds comparable to more recent
tape systems. 1Wo hundred bits per inch
was the linear density on each 01 seven
tracks used simultaneously. Data are
organized into 6O-word blocks. Each word
has twelve decimal digits . each 01 these
having seven bits. The tape, d isplayed in
the Four Generations gallery, is a gilt of
Lawrence Livermore Laboratories.

The RCA Selective Electrostatic Storage
Thbe, used in the JOHNNIAC as a primary
memory device, was developed for high
speed registry and read-out of digital in lonnation. Its storage capacity was 256
signals. J. Rajchman's article in the RCA
Review 01 1951 states that "The storage is
obtained by two stable potentials which
tiny floating metallic elements . located in
the register with the windows, assume
under continuous electron bombardment.
The signal to be stored is applied by
capacitive coupling to all elements and
brings the selected. o ne to the desired
stable potential. The reading signals
are sizeable electron CUllents passing
through a hole in the s toring elements
under the control of the element's potential. A visual dis play of the stored inlormotion is obtained also. The tube, a gift
of Keith Uncapher and Tom Ellis, will be
added to the memory exhibit.
H
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The Emelold Componl' Inc.,
'"TransmiSSIon Une Co culator"
(X29.8ll
Gift of Cliff Hafen Ir.
English Electric Company, Deuce
Mercury Delay.lme O<D3.7S); Deuce
Memory Drum (X65.82)
Gifts of Murray Allen, University of
Sydney
Ferranti Ltd., Atlas I fu:ed Memory
0<0129.80); Atlas I Memory "The
SupefVl8Or" 0<0130.80)
GIll 01 Rutherford Loborolones
F'arranti Ltd,,_Mc;Jgneto-BtnctlVe
Delay·hne(XD230.8O)
FerrantI Ltd., Pegasus Short
Acoustic Delay.lme (X54.82J: Williams 'lUbe (X67.82)
Gifts of Computer Science Dopar/menl. Monchester UnJvel"Slty
Ferroxcube Corporation 01
America, Ferroxcube Core Memory (DI9S. 80)
fUJITSU Ltd., HoHanth Read Only
Cord Reader and Cords
(XD74·S.79): Paper"llipe for F'ACOM
(X076.79)
Gills of FUJITSU Ltd.

Harvard Umverslly, Mork rv &I-bit
Mognetlc Shift Register (X])6.7S)
Gift 01 Bob Troc:-chi
HertriclJ Developmantlnc.• Rl.OI
DISk Dnve Prototype CXDI63.EKJ)
Gift 01 Fred Hertrich
HoneyweU Memory Sense
Ampbfler CX22.81)
Gift 01 PhJ1 GoIdmon
HonayweU Plated 'Nire Memory
(0114.80)
Charles Hutton, labIa 01 tha
Products and Numbers" (82.76)
Loan from Gordon and Gwen Bell
International Business Machlrl"
Corporation, IBM 650 Drum
(X179.83)
Gift oj TImothy E. Leonard
InternatIonal Business Mach!nes
Corporation, 2321 Data Cell Drive
(X46.82); 2321 Data Strtps
(XD219.80); Doto Cell (XD220.!!Ol:
1360 Photo-digllal Storage System
(XD22I.80)
Gifls of Lawrence Uvarmore
Nationall.oboratory
Los Alamos Scientific laboratory,
MANIAC Electrostallc Memory and
'-M1liams 'lUbe CXD2J4.80)
Gill of Los Alamos SCIentIfic
Loborotory
Mennod F'reres. Plano Disle
(XD136.80)
Gill 01 Marv HoroVllz
MITS. AltaIr 4K RAM Boord (X7.eo)
GIll 01 Ed Luwish
'Modal Ready Rec::lconer" (XS7.00)
Gill 01 McLaren HatriJ;
Napier's Bones (827.79)
Loan from Gordon and Gwen Bell
NASA Apollo Guidance Computer
Read Only Rope Memory
CXDIlS.76)
GJ/I 01 Albert Hopkins
National PhYSIcal laboratory, PIlot
ACE Long Dalery Une Memory
(X I60.82)
Gill 01 Donold Davies, NPL
G.A. Philbrick Researchers, GAPIR
Computer 'fu.be (X91.82)
Gilt of Thomas Thrano. (9/82)
Phillips. Ferroxcube m (0204.80)
RCA. Core Memory Board
CIDI97.80)
Gill of Gory Papazian
RCA. Expenmental F'emle Core
Memory (D161.80); Thm film Mem·
ory (011280); Non-destructJve
Read-out (0162.80)
RCA, FemIa Core Memory Cube
(0169.80)
GIlt oj Clill Granger
RCA, fQHNNIAC Selectron Thbe
CXD2IS.80)
Gilt of lohn Poslley
RCA. SeJec\)ve Electrostallc
Storage Tube (X168.83)
GIlt 01 Kellh Uncapher
Sperry Rand. Mated F'!Im Memo
Arroy (X93.82)
Gill of 'led Bonn
Sperry Univac, LARC Memory
Plane (X94.82)
Gilt 0/ 'led Bonn

Archives Acquisitions

'Sumador Chmo' ono.SO)
{I

~

of 11m Rogers

ilrOnill

Memory Tesl EquIpment
(:<183.83)
MIT instrumentation Laboratory.
• r&

APOllo Memory Stack Mooule

0(183.83)
Glfl 0/ Bogus/aw fracklewlcz

3M Corpxalion. Telex Disk (DOO.80)
Gur of Don Sordilla
Uruvac. Metal Tape (X82.82J
Glfl 0/ Lawrence Uvermore
l.aborotorles
Umverslty 01 nHnoia. ILUAC D 48-bll
Rea!ster, Mesa m:msiSlor 0<0120.80)
Gift 01 Los Alamos
SCIentific Laboratory
frelherrn von Vega, LoaarithmlschTngonometrlschee HonCibuch
Gift of Georoe Volley. (82.2)

AIr Force MagOZIne repnnt, 'The
Bombardier and HIS Bombsight."
September. 1981.
Gift of Norden Syslems. (83.9J
Ampex Corporation. 3DM-2!XKl
Magnetic Core Memory System.
Gift of Rid; levon. (82.3}
Association 01 ComputIng Ma·
chinery. Journal 01 the ACM. voL 1.
no. I; ACM National Conference.
1962. Advance Program; ACM
ROIlier of Members. 1957; Report 10
the ACM, First Glossary of Programming TermInology. 1954.
Gifts oJ Mary Hardell. (82.1SJ;
Joumals and Computing RevIews.
Gilts 01 Massachusetts Computer

Associates. Inc. (83./)
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Kaman 800 Manuols .
Gills 01 Frone Felgin.
LGP-30 f10atmg Point Interpretive
System.
Gilt of Ron GmgeT. {82.9}
Massachusetts Insntute 01 Technol·
ogy. Depanment 01 CIVIl Engm_r·
1!I9.,:F;ngmeer·s GUIde to ICES
COGO 1967.
GIlt 01 Mary Hardell. (82.15);
"How the SAGE Development

r.

~c;7~rge Volley. (B3.ISJ;

SAGE Press KIt. June 1958.
Gilt 01 Ed 'lOwnsend. (82.6):
Whirlwind I Computer Report
R·127. September 1947.
Gift 01 TIm Leonard. (83.14)
Norden Systems. ·PDp·l1I34M.
A Fully MiUtamed Computer."
Gilt oJ Norden Systems. (83.9)

Manual. and DoeumeataUon

•

350 Jahr Rechenmaschlnen Var·
trege eines FestJcalJoqulUms.
Gfft oJ Hermann KaS8ubee. (82./)

The Computer Museum solidts material
to add to our archives and library from
various BOUTCes: donora of artifact •• who
often have boxes of ralmed documentatioll. libraries and associations cleaning
out duplicated materials, and Individual
collectors. Study collection material
is trea100 in the same manner Exhibit
Collections aCquisitions are- numbered
and acknowledged. and made avallable
for research, The collection is arranged
by computer company. representing about
65. with manuals and documentation
on the machines and components the
Museum has managed to acquire over the
years. Audio-visual material I. collected
with an eye to integrating it into our ex·
hibits, Recent acquisitions to the Archives
and Library are listed below.

Aberdeen Proving Ground.
Reports from Ballisllc Research
Laboratories.
Gift 01 Richard Clippinger. (82.13)
Bell Laboratories•• A History 01
Engineering and Science in the
Bell System-Switching TechnolOQY
1925-1975.' Prepared by A.E. loel Jr.
ond Technical Staff. Bell Telephone
Laboratories.
Gift of Bell Laboratories. (83.12)
8endu: Computer. G-15 Reports.
Gilt of Ramon C. Scoti.
Burroughs Corporellon. Burroughs
EIOI materials.
GJlt 01 lames Rogers. (82.41
Computer Destgn Mogazlne 20th
Anniversary Issue. December 1982.
Gift of Bob Evans. (83.71
Davies. Donald. Papers on digital
commumcations.
Gilt 01 Donald Davies. (82.121
Digital Equipment Corporation.
PDp· 1 OperatIng Manuals. 1969-70.
Gift 01 Paul Karger. (83.16J;
PDP·8 Manuals and
Documentation.
Gift of The MITRE Corporation.

(83.3):
PDP·8/L Monuals and
Documentotion.
Gift of Robert G. Miller. (83.5)

Gilmore. lohn 1: Ir. 'The Dtgl'
grephlc: Display Program for the
DX·I Compute r SYlItem.· Charles
W Adams ASSOC'Iates. Inc.; "()per·
atlonal Procedure on the Whirl·
wind Computer." DigItal Computer
Laboratory. MIT: 'The Photoelectnc
Conversion Program.' Project
Wh/flwmd Servomechanisms Loboratory. MIT; 'The Lincoln Writer·
(With R.E. Savell). MIT Lincoln
Laboratory. (83.13)
Honeywell Inc. Dc\!amaltc II)))
manuals.
Gilt 01 Roberf F. Thx:chl. (82.l0)
Institute of Electronic and Electncal
Engineetll. Th:mlJOctions.
GIlts 01 Massachusetts Computer
Associates. Inc. (83.I)
IBM. 610 and 1620 Manuals.
Programmer's Reference Manual
"fORTRAN. AutomatIc Coding
fu'stem for the IBM 704."
Gift 01 Ramon C. &ott.
Intemational Business Machines
C6rporation. Journal of Research
and Developmenl.
Gifts of Massachusetts Computer
Assodotea. bc. (83.1};
IBM 1130 Manuols and
Documentation.
Gift 01 John R. Richards. (83.2):
IBM 7030 Manuals and
Documentation.
Gift 01 Brigham Young- UmverSity.

(83.61;

Operaung and Maintenance
Manuals for IBM 402. 403, 409, 419.

1231. 1232.

Gifts oJ MIChael Welsbard. (83.8)

RCA ReVlew. March 1951. Vol. XII.
No. I, reprint: 'The Selective
Electrostatic Storege Thbe" by
I. Raichman.
Gift of 10m Ellis and Keilh
Uncapher. (83.J/J
Rand Corporetton. lOSS Manuals
and Dcx:::umentotton.
Gi/t of 'Milis H. WOre. (83.m
RemmgtOn Rand Inc. "Program·
mlng Umvac Systems: Instruction

Manual

r.

1953.

Gift 01 David V. Cossey. (83.101
S~rry Rand Corporelion.
UNIVAC DAS Documentation.
Gift of Ramon C. &."Ott.

Texas Instruments. Inc. Advanced
Scientlhc Computer Manuala and
Dcx:umentatlon.
GIlt of ?exes Instruments. (83.4)
Theory of Opera tion 01 Display
System lor AN/ESQ·7 Combat

Direction Control.

GUt of the MITRE Corporation

Archives. (82.8)

Audio-Vllual Material
Robert Bonifield. photographs 01
D.H. Lehmer's number sieves.
Gift of Robert Bonl/jeld. (82.7)
Burroughs EIC!. original photogrephs.
Gills 01 Bin Smith.
The Computer Ere Calendar.
original photogrephs.
Gifts 01 Did:: EcHlouse and Ruth
Mauluod. (82.S)
IBM, Photos 01 System 360.
Glfl 01 Ramon C. Scotl.
International Research Conference
on the HIstory of Compullng. AudIO
and Video tapeS. volumes.
GUt 01 'Mlliam F. Luebberf. (82.14)
Johnniac Computer. original
photogrephs.
GillS of KeIth Uncapher and
TOm E:Ilis. (83.J/J
RCA, PhotOli 01 Bl.ZMAC. 301. SOL
Gift of Romon C. &oil.
Sperry. PhotOli 01 Univac 9400.
Gift of Ramon C. Scott.
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The Year's Programs in Review

Charles Bashe (second from left),
who occupied an offjce across from
Gene Amdahl (left) duri1)g the design
of the IBM 701 and 704 , came for Gene
Amdahl's lecture and is joined by
Maurice Wilkes (second from right)
and Charles Bachman (right) .

Oliver Selfridge's talk on the past
and future of Artificial intelligence
attracted over 150 people to the tirst
"Bits and Bites" program of the
Spring season.

Exhibits. by virtue of the themes
they represent. Ihe artifacts they exhibit. and the scholarship necessary
to both, are The Computer Museum's

most eloquent form of communication.
But in order for an exhibit to communicate its message, it must have an

audience thai not only receives and
benefits from the message, but who

ultimately become advocates for the
Museum. Special programming. developed to complement exhibits and
archives, plays a special role. The
Museum's Lecture Series, "Bits and
Sites symposia, excursions, and speN

,

cial events like the Babbage ploy. reflect or amplify exhibits and actively
promote the Museum in its role as the
world's only Museum dedicated to the
preservation of computer history. They
function as a conduit between the substantive areas of the collection. and
the public's understanding of and access to those areas.
The past year at The Computer
Museum has seen a number of parallel
efforts designed to expand audiences
and increase visibility. The six major
lectures are the most prominent of
these. These lectures focus upon significant machines. applications. languages or contributors. In the past
year. The Computer Museum has
sponsored lectures by Derreck Lehmer
on The History of the Sieve Machines.
Herbert Grosch about work done at the
Watson Scientific Laboratory from
1945-50. Harry Huskey on the Pilot
ACE to the G-15, Gene Amdahl. and
Captain Grace Hopper.
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Not every presentation can have
the import of a major lecture. but the
sixteen HBits and Bites" talks help present a balanced program on the history of computing by covering a wide
variety of issues. Topics include everyday descriptions of computing, contemporary uses of computers in the
arts, and the effect of cryptography on
computing. From the first talks with
thirty to forty people in attendance.
they now average over 100 people per
week- drawing a wide variety of interested participants.
Guided tours at The Computer
Museum are another public educational program that made great strides
in the past year. In an eight-month
period, over 135 tours were scheduled.
with one-third being organized by volunteers. With advanced booking anda
fee of $25.00, it is still possible to tailor
the tour to the audience. The nature of
a tour depends on the background of
the group requesting the serviceoffering either deeper insights into
specific exhibits or providing a brief
overview of the collection. Guided
tours, in effect. can be adapted to
changing audiences or changing exhibits-something that the more hightech forms of interpretation, such as
personal cassette recorders. have difficulty doing.
As part of the effort to. introduce
the Museum to as many people as
possible. we have also made the gallery and lecture space available to
outside groups sponsoring meetings
and functions. For instance, at a recent

meeting of the Worcester Chapter of
the IEEE, a Hfilm nightH was arranged,
featuring historic films in the Museum's collection. In addition, staff
members were on hand to guide IEEE
members through the collection and
answer questions about exhibits and
programs.
The Museum has supplement
these in-house programs with an outreach service. A mini-travelling exhibit was developed to take the
Museum "on the road Hto national conferences and trade shows and now
reaches an even broader cross-section
of audiences and markets. Digital's
Educational Computer Systems Group
made the first request for display and
paid for the exhibit's design and
construction.
In February. the ACM (Association
for Computing Machinery) donated
booth space to the Museum at a con·
ference of 2,100 computer science
educators from throughout the United
States. Our involvement in the conference provided an opportunity for the
Museum to make our slide and publication services known to educators.
The "Computer Culture" Conference,
organized by the New York Academy of
Sciences. provided resources for the
Museum to produce the film "Pioneer
Computers in Operation: Historic
Films of ENIAC, EDSAC, Whirlwind
and the First Computer-written Wes
ern, and the opportunity for Gwen
Bell to narrate and provide commentary. Participation in each of these
conferences has benefitted the MuseH

Gene Amdahl speaking about
his work on tbe WISt. Stretch, the
Amdahl series. and the soon-la-be·
released TriJogy computer.

urn in terms of visibility within the
computer community. increased memo
bership, and in some cases, new ac·
quisitions. At the same time the image
and appeal of the conference is en·
hanced by the exhibits and or program
oorticipation of the Museum.
,
With over 70 books available (in·
...:'iuding computer history reference
texts, children's books or lighter recre·
ational reading). the Museum Store
provides a convenient clearinghouse
for information relating to books avail·
able on the history of computing. Out·
of·press titles and rare books are
frequently in stock for the benefit of

The Museum Store, with its everexpanding inventory of books and
computer memorabilia, attracts
visitors every day.

researchers and bibliophiles alike.
Antique calculating devices are avail·
able to collectors through the Store's
fleamarket section and slide sets of the
Museum's collection are excellent resources for the classroom.
The Museum's expanded repertoire of programs is a function of their
popularity and effectiveness, as well
as a function of the support of our
volunteers. It would simply be impossible to organize these eUorts without
additional assistance in these areas.
To that end, local members meet quarterly to help the staff with ideas and
react to proposals. Kitty Selfridge.
Chairperson, and Ed Galvin, Secretary, organize and record suggestions
for programs, store products, and development of volunteer activities.
Increased press coverage has
been created or inspired by program
activities. Since June, major features
on the Museum have appeared in over
twenty publications including the November OMNI. and February Discover
magazines, plus various computer
publications. These. in turn, have
generated further visibility through
television and radio coverage. This
media attention has been both national and international: live radio
interviews have been carried on by
telephone to Spokane, Louisville.
Chicago. and even the .BBC in Man·
chester. The Museum was featured on
Boston's Evening Magazine and the
Museum provided materials for the
Grace Hopper interview on the 60 Minutes program.

More is planned for the future; we
are already planning for a full schedule of programs this fall. Lecture
speakers are being finalized. a preliminary ~Bits and Bites~ roster has
been established and an itinerary of
convention shows is being organized
for the travelling exhibit. And, as in
the past. all programs will be de·
signed to complement our ever·
growing slate of exhibit activities.
Christine Rudomin
Programs Coordinator
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The Computer Historian's Bookshell

The Computer Museum Store supports
the Museum exhibits by offering books

that further explain the history of our
exhibited machines. Our collection of
books, and videotaped lectures, provide
a great opportunity tor Museum visitors

who desire to know more than can be
recorded in a single text panel. The
books range in presentaiion from highly
technical to purely recreational. The
Museum store is open to suggestions for
new books that will interest the Com-

puter Museum audience.

Illiac IV, by R. Michael Hord. 1982. Computer Science Press. Rockville. 350 pp.
Order: HORB2 $29.95 (members $26.95)
The Illiae IV-conceived as a massive
breakthrough in computer technologysucceeded so well that it defined a new
category of processors and gave rise to
the tenn 'supercomputer.' Both the computer professional and the educated layman will share the sense 01 majesty in
the recounting of this exciting project. '
Computer Science Press

Hut Six. by Gordon Welchman. 19B2.
McGraw-Hill Book Company. New York.
326 pp.
Order: WEL82 512.95 (members $11.65)
•A fascinating account of the breaking of
the Gennan 'Enigma' code which took
place at Bletchley Park in England. The
author was deeply involved in the cryptanalysis project. and thus presents a
very personal history of the events leading up 10 the cod.ebreaking. The book
offers an excellent insight into the personalities involved in the project. The
las! section of the l:x::lok is devoted to an
analysis of the current state of the communications systems in the U.S. defense
program . a scathing critique. Ben
Goldberg
N

The Enigma War. by Jozef Garlinski.
1980. Scribner. New York. 211 pp.
Order: GARBO $6.95 (members $6.25)
'Historians of WW II and specialists in
intelligence cryptanalysis will find Garlinskfs study indispensible; it is the most
detailed. corroborated account of the
development and perfection of the
'Enigma' machine by which the Allies
were able to decipher a great portion of
the strategically important Nazi and Tapanese radio messages from 1940 onward. ' Choice Magazine
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Early Scientific Instruments. by Nigel
Hawkes, 1981. Abbeville Press. Inc .. New
York. 73 full page color illustrations.
164 pp.
Order: HAWSI $35.00 (members $31.50)
"In this book are illustrated. important
examples from the diverse range of artifacts with which man has tried to discover and explain the complexities of the
physical world. and. through this comprehension. use nature for his own ends.
These early instruments, in addition to
providing a tangible record of the development of scientific knowledge. vividly
demonstrate the technical ingenuity
of former times. · DJ. Bryden in the
Introduction
Antique Scientific Instruments, by
Gerard L'E Thmer. 1980. Blanford Press
Ltd .. Dorset. 69 color plates, 168 pp.
Order: TURBOs $7.50 (members $6.75)
The author, Senior Assistant Curator 01
the Museum of the History of &::ience.
Oxford University, has collected his illustrations and materials from a variety
of European museums and collections.
The first four chapters on astronomy and
time-telling. navigational instruments.
surveying instruments. and drawing
and calculation instruments are J:)Clrticularly relevant to the pre-history of computers. The last chapter; 'Practical Advice on Collecting,' will be especially
useful to collectors.· Gwen Bell

A
History of Manchester C(>~~~'~;:i
by Simon Lavington.
197~ ,

Computing Centre. Manchester,
gland, fully illustrated. 44' pp.
Order: LAV75 $6.50 (members $5.85)
"This very useful booklet summarizes the
history of five successive computer projects at Manchester University, during the
period. 1946-1975. The early pages give
information, from primary sources, on
the development of the first computer at
Manchester, and on the roles 01 r.e.
Vv'illioms. T. Kilburn. M.H.A. Newman.
A. Thring. and others. Prolusely illustrated. · Brian Randell
The Origins 01 Digital Computers:
Selected. Papers, edited. by Brian Ran·
dell. 1975. Berlin, Springer. 580 pp.
Order: RAWS $35.00 (members 531.50)
'An outstanding collection of excerpts
from important nineteenth and twentieth
century computer developments, together with background and commentary on each excerpt. • William Aspray

A History 01 Computing in the Twentieth Century, edited by N. Metropolis. I,
Howlett and Gian-Carlo Rota. 1976. Academic Press, Inc., New York. 121 illustrations and photos. 659 pp.
Order: MEil6 $29.50 (members $26.55)
'If you've been thinking that some day
you should read something on computer
history, buy this l:x::lok! It consists of edited
versions of papers presented in 1976 at
Early British Computers: The Story of an invitationa l conference supported by
Vintage Computers and the People Who the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Built Them. by Simon Lavington. 1980. and by the National Science Foundation. The authors of the 37 J:)Clpers inI
Digital Press. Bedford. fully illustrated.,
clude a high percentage of the people
appendix, 139 pp.
f
who personally did the pioneering work
Order: IAVBO $9.00 (members $8.10)
I
in computing or were firsthand witnessThis volume. sprinkled with more than es to it.· D.o. McCracken . Computing
60 photographs, discusses wartime Reviews
work on Colossus, EDSAC, Pilot ACE,
the Manchester Mark I. LEO, and other Origins of Modern Calculating Maearly British computers.· Henry S. Tropp. chines. by lA.V. Tucek. 1972. Arno Press
Inc., New York. 38 illustrations. 196 pp.
Annals of the History of Computing
Order: TUR72 $19.00 (members $17.10)
Project Whirlwind: The History of a This book is a chronicle of the evolution
Pioneer Compute r. by Kent C. Redmond of mechanical calculating and recordand Thomas M. Smith. 1980. Digital ing machines including machines such
Press, Bedford. 67 illustrations and as Pascal's adding machine, the Compdiagrams, 280 pp.
tometer. the Burrough's machine and the
Order: RED80 $25.00 (members 522.50)
Billing's machine. Written in 1921. the
This book is not a technical engineering book is 01 historical interest for its unique
account. Instead. it is an attempt to re- perspective. its extreme detail and excelconstruct the complexity of· technical. lent illustrations.· Allison Stelling
_
) .. .
finanCial. and administrative problems
and the eventual compromises and solutions to these problems.' Henry S. Tropp, Order from The Computer Museum Siore,
Annals of the History of Computing
One Iron Way. Marlboro, Massachusetts
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Auocic;rtion lor Computing Mach inery
Benton and Bowie.

Charies W. Adams
Gene M. Amdohl
Michael and Me rry Andatman
Harlan E. and Lois Anderson
John Atanasoll
Isaac L. Auerbach
Chc;uJel and Conslance Bachman
John Banning
Harul Barsamia n
G .C . Belden. b .
Gordon and Gwen Bell
Ja mel and Roberta Bell
Chelter Bell
I. Weldon Bellville
t..o L. Beranek
Allred M. Be rtocc::hi
Erlc:h Bloc:h
Ted Bonn
David H. Brandin
Ric hard A. Broc:kelman
Gordon S. Brown
Lowre nce C . Brown
Arthur and Alice Burks
Jamel R. Burley
Roger C. Cady
Philip and Belsey Caldwell
George A. Chamberlain UI
George Champine
Reginald and Linore Cleveland
Harold Cohen
Charles W. Conn
Harvey Cragon
He nry J. Crouse
lames G . Cudmore
Amos R.L. DlKlcon. Jr.
Har vey and Barbara Deilel
William R. Demmer
Ed de Caslro
Arnaud de Vitry
Richard Dickerman
Uoyd I. Dickman
Herul G . Doll
Patrick M. Donini
Georgedna Doriot
I. Alvin Dru'yor
Sanford H. Duryee
Richard Eckhouse
David B. Edwards
Tom Eggers
M. Gordon Ehrlich
Dan L, Eiln er
lohn H. £Sbin
UU and Helene Fagerquist
Ed",ard Alvin Feustel
Jay W. Forresler
Ed FredJrin
Neil Freeman
Alan E. Frisbie
Samuel H. Fuller
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Albert E. Mullin. Jr.
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Jose ph M. Newcomer
Wolte r I. Nisse n. Jr.

."ring the Initial two-yeal' period of the Museum. until June 10. 1984. the •
Program is in eHect. The purpo.e il to build a Itrong foundation for
The Computer MUHum. Thil provide. participants with a unique opportunity to
help The Computer MUleum become established al an industry-wide MUleum
that will hcJ-,e enougb IUpport to continue U. eHort. to prese"e tbe hillory at
information procesling.
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Je remy M. Norman
Bob Noyce
H. Edward Nyc.
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Fontaine K. Richardson
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Michael Rooney
Jack Roseman
Dorothy E. Rowe
Martin I. Sack
Michael J. Samek
Jean E. Sammet
F. Grant Savierl
Edward A. Schwart'
Oliver G. and Killy Selfridge
Donald G . Seydel
John J. Shieldl III
John F. Shoc:h
Alan F. Shugart
Jonathan Singer
Richard L. Sites
Ronald G . Smart
John F. Smith
Steven Spellman
Jobn Stork
Gerald Steinback
Max J. Steinmann
David K. StevenlOn
Robert E. and Diane M. Stewart
George Slibitz
William D. a nd Carole K. Strecker
Tho mas A. Sus lc
Ivan and Marcia Sutherland
Stephen A. Szygenda
David Tarahar
John Tartar
Robert W. Ta ylor
Norman H. Taylor
William R. Thompson
lames E. Thornton
Erwin Tomash
Michael G . Tomalic
Frit, and Nomi 1'lapnen
Jacqueline 'JYrwhill
George E. Valley, Jr.
D.V.R. Vithal
An Wong
W. Joe Watson
Thomas E. Welmers
J.B. Wiesner
Harvey W. Wigginl. Jr.
William Wolfson
Leonard W. Woodall
James W. Wood s
Richard H. Yen

THE END BIT

0000000000000001
A newsbrief of the collection

inventor Carl L. Norden repHed: · Which
pickle would you like to hit?" By the end
uncannily precise- it could place a bomb of the war, more than 25,(0) bombSights
inside a 100-1001 circle from four miles
had been built by Norden and more
by Sperry, each costing $2S,CXXI. The
up. Bombardiers said that it could pul a
Computer Museum's bombsight is a
bomb in a pickle barrel from ZO,(KX) feet.
When asked to verify tbis information.
gift of Norden Systems.

The Norden Bombsight became famous

during World War II lor making bombing

I
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM
The Computer Museum is a nan-proHt,
public, charitoble foundation dedicated to
preserving and exhibiting on Indust ry-wide,
brood-based collection 01 the history 01 information processing. Computer history Is
interpreted through exhibits. publications,
videotapes, lectures, educational progrmn.,
and other prog rams. The Museum a rchives
both artifacts and documentation and
makes the materials available for
scholarly use.
The Computer Museum i. open to the public
Sunday through Friday hom 1:00 to 6:00 pm,
Thele is no charge Jor admission. The
Museum's lecture haH and reception
facilities are available for lent on a
prearranged basis. For information call
617-467-4443.
Museum membership is available to
individuals and non-proUt organization.
for S25 annually and to businesses for SI25
annually. Members receive the qua rt erly
Report. invitations to all lectu res and special prog rams, new posters, and a ten
percent discount in the Museum store.
A Founders program is in ellecl during the
initiallwo-year period 01 the Museum, until
June 10, 1984. During Ihis period individuals
and non-prolit organizations may become
Founders for $250 and businesses and chari·
table Foundations may become Founders for
$25(X). Founders rece ive all benefits 0 1 membership and recognition lor their important
role in establishing the Museum.
THE COMPUTER MUSEUM REPORT
(ISSN 0136·5438)

The Computer Museum Report is published
qua rterly by The Computer Museum, One
Iron Way, Marlboro, MA 01752. Annua l subscription is perrt 01 the members hip of the
Museum (S25 pe r year lor individuals
and nonprofit organizations and SI25
lor corporations).
The purpose is to report on the p rograms
and exhibitions of the Museum. The co nlents 01 The Computer Museum Reporl may
not be reproduced without wrillen consent.
The Museum Stoll is rellponsible lor the con·
tents 01 tbe Report. The opinions expressed
do not necessorily represent those 01 The
Computer Museum or its Board of Directors.
The design and production of Ihe Report
is done by Benson and Clemons.
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The Director'. Le tter

Next fall, The Computer Museum should be operational in downtown
Boston at Museum Whorl, a six story condominium for two museums. The
Museum will occupy floors five and six. Visitors will enter The Computer
Museum via the majestic elevator pictured on the cover. The decision to
move was made quickly, but with care.
Last summer, just after we had opened our doors as a public museum,
Michael Spock , Director of Boston's Children's Museum and member of The
Computer Museum Board , called me and asked, ~Would you consider moving to Museum Wharf?M
I retorted, -You've got to be kidding, we just opened in Marlboro. _ But
the seed had been planted.
During the last year, the most common questions from visitors and
members were: "In the long run, where do you think the Museum should
be?~ "How long do you think the Museum will stay in Marlboro?MTo be
able to respond to these, we evaluated alternative locations that would be
convenient to our public: people from around the world interested in com·
puters. Proximity to the airport. convention hotels and local universities
were critical factors . The stumbling block was money. Unless a special
opportunity arose, relocating would cost tens of millions of dollars and
take years of planning.
In January, Mike called again and asked if
the Museum would consider moving to the top two
floors of Museum Wharf. I knew we should take
him seriously, but I questioned the suitability of
the Wharf space. Having just installed a 9,000
pound section of ILUAC IV, J asked, "What's the
loading capacity of the floor?~
He replied, M
O ne hundred pounds per square
foot. ..
M
That's double our present loading capacity, M
I said. "But. how can we get a 12 x 8 x 4 foot mo·
chine to the top floors?"
"No problem, " said Spock, "You can drive a
fire engine into one end of the elevator and out
the other onto the floor. M
The location fit the criteria . The site has a
canal·front park with a view of downtown Boston.
It is minutes from the airport. a short walk from
South Station and the ~ redlineM subway that stops
near MIT and Harvard, and is convenient to convention hotels . Also, BOSCOM, a permanent in·
ternational computer marketcenter opening in
late 1984 on Commonwealth Pier, is within walk·
ing distance.
Exhibit coordinator Jamie Parker and I made an appointment to see the
space. The Museum of Transportation had recently moved out leaving a
bare shell equipped to hold another museum. The sprinkler system, heat·
ing system and public facilities were all up to code. And the structure
itself, built as a wool warehouse, had large generic spaces into which
exhibits could be set. The Computer Museum could occupy 60,000 square
feet, six times more space than it has in Marlboro. While The Computer
Museum's goals indicate an eventual need for several hundred thousand
square feet, Museum Whatf provides the appropriate next step.

•

But we did not let ourselves get excited. The Museum didn't have
any funds to purchase the property and Mike Spock and the Board of The
Children's Museum needed to have a rapid decision . I talked about the
issue with Ken Olsen, Chairman of our Board. He in turn took the issue to
The Computer Museum Report /Falll983
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the officers of Digital Equipment Corporation. The consensus was that if
the building provided. good value lor the Museum. and if enough support
would be forthcoming, then it was appropriate to make the mov~. Digital
had been happy to provide on incubator for the Museum , and would be
proud to have it move to proper museum quarters at the right time.

-

Two studies were undertaken to test whether we should purchase one
half interest in Museum Wharf. Digital's real estate department determined.
the value to be received. was very high. For a down payment of $1,200,(X)()
and half interest in a $1.600,000 Industrial Revenue Bond (at 8.5% interest to
1999). The Computer Museum will own half of a 155,000 square-foot building
equipped as a museum. This is a third of the cost that most museums have
to pay for similar space in similar locations. Simultaneously, Robert 1.
Corcoran Associates undertook a feasibility study to determine whether SS
million could be raised for this project. After more than sixty interviews
with industry leaders, they gave the project an unequivocable green light.
The Board of Directors of The Computer Museum then agreed to undertake
the necessary fund raising to enable this move.
Since then, the staUs of the two museums have met together and
started to work on appropriate ways to share and cooperate as the owners
of Museum Wharf.
The ground floor of the Wharf will be developed for public spaces. Both
museums will have separate lobbies and separate museum shops. acces·
sible to the public without entering the museum~. MacDonalds has a long
term lease on the bay on one end of the building, and in the summertime
"The Milk Bottle" is open as a refreshment stand.
The Children's Museum occupies floors two through four and is acces·
sible by several interior stairways. Unlike many children's museums, it
is both collection based and hands·on. The Americana, Native American.
and Japanese collections provide the basis for exhibits. study and teacher ~
resource material. The centerpiece of the Japanese collection is a recreated
16th century silk merchant's house from Kyoto. Visitors take off their shoes.
sit on tamamis and listen to an interpreter tell about life in the house. The
collections and study areas are housed in special climate·controlled areas
beyond the house. The curatorial staff of The Children's Museum will help
us understand how best to use the Wharf building for exhibits and the
interrelation of study, collections and exhibitions-an important concept for
The Computer Museum to develop.
This move will bring the Museum to a new threshold in developing
exhibits. The members. many who act as "curators, " have helped us ac·
quire and interpret the exhibits, resulting in a technical presentation . After
an exhibit is up. they comment and criticize. and we make changes. Many
visitors at Museum Wharf will be laymen. so our exhibits must be more
accurate from the start and must be layered from a general to a technical
level. Because member input has been so valuable, the exhibits will open
for members only as a field test. If all goes well. next May you will be
invited. to Museum Wharf to review the first exhibition. And with all that
has happened in this past year, I'm betting on it.
Gwen Bell
Director
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Creating Archives lor the History ollnlonnation Processing

Symposlu ...

If'-

The Computer Museum sponsored
two-day symposium in Mayan archiving issues in information processing history.
In only 35 years, the Information
Revolution has produced mOTe historical records o n itself in more forms
than those available about any previous scientific era.
Symposium attendees included
archivists and others from The MITRE
Corporation. Lawrence Livermore

Laboratories. Travellers Insurance
Company. the MIT Library and Museum, Elec itherian Mills Museum ,
Clark University. the Charles Babbage
Institute, the Annals of the His tory of
Computing, and the National Museum

of Science and Technology, Canada.
"Criteria and taxonomies must
be established for collections. said
Helen Slatkin, archivist at MIT, uThe
first step is the general taxonomy of
the field, such as that provided in Bell
and Newell's Computer Structures and
adopted by The Computer Museum .
The second step is the decision of
whether or not to save any particular
" 'cument. ~
Slatkin emphasized that a Hrecord"
IS a HrecordHindependent of the field,
and contemporary standard archival
criteria for preservation may be used.
But contemporary standards are different from those passed down from
librarians in the days when everything could be saved, shelved and
cataloged.
Gordon Bell and Jean Sammet.
both authors of historical ~ trees, argued about the placement of limbs and
branches and agreed that geHing the
tree planted was the significant point.
A forest with a limited number o f
species for various major collecting
areas would then give the overall
picture.
The importance of different collections was also discussed. Arthur Norberg, director of the Charles Babbage
Institute, described its focus on the
early papers of the individuals who
formed the industry, and hence the
evolution of the information processing industry. Computer Museum archi~ts explained its collecting policy'~ ~ Museum starts with hardware and
-..len collects the accompanying documentation. It was recognized that each
institution would provide archives in
keeping with its primary ro le. For exH

'r -

U

ample, universities and company
archives would be expected to be primary sources for the papers on people
and activities primarily associated
with them.
Computer historian Paul Ceruzzi
made the case that although we need
to see documents of all kinds, the artifacts themselves are also valuable. A
movie or a set of prints just does not
provide the same understanding as
the object itself, or even a few pieces of
the object; and whenever those have
survived they ought to be saved.
The symposium opened with a
showing of videotapes and films of
information processing, followed by a
discussion. The films were grouped
into three kinds: (l) "Vintage films " (at
least 15 years old) that have been
found and considered to be worth saving; (2) Contemporary documentaries
made with a historic purpose in mind,
which include the commissioned videotapes of The Computer Museum and
the video-history program at MIT under the direction of Ithiel de Sola Pool
and his assistant, Richard Solomon; (3)
Videotaped presentations of lectures
and conferences devoted to historic
topics.

"What would we give lor a
lilm 01 Babbage and Ada
Lovelace just chatting. not
even saying anything 01
historical interest?"
Video archives create separate archival issues. Videotapes are easy to
make and getting less expensive every
day. yet they are time consuming to
edit , expensive to preserve, and require special equipment to watch.
Martin Campbell-Kelly. a collector
of vintage films who uses films in his
classes at the University of Warwick,
led off the discussion. He suggested
that all films and video should be
rated . This set the group into discussion.

Jean Sammet: "Outside from the caveat of cost (and I realize that is a big
one), I think everything c reqted on film
ought to be kept. I wont to see expression on people's faces . I suspect that
everyone has watched a rocket launch
and gotten a thrill from it. It's only a
piece of machinery going up in the air.

And so what? Fifty or a hundred years
from now school children will watch
them and think they ar~ hysterical."

Helen Slotkjn: "There were 1.024 rocket
launches that were filmed . The national archivist has asked. do we have
to keep all of them? There were ISO
failures and everyone agrees to keep
them."

Rkhard Solomon: "What would we
give tor a film of Babbage and Ada
Lovelace just chattmg, not even saying anything of historical interest?H
Gwen Bell: "We not only have to be
concerned with what we save but als o
what we create."

Helen Slo tkin: "An archivist is passive.
Only gathers things. In c reating records. you are saying there are holes
and we will fill them . It is conscious
and after-the-facl.
H

Gordon Bell: "Guidelines are needed
for making films, because the Museum
commissioned two films of decommissioning of machines; one is great and
the other is awful."

!thiel de Sola Pool: "The important
thing is the groups of people and their
relationsh ips and how this co mes
across on videotape. Factual information can be better transferred in other
ways."
Helen Slot kin: "Unless you know who
the user will be. you can't make the
decision about what to save. If you
decide to film a conference. it could be
used five different ways, and in each
case it would be done differently. "
Gordon Bell: uLet's only deal with the
producer/storer problem, not the consumer problem. Nice to have the Los
Alamos tapes and the Museum lecture
tapes- in the first case the people
were in a group and defending their
turf and in the second they were on
their own-the star. We need a set of
rules of how to cut at the source.
H

Barbara Costello (Lawrence Livermore
Laboratories}: "Accuracy in videotapes
is relatively difficult; not the s ame contro l as books; especially on the made
topes."

Gwen Bell: "At present, for the produced tapes. there is n o reviewing
system as there is for an article or
book. They don't have the same kind of
close scrutiny."
The Computer Museum Report /f'alll983
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The Computer Museum's
Video Archives:
lean Sammet: "The script for the ENIAC
tape could have been reviewed."
/thiel de Sola Pool: "Yes, but my point is
that Arthur Burks says that better on
paper, and the interesting part is the
film ."
Gwen Bell: "But we commissioned the
voice-over to help people understand
the film."

Martin Campbell-Kelly: ~I have the
non-voice film and now I know that 1
want the voice-over version. Burks
says exactly what people need to
know. I bought the Fortran tape from
the HOPt set because I thought it
would be useful for teaching, but it
was a disaster."
Jean Sammet: "What are you telling
me? We shouldn't have made it?
Shouldn't be selling it?"
Mike Williams (University of Calgary):
"Looking at a cannibalized piece of the
ENIAC, like the one at the Museum ,
doesn't do much for me. Why not just
videotape everything and tluow the
junk out?"

lean Sammet: "Wait a minute. There's
a big difference between three dimensions and two. You want to see a picture of The Spirit of 51. Louis and the
airplane and get a feel for just what
Lindberg had to contend with."
Martin Campbell-Kelly: ~ I travelled
from England to see these pieces of
junk and they do something for me.
You'U eat those words when you see
the Mark I at Harvard .
H

•
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A picture is worth a thousand
words."
A gigantic computer flashes on the
screen. The camera zooms in and we
see a video display screen blinking
~Hello, Mr. Murrow."
We're watching the Whirlwind
starring on a 1952 segment of "See It
Now. " This film clip is not only worth a
thousand words but 150, 000 watts: the
power necessary to turn on Whirlwind ,
which had less computing power than
an Apple II. O ld films can let visitors
and scholars see historic machines in
action-see what they were like and
what it might have been like to program or work on one of them.
The video archives parallel the
artifact collection-one often leads to
the other. Usually the acquisition of a
machine leads to fi nding film footage ,
but occasionally it happens in reverse.
The films and videotapes fall into
three major categories: vintage films;
historical documentaries; and lecture
or conference videotapes.
Vintage Films
The Museum's Collection of vintage films, films made about contemporary computing to reach audiences
of their time, is expanding slowly with
the help of Museum members and
other interested collectors. Through a
lead from a Stanford Computer Science alumnus about a very good early
film on times haring, the Museum acquired Ellis D. Kroptechev and ZEUS ,
his Marvelous TImesharing System .
Two other films, Machines That
Think (1922) and Introduction to
Punched Card Accounting (1928) were
added to the film and video archives
on the sugges tion of Martin CampbellKelly, an avid film collector and Professor of Computer Science, University
of Warwick.
To date, the collection has only
contemporary documentaries. The
Museum would like to branch out and
start a collection of vintage entertainmenl films featuring the computer as a
central character. 2001, Deshet, and
Metropolis are some examples. We
would like to know your favorites as
we s tart to build this collection.
Historical Documentaries
Histo rical documentqri es are
films mode to preserve history. When
one-of-a-kind machines are being retired, the Museum urges that a film be
made of the installation. A IS-minute
documentary was made by Brigham
o

Young University of the last Stretch
(IBM 7030) in operation, at our request............
Stretch, in its later years, was not t1:
some as Stretch in the' early sixties
when it was the centerpiece of Los
Alamos . The film, although important ,
doesn't have the snap of a film made
for a contemporary purpose. Yet historical documentaries are essential to
make when nothing e lse exists.
The Museum has also shot over
two hours of raw footage of Harold
Cohen making his art, and made one
documentary that explains the 1981
version of his program. We will sup·
plement that with the footage showing
the more recent evolution of his computer art.
Lecture and. Confere nce Videota pes
The Museum's lecture videotapes
and assorted History of Computing
Conference videotapes represent over
two-thirds of the Museum's film and
video collection. These videotapes of
significant contributors to the develop·
ment of information processing technology serve as a primary data source
for scholars and students. The Museum receives requests from across
the country for copies of specific lec ..-..,
ture tapes. Included are first-han.
opinions from Konrad Zuse, who believed that with the development of the
stored program "the devil entered the
machine," and vivid reminiscences of
Grace Ho pper, who described the
pressures of working during WWll on
the Mark 1. These tapes provide direct
accounts of crucial developments in
computing technology and indirectly
convey the environment and atmosphere of the projects. Each lecture at
the Museum is videotaped for the archives. The History of Programming
Languages, 1978 (HOPt), and International Research Center, 1976 (lRC) Conference tapes were gifts from private
donors.
Film a nd. Video Archives
Once received by the Museum
staff, the film or videotape is carefully
indexed and then sent to a professionallab to be copied onto videotape.
The masters of the films and videotapes are then stored in a climate
controlled room monitored by a professional s taff . Videotapes are run once 0-...
year to maintain their quality.
The copies of the original film~
and videotapes are held in the film and
video archives for viewing by staff and
Museum members.

"I"he Film and Video Collections

Vintage Films

Historical Documentaries

Museum Lectures

Apollo Guida ...,. Computer. (silent IiIm)
\XIllo InltruIMnla!ion La'xnolory 0\
IT. .::1'«1 1968, 20 minutes. Gifl of
~"o,I" Stark Droper Laboratory.

A CAM {Compuler.A1ded-Mon"loclur.
IlIgl Update. Aulomotilr. 19EIO. 40 minUI ... Gilt 01 Automalix.

Amdahl. Gen •. From WlSC 10
TRILOGY. 1983.

EDSAC. Cambridge Univerlity
Ma'h.moll ~ Laboratory. \951, 10 mln_
ul ... Gill 01 Mlnuie. Wilke.,
EHIAC: N......... llootag. with naHOUon by P,ofnao. "'rlh". BUlka. The

Moo •• School and The Computer
Mu..um. ]946. 30 min ... ' ••. Gilt 01
"uhur Bu.b

In Your 0.1....., SAGE. We,tem Elec_
Iric: gOO Ih. U.S. Ai, force. 1961. 25 minu, ... Gill 01 MITRE Corporolion.
mltoduc:lloD to Pvacbed Cord Account_
ing, circa 1928.

UHC With Tomorrow. Natloned Publlc
Televl,lon, circa 1965. Gift of Dillitgi
Equipment Corporollon.
MClchln. . ThaI Thhul. SlolI Theatre.,

'922.
Making EJKlron, Count. MIT and Ih.
Ollie. 01 NoV<l] Research. 1953,25 min_
"t... GI/I of MIT.
MANIAC, 1.- Alo __ Scientlllc: l.clbo,o1oty, drca 1961. 20 mlnut... Gift of
t.o. AIClm08 Sc;'nlilic Laboralory.
MIT Uncoln Labonrtory
10 mlnul... GUI 01 MIT.

TX~,

MIt

I~,

See II Now: T~ WHIRLWlND. CBS TV;
1952, 6 mlnulel.
S~llchpod: MIT Uncolll Laboralo,y TX.
Z. MIT. 1960, 12 mlnule •. Gifl of MIT.
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We. Clalk. UNC. 1981.

Hlltary 01 Progl"Ofllftl.lr.g Laaq\lag••
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Edwa,d •. Doi. Early ManchHter
CO ... P'" .... 1981.

Pow... of T.n ,Pyramid,lOmlnulel.I978.

flow.". Tom H., o..lgn and Use of
Colo..u.: wwn Coda-Bl'IOklng
Mocbine. 1981.

STRETCH, The Technological Link
bltw_n Y•• ,.rdoy and Tomorrow.
Brigham Young University ond Th.
Compute. Museum. 1981. 15 mlnut ••.

GrOKh, Herbert. The Wataon Sel.nl!llc
Laboralory.194s..195(]. 1982.

FoneSler, Jay. Whirlwind. 1980.

Hopper. Groce. Howard AikIn and
HafYCIrd Mark I. 1983.

I~

HUl k.y, Harry. From Pilot ACE 10 the
G-IS.I982.

Lehmer. D.H., Hillery oltha 51• .,.
Mocbinft.I982.
Hagan. Le •• The Orlgl ... E.... luno .. and
F\lI".. altha S.mleanduetor Ind\l.try,

''''.

SUbilZ. George. o..lgn alth. Ball Lab.
Reloy Compute.., 1980.
WllI' e •. Moutlce. roSAC.
Wllkl .. son, Jama ••
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1m.

Pilot ACE, 1981.

Zu... Ko.. rad. Z1. Z2 and l:I.I936-1947.
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DII. O. Kropl.., ..... o;mcI Zeu •• hi. Mm... Iou. n .... Shariaq Sy.t..... Stanford
Unlverelty. ei,CQ 1965, 15 minute•• GUt
of Stanford Univerilly Computer Seienee o.pOrtment.

The last segmen t of Tomorrow: The
Thinking Machine, a 1961 TV program
produced by CBS for M1Ts one hundredth birthday. features a computerwritten Western . Harrison (Oit) Morse
wrote the program on the TX·a (with
its 32K bits of core memory). Doug
Ross (upper right) explains the logical
choices the machine could make
about the placement of the robber
and the sheriff, the gun, the table,
the window, th e door, the whiskey
bottle, etc. Actor lack Gilford plays
the role of the robber, cleaning his
gun while the sheriff looks on. Three
versions are produced on the film, including one in which the computer
program got stuck in a loop.
A question to the readers: Does this
program and film qualify as the first

artificial intelligence program written
to produce a play?
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The Origin 01 Spacewar
J. M. Graetz

,.....

•• BEFORE SPACEWAR!
The Lensman. The Skylark. and the
Hingham Institute
It's Kimball Kinnison's fault. And

Dick Seaton's. Without the Gray Lens·
man and the Skylark of Space there
would be nothing to write about. So
most of the blame falls on E. E. Smith.
but the Toho Film Studios and the

American Research and Development
Corp. have something to a nswer for a s
well . If Doc Smith had been content
designing doughnuts. if AmericanInternational P ictures had stuck to
beach blanket flicks , if (most of all)
General Doriot hadn't waved money in
front of Ken Olsen in 1957. the world
might yet be free of Spacewarl
It all carne togeth er in 1961 at the
Hingham Institute. a barely habitable
tenement on Hingha m Street in Cambridge, MA. Three Institute Fellows
were involved: Wayne Wiitanen, mathematician. early music buff. and
mountain climber; J. Martin Graetz
(which is me). man of no fixed talent
~o tended to act superior because he
.
I S already a Publis hed Author; and
;:,tephen R. (Slug) Russell, s pecialist in
steam trains. trivia. and artificial intelligence. We were all about 25 (the
more or less to be the same).
At the time. we were crashing and
banging our way through the "Skylark~ and ~ Lens man~ novels of Edward
E. Smith. PhD, a cereal chemis t who
wrote with the grace and refinement of
a pneumatic drill .
In a pinch, which is where they
usually were . ou r h eroes could be
counted on to come up with a complete
scientific theory, invent the technology
to implement it, build the tools to implement the technology, and produce
the (usually) weapons to blow away
the baddies. all while being chased in
their spa ceship hither and thither
throughout the trackless wastes of the
galaxy (he wrote like that) by assorted
F enachrone. Boskonians. and th e
World Steel Corporation.
In break s b e tween books . we
would be off to one of Boston's seedier
~ emas to view the latest trash fro m
•
10. These movies depended lor their
~ .;dects on high quality model work.
oceans of rays, beams. e xplosions and
general brouhaha . and the d etermined avoidance of plot. character. or

sign ificance . They w e re the movie
equivalent of The Skylark of Space.
If that's the case, we asked ourselves, why doesn't anyone make Skylark movies? Hearing n o reply (our
innocence of c urrent film technology.
economics, and copyright laws was
enormous), we often passed the time in
the Hingham Street common room in
deep wishful thought, inventing s pecial eUects and sequences for a grand
series of space epics that would never
see a sound stage. Nonethe less, these
books. movies. and bull-sessions established the mind-set that eventually
led to Spacewarl
When Computers Were Gods
In early 1961 Wayne. Slug . and I.
by no coincidence. were all working at
Harvard University's Littauer Stat istical Laborato ry. A large part of our
jobs was to run statistics computations
on an IBM 704.
To a generation whose concept of
a computer is founded on the Z80 chip.
it may be hard to visualize a 704 or to
comprehend the place it held in the
public imagination. It was a collection
of mysterious hulking gray cabine ts
approachable only through the inter·
cession of The Operator.
Everything about the 704 . from the
inscrutable main frame to the glowing
tubes in the glass-walled core memory
case. proclaimed that this was a Very
Complicated System operated only by
Specially Trained Personnel. among
whom programme rs and o ther ordi·
nary mortals we re not numbered . In
short. a computer was some thing that
you simply did not sit down and fool
around with .

A Stone's Throw From Olympus
In the summer of 1961 1 we nt to
work for Professor Jack B. Dennis. who
was then the proprietor of the TX-O. a
machine that to me was only slightly
less legendary than its ancestor.
Whirlwind. The TX·O was transis·
torized. and while solid·state comput·
ers were beginning to appear on the
market, the HTixo" was the original.
Even in 1961 it was acknowledged to be
a historically important research facility; many of the programs d e veloped
on the TX-O. such a s Jack Dennis's
MACRO Ass em bler and Th om a s
Stockham's FLIT debugging program.
were the fir st of their kind . So the
chance to work on this computer was in
many ways a rite of passage; it meant

that 1 had joined the ranks of the Real
Programme rs.
While hardly your a verage populist Apple , the TX-O was definitely a
step a w ay from the Computer·As·
Apo llo. Instead o f being sealed into its
own special chapel. it sat at one end of
a typical large, messy MIT research
space: With its racks of exposed cir·
cuitry. power s upplies and me ters, and
its long, low L·shaped con sole, the
TX-O looked for all the world like the
con trol room of a sub urban pumping
s tation. And the thing of it was, you
w ere expected to run it yourself.
Th e TX · O ·s input and o utpu t
medium was a Flexowriter: an all-inane keyboa rd, p rinter, paper· tape
reader and punch, that worked like a
mule and had a personality to match.
There was also a "high·speed" paper
tape reader. a Grand Prix whiz that
could read p rograms into memory alm ost as fa s t as the casse tte · tape
reader on a TRS·BO.
And the TX·O had a scop e. Console·mount ed, prog rammable CRTs
were not unheard of at that time but
they were genera lly slow. inflexible.
and awkward to program . The TX·O
scope, on the other hand. was easy to
use; you could generate a useful dis·
play with fewer than a dozen instructions . And it that weren't enough. there
was a magic wand: th e light pen.
That was the TX·O: the world's
firs t o n-line computer. and the !raining
ground for the designers and p rogramme r s o f later generations of
hands·on machines. The first com·
puter bums- hackers-were the prod·
ucts of this training; without it. and
th em. there would have been no
Spacewarl
Tixo's People
The users o f the TX-O were a
me lange o f s tudents. staff researchers
and professors with not much in com·
mon other than their need for large
amo unt s of larg ely un s tructured
computer time. The feel of the place.
however, was established by the h ackers -mos tly s tudents, but including a
professor or two--whose lives seemed
to be organized in IS-bit strings.
Out of this cloud of computer b ums
emerged the g roup that brought Spacewarl to the silver (well. ligh t gray)
screen: Dan Edwards (AI Group), LISP
specialist; Alan Kotok {TX·O staff). who
wro te the MIDAS Debugge r; Robert A.
Saunde rs (TX·O s taU). w h o wrote
The Computer Museum Reporl/f alll983
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MIDAS, the successor to MACRO; Peter Samson (AI Group), who made the
Tixo and PDP-I play Bach, and Steve
Russell and L
"You Mean That's All It DoesT
When computers were still
marvels, people would flock to watch
them at work whenever the opportunity arose. They were usually disappointed. Whirring topes and clattering
card readers can hold one's interest
only so long. They just did the some
dull thing over and over.
On the other hand, something is
always happening on a TV screen,
which is why people stare at them for
hours. On MIT's annual Open House
day, for example, people come to store
for hours at Whirlwind's CRT screen.
What did they stare at? Bouncing Boll.
Bouncing Ball may be the very
first computer-CRT demonstration program. It didn't do much: a dot appeared at the top of the screen, fell to
the bottom and bounced (with a Uthok"
from the console speaker). It bounced
off the sides and floor of the displayed
box, gradually losing momentum until
it hit the floor and rolled off the screen
through a hole in the boltom line. And
that's all. Pong was not even on idea in
1960. (Note: Well . maybe not Pong, but
something very much like it. Watch
these pages. -DHA)
The TX-O's counterpart to Bouncing Ball was the Mouse in the Maze,
written by Douglas 1. Ross and John E.
Ward. Essentially. it was a short cartoon; a stylized mouse searched
through a rectangular maze until it
found a piece of cheese which it then
ate, leaving a few crumbs. You constructed the maze and placed the
cheese (or cheeses-you could have
more than one) with the light pen. A
variation replaced the cheese with a
martini; after drinking the first one the
mouse would stagger to the next.
Besides the Mouse, the TX-O also
had HAX, which displayed changing
patterns according to the settings of
two console switch registers. Wellchosen settings could produce interesting shapes or arrangements of dots,
sometimes accompanied by amusing
sounds from the console speaker. The
console speaker is a phenomenon
whose day seems to have passed.
(More than just a plaything, for the
experienced operator the speaker was
a valuable guide to the condition of a
running program.)
Finally, there was the inevitable
Tic-Toe-Toe, with the user playing the
computer. The TX-O version used the
Flexowriterrather than the scope. (The
game is so simple to analyze that there
8
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was even a version for the off-line
Flexo. )
These four programs pointed the
way. Bouncing Ball was a pure demonstration: you pushed the button, and it
did all the rest. The mouse was more
fun , because you could make it different every time. HAX was a real toy; you
could play with it while it was running
and make it change on the fly. And TicTac-Toe was an actual game, however
simpleminded. The ingredients were
there; we just needed an idea.
The World's First Toy Computer
For all its homeliness, the TX-O
was still very much a god. It took up
lots of space, it had to be carefully
tended, it took special procedures to
start it up and shut it down, and it cost
a lot of money to build.
All this changed in the fall of 1961,
when the first production-model PDP-l
was installed in the "Kluge Room" next
door to the TX-O . It had been anticipated for months; an early brochure
announcing the machine (as well as a
couple of noshows called the PDP-2
and PDP-3, in case you were wondering about that) had been circulating in
the area for a while. It was clear that
the PDP-l had TX-O genes; the hackers
would be right at home.
The -I would be faster than the
Tixo, more compact and available. It
was the first computer that did not
require one to have an E.E. degree and
the patience of Buddha to start it up in
the morning; you could turn it on anytime by flipping one switch, and when
you were finished, you could turn it off.
We had never seen anything like that
before.

II. SPACEWAR! BEGUN
The Hingham Institute Study Group
On Space Warfare
Long before the PDP-I was up and
running , Wayne , Slug and I had
formed an ad-hoc committee on what
to do with the Type 30 Precision C~
Display which was scheduled to
installed a couple of months after the
computer itself. It was clear from the
start that while the Ball and Mouse
and HAX were clever and amusing,
they really weren't very good as demonstration programs. Zooming across
the galaxy with our Bergenholm Intertialess Drive, the Hingham Institute
Study Group on Space Warfare devised its Theory of Computer Toys. A
good demonstration program ought to
satisfy three criteria:
I ) It should demonstrate, that is, it
should show off as many of the
computer's resources as possible,
and tax those resources to the
limit.
2) Within a consistent framework , it
should be interesting. which
means that every run should be
differen!.
3) It should involve the onlooker in a
pleasurable and active way-in
short, it should be a game.
With the Fenachrone hot on our
ion track, Wayne said, "Look, you n~
action and you need some kind of sk.
level. It should be a game where you
have to control things moving around
on the scope , like, oh, spaceships.
Something like an explorer game, or a
race or contest ... a flight. maybe?H
"SPACEWARI shouted Slug and I,
as the last force screen flared into the
violet and went down.
The basic rules developed quickly.
There would be at least two spaceships, each controlled by a set of console switches ("Gee, it would be neat
to have a joystick or something like
that . . . H). The ships would have a
supply of rocket fuel and some sort of
weapon; a ray or a beam, possibly a
missile. For really hopeless situations,
a panic button would be nice . . .
hmmm . . . aha! Hyperspace! (What
else, after all, is there?) And that ,
pretty much, was that.
H

The Hackers Meet SPACEWARI
By the end of summer, 1961. Steve
Russell had returned to the Artificial
Intelligence Group (he'd worked theJ:A.,.
before Littauer); consequently, wh.
ever ideas the Study Group came uJ7"'
with were soon circulating among the
hackers. Spacewarl was an appealing, simple concept, and the hackers

Gleefully playing Spacewarl at a
spring Bits and Bites talk are (left to
right) Alan Kotok, Stev'e Russell and
Shag Graetz. Spacewarl , tbe first
video game and one of the Museums
software artifacts, was designed lOT a
PDP} by Graetz, Russell and Wayne
Wittenan in 1961.

were the appealingly simple people to ers. and an exciting idea. Slug Russell
bring it to life. First. however. there was getting the heat from everyone to
"do something" about Spacewarl (I
was the small matter of software.
The PDP-I was a no-frills machine was in a different department at MIT
at the beginning; except for a few by this time and Wayne. alas. was one
diagnostic and utility routines. there of those unlucky Army Reservists
was no program library. In a way this called to active duty during the Berlin
suited the hackers just fine; here was a Wall panic in October. He never got
chance both to improve on TX-O soft- to participate in developing his
ware and to write new stuff that own idea.)
couldn't have been done before. First.
Russell . never one to "do somed fairly quickly. MACRO and FLIT thing" when there was an alternative,
.Ire translated from TXish to PDPese. begged off for one reason or another.
FLIT becoming the first in a continuing One of the excuses for not doing
line of DDT on-line debugging pro· it. Slug remembers. was "Oh, we
grams. Steve Piner PDP·} wrote a text don't know how to write a sine-cosine
display and editing program called routine . . .• Then Alan Kotok came
back from a trip all the way to MayExpensive 1Ypewriter.
With the software taken care at we nard (DEC headquarters) with paper
could write real programs. which is to tapes saying "All right, Russell, here's
say toys. Bouncing Ball was success- a sine-cosine routine; now what's your
fully converted to PDP-I use. but HAX excuse?" "Well: says Slug. "I looked
for some reason. was not. But no one around and 1 didn't find an excuse. so I
really missed it. because we had a had to settle down and do some
brand-new toy invented by Professor figuring. "
With the heavy mathematics in
Marvin Min sky. The program dishand.
Slug produced the first objectplayed three dots which proceeded to
in-motion
program in January 1962.
·interact.· weaving various patterns
on the scope face . As with HAX. the This was nothing more than a dot
initializing constants were set in the which could accelerate and change
console switches. Among the patterns direction under switch control. Even
were geometric displays. Lissajous- without a hardware multiply-divide
like figures. and ~fireworks.· Minsky's capability (on the early PDP-Is, anyprogram title was something like · Tri- thing stiffer than integer addition and
Pas: Three-Position Display" but from subtraction had to be done by sub·
the beginning we never called it any- routine) the computer was clearly not
thing but The Minskytron. rtron· was being pushed.
From dot to rocket ship was a surthe In suffix of the early 1960s.)
prisingly
easy step. "I realized" Slug
f"'"\
says, "that 1didn't have to worry about
Jt Steps
By the end of 1961. all the elements the speed of the sine-cosine routine,
were in place. a brand new. available because there were only two angles
computer. a cloud of hackers. tolerant involved in each frame-one for each
when not actively implicated employ· ship. Then the idea of rotating the grid

came out. _ The ship outlines were represented as a series of direction codes
sta rting from the nose of the ship;
when the ship was vertical and taildown, each code digit pointed to one of
the five possible adjacent dots that
could be displayed next. To display
the ship at an angle. Russell cal·
culated the appropriate sine and cosine and added them to the original
direction code constants, in effect
rotating the entire grid. With this
method, the ship's angle had to be
calculated only once in each display
frame. The outline codes were kept in a
table so that different shapes could be
tried out at will, but this meant that
the table had to be searched every
frame to generate the outline. As
the game developed, this arrangement
proved to be a slicking point which, as
we shall see. was neatly solved by
Dan Edwards.
By February, the first game was
operating. It was a barebones model;
just the two ships. a supply of fuel. and
a store of -torpedoes"-points of light
fired from the nose of the ship. Once
launched, a torpedo was a ballistic
missile, zooming along until it either
hit something (more precisely. until it
got within a minimum distance of a
ship or another torpedo) or its M
Ume
fuse " caused it to self-destruct.
The classic needle and wedge ship
outlines and the opposite-quadrant
starting positions were established at
this stage, as shown in Figure 1. Acceleration was realistic; it took time to get
off the mark, and to slow down you had
to reverse the ship and blast in the
other direction; the rocket exhaust was
a flickering Mfiery tail. M
Rotation, on the other hand. was
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by something we called "gyros"- a
sort of flywheel effect invented to
avoid consideration of messy things
like moments of inertia. I guess they
were really rotational Bergenholms.
It was apparent almost immediately that the featureless background
was a liability. It was hard to gauge
relative motion; you couldn't tell if the
ships were drifting apart or together
when they were moving slowly. What
we needed, obviously. were some
stars. Russell wrote in a random display of dots and the quality of play
improved. The only thing left, we
thought. was hyperspace, and that
was on the way. In fact. we'd just
begun.

m. SPACEWARI COMPLETE
Please keep in mind that what follows
did not happen in a neat first-on~
thing-and-then-the-next progression,
but rather all at once in a period of
about six weeks. When hackers are
aroused. anything that can happen
will.
The Control Boxes
Spacewarl worked perfectly well
from the test word switches on the
console. except that the CRT was off to
one side. so one player had a visual
advantage. More to the point, with two
excitable spoce warriors. jammed into
a space meant for one reasonably calm
operator, damage to the equipment
was a constant threat. At the very least,
a jittery player could miss the torpedo
switch and hit the start lever. obliterating the universe in one big anti-bang . A
10
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separate control device was obviously
necessary. but joysticks (our original
idea) werenot readily available in 1962.
So Alan Kotok and Robert A. Saunders.
who just happened to be members of
the Tech Model Railroad Club, trundled
off to the TMRC room. scrabbled around
the layout for a while to find odd bits of
wood, wire, bakelite. and switchboard
hardware. and when the hammering
and sawing and soldering had ceased,
there on the CRT table were the first
Spacewarl control boxes (Figure 2.
These boxes have long since disappeared, but the s ketch is a reasonably
accurate reconstruction).
The box is wood with a Bakelite
top. The two switches are doublethrow; the button is a silent momentary
switch. Their iunctions are as follows:
a. Rotation control. It is pushed to
the left to rotate the ship counterclockwise, to the right to rotate
clockwise .
b . A two-function control. Pulled
back, it is the rocket accelerator;
the rocket continues to blast as
long as the switch is thrown.
Pushed forward. the switch is the
hyperspace control. as described
below,
c, The torpedo button. It had to be
silent so that your opponent could
not tell when you were trying to
fire. (There was a fixed delay between shots "to allow the torp
tubes to cool" and fire was not
automatic; you had to keep pushing the button to get off a missile .)
With the control boxes players
could sit comfortably apart, each with
a clear view of the screen . That. plus
the carefully designed layout of the
controls, improved one's playing skills
considerably, making the game even
more fun.
The Stara of the Heavens
One of the forces driving the dedicated hacker is the quest for elegance.
It is not sufficient to write programs
that work . They must also be "elegant, " either in code or in iunctionboth, if possible. An elegant program
does its job as fast as possible. or is as
compact as possible. or is as clever as
possible in taking advantage of the
particular features of the machine in
which it runs, and (finally) produces its
results in an esthetically pleasing
form without compromising either the
results or operation of the· other programs associated with it. "Peter Samson." recalls Russell, "was offended by
my random stars." In other words,
while a background of miscellaneous
points of light might be all very well

for some run-down jerkwater space
fleet, it just wouldn't do' for the Galactic Patrol. So Peter Samson sat down
and wrote "Expensive Planetarium."
Using data from The American
Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac,
Samson encoded the entire night s~
(down to just above fifth magnitu\
between 22V2 degrees Nand 22V2 degrees S, thus including most of the
familiar constellations . The display
can remain fixed or move gradually
from right to left, ultimately displaying the entire cylinder of stars. The
elegance does not stop there, By firing
each displayed point the appropriate
number of times. Samson was able to
produce a display that showed the
stars at something close to their actual
relative brightness. An attractive demonstration program in its own right,
E.P. was ~du ly admired and inhaled
into Spacewar!"
The Heavy Star
Up to this point , Spacewarl was
heavily biased towards motor skills
and fast reflexes, with strategy counting for very little. Games tended to
become nothing more than wild shootouts, which was exciting but ultimately
unrewarding. Some sort of equalizer
was called for.
Russell : "Dan Edwards was offended by the plain spaceships, and
felt that gravity should be introduc«.........
pleaded innocence of numerical an~
ysis and other things" -in other words,
here's the whitewash brush and there's
a section of fence-"so Dan put in the
gravity calculations. "
The star blazed. forth from the center of the screen, its flashing rays a
clear warning that it was not to be
trifled with , Its gravity well e ncompassed all space; no matter where you
were, if you did not move you would be
drawn into the sun and destroyed. (As
a gesture of good will towards less
skillful or beginning players, a switch
option turned annihilation into a sort
of hyperspatial translation to the ~anti 
point ," i.e ., the four corners of the
screen. )
The star did two th ings. It introduced a player-independent element
that the game needed; when speeds
were high and space was filled. with
missiles, it was often sheer luck that
kept one from crashing into the star. It
also brought the other elements of the
game into focus by demanding strategy. In the presence of gravity b~
ships were affected by something.
yond their control. but which a skillh.lT"
player could use to advantage.
The first result of this new attention to strategy was the opening move

in Figure 3, which was quickly dubbed
the ·CBS opening~ because of its eyelike shape. It took a while to learn this
maneuver but it soon became the standard opening among experienced
players, as it generally produced the
~ost exciting games .
The addition of gravity pushed
~pacewarl over the edge of flicker-free
display. To get back under the limit , Dan Edwards devised an elegant
fiddle to speed up the outline display
routine.
In Russell's original program, the
outline tables were examined and interpreted in every display frome , an
essentially redundant operation. Edwards replaced this procedure with an
outline "compiler, " which examined
the tables at the start of a game and
compiled a short program to generate
the outline for each ship. This dramatically reduced calculation time, restoring the steady display and making
room for the lasl of the original bells
and whistles.
Hyperspace
While all this was going on, I was
in my secret hideaway (then known as
the Electronic Systems Lob) working
on the ultimate panic bullon; hyperspace. The idea was that when everything e lse failed you could jump into
~e fourth dimension and disappear.
( .... this woulc;l introduce an element of
..melhing very like magic into an otherwise rational universe, the use of
hyperspace had to be hedged in some
way. Our ultimate goal was a feature
that. while useful. was not entirely
reliable. The machinery, we said,
would be "the Mark One Hyperfield
Generators ... hadn't done a thorough
job of testing ... rushed them to the
fleer" and so on. They'd be good for
one or two shots, but would deteriorate
rapidly after that. They might not work
at all nt's not my fault, Chewie!") or if
they did, your chances of coming back
out intact were rather less than even.
Slug: "It was something you could use,
but not something you wanted to use. ".
The original hyperspace was not
that elegant. " MKI unreliability"
boiled down to this: you had exactly
three jumps. In each jump your ship's
co-ordinates were scrambled so that
you never knew where you would reappear- it could be in the middle of the
sun. You were gone for a discernible
period of time, which gave your oppo~t a bit of a breather, but you came
.ck with your original velocity and
• Quoted in 1Wo Cybernetic frontiers by Stewort
Bro:nd (Ro:ndom House, 1974)

direction intact. To jump, you pushed
the blast lever forward.
Hyperspace had one cute featUre
(well, I tho ught it was cute). Do you
remember the Minskytron? One of its
displays looked very much like a classical Bohr atom, which in those days
was an overworked metaphor for anything to do with space and sciencefiction. Reasoning that a ship entering
hyperspace would cause a local distortion of space-time resulting in a
warp-induced photonics tress emission (see how easy this is?), I made the
disappearing ship leave behind a
short Minskytron signature (Figure 4).
Crocks and Loose Ends
In retrospect, it is remarkable that
the original Spacewarl managed to
include so many features, given the
limitations of our PDP-I: 4K words
(about 9K bytes) of memory, an instruction cycle time of five microseconds,
and a subroutine multiply-divide. It's
hardly surprising, then, that we had to
let a few unsatisfactocy (aU right, inelegant) bits go by.
The most irritating of these (and
the first to be improved in later versions) was the appropriately-named
Crock Explosion. Something dramatic
obviously had to happen when a ship
was destroyed, but we were dealing
with a plain dot-matrix screen. The
original control program produced a
random-dot burst confined within a
small square whose outlines were all
too discernible (Figure 5).
This explosion was intended merely as a place-holder until something
more plausible could be worked out,
but after all the other features had
been -inhaled," there wasn't room or
time for a fancier calcu lation.
Similarly, the torpedoes were not
quite consistent with the Spacewarl
universe after the heavy star was in
place . The gravity calculations for two
ships was as much as the program
could handle; there was no time to
include half a dozen missiles as well.
So the torpedoes were unaffected by
the star, with the odd result that you
could shoot right through it and hit
something on the other side (If you
weren't careful getting round the Star,
it could be you .). We made the usual
excuses . . . mumblemumble photon
bombs mumblemumble ... but no one
really cared.
The heavy star itself was not entirely Newtonian . The corrwnon tactic
of plunging down the gravfty well to
gain momentum by whipping around
the sun (Figure 6) gave you somewhat
more energy than you were really entitled to. As this just made the game

more interesting, nothing was immediately done to correct it.

No AFTER SPACEWAR
The game was essentially complete by the end of April , 1962. The only
further immediate work was to make
Spacewarl presentable for MIT's an~
nual Science Open House in May. A
scoring facility was added so that finite matches could be played, making
it easierto limit the time anyone person
spent at the controls. To provide for
the crowds that we (accurately) anticipated, a large screen laboratory CRT
was attached to the computer to function as a slave display. Perched on top
of a high cabinet. it a llowed a roomful
of people to watch in relative comfort. Also in May, the first meeting of
DECUS (Digital Equipment Computer
Users' Society) was held in Bedford,
MA . At that meeting I delivered the
first paper on the subject. pretentiously titled " Spacewarl Real-Time
Capability of the PDP-I. "
Over the summer of 1962, the original Spacewar hackers began to drift
away. Alan Kotok and I went to WOrk for
Digital. Steve Russell fo llowed John
McCarthy to Stanford University. Peter
Samson and Bob Saunders stayed in
Cambridge for a while, but eventually
they, too, went west. Dan Edwards
remained with the AI group for a few
years, then moved to Project MAC,
lack Dennis and the PDP-I also wound
up at Project MAC , which evolved into
MIT's Laboratory for Computer Science. Others took up the maintenance
and development of Spacewarl Program topes were already showing up
The Computer Museu m Reportffalll983
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all over the country. not only on PDP-Is
but on just about any research com·
puter that had a programmable CRT.
A Mystery. Just For Good Measure
Slug tells me that there is a Lost
Version of Spacewarl There would be.
of course. He says the game is pretty
much like the original. but the scoring
is much more impressive. After each
game of a match. cumulative scores
are displayed as rows of ships. like a
World War II fighter pilot's tally. Slug
says he saw this version for a short
time on the PDP·I. but never found out
who produced it or what became of it.
lWenty Years Later
The original Spacewar PDP-I was
retired in 1975 and put in storage at
DEC's Northboro warehouse, where it
serves as a parts source for the similar
machine now on working display at
Digital's Computer Museum in Marl·
bora. MA. At this writing. DEC engi·
neer Stan Schultz and I are trying to
put the original Spacewarl hock into
operating condition. So for. all at·
tempts at linding the original control
boxes have been futile: we will probably build replicas (the plastic Atari
joysticks we have now got no class).
Dan Edwards still works for the
U.S. Government. developing computer security systems. Alan Kotok is
still a consulting engineer with DEC.
Peter Samson is now director of marketing for Systems Concepts. Inc., in
San Francisco. Bob Saunders had
gone to Silicon Valle y. where he is an
engineer-programmer for Hewlett·
Packard.
Jack Dennis is a Professor of Computer Science at MIt in the Laboratory
thereof.
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Marvin Minsky is Donner Professor of Science in the Electrical Engi·
neering Department at MIT.
John McKenzie. the chief engineer.
is retired. but over the past year or so
has been helping to restore the TX-O
and PDP-} to life at the Computer
Museum.
And what of the Hingham Institute? Wayne Wiitanen has recently become a Senior Research Scientist a t
the General Motors Research laboratory. where he is happily designing
eyes for robots. Slug. after various
adventures. is now a programmeranalyst for Interactive Data Corporation in Waltham. MA. 1 am reduced to
writing for a living. but tend to act
somewhat less superior therefor.
Spacewarl itself has bred a race of
noisy, garishly-colored monsters that
lurk in dark caverns and infest pizza
parlors. eating quarters and offering
degenerate pleasures. I think I know a
few former hackers who aren't the
slightest bit surprised.
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Developing Univac's Plated Thin Film Me tal Recording Tape

Ted Bon n. Ap rill7. 1983

r'"'

While I was at the Moore School of

.... ngineering at The University of Pennsylvania, I took a course with John
Mauchly. Then. after I received my
Masters degree. Eckert made me an
offer. In early September 1947. I
climbed to the second floor over a
haberdashery in downtown Philadelphia and started to work in the offices
and labs of the Eckert-Mauchly Computer Corporation.
Since available acetate base tape
materials and magnetic laquer cootings were not good enough. I was
assigned to develop plated thin film
metal magnetic recording tape for the
Universo I. We chose W' wide phos-

phor bronze tape as the substrate. I
knew nothing about p lating or magnetic alloys. My starting pOint was the
fact that someone in the Brush Development Company had learned how to
electroplate nickel iron permalloy and
someone at the Bureau of Standards
had learned how to deposit permalloy
chemically w ithout current. Since plating was a chemical process I obviously
needed a lab with a fume hood, water
r""{rains and so forth . One powder room
f ,ecame my lab and the other was left
for its intended purpose. The window
would be opened to clear out fumes. I
would get water out of the sink and the
toilet was an ideal drain. Of course, 1
had to be sure to flush acouple of times
when 1 dumped in acids so that they
would not eat the pipes. Being an electrical engineer I would frequently miscalculate the amount of ammonium
salts needed and the room would fill
with fumes. Then r would throw up
the window and stick my head out.
But occasionally the door would be
opened and the wind would be blowing in the wrong direction. then all
Eckert-Mauchly would £ill with ammonia fumes.
The chemistry went faster than
the electronics. We could deposit a film
before we could measure its magnetic
properties. We made a piece about
three feet long. soldered the ends together to make a loop and mounted it
on a loop tester. We tried to record on it.
John Mauchly was excited and right at
r-ny shoulder. No output. I checked the
lectronics. and the head. and the
write current. Still nothing. Then John
remarked that there appeared to be a
signal at the joint where the two ends
of the tape were soldered. r had seen it

too, but it didn't look like a recording
signal a nd I ignored it. John correctly
interpreted it as a signal caused by
improved magnetic properties due to
the heat of soldering. His astute observations started me ana series of experiments on heat treating tape. It was not
the final answer, but it was a key
answer along the way.
r built a pilot production line and
Reed Stovall built and debugged the
actual production equipment. The
same thin electroplated magnetic film
was used by Univac on the LARC drum
and on the Fastrand. and many other
recording drums and discs throughout
the industry. Plated tape was used
exclusively with the Univac systems
until about 1956 or 1957 when mylar
base and epoxy resins became available.
You could see the holes in cards,
but we had difficulty convincing some
people that there was actually information recorded on the tape, since
there is no visible difference between
recorded and unrecorded tape. So we
made the recording visible. Fine magnetic particles were suspended in a
solvent and applied to the tape. The
particles were attracted to the magnetic poles and when the solvent
evaporated. you could clearly see the
recorded information. The tracks and
the inter block gap stood out. You could
pick the pattern up with scotch tape
and apply the tape to paper and carry
it around to demonstrate.

The design of the tape handler.
called uUniverso," set the standard for
the industry. It featured 100 inch per
second tape speed; 120 bi ts per inch
recording density; eight tracks on halfinch wide tape for a data rate of 12.000
characters per second; a start/stop
time of 10 milliseconds, this meant the
720 digit b lock could be recorded
in 5.6 inches and the interblock gap
was only 2.4 inches long. Thus the
Eckert-Mauchly team established
magnetic tape as the high speed input!
output medium for computers and designed and successfully produced a
complete line of magnetic tape based
peripherals.
This narrative explanation given
by Ted Bonn at a Sunday Bits and Bites
talk corrects misinformation printed in
the Summer Report (Page 16) describing the UNIVAC tape.
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Spring Events
Captain Grace Hopper
on the
Harvard Mark I
April 14th. Captain Grace Hopper
spoke on her experiences with Commander Howard Aiken and the Harvard Mark I. The text of this lecture

will be incorporated into her contribution to a book on the same subject that is being edited by Professor
1. Bernard Cohen.

Speaking to a rapt audience of more than SOD people. Captain
Hopper told of her introduction to the machine: "Aiken waved his
hand at Mark I. all 51 feet of her, and he said. 'That's a computing
engine.' Not a computer, Not a calculator. And there's a difference in
the concept that was in his mind as well. Computers are what we
have nowadays. black boxes. one unit. one thing. Calculators were
those wonderful things you sat on your desk and then you ground
out the answer. you moved the register, ground some more. 1 think
when he said computing engine, he was referring to its different
parts that took on different functions. That's a concept we've lost
that we'll need to bring back again, because we'll be building
systems of computers with different functions. He was right when
he called Mark I a computing engine; it had many parts that worked
Simultaneously together with each other and performed functions."
"Howard Aiken was a tough taskmaster. I was sitting at my desk one
day and he came up beside me, and I got on my feet real fast. He
said, 'You're going to write a book.' 1 said, 'I can't write a book.' He
said, 'You're in the Navy now.' And so 1 wrote a book. 1 have it here
with me so that I can answer any questions. This is the Mark I
manual, the entire bible for Mark I. You could take this and build
Mark I again, if anyone felt like it. "
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After dinner, Museum Director Gwen
Bell and Board Chairman Ken Olsen
chat with Board member George
Michael.

First Anniversary Dinner
and Talk
by C. Lester Hogan

April 10:
Apollo Guidance
Computer Talk

May 5th. more than 150 people gathered at the Museum to celebrate its
first anniversary with a reception,
gala dinner and a talk by C. Lester
Hogan. Clark Prestia, the donor of

Describing the Apollo Guidance
computer at a spring "Bits and Bites"
talk are (left to right) Albert Hopkins,
Ramon Alonso and Eldon Hall, designers of the on-board guidance
computer.

OUI

typewriter collection came from

California. G.C. Belden from Rochester, New York, and members of the
Board of Directors converged from all
directions. Conversations overheard
at the reception were, ~Oh, my gosb,
I haven't seen you since . .. "

•

C. Lester Hogan, who has been involved with development of semiconductors since his days at Bell Labs in
the fifties and early sixties, described
the origin and evolution of the semiconductor industry, and gave some
insights of a view to the futUre.

"The Apollo Guidance Computer
project was a perfect example of
top-down design in which the requirements are set and the job
carefully described. The first
thing that was decided was how
big it was going to be, so Eldon
Hall went to North American Aviation and returned with the answer: 'It is this big.' We felt like
rookies. We were going to fill a
cubic foot with computer and
hope it would do the job," Alonso
told the "Bits and Bites" audience.

Dr. Hogan congratulates Jamie Parker
on the new semiconductor exh ibit researched by Hugh Plant and lohn
Breen (background), C. Lester Hogan.
president of Fairchild Camera

~ast

nd Instrument, was responsible for
a donation of Fairchild's significant
chips and their photographs to the
Museum. Under the direction of Jamie

developed these into an exhibit emphasizing critical steps in the evolution of semiconductors. Breen and
Plant, students at Worcester Polytechnical Institute, prodlJ.ced the exhibit and supporting text as their
"Interactive Qualifying Project. NIt
received the highest grade from Worcester Poly tech and from Dr. Hogan.

"During the design process we
had the opportunity to meet astronauts, most of them Mercury astronauts at the time. They listened
to what we had to say, and then
they told us, some politely and
some not so politely, that the first
thing they were going to do was
indeed tum it off. In the first
place. nobody was going to fly
their airplane, in the second
place they didn't trust it. But people get used to ev~rything, including computers and spacecraft,"
Alonso said.

Parker. lohn Breen and Hugh Plant
The Computer Museum Report lFalll983
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PRAY. MR. BABBAGE •••
A character study in dramatic form

by Maurice Wilkes

Mr. Babbage's library in his house at I Dorset Street, London, is a
comfortable apartment. as it needs to be, for he spends much of his
time in it. It has the usual trappings of a library, including bookcases, a writing table, and leather armchairs. By the side of the
fireplace~which has no fire-is a bell handle of the usual rotary
type. The door is at the rear, and on one side of it is a small oval
looking-glass in a gilt surround. On the other side there is a just
discernible mark on the wallpaper, suggesting that at some time
a similar looking-glass has hung there.
The date is 19 November 1856, and Mr. Babbage is 65 years old. His
wife died young and for the last thirty years he has lived by himself.
His loneliness has been accentuated by the circumstance that his
two elder sons have migrated to Western Australia and his youngest
son-of whom we shall hear more-is in the service of the East
India Company.

Editors note:
The Computer Museum presented the
premier performance of Pray, Mr. Babbage ... by Maurice Wilkes on December 10, 1982. It is a character study in
dramatic form of Charles Babbage. An
English mathematician, 1791-1871.
Babbage invented the !irst programmable computer-the Analytical Engine. Although it was never built, the
Analytical Engine was the first computer ever designed. It was a machine
without a fixed purpose, designed to
do any calculating task the owner
wanted it to. Babbage also designed
the DiHerence Engine, an advanced
mechanical device for calculating tables of mathematical functions.

Copyright

~

As long as anyone can remember, Mr. Babbage has been working on
a vast mechanical digital computer-which he calls his Analytical
Engine-but has never succeeded in producing anything that would
work. In consequence, the world has written him off as a crank, a
verdict that history will one day triumphantly reverse. He is given
to complain to anyone who will listen that, in spite of having expended much effort and a considerable fortune on the Analytical
Engine and on the Difference Engine that came before it. he has
received nothing but rebuffs in his own country-particularly from
the Government--and that he is better appreciated abroad . Nor is
he free from the Victorian failing of indulging in personal vendettas,
conducted in print, with those who have crossed his path. However,
you would be very wrong if you were to think of him as an embittered and isolated man. Far from it. He is socially a great success.
He knows everybody, goes everywhere, and is at no loss for friends.
He may dislike being contradicted and may be more than a little
pompous in manner, but keep him off his hobby horses and you will
find him an entertaining enough companion. However, when we
first meet him, it is his number one hobby horse that he is riding.
At this moment, Mr. Babbage is standing in his library facing his
solicitor, Mr. Charles Few, who is comfortably seated in one of the
armchairs. Mr. Babbage listens, with growing indignation, as Mr.
Few reads from a bundle of legal-looking papers.

Maurice V. Wilkes 1983

The play may not be performed without perm is·
sion. Applications should be addressed to the
author care of the Computer Museum.
The Computer Museum Report /FaU 1983
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Characters in order of Appearance
Charles Babbage
Charles few
Payne
Sir Edward Ryan

Henry Babbage
Min

Solicitor
Manservant
Brother-in-law
and life-long
friend of
Charles Babbage
Son of Charles
Henry's wife

SCENE ONE

Few: Middlesex. Dominica Beltoni by
Thomas Johnson, his attorney, s ues
Charles Babbage for that the defendant assaulted the plaintiff and gave
him into custody 10 a policeman and
caused him to be imprisoned in a certain police station and to be conveyed
there in custody through and along
divers public streets to a Police Court
and to be there a long time, to wit. from
Saturday to Monday, further imprisoned. Thereby the plaintiff incuned
great expense in procuring his liberation from such imprisonment and has
lost divers gains and profits. And the
plaintiff claims SO pounds .
Babboge: fifty pounds!
Few: That is what he demands.
Babboge: It is preposterous. During
the last ten years the amount of street
music has so greatly increased that it
has become a positive nuisance to a
considerable portion of the inhabitants of London. It robs the industrious
man of his time; it annoys the musical
man by its intolerable badness; it irritates the invalid, and destroys the time
and energies of aU the intellectual
classes of society by its continual interruptions of their pursuits.
Few: I agree with you, Sir, but unfortunately there are many people who
d on 't. Some of your neighbours, I
believe.
Babboge: The great encouragers of
s lreet music belong chiefly to the lowest classes of society. Of these, the
frequenters of public houses and beer
shops are the worst. I have obtained
an unenviable reputation by my determined resistance to the tyranny of the
lowest mob, whose love of the most
discordant noises is so great that it
insists on enjoying them at all hours
and in every street.
Few isabaut to reply when the manservant enters.
18
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Manservant: Sir Edward Ryan has
called, Sir, to enquire when Mr. Henry
and Mrs. Henry are expected. He will
be happy to wait if you are engaged or
could call back later.
Babboge: Ask Sir Edward if he will be
good enough to step in. (Manservant
goes out) You are acquainted with my
brother-in-law, I believe. He is a former
Chief Justice of the Presidency of Bengal. His advice will be germane.

The manservant returns and holds the
door open for Ryan. Ryan is of exactly
the same age as Babbage. and they
were at Cambridge together. His long
career in public service has given him
an easy touch in dealing with people
that Babbage conspicuously lacks.
Also, he did not have the misfortune to
lose his wile at an early age.
Ryan: Good afternoon, Charles . (Sees
Few) Good afternoon, Mr. few. (Shakes
hands) (Looking quizzically at Bobbagel Mr. Babbage closeted with his
solicitor! Organ grinders, I presume.
Babboge: I am the victim of much persecution, Edward, as you know. An
Italian musician of the name of Beltoni
is demanding 50 pounds damages of
me.

Few: Beltoni refused to stop playing
and go away when Mr. Babbage desired him to do so. He became abusive
and Mr. Babbage fetched a policeman
and gave him in charge. The magistrate dismissed the case and found
him to be not legally in custody.
Babbage: I despair! This new magistrate has yet to convict anyone I bring
before him . His predecessor was bad
enough, but this o ne seems to regard
all street music as high art!
Ryan (To Few): Do the Metropolitan
Police Acts sanction the giving of a man
in charge in these circumstances?
Few: They do not.
Ryan: I do not know whether you want
my opinion, Charles, but it seems to
me that you will have to ask Mr. f ew to
make as good a settlement as he canout of court.
Few: I would certainly urge that as the
most prudent course. A present settlement is infinitely cheaper than fight ing a case, even if one is likely to win.
Babbage: Well .. .

Babbage. faced with this solid fronl.
pauses to consider, and he may be on
the point of agreeing when a barrel
organ opens up with "Rule. Britannia"
outside his window. He moves in a
determined but dignified manner to
the fireplace and rings the bell.

Babbage: You see how: this intolerable
nuisance starts upat the most inopportune moments and destroys all concentration. On a careful retrospect of the
last dozen years of my life, I calculate
that one fourth part of my working
power has been destroyed by it. Wh,",
my daughter-in-law was in a delicl.
state of health alter the birth of her
son, I could do nothing to protect her
from incessant annoyance. The present interruption could continue for a
protracted period.
He rings the bell again. As he does so.
the music stops.
Babbage: (Taking a memorandum
book from his waistcoat pocket) Pray
excuse me. I keep a careful record of
each and every occasion on which I am
disturbed. (He writes in the book)
The manservant enters.
Manservant: I crave your pardon, Sir,
for not answering the bell immediately, but I thought it would be your
wish that I should desire the person to
go away.
Babboge: He was abusive, I presume.
Manservant: Well, Sir, not exactly abusive, as you might say. When r offered
him a shilling to go away, he merely
observed that you did not know the
value of peace and quiet. and demanded a nother sixpence. (He g~
out)
Ryan: When you bought this house I
seem to remember that the neighbourhood was a quiet one.
Babboge: It was. I chose the house for
that reason, and because it had an
extensive plot of land on which 1 could
erect the workshop and drawing office
I needed for my work on Calculating
Engines. Unfortunately, despite all
protests, the street was invaded by a
hackney coach stand. The immediate
consequence was obvious. The most
respectable tradesmen, some of whom
I had dealt with for five and twenty
years, sold their property and left. Coffee shops, beer shops, and lodging
houses filled the adjacent sma ll
s treets. The character of the new population may be inferred from the taste
they exhibit for the noisiest and most
discordant music.
Ryan: Have you thought of leaving
yourself?
Babbage: I may yet be forced to do so.
But it would mean the end of my wor~
Why should I be driven from a hous
on which I have expended a consider- able fortune, and which exactly suits
my purposes? I have provided many
comforts. For example, soon after com-

•

ing here one of my first s teps was to
install Mr. Perkins' patent hot water
warming apparatus.
Ryan: Ah. there you have something
out of the ordinary. A home that is
always comfortably warm . whatever
,.-..the weather.
.:'ew: I noticed it as soon as I come in.
Even the entrance hall is warm. I hope.
Sir. you will pardon my cur iosity as to
how it is contrived.
Babbage: It is very simple. There is a
furnace in the cellar, and pipes of
welded iron filled with ho t water convey heat to the various parts of the
house .
Fe w: The usual function of a fire in
ca using the air in a room to be re newed d oes not seem to be missed. I
detect no lock of ventilation or odour of
burnt air.
Babbage: I agree with you. Sir. that
ventilation is of equal importance to
heating . Mr. Perkins. by my direction,
provided for fresh a ir to be admitted
from the garden and conveyed by
ducts to the several rooms; it emerges
after being heated by the pipes. My
desire was to secure uniform warming
and ventilation, with strict economy of
fuel.
Ryan: How much fuel do you use,
Charles?
r labbage: During the winter of 1838. I
caused my servant to keep accurate
records. From 30 to 85 pounds of s trong
coke were consumed in 24 hours, depending on the temperature outside.
Ryan: Certainly the system produces
much comfort. I believe the time will
come when every gentleman's house
of the better sort will be warmed in this
way.
Babbage: You understand why I d onot
wish to leave Dorset Street. In any
case. there are street musicians to be
found eve rywhere. I compute that
there are no fewer than one thousand
of these artists plying their abominable trade in London at anyone time. If
the Metropolitan Police Acts do not
help. is there any other remedy o pen to
a n honest citizen?
Few: Well. there is the common law. It
would be possible to seek counsel's
opinion as to the p ropriety of applying
to the magistrate to state a case for the
Queen's Bench. What d o you think. Sir
Edward?
rlyon : It would be possible. certainly. I
would not like to say what the outcome
would be. The only thing tha t is certain
is that it would cost you a great deal of
money.

Babbage: How much?
Few : I would say about 50 pounds. But
in addition. there is Beltoni's action
to be d e fended. I suppose you would
w ish to have that case heard before a
Special Jury. That would cost you 20
pounds. which you would have to pay
whether you won or lost. Altogether fo r
the whole affair between 50 and 100
pounds. perhaps near a h undred .
Babbage: No amount of common sense
will enable a man to comprehend the
laws of England. But it would be good
economy to pu rchase my own time at
the expense you mention. Pray take all
necessary steps without delay. You
w ill be willing to give Mr. Few the
benefit of your advice. will you not,
Edward?
Ryan: C e rtainly. (To Few) You will find
me either a t the Civil Service Commiss ion near Westminster Abbey or at the
Audit Office nearby.
Few: Thank you. Sir Edward. I will
call on you a s soon as I have d rafted a
brief for counsel. All is now settled. I
think. I will get back to my chambers.
Goodbye, Sir Edward . Goodbye. Mr.
Babbage.
He shakes hands and goes oul. Bob·
bage and Ryan slip into the easy man ·
ner of old friends who were at College
together.
Ryan: I called hoping to see Henry and
Min. Charles. but I gather from your
man that you are not expecting them
until later.
Babbage: No. They have gone to Folkes tone to leave the children with Min's
Aunt Rachel.
Ryan: Yes. they told me they were g oing to do that when they came 10 see
me last week. We said goodbye then.
but . as I hod o n hour to spare. I thought
I m ight ca tch them again. Min will be
miserable a t parting with the children.
Babbage: It is very hard on her. but
taking them back to India wa s out of
the question.
Ryan: Oh. absolute ly. Where they are
going in the Punjab is a very inaccess ible place. not at all s uitable for a
baby of one and a little girl of iour.
They will be able to travel by carriage
as for as Uballa. but beyond there they
will have to go by dooHe. a most un·
comfortable form of trave l.
Babbage: Yes. Henry hds described it
to me. A doolie is a variety of sedan
choir, is it no t. fixed to a pole and
carried on men's s houlders?
Ryan: A long box. really; it is big

enough to recline in but. believe me.
one is very stiff a nd worn out a t the end
of the day. Henry was telling me that
he expects to be appointed interpreter
to his regiment.
Babbage: Yes. It is very gratifying to
me that my son should have been so
successful in his profession . It has
been entire ly on his own meri ts. I have
used no interest whatever on his ac·
count. He qualified as an interpreter
after less than two years' service in the
Indian Army.
Ryan: He is a very good o ne. too. He
coached my son in Hindustani. you
remember. (Looks at his watch) I fear I
must go now. I have to be at the Exchequer in twenty-five minutes.
Babbage: And I s hall just have lime
to do some work on my Analytical
Engine. My workmen will need fresh
instructions tomorrow.
Ryan: Ah. there you have something
that interests you. I sometimes wish t
had kept to science instead of turning
to the law when I left Cambridge.
Babbage: (Grimly) You would have
been poorer for it.
Ryan: I suppose I would. Our fellow
student. John Herschel. did not do too
badly, though . But then he was Senior.
Wrangler; that makes a difference.
Goodbye . Cha rles. Give my good
wi shes for their journey to Henry and
Min. (He turns to gC' ':lut looks back) By
the way. what wa!:. .hat question you
were asked ? Pray. Mr. Babbage. if you
put the wrong figures into your machine. will the right answers come
out? By a Member of Parliament. too!
(He goes out c huckling)

Wh en Ryan has left. Babbage goes to
his writing table and begins to spread
ou t some large sheets of paper. A
thought strikes him. and he crosses to
the fireplace and rings the bell. He
returns to the writing table and starts to
work. The manservant comes in.
Manservant: You rang, Sir?
Babbage: Yes . Mr. Henry and Mrs.
He nry are leaving ea rly tomorro w
morning . We shall require an ea rly
breakfast- soy six o·clock.
Manservant: Very good. Sir. (He prepares to leave)
Babbage: Oh. and PayneManservant: Yes. Sir?
Babbage: Be sure to go for a cab in
good time. 1 shall accompany Mr. and
Mrs. Henry to Waterloo station and see
them into the train.
Manservant: Very good.. Sir.
The Computer Museum Reporl/Fcdll9B3
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Babbage settles to work. writing on
one of the sheets while referring to the
others. Very shortly, the noise of a hackney cab is heard and it is cIear that
Henry and Min are arriving. Babbage
gives a sign of annoyance at having
his work interrupted. He continues,
and after a few moments Henry comes
in. As might be expected of an officer in
the service 01 the East India Company,
Henry. who has recently celebrated his
32nd birthday. has a soldierly bearing,
although he is lightly built and of
medium height.
Babbage: You are earlier than you said
you would be, Henry.
Henry: Yes, the train left sooner than
we thought. Min has gone to take her
coat off. She will be down in a minute.
(Seeing the work on Babbage's table) 1
am afraid I interrupted your work, Sir.
Babbage: I was working on the notation
for my new method of multiplication by
means of precomputed multiplE>s-the
one we talked about before you left. I
am not sure even now that I have
achieved the best possible, but you
will see that I now take three fewer
turns of the hand than before. (Putting
the poper he had been working on in
Henry's hand, he goes out on some
brief errand, leaving the library door
open. Henry studies the paper with
signs of approval as he proceeds.)
Min enters. She will be 23 in a few
days' time, having been only 18 when
Henry met her on a river steamer in
Central India and married her in the
garrison ch urch at Mirzapur shortly afterwards. She is, as we shall see later,
a true Memsahib. At present, however,
as she stands in the doorway, she looks
very young and helpless.
Henry : (G oing to her) Are you all right.
Minnie?
Min: Yes, but I have just been up to the
nursery. How emp1y it is! Oh, Henry!
Henry just has time to squeeze her
hand and give her what comlort hecan
before Babbage returns.
Min: Never mind. I shall be all right.
She pulls herself together, and no-one
would know what she is feeling.
Babbage: Ah, there you are. my dear.
(He takes her hands in his) Back just in
time to say goodbye! 1£ only you were
not leaving tomorrow. (It is obvious
that he is very fond of her, although he
does not quite know how to show it)
Min: Yes, it is sad we are leaving. The
time had to come. I suppose. I have
been so happy here. Thank you for
everything. The nursery with so many
conveniences, and20
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Babbage: You have put me in your
debt. It is a great boon that you have
conferred on me-both of you-by
coming and joining in all of my pur·
suits. I shall be very miserable when
you have gone.
Min: You have done so much for us.
Babbage: And it has given me great
satisfaction that my son should have
entered so fully into my work.
Henry: If only I could have found some
feasible way of leaving the Indian Ser·
vice and staying in England! I could
lind nothing tempting enough. or cer·
tain enough, to entertain. especially
as we now have the children to think
about.
Babbage: Yes. I too had hoped ... It is
hard to believe that I shall not have
you and the children with me anymore.
At any rate, they will be we ll looked
alter. They will be under the eye of
your aunt, and you have every confi·
dence in Jane . You need not worry
about them in any way. (To Henry) You
remember the time when Jane came
running downstairs to tell us Harry
had been born? We were at dinner.
Min: (Half to herself) It was just a year
ago.
Henry: Yes. how glad we were that it
was a boy. I shall be eligible to apply
for a Civil appointment later this year.
1£ I could contrive to be posted to one of
the larger stations, it might be possi·
ble for the children to join us. It would
be out of the question where we are
going. The journey, for one thing ...
Babbage: It would be a great conve·
nience to you if the new railway from
Calcutta to Delhi were open.
Henry: Yes. it would, indeed. Min and I
have just been talking about it. I was
telling her of the deep interest you took
in railways when I was still a boy.
Babbage: (To Min, eagerly taking up
the topic) Yes. I naturally became inter·
ested at the commencement of the rail·
way system, not only for its bearing on
mechanism. but also for its bearing on
political economy.
Min: Henry told me that you did some
experiments on the Great Western
Railway.
Babbage: Yes. I did. It was the wish of
Mr. BruneI and the directors that I
should give my opinion on the question of the gauge, and I felt that I could
not speak with confidence without
making certain experiments. The di·
rectors put at my disposal a disused
second class carriage which I fitted up
with recording apparatus.

"

•

Henry: And the experiments confirmed
you in your view that the broad gauge
was to be preferred.
Babbage: They did . I have been told
that the statement I made at a meeting
of the proprietors held at the London
r-"(vern had a considerable influence
.l their decision to adopt the broad
gauge.
Min : That was the 'battle of the
gauges,' wasn't it?
Babbage: Yes. Strong feelings were
held on both sides. The battle has long
since been won by the standard
gauge. as it is now caned.
Henry: Do you wish, Sir, that you had
advised. the Great Western Railway in
the opposi te sense?
Babbage: No. I do not. It is still my
decided opinion that all the advantages of economy of management. as
well as of safety. lie with the broad
gauge.
Henry: But the inconvenience and expense of converting to the narrow
gauge has been great.
Babbage: True, but at the time no one
could foresee that Mr. Stevenson's influen ce in favour of the narrow gauge
would prevaiL
Henry: He was the father of the railways, when ali is said. I would have
"..... .ought ...
dabbage: (Who does not like being
contradicted ) I have given you my
opinion. Even a few inches more than 4
feet, 8lh: inches would have been preferable. Mr. Stevenson himself admitted as much to me at the British
Association meeting in Newcastle.
Henry: His son has adopted S feet, 6
inches for the Calcutta railway. That is
quite a lot more-9Lf2 inches.
Babbage: It is certainly an improvement.
The manservant enters.
Manservant: Excuse me. Sir. Mr. Wight
was hoping that you would have time
to go to the workshop before he leaves.
Babbage: Oh yes, I will go now. Perhaps you would like to come too,
Henry. I think that you would be interested in my latest experiment.
Henry: I am sure I would , Sir. 1 will
come along directly.
Babbage goes out.
r-- in: It has been a wonderful three
. ears furlough. We have done so many
things. seen so many people, haven't
we?

Henry: Yes, we can indeed look back

on it with pleasure and satisfaction. I
have lost time for my pension. and we
have spent some of our savings, but it
has been well worth it.
Min: And yet, when we left India. you
were by no means sure that it would be
agreeable to your father to have us in
his house.
Henry: No. During my furlough I have
met him on more equal terms than ever
before. As a boy I feared him. and
often left the house to avoid meeting
him.
Min: That was when you lived with
your grandmother?
Henry: Yes. She was much affected
when 1 left for India. My father said
goodbye to me here in his library and
did not even come down to the cab. I
could not help contrasting my experience with that of another cadet travelling in the same ship. His father went
down to Portsmouth to see him aboard .
Still, I did learn to respect my father
during that period. and earning his
approval became important to me. It
was with grea t satisfa ction that I wrote
to tell him that I had qualified as an
interpreter.
Min: You have done other things to
please him while you have been here.
Henry. For example, the drawings of
the Swedish Difference Engine that
you took to the British Association
meeting at Newca stle .
Henry: I wish I could do something to
make my father 's work on calculating
machines belter understood.. People
confuse the Analytical Engine with the
Difference Engine.
Min: It is a pity that the Difference
Engine was never completed.
Henry: Yes, people naturally criticise
my father for abandoning it. But it was
a big advance that he had made in
going to the Analytical Engine.
Min: But when the government had
spent so much o n the Difference Engine. it should have been completed.
Surely the disagreement your father
had with Mr. Clement. his engineer.
could have bee n overcome.
Henry: Yes . you are quite right. But
anyone who properly understands the
principles on which the Analytical Eng ine is based can hardly doubt its
value to science as a whole-whereas
the Difference EngineMin: But how many people do understand the Analytical Engine?
Henry: Not many, it is true. And there
are many practical problems still to be
overcome in its construction.

Min: Will your father succeed in completing it , do you thili.k?
Henry: He still has a long way to go.
The important thing is that he s hould
go fo r enough for others to be able to
continue the work. I w ish he would
publish a full account of the various
principles and contrivances that he
has evolved.
Min: The memoir by Menabrea that
Lady Lovelace translated and an·
notated. does not go for enough?
Henry: No, and it does not make easy
reading.
Min : Have you suggested to your
father that he should prepare a full
account?
Henry: I have several times resolved
to do so. but I have felt diffident about
approaching the matter.
Min: Yes. 1 understand that. But if you
do not say something you will regret it
later. Perhaps you could take an o pportunity tonight when I have gone to bed..
t shall go early in any case.
Henry : You are right, I should . I have
felt very close to my father during
these last months. He took to you. too.
Min , at once. You remember the look·
ing glass he placed on the sideboard
so that during dinner he could see you
in it without looking in your direction?
It is still there.
Min: Yes, 1 had to pretend not to notice
it. 1 took to him too. Henry. He is a bit of
an ogre in some ways, but underneath
very nice and very sincere. I suppose
that is why he has so many friends.
and goes so much into society.
Henry: It is unfortunate that he has
also made some enemies . He is apt
to take an unfortunate view o f other
people's actions and motives. When
he does he feels that he must expose
them in strong terms.
Min: (With a little laugh) As for as
strong terms go, he has met his match
in the Reverend Charles Sheepshanks.
What was it he said in his pamphlet
about Mr. Babbage's blundering pertinacity?
Henry: He attributed it to a diseased
mindl He also said that my father was
ill-natured .
Min: Oh, that he never is . How could
anyone say that he is ill-natured?
Henry: My mother's dying when I was
a baby had a lasting effect o n him . He
has lived alone all these years .
Min: How glad I am we named Georgie
after her, Henry. I am sure it gave him
pleasure. (The thought of her little girl
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causes her grief to come flooding back)
Oh Henry! When will we see her
again?
He goes to comfort her. but there is
nothing he can say. She abandons herself to grief for a moment, but then
remembers who she is, and the stern
duty that fate has laid on her.
Min: I can bear it. Separation from her
children is something that all women
in my situation must endure. (She
pulls herself together and moves away
from him) I must talk to Payne about
the things that were to be sent to Folkestone. You ought to join YOUI father in
the workshop.
Henry: Yes, you are right. I will send
Payne to you.
He looks tenderly at her. half hesitates,
and goesoul. Left alone. she goes over
to the looking-glass, wipes her eyes
and tidies her hair. She is quite com·
posed when the manservant comes in.
Manservant: You wanted to see me.
Madam?
Min: Yes, it was about the children's
clothes.
Manservant: They are packed and aU
ready to be sent off. Madam. The
housekeeper asked me to say that she
has given away the clothes the children have grown out of.
Min: That is very kind of her.
Manservant: Will you permit me to say.
Madam, that all of us downstairs wish
you a good journey back to India.
Min: Thank you. I fear that you must
have had much extra work during the
last three years. We are very grateful
to you for all you have d one for us.
Manservant: It has been our pleasure,
Madam. This old house has been a
different place with children in it. I
hope Jane will bring them to see us
sometimes.
Min: I am sure she will.
Manservant: Perhaps you and Mr.
Henry will be coming bock, Madam?
Min: We would like to, of course. But
India is a long way off. and travel is so
very difficult .
Manservant: Yes, Madam. Seeing that
I was interested, Mr. Henry described
it to me, and showed me on the mop
where you are going. Will there be
anything further. Madam?
Min: No, nothing more, thank you
Payne .
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SCENE TWO

A lamp is burning on the library writing table and the manservant is in the
act of lighting another on the opposite
side of the room. Babbage enters, followed by Henry.
Henry: You will excuse Min, Sir. for
going to bed so early. She is feeling
miserable at leaving. and we have to
get up early tomorrow.
Babbage: We were all three miserable
at d inner. I fear.
Henry: (Picking up some small objects
from the writing table) I presume that
these are the results of your latest
experiments in casting small wheels,
or rather in moulding them under
pressure.
Babbage: Yes. they are. It is very necessary to my plan that I should have
the means of making large numbers of
identical parts cheaply and with precision.
Henry: (Putting the wheels down and
resolving to approach the matter that
is on his mind) May I ask, Sir, whether
you have plans for adding to what is
already in print about the Analytical
Engine?
Babbage: No. The memoir by Menabrea and the notes that Lady Lovelace
appended to her translation of it fully
dispose of the mathematical aspects of
the engine.
Henry: But the details of the mechanism? I could wish that you would write
more on that subject.
Babbage: 1 have not the lime.
Henry: It would be unfortunate if a
future generation had to rediscover
what you had learnt.
Babbage: My best means for ensuring
that they do not is to complete the
engine.
Henry: But the engine itself will only
exhibit the one system you have decided to adopt. A critical discussion of
the various possibilities you have considered, and your reasons for proceeding as you have done, would be of
interest to many people.
Babbage: I can hardly undertake to
discuss all my rejected armngements
until I have shown that the one I have
chosen will meet the demands put
uponi!.
Henry: So you do not feel disposed to
add to what has already been published?
Babbage: Not at present. At a future
time, perhaps.

Henry: I must. indeed. agree with you
that the Memoir and Notes give very
full information about the mathematical use of the engine-that is. to those
who are willing to give them the necessary study. I could wish that more men
of science had done that.

'-

Babbage: English men of science yo
mean! 1 have been entirely without
recognition in my own country. The
Commissioners for the Exhibition of
1851 ignored the Difference Engine and
its inventor. As for the Analytical Engine, I have received no return whatever for the time and energy I have
expended on it.
Henry: I know you feel that you have
been unjustly used in regard to your
work.
Babbage: A report perSistently circulates to the effect that I abandoned the
Difference Engine in order to proceed
with the Analytical Engine. That is
entirely false as you know. The Chancellor of the Exchequer himself gave
the true reason. namely. expense. Nor
did I quarrel with Clement as some
have suggested. I considered his demands to be exorbitant, but I never
said or wrote an unkind word to him.

Henry: It was shortly after I arrived in
England that Mr. Sheepshanks published his infamous pamphlet.
Babbage: As long as such charges a~
confined to the Reverend Richar
Sheepshanks' pamphlet, they have no
effect. It is a different matter when
they appear in the public print. I had
recently to write to the Morning
Chronicle denying a report that had
appeared in that paper.
Henry: I met Mr. Sheepshanks, you
will remember. at Greenwich. You took
me with you on the Admiralty barge
when you went to attend a meeting of
the Visitors.
Babbage: What impression did you
form of him?
Henry: Oh. he was agreeable enough.
Babbage: He can be on social occasions. I was unfortunate to be opposed
to him in the arbitration concerning
the Equatorial Telescope made by
Troughton for Sir James South.
Henry: That must have been a disagreeable case for you to be involved
m.
Babbage: It was. I had at first refused
to be a witness on behalf of Sir James............
However. the late Lord Abinger repn
sen ted to me that my evidence wa~
necessary to the justice of the case.
Otherwise. I would have persisted in
my refusal.

Henry: Mr. Sheepshanks was a witness on the other side?
Sabbage: He was more than that. He
had studied the law after taking his
degree at Cambridge. It was curious to
see the energy and vigour with which
,..--he applied himself to the exercise of
lis youthful studies.
Henry: You mean he took charge of the
case for Troughton?
Babbage: He did. But that is not all.
After I had given my evidence-but
before 1 had been cross-examined on
it- he took occasion to say that because I supported Sir James, I must be
discredited. He went on to threaten to
attack me publicly on another subject
at a future time.
Henry: ·That sounds like tampering
with the witness.
Sabbage: Exactly. I felt that it would be
unsafe for the cause of justice -and
possibly injurious to myself- if 1 did
not take measures for making known
the nature of the weapons that the
Reverend Richard Sheepshanks was
employing.
Henry: That was why you denounced
him in your book.
Babbage: Yes. His pamphlet was his
reply.
Henry: I can understand his wanting to
......-make a reply, but I think he went rather
.ar in his personal attack on you.
Babbage: Let my detractors say what
they wi ll . If 1 survive some years
longer, the Analytical Engine will exist. and its works will be spread over
the world. Soon copies will be made,
and there will be an Analytical Engine
in every capital. They will be in constant employ for investigations in
which profound analysis is necessary.
Henry: Yes. I realize that calculating
machines are not for doing ordinary
sums in arithmetic- nor for use by vendors of vegetables and little fishes as Leibnitz put it. But what would you
say are the limits at the Analytical
Engine viewed as an automato n?
Babbage: The Analytical Engine itself
is confined to calculation. But the
same principles could be used to construct automata for o ther purposes.
Henry: Games of skill, for example.
Babbage: Yes. At one time I gave much
thought to that subject for its philo...-J>ophical interest.
.Ienry: We have talked about tit-tot-to,
o r noughts and crosses, as it is called.
Babbage: That is the simplest of such
games. It is easy to make a machine to

ploy it and a lways to win , when win·
ning is possible under the rules.
Henry: In a game like chess, however,
the number of combinations is enormously greater, and foresight is required.
Babbage: That is so. But 1 have, after
all . devised for the Analytical Engine
means equivalent to foresight, and
even allowing a hundred moves for a
game o f chess, the number oj combinations available in the Analytical Engine greatly exceeds what is required.
I believe that the principle on which
the Analytical Engine is based wou ld
allow the cons truction of an automaton capable of playing chess.
Henry: Perhaps such an automaton
w ill one day be built.
Babbage : Possibly, but it is hard to see
why anyone should want to do so.
There would be little profit in it. I am
told that even the machine for writing
Latin verses was an entire failure from
a pecuniary point of view. The most
profitable ex hibition which has occurred for many years is that of General
Tom Thumb, the American midget.
Henry: We are truly fortunate to live in
a time of such . p rogress: steamships,
railways, the electric telegraph ...
Babbage : I would gladly give up the
remainder of my life if I could come
back for three days in a hundred years'
time and have some competent person
explain to me the discoveries that had
been made.
Henry: I am about to make a journey
back into the past. India so for has
hardly felt the march of progress .
Babbage: That w ill come.
Henry: (Looking at his watch) I think 1
should say good night now, Sir. My
furlough has been profitable to me in
many ways. Not least has been the
privilege of being present when the
Analytical Engine was coming in to
being.
Babbage : My fear is that I s hall be
called to my account before I have
accomplished. my plan.

sults. l shall have no fear of leaving my
reputation in his hands .
Henry: You can be sure of having the
acclaim of posterity, Sir. 1 pray that you
may be spared long e nough to receive
it in your lifetime. G ood night.
Babbage: Good night. Henry.
Henry goes out. 8 abbage pauses for a
moment and then goes over to his writing table and begins to spread out his
papers. He is just s itting down when a
thought strikes him. He goes out and
shortly returns carrying a lookingglass which he puts back in its old
place on the wall . He then settles to
work .

THE END

There is no self-importance, no illu sions about him now, as he speaks, hall
to Henry. hall to himself, the simple
truth .
Babbage: It must be that one day some
person will s ucceed in doing what I
have set out to do. He may employ
different mechanical means. He may
call his mach ine by some different
name. But he and he alone will be
capable of appreciating the nature o f
my e ffo rts a nd the value of their reThe Computer Museum Repoll /Fcdll983
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The Founders Program

The COIIIpatn- M .... .
c.porateF....... .

Mew Indi~duaJ Fo_un.
AprillZ through July 12. It83

American Federation of Information
Processing Societies, Inc.
Apollo Computer. Inc.
Association lor Computing Machinery
Be nton a nd Bowles

Ken R. Adcock
John Alexanderson
Kendall Allphin
Jean-Loup Baer
Steve F. Barnebey
Jordan and Rhoda Baruch
Jeffrey Berns tein
Lamar C. Bevil, Jr.
John G. Brainerd
Walter M. Carlson
Alan Ch innock
Donald D. Clark
Fernando J. Corba to
Kenl and Herta Curtis
Philip H. Dorn
A. S. Dougla s
Ray Duncan
Dean Elsner
Lucian J. Endicott, Jr.
Richard and Stephen Etzi
David 1. and GG Farber
Edward A. Fe igen baum
Mary Jane Forbes
Willard H. Gardner
Donald A. Gaubatz
J.M. Shag Graetz
John E. Griffith
Alain Hanover
Fran k E. Heart
William Hunze ke r
Aron K. Insinga
Alan Jeddeloh
Howard W. Johnson
William Keating
Francis W. Keller
Mary Jo Koslya
Benjamin Kuipers a nd Laura Lein
Hal Lamster
Richard Lary
John Laynor
Henry M. Levy
Arthur Lue hrmann
Edwa rd Luwish
Robert H. Matthews
Robert Maye r, Jr.
Tron McConne ll

Bolt, Beranek and Newman
Boris Color Labs
British Computer Society
Robert Cipriani Associates
Clint Clemens

Codenoll Technology Corporation
Computer Sciences Press
ComputerWorld
Control Data Corporation
Convergent Technologies
Coopers and l¥brand. Boston
Data General
Dataproducts Corporation

Digital Equipment Corporation
Digital Equipment Corporation
Users Society
Ford Motor Company
Fujitsu Limited

General Systems Group, Inc.
IEEE Computer Society
Inlel Corporation

International Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation
MOB Systems, Incorporated
MITRE Corporation

Motorola. Incorporated

OMNI Publications International. Ltd.
Richard Reno
Schlumberger Foundation
Seldin Publishing
Software Results Corporation
Tobin Vending Service
The Travelers
Wang Laboratories

Henry McGilton
Hug h McGinness
R. W. Meister
WilHam F. Miller
Charles R. Minter
Reg S. Mitchell
Robert Moe
Reade B. Nimick, Jr.
Bernard Nordmann
Anthony G . Oettinger
Adam Osborne
Kenneth D. Patterson
Linda J. Phillips
Gerard Piel
Andrew Plescia
Nichola s Reinhardt
David and Linda Rodgers
Martin S . Roth
Richard Rubinstein
Andrew Scott
Aaron Seidman
Marc Shulman
Dan Siewiorek
Norwood Sisson
Daniel P. B. Smith
Seth Stern
William M. Steul
J. Michael Storie
Erick N. Swenson
Rohert W. Thornlon
Jerome Vuoso
Christian Walker
Wendell Weathed ord
Lih J. Weng
Christopher Grey Westbury
John D. Wick
George H. Williams
Niklaus Wirth
William Wulf
D. L. Wyse
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The Computer Museum Bits and Bites
Bits of history and bites for sustenance
Nine Sunday Allernoons

r

AI 2 pm. guided tours covering highpoinls of the Museum

'"

AT 3 PM ••.
"The greatest thing since Braille. - Kurzweil's Reading
Machine reads printed material aloud. An electronic scanner with a speech synthesizer. it can identify 200 different
typefaces and is programmed with 1000 linguistic rules
and 2000 exceptions.

September 18

3,..
Kurzwe il Reading Machine.
a reader for the blind de monstrated. by its engineers.

Joseph Hammond on the
Evolution of Multiwire
Technology and It. Impact
on C omputer Packaging
Cotobel" 2
1-5 pm

The Computer Museum
Yard Sale

October 9

3,..

,,

October 16

In 1966, Hammond and others designed the first machine to
automatically wire printed circuit boards. It and subsequent
multi wire wiring machines have dramatically altered com·
puter packaging.

Overstock memories, disk drives, consoles and even computers from the Museum's collection will be for sale. Cash and
carry only; no deliveries. Browsers welcome.

R. Michael Hard on the
Illiae IV

Illiac IV; displayed in the Museum's supercomputer gallery.
was the biggest and fastest machine of its time-a 96 ton
giant capable of 300 million operations per second . Hord
is author of IlIiac IY. The First Supercomputer.

Pe rry Crawford on
Vannevar Bush a nd
the Whirlwind

Bush's differential analyzer provided the inspiration for the
Whirlwind. and Crawford followed. the evolution of both
at MIT.
A multi-media presentation on these revolutionary com/uters designed at Harvard presented by Campbell. one a the
designers involved with the project from the Mark Ion.

Oatober 23
3,..

Robert V. D. CampbelJ on
the Harvard Mark I- IV

October 3D

3,..

Andries Van Dam pre sents
a Graphical History 01
Computer Graphics
The progress of interactive computer graphics explored
through film and video clips by van Dam, author of Fundamentals 01 Interactive Computer Graphics.

Koyem.ber 6

Mike Kryskow on the
De ve lopment of
Telecommunications

A telecommunications engineer, Kryskow will explore the
phenomenal growth of networks. Telecommunications networks now link continents, cities and businesses. simplifying everything from banking to weather reporting.

KOYem.ber 13

Jack Dennis and John
McKenzie on the TX-O
in Action

An inside perspective and demonstration of the TX-Q, the
first full-scale transistorized computer and a Computer Museum exhibit. McKenzie and Dennis worked on the TX-O and
its expansion during its 18-year reign at MIT from 1956 to
1974.

3,..

3,..

r

.

THE END BIT

0000000000000001
A newsbrief of the collection
While driving home from work one eve·
ning in the lall of 1966, R. Page Burr (now
a senior scientific officer at Kollmorgen
Corporation) envisioned a way to improve
interconnections on printed circuit boards.
Connections were originally made by
hand placing and soldering discrete
wires. Mr. Burr's improvement consisted
01 copper lined holes interconnected by
insulated wires. Interconnection devices
0 1 almost any complexity could be made
because the insulated wires would be

able to cross.
Mr. Burr 's ideo evolved into the Multiwire

Wiring Machine. Pictured is the lacking
head from the first production wiring rna·
chine, a donation to The Computer Museum by PCK Tech nology. a division 01
Kollmorgen Corporation.
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The Director'. Letter

Jamie Parker

The Museum is in a time of change: location. staff and exhibits. But our
plan is 10 keep this Report in its familiar form enabling us to communicate
our activities to you.
One of the greatest changes has been the departure of Jamie Parker.
the Museum's first employee and developer of all the exhibits. She left in
August 10 get married and join her husband in Geneva. In her four years
with the Museum . she used her photographic memory to conceptualize
exhibits. Jamie had an intuitive feeling for the artifacts and how they could
be exhibited even though her education was in art history not computer
science. While with the Museum, she cataloged and put three times as
much in the warehouse as we had on the floor. One of Jamie's last chores
was to organize our yard sale.
The yard sale allowed Jamie to weed our "warehouse: In her first
years. she accepted everything because that was her job. The Museum
ended up warehousing a number PDP· 12s, 338 display systems and PDP·6s.
Since Jamie knew what was what and what was best. she selected the
items to selL thus cutting down our storage costs and providing the memo
bers with a good day of poking through old junk and taking apart comput·
ers. The cover photo is a tribute 10 Jamie: one of the yard sale customers is
carrying off his loot and inspecting the display of the ENlAC, an exhibit put
together by her.
A new crew of exhibit and archives employees will help us plan the
space for Museum Whorl. Meredith Stelling has taken over as the Coor·
dinator. She has been with the Museum for a year handling publications
and archives. Meredith. Greg Welch and Bill Wisheart are the main exhibit staff and will be joined in January by Oliver Strimpel. on leave from
The Science Museum in London.
In September, the new space at the Whorl seemed. vast and barren,
except for chalk marks on the floor indicating where the new exhibits
would be positioned . But the space is already beginning to fill out with two
truck loads of the SAGE (30.1XXl pounds). an IBM 1401 card system and a
collection from the University of Illinois.
Reviews of exhibit plans started in September. Sheila Grinnel. developer of ASTC's travelling "Chips and Changes" exhibit. Bruce McIntosh. a
designer. and Paul Tractman. senior editor. The Smithsonian. spent a day
consulting on the proposed organization. Then on October 13th. board
members Brian Randell and consultant Dick Eckhouse reviewed the nexl
iteration.
Successive refinements bring our plans in line with reality. The SAGE
system will form the fulcrum of the exhibits leading into the computer
generations on one floor. and backward in lime to the revolutionary one-of·
a-kind computers on the other. The process of moving has now started and
the enormity of Ihe task ahead is clear. But the team is together and
progress can be seen.
Gwen Bell
Director
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Computers: A Look at the First Generation
In 1955. Martin Weik compiled a
"""-;:urvey 01 Domestic Electronic DigUal
Imputing Systems," providing a re·

markable snapshot of the computer
population. The survey briefly describes and gives specifications lor
about 100 different machines in existence as of December 1955.

Weiks inventory supplied the base
to compile a fundamental reference
tOT

collecting and research at The

Computer Museum. Records for each
machine were gathered {rom contem-

porary historical accounts in recent
books and journals, operating manuals, and in some cases the machines
themselves. Then the findings were
checked against those appearing in

Weik's original survey.
This research was done by Paul E.
Ceruzzi. assistant Professor of History
at Clemson University with the aid of
Rod McDonald of Rider College. and
Greg WeIch of The Computer Museum .
Different specifications and descriptions have been given to the same
machines over time for various reasons. Rather than arbitrarily selecting
one description. the data was collected
and explained.
These differences occurred for a
~'riety of reasons. Specifications
.;; .ven in one account often do not agree
with those given in ano ther. because a
computer 's characteristics usually
changed from the time of its early design to its final days of operation. The
characteristics of some were entered
after they had been redesigned and
rebuilt. (e.g. SEAC) and others before
such redesign (e.g. johnniac). Nomenclature was also a problem-one
manufacturers "rapid access registers"
might be anothers "accumulators"these differences were reconciled
through research.
Different metrics were often used
for speed: the time it took to letch a
number from memory in a drum machine may have been given as the
fastest possible. the slowest possible.
the average. or the fetch time using
optimum coding techniques. A time
frame for each machine was established to provide a subjective though
reasonable assessment of its historical
significance.
The first phase of the survey is
complete: the data is stored on disks.
~d printouts are available for scholJ. Tbe next phase is to build the
......(;.'Ol1ection. define additional research
topics and to develop a very accurate
map of computing up to 1955.

Gwen Bell

What did computing look like during its "first generation"- the time
from the dedication of ENIAC in 1946 to
the mid-lifties?
The variety was astonishing. Experimental one-of-a-kind computers.
each with its own unique character.
ruled. even though most incorporated
vacuum tubes and drum memories.
stored programs and data internally.
and communicated via flexowriters.
While most were built with
vacuum tubes, many also used relays
and crystal diodes.
For memory, they relied on delay
lines. cathode ray tubes. drums, magnetic tape loops, paper tape, punched
cards, magnetic wire, and toward the
end of the period, magnetic cores.
For input and ouput, they used
teletypes, punched cards. other paper
tape readers. and CRT displays as
well as Flexowriters.
Their sizes ranged from that of a
small desk to several large rooms full
of equipment bays with consoles one
could walk into. And their speed
ranged from one to tens of thousands
of operations per second.

Preliminary Find ings: Technology
Most first-generation computers
did use vacuum tubes. but not all in
the same way. After ENIAC's dedication. designers saw the advantage of
tubes for speed. but sought to minimize their number. Those computers
used fewer tubes in their circuits. and
thus were more reliable and compact.
Solid state diodes. not tubes. performed logical operations. This was
pioneered in SEAC in 1950, after which
only a few computers. such as the
Circle and Monrobot. continued to use
tubes for logic as ENIAC did.
Between 1946 and 1955. at least a
dozen relay computers were built. an
indication that some designers did not
agree with the prevailing view of the
superiority of vacuum tubes. One such
person was Howard Aiken. who on
visits to Continental Europe in the
195O's influenced the choice of relays
for several computers. Konrad Zuse's
computer company also produced a
line of successful relay computers installed mainly in Continental Europe.
Some of the relay computers. like the
Bell Labs 5 and 6. were based on se-

Drum from the Eng lis h Electric
Deuce. Built in 1957. the Deuce drum
stored 8K X32-bit words on 256 tracks
of 32 words each . It measured four
inches by six inches: most first -

generation drums were eight to
20 inches in diameter and two to
four feet in length. The Deuce drum
is on exhibit at The Computer
Museum.
The Computer Museum ReporVWlnter 1981'1984
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quence calculator designs of a decade
earlier. Others. like ERA's ~ Abel~ and
the British "ARC." were designed
along the lines of stored-program electronic computers. but used relays to
save money or to get a prototype working quickly.
By late 1955. a few transistors already were finding their way into computer circuits: in Bell Labs' TRADIC.
the IBM 608 Calculator. and perhaps
one or two others.
Memory
A wide range of memory devices
were used in first-generation computers. None of the mass storage techniques available in the early 195O's
was clearly superior; the choice always involved a trade-off of access
time versus reliability. This unsettled
situation persisted until the end of this
period. when the magnetic core memory was perfected.
The drum was by far the most
common memory device. A third of the
stored-program computers used it for
their primary memory. and most of the
others used it for secondary storage.
The most popular of the early computers, the mM SSO with several thousand
installations. was a drum machine. A
drum is fundamentally an electromechanical device; its reliability. high
capacity, and relatively low cost made
it the most successful medium.
The designers of the first storedprogram computers had high hopes for
purely electronic. parallel memories.
Williams tubes were widely available. but their performance was erratic. Developed. in Manchester, England in 1948, they were used on the
IBM 701 and in a variant form on the
Whirlwind.
John von Neumann. unsatisfied
with their reliability, contracted with
Jan Rajchman at RCA to produce a
electronic. parallel memory, but von
Neumann had to make due with Williams tubes on the lAS machine and its
offspring in Los Alamos and elsewhere. Finally. Jan Rajchman's Selectron was completed and installed.
but worked well on only one machine,
the Iohnniac at the Rand Corporation.
Some 15 first-generation computers
used mercury delay lines for their
main memory. The delay line was
more reliable but slower than the Williams tube. while it was less reliable
but faster than a drum. The UNIVAC's
,
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SWAC Williams Tube. The Williams
tube was invented' by Sir Fred'erick
Williams at the University of Manchester in 1948. It was the first purely
electronic parallel memory, but it was
unreliable. Although magnetic-core
memories superseded the WiIliams
tube by 1954. the Williams tube was
still faster than drum memory and delay lines. Unlike the earlier version of
the Williams tube. the Williams tube
from the SWAC (Standards Western
Automatic Computer) was more compact and featured higher reliability.
It enabled the calculator from the
SWAC to fully utilize the speed of the
Williams tube memory by completing

arithmetic operations in a few microseconds. Instead of handling numbers
as a train of pulses. there were parallel circuits in the SWAC that transfered numbers almost instantly. This
transferring of numbers in parallel
made it possible to do computations
at many times the speed of serial
computers. The SWAC was the first
WilJjoms tube computer to be completed' in the United States. Its rate of
success was also dramatic, producing
useful results seventy percent of the
time. The Williams tube from the
SWAC is on exhibit at The Computer
Museum .

IBM 650. The IBM 650 was the most
widely used first-generation computer. Hundreds were delivered between 1955 and 1959. Although the 650
as faster than otber magnetic drum
Impu ters, its high success rate was
a result of a well·integrated, punchedcard input and output and its adaptability to existing punched-card
systems.

Huskey Lecture. Harry Huskey giving
a lecture next to his Bendix GIS at
The Computer Museum in December
1982 . He said: -Tn 1952 and 1953 while
at Wayne University (Det roit). I dusted
off the ideas and designed a com·
puter which the Bendix Corporation
elected to build, the Bendix GIS. The
memory was a magnetic drum with
separate read and write heads. All
r-mation was read. erased and relen every drum rotation-just like
are mercury delay lines. This gave
some technical advantages--the read
beads and tbe write heads could each
be optimized for tbeir functions.-

delay hne memory. for example. could Input/Output
access a number in 400 microseconds.
Nearly all first-generation comcompared to 2S microseconds for lAS's puters used a Flexowriter or comparWilliams tube store. and 2.500 micro- able electronic typewriter with a paper
seconds for the IBM 650 drum. Delay tape reader attached for both input
line computers included many histor- and output. The Flexowriter was simically significant machines: the Cam- ple and rugged. but slow. Photoelectric
bridge EDSAC . the EDVAC. the SEAC. readers. pioneered on EDSAC and
the Pilot ACE. and the UNIVAC. A few quickly adopted in the United States.
other machines. such as the Pegasus. read paper tape 20 times faster. A
used magneto-strictive delay lines.
photoelectric reader could input data
The development of magnetic core at 120 characters per second (cps) inmemory finally gave computer design- stead of the six cps that a mechanical
ers a memory that was reliable. fast reader could handle.
and parallel. but expensive at the outOther computers used punched
set. In 19S3, core memories were in- cards or teletype. The CRT display. so
stalled on the Whirlwind computer at familiar to modern computer users.
MIT and the ENlAC at the Ballistic first appeared on one or two experiResearch Lab. By 1955. only two com- mental computers like the Whirlwind.
mercial computers. the RCA BIZMAC and finally on a commercial computer.
and ERA 1l03A. used core memory. the ERA B03. in 1955.
Without the new manufacturing techAlmost from the beginning of this
nology to build cores. manufacturers era, designers recognized the advanof machines based on drums. delay tages of magnetic tape as a medium
lines. and other devices continued to for bulk input/output. but tape was
plan and build these architectures un- slow in being adopted. The use of
til the price of core fabrication fell.
metallic tape was pioneered on the
Harry Huskey. who designed a su- UNIVAC while the SEAC used magperior version of the Bendix GIS. says: netic wire mounted in compact cas-Bendix made more than four hundred settes for aU-line storage.
of the GIS's- in fact the fittings on
number 400 were gold plaJed. Bendix Size
did plan a transistor version of the GIS
The smallest stored-program combut the declining costs of magnetic puter was probably one built by
cores and their improved reliability Hughes Aircraft for aircraft guidance
marked the end of the cyclic memory and control. It measured about two feet
computers.by one foot. used a drum memory. and
The Computer MUHum ReporllW\nle. 1m'1984
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was installed aboard a C-47 airplane
in 1953. The largest was perhaps the
Whirlwind, which occupied 55,000
square feet. Other large-scale installations that could claim the honor of
~biggest~ include the mM 701, the RCA
BIZMAC, and the Harvard Mark II,
which filled a large room at the Naval
Proving Ground in Dahlgreen, Virginia.
Commercial drum computers were
generally quite small , ranging in size
from that of a small desk to several
large cabinets. The cost of development and construction ranged from a
few thousand dollars for a prototype
Circle Computer (surely the cheapest)
to several million for Whirlwind. However. the Whirlwind was more than a
single computer. it was an ongoing
project involving computers, memories and applications programming.
Architecture
Quite a few computers without a
stored-program design were produced
and sold into the 1950's. The advantages of the stored program design
were slow in being accepted, and
many companies built computers of
both types. ERA, for example, built a
"Logistics Computer" in 1952, which
incorporated a fixed program for certain types of problems.
Computer Research Corporation
built a general-purpose drum computer, the CRC 102, and also produced
the popular CRC 101. a special-purpose
machine called a Digital Differential
Analyzer. The aircraft industry. a big
customer for digital differential analyzers, kept the market alive and several companies were the suppliers.
Several externally-programmed drum
computers installed in Continental
Europe reflected the design of Howard
Aiken's Harvard Mark III and Mark IV:
Of the stored program computers.
about an equal mix handled numbers
serially, digit by digit, and in parallel.
a word at a time. Similarly, they were
equally mixed between binary and
decimal machines, with some commercial models like the CRC 102 available either as a binary or a decimal
machine.
A wide range of instruction sets
also existed, from CALDIC with only a
dozen or so instructions, to the RAYDAC
with a four-address code and built-in
fixed and Hooting point instructions.
When random access core memory re•
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placed serially-accessed magnetic
drums or delay lines. the -von Neumann- architecture of binary arithmetic. single-address instructions. and
parallel memory prevailed.
Reports by Burks. Goldstine. and
von Neumann on the lAS computer
discussed the stored-program principle in detail. especially with regard to
modifying the address field of an inst{llction during a program's execution. Several first-generation computers used special index registers to
accomplish the same thing. These
were called ~B-lines~ on the Ferranti
Mark 1. the first machine to use them.
and the name stuck. In the United
States. the Consolidated Engineering
30-201 and its descendents had B-lines.
Descriptions of com puler archi lectures
nearly always mentioned the stored
program in connection with indexing .
Some descriptions. including one by
Alan Perlis. point out that computers
with 8-lines were superior in many
ways to the simpler lAS design .

Core Memory Stack. This core memory stack from the Whirlwind. whicb
is on exhibit at The Computer Museum. measures 17 x 10 x 9 inches.
Eacb core memory plane is arranged
in an array of 32 x 32 cores. Tbe first
0 r e memories were designed by Jay
.mester for the Whirlwind in 1953 at
~ MIT. Computer access time dropped
lrom twenty-five microseconds for
tube storage to nine microseconds
lor magnetic cores.

Programming
The first generation of computers
were programed in machine language. typically by b inary digits
punched into a paper tape. Activity in
higher-level programming was found
on both the large-scale machine and
on the smaller commercial drum computers.
High-level programming languages have their roots in the mundane. A pressing problem for users of
drum computers was placing the program and data on the drum in a way
that minimized the waiting time for the
computer to fetch them .
It did not take long to realize that
the computer could perform the necessary calculations to minimize the so
called l atency. and out of these
routines grew the first rudimentary
compilers and interpreters. Indeed.
nearly every drum or delay line computer had at least one optimizing compiler. Some of the routines among the
serial memory computers include
SOAP for the mM 650. IT for the Datatron. and Magic for the University of
Michigan's MIDAC.
•
Parallel memory machines had
less sophisticated and diverse compilers and interpreters. Among the exceptions were SPEEDCODE developed. for
the IBM 701. JOSS for the Johnniac. and

a number of compilers and interpreters for the Whirlwind .

u••
The list of computing installations
up to 1955 reveals dominance of the
military, followed by laboratory and
then business use. In 1954, a Magnefile
was installed for inventory control at
B. Altman & Co. in New York. and a
MODAC 404 was used by Reader's Digest for keeping track of subscriptions,
but these were exceptions to the rule .
Installations found at air force
or army bases often had not just one,
but several computers. Though not a
"typical" installation. the Ballistic
Research Lab at Aberdeen. Maryland
illustrates how military agencies commanded the greater fraction of all
computing power in the mid-195O·s . It
included: ENlAC; a Bell Labs Model V
Relay Computer; EDVAC (a storedprogram. serial computer); ORDVAC (a
stored-program. parallel computer);
several digital differential analyzers;
punched card multipliers; analog computers; desk calculators. and other
computing devices of various shapes
and sizes.
Conclusion
The "milestones" of the first generation were brought about by many
people who continue to be leaders
in the field. Grace Hopper worked on
the UNIVAC; Maurice Wilkes on the
EDSAC; Joe Weizenbaum and Harry
Huskey on the Bendix G-15; Gene Amdahl on his dissertation machine. the
WISC; Max Palevsky on the Bendix
D-12 Digital Differential Analyzer; An
Wang on the Wedilog; Ken Olsen on
MIT's memory test computer; and Seymour Crayon the ERA 1103.
Computing was about to change
rapidly. In the next few years installations jumped to the thousand s.
Serially-produced, commercially manufactured. standardized machines became the rule. O ver the
years. experimentation has continued, but never with the diversity of
ideas about the basic architecture of
this inaugural era.
Paul Ceruui. with Rod McDonald
and Gregory Welch.
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The Core Process:

How Ferrite Cores Were Made

A manufacturing process for core
memories was developed by Lincoln
Labs in 1952. Core memories were al·
ways strung by hand. and production

of the first cores was complex and
expensive. The following picture story

CooUag. After the cores left the tunnel of the kiln. they were still at an
elevated temperature of 500 F. Cooling took place quickly in the open air.

is from the unclassified manual. Fer·
rite Corell For Computer Memoriel.

These cores were used in the Whirl·
w ind and the Memory Test Computer.

and then the cores were ready for

counting and electrical testing.

Dimensional Check. The machine
die and the weight of the pressed
cores had to be continually monitored
to insure maximum uniformity of core
size. Before each press run a dimensional check was made with a toolmaker 's microscope in order to assure
quality control.

Core ........9 . After five days of get.

ting the material ready for making
cores. core pressing was done automatically by a Stokes press which
was capable of 60 pressing operations per minute.

Firmg. Firing was the most critical
operation of core production. The firing temperature was approximately
•
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2400 F. and elaborate cont rols were
necessary to maintain the correct
temperature.

For Computer Memories
Evaluation ~.t. Evaluation pulse
testing was performed on a sample of

20 cores. The data obtained from the
hysteresis-loop tests and the evaluation pulse tests yielded important
information concerning the performance of core lots in a memory. It
was at this step where lots could be
rejected on the basis of the evaluation test.

Electrical THug. Core drivers
helped in electrical core testing.
The cores, which were temperature
sensitive. were tested at a uniform

25 C. The temperature was controlled
by core handlers in temperature-

Final Tltst. The cores in the plane
were then given a final pulseresponse test in order insure
their acceptability. If damaged.
removal of defective cores from
a plane was easy at this stage.

regulated boxes or air-conditioned
rooms.

Stringing. After core testing had
been completed. the magnetic cores
which had been accepted were hand
strung into memory planes of 4096
cores each .

•
Fiai.bed Product. The final operation in the construction of a plane
was the insertion of the inhibit
winding and sensing wire which
linked all the cores in th e plane.

Pal.. Te.tbag. A sample of 50 cores

from each lot was used for hysteresis-loop measurements. The test
~quipment

for pulse testing and
selection testing con-

~miautomatic

sisted of an electronic core counter,
an evaluation pulse tester, fully
automatic and semiautomatic core
testers, and a plane tester.
The Computer MUMum ReporVWinter 1981I1964
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The Evolution of Software
The following excerpts are from a

Software

lecture presented at The Computer

The definition of software is: That
which is in the computer and is not

Museum on September 22, 1983.

hard. The use is not pejorative, but

is indicative of plasticity and tendency

The Engineer

of change. Some say that software

is made up of algorithms. systems,
packages. modules. etc. Organithm is
another word that could be used to
describe software. if one wished to
concentrate on its evolutionary and

He golfs, lectures ond writes. He

a lso creates objects. industries. employs, creates choice. has confrontations with nature, capitalizes, invests,
manufactures, and markets. Some
become wealthy and institutionalize
themselves, while others become critics, they then repent, reinvent man,
immortalize, and warn us of problems.

dynamic aspects. Each of these words

accent an aspect of software. It is we
who have created an enormous num·
ber of algorithms. Systems are coHee-
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Hans of programs that cooperate to-.
carry out a number of related acti· ,
Hies. They have boundaries and inflate. collapse. and reinflate.
Packages accent portability to
other machines and places. and sharp
boundaries. They also reform specific
jobs.
Organithms. dynamic collections
of algorithms. modules. etc .. evolve.
give birth. and perish. They have no
inherent stability or solid shape. They
flourish in the machine because they
exercise the mind.
All these words are found in literature and the press. They accent different aspects of software.
The Computer, Determining Factor
As computers become smaller and
more reliable. the problem arises of
making software smaller. The only
things which we can easily build that
work reliably are things which we
have already built. One major problem we encounter is that we cannot
guarantee to build software which
works the first time.
The physical computer and applications drive software. Science an.
engineering were the source of the
first applications. Hence. the first programming languages were designed
to fit scientific and engineering calculations.

When seeking the unattainable. simplicity only gets in
Ihe way (thaI i. lor people who
write government contracts).
Everything we do in nature may
end up being modeled on the computer. which means that we must find
programs that do the things we think
about.
Important factors are the people
who are doing the computing. who
ought to be doing it. and who will be
doing it in the future.
In the mind of the programmer.
software is a mirror of what a collective mind wishes to think about and
process. Computers will foil us in the
most critical way. unless almost every~
thing in our mind can be captured. i.
1
programming, and hence in execut-able programs. We must keep in mind
that whereas the arts interpret our
dreams. computers execute them.

~ereby

changing the boundaries of
d ream worlds. irrevocably.
Perfection in synthesis, software
included, defines mon uments. but is
a n encumb rance in tools. APL is an
example of such a synthesis. It was
designed, not by a committee, but by
one person, which is a rarity in programming la nguages. Not only was it
designed by one person, but it also
resisted evolution because of its initial
perfection . The only thing APL compares favorably to is the statue of
Moses in Rome b y Michaelangelo. It
bas few roug h edges a nd is made out
of s tone. Perfection has no need for
change and grow th . For langua ges
and software this is the kiss of death .
lr

You can not pas. from the informal to the formal by formal
mean•.
'IWo Issues Which Govern Software:
Function and the Way Things Will Fit
The concept of the procedure or
function is a d riving force behind soft..........are organiza tion. After you write two
.Jrograms you begin to worry about
how they fi t togethe r. A g reat deal of
desig n time is spent on making things
fit together we ll .
Binding time is another importa nt
factor: When do things become consta n t and more concrete? It is software
that gives us choices in variable binding time whe re hardw a re does not.
Driving Forces of Software
Commun ication is a ma jor factor
in computation. We pa rtition tasks and
save the re sults of computation to the
degree that comm unication is availa ble. It is networks that will have the
next revolutionary effect on software.
A curre n t concern is computer mail
over a network. Who is going to process the mail? Only anothe r p rogram
can read and process mail whe n the
networks g et la rge. Hu ma n beings
will drift a way from the inte rfacing
with networks a nd more things will be
d one by surrogate h u ma ns (progra ms ).
Evolution tells us tha t e ve rything
~e build is w rong, or, at best. tempo.n y. Thus. the main purpose of software tools is to improve the rate a t
which we can e volve software. Softwa re, like life itself, is s ubject to
evolution.
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The Major Tension in Softwa re is
Commerce vs Pe rception
Commerce enables programs to
crea te traffic on computers, and we
must get to know what keeps it bound.
Yet with perception, every program we
write impels us to realize that we
s hould have written something e lse.
Since commerce and perception dominates software, when you write a successful program you want to get it
used.
As soon as a program gets large.
consequences arise. It becomes so
large that peop le have d ifficulty
changing it from one purpose to another nearby, or grasping its potential.
Effects of dispersion a re important
because you automatically are beholden to a large anonymous population. Then processing complaints has
an enormous cost of dispersion.

Pascal owes its importance
to the minicomputer and the
microcomputer.

For man. immortality can only
be achieved posthumously.
Concerning the past proceduring
of software, only when you have executed a system can you determine
what the real procedures are.
What is the role of language? languages are important because they
shape the way we think and communicate to human and machine.
If you teach people BASIC first.
they will be crippled when they attempt to master APL. We appreciate
how narrow our computer languages
are. but do not know how to expand
them graciously. It is not that we are
reinventing the wheel. but that we do
not know how to invent wheels of every
appropriate size.
Size of Machines
Tools , automatic programming
and cooperation are essential to the
reduction of machine size . But it is
important for us to also create large
machines of low efficiency and high
The Com puteT Mu seum RepoTtlWlnte T 1983J1984
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Evolution of Software

(continued)

Museum Receives University 01
Illinois Collection

utility because we need systems for
understanding natural languages.
processing vision. etc. It is their imperfections which will spark the work that
will leod to better. more useful. and
more economical systems.

In programming. the search
lor brevity is the search for
survival.
What is The Measure for Success?
The ratio of how little we can put
into a machine to how much we can get
oul of it measures success. Put another
way. the cost of the future is the delay
in utilizing the past.
Alan J. PerIis
Eugene Higgins Professor of Computer
Science. Yale University

A collection of computing components and calculating instruments
from the University of Illinois was
recently given to The Computer Museum. This collection includes significant components from ILUACs 1. n,
and UI, as well as calculating and
drawing instruments from the university's Department of Mathematics and
Engineering. Included was a motorized Millionaire calculator with a keyboard which completes the Museum's
collection on the evolution of this
instrument.
Museum board member Gordon
Bell. who gave a series of lectures at
the University of Illinois. formallyaccepted the collection for the Museum.
The collection was delivered to the
Museum's new location at Museum
Wharf in downtown Boston and will
be integrated into new exhibits.

"If your computer speaks EngH.h.
wa. probably made in Japan."
Alan J. Perlis

it

U
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University of Illinois Collection. Pro- '""""'\
fessor James N. Snyder. head of the
.J
Computer Science Department at the
University of 111inois. hands Gordon
Bell a sense amplifier from the ILLIAC
II while Daniel C. Drucker. dean of
engineering. looks on.

UIfIBERVO. A typog raphical error in the lost Report led to the renaming of Uniservo.
the tape handler for Univac's plated thin film metal recording tope. Its correct name is
Uniservo not ·Universo" as printed on page 1301 the Fall Report.

Kurzweil Reading Machine Speaks
at Bits and Bites Presentation
NIt sounds like an Irishman with a
erlean accent," says one listener.
No, I think it sounds like a German
version of Speak and Spell, argues
another onlooker.
Oblivious to the spectators, the
reader continues: NOh say can you see
by the dawn's ear-Iy light. what bright
stars and ..
The Kurzweil Reading Machine recited the "Star Spangled Banner to a
rapt audience of thirty at the first talk
of the fall HBits and Bites" series on
September 18th.
Sounding out the words phoneticaily, the Kurzweil machine also read
the poster promoting itself. ~The great
est thing since Braille." The Kurz-weil
Read-ing Ma-chine read s print-ed mote-fi-aJ a-loud.
Assisting the machine in the
demonstration were Gail Yarnell and
Randy Stern of Kurzweil Computer
Products.
The Kurzweil Reading Machine
reads everything from newspapers to
books and original manuscripts. Designed in 1974 by Ra ymond Kurzweil.
the machine uses an electronic scan'-"'~r with a speech synthesizer to read
... rinted material aloud.
It can read 200 different typefaces
at up to 255 words-per-minute. The
machine is programmed for one thousand linguistic rules and two thousand
exceptions.
Both its cost and size have
dropped dramatically since its introduction. Initially it filled half a room
""

N

,N

H

and could only read print typed on
Kurzweil's personallypewriler. Today,
it comes as a desk-top model and costs
$29.000 ($20,000 less than its original
price in 1974).
Hundreds of libraries and universities throug hout the country now have
Kurzweil Reading Machines, and a
number of blind people also have them
in their offices,
Currently, the machines only rea d
English, but the company is working
on programs to have it read several
European languages.
The early Kurzweil machine with
its Nova 3 interior on exhibit at The
Computer Museum was a gift of Kurzweil Computer Products, a division of
Xerox Corporation. More advanced
versions speak without a Hforeign accent."

Ku rzweil Machine Rea ds . An atten-

tive audience listens to the Kurzweil
Reading Machine read aloud at a fall
Bits and Bites presentation. Standing
by the machine is Gail YameJJ of
Kurzweil Computer Products. who
demonstrated the unique device.

Bits and Bites
on Multiwire

L
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•

••

•

•
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...cplaining. Gail Yarnell describes
how the Kurzweil Reading Machine
works to a visitor at the Bits and Bites
fall galJery talk about the new
machine.

Joe Hammond. Hammond, vice president, Discrete Wiring Technology, PCK
Technology Division, Kollmorgen Cor·
poration, explains the evolution. development and use of the Multi wire
Wiring Machine. on view in the Third
Generation Gallery at The Computer
Museum. Ken Fisher, board member
of Kollmorgen. and his wife. Barbara.
are sitting just in front of the machine. Hammond's presentation on
September 18th was the second of
eight fal1 Bits and Bites gallery talks.
The Compute. M........ m Repo.t!Wlnte . 198311984
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On Sunday, September 11th, with
record breaking temperatures of over
95 degrees in downtown Boston, about
100 members explored our new empty,
but cool place. While the space is bare

of any furnishings, it has all the 00·
sics: a heat pump for each of the major
galleries, sprinkler systems, proper
emergency fire stairs, and facilities to
meet tbe needs of the handicapped.

Scenic Vie w. A slow elevator ride
from the ground floor up to The Computer Museum's space on floors five
and six gave visiting members a
chance to see Fort Point Channel. the
Tea Party Ship and downtown Boston.
Wharf Interior. Greg Welch, from the
Museum exhibits department, shows
a group of members through the new
environment. Red tape and chalk on
the floor indicate divider walls and
exhibit areas respectively. Members
touring the facilities had to rely on
their memories and imaginations to
visualize the new exhibits.

If,
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Yard Sale

Membership
Coupon

Checking It Out
~

On Sunday October 2nd. The
.>mputer Museum held its first cash

and carry indoor yard sale to sell duplicate items from the Museum's collection. With the help of many volunteers,
the sale was a success as well aso day
of hard work for those involved.
After the first hour. it became clear

that the buyers did not want the big
old machines . just their parts . Members. Don Gaubatz, Bill Ricker. Ian
Maclennan. Dave Koogler. Armando
Stettner. and Dick Rubinstein, along
with the staff went to work with screwdrivers and pliers and took everything
apart. Every cor e memory stack that

could be salvaged was sold: along
with every old name plate and console
panel.
It was the hackers version of ~ Let's
make a Deal. " Members set prices and
made deo:ls all day. Susan Kaelin. the

cashier, sold more than a thousand
dollars worth of bits and pieces and
one whole PDP-B.
A number of children came with
their parents and went off with piles
of components: clearly the next engi~eers tinkering at home-perhaps to
Ie consternation of a parent-but also
getting a feeling for the technology.
The yard sale brought the staff
and some members closer together. At
the suggestion of the participants, the
Museum now plans to have some work
parties in order to prepare for the move
to Boston.

I
I
I
I
I Join the Museum or Give
I a Gilt Membership
I
I
I Membership
I Name
I Address
I CitylTown
ZiE
I State
I
I
I
I Gift Me mbership
I Name
I Address
CitylTown
I State
Z;
I
I Enclose card from:
I
I
I Please enter a membership in the
I following category:
I
o Member $25
I
o Founder $250
I
o Corporate Founder $2500
I
I All members receive the quarterly
I Museum Report. a 10% discount on Mu Store purchases. and announceI seum
ments of Museum programs and
I events. All membership contributions
I are tax-deductible within the limits
I provided by Jaw.
I To become a Member or Founder fill out
I this coupon and return it with your
I check or money order to:
I Membership Coordinator
I The Computer Museum
Iron Way
I One
Marlboro. Massachusetts 01752
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Rummaging
Making a Sa le

The Cornp!.ll.r MUMum ReporVWlnt., 198311964
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Order Form
The Computer Museum has added

integrated circuits to its Slide Collee·
lion. The slides are from the Museum's
1984 Computer Era Cale ndar. The
calendar and the slides Ole available
now.

To order the calendar or slides
from the collection return this coupon
with a check or money order to:
The Computer Museum Store
One Iron Way
Marlboro. Massachusetts
01752

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

1984 Computer Era
Calendar
Set 9
Set 1-8
Set I
5el2
Set3
Set 4
Set 5
Set 6
Set 7
Set 8
Singles

$ 6.95
$10.00
$25.00
$ 3.50
$ 3.50
$ 3.50
$ 3.50
$ 3.50
$ 3.50
$ 3.50
$ 3.50
$ 2.00 each

Subtotal
AddS" Sales
Tax if MOS8.
'e"idenl

Add Shipping
<;0:1101

$1.50

TOTAL

Name:

Address:

Tel:
Date:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
•
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Museum Slides and
1984 Computer Era Calendar
,
Set 1:

t. I
1.2
1.3
1.4

Information Processing History
Graphs a nd C harta

Theory 01 Computer Generations.
Tree of Computer Evolution from

1950 to the 1980's.
The Pioneer Computers: Memory
Size versus Computation Speed.
Speed of Calculations versus
Generation for Manual through
UL5r Technology.

Set 2: Early Calculatin g De vices
2.1 Napier's Bones: 17th Centwy Mechanical Aid to Multiplication.
2.2 Pascaline: Mechanical Adding
Machine invented by Blaise
Pascal (1645).
2.3 Thomas Arithmometer: First FourFunction Practical Mechanical
Calculator (1820),
2.4 Thacher's Cylindrical Slide Rule:
Achieved the Equivalence of a
Sixty Foot Slide Rule (l88l).
Set 3:
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
Set 4:
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

Hollerith's Tabulator a n d Sorter
for the 1890 U.S. Census
The Computer Museum's Exhibit
of Herman Hollerith's Tabulating
and Sorting Machine.
Pantograph: Manual Device used
to Punch Blank Census Cards.
Punched Card Reader.
Punched Card Sorter.
MIT's Whirlwind Computer
(1945-1953)
16K Core Memory Stack, Fixed
Head Drum and Roomsized
Console.
Fixed Head Drum for Secondary
Memory.
A few of Whirlwind's 5000 Vacuum
Thbes.
Arithmetic Elements of the 32-foot
Long. 16·Bit Word.

Set 5: Early Computers
5.1 SAGE: ANIFSQ-7 Vacuum lUbe
Computer for Air Defense (1957).
5.2 TX-O: MIT's Full-scale, Transistorized Computer (1956).
5.3 PDP-I: Second Generation Computer, First Video Game ~ Space
War (1960).
5.4 PDP-8: First Mini-Computer (1965).

Set 7:

logic Technology
Vacuum Thbes and British Yah
from the Mark I'circa 1950.
..7.2 Transistor Circuilry Modules from
a PDP-8 circa 1965.
7.3 Integrated Circuil Board from a
PDP-ll circa 1972.
7.4 Micro.processor: Computer on a
Silicon Chip circa 1976.
Set 8: Memory Technology
8.1 William's Thbe: Cathode Ray Thbe
for Primary Memory circa 1948.
8.2 Core Memory Plane circa 1958.
8.3 Fixed Head Drum from English
Eleclric's DEUCE circa 1957.
8.4 Hard Magnetic Disk from the
-Stretch ~ circa 1961.

7.1

Set 9:

9. 1
9.2

9.3
9.4

9.5
9.6
9.7
9.8

9.9

9.10
9.11

9.12

Integrated C ircu its (Full-color
slides from the 1984 Computer Era
Calendar, chronicling the history
of integrated circu its,)
The first transistor, assembled at
Bell Laboratories.
The first integrated circuits from
Texas Instruments.
A diffusion furnace from National
Semiconductor.
Silicon wafers from Mitel illustrating their fine translucent quality.
Processed silicon wafers from
Inmos after they are packaged.
The Harris Semiconductor pro- .......,
grammable read-only memory,
)
shown during wafer probe test.
A Ferranti gale array.
A color raster workstation from
CGX used to design very large
scale integrated circuits.
A 16-bit monolithic computing
system from Zilog.
A Photomicrograph illustrating
bit-slice technology from Advanced Micro Devices.
IBM's largest capacity experimental memory chip, a 288K integrated circuit.
A contemporary data processing
chip from Bell Laboratories.

8

Set 6: Super Computers
6.1 IBM 7030; "Stretch- Console (1961).
6.2 CDC 6600; Console and Process·
ing Cabinet. designed by
Seymour Cray (I964).
6.3 Texas Instrument's ASC (Advanced Scientific Computer):
Chassis Harness Interconnect of a
Processing Unit (1971).
6.4 Burrough's lLUAC IV: Burroughs
Disk, Processing Cabinet and Processing Element with Fairchild
Semiconductor Memory (1975) .

1984 C o mputer Era Cale nda r

The Founde... Program

lfewlacllwWaaJ. r-.len
American Federation of Information
Processing Societies, Inc.
Apollo Computer, Inc.
Association for Computing
Machinery

Automatic Data Processing, Inc.
Benton and Bowles
Bolt. Beranek and Newman
Boris Color Labs
British Computer Society
Robert Cipriani Associates
Clint Clemens
Codenoll Technology Corporation
Computer Science Press
ComputerWorld
Control Data Corporation
Convergent Technologies
Coopers and Lybrand. Boston
Data General
Dataproducts Corporation
Digital Equipment Corporation
Digital Equipment Computer
Users Society
Ford Motor Company
Fujitsu Limited
General Systems Group, Inc .
Hewlett Packard Company
Foundation
IEEE Computer Society
Intel Corporation
International Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation
MOB Systems, Incorporated
MITRE Corporation
Motorola. Incorporated
OMNI Publications International. Ltd.
Richard Reno
Schlumberger Foundation
Seldin Publishing
Software Results Corporation
Tobin Vending Service
The Travelers
Wang Laboratories

David R. Block
R. S. Cheheyl
Peter Freeman
Henry Fuchs
Steve Golson
Stephen Gross
Richard Hill
Michael Jenabek
John W Lacey
Robert Laman
Jonie laBombard & Bill Noyce
Bert W Larey
Duncan Lawrie
Steven Lipner
Andrew H. Mason
L. Mazzucchelli
F. Warren McFarlan
George McQuilken
Joseph Nestor
Paul Pangaro
John Peterson
Michael D. Poe
Donald Spencer
Frederic G. Withington

THE END BIT
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A newsbrief of the collection
The Computer Museum has a new

found friend named Shakey. Developed in 1969 by the Stanford Research
Institute. Shakey was the first fullymobile robot with artificial intelligence. He was nol named until fully
operational. and then named himself
by his Hshakey ~ actions. Shakey is
seven feet loll with his antenna, has
a TV camera, and touch and distance
sensors. Shakey will be on exhibit in
our new home at Museum Wharf.

The
Computer
Museum
One Iran Way

Marlboro
Massachusetts
01752

Non·Profit
Organ;~o'ion
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The Camputer Museum is a non·prolit.
public. charitoble foundation dedicated to
preserving and exhibiting an indu. try-wlde.
brood-based collection 01 the hatory of inlormolion processing. Computer hi. tory Is
interpreted through exhibit •• publication,.
videotapes. loo\,lJe s. eduC(l\ional programs.
and other progroms. The Museum cuchlves
both artifacts and documentation ond
makes the materiols available for
scholarly use.

Kennelh H. Olsen. Chairman
Digital Equipment Corporation

Museum membership is available to
individuals and non-profit organizations
for $25 annually and to businesses for SI2S
annuolly. Members receive the quarte rly
Report. invitations to all lectures and s pecial programs. new posters, and a ten
percent discount in the Museum stor e.
A Founders program is in effect during the
initialtwo-yeor period 01 the Museum. until
June 10. 1984. During this period indi viduols
and non-profit organizotions moy become
Founders far S250 and businesses ond cha ri table foundations moy become f ounders for
S25OO. founders receive all benefits 01 membership and recognition lor their imporlont
role in establishing the Museum.
The Computer Museum is temporarily
closed in preparation for its move to Boston.
lt will roopen at Munum Who rl in downtown Boston in fall 1984. f or more information, call (617) 426-2800.
THE COMPUTER MUSEUM REPORT

(ISSN_l
The Computer Museum Report is published
quarterly by The Computer Museum. 300
Congress Street. Boston. MA 02210. Annual
subscriplion is part 01 the membersh ip of
the Museum (S25 per year lor individuals
and nonprofit organizations and SI2S lor
corporations).
The purpose is to report on the programs
and exhibitions of the Museu m. The contents of The Computer Museum Report moy
not be reproduced without written consen!.
The Museum Staff is responsible for the contents of the Report. The opinions expressed
do not necessarily represent those 01 The
Computer Museum or its Board 01 Directors.
The design and production 01 the Report
is done by Benson and Clemons.
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The Director-. Letter

I'm often asked, "Will there be a lot of interactive exhibits in The Computer

,-

Museum?"

Oliver B. R. Strimpel

I don't have a short answer. The long answer compares two ex;hibits: the
TX-O. the first transistorized computer. one of the first computers used for interactive graphics, and a planned exhibition called "The Computer and the
Image."
Seeing the TX-O exhibit- with its banks of switches. bulky F1exowriter.
rows of toggle switches, wall of s upplies, with its heavy steel chairs with
peeling vinyl covers, tile floor and venetian blinds- sends the viewer back to
the late fiflies . And on days thai John McKenzie. with his dapper bow tie, set of
tools and complete machine log, is busily maintaining the machine. the visitor
has the exira advantage 01 a demonstration or discussion of the machine's
state. One of its demonstration programs of a mouse learning its way to cheese
(or a martini) has been a favorite for 25 years--even though its graphics don't
measure up to those on a handheld child's toy. For many, this seems to be
involving enough, although not really -interactive.To take the next step, to make the TX-O operable by the visitor, is to put the
clock back: the machine fills a room , yet is less powerful than many programmable calculators, takes a hall-hour to start and demands programming in its
assembly language MACRO. This is an investment in time that most museumgoers don't make. But what about the rare person who feels that they must
program the TX-O? For them , the mac hine is to be simulated on the Museum's
VAX. Dan Klein from the Mellon Institute has put a number of the instruction
sets for the classic machines, including the TX..Q, on the VAX. The serious visitor can then have easy a ccess to classic machines at a terminal in the new
library of the Museum .
Another way to experience the TX-O in action is truly vicarious: watching a
1961 made-far-television film about the machine, how it was used, with demonstrations of many of the programs. Such classic films will be used with many of
the exhibits on super computers and vacuum tube machines that took in the
order of lOO,OCIO watts to tum on. Even if we got one of these machines together,
the Museum could never afford to run it. Nor does it make any sense when the
same computing power is available on a machine that requires a hundredth of
the electrical power. To experience the size and power decline of the machines
through the generations brings home the point better than any textbook
statement.
Historic machines will only be one dimension of The Computer Museum
when it moves to Boston. Several exhibition areas will emphasize contemporary computing with interactive exhibits that demystify the -black box. - The
first of these is -The Computer and the Image Gallery" now being planned by
Oliver Strimpel. on leave from The Science Museum, London. The aim of the
exhibition is to convey the full breadth of computer imaging, from computeraided design to the simulation of galaxy evolution, from Landsat imageprocessing to computer-drawn animation .
In explaining the concepts of computer graphics, interactive displays will
be used . What better way to understand how resolution allects a picture than
to alter the resolution yourself? Or stretch the contrast, or distort the image
with a simple mathematical function?
Computer graphics can also portray objects that do not exist in real life .
Interaction allows the visitor to walk around them or zoom in on areas of interest. Simulations using computer graphics often rely on the choice of parameters by the user, who gets more involved by entering his own choice.
The focus of The Computer Museum is not to create -interactive- exhibits,
but to preserve and explain the scientific and technological history of computing in the most appropriate and exciting way that it can be done.
Gwen Bell

•
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The TX-O: Its Past and Present
Up and Running. For the third time
in its history the TX-a was fully operational. this time at The Computer

The machine is a good example of
what computing was really like 20
years ago.

Museum. It was built at Lincoln Laboratory in 1955 as an experimental
computer to test transistors, and had
its first birth in 1956. Then in 1958 it was

lack Dennis and John McKenzie
were responsible for the TX-O at MIT
before its shutdown. This time a round
McKenzie was the operations manager
dismantled and rehom at Massachu- and the first to witness it come back to
setts Institute of Technology (MIT) life. He worked for months preparing
where it operated until the mid-sixties. the classic, 1955 computer for its debut
The TX-O fills a room , yet has less at The Computer Museum.
His efforts paid off when TX-D
memory than many personal computers. And unlike today's personal com- alumni, Museum members and other
puters. the TX-O demands a skilled computer buffs united on Sunday, Nouser to maintain full-scale operation. vember 13th, to d isplay their enthusi-

asm for keeping the artifact in worki~
order. For one day, those who had b e
vital to the developmenf and day-tl..
day operations of the TX-D reminisced
about the days when it was at the apex
of computer technology.
A series of events were held touching on all phases of the TX-D's past. The
day's events were videotaped for the
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,-,J4.useum's archives . Included in the
)QTatn was a lecture by TX-O alumni
....nd MIT Professor lack Dennis on the
history of the machine; a luncheon for
the alumni ' and a hands-on demonstraHon of the star attraction- the
TX-O.
One alumni favorite was the
mouse and maze program . Everyone

.

focused. on the mouse as he scurried.
across the cathode ray tube (CRT)
screen to catch a piece of cheese. Old
stories about the TX-O abounded during the reunion with some alumni suggesting they should have brought
cards for old times' sake , because
bridge was often played during
breaks in the TX.Q room .
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The TX-O at Lincoln Labs

The TX-O and its original software
were created at Lincoln Laboratory. Its
original team included Wesley Clark
as the logic designer and Ken Olsen
as the engineer in charge of building
the machine. Phil Peterson. lack Gilmore, John Frankovich and Jim Forgie
worked on logic design under Wes
Clark. Bob Hudson and Chuck Norman
were involved in the construction
working for Ken Olsen in the engineering group.
The following quotes are excerpts
from discussions and presentations at

the Museum's TX-O alumni reunion
held November 13th.
lack Gilmore: The racks of logic that
became the TX-O were used to test both
transistor circuitry and one-half of the
G5K memory for the TX-2 computer that
was on the drawing boards. Ironically,
when everything was put together it
turned out to be a fascinating generalpurpose computer.
Ph il P eterso n : Imagine when the
power was first turned on. We had no
other machine to talk to the TX-O. In
order to communicate with the machine. the toggle switch panel allowed
a sequence of bootstraps so that you
could start a function. such as read-in
the paper tape. Tbe first thing we
wrote was an octal assembler to readin symbolic codes.

Architecturally. the machine introduced the idea of micro-coding. You
could hit the carry pulse having never
done anything else. A random number generator that would make nice
little patterns on the face of the CRT
could be done with no instruction.
Once the programmers got the idea
of micro-programming they were only
limited in their experiments by their
imagination.
Jack Gilmore: Wes Clark wrote an assembler called Hark. It was arranged
so that the symbolic addresses could
be any length symbolic string. so we
could incorporate English-language
words. making programs easier to
read. We put together one of the first
on-line operating systems that could
input software in a very easy fashion.
One of the most significant pieces
of work was a brain-wave pattern recognition program. Because the TX-O
had 6SK of memory and an analogdigital 110 device. brain wave information was brought in as a moving
window display. We were trying to
teach the machine to recognize the
~sleeping spindle. ~ And because the
TX-O was the first machine with a
coupled light pen and oscilloscope.
the work was done four to five times
faster than without these features.
Jim and Kanna Forgie did voice
recognition on the TX-O before they did

it on the TX-2. Because the program
took 10-20 minutes to execute. Jim h "'--the problem of finding 'out where
...
was . We rigged up a technique so he
could draw a flow chart. put it on
celluloid over the CRT. and in his software. slow down or speed up the program from the toggle switches. He
could literally watch the voice program running through its steps. He
could trap it and see it at a particular
iteration using the Flexowriter or the
toggle switches.
Most software was for testing the
6SK memory. The complete cadre of
software included a print program.
Hark. the assembler. a technique for
online assembling. a search program
to search through memory and find
things. a debugging routine. and the
dynamic flow chart program. A fair
amount of this initial software was not
usable for the new 4K environment that
the TX-a had when it moved to MIT.

Jack G ilmore and others from Lin coln Labs reminisce about the first
years of the TX-O.

,. .....

The Move to MIT

The TX-O at MIT

Inluly 1958. the TX-O was taken out
Lincoln Laboratories and installed
. room 26-248 at MIT. John McKenzie
recorded that it took 100 days of work to
get the machine up and running.
The following is from a memorandum, dated luly 23, 1958. to TX-O users
from Earle W. Pughe. Jr.:
This memo is written as an aide to
those who wish to write programs for
the computer before the computer is in
operation.

Professor Jack Dennis: Because the
TX-O was created as a memory test
computer, it had some Peculiarcharacteristics. The size of the address for
the TX-2 memory was IS bits. while the
TX-O had an IS-bit word. How do you
build a machine with a IS-bit address
and an IS-bit word size? Since an ordinary single-address instruction format
was used, only two bits were left for
the operation code.
Wesley Clark was a major force
behind both computers. When asked
what happened to the TX-I. his response was. "We don't build odd computers." So the plans for the TX-I were
scrapped just like the DEC PDP-3.
Ben Gurly was responsible for engineering the display system for the
TX-O. a unique piece of hardware that
influenced his later design of the
PDP-l at DEC. The TX-O was one of the
earliest computers that allowed the
operator to use the cathrode ray tube
for interactive computation . In contrast, the displays on the Whirlwind
were mostly used for recording information. The TX-O display was used
to show immediately the results of
changes made to a program.
In the fall of 1958 I had just finished
my doctoral thesis and had been appointed instructor at MIT. I also had
just moved into an office in Building 2S
near the TX-O. Not wishing to pursue

The TX-O has 4096 words of mag-

netic core storage. The cycle time is six
microseconds. thus each order normally will take twelve microseconds.
The inputs consist of a direct typewriter and a photo-electric tape
reader. The outputs ale a typewriter. a
paper tape punch and a display scope .
Other inputs and outputs are the toggle switch register and indicator lights
on the control console. Provision has
been made for users to connect their
own equipment to the computer.
It is expected that in the future the
TX-O computer will have more orders
and more memory. Every effort will be
made not to obsolete existing pro,.-.ams as new features are added.
Iwever to help meet the objective of
not obsoleting programs as the computer is modified. the unused bits of an
instruction must be zeros. This restriction means that such tricks as shifting
a word to change instructions will obsolete a program when changes are
made to the computer. Bits -0- and -I"
are now used for the instruction. bits
NSN thru NIT' are now used for the
address and bits -2", -3", "4" and "Smust be zero for all orders except
"operate."
The Ad Hoc Committee on Experimental Computation (Chairman: Prof.
J. F. Reintjes) is the faculty group in
charge of the computer and they have
final decision as to who may use the
computer. It is expected that with the
cooperation of the users there will be a
minimum of paper work in assigning
computer time. Since the computer is to
be used for experiments instead of for
numerical computations. the blocks of
assigned computer time will be considerably longer than with other types
computers.

Professor Jack Dennis. who was responsible for the operations of the
TX-O at MIT. gave an overview of
its evolution and use at the
Institute.

The Speech Research Group at
MIT. Osamu Fujimura. Hiroya
Fujisaka. fohn Heinz, Gordon Bell
(with his hand over his mouth) and
Professor Ken Stevens watch Pete
Brady at the TX-O console in 1959 at

MIT.
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Debugging
further my doctoral investigations in
operations research. I was open to
new and interesting adventures. With
a new computer down the hall. the
hackery in my blood soon got me involved in its programs.
This computer, unlike MIT's number cruncher, the 7090. had the feature
of being intimate with its users . You
could actually go up to the console and
ask the machine to execute instructions and programs specifically for
you. The display program. which generated interesting patterns. triggered
immediate reactions to fix it up and try
it again. If one was careful in choosing
the number in the "live" register of the
machine, you could cause some wonderful patterns. You could do this with
a program consisting of a single instruction-repeated endlessly. Such
informal interaction with a computer
was completely new to the world.
How do you build a sensible machine code with just two bits?
1) You must be able to store information into memory locations.
2) You must be able to get information
out of the memory. so one can operate
on it in the central processing unit. The
TX-O does not have an instruction code
"load. " In the TX-O, one got information
into the accumulator by clearing the
accumulator and then executing an
"add" instruction.
3) The third instruction of the TX-O was
transfer negative: transfer control to
the location specified by the address.
4) The operate instruction was next.
Anything not done by the other three
kinds of instructions was done by operate instructions. The remaining 16 bits
instead of referring to a memory location were simply a micro-coded
extension of the operation code. One
combination would cause a point to be
displayed on the cathrode ray tube
(CRT) whose coordinates were the
right half of the accumulator and the
left half of the accumulator. In the
some instruction you could transform
the contents of the accumulator so that
it would cause (on the next repetition
of instruction) a different point to be
plotted on the CRT.

In the fifties a substance called display. Tom suggested that as soon as
FUT was used. regularly around the the typist had typed something th, ""--'"
house to get rid of flies. Thomas Stock- was in error- something that WOU!..
ham and I called the debugging pro- not make sense for any continuationgram we wrote for the TX-O. FLIT. the program should tell the user about
which meant Flexowriter Interrogation it. Tom invented an idea he called
Tape. It was a successer to UT3 written "handslapping." Immediately upon
at Lincoln Laboratory and provided a typing an error. the program would
medium for symbolic debugging. You type back a red. question mark. This
could take the symbol table generated meant a lot of repairs to the Flexowriby the assembly program and load it ter because one would try to continue
into the debugger. The debugger could while it was typing back at you. Fullthen talk to you about your program in duplex communication and displays
terms of yow symbolic addresses and have now eliminated. that problem .
symbolic instruction codes.
About this time I beard of someFLIT allowed one to insert break- thing called a "macro assembly" propoints in a program and then run it. gram and that Doug McIlroy had
The debugger would take over control programmed. one at Bell Labs. From
whenever a breakpoint was reached. this inspiration I wrote the program
whereupon the user could interrogate MACRO for the TX-O. This program
the state of a program and decide to go was to lead to macro assemblers for
on or not.
the PDP-I and other computers.
The project to write FLIT was sug- MACRO turned out to be a large progested by Professor Thomas Stockham gram. To debug it. it was necessary to
who. perchance, shared my office in use a simpler debugging tool than
Building 26. We wanted. FLIT to be a FLIT because FLIT took up too much
very interactive program. but we could memory. so I wrote a program called
not work with the cathrode ray display. MicroFLIT. FUT and MicroFUT were
perhaps because the character tables forerunners of debuggers written for
would take up too much memory. But other computers, including DDT (Ok......,
more likely because many users would ital Debugging Tape) written by Ale.
want to debug programs that used. the Kotok for the PDP-I.

Alan Kotok. TX-O alumni Alan
Kotok (center) recalls his TX-O days
at M1T as lack Dennis (left) and

lohn McKenzie (right) look on.

Maintaining the TX-O

Managing the TX-D
--..... After the TX-a had been at MIT for
Qut a year and half. I took over
. .::'Sponsibility for the machine and im-

mediately set about extending the machine's instruction code. Since we
were not likely to afford the 65,000
registers the TX-2 had. we enlarged
the ap code to four bits and added an
index register. The operate command
was redesigned. to provide more capability, including logical ~and ~ and ·or",
and more input/output orders. With

these changes the TX-O lost its original
power to generate fancy patterns

through repeated executions of a single instruction.
Installing the new instruction set
was a big undertaking. The machine

was constantly in use by research staff
and students. We made the changes by
pulling one panel at a time during
scheduled maintenance periods. and
almost always had the machine back
in operation on time. The correctness
oj the alterations had already been
checked through simulation using a
register transfer language to describe
the new instruction set.
John McKenzie has managed ev~ move the TX.Q has made, and man.Jed operation and maintenance of
the machine while it was at MIT. He
can tell you what it was like to replace
the switches on the TX-a console. 1
recall that when the machine first arrived at MIt several switches had special designations: one was labelled
"Suppress Wes;" and another was
labelled ~Dump Phil. ~ These functions,
doubtlessly referring to Wes Clark and
Phil Peterson, are no longer present in
the machine.
In my time one principle user of
the machine was Gordon Bell who was
working with Professor Ken Stevens
and Arthur House on speech recognition. Pattern recognition was of great
interest also.
Some of the people who worked on
the TX-a became heads of the Information Processing Technology Office
(IPTO) of the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the government, where
MIT has obtained lots of money to
carry out research. One of the directors of [PTa was Ivan Sutherland, who
~ted the program ~ Sketchpad" on
~ TX-2. This benchmark graphics
"""Program allowed a user to creale
sketches on the display by using a
light pen. Using the TX-a light pen,
Ivan and Claude Shannon wrote a pro-

gram that would search a maze. It
would act like it was inside a cave and

would decide how to move by following the walls.
Larry Roberts, who also became
director of IPTO, used the TX.Q for
creating a kind of artificial intelligence program . His program recognized hand-drawn letters by learning
from its experience.
In 1961, when John McCarthy was
advocating timesharing as a way to
use computers effectively and DEC donated a PDP-} computer to the Electrical
Engineering Department, my attention
shifted to building a time-sharing system around the new machine.

TX-O transistor. The first TX-D tran sistors were in tubes to make it easier to test and replace them. The
TX-O had only 12 transistor failures.
and almost every transistor that
lasted more tban 500 bours is still
operational today.

lohn McKenzie: When the TX-O was
built. transistors that. operated at a
Jive megahertz speed were not availahle. Lincoln Lab put Philco surfacebarrier transistors. costing $40 each,
into bottles that cootained 10 transistors. These were designed to be tested
in a ~transistor-checker." Ken Olsen.
Ben Gurley and other designers didn't
know whether transistors were here to
stay. The engineers thought they
might have to replace transistors like
they replaced vacuum tubes. or at
least annually check them . With little
deterioration after 10,000 hours. it was
clear that these transistors were good.
It wasn't worthwhile testing them anymore . No one cared and the industry
was moving ahead to new products. At
MIt only a dozen unaccountable failures may have been due to transistors .
Most transistor failures occured within
500 hours after installation. Otherwise
they made it. and are still working
today.
Every time another feature was
added to the machine, another power
supply was added as a self-contained
unit. The machine is cycled on in sequence and cycled off in sequence. You
get the memory pulses before you tum
on the read-write memory current.

lohn McKel11ie. who spent months
revitalizing the TX40 for its Com
puter Museum debut. enjoys
watching the macbine perform on
TX-O alumni day.
4
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Electronic Systems
Lab G roup

Cognitive Information
Processin g Grou p (CIPG)

Doug Ron: lohn Ward had only observed the art of programming on the
Whirlwind. When the TX-O came, lohn
decided he should program.
John Ward: I signed up and there 1 was
in the room alone with the computer. I
was terrified.
Doug Ron: Earlier at Egeland Air
Force we built an elementary mouse
solving a maze problem on the 1103. So
lohn and I did a mouse and maze
program. 1 did the logic and lohn the
display.
John Ward: ... very slowly. There was
no assembler. You had to figure out all
the addresses yourself . The style of the
program was reminiscent of Shannon's mouse that used. relays.
Doug Ron: It had more flexibility because we were able to use the light pen
to place the mouse and either hide the
three chunks of cheese or the three
martinis.
For MIT's centennial in 1961. CBS
did some specials on the Institute. The
CBS director said, "Gee, Westerns are
so cut and dried. couldn't you write a
program for one?" And I was talked.
into it. The memory was used to keep,
track of everything down to the actors'
hands. The logic choreographed. the
movement of each object, hands, guns,
glasses, doors, etc. A line of English
sCript was written for each direction,
even if it went wrong. That's how we
got the loop sequence which was an
actual error nom. If you watch closely,
the sheriff puts his gun in the robber's
holster, and other strange things.

Don Troxel: As a graduate student I
used. the TX-O because I had alot numbers to reduce statistically. and '_
was the best desk calculator around.
People in our group s tarted to use it
because of the display capability. At
CIPG under the late Sam Mason we
measured reading speed.
John Allen : The first speech synthesis
by rules scheme introduced in England
by Holmes, Mattingly. and Scherm
was first implemented on the TX-D. It
made heavy use of this wonderful
bank of switches to control the various
parameters of that synthesis .
Don Troxel: When Francis Li called me
over to hear it, I expected it to have a
Chinese accent. but it had an English
one since that was where the rules
were made.
John Allen: We did experiments with
pitch using the switches for control.
The TX-a and PDP-l were used to start
to build a reading machine for the
blind. The character recognition part
ran on the PDP-I and the speech synthesis on the TX-D. The tenuous connection was often lashed together
firmly enough so that we could reQ!i.......
characters on the PDP-I and ha'
speech output on the TX-a.
When lohn McKenzie let you tum
the machine on, you were then part of
the in group . One Saturday. a professor. who will go nameless, called. me
on the phone and said, "I just turned.
the TX-a on and it won't go. "
I said. "Just put your hands on the
console and don't do anything untill
arrive." Fortunately he hadn't done
anything disastrous . He just hadn't
started up the clock sequence.
Gordon Bell: Actually with improper
clocks when you started you could ruin
the core memory.
John Allen: The price of the TX-O was $3
million-from the development costs
on the books at MIT.
Gordon Bell : That was a bargain because it led. directly to the TX-2 and
Digital Equipment's first products.

Doug Ross, Seated at the TX-O's "L"
shaped console, Ross explains how
he and lohn Word designed the
Mouse and Maze program: "I did the
logic and lohn did the display."

Doug Rosa explains the flowchart
for the logical choices in "Sago."
the 1961 TX-O-written Western .

II
•
•
Dit Morse: I've been asked. if the error
sequence was rigged . Well, it turns out
that the CBS people were in the TX-a
room when the machine got into that
loop. They saw what the programmer
was doing and they grabbed that sucker so fast-they knew it was theater.
The program's 13.000 line code was
macro generated.. One of the first and
only programs that I wrote with a real
deadline. CBS wou ld not postpone the
shooting under any circumstances. It
took six calendar weeks to deliver six
skits.

Actor Jack Gillord played the role
of the robber in a "shoot out with
the sheriff." The climax of "Saga"
.,.
written in 1961 by the TX-O with the
help of programmers Dit Morse and
Doug Ross.
•
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Speech Re sea rch Labora tory
of the Research Laboratory
for Electronics
-

Gordon Bell : 1 was a member of the
search staff of Professor Kenneth
.. Stevens' speech research laboratory. The laboratory continues to train
researchers and do research in analysis and synthesis of speech. Some
colleagues who worked on the TX-D
included Arthur House, now at the
Institute for Defense Analysis; Osamu
Fujimura of Bell Labs; Hiroya Fujisaki ,
University of Tokyo; lohn Heinz, lohn
Hopkins; Morris Halle, MIT. and Pete
Brady.
Speech was taken into the computer using a tape loop with sampling
pulses on one tape channel. The audio
(speech) signal was passed through a
bank of 24 filters and read in via TX-D's
Epsco analog-to-digital converter. The
goal was to recognize the speech by
analyzing the frequencies of the resulting acoustic input. The analysis was
carried out by a technique we invented
called analysis-by-synthesis; the computer posted a model of the speech and
compared it with that to be analyzed
by adjusting the model's parameters.

Gathe ring vignettes. Steve Levey
(left) who is writing a book on
hackers, gathers tidbits from recollections of Electronk Systems Lab
roup alumni Doug Ross (center)
nd Harrison (Oit) Morse .

The Ha ckers
Alan Kotok: In the fall of 1958, I was one
of the earliest of the undergraduate
crew to come in. lack gave a couple of
introductory talks to the Tech model
railroad crowd, and brought us over to
demonstrate the TX-D . When we saw it,
we said, ~Oh , neat- there's all this
time available. We negotiated with
Earle Pughe and lohn McKenzie for
time . They said if the faculty advisor
was amenable, then we could use the
machine without any supervision.
Jack Dennis: As an unde rgraduate I
wrote a large linear program on the
Whirlwind to solve the transportation
problem. After midnight, I could get
my hands directly on the Whirlwind,
and get scope postmortems all on my
own. This led me to believe that informal direct programming by students
was the way to work with machines.
Then we formalized it on the TX-D.
Dave Gross: I was a freshman at MIT in
1957 and got a tour of the new TX-O
computer room. In 1958 we, the model
railroaders, discovered the TX-D. I was
told that under no circumstances could
I turn it on, since I was not an authorized user. The most elaborate program
I wrote for the machine was a three by
three matrix of dots that made a
search. One night Alan Kotok and I
had the idea that it would be awfully
nice if you didn't have to run your
program tape through the reader
twice. So we wrote a program that put
it on mag tape the first lime with
e nough space for binary to be added .
Alan Kotok: Before that no one had
used the tape except to write from the
beginning and fill it full. Here we
wrote--and then left space along the
way.
Dave Gross : We tuned it to leave just
the right amount of space.
Alan Kotok: We put two load points on
all tapes, with the utility at the beginning and then a point that allowed use
at the end. We did anything to avoid
having to punch another binary program on this Flexowriter that punches
ten chara cters per second.
Dave Gross: Alan, do you remember
the expensive tape recorder program?
You had your FM receiver here in the
computer room and we said we'd hook
up the audio to the A to D converter and
write a program to record on that tape.
Alan Kotok : That was digital recording
more than 20 years ahead of its time.
M

Reminiscing. Shag Graetz5 first
hands-on programming experience
was at the TX-D console, although
he was a seasoned programmer before coming to MIT.
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Dave Gross: It would write the whole
tape as one long record. Play back
through the accummulator created a
whistle, so we used the scope's D/A
converter fed back into the speaker
that was under the console.
Jack Dennis: Could you recognize
Beethoven?
Alan Kotok and Dave Gross: It wasn't
bad, considering . ..
Alan Kotok: After the PDP-l arrived
and before any of the fancy high speed
links had been installed between the
machines, the hackers of the day and I
were contemplating how we could
make use of both computers. We
hooked up a serial line between the
two with a buffered program to the
typewriter. You could type a line at one
machine and it would come out on the
other.
After we got it working. I said,
"What can we do with this?"
Someone said, ·Play chess.·
Since some of us had been working on chess on the 7090, we got together a panel of chess players in the
TX-O room with a chess board. Some of
us sat in the PDP-I room with a chess
board and waited for an unsuspecting
chess player to walk down the hall and
into the room. Some fairly gullible
graduate student was enticed to play
this great new PDP-I chess program.
Our victim typed his plays in. The
group in the other room replied. It
worked well for a while, but then there
was confusion about one of the moves
with an argument over the terminal.
Alas, our victim smelled a rat and
started for the door to the connecting
TX-O room.
Gordon Bell: In the spring of 1960, I
went out to DEC and bought some
modules so that we could add a mag
tape unit on the machine.
Alan Kotok: And that took us into big
time computing.
Jac k Dennis: I remember that my
dream at the time was getting support
for interactive programming on the
TX-O. even though the one iUy-biity
tape unit was the only bit of auxiliary
storage we had. I was dreaming up
schemes to keep peoples' files and
images on this tape unit, so that one
user could take the machine over from
another, but that project was scuttled
when the PDP- I arrived in 1961. Then
we started to use it to build a timesharing system.
10

Shag Graetz: By 1961 this machine was
a legend among programmers. I had
been eased out of the nest at Harvard
where I used the 704, with about three
times this amount of equipment. that
no ordinary programmer could ever
use. I came to write a diagnostic program for the 906/2 tape drive-every
bit the kludge that it appears to be.
My first question was, "Who is the
operator and how do I submit my programs?- Jack Dennis said, "This is it.
What you see is what you get: The
entire room of machinery was under
the control of whoever was signed up
to use it at the lime. During the next
academic year, I went to work for Doug
Ross; the PDP-l arrived and I moved
over to work on it. where in our spare
time we developed SPACEWAR!

Deja vu. lohn McKenzie who was
the technician on the TX-O at MIT.
once again readies the machine.
but this time at The Computer
Museum.
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The Move to the Museum
John McKenzie: The TX-O's life came to
-...., end when each of the labs got their
~ry own computers. When I saw a
note in the paper that Bob Everett was
presenting the Whirlwind to the Smithsonian. then I thought that's the place
for the TX-D. However, they weren't
interested. A little bit later, I saw a
short paragraph in a DECUS newsletter that DEC was starting a museum.
And we said that was the way to go.

StanSchultzcamedownandwestarted
to plan the move. We were about to
move the machine on April 19th (0
holiday), when the contract officer at
MIT said, ~Hey you can't give away
this $3 million to a private individual. ~
Everything came to a halt for two
years. First it had to be offered to all
military groups, then to all groups
with government contracts, then various universities. then secondary
schools. and finally to general services who could advertise it. On the
first go-around DEC was outbid $2500
byan outfit in St. Louis that wanted the
110. Then it was re-advertised. This
time DEC was outbid $SO by a surplus
dealer in Ohio. Roy Gould got busy on
~e phone and noted that it would cost
lot more than the price of $350 to
move the machine. DEC gave them an
extra $100 and took title to the machine.

Stan Schultz: John Connally and I
spent many hours labelling all the
wires .
lohn McKenzie: The dismantling took
about a week, and then unfortunately
it went into a warehouse for about two
years.
Stan Schultz: Initially we set up the
processor and console. and it was on
exhibit from the summer of 1979 until
1981.
John Mckenzie: We never burned any
bridges so that we could make it run
again. Fifteen different power supplies were lost in the warehouse. Then
we had to buy some new ones. But the
CPU is pure.
Twice in bringing up the machine
I was stymied. Once with the core
memory. and I called on Dick Best
to do some circuit analysis and he
got me out of that hole. Later on. in setting up the paper tape reader. Alan
Kotok did some analysis and we
made it work. It needs to be in a
computer room environment with a
cooler. steady temperature.
Stan Schultz: While on exhibit. some
people must have taken souvenir bottles from the console. When we let it be
known that the machine was being
brought up again. bottles would mysteriously appear on the console.

The TX-O at The Computer Museum
in Marlboro. With the Museum
closed and moving to Boston. the
TX-O will once ogain be packed,
moved ond reconstruc ted in 0 new
location. This is the fourth move for
a machine that started out as transistor-test circuitry and may end up
as the longest-living operating
computer.

Here we gol Flipping switches

while watching the indicator lights
on the control console of the TX-O,
lohn McKenzie prepares the machine for operation.
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Computing at Burndy Corporation
by Gregory W. Welch
The clacking of paper on plastic as
a pile of cards is jostled into alignment. The shuffling and slapping of
paper cards traveling at high-speed
through mechanical sorting devices;
the whirring of electric motors; and the

clicking of relays. These were the
sounds of an office in days-gone-by,

right? Vlreng!
Until last November these were
the everyday sounds of the Accounts

Receivable Department at Bumdy Corporation in Norwalk. Connecticut. The

source of these noises was the collection of old IBM card accounting machines upon which Burndy still kept its
accounts receivable. However, after
over 30 years of faithful service, these
anachronisms were finally being retired. to be replaced by a soundlessly
efficient Univac llOOlB2.
Unlike most machines their age,
these antiques were not destined. for
Hthal great metal crusher in the sky.
Instead. and quite rightly. they were to
be enshrined. as representative of a
breed of machines which for years was
the standard of office automation.
They were headed. for The Computer
Museum .
In the 1940's Burndy Corporation.
then located. in New York City. started.
leasing IBM card accounting machines to manage various functions of
its operations. such as keeping track of
inventory. performing sales analysis.
engineering applications, production
control. and accounting operations. By
1950. when Bumdy moved. to Norwalk.
it employed. approximately 25 people
working two shifts to operate its closeto 30 machines.
The card machines were run in
much the same way a modem. batchprocessing computer center is today. A
given department would submit written documents to keypunch operators,
who would punch the data contained
therein onto 12-by-SO character computer cards. These cards would then
be sorted. collated. calculated. reproduced. interpreted. or printed according to the wishes of the department
requiring the information. However.
each of these operations was performed by a separate machine. Hence.
it was up to the operator 10 perform the
functions of a central processing unit.
such as synchronising the operations
and transferring the data from one
H
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machine to the next. The HprogramH for these machines which had been a
was the department's instructions to part of its operations for so lour--;
the operator as to what they wanted Knowing that Bum Dibrter. the founa
done with the data.
of Bumdy. was very interested in hisIn the early 1960's Bumdy began to
tory, Ms. Canto contacted him to see if
modernize its office equipment when it he would want the machines. He sugup-graded to an IBM 140l system. Over gested that she conlact The Computer
time it continued to transfer more of its Museum to investigate the possibility
operations to computers. As it did so,
of donating them. When Ms. Canto
its appetite for computer power in- approached us. at first we were unsure
creased. Bumdy soon moved on to an what these machines were. let alone
IBM 360140. then to an RCA Spectra 70.
what their historical significance was.
a Univac 1100111. a Univac 1100181. and However. after a trip down to Norwalk
finally a Univac 1100182. Concurrently.
to inspect them--and seeing them in
since the number of operations to running order-and several phone
which the accounting machines were calls to IBM. we decided to accept one
applied was steadily decreasing.
working example of each of the four
Bumdy retained fewer and fewer in types of machines Bumdy still had.
service. The equipment was bought These were: a #557 Interpreter. sefrom IBM by MAl. a leasing company,
rial# 16592; a #083 Sorter. serial#
that continued to lease it to Bumdy and 16329; a #088 Collator, serial# 17000;
service it.
and a #519 Reproducer. serial# 40093.
According to Marjorie L. Canto.
The Interpreter is used to print. in
Manager of Bumdy's EDP. User Sup- alphanumeric characters. some or all
port Service Department. by Hlate in of the information encoded in the holes
the 1970's approximately 90 percent of of a card on specified areas on the face
the Bumdy functions had been automated. Finally. with only a couple of
functions being filled by the card machines Bumdy bought one of each type
outright. The last of these functions to
be automated was accounts receivable. which made the switch over to
the 1100182 in November of 1983.
With the last of the card accounting machines being phased out.
Burndy looked for an appropriate end
H

of the card. according to a program
r-'ired on a plug board.
The Sorter separates a stack of
cards into piles having the same value
ina particular column. The setting of a
contact brush, which reads one column at a time, determines which field
the stack will be sorted on. It can also
be set to only select cards with a particular value (or values> in a column.
The Collator merges two similarly
sorted stacks of cards together under
the instruction of a wired plug board.
The Reproducer simply reproduces a stack of cards in part or in
whole. again controlled by a the wiring of a plug board.
It was machines such as these
with which IBM dominated the precomputer business machine market.
giving them an advantage when the
business computer market blossommed. Therefore, they are of significant historical importance because
they represent the forma1ion of the
marketbase which was the foundation
of IBM's computer buisness.
As operational artifacts of historical value. and their operativeness.
~ey will make wonderful exhibit
~es. Visitors will not only be able to
view the early products of the world's
largest computer company. but also
hear and see the whirring. slapping.
clicking and clacking that was computing before computers.

Plugboard Program Central Unit.

Card Accounting Machines . The complete card computing installation at
Burndy Corporation, pictured here,
filled an entire room. The varied com-

ponents are now part of the Museums
collection.

Inside Stories on Computer
Told at Fall Paograalls

entitled "The Evolution of Software."
Perlis, head of Yale University's Computer Science Department. told the audience that the 26-character IT soft·
ware program he helped write at
Carnegie Mellon was ~personal1y, the
high point" of his programming career.
(See the Winter 83184 Report for a synopsis of Perlis's lecture).
The Computer Museum's new Multiwire Wiring Machine inspired the
next lecture by Joseph Hammond of
PCK Technology on September 25th.
He chronicled the history of multiwire
A tour of the Museum's new quar - technology and explained how it made
ters in downtown Boston on September smaller. more compact computers a
11th got the season off to a lively start. reality.
Members viewed. the open space in
Computer memorabilia reigned
Museum Wharf and heard about the the following week. when the Museum
Museum 's gallery plans- from the sponsored its first yard sale on Octotwo-story exhibit for the gigantic ber 2nd. Machine nameplates. conSAGE computer to the plans for ex· soles and core memories sold the fastpanding the generations galleries.
est. Counting them and the more
A week later, the Museum's new. obscure objects d ' computer, the cashcirca 1974 Kurzweil Reading Machine and-carry sale grossed more than
for the blind was introduced by Gail $1000.
Yarnell and Randy Stem of Kurzweil
Just four days later. the focus
Computer Products. Stem told how the changed dramatically as Dr. Jerrold
software designers demonstrated the Petrofsky stepped. up to The Computer
machine's peculiar accent, and Yarnell Museum podium to tell the story beshowed. off the machine's reading ca· hind an invention that makps it possipabilities by letting it read the ~Star ble for paraplegics to walk again.
Spangled Banner" aloud.
His pioneering work made it posOn September 22nd, Alan Perlis sible for 22-year-old Nan Davis, who
shared some of his renowned comput· has been paralyzed from her waist
ing epigrams at a Museum lecture down for four years, to walk with the

Stories of untimely mechanical
failures. eccentric bosses and annoying bugs; conventional narratives; and
demonstrations of classic machines
highlighted the series of 15 educational programs and events sponsored
by The Computer Museum this fall.
The SeQson was a success by all
counts, attracting more than 1500
visitors and members. They learned
about computing history and its impact on society through films . gallery
talks and lectures by computing
pioneers.

Incredible . . . no not the audience.
but the presentation on computer
graphics by Robert Langridge that required 3-dimensional glasses for the
even!.

Dr. Jerrold Petrofsky.

assistance of an electrical stimulation-feedback system designed by
Petrofsky.
Then o n October 9th, R. Michael
Hord, author of The ILLIAC TV, The First
Supercomputer, talked about that rna~i ne's a chie vements and shortcomjS. Decommissioned and moved to
the Museum in 1983, it had been one of
the fa stest and biggest machines of its
time. capable of 300 million operations
per second.
Computer research was the topic
otdiscussion the following week when
Perry Crawford of IBM's Systems Research Insitute gave a talk entitled
NComputing Decisions: What Good
Ideas Have We Left Behind?" He said
that ~ in terms of their development.
computers are where cars were in
1910:
On October 20th, Analogic president Bernard Gordon, presented his
perceptions of computer engineers
from Eckert and Mauchly. inventors of
one at the first digital electronic computers. to today's engineers.

Bernard Gordon (center).
Gordon said there has been a dramatic decline in engineering productivity since the days of Eckert and
Mauchly. He attributed the change to
overspecialization of engineering
tasks. and recommended returning to
a Renaissance approach-training
and hiring well-rounded engineers
who can tackle a variety of assignments. (A transcript of Bernard Gordon's lecture will be featured in the
next issue of the Report).
Then on October 23rd. Museum
r
sitors learned the inside history of
J re vo lutionary Harvard Mark I
, &I1ough Ma rk IV computers from
Robert V. D. Campbell. one of the programmers involved with the project
trom the 1940s.

Sunday afternoon, October 30th,
Andries van Dam presented two hours
of classic films and video clips that
illustrated the history and rapid expansion of computer graphics. Van
Dam, chairman of Brown University's

Computer Science Department. told
the audience that computer graphics
was such a new field in 1964 that it was
difficult to find even 30 people to support a new computer graphics association called SIGGRAPH.
"See It Then," a Computer Museum
movie featuring vintage films on early
computers, showed the following Sunday to a full-house.
One of the season's highlights
was an overview of product development at IBM presented by vice president Bob O. Evans. November 10th .
Evans reviewed the alternating cycles
of product diversity and standardiza+
han at IBM from meat slicers to card
systems and whole families of computers. (A transcript of his talk will run in
the next issue of the Repor!. )

The story of the TX-O, the star of the
Museum's November 13th program,
can be found elsewhere in this issue.
To complete the fall series. Robert
Langridge gave an illustrated lecture
on the use of 3-dimensional computer
graphics for molecular research. Langridge, director of .the Computer
Graphics Laboratory at the University
of California, San Francisco, described how interactive computer
graphics are used to analyze genetic
structures.

Robert Langridge.

Robert Noyce to Speak at Museum
May 11th
Robert Noyce, inventor of the integrated circuit and vice chairman of
Intel. will speak to Museum members
and guests on May 11th at Museum
Wharf. Boston.
It will be the first such.event in the
new quarters and will take place by
partially completed exhibits. The Museum is not slated to open to the general public until this tall when the first
four galleries will be complete.

Noyce's presentation continues
the Museum's tradition of sponsoring
lectures by computer pioneers. The
lectures are Videotaped for historic
purposes and kept in the Museum's
archives. Excerpts from the lectures
are also featured in The Computer Museum Report.
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The Sage Arrives. Cooperation of the
Museum Whorl staff, the exh ibits de partment and the movers were needed to heft a console 01 the SAGE Air
Defense System into the elevator
at the Museum's new quarters in Boston. The SAGE was the first machine
to use command and control CRT display consoles on which operators
identified targets by pointing at
them with light pens. A total of 40.000
pounds of SAGE components were delivered in October. They will be used
to recreate the SAGE installation at
The Computer Museum .

The Members' Association and the Move to Boston
While it might have felt that way,
packing up The Computer Museum
and moving it to Boston wasn't anything like taking down a circus and
magically re-appearing the next day.
In a series of packing parties that
took place between January and
March, the Membe rs' Association lent
over two hundred man-hours to the
project- making the move to Boston a
physical reality. -Party'" is a loosely
defined term here, because packing
the Four Generations exhibit, the calculator cases, the Fairchild chip exhibit. the memory cases, and the super
computers is a huge job.
The process began with the exhibits department acting as "advance
men" -coming in ahead of time to pallette boxes, wrap toggles, put skins on
certain machines, and take the ~s kirts
off others. Then, the job of packing
could begin. Each piece had to be
taken down from its resting place,
assigned an inventory number,
wrapped, boxed, and boxed again. It
took Connie Bachman , Barbara
Beeton, Joe Cascio, Helene Faguerquis!. Reed Fleming , Kate Fulton,
Shag Graetz, Ed Galvin. Ian MacLennan, Mary McKenney. Nick Reinhardt.
Bill Ricker, Kitty Selfridge. Diane Sherman, and Alex Vanderberg. plus the
entire exhibits department. a day todo
the calculators and the Four Generations exhibit.
The job of getting the exhibits out
the door and down to Boston was done
by Almac Moving Company, that
generously donated the entire cost of
the move.
II
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Packing and now unpacking provides a rare opportunity for some real
"'hands-on" interaction with the exhibits. "'You find you really study a piece
when you spend a half-hour wrapping
it. " according to one member.

If you would like to roll up your
sleeves and help with the unpacking
and the refit. please contact Chris
Rudomin at (617) 426-2800. We need. all
the help we can get!

Museum Brings Computer Risto;;
to Audiences Nationwide
A new film edited by the Museum
is bringing computing history to life for
computer rookies and aficionados from
California to New York.
Called "See It Then : Classic Films
of Early Computing, the 38-minute
feature illustrates some of the benchmarks in computer history.
In the past six months, the Museum's director Gwen Bell has shown it
to more than a dozen groups. including
the Stanford IEEE student chapter in
California, the Big Apple Use r's Group
in New York. and the Assoication for
Computing Machinery (AC M) in
Philadelphia.
Museum members are sent invitations to such presentations made in
their area. Dozens of Silicon Valley
members came to the talk given there,
and members came from Washington
and New Je rsey to see the Museum's
presentation and visit its booth at the
New York ACM conference in October.
New England area supporters will
have a chance to view "'See It Then- at
the upcoming ELECTRO '84 trade show
in Boston's Hynes Auditorium, May 15H

17, where it will be shown in the Museum's booth.
"See It Then'" combines four classic clips of early computers. If features
the ENIAC, one the first electronic digital computers, being programmed
with plug boards. In the second segment. EDSAC designer Maurice
Wilkes narrates a 1951 movie on the
EDSAC that he calls a -commerc ial for
micro-programming.
Next, the viewer sees Edward R.
Murrow interviewing the Whirlwind
computer and Jay Forrester, one of its
designers, at MIT. The final clip )eatures a computer-written Western
acted out by Hollywood actors in a 1961
CBS special titled -The Thinking Machine. '" Narrators Wayne David and
Jerome Weisner explore the question,
"Can machines think?If your group is interested in a
presentation by the director th~
includes "See It Then ," canto "\
Stephanie Haack, Communicatiol
Coordinator at The Computer Museum, 300 Congress Street, Boston. MA

02210.

What i. a Founder?
Any individual or corporation who
gives more than $250 or 52500 respectfully during the Museum's first two
years.
#
On March 14. 1982. The Computer
Museum was given provisional status
until June 24. 1984 by the IRS as a public. non-profit charitable foundation.
During this time. the Museum has to
prove that it is indeed a widely supported public institution.
This is a unique opportunity to help
establish the only international
museum devoted exclusively to
computers and the history of information processing.

Corporate Founde...

American Federation of information
Processing Societies. Inc.
Apollo Computer. Inc.
Asllociation for Computing Machinery
Automatic Dota Procesling. Inc.
Benton and Bowlell
Bolt. Beranek and Newman
Baril Color Lobi
British Computer Society
Robert Cipriani Associates
Clint Clemen.
Codenoll Technology Corporation
Computer Science Pre..
ComputerWorld
""Control Data Corporation
..convergent Technologies
Coopers and Lybrand. Boston
Data General
Dataproducts Corporation
Digital Equipment Corporation
Digital Equipment Computer
Users Society
Ford Motor Company
Fujitsu Limited
General Systems Group. Inc.
GTE Data Services. Inc.
Hewlett Packard Company Foundation
IEEE Computer Society
Intel Corporation
International Te lephone Ik Telegraph
Corporation
Lol Alamos National Laboratory
MOB Systems. Inc.
Micro.Yltem. Engln_ring Corporation
MITRE Corporation
MOCO.Inc.
Motorola. Inc.
National Semiconductor Corporation
OMNI PublicationaInternational. Ltd.
PCK Technology Divi.ion
Richard Reno
Schlumberger Foundation
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Software Result. Corporation
Tobin Vending Service
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--flang Laboratories
Xerox Corporation
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Bruce Delagi
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Michael Dertouzos
Jean E. de Valpine
Nick De Wall
Peter DeWolf
John Di Targiani
James Donaldson
Geoffrey Feldman & Sharon Lipp
Read 1: Fleming
Clark Frazier
Donald George
Betsey Gillies
Robert Goldman
Karl M. Gutlag
Sheryl Handler
Ardoth A. Hassler
Michael Hathaway
Nolan 1: Jones
Paul A. Karge r
Christopher Kent
Dr. Benn Konsynski
Robert L. Kusik
Glen Langdon. Jr.
Robert Langridge
1: G. Lewis
C . L. & Jane Liu
Robert F. Marsh
Thomas McIntyre
Donald & Jean Michie
The Morgan-Grampian Pub
Frank E. Morris
Saburo Muroga
David & Pat Nelson
Bill Newcomer
Curt Landon Noll
Nick Pettinella
Juan A. Pineda
James A. Pitts
K. F. Powell
Paul Repacholi
Dan Rose
Robert F. Rosin
Stephen Russell
Rebecca Scholz
Earl & Mary Schweppe
W. Lee Shevel
Thomas W. Simons
Robert Spinrad
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G. Michael Uhler
Alexander Vanderbwgh
Susan Walter
Joseph B. Walters, Jr.
Herbert Willman
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Join Ihe Museum

Name
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Cit
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State

Please enter a membership in tbe

following category:

o Member
o Founder
o

$25

$250
Corporate Founder $2500

All members receive the quarterly
Museum Report. a 10% discount on Museum Store purchases. and announcements of Museum programs and
events. All membership contributions
are tax·deductible within tbe limits
provided by Jaw.
To become a Member or Founder fill out
this coupon and return it with your
check or money order to:
Membership Coordinator

The Computer Museum
300 Congress Street

Boston, MA 02210
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A newsbrief of the collection

Otis King's Pocket Calculator is a

rare pocket-sized cylindrical slide rule
manufactured by Carhic, Ltd. in London
in the early 1920's. The spiral logarithmic
scale, printed on both the smaller rotating and larger fixed lubes (called. ·cylinder- and -holder") is a double scale with
five places of accuracy. The cylinders can
be moved relative 10 each other either axially or rotationally. '!Wo arrows at either
end of the sliding black cover form the
tubular cursor (that mark the logarithmic
numbers and their roots),
Otis King's Pocket Calculator, gift 01
Harvard University Professor 1. Bernard
Cohen, was moved to Boston with the

Calculator Collection in February and
will be on permanent display in the
Pre-Computing exhibit.

The
Computer
Museum
300 Congress Street
Boston. Massachusetts
02210
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The Computer Museum is the only institution
01 its kind in the wodd. chronicling the evo·
lution of information processing from the
obocuslo the silicon chip through exhihitiOD.II, publications. historical research IlIId

John William Poduska. Sr., Chairman
Apollo Computer. Inc.

progyams.

It recently moved from Marlboro, Massachusen. to Museum Wharf in downtown Boston,
where it will open thislall. The Museum's
new location is minutes from Logan InlematiODed Airport and just a ahort walk from
Boaton's financial district and such historic
landmarks as Faneuil Hall and the Freedom
1'Jail.
The Museum offers individual and corporate
memberships lor S25 and SI25 per year respectively. Non-profit organizations may join
at $25 per year. Other membership categories are available for those seeking a higher
level of participation. All members receive a
free subscription to The Computer Museum
Report, a 10% discount on merchandise 110m
The Computer Museum Store, lree admission and invilations to Mw;eum events.
For more information, contact lana Buch·
hoh, Members hip Coordinator at The Computer Museum, 300 Congress Street, Boston.
MA 02210, (SI?) 426-2800.
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The Director'. Letter

As I sit and write this letter. carpenters are working in a gaping hole that will
connect the two levels of the Museum with a stairwell. The Museum is between acts.
Looking back six months, the memories of the fall programs in Marlboro are still
fresh, while the staff's attention is focussed on the new exhibitions. This issue of
the Report reflects the transition.
The major articles are versions of two outstanding programs hom last year. Bob
O. Evans. vice president of engineering. programming and technology at IBM presents an inside view of product development from meatgrinders to the IBM Systeml
360. Then Bernard Gordon. president of Analogic reminisces about his second
job, working for J. Presper Eckert at the Eckert-Mauchly Computer Corporation.
Both of them breathe life into giant myths.
With the reopening months away, our concentration is focussed on planning new exhibitions, A half-i nch scale model of the galleries filled with moveable
machines, cases and people sits in'the middle of the office space. It's a cent ral goth.
ering place where we test out ideas and give the rare visitor a ~smaJl scale" tour.
When something doesn't fit or can't be explained, then it's modified. The model is
rapidly filling with a va riety of e nvironmental. historical. operational and interactive
exhibits, The major historical exhibit is a year by year timeline from 1950 to 1973
under the direction of Professor Paul Ceruzzi of Clemson University. The largest
environmental exhibits are the ANIFSQ-7 and the SAGE installations being developed by Meredith Stelling of the exhibit stafl. Working exhibits include printers and
plotters and other devices that will operate on their own. Although the personal
computer exhibit will have a concentration of interactive exhibits, every gallery will
have visitor-generated programs that create understanding through hands-on experience. A number of college interns will be developing these interactive programs
this summer.
The May 11th Pre-Preview Party provided. an early deadline to get our stairwell
and auditorium in place and to let us take advantage of the free space lor both dining
and dancing .. , activities that will be precluded by the full development 01 the
exhibitions someday. It also kicked aU the capital campaign described elsewhere
in this issue.
This spring and summer, I'll be on the road visiting Minnesota, Washington
state. California. New York, Europe and perhaps even Japan, spreading the message
about our purpose as an international museum for the entire history of information
processing. When the Museum reopens this fall, its exhibitions and programs should
attract both national and international visitors when they're in Boston.

Gwen Bell

8ay4 on floors five and six readied
for a central staircase.
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Computer Engineering Altitudes
From Eckert-Mauchly to Analogic
-.,
Bernard Gordon

In 1948 Bernard Gordon graduated
with a bachelor's and master's degree
in electrical engineering from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).
After starting with PhHco Corporation,
he joined the Eckert-Mauchly Com-

puter Corporation. Today he is the
president and technical director of
AnaJogic Corporation which is engaged in the development and manufacture of high-precision. high-speed
signal translation and information
processing equipment. The following
abbreviated and edited excerpts have
been derived from a lecture presented
by him at The Computer Museum on
October 20, 1983. FOT historical purposes, the original presentation has
been archived at the Museum on
videotape.

1. PresperEckert1r.

About a year after I left MIT to start
work at Philco Corporation, I received
a call tram Presper Eckert who told me I
had been recommended by a professor
at MIT and asked if I would come over
for a job interview. Eckert, then about
28 years old, gave me such an intense
technical and personal interview that
even before he made me a job offer I
told him I'd take the job just because he
had motivated me to show him what I
could do. He was so taken aback by
this that. I guess, he felt he had to hire
me and so he did.
Therefore, in 1948 on a hot summer
day I reported to work at the EckertMauchly Computer Corporation in
Philadelphia in an old building near
Wissahickon Park. One of my first
memories is that of seeing Al Auerbach, now a long-time friend, standing
literally in his underwear working in
the middle of the heat of the circuitry
which was supposed to become the
BINAC, forerunner of the UNIVAC. As I
recall most of the small group of engineers were nearly all in their twenties.
The chief engineer was lim Weiner
who had come down tram Raytheon.
Jim ruled over us like a master
sergeant and engendered in us reactionary passions ... but he made us do
our jobs. In later years I learned to
bless him because he and Eckert inculcated in me, and I believe in the others
who worked at the Eckert-Mauchly
Computer Corporation , engineering
disciplines which have served me well
during the past 35 years.
It is interesting to note that EckertMauchly had figured out that they
would need about $100,000 to engineer
the UNIVAC and ready it for production. They had raised about this
amount of money tram the American
Totalizator and had figured out this
amount of money based literally on the
number of solder jOints in the machine
and multiplying that by so many
pennies. They therefore had predetermined the rate at which all of the
work must be accomplished trom logical design, the software, the electronic design, the construction, and
the debugging .
•
Eight to ten engineers were to
build, not knowing any better, all of
the original circuitry for the UNIVAC
and as well the first high-speed startstop digital tape mechanisms, the

tape plating and mamdacturing facilities for those tapes, the first-known
card-to-tape converters, and the many
other major sub-units of the UNIVAC
system.
The machine was to have approximately 5,700 vacuum tubes, used primarily for amplification and pulse
forming and 18,000 semiconductor
diodes used primarily for high-speed
gating. (It may be interesting to recall
the semiconductor diodes utilized
were purchased as war surplus materials from Western Electric.) When I
arrived for work one of the engineers,
Bob Shaw, had already essentially
single-handedly drawn all of the detailed logic diagrams. I recall Eckert
saying to me: "You are going to design
the circuits, standard flip flops, standard gates, and so forth." He had allowed only a few working days to do
this. I didn't know I couldn't do it. so I
set out to do it. In a relatively short
time, no more than a few weeks, we
had designed and proven the capabilities of the standard gates; I then designed the I/O circuitry, supervisory
control circuitry and tape control circuitry, s tandard flip flops and what
we'd call pulse formers.
Eckert then set me to work to design the crystal transducer system for
the acoustic memories of the UNIVAC
and then all of the electronics for the
memory system. The time allowed for
each major design was always measured in days, not weeks or months. At
that time I thought I was working on
the world's first acoustic memories and
it wasn't until a considerable time
later that I found out that Maurice
Wilkes, who is present at this lecture,
had actually built a unit earlier in
England. While I was carrying out this
work together with the other engineers
at the Eckert-Mauchly Computer Corporation, Pres Eckert and Jim Weiner
taught me via their direction a number
of factors about engineering and engineering supervision. I do recall that at
the time we were receiving this type of
direction we felt that they were very
tough. But in the process of being apprentices to these master engineers,
most of us went through a maturing
and learning process which, in retrospect, 1 wouldn't have traded for anything. If in my later years I have myself
developed a reputation for being a
Th .. Comput.. r Museum Reporl/Summer 1984
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tough engineering task master, I am
pleased to say-and I hope that he will
be pleased by my saying it-that
Eckert was responsible,
For example, after Eckert more or
less gave me a ~gold star ~ for doing the
acoustic memory. he put me in charge
of a few other even younger engineers
who were then being hired into the
company. He gave me the following
directive: "If you ever see an engineer
studying during work hours. I want
you to give him his first warning. If he
does it a second time, terminate him ."
His view was, and it still remains mine
today, that people owe it to themselves
to further their career, to study at
home, and that they should come to
work prepared toget the physical work
done .
The philosophy of ~ worst case design ~ probably originated, or at least
was formalized, at the Eckert-Mauchly
Computer Corporation. Eckert and
Weiner insisted that when we design
something, we must design it thoroughly, into the ground so to speok,
and release our circuitry to production
without ever breadboarding. In the
first UNIVAC they established rules for
derating such that every 25L6 vacuum
tube must properly function in its circuitry with its emission dropping to
approximately 50 percent with the
screen voltage varying, with the
heater voltages varying. with carbon
resistors changing 20 percent, etc.
Although I didn't really prepare
for this lecture in any formal way, as I
stand here, I can remember the derating numbers of 35 years ago like a
catechism. For example. every germanium diode which had a nominal
back resistance of about a megohm
with a back voltage of 30 volts had to
continue to work satisfactorily if that
back resistance went to 18,000 ohms.
Every carbon resistor had to be able to
change 20 percent and each power
supply voltage had to change in the
worst possible combination, about
five percent. As a result , we were able
to design with parts that really weren't
very good and design equipment that
could be predicted to work right essentially the first shot.
Eckert taught me to pay great attention to every detail. He taught me
that the design engineer was responsible lor every aspect of the design . The
engineer should know how the components were made. What were their
strengths and what were their weaknesses. There should be extreme tolerances on everything. He knew that
only by doing this was it possible to
make a machine with 5,700 vacuum
4
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tubes each with a nominal emission
life of about 5,000 hours work at all.
However, by applying the rules of derating everything, it was possible to
make a machine at that time which
worked for acceptable periods of time.
At the end of every week. Eckert
and Weiner would come around and
we'd show them our big schematics
with 40 to 100 vacuum tubes on them .
He would look at a drawing, almost
closing his eyes, and point to a resistor
at random and say: ~Why is that resistor that value? Why isn't it five percent
higher? Why isn't it five percent lower?
Show me in your notebook where you
proved absolutely that that resistor is
exactly the right value . ~ I think 1 almost got fired one day because I had a
grid resistor returned to ground, and
he asked me why. I said that it was half
way between plus and minus infinity,
which was an unsatisfactory answer.
Every once in a while something
humorous related to the disciplines
that were put in effect would take
place. For example , whenever the
power came on the UNIVAC, a red light
went on at the top of the machine's
frame. Jim Weiner established the rule
that whenever anybody made a mistake such as putting a screw driver or a
scope probe in the wrong place and
blew up a diode, he would have to buy
a Coca-Cola for all the employees of
the company, approximately 30. However, one day Jim Weiner himself put
his screw driver into the wrong place
and blew up aU 18,CXXl diodes! It made
us all feel much better. No one ever
found out how he was able to blow
them all up simultaneously. but he
sure did.
I have always felt that Eckert conveyed a particularly important engineering philosophy to us. He felt, I
believe, that any engineer worth his
salt should be able to design anything
at any time, either electrical or mechanical.lf he didn't know how todo it.
then it was his responsibility to go out
and learn how to do it. 1remember his
saying to me: HWhen you go home
tonight , your wife is going to want you
to cut the grass. Don't do it. Hire somebody else to cut the grass who is a
grass cutter, and you study and design
for the company. ~ He said: ~This effort
will come back tQ you many times in
the future. ~ I never did cut the grass
and always felt as a result of his direction that it was my mother...m-Iaw's job
to take out the garbage and not mine!
In any event. I have always spent
continuously over the last 35 yea1"S two
hours a day studying at home or at the
MIT library or elsewhere ... every day.

AI Auerbach and Jim Weiner (right),
who according to Bernard Gordon ,
"established the rule that whenever
anybody made a mistake such as putting a screwdriver or a scope probe in
the wrong place and blew up a diode.
he would have to buy a Coca-Cola lor
all of the company. approximately 30. ~

J. Preaper Eckert Jr. is shown with
a 8INAC Mercury Memory Tank.

To engender his attitude. every
once in a while Eckert would notify all
the engineers that they would be given
a written test. The test material generally had nothing to do with our then
~ent work. The test material would
.lch upon a variety of subjects. such

as the workings of an alternator or a
power station or how to design a filter.
If an engineer could not pass such a
test , he was likely to be terminated.
This, I believe, was Eckert's way of
making sure that his engineers had a
very broad interest and would be prepared intellectually to tackle anything
that they had to. It was not unusual
that one engineer such as myself

would design wide band IF amplifiers
one week ond stainless steel tanks
with crystal transducers for sonic mercury systems another week.
Eckert , through his personality
and the fact that we were building the
first commercial computer, got us very
excited and interested in our work. Not
only the theoretical and technical as·
pects but also the economic aspects.
He used to get us to think in terms of
how much everything cost, how much
did the solder joint cost, how much did
it cost to make a drawing, how much
did it cost to have a secretary prepare
a technical document, how many lines
~ould a draftsman put on a piece of
per each day, etc.
To try to keep within his original
$100,000 budget, it was required at the
Eckert·Mauchly Computer Corporation that every day one vacuum tube's
worth of circuitry be released into pro·
duction about every half hour by every
engineer. There was no getting around
it. Those were the standards set and
that is what was expected. As I recall it
was less than a year after the design
started that the UNIVAC fully stood on
the floor at the Eckert-Mauchly Com·
puter Corporation complete with the
first high·speed start·stop tape mech·
anisms, first acoustic memories, tape·
to·card converters, ready to be system
tested.
We probably didn't know it at that
time, but nearly all of the engineers at
the Eckert·Mauchly Computer Corpo·
ration were highly motivated by the
atmosphere which I have briefly de·
scribed. About the time of the comple·
lion of the UNIVAC 1. the then Sperry
Rand Corporation bought out the com·
~ny and the culture began to change
,-.. M
big time management" attitudes
_clQan to permeate the company. Many
of the original engineers, including
myself, then began to leave the company. Eckert. who had been my men·
tor, said to me when I left: · You may

never build another computer again,
but it is probably true that everything
you build in the future will in one way
or another resemble a computer.· He
was right.

Alter Eckert-Mauchly
Eckert's prediction was proved on
my next job. I moved back to Boston
because the weather was too hot and
muggy in Philadelphia. In Boston I
worked for a company called Laboratory for Electronics, founded and
populated with very famous names
from MIT's radiation laboratory and
who indeed had made major contribu·
tions to the series of well· known books
entitled. RADIATION LABORATORY SE·
RIES. The company wanted to build a
computer. But since the guys from MIT
wanted the job, they were given the
opportunity. I was assigned to work on
the development of a doppler navigating radar. One day we realized. that
every half cycle of the doppler return
signal represented the distance that
the plane had traveled. So we thought
that if we could count these half cycles,
in tum we could build a digital doppler
radar. Thus, consistent with Eckert's
prediction, the doppler radar which
would normally have been an all
analog system ended up resembling a
digital computer.
It was also on this job that I met An
Wang who had just started his own
company. He and I built a sequenced
number generator which resulted in
patents for wire core memories. We
pulsed stacks of magnetic cores in sequence and read them out to generate
arbitrary codes for controlling our rate
multiplying navigational computer.
In 1953 I decided that it would be
useful to tie computers together with
analog signals and built a device
called a DATRAC, the first known shift
programmed successive approximation AID converter. At that time together with another gentleman named
Joe Davis, I started a company called
EPSCO, Inc. and began hooking up
analog to digital converters tocomputers ... an activity I have been heavily
involved in ever since. Today at Ana·
logic we build a variety of measurement devices that compute, varying
from very sophisticated phased-array
ultrasound medical imaging machines to high-speed signal processing computers.
I have consciously and unconsciously tried to follow some of the
principles that I orginally learned. in
my younger days when I worked at the
Eckert-Mauchly Computer Corporation. At Analogic we expect that proj-

ect engineers should personally be
able to do the variety of tasks required
on their projects. We rarely put more
than three or four engineers on even
the most complicated. equipment that
we design, such as the very first instant imaging CAT sCQnner or signal
processing communications computers that make hundreds of millions of
computations a second. Our project
engineers who can be assigned from
project type to project type are the
keystones of our company.
Very often people from all around
the world ask us: what do we at
Analogic do that is different to get the
engineering productivity and stability
of our engineering staff. I always answer by saying: "We don't do anything
different. You are doing things different. We are doing the same old things
that we learned 30 or more years ago."
Let's briefly look at how things
used to be and how they are today. In
1948 there were about 2,000 electronic
engineers being graduated in the
United States. Today with 250,000 electronic engineers nominally at work in
our society and about 17,000 graduating each year, a hue and cry is heard
across the nation that there is a shortage of engineers. What is wrong? In
the 40's, engineers were taught. in addition to the type of disciplines that I
have referred. to, a breadth of mathematics and physics. They could be
prepared to do anything because
they 'd been taught fundamental
principles.
Recently I attended a seminar
where a speaker stated that ~ the com·
plexity of current projects is such that
the mind of a single project engineer
cannot encompass the breadth of the
work. ~ That fellow was talking about
an engineering work station. Another
fellow made a similar point about personal computers. Those of you who are
in the audience who are about my age
know that this is nonsense, because
we were all called. upon , when we
were younger, to build and be totally
responsible for much more complicated things. Certainly there is not a
heck of a lot of real physical hardware
engineering in any personal computer.
Any good engineer could design a personal computer hardware-wise in a
few weeks. The software would clearly
take longer. But for the hardware, he
needs to have an organizational concept utilizing available chips or have
them laid out in gate arrays, buy a
display and storage elements, and essentially "glue it together. It would
probably take longer to get the tooling
for the plastic case than to actually
H
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design the personal computer. Bear in
mind that with Eckert's $100,000 engineering goal (even if thaI translates to
$SOO,OC(I today) he intended to design
from scratch the world's first commercial computer, the world's first card-totape conve rter, the world's first
commercial acoustic memories, etc.
Keep in mind that there was typically a
half to one engineer working on each
subsystem.
Now, let's look forward a couple or
so years when you will probably be
able to hold in the palm of your hand a
10 megaflop 32-bit high-speed computer with about a million bits of memory whose factory cost will be $200 or
$300. When such building blocks are
available. much of the ~beauty- of this
fellow's computer architecture or that
fellow's computer architecture will fall
by the wayside. The tasks for computer-related systems will be more
and more related to being able to harness that computing power and design Eckert-Mauchly Computer Corporaand build useful real-world machines tion. Engineering Group, 1949. Row 1:
encompassing a breadth at technology. fran Morello, Bob Shaw, Pres Eckert.
Now, what has happened to engi- Brad Shepard, frazer Welsh. John
neers? I would like to state my opin- Mauchly. Jim Weiner. Al Auerbach,
ions and 1 am aware that not everyone Betty Snyder; Row 2: John Sims. Marv
will agree. In most companies the at- Jacoby, Paul Winsor. Gerry Smoliar.
titudes of Pres Eckert or Jim Weiner are
no longer taught nor is the mentor
relationship available to most young
engineers. It is very rare for a youngs ter out of school to go to work for a 28
year old truly experienced engineer.
He is liable to go to work for another
youngster who has only been out of
school for two years. who in turn has
worked for a youngster with a similar
limited level of experience.
I believe that with about five percent supervision by a broadly experienced motivating engineer, less
experienced engineers can increase
their productivity somewhere between
two and three times. At Analogic we
jokingly call this HGordon's Rule Hand
are certain that the theoretical parameter of improvement is He~ or 2.7183.
Now, some people such as the people developing work stations claim
that by the appropriate use of engineering work stations it should be possible to increase engineering productivity by 4 to I. Possibly they are right
and possibly Gordon's Rule is right. Of
course, if they are both right, then it BINAC Laboratory tables. May 12, 1949.
must be possible to achieve a ten-fold
increase in engineering productivity. If
this is so, you would think that this
combination would easily solve the
engineering shortage!
However. in my opinion the reality
is that the true problem is that there is
a grave shortage of engineers whose
•
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Art Gehring, Betty Jay. Ed Blumenthal.
Bob Mock. Jean Bartik, Herman Lukofl.
Bernie Gordon, Ned Schreine; Row 3:

George Gingrich, Marv Gottlieb,
Lou Wilson, Doug Wendell . Charlie
Michaels, Ben Stad, Si Levitt. Larry
Jones.
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education and orientation gives them
a very broad view. Recently I became
concerned about the breadth of capability of many software engineers. The
following may be instructive. When
~kert interviewed me in 1948, I had
.rorned a great deal about "pole and
zero-based transfer functions " by
working at Philco. When 1 had to design an IF amplifier for the UNIVAC , I
was able to achieve an overall transfer
function by matching the effective
poles of the transducers to an optimum
complementary transfer function of the
amplifier. Recently I started playing
with my little home computer and just
to exercise myself decided to write a
program for an arbitrary number of
poles and zeros to calculate the phase
and amplitude transfer functions and
the transient response. Having once
known how to do this very well mathematically and particularly knowing
the graphical interpretation of pole
zero relationships, it took me only a
few hours to achieve the result I desired. The next morning upon arrival
at Analogic I asked one of our relatively new but previously experienced
software engineers how long it would
take him. His answer was six months!
At first I was startled, but as I proceeded to talk to him, I discovered that
~e could probably write the program in
NO hours also ... if he knew something about poles and zero mathematics ... but that he felt it would take him
five months 29 days and six hours to
learn about poles and zeros! Then he
could write the program.
We can all recount examples of
projects where hardware engineers,
software engineers, marketing people
or customers could not interact effectively because they did not understand
each other's needs. It is my belief that
in the 36 years since I went to work for
Eckert, I have witnessed a continual
decline in the average productivity of
engineers. Let's take a measure of it.
Only 25 years ago it was common to
say that there should be a development engineer for every million dollars worth of electronic production in
the United States. Now, 25 years later,
with an inflation factor of at least four
and with the availability of CAD/CAM
techniques, LSI and VLSI and all the
other modern wonders, a computa1ion
of the total electronic output in the
United States divided by the number of
~lectronic engineers at work yields a
value of only about a half a million
dollars. This combined factor of eight
is of great economic significance. It
should cause most business managers
and technical leaders to pause and

give consideration to whether they
have allowed the standards of engineering excellence and productivity to
decline in their own organizations.

Question and Answe r Period

breadth of knowledge involving technology, ethics, and philosophy, conside red to be musts for true leaders and to
develop an orientation toward the successful economic accomplishment of
projects undertaken.

Q: Did Eckert ever really fire someone
October 20, 1983
for failing one of his tests?
A: Yes.
Q : How could you keep working if you
thought your job was on the line?
A: I'm not suggesting that somebody
should be fired because they don't
know some thing, but if they won't
learn something, that is different. Not
too long ago I fired a mechanical engineer who would not draw. He said that
he thought up designs "in his head"
and he would then translate his
thoughts to a draftsman ... and that it
was beneath his dignity to draw. We
found that he really couldn't draw and
didn't want to learn. He had a degree
in mechanical engineering ... but had
never taken a draJting courseH He's not Gordon and Wilkes . Bernard Gordon
atypical.
(left) president of Analogic Corporation is greeted by EDSAC designer
Q : What was the role of John Mauchly?
Maurice Wilkes after Gordon's lecture
A: I believe that Mauchly was the orig- on "Computer Engineering Attitudes
inal driving force behind the ENIAC. From Eckert-Mauchly To Analogic" at
He was a professor at the University of The Computer Museum on October 20,
Pennsylvania, and Eckert was a grad- 1983.
uate student. They founded the EckertMauchly Computer Corporation. At the
time I was employed, Mauchly was
somewhat less active for reasons, as I
recall, that were very personal.
Q : Was there a strict hierarchy and
structure?
A: Although Jim Weiner was the chief
engineer, Eckert would often jump up
to the top of a filing cabinet and sit on it
and squat. He would take on the characteristics of a guru to anyone that
was around at the time. As I recall
there really wasn't a pecking order at
all. He used to have what I thought
was a wonderful idea of saying to
people, "Say anything that comes to
your mind. Idea. Idea . Idea. You have
99 inadequate ideas and maybe the
lOOth will be invaluable. " Eckert would
always engender an atmosphere
where people would not be afraid to be
wrong about anything. We all had a lot
to learn and to conceive.

Note : Recently the Massachusetts
Board of Regents has authorized the
formation of a new insJitute to be
called The Gordon Institute, a school
of engineering leadership to be located in Wakefield , Massachusetts. Its
aim will be, consis tent with Eckert's
p h ilosophy, to teach engineers a
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IBM Syslem/360
,.-JI..ob O. Evans
Bob O. Evans is IBM vice presi·
dent . engineering. programming and
technology. He joined IBM in 1951 as a
junior engineer in Poughkeepsie. New
York . where he took part in the develop·
ment of IBM's first large scale comput·
ers . After various assignments in
computer development. he was pro·
moted in 1962 to vice president. devel·
opment. for the Data Systems Division
which included overall management
responsibility for development of IBM
Systeml360. The following article is
based on a lecture presented by him at
The Computer Museum on November
10. 1983. for historical purposes. the
original presentation has been archived at the Museum on videotape.
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The Systeml360 and its direct descendants have accounted for more
than a hundred billion dollars worth of
revenue and considerable profit for
IBM and has been the foundation of our
basic business for years longer than
we anticipated. I wish to tell you some·
thing of the environment. actions and
people who made Systeml360 happen.
IBM was formed in 1911. At that
time it was called the Computing.
Tabulating and Recording Company
and was an amalgamation of three
tiny companies that worked on prod·
ucts such as meat slicers, scales and
nurse call systems. One part of the
small firm was the Tabulating Machine Company that had been built
upon the intellect of Herman Hollerith,
inventor of the punched card. This lit·
tle company, recording a few tens of
thousands of dollars of revenue, grew
slowly in those days. By the early
1930's. CTR had grown and, amazingly,
had shed itself of most of the prior
products, the nurse call system, the
scoreboards and the meat slicers, con·
centrating upon the Hollerith concept
to become an electric accounting machine company.
Several factors accounted for
CTR's success: first. the s trength of the
Hollerith concept itself; second, the
young leader who ran the company,
Thomas J. Watson, who had come from
the National Cash Register Company;
and, third, the U. S. Social Security Act
of 1931. which created an enormous
demand for the types of machines CTR
built.
The Computing, Tabulating and
Recording Company's name was
changed to International Business Machines in 1924. In 1930 IBM's revenue
was S19 million a year and then grew
by 1939 to S38 million a year, A more
important measure of the effectiveness
of the company is net earnings after
tax-which were 36.8 percent in 1930.
Of course the tax structure in those
days was substantially different.
Nonetheless in net: IBM was a healthy
small company, producing electric accounting machines for a growing
demand.
By 1949 IBM had grown td be a $200
million a year business that primarily
leased electric accounting machines.
The view within was that IBM was the
product leader in electric accounting
machines; it was a profitable institu-

lion and investors loved IBM. If you
had bought a few dollar's worth of
stock then, you would not have to work
now. IBM had very strong user loyalty,
and most importantly, there were
abundant opportunities for new electric accounting machines.
Let us examine IBM in the decade
of the 40's in more detail. There was a
revenue bulge that came during the
war years as the company- like all
U.S. industries- turned to the national
effort. Then there was some downturn
as the company recaught its breath
after the war to return to its basic
business direction. Profit was 20 percent of earnings in 1939 and by 1949
profit had grown to $33 million or 18
percent net after tax .
In the national interest work during the war years IBM produced fire
control systems and navigation and
bombing systems among other products. From this IBM's Military Products
Division grew, and was later renamed
the Federal Systems Division , although the revenue of that division is
today a small percentage of IBM's
total.
New events led IBM to tum another
radical comer. One often wonders how
these things happen and, on reflection, the change was most unusual, for
here was IBM doing well with electric
accounting machines when the Korean
war started. Shortly after the war
broke out, Mr. Watson sent a telegram
to President Truman offering IBM resources for the national effort. The
consequence of this telegram was that
two IBM executives surveyed the National Laboratories and other national
interest work around the United States
to determine what IBM might do. One
was an engineer named Ralph Palmer,
in my viewpoint one of the geniuses
that IBM was fortunate to attract , who
established the foundation of the IBM
development community as it s till exists today. The other was a master
salesman. Dr. Cuthbert Hurd. Dr. Hurd
and Mr. Palmer, under the aegis of the
Watson telegram to the President.
toured the U.S. They visited such
places as Livermore, Los Alamos, National Security Agency and aerospace
companies to determine how IBM
might contribute. When they returned
they told Mr. Watson the best thing IBM
could do was build a high-speed computer much like the high-speed comTho Compu" r Mu..um ReporliSu mmer 1984
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puter that Dr. John von Neumann was
building at the Institute for Advanced
Study and Professor Maurice Wilkes
was building at Cambridge University. They concluded there was great
need for such computer power in national interest areas and that IBM
should do it.
The government was not all that
interested. so Mr. Watson. anxious to
keep his pledge, decided that IBM
would fund the effort, thus in 1950, the
project began .
A principal viewpoint then in IBM
was that such a project was an intrusion on the mainstream. The estimated demand for such electronic
systems was ten or so and the prices
were certain to be astronomical. Thus
the view was the project was indeed. a
sacrifice, but IBM should get on with it
and then get back to our basic EAM
(electronic accounting machines) business as swiftly as possible.
The project was called the Defense
Calculator and was formally named
the IBM 701 Electronic Data Processing IBM 701 Electronic Data Processing Machine. 1952.
Machine. The first system was installed at IBM's World Headquarters in
New York City in December 1952. I was
lucky to be one of the engineers who
went to New York City to get that system installed and operating. Nineteen
701's were built betwen 1952 and 1954.
The rental for the system was a staggering $20 thousand a month at a time
when other IBM machines rented for
$300 a month or so. Thus. the 701 did
not seem to have much promise. Fortunately. Mr. Watson's son, Tom Watson.
Jr.. saw the potential of electronics. He
had become President of the company
and pressed for more effort in electronic computers. You can imagine the
reaction of some senior management.
They knew the accounting machine
business. they loved it and there were
long lists of new EAM features and
equipment needed to meet customer
requirements. Thus many pressed to IBM 704. 1955.
continue focusing on EAM. But Tom
Watson , Jr. led the business into
electronics.
In the 1952 and 1956 era of vacuum
tube technology. a number of computers came from IBM. The business com,.
puters were characterized by being
alphanumeric . handling both al ••
M,
,.
phabet and numbers, and operating
m
serially by character on those volumi" ,/'"--_
nous strings of variable character
•
lengtbdata. Business systemsalsobad
more extensive peripherals. usually
•
tape drives. card machines and print'0"
ers. Incontrast to the business systems
were scientific systems such as the IBM
701 , which were parallel. binary and
IBM Growth : 1930-1939.
IBM Growth: 1940-1949.
had more limited peripherals.
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In a short time an improved version of the 701 was produced called the
IBM 704. Gene Amdahl had come to
IBM from the University of Wisconsin,
where. as his doctoral thesis he built a
,.-achine called. the WISe. He, John
iffith, and a small group worked on
the architecture of what became the
704 with new innovations such as
floating point. indexing, and other
bright new functions. Laler core memory replaced the old Williams tube
memories and, still later, the IBM 709
evolved from the 704 base. In that era
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another business computer was pro-

duced. the IBM 650, centering about a
magnetic drum storage device. More
than a thousand 650 computers were
sold, far more than the forecast.
The 305 RAMAC was a new system
conceived by Ralph Palmer, IBM's engineering genius. He wanted to see
business data immediately accessible
to the processors and he envisioned a
disk device. Palmer set up a laboratory, IBM's third, in San Jose, California, to develop disk products. The 305
RAMAC became the first disk system
that IBM produced. The sales forecast
was for four or five thousand although
fewer were sold.
Alsoon the business systems side,
several hundred 702 and 705 systems
...Jli..ere produced. They rented for more
r
1 n $30,000 a month, taking the place
",1 a lot of sorters, collators, gang
punches and calculators that were then
the mainstream of IBM's business.
Some 250 704's and 709's were sold to
scientific users.
These big rental , big ticket items
brought in a lot of revenue to IBM in
that exciting period . So Tom Watson,
Jr. 's hunch about electronics proved
correct and IBM was on its way into a
new era.
How did the business do? Through
the decade of the 30's and the 40's the
company grew to $200 million. Now we
see the consequences of the shift to
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IBM Vacuum Thbe Computer Families:
1952- /956.

electronics for, in the decade of the 50's,
IBM grew swiftly to approximately a
billion dollars in 1957, and in the following two years to $1.6 billion, fueled by
our movement into electronics.
Some companies working on the
early computers were ahead of IBM,
and 1 would have to say that IBM was
able to succeed so well because of our
marvelous sales force and outstanding service which were the keys to
IBM's ability to grow from a small company to the very significant company
we became in the 1950's.
Profit margin for that period was
somewhat reduced as heavy investments were going into electronics. After tax margin declined to 10.9 percent,
still healthy by most measures.
Then we entered the transistor
age. IBM announced its first semiconductorsystem in 1957 and delivered it in
1958. Through the period of 1959 and
1960, IBM brought out a number of systems, some with new architectures and
some with evolved architectures based
on their vacuum tube predecessors.
For example, the 7080 was a semiconductor version of the 702 and 705
business systems. It was brought out
because the new architecture 7070
business system had not done as well
as had been expected. Customers that
had 702's and 70S's were not converting
their programs to the radically different architecture of the 7070, thus the
compatible 7080 was produced. Less
than 100 of the 7080's were produced, yet
the system was a business success.
A special story, however, was the
7070 which was IBM's new business
architecture entry for the semiconductor age. RCA had produced their
vacuum tube BISMAC series and then
moved to their transistorized 501 series. The 501 had good performance
and price, and IBM was racing to com-

pete before we lost initiative in the
business systems area as business
applications were viewed as being 80
or 85 percent 01 the demand in those
days while scientific applications provided the rest. Thus the 7070 was a new
era system that we hoped would retain
IBM's position and allow us to grow
from that base.
Ralph Palmer had done something
that was typical of him: he held a
competition to determine which laboratory was going to design the 7070.
Poughkeepsie, IBM's large systems
laboratory, had a design that was attractive and they vied for the responsibility of building IBM's new transistorized business entry, essentially the
plum of the development community.
The Endicott laboratory, which
had earlier produced the 650 system,
had its own version of what to do: they
proposed to build upon the 650 architecture and Endicott worked hard to
win the prize. When the dust settled,
Endicott had won the mission with a lot
of aggressiveness in proposing features and function in what was to become the 7070. It turned out, however,
the 7070 was such a complex system
that it did not sell as well as had been
expected.

Downing 01 nonsistol Age for
IBM Computers: 1957- /960,

In the meantime, in Endicott there
was work on replacing electric accounting machines with stored program computers. IBM had been struggling for seven years to find a way to
consolidate in an electronic system the
capabilities that were found in the
assorted unit record machines such as
gang punches , collators, sorters and
calculators. Several approaches had
failed because the people working on
the designs had tried to build systems
with plug boards which were the control unit in the electric accounting
machines.
A bright engineer in the Endicott
laboratory, Fran Underwood, conThe Computet Museum ReponlSummer 1984
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ceived a von Neumann stored program system that became the mM 1401.
That system, announced in 1957 and
shipped first in 1958, went on to become, from IBM's standpoint, the
Model T of the computer industry. It
rented at $2495, an unprecedented bargain in contrast to the $20, $30, $40 and
$50 thousand per month that customers
were paying to rent the bigger systems
of the times. We expected to sell 5000
1401's but eventually installed more
than 12,£XX). The 1401 led IBM into the
computing big time, bringing to the
company a much broader set of systems customers.
On the scientific side, the 7090 was
a transistorized version of the 704 and
709, just like the 7080 was a transistor- IBM 305 RAMAC. 1950·••
ized version of its vacuum tube predecessor. Something like 300 7090's
machines were installed. They were
profitable and were very popular in
the scientific and aerospace communities and that had something to do with
some of the arguments that arose during System/360's design.
There had been a gap in the middle of IBM's scientific product line and
a lot of clamor came from the demanding sales force for small scientific computers. A group at Poughkeepsie developed a machine called the 1620.
However, instead of a small binary
design they produced a decimal design. Its rental was $1600 making it the
first IBM system with a rental price
smaller than its serial number. We
sold more than a thousand of those
systems to the fledgling minicomputer
area.
The 7030 was a special machine.
Years earlier, Dr. Edward Teller had
wanted a new scientific system for
three-dimensional hydrodynamic calculations, and Dr. Teller talked about
his need to IBM super salesman Cuth- IBM 7090. 1958.
bert Hurd. Dr. Hurd had guessed that
such a system might take a couple of
years to build, might cost $2.5 million
and might run at one or two million
instructions per second. Dr. Teller went
to Congress and got the funds. And so
a small group that included John Griffith and Gene Amdahl, worked on a
design that we called LARC for Livermore Automatic Reaction Calculator.
A Univac team also worked on their
version of LARC. We thought we had a
great design and were on the way out
the door of the Poughkeepsie laboratory to present our design to Dr. Teller
when Ralph Palmer stopped us and
said, ~ lt's a mistake. ~ Transistor technology was changing rapidly, and we
were going to build this system with
point contact transistors or surface
IBM 1401. 1958.
II
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barrier transistors, the semiconducmajor reorganization started in 1955
tors that produced the best speed in and in fow years the change was comthe early days. Palmer had noticed the pleted. In essence. the company decennewly invented diffusion process tralized and formed new divisions.
promised better control of the speed of
The World Trade Corporation, that
r--miconductors and thought it would
had started years earlier was begin, a mistake to build the LARC system
ning to grow. It had its own marketing
with obsolete semiconductors and ocfor the countries in which IBM was precupy the estimated 350 people resent. its own service. its own manufacquired to build it. So Palmer. to our turing and itsown development with its
dismay. forced us to tell Livermore's own laboratories and engineers. World
Lou Nofrey and Dr. Edward Teller that Trade had rationalized their countries
we had decided not to build the design needed products that were different
we had worked on. We showed Liver- from what the Americans were producmore our design approach to illustrate ing. so it set out to build its own prodthe kind of system we were capable of ucts for its customers.
building but said. ~We are not going to
In the mainstream was a senior
build that machine for you; we want to vice president for data proce~sing . T.
build something better! We do not
Vincent Learson. His organization was
know precisely what it will take but we set up in a new structure consisting of
think it will be another million dollars three divisions. The General Products
and another year, and we do not know Division in Endicott. New York and San
how fast it will run but we would like to Jose. California had the mission of
shoot for ten million instructions per developing and manufacturing prodsecond." So Dr. Teller bought the ucts with rentals up to $10.000 per
Univac machine, and we went back to month. In Poughkeepsie. New York the
mission of the Data Systems Division
lick our wounds.
Later, with the Univac LARC sys- was the development and manufactem commencing development for the ture of systems renting above $10,000
AEC and the able Sperry salesmen per month. The Data Processing Diviselling it, IBM concluded that we had sion handled sales and service and
better fund a new system ourselves. was headed by a super professional.
The thesis was to build the fastest Gilbert E. Jones. In its heyday it was as
~stem. It was internally called Project
fine a marketing force as ever existed.
One important point : In this
·e tch. for stretching the technology.
.1/e did design the Stretch system ulti- structure the financial books were conmately producing a total of seven. Its trolled by the product divisions; marIBM type number was the 7030 and it keting and service were run on apporwas the fastest system in the world for ionments that were doled out by the
a period. The 7030 was quite expensive product divisions. Thus the product
to build, costing IBM tens of millions of divisions did the market forecast; set
dollars. However the technology and prices and had general responsibility
the architecture that flowed from for the financial health of the products
Stretch later had important influences. they produced.
Now let us consider the IBM prodAll of us in the IBM development community have a soft spot in our hearts uct offerings at the time Systeml360
for taking on such "one-of-a-kind. development was commencing. There
break-the-sound-barrier~ projects.
we were in 1960 with six families of
It would be relevant to describe new systems, most of them doing well.
the company organization in the 1950's The 7070 was not selling as well as we
when IBM was still very small. Al- had hoped but the rest were selling
though it was a $200 million firm. there well and some. such as the 1401. for
was one vice president for engineer- exceeding our forecasts.
The major reorganization had just
ing and he handled all engineering
business such as the national interest been completed in 1959 when Tom Watbusiness. supplies, typewriters and son. Jr. called the new senior manageelectric accounting machines, the ment together and, in what I thought
largest engineering activity and. the was real vision, said that our new
few engineering tasks in electronic products should serve IBM well but we
computers. And so it was with manu- should start thinking about where we
facturing with one VP overseeing all are going in the future and should
...........·pects and so it was with marketing have someone start working on that
~ that a VP oversaw both sales and
future. His conclusion was the Data
service. That was an inappropriate Systems Division would be given that
structure for the growing mM which mission.
Now some irony: the General Prodcrossed a billion dollars of sales in 1957.
thus the organization was changed. A ucts Division , which had won the inter-
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IBM'. immediate Product. to Strengthen the
Product Line: 1961-1963.

nal competition to build the 7070 was
struggling with that system's design
and release to manufacturing. It was
late in schedule and its architectural
complexity was affecting programming.
However in the major reorganization of the 1950's as luck would have it.
the Data Systems Division took over
responsibility for the 7070 and its problems. Some of DSO's leaders thought
the best thing todo was to get rid of 7070
so they started a project in Poughkeepsie to build a better system. The development leader in Poughkeepsie.
Steven Dunwell, gave a simple charge
to the engineers under him: HI want a
machine that is twice as fast as the
7070. at hall the cost. He had another
little codicil on his charge: he wanted it
packaged in one rollagon. which was
one of the packages we used then in
larger systems.
So the people in Poughkeepsie began the new design. Bolstered by Tom
Watson's assignment of a corporate
mission to plan the next series. they
expanded their 7070 replacement into a
family called the 80C10 series.
The proposed 8106 was the specific
product Poughkeepsie conceived to replace the 7070. and it was furthest
H
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along. Asa matter of fact , it was being
prepared for announcement in March
1961. To fulfill their worldwide mission,
Poughkeepsie quickly planned. other
systems around the B106. They added a
scientific attachment called. the BlOB; it
was not a standalone machine-you
had to buy an BIOS.
Burroughs was working on a technique called push down stacks and
Polish notation and that concept enamored some of our people. Thus
Poughkeepsie decided to build an
analogous high performance system
called the B1I2. The General Products
group was so successful with the 1401
that they did not want anything to do
with the 8000 series but Poughkeepsie
required. small systems to handle peripheral management and to provide
growth for their bigger systems. Therefore, they wanted a small commercial
machine and started a design called
the BI03. a small business computer. To
fill the gap in the scientific area.
Poughkeepsie proposed a machine
called the BlO4. These systems had
some architectural similarities but, by
and large. were quite dissimilar and
that was perhaps the fatal flaw.
Other groups in IBM were working
away too. The General Products Division, with their 1401 success, had
planned to take that machine in all
directions. down and up. They proposed. a 1401G. 1440, 1410 and 7010. They
had a 1620 model II, and because of the
success of the 1401 and 1620's it appeared that General Products was
headed for success with a line of systems competing with Data Systems'
proposed BCXXl series.
The World Trade Corporation did
not like the 1620. it was a decimal
machine and World Trade wanted. a
small binary machine. Thus the Hursley, England Laboratory started a design of a 4B·bH. small binary machine
called. SCAMP·I. a credible machine
that might have succeeded had it proceeded.. Unhappily. the computer demand in Europe in those days could
not generate enough volume to pay
SCAMP's way, so the machine was in
financial trouble. The aggressive
Hursley Laboratory then said. MWe can
build a faster version called. SCAMP-II
on the SCAMP·I base, get more volume
and fix the business case. " They tried.
just that but it was not enough to fix the
business case. So, undaunted. they
hypothesized a business version of
SCAMP called. SCAMP-Ill. and were
evaluating that approach.
In net then. World Trade had its
evolutionary plan, Data Systems had
the corporate mission and its BOOO sew
14
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ries plans and General Products had
its plans based. on the success of the
1620 and the 1401. All the camps were in
competition. It appeared as if a time
would come when a customer would
call up and say. M
I would like to hear
about an IBM machine," and three
salesmen would get stuck in the door
waving their catalogues saying,
"Don't listen to him. listen to me.
My role in this came in January
1961 when Vin Laarson asked. me to
leave Endicott. where I was working
on the 1401. 1620 and the 1410, and to go
over to Endicott's rivals in Poughkeepsie. His instructions were simple:
"Look at that BOOO series-if it is right.
build it; if it is not right . build what is
right. MThat is about the length of the
discussion I had with Learson.
One of the problems we had with
all those architecturally dissimilar
systems. was that peripherals had to
be customized. by family. If you wanted.
to build a peripheral that was optimized. for parallel binary machines.
that was tough to justify business·
wise. If you were going to build something that was serial by character for
commercial machine. that was another design. None of these systems
had enough volume to sustain new
investment in a variety of types of
peripherals. so the peripheral groups
in San Jose. Endicott and Poughkeepsie worked. at what they believed best
to build. and the system adapted those
devices to the processors.
Since most of the technology work
was going into the processors the pew
ripherals were not keeping pace with
the processors. It was possible to go
from one processor to another and get
100 percent gain in internal performance, but because of slow peripherals a user might realize only a 10 or 15
percent gain in thruput performance
and that is before you take program·
ming into account.
Circuit technology was also different by type of machine. Here I must
say that Ralph Palmer and senior development management had strived to
standardize our semiconductors from
the beginning. Previously in IBM every
project had its own designers who
would design the circuits for their projects. optimizing their products for
their intended applications. In 1955
Ralph Palmer established central
circuit-design laboratories, with the
centralized. group providing circuits to
the systems groups. It caused. much
disagreement in the laboratories but,
in hindSight. it was the right decision.
To aid standardization we designed. a printed circuit card called
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Equivalent to the Standard ModulorSystem
Card (top): 1961.

SMS-the Standard Modular System.
One card was approximately the size
of your hand and held one circuit of
discrete transistors. resistors. diodes
and capacitors. We developed a lot of
automated equipment to insert compo·
nents, to solder them in place and to
test the cards. In the early days of
transistors and the Standard Modular
System , the management theory was
that if we did it right. about a hundred.
of these SMS card types would serve
all the IBM systems which would be
just fine for service. service training.
engineering refinement and further
evolution.
,
However by 1960, the requiremer•. ..)
had exploded. out of control and had
grown to more than 2500 card types.
The Standard Modular System plan
had missed its larget s ignificantly.
There were so many card types the
circuit engineering force spent its time
designing new circuits. And, of
course, field inventory, field engineer
training. and such things were expensive and complex.
Perhaps the worst problem that
plagued. our many types of systems
was programming. In 1960, during the
heyday of the 1600 and the 7000 series,
our programming budget was $5 million.less than five percent of the development budget. With so many types

IBM Development Resources: 1970-1980.

of architectures, not only did we have
to produce FORTRAN for each type of
arch itect ure but there had to be a
FORTRAN for the disk version of the
7090, and one for the tape version of the
,...-2Q90, as well as special assemblers
td utilities. We were in trouble with
respect to programming in 1960 and we
kne w it.
Moreover, we had split our customers' computing with scientHic and
bus iness machines. Boeing is a typical
example. It had two very able yet separate computing shops-one had 7080's ,
one had 7090's-vying for fund s , vying
for applications and vying for people.
What really was happening, we perceived, was that business systems
needed more of the logical a nd computing abilities of the scientific systems, and the scientific operations
needed more of the variable field
length and alphanumeric capabilities
of the business systems. We had unwittingly put our customers into two
camps and the camps were competing.
The user programm ing invest ment was high and growing rapidly,
and our customers had sent us a signal
with the 7070: no matter how powerful
the architecture, no matter how much
beUer the price-performance ratio was
in contrast to older systems, they were
,.-Lt0t going to make the move . Most
lers could not afford to convert and
..old not.
In 1960 most IBM development resources went into the evolution and
propagation of processors. Only a
small amount went into peripheral research and e nhancements. Most peripheral R&D went into tapes, a bit into
disks and printers, and a tiny amount
- $5million in 1960--forprogramming.
Thus, with all these proble ms, in
conside ring the 8000 series in 1960. we
concluded it had frailties such as the
incompatibilities between the architectures themselves, had other missing elements in the program and we re
planning implementation in existing
technology. In May 1961. a decision
was made to build a new family of
sys te ms in new technology. Each system in the family would be equally
adaptable to business and scientific
use. And while it was easy to produce
machines that were upward compatible, we were going to try and design
the new systems to be both upward
and downward compatible. Thus if
..-..ny systems had the required periphraIs and the amount of memory
specified by the programming, it could
run the same programs , whether it was
a big machine or a small one. More
importantly, the approach unfettered

programming from the specific systems themselves. The entry-level programming could run on the whole
family, and large systems programming-more complex programming
with higher function-could also run
on the whole family.
And to fix the I/O problem, the new
systems' thesis was s tandard interfaces for peripherals. We decided to
have the periphe ral devices adapt to
the standard inte rfaces so that control
programming would not have to be
changed extraordinarily by new peripherals, and we hoped. the new peripherals could achieve high volumes.
Lastly, the plan was to build the
new systems in a new technology that
was under development in IBM. Internally it was called the Compact technology, later named SLT- Solid Logic
Technology. Basically, it was a hybrid,
micro-miniaturized technology which,
instead of using the palm-sized SMS
card to package the circuits, Compact
used fingernail-sized chips, each containing a single circuit. Erich Bloch ,
John Gibson and I agonized a lot in 1961
about whether we should go to largescale integration instead of pursuing
the hybrid micro-miniaturized technology. Fortunately, we elected to build
what we had in hand. Heavy investment went into automating the production of SLT technology and production
was very sophisticated. Significant
volumes were turned out at high quality and low cost.
The architecture of the systems
had a d eci mal and variable field
length base structure with optional
binary and fl oating point. Each system
could perform scientific as well as
business calculations and we also
tried to design in the basics needed to
allow us to expand to new applications such as real time or event driven
applications a s they unfolded.
Another problem: IBM has an aggressive sales force and they were paid
largely on commissions. Our salespersons did receive a base amount which
would buy baloney sandwiches, but if
they wanted to eat steak, they had to
sell. Our sales force's long range viewpoint was that Htomorrow is too long."
They certainly had a tough time waiting for a few months. let alone a few
years . However, anything as significant as s hifting gears to a new technology, new architecture and new
programming was going to take a lot of
time. We estimated that we would announce in 1964. It turns out we did
announce in 1964 and shipped in 1965.
But in 1961, such a delay seemed like an
eternity to the sales for ce .
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In the meantime Seymour Cray at
CDC and lots of able companies were
beginning to succeed, bringing out
competitors for the IBM product lines.
Our sales force felt their homes were
burning down and they wanted some
solutions quickly. So we put in place
some programs I called Htemporizers";
I hate the word, but that is what we
called them then . The project consisted of extensions to the current
product lines. There was to bea higher
speed version of the 7090, called the
7094, which turned out to be so successful that we built a 7094-2 and we
actually worked on a 7094-3. Two ne w
extensions of the 7070 were built- the
7072 and the 7074-intended to aid the
Jagging 7070 sales.
A bigger version of the 1410 was
built for 1401 growth, the 7010. A 1620
Model 2 was built , and for that gap in
the small scientific area, two systems
were built that were related to the 7090
architecture-the 7040 and 7044 .
All these systems were undertake n s tarting in mid-196!. Some were
announced in 1962 and the rest by May
of 1963. IBM suffered competitive losses but we were able to keep the sales
force alive during the time the gears
were being shifted. to Systeml360.
In net : System/360 solutions in
term s of the problem was to stanThe Computer Museum Repor\1Summer 1984
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dardize peripheral interfaces across
the system; the circuit technology used
throughout the system was the new
solid-logic technology; programming
was independent of the hardware, and
the scientific and business split was
solved by integrating into one system
the capability of addressing both
classes.
The key issue of 1962-63 became
one of program conversion. For a long
time Fred Brooks, Gene AmdahL John
Griffith and others worked on how to
do this. The first thought was to have
machine translation . Bright people
worked on a conversion program that
would allow one to dump a program in
a hopper and have the conversion produced run effectively on the new architecture System/360. After a couple of
years of hard work and several million
dollars of investment , we concluded
automatic conversion was not going
to make it. The theory then was that
we had better back off to machineassisted translation where we would
translate as much as we could and
signal the items that had to be handled
manually.
We knew our customers were not
going to convert manually; we had to
have a tool. Necessity breeds invention, and a couple of professionals
found the solution. We found that if we
examined the 1401's registers and data
flow in the light of the 360, the 360 had
all the registers and more, and all the
data paths and more. Since we had
decided to use some of Professor
Wilkes' work in the controls of these
machines, namely read-only memory
instead of hard-wired logic, the controls were vastly simplified. Thus it
was relatively easy to add to a 360
machine the instruction set fo r a 1401
and literally throw a switch so the
System/360 would run credibly as a
1401. Emulation proved out for the 1401.
7070, 7090, and 70BO-fortunately for
IBM .
Systems running in emulation
mode did not run at full 360 performance, of course. But. by and large,
through the combination of read-only
memories for control that let us add the
instruction repertoires of the older machines, the 360 machines did take on
the form of the older systems and customers could run the old machines'
programs with reasonable priceperformance and then convert at their
leisure to the newer architecture when
they wanted. But believe it or not ,
some users are still running in emulation mode after all these years.
1962 was a period in which we
found ourselves asking can we make
II
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it? Can we design the family? For a
while it appeared that we could not
design a processor that was inexpensive enough at the low end while containing the instructions of the big
machines: similarly for a processor at
the high end, would their performance
be limited by staying compatible?
But senior management realized
that if we produced a five-times 1401
and Honeywell produced a four-times
1401, the whole question would be
quickly reduced to plant capacity.
Honeywell might sell 5000, we might
sell 5000, and conceivably there would
b e a price war. Worse, the 1401, invented years earlier, was inadequate
for future applications.
In contrast to the existing product
lines , there were so many attributes in
the new product family that in February 1964 IBM decided to go ahead.
We announced 5ystem/360 on April 7,
1964. We announced five machines; the
Model 30 was developed in Endicott
and the Model 40 was developed in
Hursley, England. As a side point,
World Trade wanted to playa role in
the 360 development. Its labs were full
of bright people, but young and inexperienced, thus I wanted to give them
supporting roles. However, Vin Learson said ~ Absolutely not. They have to
have a head-held-high role: we want to
give them a whole system." So we did.
We exported a number of U. S. people
to help Hursley, and after that Hursley
became one of the senior labs in mM's
development community.
Poughkeepsie developed the Models 50, 60 and 62, and Model 70.
Later, through the last part of the
1960's, there were successors and additions announced: the entry System 20
and the 22, the 25, and a scientific
optimization Model 44 . Some new memorycameintothe65, which replaced the
60 and the 62, and the 75 with the new
memories replaced the 70.
The 360 model 67 grew out of MIT's
criticism of System/360. MIT scientists
were important in computer research,
and we wanted to be certain we stayed
close to MIT's thinking. And dwing
this period, as busy as we were, 360
design people would go occasionally
to MIT. However, in retrospect. MIT did
not hear us, we did not hear them, and
I presume we did not speak clearly
enough to them.
When the 360 system was announced on April 7, we all s~ttled down
to the happy task of making it happen.
But on June 6, 1964, I traveled to MIT to
see what they thought of 360, which by
then had been announced for a couple
of months. To my dismay, Professors

Corbato and Fano told me that they did
not like System/360.
.
Three of MIT's four criticisms were
trivial and could have been fixed
quickly but, criticism one was deep in
the concrete and that was MIT's vie~
that time sharing was just around t:
corner, thus dynamic address translation would be a fundamental part of
any system's architecture in the future.
Without it, management of the storage
by the programmers would be an
impossibility.
There was some debate in IBM,
but I decided that MIT was right. and
we had missed it. It took us several
years, but we did fix it and finally got
dynamic address translation across
the family. However, back in 1965-66,
we produced a special version of the
Model 65 called the Model 67 which
was built for leading-edge customers
like Bell Labs that wanted time sharing and demanded dynamic address
translation.
Unhappily for us. MIT decided to
buy a General Electric machine and
not the 67 that we were designing to
supplement the 360 family and answer
their requirements. Through the 1960's,
the only 360 machine that had dynamic
address translation was the Model 67.
A special version of that design, called
the 9020, became the system used in
the FAA'senroute traffic control syster ~
We thought in those days .... ~
would be lucky if the series would last
one generation-3, 4 or 5 years-and if
we were really lucky it would last 8 or
10 years. However System/360 has
lasted 20 years. and we are working
now to extend its life into the 90's.
Possibly it will not make it. but the
durability of the 360 architecture has
far surpassed our expectations.
By the late 1960's, technology had
marched on to the point that instead of
one circuit per solid logic chip, we
could do three or four circuits per chip:
the early days of large-scale integration . So we produced a family of follow
on 360 systems: the 115, 125, 138, 148, 158
and 168 and, in between, there is some
detail of what were called ~vanilla ~
machines that I will skip. The bottom
line is that all these machines had
dynamic address translation and our
control programming was substantially evolved to accommodate virtual
systems capability.
The mid-range and high-performance systems of the 1970's were a~
direct members of the 360 architectui
family. And since 1979 the 43XX machines and the 308X's were added and
they are all members of the 360 architecture. These systems, over the years,

have produced more than $100 billion
of revenue. IBM margin has stayed
strong even through the thick and thin

of such periods such as the recessions
of 1971 and 1975.
I said earlier thai we tried to design into the roots of SystemJ360 the
abilities that would let us work in future applications. One thai we sensed
clearly in 1962 and '63 was teleprocessing. for it was beginning during thai
period. But we did not get our hands
enough around teleprocessing to know
just what to do, so we put hooks into
System/360 to add teleprocessing capabilities later.

Our estimate was that in the
United States we would sell 2500 of the
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40, SO, 60 and 70 systems. and by 1970 a
third of those would have remote terminals and thus require communications, hardware and programming.
What actually happened, fortunately
for IBM, was that we sold twice as
many of those systems as we had expected by 1970, and by 1968 we had
already passed in teleprocessing what
we had expected to reach by the end of
1970. And by 1970, we had sold two and
a half times what we had expected to
sell in terms of teleprocessing.
In hindsight. just building those
360 machines and the complexities of
the technology, new peripherals and
control programming so consumed our
resources that we really did not tend
swiftly enough to communications.
And that explains the alphabet soup
that existed in 1970 teleprocessing for
one laboratory or another would de·
velop a piece and a customer would
produce something else and the assemblage was inadequate and inconsistent for teleprocessing in 1970.
Thus, starting in the early 1970's,
we set out to do the same thing to the
communications subsystem that we
had done to the central processing
subsystem. It was called Systems Network Architecture (SNAl. and some of
you may be familiar with SNA. We
shipped SNA first in 1974 and, it has
been generally accepted by the International Standards Organization as
an architecture that straightens out
the protocols, disciplines and structures of the communications subsystem.
In 1973, when we were finishing
work on SNA, our hope was that we
might install 3500 SNA systems worldwide early in the 80's. Last year an IBM
team gathered to celebrate our IO,OOOth
SNA customer.
At present in the hey-day of
PC's and the exploding world of work
stations, we are talking in terms of
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hundreds of thousands of SNA installations.
SNA has had a succession of sophisticated additions to the structure,
the features you would expect once a
base is in place: alternate routing in
the case of line outages, dynamic reconfiguration non-IBM terminal attachment, and those types of abilities.
There is an explosion taking place
in computers and communications. Today we find computers connected to
computers by communication lines
and control units connected by communication lines to hundreds and
thousands of terminals. Then, of
course, there are minicomputers pioneered by Digital. Whether it is realtime applications, botch applications
or interactive applications, minicomputers also require communications
from distant terminals, and more and
more, these terminals need access to
central data bases and vice versa.
Thus there is great need for computer
communications.
If I would characterize where we
are today in allocating our resources,
we spend a good deal more on communications and still spend a hand-

Evans viewing the Whirlwind. Museum board member Gordon Bell (left)
points out the Whirlwind computer
exhibit to IBM vice president Bob O.
Evans at the Museums lormer site in
Marlboro, Massachusetts. Designed in
1951, the Whirlwind was the first realtime. parallel-processing computer
with core memory.
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some amount on programming and
peripherals.
The computer-communications
explosion caused us to decide to do
something more significant in communications.
We worried about AT&T for, if they
controlled all communications and
also provided computers, IBM might
be at a disadvantage. Thus we invested in a communications satellite
company that is providing new communication services. It will be a good
business in its own right and is bringing new communication capabilities
to teleprocessing users, keeping pressure on the telephone companies. We
think that is good for the industry.
How did general management operate? First there was a strategically
minded management in the 1960's. Tom
Watson assigned a team to work on the
next generation.
A broad direction was set but the
senior management delegated detail:
they did not strive to manage the architecture. They heard the debates
and worked to resolve problems but
never stepped in to dictate designs
such as 36-bit words.

The 360 undertaking stressed IBM
to the limits and senior management
organized and reorganized IBM to
meet the needs of the times.
Lastly, I must say that through a
lot of countering viewpoints, sen~
·o
management such as Tom Watson,
Learson and Al Williams, had a lot tJ.
tenacity and did risk a lot.
As to whether it was worth it, I will
just say that from the period 1964 to
1980, the profit after tax on 360 systems
was for greater than the total sales we
had anticipated back in 1964. This Systeml360 was an outstanding business
success. More importantly, it gave us
the foundation to move resources into
new peripherals, to do the things like
SNA and all that went with SNA in
terminals and teleprocessing, to specialize in certain industry areas and to
diversify into busin esses such as
satellites.
It has also given us a new complexity for in the 1960's came the compatible peripheral competitors. A
small company in Oklahoma, Telex.
started making copies of IBM's magnetic tape. A number of customers
bought the copies. And soon, manufacturers produced copies of our disks,
multiplexers and main memory and by
the 1970's we saw copies of our terminals and finally, the piece de resistance, compatible central processr
from Fujitsu, Hitachi, Amdahl. Mal::o
nusson and others.
Those copies were expected.
When we started to work on Systeml
360 our rationalization was that, in the
face of copies we had to insure that
IBM was constantly the best. that we
had the best technology and the best
programming and the best price performance. Those ideas sold in IBM and
we still believe it.
One negative consequence was
the anti-trust litigation that was very
costly and stressful.
In the last days of Lyndon Johnson's administration a law suit was
filed by the Department of Justice.
Also, Telex had filed suit saying that
we had damaged them with our "predatory" practices. We filed against Telex
for stealing and in a curious decision
in 1972, the District Court in Tulsa
found for both companies. It found
Telex guilty of stealing and fined them
$20 million and found us guilty of
damaging Telex and fined us $120 million. After trebling under U.S. antitru.
law that fine went to $360 million.
At the end of 1972 IBM stock went
from $365 to $140.

MuseumHews
Office Preparations. Befole the sta{{
arrives from Marlboro, workers ready
the newly renovated office space at
Museum Wharf.

Moving in. Almac movers slide a word
processing system into the new offices
at Museum Wharf on moving day,
March 7th.

The laat load. An Almac moving truck
arrives at Museum Wharf in down-

town Boston March 7th to deliver the
second and final truckload of office
furniture and equipment.

$10 Million Capital Campaign Kicked 011
with Pre-Preview Party
A gala pre-preview party at The
Computer Museum 's new home in

downtown Boston kicked off its SIO
million capital campaign May lith.
....J:he evening opened with a lecture by
( ' tel founder Robert Noyce followed by
...inner. dancing and films.
The capital campaign is designed
to raise the $10 million needed to purchase half interest in Museum Whar£.
create new exhibits, and start an en-

dowment-It will establish the Museum
in its new quarters and provide a foundation for its continued growth.
A new brochure outlining the campaign asks potential donors to ~invest
in the future of The Computer Museum." Suggested levels of giving
start at 4K ($4,096) and continue in the
standard industry memory units of 8K,
16K. 32K. 64K ... 256K.
Individuals and corporations from

throughout the industry and Museum
members will be asked to participate
in the campaign.
For more information on the campaign, contact: Gwen Bell, Director,
The Computer Museum. 300 Congress
Street, Boston, MA 02210 .
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Upcoming
Events

Museum News

July
The Computer Museum and Graphics -'
Pioneers will co-sponsor a panel session entitled "A Retrospective: Six Perennial Issues in Computer Graphics·
at SIGGRAPH '84 on July 25th in Minneapolis. Minnesota. Museum director
Gwen Bell. Atari chief scientist Alan
Kay and others will trace the evolution
of the technology and the major issues
in the field.

--.........

September
Members will receive the fall issue of
The Computer Museum Report featuring a complete fall calendar of events
and a transcript of Robert Noyce's Museum lecture on his invention of the
integrated circuit. The new 1984-85 Museum Store catalog will also be off
press and on its way to members .

............
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November
An opening party for Museum members is planned for Thesday evening
November 13th. The Museum will open
to the public on Wednesday November
14th.

Under wraps. This is not a trendy new
exhibit, but Museum artifacts upon
arrival at Museum Wharf.

Museum to Host Engelman
Lectures on
Artiliciallntelligence
Judith A. Clapp

A provocative new lecture series
on artificial intelligence (AI) in honor
of AI pioneer Carl Engelman begins at
The Computer Museum this fall.

For more than 20 years, Carl Engelman and other researchers in industry and academia have worked on
creating intelligent computer systems.
Engelman's contributions to the
field are among the major successes
that have occurred since the inception
of artificial intelligence. He developed
MATffi.AB. one of the first systems to

perform symbolic mathematics in the
mid-1960's. He headed a group of reo
searchers at the MITRE Corporation in
development and application of expert
systems. techniques for computers to
understand English. and research in
the automatic generation of computer
software.
Only a few "intelligent~ computer
systems are commercially available to
20
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date. but the interest in AI is greater
than ever. In the United States, the
Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency spends some $50 million a
year on AI research. In Japan, the
Ministry of International Trade and
Industry is spending $450 million in a
lO-year project to develop a Fifth Generation computer particularly suited to
AI applications.
The Computer Museum's lecture
series will trace how the fundamental
approaches to artificial intelligence
have been developed, show how they
have been successfully applied. and
explain why there are so many challenges remaining .
If you share an interest in artificial
intelligence or would like to make a
contribution in Engelman's memory,
please send your d onation to Engelman Lectures. The Computer Museum,
300 Congress Street. Boston, MA 02210.

r-----------) .I Join the Museum

I
I Name
Address
I Cil !Town
I State
Zi
I
I Please enter a membership in the
I following category:
I Member
$25
I Corporate Member
$125
Founder

$250

I Corporate Founder
$2500
II All members receive the quarterly
Museum Report. a 10% discount on MuI seum Store purchases, and announceI ments of Museum programs and
events. Al1 membership contributions
I are tax-deductible within the limits
I provided by law.
I To become a Member or Founder fill out
I this coupon and return it with your
I check or money order to:
I Membership Coordinator
The Computer Museum
I 300
Congress Street
I Boston , MA 02210
I

.............

(January 24 through April 24, 1984)

Corpoaa.. Foaader Lbl
(January 24 through April24, 1984)
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~ied Magnetics Corp.
Ay.(Corporation
John C. Barstow
AlonG. Bell

Gregory C.r. Beltice

Marshall D. Butler
Thomas W. Crosby. Jr.
IoeCychosz
Bob 0. Evans

Tse-run Feng

J. Thomas Franklin, Esq.
Regina H. Garb

Charles W. Johnson
M. KaporlE. Pass
Bryan S. Kocher

Jim Mcintosh
James N. O 'Boyle. Jr.
James F. Shaughnessy, Jr.

The Small Business Foundation
Rex Rice

r

What is a Founder?
Any individual or corporation
who gives more than $250 or $2500 respectively during the Museum's first
two years.

On March 14, 1982, The Computer
Museum was given provisional status
until June 24, 1984 by the IRS as a public, non-profit charitable foundation.
During this lime, the Museum has to
prove that it is indeed a widely supported public institution.
With almost SOO Founders at present, the Museum's goal is to close the
~n June 24th with 1,000.
(
This is a unique opportunity to
'0.-# establish the only international
museum devoted exclusively to computers and the history of information
processing. IfJoU are a Founder, we
thank you, an if not, urge you to
become one.

Almac Moving and Storage, Inc.
American Federation of Information
Processing Societies, Inc.
Apollo Computer, Inc.
Association for Computing Machinery
Automatic Data Processing, Inc.
Benton and Bowles
Bolt, Beranek and Newman
Boris Color Labs
British Computer Society
Robert Cipriani Associates
Clint Clemens
Codenoll Technology Corporation
Computer Science Press
ComputerWorld
Control Data Corporation
Convergent Technologies
Coopers and Lybrand, Boston
Data General
Dataproducts Corporation
Digital Equipment Corporation
Digital Equipment Computer Users Society
Expoconsui International , Inc.
Ford Motor Company
Fujitsu Limited
General Systems Group, Inc.
GTE Data Services, Inc.
Hewlett Packard Company Foundation
IEEE Computer Society
Intel Corporation
International Telephone & Telegraph Corporation
Los Alamos National Laboratory
MOB Systems, Inc.
Microsystems Engineering Corporation
MITRE Corporation
MOCO,lnc.
Motorola, Inc.
National Semiconductor Corporation
OMNI Publications International. Ltd.
PCK Technology Division
Richard Reno
Schlumberger Foundation
Seldin Publishing
Software Results Corporation
System Development Foundation
Tobin Vending Service
The Travelers
Wang Laboratories

A newsbrief of the collection
The MITS Altair 8800 was introduced. in
1975 as a low-cost mini-computer available either assembled. ($621) or in kit
form (S439). Designed. around the Intel
8080 microprocessor, the Altair was
marketed. as the processor for an extensive system of products, ranging from
line printers to TV-camera inputs. Because lew 01 these peripherals were
ever developed, the Altair became a
hobbyist's computer.
It was the lirst computer to use a cassette tape as auxiliary memory; the information was recorded acoustically
as modem tones. The Altair was also
the first computer to o ller BASIC on the
Intel 8080 processor. HThe Altair's success is really based. upon Intel's quality, former Altair salesman Rick ' evon
related in a gallery talk at the Museum
in September 1982. Nonetheless, according toGeoli Feldman, another
early Altair salesman, Hit required a
tremendous amount 01 very c reative
twiddling to make it work.
H

H
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_ .dividual Founders 0 Charles W. Adams 0 Ken R. Adcock 0 David Ahl 0 John Alexonderson 0 Kendall Allphin O Gene M. Amdahl

o Michael and Merry Andelman 0 Harlan E. & Lois Anderson 0 Applied Magnetics Corp. 0 Mr. & Mrs. Rolland B. Arndt 0 Dr. John
Atano801i 0 Isaac L. Auerbach 0 AVX Corporation 0 Charles and Constance Bachman 0 Jeon-Loup Baer 0 Robert W. Bailey, Ph.D. 0 'ohn
Bonning o Jeremy Barker 0 Steve F. Barnebey 0 Harul Bar samian 0 John C. Barstow 0 Jordan and Rhoda Baruch 0 Gordon & Barbara Beeton
D G. C. Belden. Jr. 0 C. Gordon & Gwen Bell D Jomes and Roberta Bell 0 Chesler Bell 0 Alan G. Bell 0 J. Weldon Bellville 0 Dr. Leo L. Beranek
o Roger & Kay Berger o Jellrey Bernstein D AlIred M. Bertocchi 0 Gregory C. F. Bellice 0 Lamar C. Bevil, Jr. 0 Bitslream, Inc. 0 Erich & Renee
Bloch 0 David R. Block a Elizabeth Boiger a Ted Bonn 0 Allen H. Brady a 'ohn G. Brainerd a David H. Brandin a Daniel S. Bricklin a Richard
A. Brockelman 0 David A. Brown a Gordon S. Brown 0 Lowrence C. Brown 0 Arthur and Alice Burks 0 'ames R. Burley 0 Max Burnet a Jim &
Margaret Butler 0 Marshall O. Butler 0 RogerC. Cady 0 Philip and Belsey Caldwell a Walter M. Carlson a Charles T. & Virginia G. Casale 0
George A. Chamberlain III a George A. Champine 0 Alan Chinnock a Donald Christiansen a Peter Christy and Carol Peters 0 Or. Donald D.
Clark a John O. Clarke a Richard J. Clayton a Reginald & Linore Cleveland 0 George Towne Clifford 0 Harold Cohen 0 William H.
Congleton 0 Charles W. Conn 0 Fernando J. Corbato a Harvey Cragon a lim Crapuchettes a Thomas W. Crosby, 'r. 0 Henry'. Crouse 0
JamesG. Cudmore 0 Karen R. Cunningham 0 Kent K. Curtis 0 David N. Cutler 0 Joe Cychosz a Thomas A. O'Auria a Randall Davis a Clive
B. Dawson a F. de Bros a Ed de Castro a Jean E. de Volpine 0 Mr. Arnaud de Vitry 0 Nick de Wolf Amos R. L. Deacon. Jr. a Harvey and
Barbara Dailel 0 Gregory Del Sesto 0 Bruce A. and Frances M. Delagi a William R. Demmer 0 Jack Dennis 0 Michael L. Dertouzos 0 David
DeWan 0 Peler DeWolf 0 Richard Dickerman 0 Lloyd I. Dickman a John diTargiani a L. John Doerr 0 Henri G. Doll a James R. Donaldson 0
David Donaldson a Patrick M. Donini 0 Georgedna Doriot 0 Philip H. Dorn 0 A.S. Douglas a Doug Drane 0 J. Alvin Dru'yor 0 Greg
Duckworth 0 Ray Duncan a Sanford H. Duryee 0 Joseph J. Eachus 0 Richard Eckhouse 0 Professor David B. Edwards a Tom Eggers 0 M.
Gordon Ehrlich 0 Dan L. Eisner a Dean Elsner a Lucian J. Endicott Jr. a John H. Esbin 0 Richard & Stephen Etzi 0 Bob O. Evans 0 Robert R.
Everett 0 Ulf and Helene Fagerquisl 0 Andrew R. Farber 0 David , . and GG Farber 0 Robert A. Farmer 0 Edward A. Feigenbaum 0 Andrew
D. Feit 0 Geoffrey Feldman & Sharon Lipp a Tse·yun Feng 0 Sidney Fernbach 0 Edward Alvin Feustel 0 Mark S. Fineman 0 Read T. Fleming
O Mary 'ane Forbes a Professor Jay W. Forrester a Philip E. Fox 0 J. Thomas Franklin. Esq. a Clark Frazier 0 Ed Fredkin 0 Peter Freeman 0
Neil Freeman 0 Alan E. Frisbie 0 Henry Fuchs 0 Samuel H. Fuller D Lorrin Gale 0 Bernard A. Galler a Regina H. Garb O Willard H. Gordner
a Donald A. Gaubatz a Donald H. George 0 Branko J. Gerovac 0 Bruce Gilchrist 0 Mrs. Donald B. Gillies 0 John T. Gilmore Jr. 0 Rose Ann
Giordano a Robert Glorioso a Philip Goembel 0 Robert Goldman a Steve Golson 0 David Goodman 0 Bernard M. Gordon 0 Arthur W.
Gattmann, MD 0 Roger S. Gourd 0 J. M. Shag Graetz a John Grilfith 0 Sheila Grinell 0 Herbert R. J. Grosch a Stephen Gross 0 Marie and
Brian Gruzinov·Henderson a Dr. Roberto A. Guatelli 0 Richard H. Gumpertz 0 Karl M. Guttag 0 Jerrier A. Haddad a W M. Hall 0 Lewis H.
Halprin 0 William R. Hambrecht a , . Scott Hamilton 0 Sheryl Handler a Alain Hanover a Richard M. Haskins a Ardoth A. Hassler & 'ames M.
Short 0 Michael Hathaway a Frank E. Heart 0 William Heifner 0 Andreas Herberger 0 Margaret A. Herrick a Richard W. Hill a Winston R.
Hindle, Jr. 0 Peter S. Hirshberg 0 Robert B. Hoffman 0 C. Lester Hogan 0 Commodore Grace M. Hopper, USNR a Christoph Horstmann 0 M.
Ernest Huber O A. L. C. Humphreys a Bill Hunzeker a Professor Harry Huskey a Richard I. Hustvedt 0 Robe rt A. Iannucci 0 Inforonics. Inc. 0
Aron K. & Merle S. Insinga a International Market Resources 0 L. R. Jasper a Alan Jeddeloh 0 Michael Jerabek a Howard W. Johnson 0
Theodore G. and Ruth T. Johnson 0 Charles W. Johnson 0 Nolan T. Jones 0 Lehman M. Jones 0 John Allen Jones a David Wluers a M. Kapor
~ E. Pass 0 Paul A. Karger 0 Bill Keating 0 Francis W. Keller 0 Allan Kent 0 Christopher Kent 0 Jack S. Kilby a Lawrence J. Kilgallen 0
m Kirk 0 Marlin Kirkpatrick a Daniel Klein a David C. Knoll 0 AndrewC. Knowles, III a Bryan S. Kocher 0 Dr. Robert B. Kolstad 0 Dr. Benn
Konsynski 0 David J. A. Koogler 0 Mary JoKostya 0 Alan Kotok 0 Marian J. Kowalski a Edward A. K.ramer O Stanley Kugell a Laura Lein and
Benramin Kuipers a Kaneyuki Kurokawa 0 Robert L. Kusik 0 John Locey 0 Robert Loman 0 Hal Lomster 0 R. L. Lone 0 Glen G . Longdon 'r..
o Roberl Langridge a Bert W. Lorey a Richard Lory 0 Duncan H. Lawrie a Prof. Harold W. Lowson, Ir. a 'ohn Loynor 0 Les Lozar 0 John
Levine 0 Michael Levitt 0 Henry M. Levy a John V. Levy a T. G. Lewis 0 Robert C . Liebennan a Richard Lindquist a Steven B. Lipner D loyce
Currie Little 0 C . L. & Jane W. S. Liu a Theodore C. M. Lo, M.D. 0 William H. Long 0 Carl D. Lowenstein 0 William F. Luebbert 0 Arthur
Luehrmann 0 Edward P. Luwish a Carl Machover 0 Ian Maclennan 0 Tsugio Makimoto a Dave Mallery 0 Franklin N. Mann 0 Julius L.
Marcus D Tom Marill 0 Robert F. Marsh 0 Richard O. Mason 0 Andrew H. Mason 0 Robert H. Malthews 0 Ruth Maulucci a Robert Mayer. Jr.
o Lou Mazzucchelli a Tron McConnell 0 Pamela McCorduck a Daniel O. McCracken 0 F. Warren McFarlan 0 Henry McGilton 0 Hugh
McGinness 0 Patrick J. McGovern 0 Jim Mcintosh 0 Thomas Mcintyre 0 James L. McKenney 0 John McKenzie 0 William and Vesta McLean 0
John E. McNamara 0 George C. McQuilken 0 Thomas and Elizabeth McWilliams 0 Carver A. Mead a R. W. Meister a Robert M. Metcalfe 0
Malthew Miau 0 Donald and Jean Michie 0 Harold T. Miller 0 Robe rt C. Miller 0 Wi lliam F. Miller 0 Richard G. Mills 0 Charles R. Minter
D Reg S. Mitchell a Robert Moe a Thomas H. Moog a Gordon E. Moore 0 Morgan·Grampian Pub. 0 Frank E. Morris 0 John Morrissey 0 Dr.
J. Craig Mudge a Albert E. Mullin. Jr. a Saburo Muroga 0 David Murphy a Dan Murray a Dr. & Mrs. Isaac R. Nassi 0 Susannah and Nigel
Nathan a Lee J. Neal a Gregory L. Nelson 0 David & Pat Nelson a Stewart Nelson 0 Joseph Nestor a Bill Newcomer a Joseph M. Newcomer 0
Chuck Newman 0 Reade B. Nimick, Jr. 0 Walter I. Nissen, Jr. 0 C . London Noll 0 Bernard J. Nordmann a Jeremy M. Norman 0 Norton
Company 0 Bill Noyce and Janie LoBombard a Bob Noyce a H. Edward Nyce a James N. O'Boyle, 'r. a Martin J. O'Donnell 0 Anthony G .
Oettinger 0 Lowrence & Pauline Oliva a Kenneth Olsen a Adam Osborne a Robert K. Otnes a John OusterhOUI a Louis Padula 0 Paul
Pangaro 0 Ted C. Park 0 Kenneth O. Patterson a James V.lMartha M. Pallon 0 Edward G. Perkins 0 Jean·Claude Peterschmilt 0 'ohn
Peterson 0 Nicholas A. Pettinella 0 Linda J. Phillips 0 Gerard Piel O Juan A. Pineda a James A. Pitts a Andrew Plescia a Bill & Susan
Poduska a Michael D. Poe a J. Eric Pollack 0 William G. Pomeroy 0 Trevor J. Porter 0 James N. Porter a Jonathan Postel 0 Kenneth F. Powell
a Rober t M. Price 0 Roberl W. Puffer III 0 Robert E. Ramsdell 0 Henry W. Ramsey 0 Professor Brian Randell 0 Dr. Robert W Rec tor 0 Brian
and Loretta Reid a Nicholas Reinhardt a Audrey R. Reith a Paul Repacholi a Ronald Resch 0 Rex Rice 0 Fontaine K. Richardson a J. E.
Richardson a William D. Ricker 0 C. Mike Riggle 0 Mark L. Robinson 0 Ann and Robert Roc·Hafer a David and Linda Rodge rs 0 Peter R.
Rony 0 Michael Rooney 0 Dan Rose 0 'ack Roseman a Robert F. Rosin 0 Martin S. Roth 0 Dorolhy E. Rowe 0 Thomas S. Roy, II 0 Richard
Rubinstein 0 Dr. & Mrs. Charle' R. Rupp a Stephen Russell a Ma rtin I. Sack 0 Michael I. Samek a Jean E. Sammet 0 Peter R. Samson 0 F.
Grant Saviers 0 Robert L. Schapp, Jr. 0 Rebecca Schatz a Andrew Schmidt 0 Edward A. Schwartz 0 Earl & Mary Schweppe a Andrew Scott 0
Aaron Seidman 0 Mr. and Mrs. Oliver G. Sellridge O Donald G. Seydel 0 'ames F. Shaughnessy, Jr. 0 W. Lee Shevel a John J. Shields III 0 John
F. Shoch a Alan F. Shugart 0 Marc Shulman a Dan Siewiorek 0 Thomas W Simons 0 Richard B. Sims 0 Jonathan Singer 0 Norwood Sisson 0
Richard L. Sites a The Small Business Foundation a Dr. Ronald G. Smart 0 Daniel P. B. Smith O lohn F. Smith a Steven Spellman a Donald D.
Spencer 0 Roberl Spinrad O lohn T. Stapleton 0 John T. Stark D Gerald Steinback a Max J. Steinmann a Seth Stem a William M. Steul 0 Jack
H. Stevens a David K. Stevenson a Robert E. & Diane M. Stewart 0 Dr. George Stibitz 0 J. Michael Storie 0 William O. & Carole K. Strecker a
..,...thomas A. Susie a Howard Sussman 0 Ivan and Marcia Sutherland a Erick N. Swenson a Dr. Stephen A. Sl;ygenda a David Tarabar a John
..... Itar a Robert W. Taylor a Norman H. Taylor O John V. Terrey 0 William R. Thompaon 0 Del Thorndike and Steve Teicher D James E. Thornton
Robert W Thornton 0 Erwin Tomash 0 Michael G. Tomasic 0 Fritl;& Nomi Trapnell 0 Gregory A. Thtunjian & Linda M. Watson 0 Michael G .
hler 0 University 01 New Orleans 0 George E. Volley, Jr. 0 Alexander Vanderburgh, Jr. 0 Professor OVR Vithal 0 Jerome Vuoso a Christian
Walker 0 Susan Walter 0 Joseph B. Walters. Jr. 0 Dr. An Wang 0 W. Joe Watson 0 Wendell Weatherford 0 Thomas E. Welmers a Lih J. Weng 0
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Cover and back cover:
The Computer Museum would like
to thank the hundreds of individuals
(listed. on the cover) and corporations
(listed on the back cover) who gave
more than $250 or $2500 respectively
during the Museum's first two years.
The Founders program was in effect until June 24, 1984. It provided an

opportunity for the Museum to become
a widely-supported. public institution
so it could be designated a public.
non-profit charitable foundation by
the ms.
With the Founders program complete. there are now new membership
categories available. These new membership categories can be found elsewhere in this issue.

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM

The Computer Museum is the only museum of its kind in the world. It ruamcrticolly
illustrates the impact of the lnfonnation
Revolution through interactive exhibits 01
state-of-the-art computers. Iilms and crea·
tions of vintage computer installcrtioIUl.
The Museum hows will be: II a .m.-6 p.m.
Wednesday. Scrturday and Sunday and II
a.m.-S p.m. Thwsday and Friday. It will be
closed Mondays. 'fuesdays. Christmas. New
Years and Thanksgiving. Its new location at
300 Congress Street is minutes from Logan
lntemationw Airport and just a short walk
from Boston's financial district and such
historic landmcuks as Faneuil Hall and
the Freedom Trail.
The Museum oilers individual memberships
lor $30. Other membership cotegories are
available for corporations and those individuals seeking a higher level 01 participation.
All members receive a nee subscription to
The Computer Museum Report. a 10% discount on merchandise from The Computer
Museum Store. free admission and invita·
tions to Museum previews.
For more inionnation. contact Jana Buchholz.
Membership Coordincrtor at The Computer
Museum. 300 CongTes& Street, Boston, MA
02210, (617) 426-2!lXJ.

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM REPORT
(lSSN 0736--5438)
The Computer Museum Report is publis hed
quarterly by The Computer Museum. 300
Congress Street. Boston. MA 02210. A yearly
s ubscription to The Computer Museum Report is Iree with membership. Individual issues con be purchased through The
Computer Museum Store lor $3 apiece.
The Museum stall is responsible for the con·
tents of the Report. The views expressed do
not necessarily represent those of The Computer Museum or its Board 01 Directors.
Design and production of the Report is done
by Benson and Clemons.
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The Director's Leiter

In our countdown to opening the Museum, I am pleased to have the
opportunity via the report to reflect on the evolution of the Museum. Five
years ago, I was charged with the task of creating a "computer museum."
The only models at that time were IBM's dismantled history wall done by
Charles Eames in the sixties. the small exhibit of historic machines at the
Smithsonian, and the interactive and historic collections at the Science
Museum in London. None of these could be collected and brought back.
And I felt as though I had been told to "Go fetch a rock." Every time I
brought an idea back, the feedback was quick: "That's not the rock," or
"How did you ever get that- it's just great."

Two and a half years ago. on Iune 10. 1982. The Computer Museum
opened its doors for the first time: we hod 50 Founders. 200 members and
3.000 square feet of dedicated exhibit space. Our goals were to develop an
international collection. create exciting exhibitions. sponsor educational
programs. and attract a worldwide membership. On June 24. 1984. at the
end of our Founding period. we will boast 504 individuals and corporate
Founders. I am g lad to extend special thanks to the individuals listed on
the front cover and the corporations listed on the back cover helping to
found the Museum.

,.

The Second Opening
On Wednesday. November 14. 1984 at 11:00 a.m .. the Museum will formally open its doors a second time to the public. This lime we will hove
16,000 square feet of exhibitions of both historic computers and stote-ofthe-art interactive displays: another 8,000 square feet of exhibit space ond
4,000 square feet for library/study collections will be developed later. As we
approach our opening we can be pleased that we have by for the largest
exhibition area devoted to computing and information processing at any
museum.
Let me give you a brief tour of our plans for the exhibitions: After rising
to the Museum on a large, glass-enclosed elevator overlooking downtown
Boston. the visitor is confronted by the Whirlwind, a vacuum tube computer
that seems to go on forever.
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Going around the comer, the visitor enters the SAGE computer room,
Here the major components of the world's largest and longest lived computer simulate their installed environment. The visitor can "start" the console and see its banks of lights cycle-up. Beside aoch component, such as
the 3O-foot-Iong accumulator. today's equivalent chip (or part of a chip) has
been placed for comparison. This arrangement reinforces an awareness of
decraosing size and power and increasing programming capabilities.
For the history buff. a year-by-year Hmeline from 1950 to 1970 shows the
fundamental inventions. the major computers. major software developments
and benchmark applications .
The CW Communications "See It Then" thaoter shows films of operational computers. starting in the 1920's and ending in the 1960's with the
IBM Stretch. The films are complemented by a 1965 mM 1401 computer room.
where the visitor can punch cards. and an operating PDP-89. the classic
(but now very slow) minicomputer.
The evolution of Seymour Cray's work illustrates a single hardware
contributor and his philosophy. The story begins with the NTDS-17 that he
built for the Navy at UNIVAC in Minneapolis, which Greg Mellen. who is
still at Sperry Univac. helped the Museum acquire: after that Cray built
the Little Character. his first machine at CDC. presented by Control Data
Corporation: then to the 6600. Serial Number 1. presented by Lawrence
Livermore Laboratories; and finally to components of a Cray I. presented by
the Cray Corporation. We have two videotapes of Seymour Cray. one from
Lawrence Livermore Laboratories and another given to us by Joe Clarke. a
former employee of CDC. who bought a two inch video tape player at a
company sale and found on it a tape of Seymour Cray.
The next gallery focuses on chips and their place in the computer
revolution. and the process of manufacturing computers. The inside of the
"black box" is revealed. and an important. hidden part of the process is
illustrated .
This collection of personal computers goes back to the very first one.
the 1962 UNC. and extends to the latest models. The ring of live machines.
each showing off an aspect of its special input/output. include DECTALK.
a touch sensitive screen HP ISO and others.
The final gallery. is devoted. to "the computer and the image." Here.
the visitor will be able to explore image processing by computer. such as
evaluation of landsat data. and image creation by computer. such as computer-aided. design. Without much trouble, the visitor could spend two
hours in this room experimenting and viewing.
The exhibits are only the tip of the iceberg of our collection of artifacts.
working machines. software. documentation, photographs and films . The
listing in this report represents one year's accumulation and the collection
is rapidly growing.
The Evolving Board of Directors
At the first meeting of the board of directors in 1982. two decisions were
made: one was to have non-renewable four-year terms and the other was to
limit the number to 24 people. This year five directors retired., I was made
an ex-officio director. and five new directors were elected.
The five retiring directors each played. a significant role in our growth
to date: Charles Bachman served. as chairman of the executive committee
through our critical first two years; Andrew Knowles provided our initial
space in Marlboro: Robert Noyce was key in starting our semiconductor
collection and gave a wonderful lecture at our pre-preview party; Michael
Spock. director of the Children's Museum. had the idea of our move to the
Wharf and continues to counsel us on a day-to-day basis as our closest
neighbor: and the Honorable Paul Tsongas helped bring us recognition
at a national leveL
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John William Poduska, Sr.
Apollo Computer, Inc.

Mitchell Kaper
Lotus Development Corporation

Dr. An Wang
W:mg Laboratories, Inc.

Dr. Koji Kobayashi
NEC Corporation

Dr. Arthur P. Molella
The National Museum of American History,
Smithsonian Institution

The new directors bring a new set of talents. Bill Poduska, the new
chairman of the board, is chief executive officer and chairman of the board
of Apollo Computer, Inc . which he founded in 1980. He came to MIT as an
undergraduate and stayed through a Ph.D. in electrical engineering, which
he laught for four years. Then he went on to become the director of the
Honeywell Information Science Center before founding Prime Computer
and Apollo Computer.
Mitch Kapor, president and co-founder of Lotus Development Corporation, looks at the role of computers from the point of view of a non-technical
user. A pyschology major from Yale with what he calls "three-quarters of a
masters degree" from MIT's Sloan School of Management, he developed
VisiPlot and VisiTrend for VisiCorp before working on "1-2-3," the business
applications program for personal computers, that became the basis for
Lotus. Mitch has expressed his concern for the e nd user. saying. "When we
stop listening we will cease to be viable." This is equally true for the
Museum when we open our doors to the public.
Dr. Koji Kobayashi. chairman and chief executive officer of NEC Corporation, began his life-long career with them in 1929. NEC preserved Japan's
first transistor business computer the NEAC 2201 which they agreed to give
to the Museum . This represents an important acquisition in ow goal to
develop an international collection. Dr. Kobayashi is also interested in the
current technology. especially communications and computers, and will
provide an important link to Japan.
Dr. Arthur P. Molella is chairman of the history of science and technology department at The National Museum of American History, Smithsonian
Institution. Specialized museums. such as ours, have an important symbiotic relationship with the Smithsonian. We can focus on a single subject.
collect, carry out research and prepare exhibitions. At the Smithsonian.
Arthur has to trade off all aspects of science and technology and allocate
appropriate space and personnel.
We intend to help each other, the Smithsonian has already loaned
several important pieces from their collection for our opening exhibition.
And when the new Smithsonian exhibit on computing opens. we will help
them.
Dr. An Wang, chairman of the board and chief executive officer of
Wang Laboratories, Inc .. is one of the computer pioneers. He invented the
magnetic pulse controlling device for the Harvard Mark IV which will be on
display in the timeline planned for our opening exhibition. Wang not ony
founded Wang Laboratories. Inc. but also the Wang Institute of Graduate
Studies in 1979.
Since 1982. the course of The Computer Museum has changed in ways
that I would never have predicted. but new directions that. in retrospect,
always made sense. This distinguished new class of directors will help the
Museum become a strong institution as it opens to the public.
Gwen Bell
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The Collection
The following listing of the Museum's
collection includes all new artifacts
and archival material r~ived between April 10, 1983 and June 13, 1984.
The number of artifacts and films has
grown to 0CXl catalogued items. The artilacts range from a single chip to the
multiple components of a single largescale computer. In addition, the document and photogmph collection has
also increased dramatically. Archival
donations are catalogued as complete
collections.
Artifacts
Each artifact is described according to
its manufacturer, date, and characteristics according to the PMS notation
system developed in Computer Structures by Gordon Bell and Allen Newell.
The PMS notation divides computer
structures into processors (calculators),
memory. links and switches, transducers, and control devices. Robots have
been added. This system was then
used to divide the list of artifacts in
order to provide a better picture of
the collection.
Archives
The archives supply supporting materials for the artifacts. They help the
scholar reconstruct the development
and use of any of the artifacts. For
example. old textbooks provide significant insight into the principles and
uses of a machine from the some period. Similarly. films and photographs
often illustrate the working environment of artifacts.

Micro-bit Electron Beam Acceas
Memory. This memory device is Microbits Electron Beam Access Memory aifedionately known as AllCE. Although
this device was never marketed. it got
up and running at the end of December
1971. It took, recorded and played back
the following message: "Merry Christmas. Send molE' money."
4
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Computers

Apple Computer Company<
Apple 1 (X210.83)
Gift of Dyson CorporatJon
Burroughs Corporotion,
Burroughs B-5OO (X312.84-X321.841
Loan from Design Pak, Inc.
Burroughs Corporation.
Burroughs TCSOO (X309.84)
Gift of !ADDIS Corporation
Di9lta\ Equipment Corporahon,
DEC Dig!tal1h;l1ner (X220.83)
Gift of Jerrold Petrofsky
Digital Equipmenl CorporoUon,
1?!9ilol Music Synthesizer
(XI)388.83)
Gift of Digital Equipment
Corporation

Digital Equipment Corporotlon,
PDP·] {D379.831: PDp·1
Oscilloscope. Sorohan and
MICTOtape 555 {D382.831 (0385.83)
Gil! of Digital EqUIpment

TRS·SO. TRS-80 Model Is. JjJc.e the one
ictured here. were introduced by Tandy
.adio Shack Corporation in 1977. Dur·
ing that same year the Apple II and the
Commodore Pet 2001 were introduced,
establishing the first three personal
computer designs to corne assembled
with BASIC built into the firmware,
which allowed them to achieve a BASIC
operating mode on power up._The TRS 80 Model I is one of several PC's that
will be featured in the Personal Compu ter exhibit when the Museum opens
November 14, 1984.

Corporation

Digital Equipment Corporation.
PDP·8 (X231.84)
Gift of Jim SeIder
Digital Eauipmenl Corporotion,
PDP-8 (0:178.83) (0381.83) (XD356.B2)
Gift of Digital Equipment
Corporation

Digital Eauipmenl Corporation,
POP·9 (0jg9.83)
Gift of Digital Equipment
COlporation
Franklin Compu ter Co~ration.
Franklm Ace 100 (X340.831
GiIz of franklin Computer
Corporalion

International BUSiness Machines,
IBM 083 Sorter (X291.831: IBM 088
Collator (X29().83): IBM 5J9
Rep roducerCX292.83); taM
557 Interpreter (X289.831
GIf! of Bumdy CorporallOn
International BusJnes5 Machmes.
SAGE: ANfFSO·7 Duplex and
Simplex Maintenance Consoles
(X260.83J (X269.83); Leh Arithmetic
Unit (X274.831: MagneUc Drom
Unit (X26J.83) (X273.831: 64K Core
Memory Plane (X272.83): IBM 728
1Qpe Drives 0<268.83); IBM 118
Printer (X262.83): IBM 20 Card
Punch (X266.8J); IBM 723 Card
Recorder (X267.83): IBM Card
Reader (X270.831: Display and
Auxiliary Consoles (X263.83)
(X264.83J <X265.83J (X271.83)
Gift of Na tiona! Museum of Science
and 79chnology; Ottawa
lntemaUonal Business Machines.
SAGE: ANIFSQ·7 Left Arilhmetic
Unil (X31 1.83): Core Memory Stack
20::310.83)
Gift of Hancock Field Air Force
Base, New York
Intemauonol BU8mess Machines.
IBM Srstem 3 (SYSI3) (X192.83J
Giflo Hesser Col/ege
international Business Machines.
IBM 1401 System (X233.83)
Gift of American Compuler
Group, Inc.
Kurzweil Computer Products.
Inc.,
Kurzweil Readmg Machine
(X236.831
Glfl of KurzweJI Computel
Products. Inc.
Mathotronies. Inc.,
Malhotran lX283.83)
Glfl of Yu taka Koooyashi
MlTS.
MITS
256 (X334.84J
Oifl of Geoff Feldman
Ol!velll-Underwood, inc.,
Olivetti-Underwood Progromma
IOJC (x300.831
Gdt of GTE
Sperry Rand Corporahon,
UNIVAC 494 (X343.841
Gilt of Travelers Insurance

cr

Compan y

Sphere Corporation.
SPHERE SYlIlem 320 (X297.83):
SPHERE System 330 (X295.83)
Gill of Roger]. Sporr

Bu.rro"U.ghs

Tandy.Corporahan,
TRS-SO. Moclell (X348.841
GIft of Samuel M. Gerber
Terak Corporation,
Terak Moclel 8510 (X35J.84-X353.84);
Terak MocIel8512 (X354.841
Gift of Douglas Ross
Viatron Computer Systems
Corporation.
Vialron System 21 (X350.84)
Gilt of Fred De Bros

8urroug hs 8-500. The front control
panel of a Burroughs B-500 Central Pro·
cessing Unit. Released in 1968. it was
the small·scale end of the Burroughs
family.

.sa:r
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Computer Proces...., Control. Link and Switch Components

Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratories,
'Ilioaer Pair V EMS CIIl:uit Boords,
PulSe Generator Cm:ult Boords

(X226,83) (X275.83)

Gilt 01 Guners loghars
Bendu: Corporotion.
Bendix G·JS Logic Modules

,

~:-.

-

."J ~ .•

<X235.83J
Gift 01 Ron Resch

Burroughs Corporation.
Electrodata Division.

Elactrodoto Plug Boord ()(2()9.831
Gilt of Claude A. R. Kagan
Digital Equipment CorpclratiOn,

MicroVAX I Data Path 0::326.84);

MicroVAX ! Memory Controller
(X325.84)

Gilt of Digllol f;.qUlpmenl
Corporolion/DOCwest Engineermg
Digital Equipment Corporation,
Unibus NI Adopter Breadtxxud

Locrislics Research. Inc"
AlWAC ill Control Panel. (X300.84):
AlWAC ill Logic Boards (X3()7.84)
Gift of f'ug'ene Usdin

MIT Uncoln Labora tory.
TX-2 Module Tesl Panel (D384.83)
MIT Uncoln Laboratory.
TX-2 Flip-flop (X2IB.83l
Gift of Alan

Corpora/ion
FerronU Corporation,
ARGUS 200 Pegboard Program
'fray {X337-84)
Loan from Science Museum,
London

Moore School of Electnool
EngineerIng.
ENIAC function Table (X33B.84)
Loan from The SmIthSOnian
Institution. National Museum
of Americon History
Motorola, Inc.,
MC6BOO Microprocesaol"$ <X224.B3J
Gilt of Motorola. Inc:.
Mullard. L1d ..
Logic Boards from the Elliot B03B
BntJSh Germaruum 'ITansistor
Computer (X27B.83)
Gift of Mr. Soper
National SemIconductor
Corporation.
NS32032 Microprocesor (X344.84)
Gift of Notional Semiconduc1or

International BUSIness Machines.
IBM BLT Logic Card (X22J.83)
Gifl of John Shriver
In ternational Business Machines.
IBM SSEC Mercury Wened Cantod

Relay 0094.83); IBM SSEC Wire

Contact Relay (X195.B3)
Gift of A. Wayne Brooke
International Business Machines.
IBM Plug Board (X339. B4l
Giff of LoSalle National Bank
Inslilute for Numeriool Analysis.
National Bureau of Standards.
SWAC Chassis Unit 0<228.83)
l.oan from the Smithsoman
Institution , National Museum
of Americon History
Kollmorgen Corporation,
Mulliwlre OiviJ,don.
Multiwire Boards (X237.83)
Gifl of Mull/wire DIvision,

Kollmorgen Corporation
Kollmorgen Corporation.
PCK Technology.
Wiring Head (X196.83l: Discrete
Wired Circu!t Boards (X226.83)
Gifr of PCK 7echno/ogy Division.
Kollmorgen Corporation

v: Oppenheim

Corporation
PhillIps (N. V. E1ectrologlool.

Electrologi= X-B Circuit

Boards, (:<219.83)
GIft of Gordon Bell

Raytheon Company,
RAYDAC Logic Module (X234.83)
Gift 0/ Bert Lorey
Scientific Data Systems,
SDS 940 Modules C<28S.83l
Gift of Systems Concepts

USSR GOVERNMENT. MINSK-2 Logk
PC Board. Introduced in 1962, the
MINSK-2.became one of the most heavily used'generaI·purpose computers in
Russia. Each computer had a set of lUl
two-address instructions and a word
length 0/ 37 bits. Their computing speed
was 5,CXXJ instructions per second and a
floating-poin t addition took 72 microseconds, The main memory on the MINSK-2
was on ferrite cores, with either 4,CXXJ or

B,CXXJ words and secondary memory was
on magnetic tapes.
•

Controlled Electronic Calculator). The
IBM SSEC was the first machine that
could controJ its calculating sequence
by modi/iying its own instructions, However. it was disputed whether or not
the IBM SSEC was wholly electronic,
because the machine had 13,500 vacuum tubes and 21,400 electromechanical relays.

Gift of Digital f'qulpment
Corporation

ID386.B3)

Gift 01 Digital Equipment

IBM SSEC Wire Con tact Relays . The
wire contact ~l_~ pictured here are
lrom the IBM SSEC (Selective SequenC£,
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BlZMAC Clock. The BIZMAC was the
result of an early attempt by RCA to
pnxluce a large-scale general-purpose
computer for business applications.
With its 29,CXXJ tubes and 63,CXXJ diodes,
it was certainly one of the largest first
generation computers ever built. The
BlZMAC was one of the fim commercial
computers to use magnetic core memory. Later computers with full-scale core
memories made BIZMAC obsolete.

Melllories

~P.'rry Univac Corporolion,
r-'1ivoc Solid Stole 80190

pmmentol Boord, Magnetic
_.mplll!er and Amphfier
Components (X238.83)

Glfl oJ 'Jed Bonn
Sylvarua ElectriC PrOOl.lct!l, Inc••

MOBIDIC I...ogic &:xnds (X188.83)
GIlt of lock Stevens
Univ9r11lty 01 mlnOIll,

[WAC I Semi-CyUndrical Vacuum
Thbe Chossis (X25S.83); lLUAC n
Chassis (X259.83); ILUAC U Circuli
Boord (X247.B3); [WAC II Sense
Amplifier (X2Il(J.83); lWAC III
Circuit Boards (X246.S3)
GIll of Umversily of IIImois
Unknown,
Thode Power Supply Control
Rectifier (D39I.83)
Gilt of Gordon Bell

USSR Govemment.
MINSK-2 Logic Boord (X327.84)
Gilt of Diloop Bandoleer
Wickes Engmeenng and
Construction ~~~ny.

BIZMAC Clock (XJOS.841
GUr of Nell Kleinberg

Anolex Corporolion.
Analex Core Drive 200 Module

[ntemational Business Machines.
IBM 610 Programmable Calculator
Drum CXI79.83)

GlIr of Digilal £quipmenl
Corporallon
Cambridge Universuy
Computation Laboratory,_

Gift 01 Richard E. Smith

fXD234.8l)

EDSAC Memory Dnver (X335.84);
EDSAC Mercury Memory TonI::

Cover (X336.83)

Loon from Science Museum.
London

Control Data Corporation,
Microbit Division.
Electron-beam Ao:essed Memory
Thbe. OC2IS.83)
Loan from Charles A. Brown
Digital Equipment Corporation.
Magnetic Tope Unit (D38O.83);
Tope Drive (D395.83)
Grll of Digital EqUIpment
Corporotion
Digital Equipment Corporation,
PDp·IO Core Memory Bcxlfd
(X286.83)
Gill of Systems Concepts
Digital Equipment Corporallon,
PDP-12 Core Memory Stacie
(X223.83)
Gilt of Perer Sredojevic
Digital EQuipment Corporation.
Plasma Cell Memory tx2OO.83)
GIlt of Ron Nueblmg

Digital EQuipment Corporation,
Read Onfy Kope Memory 0<294.83)
Ford Motor Company.
Aeronutronlc DIVIsion,
10 Megacycle BIAX Cores C<242_83)
Glilo/G.B_ Westrom

Goodchild, C. w.,
'Complete Mathematical Chart"
OC24S.83)
Gift 01 University 01 flIinois,
Dep:mmenl of Compuler Science
Hewlett-Packard Company.
FIXed-head Drum Memory Z17IA
(X207.83)
Gift of TSC Computer Ltd.

-

Transducers

Institute for Numerical AnalYSIS.
Notional Bureau of Standards.
SWAC WiUlOm's Thbe CX227.83)
Loan lrom The Smithsonian
Institution. Notional Museum of
American History

Micro-bit Corporation,
Electron Beam Access Memory:
AllCE I (X329.84)
Gift 01 Micro-bIt Corporation
MIT Instrumentation
loboratory.
~p?Uo Memory Stacie Mcxiule
(X186.83)
Gift of Bogus/ow frachewiC1:
Mullard. Ltd ..
ferrite Core Memory from Elliot
B03B Britillh Germamum lIunsistor
Computer. CX277.83)
Gifl of Mr. Soper
Rand Corporation.
Johnnlac Selectron Tube (X28J.83)
GIll 01 fred Gruenberger
Radio Corporation of Amenca.
Electron Thbe G<301.83)
Radio Corporation of America.
RCA 3488 Magnetic Cords
(X232.83)
Gift of Daniel Klein

Radio Corporation 01 America.
RCA 128 x 136 3-wire Core
Memory Plane (XlOO.83);
RCA 64)( 64 4-wire Core
Memory Plane (XI89.83) CXI91.83)
Gill 01 Bogus/ow Froc/dewicz
Reming ton Rand. Inc..
Edr.ert-Mauchly D:iviaion,
Uniservo CX284.83)
GIll of R. S. Nelson
Roman Art Company.
Punched paper tape lrom
contemporary lacquard loom
CX276.83)
&:heut:o:. George and Edward,
Specimens ol1bbles. Ca/cuJared.
Stereomoulded. and Primed by
Machinery. (X187.83)
Loan from frederick /. Beuller
Urnon I...abel Company.
McBee Keysort Needle Corm
and Punch (X328.84)
Gift of Gordon Bell
Unknown,
Mercury DelayUne (X282.83)
Gilr of Al1hur Uhlir

Anderson Jacobson.
Anderson locobson AcoustiC
Dota Coupler 2£() (0392.831
GW of Digital EqUIpment
Corporation
.
Coxheod Corp::lration. Ralph C ..
\bri-typer (X240.83)
GUt of Lee Swanson
Friden Corporation,
Flexownter txD32S.81)
GUr of Digital Equ!pment
Corporalion

Harvard University.
Division 01 Applied Science.
Color Viewing Helmet lor the
~ce Pen (X197.83)
Glil of Harvard UniverSIty. Division
01 Applied Science
International Business Machmes.
IBM 01 Typewnter (XI99.83)
Glfl of RIchard Boylan
IntemaUonal Business Machines,
IBM 26 ?nnting Cord Punch
(X322.84)
Loan from Design Pak. Inc.
National Data Industries, [nc..
DIABLO HY'lYPE I Daisywheel
Printer (X299.83)
GIft 01 Roger J. Spoil
Sanden; Technology. Inc.,
Sanders Media 1117 Printer

cxm.84)

Gill of Douglas Ross
Southw&stlOChmcal Products,
Corp::lration,
Alphanumeric Parallel Printer
PR-40 CX298.83)
GIfr of Roger J. Spoil
Sperry Rand Corporation.
UNrvAC keyboard (D394.83)
Telesensory Sytems, Inc .•
()ptGCQn ?nnt Readmg System
tx229.83)
Gill of 'Jelesensory Sysrems. Inc.
Teletype Corp::lration.
Bell System Mcxiel12 Page Printer
OC202.83)
Gilt of John LeProUIt

Acoustic Data Coupler. This Anderson
Jacobson Acoustic Data Coupler 260
(cin:a 1963) is one of the earliest modems. A modem is an acronym for
MOdulator DEModulator unit, a device
that converts data hom a fOrm that is
compatible with data processi"ng equip·
ment to a form that is compatible with
transmission facilities, and vice-verso.
Th. Computer M\lMnlrrI Report/F<;d] ]984
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CalcnaJaton

Baby Calculator,

Baby Calculator OC21J.83J
Gift 01 Gordon and Gwen BeIl

Bachman. Charles,
Circular SUde Rule (X342.84)
Gilt of Charles Bachman
Bowmer Instrument Corporation,
Bowmer MX70 Memory

Calculator OC2JS.83J

Gifl allan Gunn
Carbk,lJd.,
Otis King ', Pocket Calculator
(X214.83)
Gilt of I. Bernard Cohen
Denner! & Pope Company;

Aristo Darmstadt Slide Rule
(X333.84)

GIll of I. BemardCohen
Dietzgen Company,

Smllh'almproved Protractor
0:243·83)
Gilt of University of /Ilinois,
Depc;mment of Computer Science
Dietzgen Company.

Dietzgen Rechrule Shde Rule
0031.84)
Gjlloll. Bernard Cohen
Egh, Hans.

Millionaire Calculator (X21 1.83)
Gift 01 Paul I. Hamng/on

Egli. Hans.

Millionaire Calculator (X252.83)
GIll of University of IIlmolS,
Department of Computer Sdence

Faber-Castell Company,

Slide Rule (X332.B4)

Gill all. Bernard Cohen
felt & 1b:rrgnl Monulactunng
Company,
Comptometer (X349.84)
Gill of Herberl and ~rginla
eldridge

Friden Calculatmg Machine
Company,
friden Model DB Calculator
OC304.841
Gifl 01 Lee Bauer
frlden Corporation.
Friden Calculator (X230.83)
Gill 01 Dave Slone
Generol Business Macrunes
Corporation.
Automatic Printing Calculator
C<2OO.83)
GIll 01 Peler Srallcer

•

Hormann Manus,
De Te We OCDI~.80)
Loan lrom Declon and Morgrit
Kennedy
Hewlett·Packard Company,
HP·55 Calculator (XI9B.83)

GW of Randolph S. Canham

Hewlett·Packard Company;
HP·65 Programmable Calculator
0041.83)
Gill of Slephen and Barbaro GIO&S
Keuffel & Esser Company,
fullers Crlindrical Shde Rule
(X250.S3); Thacher's Cylindrical
Slide Rule (X253.83): Planimeters
OC248.83) ()(249.83) (X251.83);
Drawing Instruments 0::257.83)
(X258.83)
Gilt of Universlly of Illinois.
DepeJrlmenl 01 CompUler Science
Marchant Calculating
Mochlne Company.
Marchant Calculator OC347.84)
Giflof fred Gruenberger
Monroe Calculating Machme
Company,
Monroe High Speed Addmg
Calculator (X239.83)
a,it of Lee Swan.son
Notional Semiconductor
Corp:lrollon.
NOVUS6S0
futed Point Calculator (X302.83)
Gur of Harriel and Marlin Agu/net:
ReUable 1\rpewnter and Adding
Machme COrporoi!on,
VE·PO-AD (Vest Pocket Adder)
(X204.83)
OUI 01 M.M. Cragon
Rohable 1\rpewnter &
Adding Machine Company.
Addomeler OC323.84)
Gill 01 George /. Kelly
Aleller Nessel Wang
and Munchon Company.
DrawLng Instrument OC2S4.831
Gill 01 Universiry 01 illinOis.
DePOrlment of CompUler ScIence
Shure Brothers. Inc..
ReoClance Slide Rule 0.:303.83)
Gilt olC/aude A.R. Kagan
Tasca Industries,
Pocket Arithmomeler (X2()8.83)
Glil 011. M. Shag Graetz

n.. Compute, Mu..u.m Reporl/F,;dl 1984

Ta.9co lndustries.

Pocket Anthmometer (X288.B3)

Gffl of lacqudjne 1)rrwhlll

'!exas Instruments. Inc.,
"·2500 Datamath Electronic
Calculator CX217.83)
Gifl of Ian Gunn
Unknown,
Binary Slide Rule 0<287.83)

Gilr of lacquiline 'JYrwhm

Unknown.
Drawing Instrument (X244.83);
Pantographe (X256.831
Gill 01 University o/lllino/s,

Deportment of Compuler Soence
Victor Adding Machine Company.
VICtor Adding Macrune {)(201.83)
GW 01 Henry Merrill. III
Wang Laboratories,
Wang Model 360K Electronic
Calculator (X308. 841
Gill of Roberl Caron
Wong Laboratories.
Wang Model 5OO-{l Programmable
Calculator (X222.83)

: ?

Gift olOeean Data Systems

Westem EIectnc Company,
Hollerith Tabulallng Madune
Counter (XJ93.83J
Gilt of A. Wayne Brooke
Wolf Research and
Development Corporation.
Pert VIP TIme Dota Converter
Circular Slide Rule (X330.83)
Gift of Wolf Research and
Deve/opmenr Corporalion
Wyle LaboratOries,
Wyle SCiENT1FIC
Electronic Calculator (X212.83)
Gilt 01 Glenn C. Slewarl

Pla nime ter, This exquisite Keulfel & Esser Planimeter is one of many fine drafting and drawing instruments donated
to The Computer Museum by the Computer Science Department at the University of Illinois. Planimeters were used to
determine the area of a closed curve.

ALWAC m Manuals and
Drawings, (84.3)
Gill of Eugene Usdin

Come! Metal Products Company,
Model of Sylvania MOBIDIC

(Mobile Dig-itol Computer) 0<205.83)
Gilt of Frederid: W. Paget
Ecole rnunlcipale de tiSSOg9 de
!,yon Desain de Ch-Mlchel d'apres
G-Bonnelond, Jacquard portrait

DatamatIon 0957-1981),
Creative Computing. 1brak and
other documentation, (84.26)
Gift of DouglOf) Ross

Amdahl 470 Reference
Manuals, (83.23)
Gifl of Uoyd Dickman

DECsystem 10 &

ANIFSQ-7 ProgrammIng
Cards, (84.28)
Gifl of Compuler Systems Division,
GrjffJss Air Force Base

woven In silk. CX341.84)
Loan from Gordon and Gwen Bell
MIT and USAF.
Ashtray: APT n (X356.84)

Gift of Douglos Ross
NASA, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Mariner 4 First Computer Image

01 Mars, (X346.84)
Loan from Jet Propulsion
Laboratory

Electron Beam Memories
Papers and DraWings, (84.7)
Gift of Sterling Newberry

Burroughs B-SOO Manuals
and Documentation, (84.5)
Gifl of Design Pale, Inc.

Hewletr·Poc:kord ond IBM
Reference Dolo Cards, (84.18)
GUI of Harvey Morgan

Byte, Interlace Age, Kilolxrud
Magcmnes, et. aI. periodicals,
i!IOflware. manuals and boob,

IBM ANIFSQ-7 and IBM 704
Programmer cards, (83.21)

Gifr of Alexander Vanderburg-h,

(83.18)
Gill of Dr. Roger 1. Sport

Computer ScIence Press. Computer
Science Textbooks and other recent
publications, (83.24)
Gift of Compuler Science Press

AUlOmalix. Inc"

GlIt 01 Auromati:c, Inc.

Stanford Research Institute (SRI).
SHAKEY the Robot, CX219.83J

Loan from SRl/nremational
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Ashtray. This aluminum ashtray
donated by Douglas Ross, was made
in Februazy 1959 at MIT and is the Jirst
object produced using computer-aided
design. Upon its announcement, the
New Yorker ran !his quote from the San

Francisco Chronicle:
The Air force announced today that
it has a machine that can receive in·
structions in English. figure out how
to make whatever is wanted, and
teach other machines how to make
it. An Air FOICe general said it will enable the United States to 'build a war
I

machine that nobody would want to
toc1de: Today it made OIl ashtray."
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Personal Computer and Calculator
Brochures. Pamphlets. Calalog~
and other documentation, {84.201
Glfl of Harley R. Schneider
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Reslon Publishing Company.
How 10 buy Business Compulers,
Microcomputer Resource Book For
Spadal Education. VAX Pascol.
and Programmer Productiviry.
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ALEXANDER VANDERBURGH, JR .

SAGE Programmer Cards. These cards
are from the SAGE. the U.S. air defense
system from 1958·1983. Museum member
Alexander \bnderburgh, Jr. tecalls that
these cards were used to interpret memory dumps that could be tronslated from
numerical format to command format.
They also contained the mnemonic code
for the instruction set.

"

IBM. General Electric. Univac.
Burrough.. DIgital, Honeywell,
et. a!. Manuals. (84. [)
Gill of Neil R. Karl
IBM and other manuals. (84.25)
GiflOf Franle C. BequaeI1
Mlcrocomputing (Kilobaud)

NTDS CP-642 NavQI System
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Gift of Dr. Melvin Klerer
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1977-1982, (84.27)
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IBM Punched Cord Macrone
Manual$, (84.11)
Gill of Marjone Conto

Computer, Data Communication.
and Programming books and
manuals, (83.22)
Gift of Gordon and Gwen Bell

Auiovision 2 (X203.83)

20 and

TOPS Manuals. (84.B)
Gift of Sharon upp

SAGE and \brian Computer
Documentation. (fI.tI.13)
Gill of Computer Systems Division,
Gnffiss Air Force Base
SymbolIC Logic. Boolean
Algebra ana rhe Design
of Digital Systems. (84.9)
Gill of M. J. Gelt/escn
'ffiS..8O manuals. (84.23)
Gilt of Samuel M. Gerber
UNIVAC and Remington
Rand Manuals, (84.6)
Gilt of G. Mud Mohr
Viatron manuals and

papers. (84.24)
GIll of Fred

De 8ros

Wang Labora/cry Manuals, (84.4)
Gift of Roben Caron
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Alldi...V-asllCll Material

FUm:
", .. from one lohn V. Alonsoll:
Iowa State University Media
Services, 1983.
Gift of Iowa State University
•A CAM Update.' Automatix. 1980.
Gift of Automata

"Ford Tempo Advertisement," 1983.
Gilt 01 ford M%r Company
0f. F: Brooks, APPLE Computer
Science Lectu re Series.' 1982.
Gill of Apple Video Services
'Computers Thai Build Computers. '
Fujitsu, 1979.
Gift of Fujitsu

"Graphic Rockel,' The Rand
Corporation, 1965.
Gilt of Willis Ware
"HoUerlth Punched Cords,'
'Punched Cards"
Gifl of Bill Luebben
'PEGASUS: A New Electronic
Digital Computer,' Film Surveys

Ltd. lor Ferranti. 1955.

Gjft of Brian Randell

"POGO: Programmer-Onented
Graphics Orientation.' The Rand
Corporation. 1965.

OW of Mllis Ware

'SHAKE'(: Experimentation in

Robot Planning and Learning.'
SRllntemationai 00. 1970.
Gift of SRI/nlema/jano/

'UNNAC ... ' Seymode Zwiebel

Production for Remington Rand's
Ed:en.Mauchly Division.
Gift of Sperry Rand Corporation
Investigating Computer Systems.
15 filmstrips and 10 Card
Computing rilms.
Gift of the Charles Babbage
Institule. (84.10)

Newsclip of COC 7600
announcement with Norris.
Gray. el. aL
Gift of Joseph Clarke. (84.27)
Photograph.:
Harold Cohen. photographs (84.12)
Gift of Harold and Beckey Cohen
Gray. Seymour. GDC 6600
Gill of Lawrence Uvermore
Laboratories
Ford Tempo Ads
Gift of ford Molor Company
Pilo! Ace
Gift of NOllonal Physical
Laboratory

SAGE. 13 photographs.
Gift of System Development
Corporation. (84.21)

SAGE. 4 photographs and
UFE magazine 2111/57.
Gift of IBM Communications.
Kingston. (84.19)

SAGE·North Bay Installation.
5 photographs.
Gift of Hanscom field Air f orce
Base. (84.1 4)

Slibitz. George
Gift of Bell Labs
TRADIC Computer
GIlt 01 Bell Labs
UNIVAG 494. 2 color photographs.
Gift of The navelers Insurance
Company: (84.15)

Equipment:
Sony BVU 2008 videotape player.
Gill of Sony Corporation of
America. (84.22)

Punched Card Room.
2 blw/,:hotographs.
Gilt a The Tra velers Insu rance
Company
US Navy

Gift of Naval Tactical Dato Systems
ISS ROCG System:
5 color transparencies.
Gifl of Computer Systems Division.
Gnffiss Air force Base. (84.28)

Pioneers. This photograph is JXIrl of The
Computer Museums archival collection.
Pictured are British computer pioneers
and other distinguished guests at the
opening of the &ience Museums corn ·
puting gallery in London, December

1975.

Back row. left to right: Donald
Davis, Tom flowers. Grace Hopper
/"""'\.
(USA). Jim Wilkinson. Tom Kilburn. Raymond Thompson, Maurice Wilkes. Cecil "Marks. Allen Coombs. front row: Mrs.
Douglas Hartree. fred Williams. Max
Newman. David Wheeler, Komad Zuse
(Germany).
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The Apple I
~Y

Brenda A. Erie

When the Museum opens at its new
quarters in downtown Boston on November 14th. 1984 an Apple I board will be
part of the Museum's Personal Computer
exhibit. Surrounded bya ringot state-oftbe-ort operational machines. the Apple
I board will be exhibited with other
personal computer ancestors such as the
Altair and the Xerox Alto.
I! is too difficult to put a price lag on
the Apple I's current value because ~only
210 to 220 Apple 1'5 were ever manufactured. · according to Stacey Farmer. of
Apple Computer. Inc. This reliable microcomputer. which needed little assembly. was built in 1975 by Apple cofounders Steven P. Jobs and Stephen G.
Wozniak. Primarily bought by computer
experimenters and home computer nov-

ices the Apple I could be used for developing programs, playing games or running BASIC.

When the Apple 1 was inaugurated
into the marketplace. the "two Steve's."
(as they were nicknamed by their employees) had already established a design philosophy that still exists today at
,...-.Apple-dedication to making their comuters easy to use. understandable and
inexpensive. They also recognized the
need to incorporate suggestions from
Apple I users to improve the production
and sales of the machine.
The home computer market liked
the Apple I because it was easy to assemble unlike some of the kits that were
around in the mid-1970's. Rich Travis. a
sales representative at the Sunshine
Computer Company in Southern California did not directly promote the Apple I
in 1977. but made the machine "easy to
buy" for his customers because they
were "looking for a complete. ready-torun system that was inexpensive."
The Apple I was sold at computer
slores throughout the United States. In
1977. Kilobaud Magazine ran an article
by Sheila Clarke a computer hobbyist
writer who found that owning the Apple
I did not "require you to be either an
electronics buff or a millionaire."
For instance if you had walked into
the Byte Computer Store in San Jose.
California to purchase an Apple I in
1977, you would have gotten a fullyr""guaranteed computer kit for $666.66 that
included: a printed circuit board with
video terminal electronics. 8K bytes of
RAM. 4 regulated power supplies. a
keyboard interface and a hex monitor in

I

PROM.

APPLE-l
OPERATION
MANUAL
APPLE COMPUTER COMPANY
770 We lch Roa d
Pa lo A lt o, C alif. 9 4 304

However, other purchases were
also required in order to get your Apple I
operating. These totaled S122.00 and included: an AScn keyboard. a video
monitor (if you didn't use your own TV
set), and two transformers. Uyou did use
your own television. a simple modifica-

tion was required like a Fixe-verter or
switch box and an rf modulator. In order
to store programs, a two inch high casseHe interface (ACn was also available
which came fully assembled and
burned-in with a tape of APPLE BASIC
£or$75.00. Jobs and Wozniak both agreed
lb, Computer M_m RtporllFalll984
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that BASIC at this time was the language of the people because it was easy

to use.
In 1977. Apple 1 advertisements
claimed. that. -unlike many other cassette boards on the marketplace. ows
works every time. - So if you also bought
a tape recorder you were in luck because the Apple I worked. reliably with
almost any inexpensive audio-grade
cassette recorder. Your total cost for the
machine. $900.66.
Relatively few Apple I's were sold
compared. to personal computers on the
market today. However. the Apple I
gained. enough popularity because it
was essentially Hhassle free- and could
be pwchased. for under $1.000. Hobbyists. home computing novices and the
computer store dealers themselves applauded. its reliability,
It was this microcomputer. the Apple I that enabled. Apple Computer. Inc,
to quicky tum from a small. single-

product private company to the multiproduct. multi-national. public company that it is today. As the Apple I's
sales increased. in 1977, Jobs and Wozniak began to spend much time perfecting the design of the Apple I and their
futwe product the Apple II. But as the
company bloomed. it was necessary for
Jobs and Wozniak to go to the outside for
help.
They recruited. A.C . Markkula who
had been marketing manager at Intel.
He was fascinated with what both
Jobs and Wozniak had already accomplished.. To show his confidence in the
duo he put up $91.000. secwed. a credit
line. and then found $600.000 from other
venture capitalists to help put Apple
Computer Company on its feet. Shortly
after. in May 1977. Markkula became
chainnan of the board. and Michael
Scott. who took a SO percent pay cut to
join Apple from National Semiconductor
became the company's first president.

,

The Apple I. Th;s Apple I bocud wHl be
part of the Museums Personal Computer
exhibit opening November 14. 1984.
Apple Computer. Inc, co-/ounders Steven P. Jobs and Stephen G, Wozniak

It
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designed the Apple I in 1975 to meet
the requirements of computer hobbyists.
Priced at $666.66, it met their needs as
an easy-to-use computer system that
was inexpensive.

Pre·Preview Party
The Computer Museum held a Pre-

Intel founder Dr. Robert N. Noyce. Dane-

Preview Party on May II at its new
location in downtown Boston. The feslive evening commenced with a talk on
the invention of the integrated circuit by

ing and a screening of the Wm ~Metropo
!isH followed dinner for party guests
from industry and Museum Members.

Pre-Preview Party Lecture. Talking on the invention of

the integrated circuit. Intel's Dr. Robert N. Noyce recalled,

-When I was in college, I could slave over something,
finally get the right answer. hand in my paper and it
would come back with these big red markings on it. My
physics professor would say I did it the hard way. Then
he'd jot down a couple of sentences which clearly made it
much easier for me by using some other method. I guess
that is what stuck with me, because one of the characteristics of an inventor I think is that he is lazy and doesn't
like to do it the hard way.'

lb. Computer Museum Repoulfal1 1984
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Ascending to the sixth floor. Attendees at The Computer Museums May 11
Pre-Preview Party climb the new central
stairway between the filth and sixth
floors. The stairway was completed just
days before the party. The $100 benefit
dinner kicked off The Computer Museums $10,000,000 capital campaign.

Multiwire machin e . Barbara T. Mastro
and Curtis P. Hoffman familiarize themselves with a recent gilt to the Museum
from Kollmorgen's PCK Technology Division during the Pre-Preview Party: The
Multiwire machine can ·write· wire pat-

terns at rates of 100 inches per minute
making it possible to reduce the size
of computers.

Computing Relic. Talking by the 1958
SAGE display console are Peter Hirsh-

berg (left) and Michael Poe. The console
is part of the SAGE, the U.S. air defense
computer that could use a light gun to
traclc down enemy bombers.
141
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Admiring the SAGE's duplex maintenance console duringihe pre-preview
of the Museums new 55,CXXJ-square-foot
facilities in downtown Boston are Mr.
and Mrs. Strump.

Janice Stone and Ne d Forrester
examine the core memory stack from
the Whirlwind. an early vacuum tube

computer developed at MIT. Forresters
father lOY W. Forrester directed the design of the computer which was the first
to use magnetic core memory.

The mini-museum. Stephanie
Haack. (righ t cen ter) communications
director at The Computer Museum explains to party guests the concept behind the Museums 2O.CXXJ square feet
of exhibits scheduled to open on
November 14.

Greetings. Mr. and Mrs. PhilJip Pyburn
meet a unique guest. ·Shakey, the first
fully-mobile robot with artificial intelligence. 1969. at The Computer Museums
Pre-Preview Party. The collection browsing followed Dr. Robert N. Noyces talk
on the invention of the integrated
circuit.
The Computer Museum Reportlfalll984
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IBM System/360
in Conclusion
Dear Editor:
I've enjoyed reading the Computer
Museum Report for the past few months.
It's good to see that people are preserv·
ing the older computers so that others
will have an understanding of the fam·
ily tree of today's Apples and IBM PCs.
Yow note in "The End Bit· in Volume
9 noted that the MITS Altair was the first
computer to use cassette tape as awtil·
iary memory. I don't think this is conect.
I remember using several PDP-8 mini·
computers in the 1971-1973 period and. an
8-track audio cassette was used to save
programs. The cassette unit was manu·
factwed by Tennecomp and. I think it
was basically the type of cassette or
cartridge system used by radio stations
for advertisements or other short messages. It was an endless loop cassette
and worked quite well. We had many
programs stored on it and. it was much,
much easier than loading (and reload·
ing) paper tapes.
There were several other microcom·
puter-based computers available to
hobbyists and. experimenters prior to
the MITS Altair. One of the better known
units was the Mark-8, an 8008-based
computer that I designed. and that was
described. in Radio-Electronics maga·
%ine in July 1974. After being available
for several months, a group of experi·

..
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In the Spring issue of The Compute
menters in the Denver area came up
with a modem board that allowed. an Museum Report, Number 9 the Musel
audio cassette recorder to be used. for printed a transcript of a lecture on II~.
program storage. This group eventually IBM Systeml360 given by Bob O. Evans.
formed themselves into the Digital IBM vice-president of engineering. proGroup, which manufactured several gramming and technology. The contypes of computers. I think they were the clusion was inadvertently left out. It
first ones to use an audio cassette for follows:
storage of programs as modem tones.
Immediately other companies
I have a packet of information that
thought they had been damaged too
the Digital Group published. and distrili- and filed their own law suitsuted.lt is undated.. but I recall that it was TransAmerica, Memorex. Calcomp,
put out in late 1974 or early 1975. It and others. So. with much senior manincludes a schematic of the modem used agement and lawyers time expended.
for the cassette storage. The modem was IBM went through the gauntlet of sevmade available prior to the publication eral anti-trust trials. That story is over
of this technical infonnation. The mo- for now. and I hope forever. We won
dem board is small. measwing 4ih by every case on the merits and. recently.
2 inches.
the last one. the TransAmerica case
There may have been other systems went to the Supreme Court which rethat used. a cassette recorder for data fused. to hear it. thus upholding the
and program storage at about this time. lower court's decision. And a little over
I know that Scelbi Computer Consult- a year ago, the government dropped
ing. Milford. CT put together an 8008- their anti-trust suit as being without
based computer but I don't know if it had merit. So that enormous weight has
a cassette add-on. The early documenta· been Jifted and we are back to getting
tion I have does not show one.
on with life .
With best wishes.
Yet the debate goes on that. had
THE BLACKSBURG GRO~ INC.
we not standardized and designed t
System/360. we would not have he
Jonathan A. Titus. Ph.D
President
these kinds of copies. and we woula
not have had those lawsuits. and thus
would not have had such difficulties.
Thus. was it all worth it?
Of course my bias is that the driver
of our products is the end user. and we
have an accountability to that user. We
also have an accountability to conduct
ourselves in an ethical manner. Over·
alii believe devotedly the 360 decision
was the right decision.
I can tell you that if I were faced.
with that decision today. we would
make the 360 decision again. although
I am certain it would be much tougher
these days.
The net is: Systeml360 was conceived. born of a need. weathered a lot
of tough gauntlets and went on to be a
success for mM and to be a significant
part of the computer industry.

Museum Oilers New Membership Categories
,-- To celebrate its fall opening, the
tuseum is oUering new membership
categories and ben efits for individuals
and corporations. All individual mem·
bers receive: a 10% discount on catalog
purchases. a year's subscription 10 the
Museum's quarterly ma gazine. invitations to openings, free admission to

the Museum, notification of events, priority admission to special lectures and
full library privileges with access to

the Museum's extensive print and
video archives.

Cbeck the appropriate membership
category:

o Individual Member

Name
Address
$30

All benellts listed above.

o Double Member

$40

Individual benefits for two people at
the same address.

o Participating Member

$100
Invitations to two "meet the speaker"
receptions following major lectures
plus Double Member benefits.

o Micro Patron

$250
Recognition in the Museum Report plus
Participating Member benefits.

o Mini Patron
Please send this coupon and your
check. money order. or charge
inJormation to:
Jana Buchholz
Membership Coordinator
The Computer Museum
,.......
300 Congress Street
, ,
Boston. MA 02210
All memberships and. donations
are tax-deductible within the limits
provided by law.

Catalog Corner
Original Modul ••. An educational
and nostalgic collection of actual com·
puter modules. Includes one each of
the following: an mM SMS module: a
module from a PDP-8 an early Digital
Equipme nt Corporation computer; a
Control Data 6600 module of unusual
"cord wood construction"; and a Philco
212 module from 1958. Modules and cir·
cuit boards may vary slightly.
To order a set of original modules
send $19.95 ($1195 for Museum members) plus $4.00 for shipping and handling to Mail Order Departme nt, The
Computer Museum Store. 300 Congress
Street, Boston, MA 02210.
r ' Please add 5% Massachusetts
ales tax for all Massachusetts ship. 9 destinations.
You may also order over the phone
using MasterCard. Visa or American
Express. Just call (617) 542-0476 from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. EST.

$500
A guided tour of the Museum by the
Director plus Micro Patron benefits.

o

$I(XXl
Mainframe Patron
Mainframe Patrons receive an original,
signed computer generated drawing by
artist Harold Cohen plus Mini
Patron benefits.

o Super Patron

$5OC()

Recognition in the Museum as a "core
contributor to the capital campaign
and Mainframe Patron benefits.

Cltyrrown
State

Zip

Gift Membership from:
Name
Address
CityfI'own
State
Zip

o Enclosed is a check or money order
o Please Charge my membership to:
o Visa 0 MasterCard 0 Amex
Number
Expiration
Signature

Corporate Memberships
For information concerning corporate membership contac t Mi c hael
Oleksiw. Development Director. New
corporate benefits include free admission tickets for employees. rental
privileges of Museum facilities. and
eligibility to participate in the Museum's Collection Loan program.

Museum Hours
On Wednesday November 14. when
the Museum opens its doors to the
public at Museum Whorl in downtown
Boston the hours will be: 11 a .m. to
6 p.m. Wednesday; Saturday and. Sunday and 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Thursday
and Friday. It will be closed Mondays.
Thesdays. Christmas. New Years and.
Thanksgiving.

Upcoming Events
Hove.ber
November 7- Members Association
Meeting. 7 p.m.
November 13-Member's Preview
November 14-Public Opening
December
December 5--Members Association
Meeting. 7 p.m .
December 13- Engelman lecture on
ArtilicialIntelligence
7:30 p.m.
January
January 2Members Association
Meeting. 7 p.m.
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Corporate Founders 0 Adage. Inc. 0 ADP. Inc. 0 Almac Moving and Storage. Inc. 0 American
Federation of Information Processing Societies. Inc. 0 Analogic Corporation 0 Apollo Computer, Inc. 0
Association for Computing Machinery 0 Benton and Bowles 0 Bolt. Beranek and Newman 0 Boris Color
Labs 0 The British Computer Society 0 Burroughs Corporation 0 Cipriani Associates 0 Clint Cle mens
o Codenoll Technology Corporation 0 Commodore Business Machines. Inc. 0 Computer Science Press
o Control Data Corporation 0 Convergent Technologies 0 Coopers & Lybrand 0 Data General 0
Datapoint Corporation 0 Dataproducts Corporation 0 Digital Equipment Corporation 0 Digital
Equipment Computer Users Socie ty 0 Expoconsul International. Inc. 0 Ford Motor Company 0 Fujitsu
America. Inc. 0 Gaston Snow & Ely Bartlett 0 General Systems Group Inc. 0 Grinnell Systems
Corporation 0 GTE Data Services. Inc. 0 Hardcopy-Seldin Publishing 0 Hewlett-Packard Company
Foundation 0 The IEEE Computer Society 0 Intel Corporation 0 INTERLAN. Inc. 0 International
Business Machines Corp. 0 International Data Group (formerly ComputerWorld) 0 International

Telephone and Telegraph Corp. 0 JunglBrannen Associates. Inc. 0 JunglBrannen Research & Development Group 0 The Arthur D. Little Foundation 0 Los Alamos National Loboratory 0 MASSCOMP 0
McGraw-Hill. Inc. 0 MDB Systems. Inc. 0 Microsystems Engineering Corp. 0 MITRE Corporation 0
MOCO, Inc. 0 Motorola. Inc. 0 National Semiconductor Corp. 0 NEC Corporation 0 OMNI Publications
International Ltd. 0 PCK Technology Division 0 Polaroid Corporation 0 Recording & Statistical
Corporation 0 Dick Reno 0 Schlumberger Horizons. Inc. 0 Share Inc. 0 Software Results Corp. 0 Sony
Corporation of America 0 SRI International 0 Stratus Computer, Inc. 0 Symbolics. Inc. 0 Syste ms
Concepts 0 System Development Foundation 0 Tobin Food Services 0 Travele rs Insurance Company 0
Venture Founders Corporation 0 Wang Laboratories. Inc. 0 Xerox
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Whirlwind
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Timeline
Batch-Processing
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The Integrated Circuit:
Origins and Impact
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The Director's Letter

Ed Kuge, Gwen Bell, and Masateru Takagi
from Tokyo with a souvenir tape.

Ted Johnson, Massachusells Secretary of
Commerce Evelyn Murphy; Minuteman
Technical High School student and robot
~ culling the ribbon, Gordon Bel/, Gwen
~I/, BW Poduska , and John Lacey.
Visitors at the opening 01 the close of the
lape cutting ceremony.

It's great to be open again!
About 1500 people came to the opening on November 13th, including
100 from outside of Boston. Masateru Takagi, Vice President of NEe in
Japan, traveled the longest distance to represent Dr. Kobayashi at this
historic event.
The formal "ribbon cutting" was in keeping with the Museum. "Shag"
Graetz, who worked night and day the last week to get the PDP-l up and
running, prepared the program that punched the paper tape reading "The
Computer Museum Grand Re-Opening 13 November 1984." The students at
Minuteman Technical High School then programmed an Apple II to control
a robot arm that cut the 1960-era tape. The new exhibitions at the Museum
range from vacuum-tube computing to the uses of the new personal computers, professional workstations, and computer netwo rks.
The re-opening and re-birth of The Computer Museum took a long time in
the making. Marlboro provided an excellent beta-test site for historic exhibits but gave us little experience about interactive computing within exhibits.
After the Board of Directors approved the move in May 1983, planning
started immediately. A team of "developers" was put together. Dr. Oliver
StrimpeL then Curator of Mathematics. Computing, and Navigation at The
Science Museum, London, agreed to come as Visiting Curator and develop
a highly interactive gallery devoted to computer graphics and image processing. At the completion of this work, Oliver agreed to sta y on as the
Curator of the Museum. Oliver subdivided the tasks in the image gallery
with Geoffrey Dutton and Andrew Kristoffy as developers.
I undertook the role of curator of the rest of the exhibitions with "developers" for each segment: Paul Ceruui (who is now at the Air and Space
Museum) on the 1950-69 Timeline; Beth Parkhurst on the integrated circuit
and Apollo Guidance Computer exhibits; Carl Sprague on the "See It Then
Theatre"; Meredith Stelling on the ANFS/Q7, SAGE, and UNIVAC exhibits:
Gregory Welch on the IBM 1401 Room, Seymour Cray, and Manufacturing
exhibits; and Bill Wisheart on the personal computer exhibit.

Special thanks to Companies and
Organizations who gave time. machines.

programs, and materials to make the
opening possible.
Adage. Inc:.
Almac Mo~inll & Slo.oge
Allek Co.paroUon
Apollo Comp!.lte •. Inc.
Apple Comp!.lte •• loc.
Artel Comm ... niootions Co'poration
AT&T
B,t, tream. Inc.
Boeing Commercial A.. plone Company
Bori. Colm Loboratorie,
CAOCentre. Ltd.
Capitol Children', M.......... m
C·WO,. Corporotlon
Commodole B.... meu Mach in.., Inc.
Compaq Compute. Corporation
Concord Coterer.
CoOOm COIporahon
Control Data Corporotion
Coopers & Lrbrand
Cronston CIl,.. 1 P.oduction.
Cnllmon and SoInman
Dato Cenelol Corporation
Dataproducts Corporation
Digital Equipment Corpo.ation
Dlllltol P.od octlon., Inc.
DUCK Ptodoctions
F,be, Optic CommumCOhOnl Specialists
FibronlQl International, Inc.
Gene,al Computer Ca.-parat.on
Germain·Low,ence-DRK.lnc.
C,mnell Syste ms Corporation
Hewlett·Packard Company
lnsm ...t. of Advanced S""dy, PrInceton Uni~er"ty
Intel Corporation
Intel notIonal 8 .... in..1 Machines Corporation
lnte.actly. Compute. Prodoctl
IntelL\Ot lonal Data Cro ... p
Jeuy Valenta & Son •• Inc.
Jet PtOfNliion Loborato.y
lung/Brannen Assac:iat... Inc.
lunllBrannen R&D Croup
KAYPAO Corporation
Lawrence Li~ermo.e National Laboratory
LearnI ng COlpora tion 01 Americo
i.e.,data Corporation
1..ockheed Geo'gia Compony
La. Ala"..,. NotoonalLaboratory
~shlmLtd.

MASSCOMP
Mento, C.aphia CorporatIon
M,cro Conllol System •• Inc.
Mic.a.oh Corporat ion
Micro.y.tem. E:nginee.ing Corporation
Mo ..aeh ..... Ulln.tLlute 01 Technology
MITRE Corporot ion
Mono System. Corporation

NASA
National Museum 01 American Hi.tory
Notional MlIHum of Science and Technology. Ottowa
National Semu;ondUCIor Corporation
NOC Corpo.atlon
HIke. Inc.
Northern Ene.gy Homes
Omnibus Computer Craphics Cent e •. Inc.
OntariO Sciene<:t Center
Oregon Soltwa.e. Inc.
PttnC"lpt. Inc.
Rand Corporation
Rauln C.eenberg Seronlck and Hill
Scrlpte] Corporohon
Siecor Co'poration
SICCRAPH
Sk,dmore Owings & Meum
SRI Internotlonol
Summog.aphics Co.p.
Tektroni.
Tha)'1ll School of E:nginMlinll. Dartmouth College
The Tlavet.r. Companies
Unit«l State. Air Force
Unil«l 5101 •• Geologico] S... rvey
UnITe..;lr of Massachusett. at Amhe r..
Unlverl>ty 01 Tokyo
Unlve..,ty 01 Uloh
VCA Teletronle.
Vi .... ol Technology. Inc.
Wong Loboratorles. Inc.
XuoSolt

Oliver, the developers and I then started to work with a broad set of
advisors who helped us refine ideas. collect the materials and computers, and some of whom eventually worked on the actual programs'and installations. The architectural firm of Crissman and Soloman were chosen
to integrate the ideas of the developers with the existing structure of the
1880's wool warehouse and come up with suitable exhibition space. Meredith
Stelling took on the role of supervising the contractors, Hawkins and Co. ,
and the graphics designers, Maxwell Design .
When we worked out the schedule, all planning was to be complete by June
1. construction complete in early October, with a month for exhibit installation. It never worked that way. Everything happened at the end. And is
still happening. When we opened with over half an acre of exhibits in five
large rooms, each was about 70% complete. Over the winter, the exhibits
will be finished and some will start to evolve even further as we watc h
how visitors are reacting.
By June 1. the developers had their scripts completed and then seriously
sought to implement them. One exhibit that we knew we wanted to animate
was on the Apollo Guidance Computer. Hewlett-Packard agreed to give us
an HP-150 with a touch sensitive screen and the use of Tom Harth in their
Andover facility as a consultant. Draper Laboratory's Malcolm Johnston
coordinated the work of our summer intern, Andy Gerber, in order to accurately simulate the astronaut's console. But by July 1. the HP-150 had not
appeared. Andy was more than ready to get started on the machine. Tom
Horth came up with a loaner so that the project could begin in earnest.
By mid-August the prototype program was tested and it was slow. Tom
arranged. to get us a faster compiler. Then, the actual machine came in
September aHer Andy had gone back to MIT.

~

~

Another interactive exhibit that we wanted from the outset was one that
communicated the concept of "discernability," conveying the meaning of
pixel sizes. grey levels, and false coloring in image processing. Masscomp
agreed to take on Ihis exhibit. Lorrin Gale, Vice President of Engineering,
personally made two trips to the Museum with several programmers. The
project was specified and Masscomp produced. a special two terminal machine. Each terminal was connected to a tv camera that they supplied.
One camera is focussed on the face of the visitor. who then can change the
pixel size and grey levels of his own image. The other camera is focussed
on the view of Boston. The visitor can then color in the grey levels to creole
an "Andy Warhol-like painting." The engineers at Masscomp got excited
about this project (one that has little hope of ever being a product) and
kept assuring us that it would be exactly what we specified. Oliver visited
it at the plant three days before opening and was satisfied. Masscomp
deli\'ered the two exhibits exactly one hour before the preview for the
Board of Directorsl
Las t July, Oliver, Geoff Dutton and 1 went to SIGGRAPH, where, among
other things. we collected "the teapot" from Marlin Newell and got lines
on other exhibit material. As I write this on New Year's Day, the "teapot"
exhibit is not yet complete. Its components are numerous. Adage gave us a
terminal connected via a fiber-optic cable, donated by Fibronics. to the VAX
750 contributed by Digital Equipment Corporation. The "teapot" simulation
is still being programmed by Allan Sadoski, a volunteer from the Adage
user group. and his IS-year old "hacker friend" Neil Day. They are spending
most weekends at the Museum, providing a living, working exhibit. Parallelto this simulation, the Design and Production staff of The Children's
Museum is building a stage set for the real teapot where its lighting can be
manipulated manually. This.should be complete in mid-winter.
IBM Fellow and Harvard Professor Benoit Mandelbrot became very excited
about producing an interactive exhibit of his concept of Iractals. He produced a program on the IBM XT but it lacked sufficient variation. A prolific
author, he discovered. as we had, that an interactive exhibit needs to have
a lot more varie ty than the illustrations within an article. A week prior to

,,--..

Special thanks to Ihe individuals
who gave their lime 10 make the
opening possible.
~ening,

the program was finally acceptable but we had no machine to run
on. Our two IBM XTs were committed to other programs. Dr. Mandelbrot
arranged for another XT for this exhibit and it arrived (minus several critical parts) three days before the opening.
One exhibit that arrived complete and wonderful a full week before opening was a video of the view done by Dean Winkler and John Sanborn of
VeA Teletronics. In August, they came up from New York and cavorted
on top of the roof videotaping the view. They talked to us, looked at the
logo and some of our concepts, and then spent over 200 midnight hours of
diting with the very fancy frame-buffering equipment to produce a threeinute spectacular of the view popping out in different colors with the
~ore plane logo flying over it and skyline circling a pyramid. In this case,
the creators were given artistic freedom and went wild in making a very
spectacular video. The equivalent spot made commercially would cost hund reds 01 thousands of dollars. Dean Winkler and John Sanborn will come
up and explain to all how this was done in a talk on Sunday, March 17.
Yes, it's great to be open. Three "beta-test" talks were given in December,
and now the full schedule 01 talks lor the spring appears on the inside
back cover. These are planned lor every Thursday night at 7 and Sunday
at 4 from February 7 to April 28 . The next issue of the Report will have an
article on one of the December talks- a conversation between Steve Levy
and some of the heroes featured in his book Hackers. For those of you who
can't get to the talks, we'll try to bring you the very best in the Report.
Best wishes for the New Year.
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Whirlwind Entrance
The visitor enters into the Whirlwind

building full of Whirlwind. is running o~

computer-the first real-time stored program computer, so large that it look up
a whole building. In a segment from a

a Compaq that was programmed by

1951 -See It Now~ program. Edward R.
Murrow interviews -the Whirlwind electronic computer-. After he has Admiral
Bolster give the -whirlwind its workout. ~
Murrow says. "Well. I didn't understand
the answer, and I didn't even understand

the question," This seems really quaint
to lodoy's visitor because the whole program that the Admiral wants run on the

summer student.

This first exhibit illustrates the revolution. the unbelievable power of the
first computers in the early fifties, and
their incredible evolution in thirty-five
years. The Whirlwind occupied a building. consumed ISO kilowatts and cost as
much as $20 million. The equivalent
personal computer sits on a desk, plug~
into a wall socket. and costs two thou
sand dollars.

Entrance into the Museum puts the visitor in
Whir/winds arithmetic units, which occupied a
whole room in the Barta Building at MIT. The 16
bit word length, extending 32 feet, was partially
determined by the width of the room.
AN f'$O.l
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The AN/FSQ·7 and SAGE System
Q7, a production version of WhirlId, was probably the largest and

~

longest lived computer in existence. It
illustrates the computer components

that are now on a single board or
rnicro-chip.

The arithmetic and memory units
with their 55,000 vacuum tubes took a

very large space. The visitor can walk
through the seven foot high banks of
0 u m lubes and up to the four loot by
__ •.u foot by eight foot 32-K core memory

stack. The equivalent chips are exhibited and a terminal to the VAX provides a
tutorial on how core memory works.
The control consoles were so large
that they took up an entire room with
several operators. The activities of the
other components of the machine were
shown in flashing lights on the consoles
and the operator had a telephone to
communicate with the people on the
arithmetic, input-output units, or generator for the power.
The HBlue Room Hconsoles had large
round screens that showed aircraft moving across the airspace. The screens
were updated every 15 seconds by the
~ causing a constant irritating flicker,
~lce a soft blue light in the room for the
-,
purpose of seeing the screen. The consoles display the air situation display
and some were especially designed lor
weapons assignment or interception.
The exhibit includes the consoles, chairs
with their special drawers on the seats,
and ceiling panels to recreate the feel ing in the "Blue Room".

A console from the SAGE Blue Room,
the control room for the SAGE, the U.S.
air defense system from 1958--1983. Here,
Computer Museum visitors can see the
oversized video display terminals that
served as the first computer graphics
output devices that used light guns to
identity the airplanes shown moving
across the screen.

\
SAGE Blue Room .

Visitors walking through two rows of
the ANIFSQ--7 arithmetic unit. Each

computer had SS,()(X) vacuum tubes
with 300 changed each week for preventive maintenance, whether they
needed it arnot.
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UNIVACI

Computing lrom 1950-1969:
A Year by Year Timeline

After UNIVAC I was featured predicting
the Eisenhower election of 1952, the

name almost became synonymous with
Hcompuler. " The video-tape and compo-

nents of a UNIVAC 1 bring this era back
to life.

]. Presper Eckert, Walter Cronkite
and Charles Collingwood with
the UNIVAC on election night in 1952.
At 8:30 p.m .. with only a lew million
votes tabulated. UNIVAC's first prediction showed a landslide victory for

Eisenhower. Since nationwide polls
had indicated a close race, Remington
Rand officials revised the national
trend foctor and had UNIVAC recom -

pute. At 9:15 p.m., UNIVAC publicly
predicted 8 to 7 odds [or Eisenhower.
By 10:32 p.m., all predictions showed
that Eisenhower would decisively beat
Stevenson (442 to 89 electoral votes).
The president of Remington Rand went
on the air to explain why they had
tampered with the original prediction.

The first two generations of computing
are illustrated in a timeline with artifacts that move the visitor year-by~year
over this twenty-year span. The invenlion of the transistor is at the beginning
and the introduction of the NOVA, a third
generation integrated circuit computer
at the end. Unique artifacts, such as a
unit from the EDSAC and the ILLlAC 1.
are complemented with illustrations of
new technologies, applications, and
ephermal materials such as "Do not
spindle~ buttons.
The timeline is meant to be evocative of a walk through history. We hope
that it will also bring to light many
hitherto buried artifacts for preservation
as part of the history of information
processing.

This picture of the 1969 Data General
Nova and three of the companys
founders, Edson de Castro, Herbert
Richman, and Henry Burkhardt, ends
the 7imeline.

Gordon Bell and Moss. Secretary
of Commerce Evelyn Murphy look ing at the eat/y sixties section of the ,-'i'imeline. ~ A module from the ILUAC
2 hangs over an Olivetti Programma
next to the teletype. Over 100 artifacts
are included in this twenty-year
timeline.

Batch-Processing in 1965:
,....-A.n mM 1401 Computer installed
i The Travelers
The 1401 was the largest-selling transistorized computer. Its low price made it
one of the machines which stimulated
the tremendous rise in the business use
of computers during the 1960's.
The exhibit is composed of three
sections: the computer room, containing
--qn mM 1401 system; a card punch deparl'4 .ent. with an operating card punching
machine which visitors can use; and a
programmers office strewn with vintage
programming paraphernalia.

The 140l was designed in the mid1950's to consolidate all of the various
functions 01 IBM's electric punched card
accounting machines; such as calculation, interpretation. collation and sort-

ing of data. It operated on alphanumeric
characters (leiters and numbers) and
used a variable word length. A unique
feature of the 1401 was its add-to-storage
feature which sped up cakulation rates
by eliminating the time taken for reading information from memory. The 1401
was basically intended as a card-based
system, however, it was also able to use
-r--agnetic secondary memory in the form
• either disc or tape.
IBM announced the 1401 in 1957 and
delivered the first unit in 1958. Over
12,000 were ultimately installed. The
success of the 1401 led to a small line of
computers: the 1410, the 1440 and the
1460. The 1401 was the second-to-thesmallest of IBM's computers at the time.
The scientifically-oriented 1620 was
slightly smaller.

The principle use of the 1401 by
Travelers was the generation of reports
for management f.rom information on
policies issued. Information relating to
policies, such as the name and address
of the issuee, coverage, claims filed, etc.
was stored on 80 column punched cards.
Reports would be generated from these
records according to a program directing which infor mation was to be used
and how, and how the result was to
be presented. The speed and versatility of the 1401 permitted the condensation and manipulation 01 vast amounts
of information into useable forms. This
provided management with information
about the trends in policies and claims
allowing more informed decisionmaking.
The 1401 was a batch processing
machine. Programs and data were fed to
the computer one at a time exclusively
by an operator. The programmer was
isolated from the machine. This made
the process of programming ver y difficult since the programmer rarely got
his hands on the machine. Instead, he
would encode the program he was writing, submit it to be punched from the
code sheets onlo 80 column cards, then
have the cards delivered to the computer
room with a batch of test data. The
program would be run in between jobs.
U it had a problem the operator would
print out the contents of the memory and
have them delivered back to the programmer, who would try to find his mistake and then start all over again. If the
programmer was good friends with the

operator, he might be able to persuade
him to let him de-bug his program on the
machine late at night or some other time
when the machine was not busy. Programmers "drove the operators crazy"
and operators "drove the programmers
crazy." A film in the "See It Then Theatre"
entitled "Ellis D. Kruptechev and His
Marvellous Timesharing Machine" illustrates balch processing and the
change to timesharing.

A visitor punching a card in the 1401
computer exhibit area.

The IBM 1401 computer room recreated as it would have been in 1964 at
an installation in The Travelers Companies. Francis Hjarne and Thomas
Ottman of The 'fravelers provided the
period ephemeral material, just as
1964 Worlds Fair posters and wall
calendars to appropriately outfit the
room. One of the only criticisms is that
we don't have any period crumbled up
candy bar wrappers on the floor- if
anyone knows the whereabouts please
send them to us and we'll add to the
decor.
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Focus on an Individual: Seymour Cray
'"Seymour Croy is the most outstanding
high-performance scientific computer
designer in the world:

Gene Amdahl
Thus. it is appropriate that Cray is the
first individual thai is featured in this
exhibit. The intent is to change the exhibition on a yearly basis, selecting people
that represent various aspects of information processing: languages. applications, entrepreneurship. and even use.

The 33-year-long career of Seymour
Cray illustrates the progress 01 computing. He has achieved this status through
practicing a unique philosophy combining a small and isolated work lorce. with
a simple logic and circuit design. His
lame and self-imposed isolation have
created an aura of myth around him.
The exhibit traces Cray's career by
means 01 a combination of artifacts,
photographs, and a video tape of Cray
giving a lecture.
Seymour Cray was born in 1927 in
Chippewa Falls, Minnesota. The son of
a city engineer, Seymour exhibited an
interest in science in high school. After
graduating in 1943, Cray entered the
military where he worked repairing ra·
dios. After WW n he went on to earn his
Bachelor's degree in electrical engineering at the University of Minnesota in
1950, and a Master's in Applied Mathematics a year later. One of his professors
recalls how Cray Hhad the almost uncanny ability to see through all the pos·
sibilities .. and arrive at the [best]
solution.
In 1951. Cray went to work for Engi·
neering Research Associates (ERA). a
Saint Paul. Minnesota computer company founded in 1946. He was instrumental in the production of the ERA 1103,
which, when it was announced on February 5, 1953, was one of the first commercially-available computer systems.
After Remington Rand Company bought
ERA, Cray stayed on as a principle
designer of the unit computer of the
Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS), a
weapons control system designed under
contract for the Navy. The first NTDS
computers, completed in late 1957, were
some of the first fully-transistorized
computers. Serial number one of the
heavily-armoured NTDS computers is on
display in the exhibit.
According to Cray, HMy story really
starts with the beginning of Control
H

Data. In 1958 Cray left Remington Rand
Univac to join a group of his former ERA
collegues who had formed Control Data
Corporation. At Control Data, Cray commenced work on a low-cost, high-speed,
powerful compuler for scientific compulation. To test the soundness of his logic
and circuit design, Cray produced the
Little Character. This machine, also on
exhibit. served as the prototype for Control Data's first product. the 1604 computer system, named to represent its 16
thousand words of memory and 4 tape
drives. Cray continued to pursue his
inclination toward the design of large
and fast systems for the forefront of
computing.
On August 22, 1963 Control Dota
announced the 6600. This computer, designed by Cray, James E. Thornton and a
handfull of others in a remote laboratory
which Cray had built in his home lown
of Chippewa Falls. was the most powerful computer of its time. It was three
times faster than IBM's Stretch computer.
yet a fraction 01 the size and cost. The
6600 exemplified many 01 Cray's design
philosophies. For instance. its relatively
small size reflects Cray's tenet that to
make a computer fast one mtl,St make il
compact. Hall of a 6600 makes an im·
pressive center-piece to the exhibit. On
December 3, 1968 Control Data an·
nounced the successor to the 6600. The
7600 was 5 times faster than its predeH

Seymour Croy and John Ro11wagon. President and Chairman 01 Cray Research, sta~
next /0 a prototype of the CRAY-2. To keep i

comp:menlS cool. rhe entire CPU will be immersed in inert fluorocarbon , the substance
used forartilicial blood.

cessor and cost only twice a s much. A set
of notes on the operation of the 7600
written by Cray is enshrined in a plexiglass case in the exhibit. It encapsulates
many of Cray's design philosophies;
earning it the nick·name "Seymour's
Bible.
In 1972 Cray left Control Dota to
form his own company: Cray Research
Incorporated. After lours years of work,
Cray Research delivered the Cray I to
the Los Alamos National Laboratories
..
in early March, 1976. Its radical design
and $8 million price tag led some
to call it "the world's most expensive
loveseat. ~ A section 01 the Cray I is on
exhibit at the Museum. Above it is a
large image of the computer which was
generated by a Cray 1 computer, illustrating the use of the large computers for
graphics and entertainment applications as well as the large-scale number
crunching.
,.--.
H

Contemporary Technology
~arting

with the Apollo
" dance Computer
The Apollo Guidance Computer. developed to guide spacecraft on their jawney to the moon. represents the first use

of integrated circuits in computers. Designed in 1962 and 1963. when only the
operator got at the computer. the astronauts defined their own user-friendly
I--'"Q.nsole. ~DSKY. ~ An HP-150 with a touch
II
:lsitive screen reproduces the console
- :;0 that visitors can ~play aslronaul. ~

final product. A series 01 parallel efforts.
executed and coordinated on a b road
scale culminate in a complete computer.
The presentation includes photos. documents, and artifacts such as parts of or

whole machines used in the process.
and examples of the product and associated documents 01 each stage of development. At the end of the production
line, a running Eclipse system provides
the visitor with access to a data base
from the International Data Group that
enumerates the lotol of each different

computer models produced year-by-year
from the sixties to the present.

Personal Computers: Living and Dead
A burial mound 01 the first three generations of personal computers is surrounded by the latest models running a
variety of programs with different inputoutput devices.

The 1962 UNC is the represenlatiV(
of the first generation. Built by the user:
at a special course at MIT. the UNC ha<
keyboard input. graphic output. ane
was portable (it could be rolled down thE
hall.) The 1975 Altair with the origina
basic tape made by Bill Gates, the Xero)
Alto. and the Apple I board are three 0:
the classics in the next generation. Th.;
Apple ll, Commodore Pet. TRS.8Q
others in the third.
Presently, the operational comput·
ers were selected to illustrate the uses 01
various input-output devices. including
a mouse, touch sensitive screen. keyboard, penpad. and voice output. These
computers and their programs will be
constantly changed and upgraded as
new and more powerful machines are
introduced. The burial mound will grow
as a consequence. In addition, a
documentation and software library is
maintained behind the scenes.

one

The prototype Apollo Guidance
Computer (1964) and Bill Poduska.
Chairman of The Computer Museum
~-d Apollo Computer Corporation.

I

The Manufadure of an Integrated
Circuit Computer.
The manufacture of the Data General
Eclipse C330 illustrates the complex series of processes which take place in
making a whole computer from its raw
components. The manufacture of a computer is in many ways analogous to the

•

I

A large part of computer manufacturing
is not robotized. but peopJe assemble.
wire and test the components that make
up a machine. This photo is from a Data

General prototype assembly plant in
Westborough. Massachusetts.

Visitors in the personal computer

gallery.

The Computer and The Image
Computers' ability to manipulate and
creale images has changed radically in
the last twenty years. Images take large
amounts of memory to store, and corre-

spondingly large amounts of computer
time to process. Computer imaging of aU

kinds has benefitted directly from the
steady decline in the cost of computer
memory and processor cycles. Still most
uses of computer graphics and image

processing are confined to the workplace and research laboratory. For ex-

ample, the animation possible on a
personal computer is based on stick
figures, in conlrasllo the 1984 two minute

"cartoon" with three-dimensional figures mode by Lucaslilm with the help of
a Cray XMP and ten VAXes.

The image gallery both reflects the
history 01 this application and provides
a glimpse into the future. Many of the
fruits of computer imaging are easily
comprehended, yet are rarely seen in
public. Those programs that run off the
Museum's mainframes will undoubtedly
be available one day on the individual
workstation or horne computer.
The gallery's frontispiece is a large
Landsat mosaic spanning a 300 mile
square region of Southern New England
and New York. The image relied on dig·
ital techniques. both for its capture
(there is no camera on Landsat, only an

instrument that measures the brightness of one point at a lime) and for its
enhancement and assembly.
This leads into a section on image
processing. Working exhibits allow the
visitor to degrade the resolution and
number of shades of grey on a digital
image of his/her own face aod pan
around a Landsat picture of eastern
Massachusetts showing detail down to
a scale of 30 meters.
On display is the first picture of
another planet taken from a vantage
point in space. The data was sent back
by Mariner 4 during its 1965 Mars fly-by.
While the data slowly emerged from the
printer. the project scientists, eagerly
awaiting their first closeup view of
Mars, hand color--coded and stapled up
the strips of printer paper. The result
looks rather like a child's painting. but
does reveal some Martian craters.
In the computer graphic technology
section, two cases show graphic input
and output devices. Rare items include
the Rand Tablet and the crystal globe
from MIT's HKludge terminal- one of
the first geometric input devices. A video
shows early graphics projects. from Ivan
Sutherland's Sketchpad to the General
Motors DAC-l. one 01 the first uses 01
computers in industrial design.
Several exhibits use the fine view
H

Andrew Kristolfy, Research Assistant
for the gallery, first took a picture of his
face. Then after it is stored in the computer, he con color each grey level dif-,-.
ferently to achieve an HAndy Warhol"
look or begin to understand coloring 01
grey levels in order /0 bring out particular aspects of any image.

Associate Director and Curator of
The Computer Museum, Dr. Oliver B.R.
S/rimpeI. and Harvard University professor. Dr. Benoit B. Mandelbrot. also
an IBM fellow at the Thomas} . Watson
Research Center, are shown standing
with Hfractal Planetrise,· an artificial
computer generated landscape in 'The
Computer and the Image, a major gallery at The Computer Museum. fractals
are mathematical objects developed by
Dr. Mandelbrot and have been used as
mooels of natural phenomena such a~
turbulent fluid flow and the shapes of
rivers and coastlines. fractals have reo
cently played a role in the synthesis
of artificial landscapes for the Wm
industry.
H
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Pen plotter drawing the view from the
galJery window programmed by Geoffrey Dutton for the HP 75868 connected
to the VAX 750. The color and hatching
denote properties such as distance,

height and type of obJeCt, and are
varied between one plot and the next.
The drawing coosists 01185 polygons
which were digitized by tracing over
a photograph.

scope, selecting the season and then
mixing the paint (the proportions of red,

blue, and yellow) desired for each of

...--.t

downtown Boston from the gallery
indow as a starting point: a television
camera captures an image lor the visitor
to color in digitally, a ploHer continuously draws differently colored and
shaded views, and a video shows both a
walk through a 3-dimensional database
01 the city as well as an exhilarating
range 01 special effects applied to
,rtretch a 2-dimensional version 01 the
ew into ~2V:z~ dimensions.
The techniques of realistic image
synthesis are shown in the section,
Building an Image. Lighting, subtle
color shading, the simulation of texture,
transparency, reflections, and refractions of light are all shown. For many
years, researchers in computer graphic
realism used the data set that graphically reproduced Martin Newell's teapot to test their methods. The original
teapot is now on show here in a mini
stage set, next to a computer generated
rendering 01 itsell, complete with artificial colored lights. Here 100 you can
browse through 3-dimensional computer
models 01 houses on offer by a commercial builder.
"
A section on computer..aided design
lOWS images and objects designed
with the help of a machine. Examples
range from parts of a Boeing 757 to an
Olympic running shoe. At interactive
stations visitors can design a car and
complete the design of an electrical circuit. A large high precision pen plotter
draws the artwork required to fabricate
a microprocessor chip.
Interactive demonstrations allow
the visitor to make hislher own (ractals
and cellular automata. Both are useful
models of some natural phenomena,
and rely on computer graphics for their
investigation. Fractals are useful in
generating artificallandscapes, several
of which are shown here.
Color by Numbers! Using a mouse. the
visitor can instantly re-color this land-

the objects.

Eiji Kuge of NEC uses the NEC PC
to simulate a pantograph. A signed
nineteenth century pantograph provides the backdrop for a contemporary
model that allows the visitor to understand how this drawing instrument
works. Then. the scale of the same
drawing can be rapidly changed
using the personal computer.
In a section entitled Simulation, a
video shows examples from the modelling of galaxy collisions to the interaction of a DNA molecule with a drug. The
fantasy world of SPACEWAR!, the first
computer game written by MIT hackers
on the DEC PDP-I computer in 1962, is
demonstrated. on special occasions on
the PDP-l. and otherwise runs on a modern micro. Visitors can also fly a Cessna
using a flight simulation program. A
video shows state-of-the-art use of
graphics in flight simulation, landscape
synthesis. education and advertising.
Perhaps the most appealing use of
computer graphics is in the making of

films. both for animation and for the
creation 01 convincing fictitious scenes.
A computer animation theater shows a
series of films from the earliest use 01
key frame inbetweening to the latest
offering from Lucasfilm. completed in
August 1984.
The visitor should be able to sense
the excitement and challenges of this
rapidly changing field in computer applications. as well as absorb many of its
fundamental concepts. Much of the film.
video material and working demonstrations will be updated to keep abreast of
developments.
Matlin "Shag" Graetz. who with Stan·
ley Schultz and lohn McKenzie got the
PDP-l up and running with SpaceWar!,
plays a game with a novice.

The Integrated Circuit:
Origins and Impacts

,.......

. Robert N. Noyce
As I was driving in tonight. I was
listening to a Chrysler ad pointing out

that the company was 60 years old . I
think of Chrysler and the auto industry
as old. Then. I thought. the semiconductor business must be reaching middle
age, since it is now over 30.
In 1954. the semiconductor business
""""'nounted to 25 million dollars. the
.....owth sequence then was 35. 80. 140.
210, 360, and then 550 million by 1960.
HaU the business was in transistors;

silicon accounted for a relatively small
share.

In the fifties. everyone was trying to
figure out new and better ways of mak-

ing transistors. At one of the solid stale
circuits conferences, an explorers kit.

designed to keep you from gelling lost in
the woods. was displayed. It consisted
of a box with a small cube 01germanium
and three pieces 01 wire. If you got lost,
you were to start making a point contact
transistor. Whereupon ten people would
lean over yow shoulder and say. ~ That's
not the way to do it. ~ Then, you would
turn around and ask, ~Where am I?~
At the time, germanium alloy transistors were made by putting indium on
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BREAKDOWN OF SEMICONDUCTOR MARKET

top of semiconductor germanium and
melting it just enough to disRolve some
01 the germanium and then recrystalizing it on both sides to make a PNP
transistor.
One baffling research question was
why germanium, when it was heated
and then cooled in the laboratory,
changed. from N to P type. Simultaneously, transistors were being manufactured with N type germanium on the
lactory because the indium acted as a
getter to pick up all the impurities instead 01 converting the germanium.
In the mid-fifties, the thinnest possible transistor was a fraction of a mil and
a mil was a megacycle so these weren't
very uselullor anything except for hearing aids.
Between '54 and '55, we started worrying about diffusion as a way of gelling
impurities into the semiconductors , giving good control of the depth dimension.
The problem was to get control of the
other dimensions. Some of the first work
was done at Philco because the semiconductor group worked. right across the
hall from the laboratory that was working on etching shadow mask lubes for
color television. They were experience<'
with photo engraving, which turned out
10 work a lot better.
The invention 01 the planar transistor by Iean Haerni further set the slage
lor the birth of the integrated. circuit.
Planar transistors solved. the problem of
impurities on the surface of the transistors and at their junctions that had been
lousing up the specified characteristics.
Hoerni's idea was to leave the silicon
dioxide, a ve ry good insulator, on top of
the transistor when it was being diffused. thus forming a protective cover.
The government gave further impetus by their interest in getting things
into smaller packages. The Air Force
project Tinker Toy and the concept of
molecu la r e ng ineering d idn't really
work very we ll, but it did let everyone
know that there was an interest in getting things small. A square inch chip
with len thousand transistors was very
labor intensive: each transistor had
to be attached by a couple of wires
and soldered down. There had to be a
s marter way.
I remembered. that when I was in
college, I could slave over some thing,
finally get the right answer, hand in my
paper and it would come back with big
red markings on it. My physics professor

would soy I did it the hard way. Then
he'd jot down a couple of sentences
which clearly made it much easier for me
by using some other method. I guess
that is what stuck with me because one
of the characteristics of an inventor is
that he is lazy and doesn't like todo it the
hard way. Putting those 20,000 wires on
10,000 chips of silicon seemed like the
hard way to me.
Although the printed circuit board
was starting to be used, the thought of
printing a circuit on top of the transistors
had not occurred. It was the genesis of
the idea of the integrated circuit. All the
elements were converging: photo engraving enabled reproduction and the
planar transistor allowed conductors directly on top 01 it. Three ideas popped up
at that time. One was junction isolation,
which I patented, even though it turned
out that Kurt Lehovic had thought of it
years before at Sprague. J. Last at Fairchild thought 01 the idea to etch the
transistors apart. glue them down to
something and if you still knew where
they were you hopefully put them together. This idea had been previously
patented at Bell Labs. The one I did get
a patent on used intrinsic isolation,
that is to use the silicon as an insulator.
It didn't work well at first because by
bombarding it with neutrons or doping
it. leakage occurred and the life was too
short. Junction isolation is now being
broadly used.
After the original concept was developed., things moved very slowly. One
reason was the low yield on transistors:
with 500,4 yield and ten transistors together, the final yield of one over two to
the tenth is a small number. We didn't
even consider putting a thousand transistors together. Another problem was
that the early integrated circuits were
very slow. And, of course, the market
was opposed to this innovation .
Progress followed the classic
Moore's curve. Every year you could get
something twice as complex as the year
before. That extrapolates to a million
elements in 19BO. We didn't quite make
that unle ss you allow for the introduction of new things like magnetic bubbles. The technology also changed from
bi-polar to MOS.
Costs are determined by complexity
and the number of leads per square inch
of silicon with problems setting to
20,000. Starting with a %th inch wafe r in
1963, costs were reduced by increasing
the size to I Y2 inch in '65 and two inches

.~
,

in 1970. The die size and area were al~
increased to reduce the density of dE.
fects that would kill the surface. It became possible to use an ever increasing
area to put a circuit on and have it work.
Circuit dimensions themselves have
been reduced below the size of neurons,
10 microns, and these are being used for
speech synthesizers and other products.
Today, we have two micron circuits and
are talking about .7 microns, so w
indeed are getting down to biologica.
dimensions and it is conceivable to talk
about things the brain can do.
Other new ideas were important.
One was MOS and the second was
epitaxy. Prior to the use of epitaxy, only
the surface could be more impure than
the underlying material. This was another bag of tricks.
The first set of integrated circuits
had straight Boolean functions. With
progress the designers wanted complexity with lots of leads out of a circuit and
the semiconductor manufacturers just
didn't like that at all. In addition, the
more complex products had a lower demand, and as manufacturers we were
thinking of making millions of item:r-\
Simultaneously, the computer compc.
nies in the early seventies were talking
about tens of thousands per year. One
kind of chip, however. was like heroin to
the computer designers and that was
memory. Give them a little bit and they
want more. Thus, memory chips became
a major standard product.
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Prepared in 1974, my prediction thaI semiconductor random access memories would
account for 80% 01 the market in 1977 was
on larget.

What has the chip wrought?
The chip has been one of the main
elements allowing the ubiquity of computers. Computers, as tools and devices
to help train people to think logically
and work precisely; have caused a major
revolution in education, business, government, and all aspects of society.
The telecommunications manufacturers
would have us believe that every telephone in the world will be a computer
terminal.
Some people fear this idea, just as I
feared the telephone. One day, when I
was quite young, my folks were out and
left me alone. The telephone rang. I
panicked, picked it up, and said, HHello.
nobody's home. Then hung it up. Today I can't imagine living without ..---.
telephone.
Let me point out a couple 01 other
changes that I've observed . The first
computer in an automobile only controlled the non-skid brake and exhaust
H

Announcing
anewera
of inteuated
.r4iectronics

The microprocessor or micnxomputer
was introduced by Intel in 1911 .

and it cost twice as much as the car and

filled the whole trunk. In fact , the rear
seat had to be used as well in order to
installihecomputer. Today. computers in
~s

do ten times more work and cost

ut $30. They are less expensive than
u mechanical carburetor and will pay

lor itself in the first year in gas savings.
Jobs in the future are not going to

require the skills of the past. Onehundred-and-fifty years ago, 50% of the
American labor force was employed on
the farm. Fifty years ago the greatest
proportion was in manufacturing. Today

that is about 20%. These latest statistics
are inaccurate because the categories
have not changed with the economy.
Intel is included in the manufacturing

sector, even though only 30% of our
people actually touch any products that
ore shipped. Most of our employees sell,
keep books, or even do such useful work
as design the next generation of pnxlucts. Today, more than SOOIo of the labor
lorce is working with information.
The computer is the major tool that
can help information workers. It's a
productivity enhancer lor people who
work with ideas as well as for people
who work with things. It will allow
more human use of human beings.
Dull repetitive tasks are the first to go.
example. retyping a letter for one
.ake, or reformatting a marketing
lorecast.
The tradition of liberal arts education was designed to allow people to
understand and communicate in society.

Grammar, rhetoric and logic came first.
and then the quantitative studies of
arithmetic. music with its geometrical
relationships, geometry and astronomy
followed. The same task is essential
today. The student has new tools to help
understand the continuing accelerating
advances in technology. Most students
will be working with a computer in
some way.
It's not necessary lor society to
break down intoC.P. Snow's two cultures
in which those who do not work with
technology are left behind those who
have the modern tools to become productive. Despite the advances in technology, math, science and engineering
are not attracting enough people in the
U.S. The power of our computers that can
help people as tools is growing beyond
common imagination.
The Computer Museum has the
CDC 6600. the first production supercomputer from 1963. It cost more than S3
million and only had 500.000 transistors.
That will be available on a single chip
within a couple 01 years and everyone
can have a supercomputer. All the educational institutions have a challenge
to make this work for the science and
liberal arts.
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FROM THE COMPUTER MUSEUM STORE
Each quarter we will be using this
s pace to olfer special gilt ilem s and recomme nded titles to our me mbers hip and
friend •.
At long last! The Fin' ArtiliciallntelU·
genee Coloring B_k by Harold Cohen.
Becky Cohen and Penny NiL
~Teoch a computer how to d raw? Artisl
Harold Cohen does just that. find oul
how by eavesdropping on an illustrated
conversation between the artist and an
inquisitive pair 01 children, sharing with
them stimulating ideas about decisionmaking. coloring. arl, and the creative
process in general.
"Intellectually and visually exciting, this
book is lor people 01 all ages who are
curious about creating art with computers. With 35 computer-made drawings.
ready to be colored and framed .·
Cloth bound. 128 JXlges. t;!' x IT.
Published by William Kaulmann, (nc.

On the occasion 01 a recent talk by
the artist we asked him to autograph a
limited number 01 copies of the book.
We would like to oUer these to you.
S21.95 (members 519.95)

A charming gift bookl Sing a Song 01
Software by Leonard J. Soltzberg.
M
The first book of poems about computers , software, programs, and our
complex love-hate relationship with
them 011. Thirty poems - illustrated
with faSCinating computer-generated
graphics-copture both the frustration
and excitement 01 the nerve-;ongling,
often funny, world of computers and
computer people.
"These verses will draw a wry tinge of
deja vu from computer professionals,
will appeolto computer neophytes, and
curious non-computer people who can
all use the extensive glossary of com·
puter terminology. "
Published by William Kaufmann. Inc.
Cloth bound, 7" x 7' (it looks just like a
Iloppy!), 96 pages. 59.95 (members 58.95)

An insider's look at the quest for the
intelligent machinel The CogniUve
Computer by Roger C . Schank with
Peter G. Childers. ' This book describes
the fascinating story of Professor
Schank's search lor the intelligent machine of tomorrow. It presents AI as an
investigation into human understanding
through which we Jearn not only about
computers but about the complexities of
our own intelligence. Schank's goal is
to achieve cognitive understanding in
computers - to create machines tha t
will learn or change as a result of experience and be able to formulate new
information.

Happy New Year! The Computer Era -"""""'\
1985 Calendar published lor The Computer Museum in conjunction with Moco,
Inc. A fu ll-color, spiral bound, 13 month
(December 54- December SS) ca lendar
graphically illustrating robotics and
artificial intelligence. It includes dates
for 1985 scheduled computer conferences
os well as important dates in computer
history. Spread size: J2'" x ur.
Originally 56.95 each, now just 54.95
each or two lor $6.95 (members 54.45
each, two for $6.25)

•

M
The cognitive computer 01 tomorrow
will create a new computer revolution
in which we all take part- and Roger
Schank's research will have paved the
~y.

Published by Addison- Wesley. Hardcover, 6V."x 9V4", 288 pages. $17.95
(members 516.15)
A best seller in The Museum Store! Art
and The Computer by Melvin L. Prueitt.
"This book, with an introduction by Carl
Sagan- wrillen lor both the novice and
the professional- provides a report on
some 01 the line work being produced
by artists using computers. It discusses
problems in computer picture production, and explains how they have been
solved. The book also demonstrates
various methods of displaying scientific
data and mathematical formulations
that often turn out to be quite a e sthetic."
Published by McGraw-HilL Paperbound,
265 pages with 6S illustrations, 25 in full
color. $29.95 (members SZS.95)
Hard-to-find and Rare Books! For the
collector, The Computer Museum Store
offers a small, but select group, of both
new and used hard to Hnd titles. Almost

Special Otter to readers of The
Computer Museum Report: fo r every
Museum tote bog you purchase, we
wlll include a sturdy and handsome dis·
kette holder. Each diskette holder will
store up to three 5V.~ floppies salely and
securely. Gray canvas tote with red
core memory computer museum logo.
Together a 517.50 value. $14.50
(members $13.05)
all are out of p rint. Availability va ries
and all a re subject to prior sole. Please
coli the Museum Store for additional information. 617-426-2800 ext Xfl.
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Spring 1985 Program Series
r .

Thandays at 7 p.m.

Sundays at 4 p .....

..........,.7

Mike Parker. President, BitstJeam Inc.
1Ypogrophy for Image-makers:
Tools and Their Uses

hbnaary 14
Benoit Mandelbrot & Richard Vo.. ,
Harvard University and IBM
Fractals: How to Imitate the Mountains and the Clouds
and Create Wild and Wonderful New Shapes
I'e.....-y 17
There will be no program; Museum will be open.
h ......,21
Regia McKenna. President, Regis McKenna Inc.
Marketing Technology Companies in Changing TImes
.........,28
Steven Wollram. Institute lor Advanced Study,
Princeton University

-,

Computation and the Complexity of Nature

MarchiO
Keith Reid-Green. author of Games Computers Play
A·Maze Your friends l How to Generate
and Run Through Rea/istic Computer Mazes
Marck 17

_.t

Jan Rajchmon. Vice President 01
Research Information Sciences (retired), RCA

Memories 1945-1950: The Basis 01 the Modem Computer

Ed Fredkin. Chairman. Fredkin Enterprises S.A.
The Billiard Ball Model 101 Computation

r

l'ebnaary 10
David Nelson. Vice President of
Research & Development. Apollo Computer
from the first 01 the High Perlormance Workstations
10 the Present
February 17
There will be no program; Museum will be open.
Febnaary2t
Martin Graetz. Alan Kotok. and Steven Ru.sen.
authors of SpaceWar!
The Making of the first Interactive Computer Video Game
....... 3
Adam Osborne. President. Paperback Software International
Past. Present and future

Marah 21

There will be no program; Museum will be open.
-"21

Dean M. Winkler. Sr. Design Engineer. VCA Teletronics;
& lohn Sanborn. Video Artist & Director
The Making 01 Renaissance:
Merging Computer Graphics and Video
M.Gk2t
Alexander Schure. Chancellor. New York Institute of Technology
Computer Graphics at NYIT: Outstanding lilms lrom one of the
world's leading Computer Graphies Centers

........ 3.

Don Lynn. D.J. Lynn Associates
ScientWc Investigation 01 the Shroud of Thrin:
An Image Processing Case History

Chari•• Bachman. President ,
Bachman Information Systems, Inc.
FutuIE!s in Business Modeling Systems

April ,

Apri.t
Ru.sell Noft.ker. President. Symbolics
Mitjcio/lntelligence: From So/tware Concepts
to HordwoIE! Architecture
ApriJll
Dr. Norman G. Andenon and Dr. Le1gh N. Anderson

Argonne National Laboratory
A Computerized Parts List lor Man
April 18

Sherry lUrlde. Massachusetts Institute of Technology
The Second Self: Computers and the Human Spirit
April 2.
Alvy Ray Smith. Director of

Computer Graphics Research. Lucasfilm Ltd.
Computer Graphics in the Movies

Easter: There will be no program; Museum will be open.
April It
lame. F. Blinn. Computer GraphiCS Lab.
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
The Rise and Fall 01 Rea/ism in Computer Graphics
A,..U 21

Stephen Benton. Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and Polaroid Corporation
Computer Holographies
April 2.

Carver Mead. California Institute of Technology
Archaeology 01 Electron Devices;
The Origins 01 the Silicon Compiler

Join us for a series of informal and informative talks by the people
who are making computing history - past. present and future.
r

...

All programs will take place in The
Somputer Museum Auditorium. Admission
.....!O the programs is free fo r Computer
Museum members. and free to others with
admission to the Museum: $4. for adults; $2
for students and senior citizens. Reserved
seats are available to members by sending
$2 per seat per program to Majie Zeller.

Programs Coordinator. The Computer
Museum, 300 Congress Street. Boston. MA
02210. Please make checks Payable to The
Computer Museum and clearly indicate
which program(s) you plan to aUend. Seats
may also be reserved by paying $2 at the
door u p to one half hour before the program
begins.

Sponsored in pa.rt by granta from the
Bank of Boston and Digital Equipment
Corporation.

The Computer Museum

THE END BIT 0000000001
The Rand Tablel and Stylus. 1962
The Rand tablet was one althe first de·
vices 10 allow freehand drawings to be
input directly Into a computer. Its penlike slylus sensed pulses of electricity
coursing through the tablefs line grid
of conductors. fixing a position to within
a hundredth 01 an inch across the tob·
iefs II inch square surface.
During the 1960's, the tablet was used lor
experiments

In

the input and machine

recognition 01 handwritten roman and
Chinese characters, as well as for in teractive s i mu lations, especially of

biological systems. Many of these programs were w ritten in GRAIL (graphical

input language).
Dona ted by the Rand Corporah on In 1984;
on d isplay in the gallery "The Computer

and the Image. ~
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•The Director'. Letter
Dr. Gwen Bell

3
Howard Hathaway Aiken
The Lile of a Computer Pione er
G regory W. Welch

CONTRWUTING MEMBERS

John William Poduska. Sr., Chairman
Apollo Computer. Inc.
C. Gordon Bell
Encore Computer Corporation
Dr. Gwen Bell
The Computer Museum
[,ich Bloch

Do:nld "'hl . MI. one! Mr • . Rolland B. "'rndt.
I..,ac L. Au"rbac:h. RoMu W. Boiley. Ph.D..
Iohn Benning. Alan G. S.U. GrOog'o,y C.I'
8."1",,. Alfred M. II.rtocehi. Richard Silllng •.
AUen H. Brady. Daniel S. Brickl in. rr.d and
Nancy Brooh, David A. Brow n. Gordon S.
Brewn. u;...nnce C. 8",.. n. Mar.holl O.
RutJ.r. Chart.a '1 and Virginia G. Co..,"'.
Donald Chri .. ia"..n. Richald I. Clayt<>n.
Georg. To"' ... ClIHord. Howard E. Cwr. Ir ..
HenIJ I. CIOU ... David N. CUller. Jc,. Cyohou.
Gerold Davl. and Fran""I •• Szlgelti. Cli .... B.
Dawoon. f. do> Bro •. B''''''' .... ond Fran"". M.
Delagl.lo:ok o.nni. , Nick de Well. L. John
ea.rr. Ja ...... R. Conoldoan. Philip H. Oom,
G",.gory L. Duckworth. Roy Dun""n. Th."..,.
Egg.r •. Dan L. £i. n.,. IInh O. Evan •. RoD.rt
A. fa"... r. And, ... O. F. ~. r..yun F.ng,
Sidney f . rnbach. Mark S. fin. "", ... Philip E.
Fo~. I. Thwna. Fronlrlin. RoM" friedm<Jn.
AJan E. f,i.bt.. La"in Gal. , Rovlna H. Galb.
Donald H. Georg .. , "'rthu, W. Gott ..... nn.
Rog •• S. Gourd. lohD G'iflith. Dr. ROMr'o
Guat. HI . Kar! M. Gullag. "'" ier A. Hodrlad.
WUliom R_ Hamb"",hr, Richard M. Hookln •.
IIoMrt P. and Ca.oI T. H.nd<>raon. And"",.
HerMrger. RoMrt B_ HoUman. M. Er"..t
HuMr. Char!... W. Joh ..... n. Chalt.a A.
Io.rlbe,g. David W.lu.r•. Lawrenc. !.
KilgaU.n, Daniel Klien. 0.. IIoMrt B. KoI. tDd.
Marian I. Ko_l. ki. S'anley Kug.ll. Ray"",nd
KUIZ_il. lohn IA. ln• . Mlcha"l lAvin. Joy""
Currie Lint.. Call Macho .... < lutiUII L. Marcu •.
Richald O. Maaon. 1or> W. Manh. ws. Tron
McConnell. f. Werr.n McFarion. lim Mcln'OIIh.
R. W. Mel ...,. Robert C. Mill.r. Ricbard G.
Millo;. Tho"",. H. MOO\I. Dan Murray. Dr. and
Mr •. Jnac R. Ncr .. i. St.wal l NoIlaon.looeph
N"",o~ Io .. ph M. 1'1.... """"' .. Chuck Ne",man.
10_ N. O·Boy"'. Jr .. An'bony G. Ottting.'.
Lawl.nce and Paula Oliva. ]a ..... V. and
Martha M. Pallon. Nichola . A. Pfttln.lla.
Linda J. Phnll~. Pcul R. PieJce. 10""'. A,
Pitt • . Tr""or I. Pc"",. Kenneth F. Powell.
Robert E. IIomodeli. Aud,.y R. fI.~h. fI.~
Rice. I. E. Riebaldaon. Will iam O. Jlick. r.
Mark L. Robinaon. Do:nid lIodge r.. "'nn and
110M" f\oe.HoI.. r. Pft.r R. Ro~y. Jock
_man. Jonathon IIotenberg, Martin S.
Roth. Tboma. S. Roy. n. Pet.r R. Sam""".
Ed .... rd A. Seh .... ' ... l a _ f . Sbaughne.oy.
I... Richard B. Slm., Iohn R. S»40n""r./ohn T.
Siapleton. Ma. I. St.inmann, Howard
Su .. man. Mkh<H1 G. Tomao!o. G. Michael
Uhle~ Allan L. Wallack. I. T. We ... W. S. We. ,.
H.rb.,t E. Willman.h.. And'ew Witaon

National Science Foundation

Harvey D, Cragon
Umversity 01 Texas. Austin
David Donaldson
Ropes ond Gray
Robert Everett
The MITRE Corporation
Dr. Sydney Fembach
Computer Consultant
C. Lester Hogan
Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Corp::>ration
Theodore G . Johnson
Mitchell Kapor
Lotus Devefopment Corporation
Dr. K 'j Koba yashi
NEC ~rporation
John Lacey
Control Dota Corporation
Patrick J. McGovern
CW Communications, Inc.
James L. McKenney
Harvard Business School
George Michael
Lawrence Uvermore Laboratories
Dr. Arthw P. Molella
The National Museum of
Ame rican History.
Smithsonian Institution
Kenneth H. Olsen
Digital Equipment Corporation
Brian Randell
University 01 Newcastle upon Tyne
Jean E. Sammet
International Business Machines
Edward A. Schwartz
Digital Equipment Corporation
Kitty Selfridge
Henco Software. Inc.
[,win Tomash
Dotaprociucts
Dr. An Wang
Wang Laboratories. Inc.

•3
A Conver. ation
with tbe Hacker.
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PrHdom Trail.
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day and II AM-9 PM. Thursday lind Friday.
II ilcl,,_ Mondo.YI. TuHdClYI. Chriotma ••
Hmo y.." •• "rod Thankovivi"ll '
" - No.mbenhlp: The MUHUm aU•••
both corporal. and individual _mwrohl~:
individual _mb. •• hlpca'IOgOfIM '''''ge lrom
$30.00 to 54.(196.00 and C<!.poraM M<tmbe,.hlp
lrom SI.OOO to $10.000.
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IKe; • • a _mberobip card.
I... auba<:riptlon to TJ>,o Comput. r Mu.... m
IIooport. a Kl% dlocount on mNChandi.. bom
Th. Comput.r Mu .... m 510... Ir. . admi ..lon
cmd invitalion. to Mu .... m pr ...;."' •. For ""'..
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The Director's LeHer

The relationship between a museum and its members is always an important
one, but 01 The Computer Museum, I think it's very special. A variety of new
projects and services are now underway that illustrate our unique a ssociation.
Many 01 the Museum's lectures are being made available to you on cassette tape.
Chip Mann. a Museum member who heads up on organization called Powersharing Inc., records those talks that are both interesting and appropriate for
audio cassette (computer graphics presentations are not very good candidates
for a purely audio tape) and is reproducing them for sale through The Computer
Museum Store. The talks by Adorn Osborne and Regis McKenna. now available,
provide fascinating insights into contemporary marketing issues from totally
different perspectives. The third tape now available, the story of how HSpacewarr
was developed at MIT, is also entertaining and instructive. For those of you who
commute, these tapes are good. alternatives to specialized news and talk shows.
A regular subscription to the tapes can provide members with an "All Things
Considered on Computing.
The Museum needs your valuable skills and talents as volunteers-not just at
the Museum, but wherever you are. What kind of help does the Museum need?
Eyes and ears can let us know about appropriate additions to the collection,
such as early personal computers, specialized calculators and slide rules, core
memory stacks and planes (for a definitive collection), photos and films of pe0ple and machines.
Specialized programming for new interactive exhibits is a continual need. For
example, a good. p.c. simulation of a working mM 1401 is on the wish list. as are
simulations demonstrating why the Cray architecture is so fast, showing an election forecast, and other applications that illustrate the evolution of the industry.
Here's an opportunity to do some programming just for the fun of it.
And, for those of you who are nearby; on-site volunteers to assist our interpreters in the galleries with visitors and to work behind-the-scenes would be a great
help. At present. we have three very special such volunteers. Skip Hamel comes
in almost every Thursday and Friday to help keep the exhibits in shape-adding, repairing and sprucing. Alan Sadowski. a member of the Adage Users
group, and Neil Day; a high school junior, work many Friday nights and weekU
ends programming the rendering of the Hteapot image processing exhibit.
Without such help, the Museum would nol be able to accomplish the tasks
that are before us.
Special events, such as the May 3rd Benefit, also require volunteers. Susan
Poduska, Chris Wilson, Fontaine Richardson, Wendy Germain, Jim Pompa,
Maurice Dettman, Connie Bachman, Debbie Kramer, and Mary McKenney have
signed on to make sure the party happens with flair and a positive cash flow tor
the Museum.
A second annual Computer Museum Attic Sale and Antique Show is being
planned for Sunday, September 22. Some of the better items will be listed in the
August Report so that members can participate in the sale from afar. Contributions for this are welcomed.
Some of our best ideas have come from you, the Museum members. Please let me
know what can be done to make the Museum serve your needs and your goals
tor "the industry's attic and showcase.
H

H
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Howard Hathaway Aiken
rI'he Life of a Computer Pioneer
by Gregory W. Welch
On August 14, 1944. Thomas J. Watson,
president of the International Business
Machines Corporation (mM). publicly
presented Harvard University with the
IBM Automatic Sequence Controlled
Calculator (ASee),' Top brass from IBM,
Harvard, and the U.s. Navy addressed
the assembled press corps. Six-page,
glossy brochures describing the machine and its development were distributed. It was a grand occasion.
The ASee represented a tremendous advance for science and industry. It
was the result of a long, cooperative
effort between IBM and Harvard, and
was already proving its worth: the Navy
was using the calculator in connection
with World War II. The public announcement of this engineering feat heralded
what is now termed the Hlnformalion
Age, " Press reports sparked the public's
~agination to consider a world full of
Itomatic machines performing tasks
Iormerly delegated to man. Despite the
many people involved with and affected
by the ceremony. the moment belonged,
more than to anyone else, to one man.
The Harvard Mark I. as the machine
was commonly known. was the brainchild of 44-year.-old Harvard physicist.
Howard Hathaway Aiken. Aiken had
given birth to the project e ight years
before while working on his Harvard
Ph.D. thesis. He and many of his colleagues were confounded by mathematical problems which required an
immense amount of calculations. The
idea of a machine which would perform
vast calculations automatically was appealing to them. Consequently. Aiken
embarked on the design of such a machine. Although the ASCC had been
operating around-the-dock for several
months for the Navy in connection with
the war eUort, the August 14th ceremony
officially recognized the fruition of his
effort.
The Mark I was only the first in a
series of machines which Aiken was
strumental in designing. It was 101Jwed by three successors: the Mark II.
Ill, and IV. In addition to designing computers. Aiken worked to increase the
facilities of the Harvard Computation
Laboratories and to establish a cur-

riculum in information processing technology. both on a practical and a theoretical level. He also consulted for private
industries and government agencies.
travelled widely advocating international cooperation in the field of computing. and received many decorations for
his work. Aiken worked to provide an
environment in which computer science.
indeed all sciences. could flourish. To
appreciate his contributions one must
examine the full scope of Aiken's work in
the context of his life.
Howard Hathaway Aiken was born
on March 8. 1900 in Hoboken, New
Jersey? While still a young boy. his fam ily moved to Indianapolis, Indiana.
where he attended grade school. His
parents were 01 little means. and after
his father's death. Howard had to work
to help support his mother. When he
finished grade school Aiken went to
work for the Indianapolis Light and Heat
Company as an electrician's helper.
Eager to continue his education. he pursued a high school diploma through
correspondence courses. Eventually. he
was able to work the night shift and
attend public school during the day. He
received his diploma in 1919 from the
Arsenal Technical High School in Indianapolis. The next year he was admitted to the University 01 Wisconsin in
Madison to study electrical engineering. His experience as an electrician's
helper came in handy in his academic
work. and enabled him to find employment to pay for his schooling. While
studying at the University of Wisconsin
Aiken worked as the Watch Engineer on
the night shift for the Madison Gas and
Electric Company. In 1923 the University
of Wisconsin awarded him a Bachelor's
Degree of Science?
Upon graduation from college,
Aiken's career accelerated. The Madison Gas and Electric Company promoted him to the position of Engineer
with the responsibility of redesigning
and rebuilding the compahy's electric
power plant. They next assigned him to
oversee the construction of a 3-milHoncubic-foot gas storage facility. Whether
he became restless or his employers

could not keep him supplied with challenging projects is unclear. In 1926 Aiken
moved on. He took employment with the
Central Station Division of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company where his tasks ranged from
product application to power plant design. In 1928 he left Western Electric to
become a District Manager for the Line
Mate rial Company of Detroit to seek
ever greater challenges and responsibilities. However. he found, as many
engineers discover, that he was moving
further from the activities he enjoyed.~
Consequently, in 1931 he returned to
school to study physics.
For a year he pursued a Ph.D. at the
University of Chicago, but he found it to
be -a lousy institution.-.s The next year
he moved to Cambridge. Massachusetts
to enroll in the graduate program of
Harvard's Division of Applied Physics
and Applied Sciences. Aiken earned his
M.S. in 1937. and his Ph.D. in 1939. His
dissertation, "Theory of Space Charge
Conductions, " dealt with the properties
of vacuum tubes-devices in which
electric currents are passed across an
empty space between two metal contacts. The mathematical complexities
involved in describing space charge
conduction made calculatintJ solutions
to his problems impossible. This diHi-

(Pho to courtesy of Mrs. Mary Aiken)
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culty led to Aiken's decision to build an
automatic calculator.
From 1936 to 1937. Aiken became
increasingly interested. in automatic
calculators. During a discussion with
colleagues on the need for a powerful
automatic calculator at Harvard. Professor Harlow Shapley. Director of the Harvard Observatory, informed Aiken of a
project addressing these problems with
mM office machines at Columbia University? The mM machines could perform simple mathematical operations
(addition, subtraction, multiplication.
and division) upon information encoded
in holes punched on paper cards. These
machines were controlled. by ~wired
plug boards~ that had to be rewired for
each different calculation. The prospect
of hooking together several such machines under a central automatic control
unit to perform complex calculations intrigued Aiken. During the summer of
1937, he began investigating previous
attempts to build mechanical aids to
computation. He read about many efforts, from the earliest attempt at a mechanical calculator by the 17th-century
mathematician. Blaise Pascal. to the
contemporary differential analyzers and
office calculators. Of all these efforts,
Aiken was most interested. in the work
of the 19th-century Londoner, Charles
Babbage.
Building on Baggage
In 1822 Babbage had built a machine called the Difference Engine for
the calculation of mathematical tables.
This machine was a mechanical device
capable of calculating the values of a
function with an accuracy of up to six.
digits. It did this by a method of successive additions. Upon completing the machine. Babbage successfully acquired.,
with the aid of his friend, the Duke of
Wellington. a series of government
grants totalling 12.000 English pounds.8
These grants were for the construction of
a larger, more powerful Difference Engine, a machine capable of calculating
tables. particularly for navigation, with
an accuracy of 26 digits.s However, this
machine was never completed. Instead.
Babbage became obsessed with producing an even more ambitious machine.
the Analytic Engine. In a paper of December 26, 1837. ~On the Mathematical
Power oj the Calculating Engine, - Babbage described the organization of a
machine which could perform general
calculations under automatic control.
•
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The described machine had the basic
structure of a modem computer: a processor. a memory, and input and output
devices. It was to have a -Mill. - which
would control the machine's operation
and perform calculations according to
instructions encoded on punched paper
cards, a ~Store~ for saving information.
and a printing device for the output of
results. Babbage and his friend. Lady
Ada Lovelace. daughter of poet Lord
Byron. saw the vast potential for this
machine to perform a wide variety of
calculations independent of human intervention. Babbage's efforts to improve
the machine's design never ceased.
However. his dreams proved too advanced for the metal-working technology of his time. The machine was never
completed.
Aiken saw the implications of Babbage's work. and. his calculator partly
reflected the design of Babbage's Analytic Engine. He also took Babbage's
experience building the Analytic Engine to heart, and decided it would be
best to build his calculator with components which were proven reliable.
Consequently. his calculator used. elec·
tromechanical components, rather than
vacuum tubes. The culmination of his
research was a paper, ~Proposed Automatic Calculating Machine. - written at
the end of summer of 1937. In it he outlined the necessity for an automatic calculating machine, the attempts which
previously had been made. the requirements for a useful machine, and
mathematical proofs for meeting these
requirements. Aiken noted. almost with
irritation, 1alt the present time there
exist problems beyond our ability to
solve, not because of theoretical difficulties, but because of insufficient means of
mechanical computation_ ~ t O
Proving His Theories
Aiken claimed that the punched.
card calculators manufactured by mM
were capable of all the necessary operations that an automatic calculator must
perform to meet the needs of science. He
outlined the capabilities: it would have
to be able to add. subtract, multiply, and
divide both positive and negative numbers many digits long. to group and
order these operations by ulfmg parentheses and brackets; handle both integral and fractional powers of numbers;
compute logarithms and antilogarithms
in any base: compute trigonometric and
antitrigonometric functions, hyperbolic

and antihyperbolic functions; and u~~
several trancendentallunctions such a_
probability. elliptic, and Bessel functions. Aiken provided ingenious proofs
of how all of these complex functions
could be reduced to repetitive combinations of the four basic arithmetic operations. He also proved that a simple table
of 100 numbers will allow all logarithms
to be quickly calculated. Further. he
proved Ihalthe sign of a number may be
represented as a number, and lemporary storage areas may be used to hold
information while other calculations are
proceeding so that paratheses can be
usedY
Having proved. the small number 01
essential operations needed to perform
all scientific calculations, Aiken turned
to how an automatic calculator might
be constructed. Since the mM calculating machines of his day could perform
the four basic mathematical operations,
the problem amounted to expanding
their capacity and providing a suitable
method of automatically controlling
their operation. 12 Although he did not
specify the actual construction or operation of the machme. Aiken listed t~
principle components which it shou.
contain: a power supply and electric
motor for driving the machine; four master control panels. controlled by instructions on punched. rolls of paper tape and
synchronized with the rest of the machine; manual adjustments for controlling the calculation of functions; 24
sets of switches for entering numerical
constants: 2 paper tape readers for entering additional constants; a standard
punched. card reader; 12 temporary storage units; 5 units each-add/subtract,
multiply, divide; various permanent
function tables (e.g. sine, cosine. etc.);
accumulators: and ~rinting and card
punching equipment. 3 All of these components should be built to accommodate
figures up to 23-digits long. Finally,
Aiken estimated the speed of the calculator based upon the speed of contemporary mM machines, 750 8-digit
multiplications per hour. representing a
vast increase in speed and accuracy
over manual methods of calculation. t4
Aiken ~v isualized [the machine) as
a switchboard on which are mount~
various pieces of calculating machir.
apparatus."15 Although he did not hav~
the specific details of how the various
components were to function together.
the Mark I was ultimately very similar to
the description in his proposal.

(Photo courtesy of Mrs. Mary Aiken)

Convinced of the viability of build.g an automatic scientific calculator
with exisiting technology and with proof
in his manuscript. Aiken attempted to
find a manufacturer who would build
one. He approached many companies in
the business of manufacturing mechanical calculators, such as Marchant, Monroe, and National Cash R~ister, but
they expressed no interest. 1 Furthermore, President James Bryant Conant of
Harvard warned Aiken that he was
risking a tenured. position if he continued to pursue implausible schemes. l ?
Aiken persevered. Professor Shapley
and Theodore H. Brown, Professor of
Business Statistics at the Harvard Business School and consulting member of
the IBM Department of Education, encouraged. Aiken to approach IBM for
support. In late 1937. Brown introduced
Aiken to J. W.Bryce, "dean of IBM's scientists and inventors. "18 Bryce was receptive to Aiken's proposal and sponsored
its passage through the monolithic IBM
bureaucracy. Thomas J. Watson agreed
to build the automatic calculator and
donate it to Harvard, if Aiken would
rk on the project. 19
Off and Running

Aiken started by viSiting IBM's Columbia University computation facility,
where he saw IBM machines being used
to perform scientific calculations-but
not automatically. This helped him get
acquainted with state-of-the-art IBM
equipment. A cadre of IBM's top engineers was assigned. to the project. The
head of the team was C.D. Lake, a true
mechanical genius. Under Lake were
two other top-flight engineers, Frank E.
Hamilton and Benjamin M. Durfee.
Aiken and Bryce acted as administrators and overseers, while also taking
part in designing of some of the components. These five men formed the central
core of the Automatic Sequence Controlled Calculator (ASeC) project.
During the summers of 1938 and
1939, Aiken left Cambridge, where he
lived with his wife Louise and daughter
Rachael. and spent the season in Endicott working with the IBM engineers,
What part he played in the design of the
computer is unclear. Given the relatively
mall amount of time he spent in Endicott, and the large expertise of the
other men (Bryce had over 400 patents in
his name), he probably had a small
hand in the design. However, he did
work with Hamilton on the design of the

function tables for logs. sines, etc.20
Many of the components incorporated in
the calculator were. in fact. patented.
under the names of IBM engineers. For
example, the multiplying and dividing
was patented. in 1937 by Bryce and another IBM engineer. Hamilton and Durfee designed. the control circuitry?l As
the project progressed. from the theoretical realm of design to the task of
fabricating the calculator, Aiken had
less direct involvement with it. Aiken
later acknowledged IBM engineers
Lake , Hamilton. and Durfee as coinventors of the ASCC.22
By late 1939 the design process had
advanced. enough that Aiken's intimate
involvement with the project was no
longer needed. He received. his Ph.D. in
June, 1939, and was appointed. Faculty
Instructor of Physics at Harvard . After
the U.S. entered the Second World War.
Aiken enlisted in the U.S. Naval Reserve. He was aware of the tremendous
help his calculator could be to the war
effort, yet the construction had some
time to go and Aiken had to wait.
Some time during this anxious period, Aiken met Agnes Montgomery. a
young Latin teacher pursuing a Master's
Degree in Education at Harvard- a rare
phenomenon at that time. KMonty, as
she preferred to be called., was quite
an extraordinary young ·woman. The
daughter of Scottish immigrants who
had become we ll-to-do. she graduated
from Wheaton College and spoke several languages, including French and
H

Russian. She was introduced to Aiken by
mutual friends at Harvard . She and
Aiken would hop in her Ford Coupe and
take picnics into the pastoral countryside surrounding Boston. They would
spend hours talking and laughing. Both
had an abundant sense of humor. Monty's laugh was high and gay and her
flaxen hair and blue eyes shone in the
New England sun.
Aiken divorced Louise in 1942.23
Soon he and Monty were married. in a
small ceremony at her parents house
in Worcester, Massachusetts. By then
Aileen was on active duty in the Naval
Reserve as a Commander and on a
leave of absence from the University. He
cut a dashing figure in dress whites,
standing ram-rod straight at over six
feet tall. The Navy assigned Aiken to
teach mathematics at the Naval Mine
Warfare School in Yorktown, Virginia.
Although he made many friends at the
Mine School. he did not relish the
assignment.24
Warlime Advances
The work on the calculator had progressed far enough that the first problem was run on it in January 1943, but it
was not until December of that year
that the calculator was demonstrated
at Endicott to Preside nt eonant.~ The
urgency of the war effort caused things
to move quickly. In February. 1944, the
ASCC was disassembled at Endicott
and shipped to Harvard . Aiken was
transferred. from the Mine School to HarThe Computer Museum Report
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Posing in frontof the ASCC at its dedication, August 14, 1944, are (lelt to right):
frank E. Hamilton (lBM), James Bryant
Conant (President of Harvard University),
Thomas J. Watson, Sr. (President of IBM),
Claire D. Lake (lBM), Howard Hathaway
Aiken (Harvard), and Benjamin M. Durfee
(IBM). (Photo courtesy of Harvard
University)

vard to run the calculator for the Navy.
Lake and several other mM engineers
reassembled the machine in the basement of the Research Laboratory 01
Physics. Meanwhile, Aiken assembled
a contingent 01 Naval personel to operate the Mark 1. Among these were
Lieutenant Grace M. Hopper, later instrumental in the development of the
computing language COBOL, and Ensign Robert Y.O. Campbell, who had
been the national chess champion in his
age-group as a youngster.26 By May 1944,
the calculator was complete and beginning to tum out results for the Navy's
Bureau of Ships. Its first project was the
computation of tables of values for Bessel functions-a family of mathematical
functions crucial to applied physics
problems encountered in designing
ships.
Fridion
Amid great hoopla, IBM formally
presented Harvard with the ASCC on
August 14, 1944. Whether through a misunderstanding or a conflict in their
strong personalities, Watson and Aiken
had a falling out over this event which
was never repaired. One story has it that
Aiken leaked. word of the dedication to
the press before mM's media blitz. Consequently. it was Harvard that got most
of the publicity. after mM had spent half
& The Computer Museum Report
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a million dollars building the machine.
President Conant visited Watson in his
hotel room in Boston to cajole him into
attending the ceremony. Although Watson put on a happy face for the press,
emotions were still very strained. As
Thomas J. Watson Jr. later recalled, it
was a tense scene in which H[iJi Aiken
and my father had had revolvers they
would both have been dead. u27 Time did
not soothe this wound. Twenty-five years
later, at an exhibition on computing history, T. V. Learson, then chairman of
ffiM, had only one comment to make
about the two-thousand years of history
spread before him. He paused briefly in
front of a photo of Howard Aiken and
muttered uthe sonofabitch."28
Despite the conflict, both Conant
and Watson hailed it as the beginning of
a new era of cooperation between the
two institutions and between science
and industry in generaL The press marveled at what it called a ugiant electric
brain. Speculation ran rampant as to
how machines such as this might affect
the world. Science had overcome its
biggest hurdle, they claimed-it had
created a thinking machine. •
H

The Shape of

the Future
The media fueled the public's imagination. Aiken received letters from

people interested in the Mark I and ho'~
the new machine would affect them .
Many of these leiters were from fellow
mathematicians and physicists with
problems they wished solved, or inquiring where they might acquire such a
machine. Many hoped this machine
could answer problems long unsolved.
They had yet to deal with the economics
of information processing. Aiken politely replied. that at that lime the Mark
I was engaged full-time with work for
the war eHort and could not be spared
to solve their interesting problems.
Furthermore, there were no machines
like the Mark I commercially available.
School children wrote asking how they
might grow up to build such marvelous
machines. One even asked if his laborious calculation of the value of Pi to 28
decimal places was correct. Aiken's replies to these youngsters was one of
restrained encouragement. Study mathematics, physics, and electrical engineering first. before designing any
machines, he said.
Mathematicians, professional and
would-be. were not the only ones to,
recognize the potential that the Mark .
represented. Since the Mark I was automatically controlled, many people anticipated that other kinds of machinery
might operate without human intervention. Some saw this possibility as a

I

"'-1()n. others as a threat. A printer wrote
J Aiken asking about the ramifications
of the Mark I for the possibilities 01 an
automatic typesetting system to increase the productivity of his business.
On the other hand. a labor union leader
expressed concern about the implications for American factory workers of
automatically controlled machines. He
wished to talk to Aiken about the extent
to which ~Iabor-displacing techniques~
might be employed at the cost of workers
when the War was over.29 Aiken replied
that his time was utterly devoted to the
Navy, but the union official might be
interested in speaking with Professor
Shapley at Harvard or Professor Norbert
Wiener at MIT.3D With astonishing precision. lay people saw many of the longrun implications of the movement of
which the Mark 1 was the vanguard.
Many professionals interested in
computing machines wrote to Aiken to
complain that the media reports were
too sensational and no professional paper had been published describing the
machine. Aiken assured these writers
that he would publish a thorough report
the computer at the earliest opportu.cy. In 1946 the Harvard University Press
published Volume I of the Annals of the
Computation Laboratory of Harvard
University, A Manual of Operation for the
Automatic Sequence Controlled Calcula-

tor. compiled from the notes of the staff
and designers by Aiken and LI. Hopper.
The manual gave an elaborate description. illustrated with diagrams and
photographs, of the physical construction, the electrical circuitry, and the operation and programming of the Mark I.
In the foreword, President Conant gave
a brief description of the development of
the ASCC , and stated: "I cannot refrain
from paying tribute to Mr. Watson ... the
scientific world is indebted to him. ~31
Conant also stressed the synergistic relationship between science and industry
that the ASCC represented. Following
Conant's statement is Aiken's preface.
Aiken named Lake. Hamilton, and Durfee as co-inventors of the ASCC. and
expressed gratitude to the Navy on be·
half of the staff for the ~privi1ege of
working with the calculator...32 It had
~en a mathematician's dream-come-

,e.

Staggering Dimensions
A Manual . .. provides a detailed
description oj the physical composition
of the Mark I. Over fifty feet long, the

Mark I was finished in glass and
metallic gray panels in the round.
streamlined style characteristic of industrial design in the late 1940's. The
machine's physical dimensions were
staggering: at eight feet tall, three feet
deep. with two, six-feet-Iong sections
projecting off the rear, it weighed 5
tons.33 This massive frame held 765,299
separate parts, including over 3,000 relays (electric switches), and 225 circuit
breakers, connected by 530 miles of
wire!34 A four horse-power electric motor
drove a shaft extending the length of
the machine, which powered all of the
mechanical components by gears or
chains. The machine performed calcula·
tions through a combination of electrical
and mechanical processes. Over 1.200
ball bearings kept the components
smoothly churning out numbers?5
Looking at the machine from the
front, one saw on its left end a bank of
1.444 black dials behind sliding glass
panels. These were the ~constant registers." (A register is a place in which a
number is stored in a computer.) There
were 60 of these constant registers, each
consisting of 24 ten-position dials. Each
register held one 23-digit number- one
dial per digit-the final dial indicating
the number's sign (positive or negative).
These switches would be manually set
at the beginning of each program according to the equation being solved.
Since the value of these registers remained unchanged during the operation of the program they were given
the name ~constant registers." The sections where numbers produced and
changed during calculations were kept
were called "storage registers, or ~sto r
age counters. ~ There were a total of 72
storage counters, again, each capable
of containing a 23-digit number and its
sign. The storage counters were made oj
electro-mechanical "wheels"-24 per
counter. Each wheel was mechanically
driven by a drive-train system connecting it with the main drive shaft and
motor. Depending upon its position.
metal brushes mounted on the wheel
would complete one of ten possible circuits. Each circuit represented a different decimal digit. To add a number to the
number stored in a counter, the wheel
was mechanically advanced that number of positions. For example. to add Jour
to the stored number, the wheel advanced four positions. This caused the
brushes to complete the circuits representing the sum of the two numbers. The
W

computer automatically carried any
overflow to the next digit counter.
While the counter wheels were usually reliable. occaSionally deposits
would build up on the brush surfaces
causing them to complete circuits sporadically. When this happened the
procedure was to shut off all the lights in
the computer room while the com puter was running. Any counter that
sparked as electricity arced over the
space caused by sediment build-up was
replaced, cleaned. and kept as a
spare.36
One time a problem was caused by
a peculiar kind of deposit. On a hot
summer day the calculator ceased to
function properly. Despite every effort.
no explanation could be found for the
problem. The only option left was to
begin taking apart the machine. The
technicians rolled up their sleeves and
set to work, carefully pulling out each
component and inspecting it thoroughly.
In spite of the open windows- in the
absence of air conditioning- it was
sweltering in the basement of the Physics Labs. Finally, after hours of sweaty
work, the technicians found the culprit.
A small moth was caught in the contacts
of one of the relays, preventing current
trom flowing through the component.
The deceased moth was taped into the
logbook above the entry that ~a bug had
been found in the computer. ~ Soon ~bug~
became the term for any inexplicable
problem and has remained so in computer lingo ever since.3?
Special Features
Certain of the 72 storage counters
had special features. For example. storage counter #70 converted any number
placed into it to its absolute value; i.e., it
converted its sign to positive. Storage
counter #71 was called the ~multiple inout-counter." In effect, it doubled the
calculator's storage capacity while halving its accuracy. This was accomplished
by treating the contents of counter #71
as two separate 12-digit numbers, rather
that a single 23-digit number. Counters
68 and 69, and 64 and 65 accomplished
the reverse. They essentially halved the
calculator's capacity, but doubled its accuracy. The numbers stored in 68 and 69
were treated as one long 46-digit number; likewise for counters 64 and 65. Two
pairs were needed for the purpose of
adding two 46-digit numbers together. 38
While addition and subtraction
were performed directly in the storage
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Lt. Grace Hopper
and the Mark I
Lt. Grace Hopper was assigned by the
Navy to work on the Mark I at Harvard in
19«. 'lWo programming ensigns, Robert V.
D. Campbell and Richard M. Bloch. were
on board when she arrived. Four enlIsted
men were also assigned to operate the mao
chine. Hugh Uvingston. John Mahoney.
Donald Calvin. and Derwood White.
She recall •. -They were called Ipeclaliats
'j'. Their insignia was a diamond with an
'I' in it. The '1'. 01 COUfH. stood for mM.
Later Yeoman frcnk O 'Donnell brought
order oul of chaos and Lt. Arnold and
Ensigns Lodr:hardt and Brennan joined
the crew. Civilian members came, but it
was a small crew and a very big machine.

-I only know one person who was able to
write a program in ink and have it run the
first time. That was Dick Bloch. He drove
nearly all of us Cl'U%y because he could do
that. Since tbe Mark I was a relay and step
counter machine. it was nol too difficult to
change the circuit• . Eve ry once in a while.
Dick would get the Idea of a new circuit
that would make his problem run faster.
He'd get together with ODe of the operators
during the night cmd they would -fix- the
circuit. The next morning my programs
wouldn't run. It's much beUer to have machines that the programers cannot alter.
-Commander Aiken wos a tough taskmaster. I was sitting at my desk ODe day. and
he said, -You're going to write a book.I said. -I can't write a book. - He IClid,
-You're in the Navy now. - And 10 I wrote
a book. I have it here with me. This is the
Mark I manual.
-Howard Aiken always said that one day
we would have computers that would fit in
a shoe box. I don't know bow he knew that,
but he did.-

Commodore Groce Murray Hopper.
speaking at The Computer Museum.
April 1-4, 1983.
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counters, multiplication and division
were executed in a central unit to the left
of the storage counters. The multiplyl
divide unit was a sophisticated assembly of electrical and mechanical
components.39 When two numbers to be
multiplied. were received by the unit, it
would immediately set up a -table of
the multiples of the multiplicand (the top
number in long-hand multiplication)
and the nine non-zero decimal digits.
Then it would examine the multiplier
(the Hbottom number) starting with the
units digit. The unit would odd together
the multiples of the multiplicand corresponding to the values of the digit
places of the multiplier. This produced
the final product. Division was performed by a method similar to the one
above executed. in reverse. Often programs would use a function for evaluating reciprocals (based. on an algorithm
developed by Aiken in 1938) to avoid
division. 4o This was done to save time,
since at full capacity the calculator
could multiply two numbers in 5.7 seconds. while it took 15.3 seconds to perform a division.41
Next to the multiply/divide unit were
mounted three "interpolators. These
units were used to obtain values for
certain mathematical functions, such os
cosine or hyperbolic sine. The values of
a function were encoded on paper tapes
prepared for certain values of the variable. (In the cose of cosine, this might be
the cosine for every half degree between
oand 00.) Also encoded on the tape were
coefficients which allowed. the machine
to determ.ine the value of the function to
the accuracy needed in the problem.42
The interpolators. large mechanical
punched. paper tape readers, allowed.
the calculator to find the value of a
function for any variable. This allowed a
programmer to use a function in his
program simply by loading the appropriate function tape into an interpolator
unit. rather than having to write out the
algorithm for its calculation. saving a
great deal of time for both the programmer and the machine.
The most important component of
the ASCC, the automatic sequence unit ,
was mounted at the right edge of the
body of the machine. This unit read the
program hom punched. poper tapes to
control the flow of numbers and the
performance of operations within the
calculator. The paper tape had a threesection line of 24 holes across its width.
The pattern of holes in the first two
W

H

H

sections indicated. the locations of ~
numbers to be acted. upon. This de
mined the flow of data along the -bu.
or large circuit. which connected all
sections of the computer. The third section specified. what operation was to be
performed upon the numbers.43 The sequencer automatically advanced the
tape in synchrony with the internal operations of the calculator. Every line of the
program had to include a seven in a
specific location to tell the computer to
advance to the next line- if there was
no seven, the calculator stopped and a
bell rang.44 The Mark I also automatically checked its calculations for errors,
if one occurred, it would stop and the
bell would ring to notify the operator.
The final three calculating sections
of the ASCC were electro-mechanico1
tables for the calculation of logarithms
to base ten, powers of ten, and sines. 45 In
addition to the sequencing unit and constant switches, information could be entered. into the calculator via two punched
cord readers. Results of calculations
could be punched onto standard ffiM
punched. cards or typed on automatic
typewritlers. 46
In addition to describing the ~
chanical and overall operation of , _
Mark I. A Manual . . . outlined the
electrical function and circuitry of the
calculator in Chapter Three. The final
three chapters droit with the program·
ming and operation of the calculator. To
compliment A Manual ... on this score
and further assist the programmer,
Aiken and Ensign Robert Campbell (the
only person ever to have run a program
correctly on the first attempt) compiled. a
complete code book.47 The code book
elaborated the basic means of programming almost everl type of mathematical
problem known. 4
In sum, the Mark I was a vost electro-mechanical calculator which aut.:>matically performed decimal arithmetic
under programmed control. As the first
computer to hit the public with a splash,
the Mark I paved the way of the Computer Age.
A New Business for IBM
The public impact is one of the most
important influences 01 the Mark I, but
the effect it had upon IBM is also w~
noting. The ASCC, IBM's first succt.
lul venture in the realm of automatiC"
general-pulpose calculators. was built
by a team who became influential in the
design of many of mM's later products.

•

,-J-ake and Durfee went on from the Mark 1
)roject to construct the Pluggable Sequence Relay Calculator. Less sophisticated than the Mark 1. the various parts
of this computer were literally connected
by wired plug boards to sequence calculations. However. the use of plug boards
and electro-magnetic relays allowed it to
run faster than its predecessor.49 Two of
the machines were installed at the Watson Scientific Laboratory at Columbia
University. Wallace Eckert. the director
of Columbia's Watson Lab, and Frank
Hamilton from the ASCC project. then
designed the Selective Sequence Electronic Calculator (SSEC). The SSEC was
a hybrid machine, composed of both
electro-mechanical relays (advocated
by Hamilton for their reliability) and
electronic vacuum tubes (suggested by
Eckert for their Speed.).50 Although it was
dismantled in 1952, only four years after
its widely-publicized dedication. the
SSEC was important because members
of its design team went on to play crucial
roles in the design of some of mM's first
fully-fledged. computer systems.$1
The history of the Mark I's use at
Harvard is also very important. Many
rwolutionary applications were develJped for the calculator which broadened
the scope of computing at an early
stage. During the War, the calculator
was used to generate mathematical tables of the values of certain complex
functions, such as Bessel functions and
Henkel functions. These functions were
important in such applied physics problems as ship design, ballistics, and radio wave propagation. Until the Mark 1.
only a few values of the Bessel function
had been calculated since its definition
two-hundred years before.51 The values
of these functions were published in
volume after volume of the Annals of the
Computation Laboratory. . .. To insure
the accwacy of these tables, they were
photographically printed directly from
the typed output of the calculator. The
Mark I was also rumored to have performed calculations for the Manhattan
Project.52
Original AppUcations
After the War, at Aiken's insistence.
the Mark I was used on severcl very
,r-'riginal projects. Among these were procams for translating languages, and
analyzing econometric models. This latter work. developed by Harvard Professor of Economics Wassily Leontiei. simulated the effects of economic currents

upon national economies, and eventually led to a Nobel Prize in Economics.
Leontief's was the first application of a
computer to a problem in the social
sciences. Aiken also urged a friend to
perform his research on Newton's Principia on the computer.53 In 1941 and 1949,
the Harvard Computation Laboratories
sponsored two symposia on "Largescale Digital Calculating Machines.
High on the agenda of both these conferences were discussions of new applications of computers, particularly in unconventional fields such as physiology.
The emphasis placed upon finding
new applications for computers was an
extension of the motive which drove
Aiken to pursue the construction of an
automatic calculator in the first place.
'"You see, Aiken said, ·1 used. to have
a lot of figuring to do and I thought
it would be nice to have a machine
that would make my job easier. ,,54
Aiken's true concerns were the results
which computers could help achieve. He
ventured to produce a computer only
because one could not be acquired elsewhere. Later, when a commercial computer industry hod developed, Aiken
ceased. constructing computers in favor
of concentrating on research in their
application and basic design. He built a
curriculum at Harvard in Applied Mathematics with specific concentration on
computing machinery. and advocated
international cooperation in the field of
computing.
M

M

The Birth of the Lab
At the end of World War n, Aiken
completed his Naval service and rejoined the Harvard faculty as a Professor
of Applied Mathematics. He was appointed director of the Harvard Computation Laboratory when it became
indepedent of the Navy at the end of the
Bweau of Ships contract. Aiken worked
assiduously to build the staff and facilities of the Computation Lab and encourage its use throughout the University. In
addition to teaching, working on the
design of Mark I's successors, consulting, and traveling across the globe.
Aiken arranged the financing and construction of a building to house the Computation Laboratory. The building was
dedicated in 1947 at 33 Oxford Street.
just north of Harvard's physics buildings. Financed primarily by government
funds (many of them from the rental of
the Mark I), the two-story brick building
contained office space, lecture halls, a

machine shop, and a sixty-foot-square
room for the installation of computers.
The computer room had a large observation window for visitors. The Mark I was
moved from its basement location to the
modem brick building in late 1946. Upon
its dedication, Harvard officials referred
to the Lab as the first building of a
·Science City· which would house facilities for all of the varied fields of natural
science in one massive complex.$$ The
first building of a centralized science
complex seemed an appropriate place
for a facility which, as Aiken saw it,
would serve all disciplines.
With the construction of proper facilities completed, Aiken saw the immediate mission of the Computation Lab as
two-fold: to build a large modem computer for use exclusively by the University. and to develop techniques and a
curriculum of mathematical analysis so
that the use of computers might s pread
throughout all fields. S6
At the end of World War II, the
Bureau of Ships contract for the operation of the Mark I expired. To finance the
operation of the calculator, Harvard entered into a contract with the Navy's
Bureau of Ordnance. The Bureau of
Ordnance paid the operating costs of
the Computation Laboratory in exchange for having ballistics calculations performed on the Mark 1. Unfortunately, the Bureau's projects took up
most of the calculator's time, leaving
little for academic research. In 1945 the
Bureau of Ordnance had contracted Harvard to construct a large relay computer
to be installed at the Naval Proving
Grounds in Dahlgren, Virginia.57 This
contract included the operation of the
Mark 1 until the second cclculator was
completed.. The Mark II , finished in
March 1947. was shipped in 20 trailor
trucks to the Naval Proving Grounds.
The largest computer in existence, it
contained over 13,000 relays and was
employed in the solution of complex
ballisitics problems.58 The completion of
Mark II signalled the end of the Bureau
of Ordnance's support of the Mark 1. To
keep the Mark I operating. the Laboratory entered into several contracts with
the Air Force and the Atomic Energy
Commission. Unde r these contracts academic computing suffered as it had under the Bureau of Ordnance's support.
Even before the Mark II was completed., the Bureau of Ordnance extended its contract to include the construction of a further computer, the Mark
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ill, for installation at the Navy's Aberdeen Proving Grounds. The Mark UI
used vacuum tubes to perform calculations; as a result it was 250 times faster
than the Mark 1, and 25 times fasler than
the Mark n. The Mark III also incorporated a magnetic drum memory with
a capacity of 64,000 digits.!>9
By this time Aiken emphasized that
Mark I would not be able to satisfy the
computation needs of the University.
Therefore, he advocated the construction of a larger calculator to serve the
needs of academic research at Harvard.
To complete the computer as expeditiously as possible, Aiken recommended
that the Mark IV, as it was to be called,
be very similar to the Mark III. Once
again, however, Aiken ran into financing problems. In order to build the
computer, he had to rent time on it to
government agencies and private industries. When the Mark IV was complete in
1952, it was installed opposite its greatgreat-grandfather, the Mark I. in the
Computation Laboratory.
While the effort to provide the
University with a sizable computer came
10
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to only partial fruition, the second goal institutions of its kind, it attracted many
of establishing a curriculum in comput- promising students and teachers. Visiing was achieved with the military's tors came from all over the globe. The
help. In 1947 the Office of Naval Re- Lab was a diversified and stimulating
search sponsored a one-year Master's of community, over which Aiken held unScience program in the field of comput- challenged sway. -The Boss," or "the Old
ing machinery. The following year, the Man, " as his students referred to him
Air Force took over responsibility for the among themselves (he was always Proprogram. By 1949 76 students had en- fessor Aiken in person) was rememrolled in the program, and 14 M.S. and 1 bered as an inspiring teacher, who had
Ph.D. had been granted.so Aiken was a way of driving people to achieve
instrumental in sponsoring and devel- things they thought they could not possioping the curriculum for this program. ble do. Although he was not the chummy
In 1955, Harvard announced the intro- sort, (he always maintained the formal
duction of a complete Master's and Doc- relationship of teacher versus student)
toral program in Applied Mathematics Aiken was very accessible despite his
focussing on the problem of automatic frantic schedule.62
controL It was one the first universities to
The Lab was characterized by pride
ofter such a program.6 ]
and perfectionism. With two computers
operating round-the-clock, courses to be
The Boss
planned, and many pioneer research
With its two primary objectives projecls underway, lights blazed al~
somewhat satisfied and private industry night in the computer room and Ihl
ready to take on the construction of offices downstairs. "The Boss" was
computers, the Computation Laboratory likely to show up at any hour, including
became a major center for research in four in the morning, to ask if the comcomputer design and theories of mathe- puter was ~making numbers" (Le. runmatical computation. One of the only ning smoothly), or to try some new idea.

(Photo courtesy of Mrs. Mary Aiken)
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kitchen was set up off the side of the
room for those working the late
shifts. When an error occurred during
the running 01 a program, the Mark I
would stop and a bell would sound.
Often the operator would find that Aiken
had beaten him to the side of the machine. Aiken would stand rocking forward and backward on the soles of his
patent leather shoes, hands fidgeting in
his front pockets. "Well, what are you
going to do about it?,- he would prod. If
the calculator had not soon resumed.
operating, Aiken would take off his jacket and set to work with the operator to
solve the problem. This near obsessive
drive to keep everything running like
clockwork made Aiken the butt of goodnatured kidding and practical jokes.
One day Aiken arrived at the Lab
and, as always, went directly to the
chart which indicated the status of the
calculator. Instead of a blue line,
indicating error-free operation, there
was a solid red line, showing the
computer had not been operating all
night long. "What the hell is going on
.here?," he burst out at the operator on
r-"ty. "Where's Hawkins [the Chief
...... perator]?..
"Downstairs." Off Aiken stormed on
seven-foot strides. When he found the
Chief Operator, he growled., "What the
hell are you doing here reading the
paper? Why aren't you upstairs? The
goddamn machine's been broken for
thirteen hours."
"You're crazy. The machine ran all
night long," responded the Chief
Operator.
"Well the goddamn chart is red,"
Aiken thundered as he strode back upstairs. He returned to find the operator
removing a strip of red tape which had
been covering the blue line on the chart.
"Well. r guess I've been had," he
grinned. When the operators recovered
from their laughter, they presented.
Aiken with a large red ba~e which he
sported the rest of the day.
Aiken had a combination of a dry,
teasing wit, and the ability to laugh at
himself. His secretary recalled that on
her first day she spilled a pile of books in
the middle of the hall. "It's about time
picked those up." Aiken said flatly
.......... . with a small smile as he ushered
some visiting Navy brass around the
prostrate woman.64
Aiken's firmness, drive. and humor
made him a good leader for an eager
and brilliant stall. Most who worked
~omputer

r ,

with him speak of Aiken in the fondest
and most admiring of terms. Yet a comment that Aiken made to a student once
betrays the attitude which earned him
the emnity of some, and caused him to
become disillusioned. in later years:
"Don't worry about people stealing your
idea," he said. "If it's original you will
have to ram it down their throats. -ss This
attitude represented what his critics
claimed was Aiken's condescending and
superior air.
After the War, Aiken traveled widely
assessing computing progress across
the globe. Convinced of the value of the
results of calculations to all people,
Aiken pushed for the establishment of
an International Computing Laboratory
under the auspices of the United Nations. These aspirations proved politically unfeasible, and Aiken later wrote
to a friend that the complications of
an international bureaucracy proved
insunnountable.66
Aiken attacked bureaucratic red
tape with the vigor that characterized all
his work. For example, his lobby efforts
to allow Harvard to operate radio transmitters without a government-licensed
operator eventually led to legislation
making communication satellites possible.s7 The reluctance of Harvard to fund
the development of proper computing
facilities greatly hindered Aiken's efforts. University policy also forbade him
to do any classified government work.
This made supporting the computers all
the more difficult. It is understandable
that Harvard had trouble justifying the
great expense of a facility which fell
under the domain of no department, and
was difficult to think of as a utility like
electricity of heat. As a result. the administration's attitude seemed to be ~you
want it. you fund it. 0068 This Aiken did, by
charging for computer time, private contracts, and soliciting donations. He arranged the contribution of a UNIVAC I
computer system during the mid-1950's.
A tumultuous conflict surrounding the
purchase oj an IBM 7000 computer system proved to be the final straw. Aiken
retired from Harvard at the minimum
age in 1961. to avoid falling "into the trap
which has caught so many of my senior
colleagues. 0069

MacFarland of Coral Gables, Florida.
His activities increased. upon retirement. In 1963 he formed. his own company, Howard Aiken Industries, Inc.70 He
also accepted. positions on the board of
directors and consulting staff of several
firms. In addition, he held a distinguished service professorship at the
University of Miami. While there he designed and established a computing
center with the aid of the local Chamber
of Commerce.
Aiken soon moved to Florida, where
he lived with his new wife and his
two step-daughters. During their rare
moments of relaxation together. they
enjoyed walking along the beach ,
swimming, and listening to music. On
the whole, however, Aiken had little time
for recreation, relaxing while en route to
airports.lI While on business in Missouri, Howard Hathaway Aiken died
on March 14, 1973- six days after his
seventy-third birthday.
At a memorial service in his honor
in Memorial Church at Harvard, friends
and colleagues gathered to remember
the life and accomplishments of Howard
Aiken. The range of tributes attest to the
diversity of his life. Students remembered him as a great teacher, others
remembered him as a great Naval officer, and scientist- all remembered
him as a proud and kind man. A former
employee later wrote, he was "the only
completely moral man I ever knew. ,,72
Aiken's work and achievements
earned him wide recognition in Europe
and the United States. He received many
honorary degrees and awards from all
over the world. In acknowledgement of
his contributions, Harvard University
named the computer laboratory the
Howard Hathaway Aiken Computation
Laboratory in 1964.
His wife, Mary, described Aiken's
life best when she wrote: "It was certainly a colorful. inventive, stormy, and
changing life. He came into the world
and left it in a fast clean-cut way. ~73

•

Life After Harvard
The desire to start a new life and
learn new things at age 61 applied to his
private aUairs as well as his career. He
divorced Monty and soon married Mary
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A Conversation with The Hackers
r-..

I

Ie following is transcribed from the
December 16, 1984 program at The
Computer Museum, "A Conversation
with Steven Levy and the Hackers. ~ The
Museum invited the cast of characters
from the book, HACKERS: Heroes of the
Computer Revolution (Doubleday Press,
November, 1984), and its author, Steven
Levy; to stage a reunion of the original
MIT hackers from the 1950's and 1960's.
These are the visionaries whose obsessive games-playing, inventive programming, and anti-authoritorian ethic fueled
the computer revolution.
The Cast of Characters

Steven Levy
and
Alan Kotak- like a God, he understands hardware; a legendary
hocker.
Steve "Slug" Russell- best known
for developing SpaceWar; never
made a dime from it.
Tom Knight- arrived at MIT at age
L..... 16; a member of the second genera' lion at the A.I. lab.
Mike Beeler- involved with the
program called urn.
lohn McKenzie-watched over the
hackers on the TX-O and the PDP-I,
and looked out for the hardwareespecially the hardware.
Don Eastlake -member of the
midnight computer wiring society.
Marvin Minsky- professor of the
A.!, lab.
Gordon Bell- a hardware hacker.
Tom Eggers- a hacker ~drop out
from MIT.
Richard Stallman- the last of the
hackers.
N

Steve Levy: After the publication of the
book. I did a lot of radio interviews and
usually the first question anyone asks
is, ~Ho w could you call those people
heroes? These are kids who break into
things all the time?" In reply. I had to
patiently explain that at one time hacker
meant something else. It was a badge of
honor among people implying either
wizardry or elegance in using the computer. The early MIT hackers did some
things with computers that eventually
enriched our lives.
How do you feel about the cunent view
of hackers, especially the malicious
view?
Alan Kotok: The use of the term faded in
the seventies and re-emerged in a new
context and was a new word. There was
no common line or heritage between the
two, but maybe there is a line between
the two.
Tom Knight: I still think of myself as
striving for the same kind of excitement
that a hacker has, but I have less and
less time.
Steve Levy: Are hackers born or made?
Some people at the hackers conference
in California suggested that hackers are
born, like baby ducks-when they see
something moving, they will follow it,
like a hacker has to do.
Mike: As a kid I used to play with plugs
and wires, thus scaring my parents.
Everyone that has some experience
hacking has played with hardware
when they were small.
Tom Knight : You need to have a predisposition to either constructing things or
logic. Now, of course, there are hackers
that are purely software so might not
have had to have the some childhood
experience. When I was growing up,
there just weren't computers, so I
hacked organic chemistry for a while.
Electronics was one of the only outlets.
There wasn't anything else.
Alan: Model railroads.
Steve Russell: And relays. A very elaborate model railroad-that is a parallel.
Steve Levy: Since the anti-social hacker
is a myth, how much did the community
that evolved around hacking keep you
going?
Steve Russell: Hackers were very exclusive and some people may say that their
behavior is ~anti-sociar or not very social. There were few hackers who were
reluctant to talk when the right person
came along or the right subject came up.

Alan: It wasn't an isolationist type hacking in the old days. No one was in their
bedroom, independent of the rest of the
world. There was an Hin crowd" and
some rites of passage into the crowd.
The atmosphere was intense among the
people involved. You needed someone
to talk to about ideas. There were always large crowds going out 10 dinner
together.
Tom Knight: The lack of computers during that era and the fact that there was
no timesharing led to more interaction
between the hackers in the early sixties than between similar people today.
Today you can go to RadioShack or
CompulerLand and buy computers that
are more powerful than those available
in the sixties-and then you can go into
your closet and hole up and not talk to
the rest of the world. In the sixties you
were very visible when you were on a
machine.
Steve: The person who wanted to be on
next was over your shoulder.
Tom Knight: Yes, and they had very
strong opinions about your project and
its worthwhileness. This led to a close
bond between those people.
Steve Levy: Were the rules strictly adhered to?
Steve Russell: The PDP-l and other early
computers had a sign up list and you
could sign up for an hour in advance,
and there were rules for parcelling this
out. When your time was up, you had
about 5 minutes of leeway and the pressure increased, especially because the
next person usually showed up early. So
you got about 10 minutes of design review after your had finished your work.
Tom Eggers: There was always a fight
for the extra hour of computing when we
went off daylight savings time.
Tom Knight: The machines ran 24 hours
a day. Seven a.m. was quite good, as it
was a change between night and day
phase.
Mike Beeler: Night phase started with a
large dinner, followed by working
through the night.
Steve Levy: What was it that made you
work so hard and forget about going to
class? Many hackers from that era didn't
bother to get a degree.
Alan: I didn't suffer from that problem
because I wouldn't get next year's stipend. A lot of pressure from my Jewish
mother.
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Steve Russell: The phenomena of discovering compute rs and flunking out is
no different from the people who discover drama clubs. music, model railroads, or other manias.
Steve Levy: That's the marching band
excuse. When I did my first article on
hackers, I thought it was different.
Marvin Minsky: Students knew more
than their professors about computers.
Gordon Bell: People are obsessed with
hardware/software machines because
they are animate objects that are extremely complex and often a new unexplored territory of problems. You could
tell a good hack. When I taught programming, I'd look at the code and often
say to the student. "Do the world a favor.
Make sure that you don't write anymore
programs. Hackers understood elegance and lived for the creation of
machines.
Tom Knight: I think a number of things
were happening then that aren't happening now. namely, getting the computer to do things for the first time- to
present a Minskytron or a Spacewar or
whatever. Further, hacking was the only
way to learn computing. Today you can
take a course- they're not great.
Mike Beeler: The newness today is different. In the sixties we were isolated;
today large numbers of isolated people
are working on the same problem with
the same tools. A new compiler. a new
adventure game, and a new Pascal- all
on personal computers, nothing on a
mainframe. Today reJXIckagers of the
hackers' programs can make a bundle
of money off it; I don't like the ego investment of doing something for others
profit. In the old hacking sense the ideas
were Nfree
Steve Levy: Richard Stallman, the last of
the hackers, wants to say something.
Richard Stallman: You can do what I do:
copyright the material. distribute it, and
don't let anyone else sell it. Then everyone puts their efforts into the common
pool.
Gordon Bell: flue all the EMACS (a text
editor) yours?
Richard Stallman: No. There are two
EMACS companies, but I think J may put
them out of business. These are not my
programs, but imitations of them. I think
they are wrong, not because copying me
is wrong, but because it is wrong to
hoard programs. They are not hurting
me; they are hurting everyone. I've been
H
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At work on the TX-O at MIT in the 1960's
(left to right): lohn McKenzie, Gordon
Bell. Arthur House (in background), Ken
Stevens, Hiroya Fujisaki. Peter Brady.
(Photo courtesy of The MIT Museum)
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r-v?rking on an EMACS that will run on
NIX and I'm going to give it away free
so that the market for the costly programs will dry up.
Steve Levy: In the sixties, people weren't
paying for progra ms. A program as innovative as SpaceWar today would be
worth seven ligures, but it was a free
commodity at the time.
John McKenzie: In 1975, lawyers came
into MIT and asked me about SpaceWar.
They asked if I could prove it. In the
meantime I found the PDP-I log book that
held comments about the winners and
losers of the game. The end result was a
deposition for a hearing with two lawyers from Bally and two from Magnavox
(who was trying to tie it up); in addition,
lawyers from Atari and Sanders sot in. It
took three days, including explaining
the schematic drawings of the PDP-I.
That was settled out of court. The sequel
of this story is that this year, the lawyers
are around again on the some subject
with the some principals.
Alan Kotok: They're coming to see me
next week.
Tom Eggers: By virtue of dropping out of
~ while hacking on the PDP-I. writing
,0T all hours of the day and night, my
choice was working for DEC or the Army.
Gordon told me I could have a job but I
had to finish MIT I said, I can't. He paid
me $500 for DDT I'd written so lor.
Alan Kotok: Probably one 01 the first
programs sold.
Tom Eggers: I had never heard about
selling programs, but when I had a
chance for the money so that I could pay
off MIT for the term that 1 never took, I
just took the money. The issue of ethics
never crossed my mind.
Richard Sta llman: Did that become the
DDT used at the AI lab?
Tom Eggers: Yes.
Richard Stallman: Although DEC may
have paid you $500, it didn't become a
hoarded program.
Tom Eggers: It was distributed with the

PDP-S.
Tom Knight : In those days, the manufacturers delivered all the software that
existed.
Steve Russell: There was no market for
~ftware. No one that had a computer
.,..aid any money for software.
Steve Levy: After Slug finished SpaceWar, it was used, copied, a nd improved
over and over. The re was no such
thought as copyright.

Marvin Minsky: Eventually, SpaceWar

was banned for daytime use.
Ste ve Russell: They put up rules for
playing SpaceWar. The rules included
that playing the game was lower priority
than making new versions.
Tom Knight: In the early seventies, Jim
Pitts at Stanford bought a PDP-ll and
decided to commercialize SpaceWar. He
installed it as a game in one of the
Stanford sandwich shops and promptly
lost lots of money. This is an example of
trying hard to market something and
failing miserably.
Steve Russell : Cinematronics on the
Westcoast marketted SpaceWar, Asteriods and several derivations with a
standard four button control. The only
remarkable feature is ·viscous space,·
so that you can slow down by stopping
to accelerate. not realistic but interesting for the players.
Alan Kotok: While it only took a couple 01
people to get SpaceWar going, think of
the number of lawyers who have been
deployed on the job. No wonder that we
have to graduate more lawyers than
engineers.
Ste ve Levy: One criticism is that there
were no efforts to get the world at large
involved with what the hackers were
doing.
Tom Knight: The computers cost a mil·
lion dollars-and how could you excite
the public about something like that.
Marvin Minsky: At the time we started
the a rtificial intelligence lab most people d idn't believe that it could exist.
People didn't believe that machines
could play chess, even after they had
beaten people thoroughly. This drew the
A.I. people together as a circle facing
the world. It took many years to convince
industry to adopt timesharing. Generally people don't adopt new ideas, that's
the way it is in civilization.
Steve Levy: I heard that even the hackers resisted timesharing.
John McKenzie: They certainly resisted
video screens, believing that everything
had to be done in hardcopy.
Marvin Minsky: And they certainly resisted lower case.
Tom Eggers: Hackers were elitist. The
word "user" was often alliterated to
"loser". If you weren't a·hacker and
couldn't Hhack, then you were on the
outside.
Steve Levy: The West Coast group that
sta rted the d rive to personal computers

thought of the A.I. labs as elitist. People
who didn't care if computers were used .
In fact. the computer people didn't even
think that the Altair or the Apple I were
computers that would lead anywhere
and so were ignored. Is this accurate?
Tom Knight: A very accurate perception.
Ma rvin Minsky: The problem they were
working on was how to put bigger programs into 8K machines. At that time, Al
was working beyond the 64K barrier and
this was what was interesting to the
community.
Tom Knight: I remember working in the
LOGO lab and discussing whether we
should write one for the Apple. We said,
HNo, it's really too small." We saw it was
twice as big as the largest memory for
the Apple. But we didn't see that if we
spent a year writing the program, then
the Apple would be large enough.
Marvin Minsky: We finally got a LOGO
into lK, but it was hard.
Alan Kotok: Two thoughts about memory
size: the power supply computer for the
latest VAX is probably more powerful
than the TX·O; the memory of the system,
32 mbytes, was larger than the entire
memory of all the computers in the world
when I started.
Steve Levy: Because hackers had disregard for the rules, will the examples
provide a bad example?
Alan Kotok: If motivated people who will
build great things have to break a few
locks, that's the price.
Gordon Bell: There's a difference be·
tween fundamental thievery and needing a component in the middle 01 the
night and finding an interesting way to
get it.
Steve Russell: Elegance is getting done
what you want to do without exciting or
interesting the people who might catch
you.

H
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FROM THE COMPUTER MUSEUM STORE
"I WANTED TO COME HEAR
ADAM OSBORNE BUT .. •"
U yOll wanted to come to the Computer

Museum to hear one of our fascinating
speakers but were unable to, you can

now order audiocassette recordings of
some of the talks.
In cooperation with Powersharing, a
producer of computer-related audiocassettes, The Computer Museum is offering a mini-series of recordings within

the broader collection offered by Powersharing. Each cassette costs SS.95
(member s $5.35),

You can select from an impressive

line-up of talks by high-technology
luminaries and pioneers such as:
• Regis McKenna's scintillating talk on
establishing market share in a world-

wide economy. McKenna has been
called "the marketing guru 01 Silicon
Valley," being partly responsible for
Apple's early rise and the successes
of INTEl..

• Martin · Shag- Grael::/: and Alan Kotok
tell how their shared JXIssion lor sciIi movies, strategy games and computers evolved into the development
of SJXIceWar!, reputably the world's
first computer-based video game.
Also available are other selections
from the Powersharing Series:
• Steve Wozniak's humorous and remarkably candid talk about how he realized
his boyhood dream 01 having a computer for himsell and for millions of
others. Adults will enjoy this tape,
but so will all the children who are
using Wozniak's computer in the
nation's schools.
• M.I.T.'s Professor Seymour Papert,
widely regarded as the lather of the
computer language LOGO, talks about
how profoundly computers may change
the way our children are educated,
particularly outside of traditional
classrooms.
Just indicate the cassette of your choice
(by speaker) on the coupon below.

• Adam Osborne's witty and insightful
discussion of the new economics 01
software development. Osborne draws
on his experience in publishing and
the notorious demise 01 Osborne
Computers in describing where he
sees software products and prices
going in the next decade.

NEW COLOR SLIDES
SERIES AVAILABLE
Now you can add some fulJ..color pizazz
to your lectures and talks with The Computer Museum's new color slides series
illustrating the development of computing devices. The expanded set is comprised 01 48 35mm slides, divided into
twelve groups of four.
We've lound that the set appeals especially to middle, secondary and college
instructors 01 mathmatics, physics and
computer science. Many computer industry instructors also use them for in· house
training programs.

v •
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Take a few minutes to look over the list
to see which interest you. The entire
JXIckage 0148 slides (Groups 1- 12) is
available for $45.00 (members $40.50).
Each group 01 four slides is $4.50 (members $4.05). Sorry, slides are not available individually or lor reproduction.
• Group I: Information Processing
History Graphs and Charts
• Group 2: Early Calculating Devices
• Group 3: Hollerith·s Tabulator and
Sorter for the 1890 U.S. Census
• Group 4: M.l.T.'s Whirlwind Computer
(1945- 1953)
• Group 5: Early Computers
• Group 6: Supercomputers
• Group 7: Logic Technology
• Group 8: Memory Technology
• Group 9: History of Integrated Circuits
• Group 10: History 01 Integrated Circuits
(continued)
• Group ll: History of Integrated Circuits
(continued)
• Group 12: Evolution of Personal
Computers

M.lhod of Payment

Minimum charge order: S15.OO

o Check Of money order enclosed (no COD's)

Cord Number

o Visa

0 /un Ex 0 Maslercard
Inlerbank No. I I I I I (Ma.-c,,,d Qrt/yl
QUA!{.

Osbome & Osborne-Adam Osborne
poses with the Osborne 1 (to leW in the
PC Gallery at the Museum following
his talk on Match 3, 1985. (Photo: Peter
Cassidy)
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The Computer Museum
Program Series
Thursday. May 2-7 p.m.
Dr. Koji Kobayashi. Chairman. NEC Corporation

~

x

The Development of the Japanese Computer Industry

Thursday. May 16-7 p.m.
COBOL's 25th Anniversary: The Story 01 the COBOL TDmbstone
CODASYL members John L. Jones. Commodore Grace M. Hopper. Thomas
Rice, Oliver Smoot. Jan Prokop and Donald Nelson will tell the SIOry of eOBOLs
development and those who thought that a machine universal language would
never survive.

Sunday. May 19-4 p.m.
The Human Factor: Designing Computer SystelllS lor People
Why are some computer systems such a pleasure to use, while others are not?

Authors Dick Rubinstein and Harry Hersh will show that the design of good
human/computer interfaces isn't a black art.

Sunday. June 2-4 p.m.
A Museum Overview with Maurice Wilkes
Mr. Wilkes developed the EDSAC. the first stored program computer, and has
played a role in many other advancements in computer technology. He will talk
about many of the computers exhibited in the Museum . His memoirs will be
published by MIT Press in June. A Members Reception will follow the talk.

The Computer Museum
Allie Sale and Antique Show
Gel your hands on computer gadgetry, antique calculating devises, mathematical
instruments, photos, graphics, books, manuals, and more at the Museum's "computer flea market"- a real hacker's dream.

Satunlay. September 21
6pm

Benefit Preview Party and "Private Sale"
$20 members; $30 non-members

Sunday. September 22
11-6 pm

Attic Sale and Antique Show
4 PM-Panel discussion on "computer
collectibles"

Clean out your attic with contributions for the Museum-fully tax deductible.
One hacker's throwaways are another's key parts, so mark your calendars!
Also, vendor tables will be available for rent. Please call Majie Zeller for more
,, ,-formation, (617) 426-2800 ext. 339.

•

THE END BIT 0000000001
Cambridge, Mass., February 25- The
Air Force announced today that it has a
machine that can receive instructions in
English. figure out how to make what is
wanted, and leach other machines how
to make it.
An Air Force general said it will enable the
United Slates to -build a war machine that
nobody would want to lockle.Today it made an ashtray.
-San Francisco Chronicle
In a sulk, probably.

- The New Yorker Magazine of March 28,
19S9 on the first object to be designed by
computer and manufactured. directly from
the computer output.
The ashtray was donated. 10 The Computer
Museum by Douglas 1: Ross and is on display in the Timeline.
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The President's Letter
Dr. Gwen Bell

~ :omputer Animation in

When I wrote the first letler in the first The Computer Museum Report in May 1982, I
was the President. Treasurer, and Executive Director of the Museum. The whole staH
consisted of three other people plus some summer students. and there were about
100 members. After a year, the Board of Directors decided that I shouldn't create,
write, and. sign the checks and. Professor James McKenney became Treasurer.
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Then this year, the Museum had its first assessment on the way to accreditation by
the Association of American Museums. It became equally clear to me that the role
of President and Executive Director of an ongoing public museum were indeed
different. There was no way for me to do all that I have been doing as Presidentmaintaining a close, ongoing relation with the computer industry-and also be a
director of this major museum that is making a significant footprint in the Museum
community.

It is with great pleasure that I introduce Michael Templeton as the new Executive
Director. Michael was actually the first museum professional to visit the museum!
In the fall of 1980, when he was the Executive Director of the Association of Science
and Technology Centers, ASTC, he scheduled a meeting at the Museum in Marlboro
of their advisory board for the travelling exhibit. Chips and Changes. At the time,
he encowaged me to push ahead and develop the Museum.
My next visit with Michael was in Portland. Oregon. where he had become the
Director of OMSI. the Oregon Museum of Science and Industry. a Museum that I had
long admired. Why? First. Oregon Software originated there. This company was
formed by a group of students and their physics teacher, Rusty Whitney, who wrote
a Pascal compiler on the PDP-II in the basement of OMS!. Ten years later the company is alive and thriving. Second, OMSI pioneered in computer-based exhibits and
had a very good working relationship with the electronics firms in the Northwest.
At the time of the Museum assessment. I thought that one of the few people in the
world who could come in and be in synch with the Museum was Michael Templeton.
When I called his home in Portland, I learned that he was consulting at the
National Science Foundation. He changed his plans and travelled back to Portland
via Boston, walking into the middle of an exhibit planning meeting. Everyone felt
that this was a match that was meant to be. I will stay on as President and CEO
(in the jargon of industry) and he will be the Executive Director and COO.

Mu.. um. XOCOng ...... StNoeI, Boslon, MA
02210, (6]7) 426-2800.
RoulnCrocnbel'\lSit,on>:::'&HLIl
Ad"",,,';ng Consulton:.

The New 1iustees

Qe'IIKl'In·l.awrenc.>-DRI(' Inc.
Public Relano~ Advi$on;

Each year, a class of the Board of Directors retires to become Trustees of the
Museum. This year. Gordon Bell. Harvey Cragon, Robert Everetl. George Michael.
Ken Olsen, Kitly Selfridge, and Erwin Tomash made this step. Gordon Bell and
Bob Everetl will continue to work on the development committee to ensure that the
capital campaign will reach its goal by 1988. Harvey Crogan, George Michael and
Edwin Tomash will remain involved with the Collection and Exhibition Commitlee .
Kitty Selfridge, who started the member volunteer organization, will remain an
active member of the Museum. And finally, Ken Olsen, who was the first Chairman
of the Board, will remain a vital force behind the scenes.
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The New Board Members

Seven people were e lected to the Board of Directors, each bringing special talents
and perspectives to the table.
Sir Arthur Humphreys, retired Chqirman of ICL Ltd., renews the Museum's connection with The Charles Babbage Institute, of which he is a trustee, and strengthens
ow international ties.

300 Congress Str"!
Boslon
Massachuwlls

022\0

August Klein, President of MASSCOMP. has come on board as the Chairman of the
Museum's capital campaign. In Gus's words, HI don't just join an organization, I
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invest in it. His experience comes from both business and philanthropy: he was a
25 year employee of mM and served as a director of United Way in Greenwich,
Connecticut, Denver, Colorado, and Jacksonville, Florida. Gus is establishing a
committee to meet our March, 1988, deadline of $10,000,000. He also says, "Hey. I'm
delighted to start with one-third 01 the goal in our pocket.
N

H

Robert Lucky. Executive Director of the Reseo:rch, Communications Sciences
Division at AT&T. is a Fellow of the IEEE, a member of the National Academy of
Engineering, and a member of the Advisory Committee of the National Science
Foundation. He will help the Museum develop its collections, exhibitions, and
publications on the subject of communications and computers.
Carver Mead, Gordon and Betty Moore Professor of Computer Science at Cal Tech,
views the microprocessor as computer. He is spearheading our efforts to get the
semiconductor story right. " This leads the Museum in the direction of collecting and
exhibiting the evolution of chips and how they are made.
H

William Millard, Chairman of ComputerLand, was plIt of the firm that developed
the groundbreaking IMSAI-BOBO microcomputer. Watching the early growth of the
IMSAI dealer network, Bill Millard established ComputerLand in 1976. a franchise
network that provided financial and business experience to computer retailers. He
is personally interested in both history and the future. Reflecting these interests, he
has established a ComputerLand competition for the earliest microcomputer artifacts donated to the Museum. He will also spearhead a long range planning
committee for the Museum.
Jonathan Rotenberg is President and Founder of the Boston Computer Society,
the largest one of its kind in the United States. His longtime dream has been to
establish a computer discovery center-an idea that extends the museum exhibit
plans. He will work with us to build the computer discovery center into the Museum.
Maurice Wilkes built the first. operational, full-scale stored program computer, the
EDSAC, and gave the very first Computer Museum Lecture, making him a bona fide
pioneer not only in computers but in the establishment of this Museum. Maurice, a
senior engineer at Digital Equipment Corporation, is extraordinarily interested in
the preservation of both the software and hardware that laid the foundations for the
industry. Parts of the EDSAC, languishing in the basement of the Science Museum
in London. were sent to us for exhibiting. His contributions will help us develop
historical exhibitions planned for next year.
The new Board members have a diversity that reflects that of the Museum. Our
exhibits contrast state of art with historic firsts, include the stories of individuals
and corporations, and encompass all the levels of integration from silicon to
software.
The future of the Museum will continue to evolve. The new executive director and
new class of directors renew our activities. Personally, my role will again change as
the Museum becomes broader and deeper. And I'll be around and willing to do
what is needed to make the Museum great.

Gwen Bell
President

•
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Computer Animation in the Museum
by Oliver Strimpel
Film and video animated by computer
are an important record of hardware

and software development. The need to
produce large numbers of images and to
animate them smoothly absorbs a large
amount of computer time and fully exploits all the available spatial and color
resolution of computer graphic systems.
Makers of film and video have consistently stretched their resources to the
limit.
The Museum is building up a collec-

tion of computer-animated film and
video. An important recent acquisition is
a set 12 films donated by Ken Knowlton
made at AT&T Bell Laboratories between 1963 and 1976. The computer (an
mM 7(94) was used both to draft the
images on a microfilm recorder (0 Stromberg- Carlson 4020), as well as to calculate what should be drawn. A short
piece by Ed Zajac that simulates the

oscillations of a communications satellite in the Earth's gravitational field was
completed. in 1963, making it the earliest
computer generated. film known to the
Museum. Several of the films are educational. visually explaining subjects
such as Bell Labs' own movie-making
system, programming languages, and
Newton's laws of motion and gravitation. Others explore human visual perception using images with random
noise, and still others use the medium
for its aesthetic possibilities.
Another significant set of computeranimated. films were donated. by F R A
Hopgood. He led. a group who used the
Atlas computer at the Rutherford Laboratory in England to develop a convenient high-level computer animation
system from 1968 to 1973. The Museum's
films explain concepts in computing and
physics, but non-technical entertaining

Computer key frame inbetweening is
the process whereby the anw only
draws the frames that represent the end
of a movement or the completion of a
metamorphosis. The computer automatically computes and draws the intermediate frames. Here, the artist drew the
first and last pictures of the series using
a tablet connected to a computer. and
the machine generated the frames in
.between. When seen as moving film,
the metamorphosis appears continuous.

..
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films were also made. The system \\
later developed into a package called
ANTICS which continues to be used today. particularly in Japan .
Also in the collection is a record 01
the first real time animation, a simulated. flight of the Apollo LEM. This was
filmed from the screen of an Adage
Graphics Terminal in 1967.
The Museum has created. a minitheater in "The Computer and the Image" gallery to screen some of the more
recent pieces in the computer animation
collection for the public. Five pieces
spanning the development of the art
were selected for a 20 minute program which shows continuously. Each
piece demonstrates creative and original use of the techniques of computer
animation.

•

unger (1975)
by Peter Foldes
National Research Council. Ottawa,
Canada and National Film Board
of Canada
Hunger is the first film to use the computer to animate hand-drawn images. It

shows a man with an insatiable appetite
devouring a huge quantity of food. He is
then tormented by nightmares in which
hordes of starving people devour his
own body. The freedom offered by computer animation is used to its fullest
extent to convey the film's disturbing
message. For example, as he eats, the
man's body steadily becomes more inflated and numerous mouths appear to
help him eat faster. His visions are
graphically portrayed, as in the woman
metamorphosing into an ice cream
cone.
The technique used is known as
Ukey frame inbetweening. "In traditional
animation, the animator draws key
frames while assistants laboriously
draw intervening frames to make mo~n appear smooth. But in this film, the
;reens' were drawn by computer. The
machine works out the intermediate
frames by taking averages of the initial
key frame and the final one. In Hunger
the interpolation is linear, which means
that the motion starts off jerkily and
progresses smoothly till the end-point is
reached. Naturally; animators wish to
control motion. Contemporary 'tweening
systems now allow many types of movement to be simulated. The most common
requirement is to start off slowly, accelerating gradually, and then slow
down to a stop. Real living characters
generally follow this type of motion.
Vol Libre (1980)
by Loren Carpenter
In Hunger, all the key frames are line
drawings created by the a rtist. The computer smooths the passage between
these frames. In Vol Libre, the computer
is used to generate all the imagesindeed the images are so complex that
they could not be drawn by hand. The
......1ilm shows a flight through an imagir 'try landscape of mountains, valleys
...nd lakes. As the landscape is synthetic, the viewpoint can be moved
freely, simulating truly free flight.
The landscapes were simulated using a class of mathematical objects

termed fractals by their discoverer,
Benoit Mandelbrot. Many natural
phenomena, such as clouds, rivers,
coastlines, turbulent flow, and capillary
networks can be modelled as fractals.
Vol Ubre is the first film that used fractals to simulate a landscape. It also
showed thai such an a rtificial landscape could be viewed from several
angles and still appear seU-consistent.
This is not obvious, as the landscape
surface is not a real entity, and only the
visible portion in the 'camera' is calculated for each frame.
The film received a standing ovation when it was first shown at the ACM
SIGGRAPH conference in 1980. Despite
images that are crude in comparison to
today's, the film is true to its name,
conveying an exhilating sense of liberation from the shackles of g ravity and
inertia.

View of mountains in a fractal landscope. To create the landscape, Loren
Carpenter started off by entering 180
altitude points. These points were connected, giving an initial database of 300
triangles to IBpresent the landscape.
The computer then used a random process to assign a midpoint for each
triangle. either above or below the

Carlo's Island (1980)
by Nelson Max,
Lawrence Livennore
Notional Laboratory
Nelson Max made the first attempt to
model the appearance of mOving water
for the film Carlos Island. A range of
simulated lighting is shown on the wa·
ter surface, from broad daylight to
moonlight.
Ray·trocing, modified by some
time-saving short cuts, was used to render the ploy of light on the rippling
water surface. During the sunset and
rising and setting of the moon, a single
cycle of water wave motion was repeated many times, but the colors were
changed by altering the color table. This
meant that there was no need to recalcula te all the reflections. The results
worked oul for one set of colors were

edges with the new midpoint to make
three new; smaller triangles. The process was repeated until the triangles
were only a couple of pixels across. The
splitting was carried out afresh for each
viewpoint.

plane of the triangle, and connected the
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reused for a different set, chosen to shift
towards the colors of sunset and then
moonlight. The eUect is convincing, and
only required a very small amount of
extra computer lime for a considerable
extension in the length of film.

Snoot and Muttly (1984)
by Susan Van Baerle and
Douglas Kingsbury.
Ohio State University
Snoot and Muttly are two bird-like creatures who ploy together in a rainbow
colored world under trees and floating
bubbles. Three types of animation are
used. The tails, necks and legs of the
animals not only move but change
shape os they walk. Taking the legs, for
example. the animator input the positions of the hip, knee and ankle for five
key positions during a step. The com-

The water surface is modeJled by a collection of travelling sine waves. 7b calculate the lighting, a simplification of a
rendering technique known as ray-tracing is used. In ray tracing, the computer
follows individual/ight rays backwards
from the viewpoint, reflecting or refracting them off objects in the artificial
scene until they hit a light source, matte
surface or fade. The destination of the
ray is used to work out the ray's contribution to the image. As a ray has to
be followed for each pixel of the image,
ray tracing is very demanding of computer time. As a shorl cut. the rays in
Carla's Island are only followed for a
maximum of 2 reflections on the water.
and then assumed to originate from
whatever they point to. II still took a
Cray-] supelCOmputer 7 seconds to
compute each 512 by 384 frame.

,
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puter then interpolated between tho.
positions.
The heads, feet. eyes and beaks are
animated by normal key frame animation, following a smooth rotation without
changing shape between the key positions. Finally. the bubbles were placed
randomly on a grid and were then
moved both systematically to simulate a
wind or natural buoyancy, as well randomly between themselves. The computer smoothed the movement between
the grid points.
Snoot, Muttiy, the bubbles and the
trees are rendered with a smoothshading model simulating sunlight.

Snoot and Muttly are constructed using
simple shapes: the bodies are ellipsoids,
the necks, tails and legs are tubes. and
the head and eyes are spheres. Despite
this crudeness, the creatures are convincing and full of character owing to
their movement. Successive key frames
are shown in these pictures.

ndre & Wally B. (984)
by Steven Baraniuk. Loren Carpenter.
Ed Catmull, Rob Cook. Tom Duff, Craig
Good. John Lasseter, Sam Leffler. Eben
Ostby, Tom Porter. William Reeves.
David Salesin and Alvy Ray Smith of
the Computer Graphics Project. Lucasfilm Limited
This 1.8 minute film is presently the most
sophisticated piece of computer anima·
tion. It opens with a sunrise shot of a
magnificent forest. zooming in to reveal
an android. Andre, waking up and
stretching. Soon he is confronted with an
aggressive-looking bee. Wally B. In
classic Disney cartoon style. Andre momentarily diverts the bee's attention and
then flees with Wally in hot pursuit.
Andre and Wally B. were created
on a computer by a Disney-trained
animator. Using a tablet and a vector
display; he input the characters by hand
and then used the computer to animate
them. In order to give him the necessary
freedom. 547 independent controls were
needed for the model of Andre. 252 for
~ally B. Careful attention was given to
a interface so that the animator could
make use of the available flexibility
without becoming aware of the complexity of the computing task.

Once the vector version was complete, the characters were rendered with
color and texture and added to the forest backgrounds. For the first time in
computer animation. motion blur was
added. Without motion blur, sharp
edges of animated characters tend to
'strobe', or double up. By deliberately
blWTing moving objects as if they were
moving with the camera shutter open.
the strobing disappears and the motion
looks more realistic.
To create even this short clip occupied many months of the entire computer
graphics research team at Lucasfilm.
The huge computer processing needs
were met by 10 VAX. 1l!750's, including
those of Project Athena at MI! and Cray
XMp·2 and XMp·4 supercomputers of
Cray Research.
The Museum is continually collect·
ing computer animation. The Computer
Animation Theater is a showcase of the
collection. changing each year to dis·
play new pieces. Acquisitions include
early work going back to the 1960's, as
well as very recent material selected
from the film show at each year's ACM
SIGGRAPH conference, the prime forum
for this medium. This year's selection
will be on show at the Museum by this
fall.

Andre waking up in the forest. Andre is
a full three-dimensional mcx:1el. He and
Wally B. move in a forest background
generated from a 3-dimensional database of 46,254 trees. These were made
using particle systems which, rather
like fractals, have the property that with
a simple starting set of data, complex
natural-looking shapes can be generated by repeatedly applying a simple
set of rules.
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The Story of the COBOL Tombstone
~

The following is a transcript of COBOI.:s
25th Anniversary Celebration at The
Computer Museum on May 16, 1985.

fohn L. Jones. Chairman of the
CODASYL Committee: The fact is that
no one has ever admitted any involvement in the Tombstone. Furthennore. no
one has ever explained the meaning.
intent. and thought behind the Tombstone.
Let me explain that COBOL and the
CODASYL Committee are alive and well
and have neve r had to make use of this

tombstone. Both are strictly voluntary
committees; in foct all of the work is
done by volunteers and always has
been done that way. We work on actual
language development. refinement and
clarification.
One of the key concepts of COBOL
was Flowmatic. an idea that was developed by Commodore Grace Hopper.
Flowmatic had one other derivative from
an Air Force Project. the Air Material
Command Compiler. ~AIMACO. ~ that
was. as far as I'm aware. the first effort
to take one language and apply it to
efforts on two very different machines.
the IBM 70S and the UNIVAC 11OS. The
compiler ran on the UNIVAC I and developed programs for the binary I10S and
the decimal 70S. That was another inspiration to begin COBOL.
In 1953-54, most people wanted. to
program in machine language. The idea
of compilers. like the first idea of power
steering in automobiles. was intensely
resisted: you lost the ~feel" of the machine just as you might loose the Hfeel Hof
the road. I worked quite a bit with Grace
at that time, talking about a compiler
"AG" that she had written. In my 1954
Master's thesis I quoted her about using
networks of small computers to perform
functions that at that time were limited
to big computers. Then. this quote about
what we now call "distributed. processH
ing and micros was used. in the mM
anti-trust case around 1980.

Grace Hopper: When I started, I just
went ahead with the idea. I have later
learned that it is much easier to apologize than to get permission. In the case
of Flowmatic, we discovered. that a lot of
people hated symbols, even though the
mathematicians and engineers loved
them. These people used words. We
proposed that we should write programs
in English statements providing a compiler that would translate to machine
•
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cocle. I was told that this couldn't happen because computers don't understand words. I said that they didn't have
to; they just had to compare bit patterns.
"Add~ has just as many bit patterns as a
plus sign does. But I was getting nowhere. So we acted. on the motto: Just go
ahead and do it. The lesson that we
learned from COBOL is that you must go
ahead and do it and make it work, and
then get out and sell it.
Donald Nel,on. Chairman of the COBOL
Committee: The size of specifications of
COBOL has grown from a stack of pages
three-quarters of an inch high to a stack
four inches in thickness. About 60 percent of the programs that exist are written in COBOL. and on mainframes its
about 70 percent. The language has
evolved over the years to meet many of
the criticisms about it. Suggestions and
revisions can be made by any group and
are then reviewed by the committee.
Jack loDeS: Howard Bromberg was very
involved in COBOL from the beginning.
The first demonstration that Grace's
COBOL compiler worked on different
machines was done on a UNIVAC 1 and
then Howard's on an RCA SOL
We are missing Charlie Phillips.
who recognized the idea of COBOL
when he was in the Defense Department, and put his energy behind iI to
make it happen . In 1959, his efforts made
COBOL come to life. His untimely recent
death was very unfortunate and we sincerely miss him on this occasion that he
was looking forward to.
Howard Bromberg: I thought a long time
about the Tombstone and whether tonight was the appropriate forum to come
clean. Let me set the background.
During the formative days, the
COBOL activities represented the primary computer manufacturers of the
time. A handful-B manufacturersand a double handful of computer users
were represented. At that time we were
attempting to create a specification for a
language that would be understandable
by users, translatable by machines and
easy to learn. We were also concerned
that the language would be acceptable
on all computers, even though there
weren't that many back then.
Having worked with Grace Hopper.
I subsequently worked for RCA carrying
her banner and using the techniques
that she taught me. I was the corporate
representative to the COBOL committee
and the manager of the Automatic Pro-

gramming Group. This group at RC
was creating an embodiment of th~
COBOL language specifications in our
hardware. We kept about one week behind the COBOL language committee.
When we moved a week ahead of the
committee, I got nervous. RCA wanted. to
commercialize COBOL as a product, to
have a marketing edge. The other manufacturers were seeking the same goal.
As a result we sometimes become testy
with one another. and with the organization running the activity. The Committee
would meet every six weeks, with each
member having very specific technical
assignments. The meetings would last
three to four days and then we would
return to our companies to scheme and
work.
One Friday afternoon about 3
o'clock I had an opportunity to discuss
my frustration with the chairman of the
CODASYL committee, Charlie Phillips.
He was the coordinator of everything,
good and bad. As such, he was the
recipient of a lot of verbal abuse and,
later on, a lot of praise. I discussed with
Charlie the speed of specification of
COBOL. After I described, in colorf ............
language. how I felt and the problen.~
that this was causing me and my company. suggesting that he do something
"with it,· I hung up and left work in a fil of
pique.
As I drove down the freeway. I saw,
to my surprise. a monument company
next to an exit. Easy off. Easy on. So I did
the easy off.
I went in and said. "I'd like to buy a
monument.~

The salesman said, "You've come to
the right place. What did you have in
mindr
HA serious monument that would
show my appropriate respect. Since I
have to send it, I would like it to be
compact." He stepped back and let me
wander around. I chose that tombstone
because 1 liked the sacrificed lamb
effect.
Mind you, when you buy a monument. it is blank. So the clerk asked, HAnd
what name do you want inscribed?"
I said, "I'll write it for you. · I wrote
the name down: COBOL.
"What kind of name is that?"
---"Well it's a Polish name. We sho
ened it and got rid of a lot of unneces- .
sary notation."
"Fine. Give me the money and come
back in two weeks. ~
In two weeks I returned, still in a fit

Howard Bromberg and Commodore
Groce Hopper share a gleeful moment
by the infamous COBOL Tombstone.
(Photo: Lilian Kemp)

[,JBD~

of pique, mind you. To my surprise. he
had gold leafed the name. Today is the
first day that I have seen it in twenty-five
years and I am still very pleased. Back
then. I took it home. not to my office.
which is probably the smartest thing
that I've ever done. My neighbors
helped me build a crate for it out on the
(""'"'1ewalk because they wanted to get
.ot thing out of the neighborhood. J put
my name and home address on it and
sent it to Charlie Phillips at the Pentagon

and felt better.
Groce wanted me to remind you
that I sent it collect.
Now. I have denied. this story for
years. People would call up and ask me,
~Hey, did you send that tombstone?~ And
I would always respond. "What tombstone?" It appeared in a drawing on the

r

doors were eight feet tall and the ceilings of the room were twelve feet. I
always thought that it was to make the
vice presidents feel important and it
mode me feel very unimportant. After
waiting the requisite amount of time. I
was ushered into the boss's office. He
said. "People at the headquarters in
Rockefeller Center have heard that you
sent a tombstone to somebody at the
Department of Defense. They think this
may hamper our ability to bid successfully on defense contracts. Did you do

Standards are usually not created; they
are recognized and they evolve. In the
next twenty-five years I believe that we
will continue to profit from the lesson we
learned from COBOL: that a language
has to help people talk to people. People
do not talk to machines. This is the
whole assumption on which COBOL has
been built.

that?~

I said. "Yes."

He said. -Would you like to explain
to me why?"
How are you going to explain this to
a marketing vice president? So I said,
'"No. "
cover of the ACM Cornmunicatons. More
He said, "Thank you." I went back to
phone calls. I would say. "I don't know my office and sort of organized things,
anything about it." Grace in her travels just in case. To their great credit I never
used to tell the anecdote. And even more heard a word about it again. That also
phone calls. But still denial. until helped my denial to this time. It's here. I
tonight.
did it and I'm glad.
Bock to that time. 'IWo weeks thereI wondered on the flight out here,
after I had still not heard from Charlie. whether it really means anything- this
The fit of pique returned. And I said. hunk of marble. Why are we all here? I
"He's doing this to me on purpose. ~ So guess that it means different things to
I called him. We chatted about the different people. From my standpoint it
weather and other nice things. And I shows me the humor that we are able to
thought. he's got me. Finally I said, "By associate with the work that we were
the way, did you receive something in and are doing .... the ability to make fun
the moHr
of oneseU personally and professionally
Charlie Phillips said. '1 did indeed. makes us noble.
COBOL was so diUerent. There
NOnder what you meant by that?"
I said. "Thank you. Charlie." And I were no individuals; they were sublimated to the group. The accomhung up.
I was then called to the Vice Presi- plishment was incredible because we
dential suite of RCA where I worked. The flew in the face a t tradition not knowing
suite was interesting because all of the any better. COBOL "creo:ted" a standard.

Participants in C080I:s 25th Anniversary Celebration at The Computer
Museum on May 16. 1985. surround the
COBOL Tombstone . Left to right: Ron
Hamm, current CODASYL Committee
Chairman John L. Jones. Dr. Jan Prokop.
Oliver Smoot. CODASYL Secretary
Thomas Rice. current COBOL Committee Chairman Donald Nelson.
Commodore Grace M. Hopper. Michael
O'Connell and Howard Bromberg. Also
present were Connie Phillips and Nan
Wilson . the daughters of Charles A.
Phillips. (Photo: Lilian Kemp)
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Recollections 01 Memories
lrom RCA in the Filties
by Jan Rajchman
The following is a transcript of Jan Rajchmans talk at The Computer Museum on
March 7. 1985, on The Computer Museum
Program Series. Mr. Rajchman is the reo
tiJed Vice President of Research Information Sciences at RCA.

Maurice Wilkes (builder of Cambridge
University's EDSAC): I first heard Jan
Rajchman lecture at a course at the
Moore School in Philadephio in the
summer of 1946. He spoke about the selectron. which was a vacuum tube for
storing information. and 1 admired. his
ingenuity at the time. Some may think
that the pin limitation began with semiconductors. but t can assure you that it
started with vacuum tubes.
In the early fifties. I visited Jan at the
RCA Laboratories in Princeton where he
was working on core memories. I can
remember him asking me if 1 thought
that programmers would ever want as

much memory as 10.000 words. There
was a view then. held by von Neumann.
among others, that you didn't need.
much core memory provided that you
had a magnetic drum to back it up.
At that time as today, Jan carried. out
pioneering work on memory technology
and it is with pleasure that I am introducing him tonight.
Jan Rajchman, In 1939. a U.S. Army Col·
onel visited RCA and spoke of the German superiority in the air and the lack of
controllers for U.S. anti-aircraft guns.
The mechanical directors for the guns,
which had been designed for use on
ships and tanks, were utterly too slow for
aircraft. The Colonel said, ~I don't know
anything about electronics except that
it's fast, so why don't you look at the
problem. ~ The job was assigned to me.
My natural inclination was to look
at how the problem was solved mechanically and to do it electronically the same
way. Aiter a few months, I discovered
that doing anything analog at high
speed. was very diWcult. Very soon I
switched. to the digital approach with a
binary base and the laboratory developed various arithmetical units including shift registers, adders, multipliers,
and an arbitrary function generator,
now called a read only memory. It also
became evident that the digital technique with many tubes would be very
bulky and it would take a long time to
develop an anti-aircraft fire control de10
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vice. At that time, the printing of bal- storage. I like the way the British put i..
listic tables fell behind the invention of an addressable store of information. But
new gun types needing new tables. The the term random access memory stuck.
idea of one central machine for generatAiter the war. von Neumann. who
ing ballistic tables was the origin of was the great proponent of the stored
what became the ENIAC.
program computer. undertook to build a
There was some question as to machine at The Institute for Advanced
whether the ENIAC could be built at Study, and asked. RCA Laboratories to
RCA, where we had already done more provide the random access memory on
work, or at the Moore School of the which it was to be based. That task was
University of Pennsylvania. Frankly, assigned to me. In those days. with the
RCA had cold feet. The RCA hierarchy triumph of the cathode ray tube in televifelt that any machine with 30-40,000 sion and oscilloscopes. it was natural to
tubes would be a monster and would think of using it for a random access
never work. In eHect, RCA turned down memory. Charge is simply deposited on
the job of building the ENIAC. However, the screen by directing the beam to the
we were asked to cooperate. and 1 went selected address where it remains until
to consult many times. They adapted the again bombarded by the beam. Adread only memory and a decimal rate dressing involved analog deflection and
counter.
storage depended. on good. insulation of
While the ENIAC was first tested to the screen. Many groups (notably MIT)
make ballistic tables. it quickly became attempted to realize memories in this
apparent that other problems had manner. Most found that structuring the
higher priority. including some for the target was necessary. Professor F. C.
atomic bomb. A major issue was how to Williams at Manchester University succhange the design of the machine £rom ceeded. in avoiding any such structuring
one problem to another. The original by using a metallization on the outside
ENlAC was designed for a specific prob- of an ordinary cathode ray tube and. ~
lem and then patch cords allowed it to be ingenious use of the naturally occurit
set up for a different problem. Then redistribution of secondary electrons
people said. "Well. why not relays in- near the bombarded area. His scheme
stead of patch cordS?H And from that was a very inventive tour de force and
they said. "Well. why not vacuum tubes? provided early memories using commerThere are vacuum tubes everywhere cially available tubes. However, the sigelse. - Very. very slowly the idea for the nals were very weak and the system of
stored program evolved.. That is to say, analog deflection very delicate. Extreme
the idea that you could build a machine electromagnetic as well as mechanical
for any problem without having to know insulation was necessary to protect the
the problem in advance. You could pro- machine £rom vibrations such as those
gram the machine later to solve the due to a passing truck. (By the way; F. C.
problem. The evolution of this idea took Williams' ideas were subsequent to
a surprisingly long time. What was those of the Selectron 'fube. l
missing. of course. was the memory.
Obviously the stored program computer
has to have a memory for the program
and the data.
One of the first ideas (due to Pres
Eckert. I believe) was to use a delay line
where pulses at one end are detected at
the other end. and then are put back at
the input. Of course. the more memory
there is, the longer one has to wait for
any desired bit. It was clear that a Hran_
dam access~ was desirable to avoid this
dilemma. The term "random access
was born and I was very un1}appy about
it. There is nothing -random- about random access memory. because. in fact. Fjgure 1. An early RCA cathode ray
the exact address is selected determin- tube that could have been used for
istically. I also didn'tlike the word mem- storage.
ory. Memory in animals is more than
H

Figure 6. A 256 digit selectron tube
from the Johnniac at Rand. Gilt of
Keith Uncapher and Tom Ellis.
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Figures 2-5. The principle of selection
used in the Selectron tube.

Our approach. the Selectron Thbe.
was a radical departure from all the
cathode ray tube attempts of the time. It
utilized. a purely digital selection system based on a uniform electron born·
bardment of ~windows" created by two
orthogonal sets of parallel bars. By
applying appropriate voltages to the
bars, the passage of electrons was
stopped in all windows except a selected
one. The onerous number of individual
connections to each bar and its individual drive were avoided. by connecting the
bars inside of the tube into groups and
making connections and drives only for
the much smaller number of resulting
groups. Such a reduction of addressing
channels is possible since the passage of
electrons between two bars depends on
the potential of each bar. Both need. to be
relatively positive and equal to each
other for the electrons to pass. Hence
there is an M
ANON gate. By appropriate
connections between the bars, a row of
bars, or a "picket-fence", controls N
spaces by means of only 2 N at right
angles to each other, e.g., an array of
1024 x 1024, or more than a million, could
be controlled. by only 20 channels. The
principle of selection is illustrated by
figures 2-5.
Moreover. the Selectron, in contrast
to other memory tubes attempted at the
time. used. a radically different method
for storage. It utilized discrete metal
elements that were forcefully maintained
at one or another of two stable potentials
by a constant electron bombardment.
Hence storage of information was not
depende nt on insulation and did not
need any explicit refresh. as in other
approaches. The overall electron bombardment of the matrix of bars was not
stopped by the bars in the storing condition, thereby providing the "locking-in"
current for every element. Only momentarily, during the selection, was that
locking current interrupted. Read-out
was obtained by using a part of the
bombarding current of the element passing through a hole in the element. illustrated in figures 4 and 5.
The particular selectron tube design brought to practical realization had
only 256 bits of storage. had a cycle time
of 20 microseconds (very short in those
days). and required rather extensive
power-consuming circuits. (Plans made
earlier for larger capacity tubes were not
carried. out. mostly due to the advent of
core memory.)

The Selectron can be viewed as
"integrated vacuum technology." We
thought of applying such a technology to
binary adders and multipliers. These
tubes were based on the concept of
many internal electrically floating electrodes. Some research was funded by
the government and several tubes were
partially built. However. the general
concept did not seem practical because
it required. an exact logic predesign that
did not tolerate the changes and additions that are inevitable in real life.
Incidentally. the early integration of
transistor semi-conductor circuits suffered from the same rigidity of design.
During the development of the
Selectron. I conceived what came to be
known later as the core memory. About a
year after we had started to work on it.
we heard that at MIT Jay Forrester had
independently had the same concept.
MIT was working on it for the SAGE
project. From that time on we helped
each other with frequent mutual visits.
The Computer Museum Report Summer 1985 11

Figure 7. The monster circuitry and
power supplies needed to drive the
selectron memory at RCA. This
machine is similar to the lohnniac
built at Rand.

The idea 01 the core memory is very
simple. A core is made of a material that
has a square hysteresis loop. When
magnetized by a current pulse. it will
assume one or the other of its two magnetizations. and thereby "remembers" in
which direction it was magnetized. This
"memory" property is a free gift of nature. The main artifice that had to be
devised was the magnetization of one
core among many in an array in a desired direction. without disturbing the
sate of any other core. This is achieved
by the coincidence of two currents. one
along rows and the other along columns,
whose combined effect magnetizes the
core at the intersection. The currents are
too weak to singly change the magnetization of a core as their magnetomotive
force is below the "knee" of the hysteresis loop. Of course the critical need
is for a material with a square loop.
Actually. 1 had thought 01 the concept
long before; in fact. I cannot remember
when it was not evident to me. However I
did not know of any material with a
"square loop."
To my great amazement one day. I
was reading a technical journal and I
found that the Germans had developed
a square loop material that was used in
magnetic amplifiers for submarines.
ARMCO Corporation in Philadelphia
acquired the patent rights and were
manufacturing the material. which
consisted of a very thin ribbon of permalloy. This very delicate ribbon was
"wrapped" around a ceramic bobbin.
Each such bobbin could serve as an
element of the core memory. MIT had
12 The Computer Museum Report
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also discovered the ARMCO bobbins
and we both used them in early experiments. They were about $10 each, relalively bulky and delicate . It seemed
evident that ferrites would be preferable. Ferrites are made of metal oxides.
are insulators. produce no eddy currents, and were and are widely used for
high frequency transformers and television yokes. In these applications. any
hysteresis produces great losses and is
carefully avoided. I approached. experts
on lenites at RCA and asked them
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Figure 8. The principal of the core
memory.
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whether the hysteresis they so carefully
avoided could instead be greatly accentuated. and I was very surprised. that in
less than six months they produced excellent square hysteresis materials. We
immediately proceded to model tiny
cores from those materials. IncidentaJl~
MIT approached. other material expel .
and also obtained. gocxi materials at
approximately the same time.
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Figure 9. One of RCAS first core

memories.

Figure 10. Detail of an early RCA memory Note the use of decimal numbers.
chosen because of the craze for decimal
machines prelevant at the time.

"

As is well known, the core memory
;came the standard and was a key in
the development of computers. It was
surprising that the memory, which by its
very operation requires many elements.
should be made by discrete elements
assembled into arrays. Why not an
"integrated" fabrication of some sort
whereby all magnetic elements and
their linking conductors are made by
some overall integrated technique that
made the whole array at once. Thus,
from the very beginning there was an
issue of "integration" versus "automation" (as cores became gradually mode
by automated presses, were tested
automatically and assembled semiautomatically), For example, RCA and
Bell Lobs made ferrite plates with an
array of holes. each threaded by
metalized coatings on the plates. Many
groups worked on plated wires, which
could be made by a continuous process. However, the cores continued to
be made by improved methods and, by
and lorge, provided. better operation at
lower cost, and thus prevailed. against
011 other magnetic memory approaches.
a sense, automation won against
.,. . . .:ategration.
All the efforts at integration were
not lost. however. In experimenting with
apertured ferrite plates, we invented. the
transfluxor, a core with two holes, i.e. a

r

Figure 11. Cores held on a strand
of human hair.

relay with no moving parts. The trons£luxor was used. in some of the early
satellites and for foolproof controls in the
New York subway. Ironically, the Russians read our papers and used these
devices in many industrial controls as
they were very slow in developing transistors. Such magnetic logic circuits
might be the basis of computers (in fad
Univac hod a design) if the transistor
had not been invented.
A brief mention should be made of
our early attempts at integration on a
grand scale: planes with half a million
bits. These utilized thecryotron, a superconductive switch invented by Dudley
Buck at MIT. and mode by thin film
evaporation techniques. Interestingly
enough, our main problems turned out
not to be with the indispensable operation a t liquid helium temperature, but
rather with the problems of imperfections
that seem inevitable with such large and
dense arrays. It is these imperfection
problems that plague present day large
capacity chips, and that are being solved
by sophisticated. error correcting methods and extreme care in fabrication.
The modem development of integrated circuits is of course one of the
present day wonders. Memory chips
with a million or more bits are being
manufactured at very low cost. The integrated circuit memory chips have given
us a solution to the memory that is better
by orders of magnitude than any previous technology. In fact. it is very difficult
to imagine a better technology. The chip
is a triumph of fabrication of geometries
at the micron, and soon submicron.
scale. Operation is obtained by deliberate geometrical shaping and deliberate
synthesis of materials, and is all human
artifact. not based on some fortuitous
natural property; as that of the square
hysteresis of some magnetic material.
In the early days, when any workable random access memory was a
great achievement. von Neumann
thought that a forty thousand bit capacity would be sufficient, provided there

was a sufficiently large serial mechanical memory to back it, Le.. tape. drums
and later discs. I was always convinced
that there is essentially no limit to the
need for capacity in the random access
memory, and thought that there was no
fundamental need for a hierarchy of
memories but merely a practical recognition that such hierarchies provide indispensable storage capacity. Today,
large capacity chips provide enough
memory so that some personal computer
systems need nothing additional (HP).
This trend will continue into larger computers, particularly when non-volatile
techniques are further developed. In the
meantime, greater capacity in random
access memories are being sought for
image storage and manipulation, as
well as for many. if not most, tasks
sought by artificial intelligence. I believe that semi-conductor technology
will provide ever greater, capacities for
these uses. Though nature stores in DNA
at densities orders of magnitude greater
no reasonable proposal has yet been
mode to exploit such molecular storage
for a random access memory or even for
a memory that is accessed in some more
sophisticated way. such as through the
stored contents. Most inventions of men
are imaginative intellectual constructs
that more often try to defy nature rather
than to imitate it.
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Honeywell Animals Find a New Habitat
Six of the famous computer component
animals built by Honeywell are on display at the Museum. These six of the

more than 100 animals made were
-rounded up" by Morris Dettman, who
sponsored these sculptures for a Honeywell advertising campaign that ran from
1964 to 1978. Honeywell put together the

like to play Noah and at least compile a
listing-one by one-of the locations of
the animals with a guarantee that we
would take any in and preserve them for
posterity.

---..

display of the animals along with an
introductory case with illustrations of
the ad campaign.
Each animal sculpture was produced
from the contemporary computer compo-

nents of the time. Since about half a
dozen sculptors from the Boston area
were used, several different types were
produced. For the most part. the animals
are either sculpted. from styrofoam or
formed from wire mesh and then the
components put on the surface to form

an appropriate mosiac.
The Story 01 the Animals
The first sculpture was a fairly primitive,
pterodactyl-looking bird escaping from
a cage. The headline proclaimed,
"You're free. Honeywell's 'Liberator' lets
you switch to the H-200 without reprogmmming.
The second sculpture was a racehorse. The headline was: ~ The Honeywell 200 is off and running. ~
The dragon on display at the Museum
was used with the slogan, ~Honeywell's
new computers introduce a little magic
to banking." Walking around the case,
the visitor can see how the components
are attached. to the wire mesh frame.
After use within the ads, the popular
animals were often given as awards to
employees and customers. We have
heard that the pride of lions lie in rest in
Phoenix and a six-foot span eagle is in
Washington, D.C. The Museum would

This early bird sculpture got the
Honeywell ad campaign off the
ground in 1964.
14
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Mr. and Mrs. Morris Dettman with a
fish----or half a fjsh. Not all animals
were done in the round since the purpose was photography for ads. Marry
said, ihe $1,500 to $5,000 price tags on
any of the animals was quite cheap
when you think of fees for mooels' time,
props and so forth. ~

Wanted: Animals lor the Permanent Collection.
A Search for Lost Animals
The whereabouts of most of the one

hundred animals, sculpted between
1964 and 1978 for one of the longest
running ad campaigns, are unknown. If

anyone knows the location of any of the
other animals, the Museum would like
to increase the flock for its collection,
along with any of the other ephmeral
material that was made to capitalize on
their appeal. To date, the Museum has

only a deck of cards and several posters.
although calendars. small replicas and
other items were made.

Honeywell's animals are an important
part of the culture of computing and thus
appropriate to be collected by the Museum. Anyone who saw the ads didn't
forget them. The transistors. resistors.
switches. cabling. diodes. and later integrated circuits from which they were
made brought the Ninsides of the computers to the forefront. demystilying and
even making light of the magical equipment inside of the computer "black box.
Twenty-one years ago. Morris Dettman had the vision to create these animals and this year he saw to it that the
display was made and loaned to the
Museum for the enjoyment of the public.
N

N

The fox has a styrofoom base and can
be identified as one of the later sculp.
tures because of the use oj integrated
circuits for the legs.
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Questions About
the New Exhibits
A number of new interactive exhibits
were completed and new artifacts
placed on display for the May 3rd annual meeting of the Board of Directors
and our benefit par ty.
If you couldn't make the benefjt, "The
Magical Mystery Tour," you can still visit
the Museum and take the trivia quiz on
our new exhibits and win a prize. When
you complete the quiz. give it to one of
the interpreters and you will be rewarded. with one of the Museum's spe-

cial treasures.
In the 1950-70 timeline. the tombstone
epitaph stands for _ _ _ _ _ _ __
A tin automatic reference guide was
madefof _ __ __

The integrated circuit exhibit includes
an evolving number of chips under the
microscope. What are the colors of the
IBM 64K chip? _ _ _ _ _ _ __

A number of additions have been
made to the burial mound of single-user
machines. The Honeywell Kitchen Kompuler, an IMSAI, a Scelbi, and Apollo's
first workstation with
disk
drives.
In the Image Gallery, there is a
bar-relief image of the _ _ _ _ _ __
the S in typographics has _ _ _---:-_
lines of resolution, the teapot can be
illuminated in
different
ways, the fourth order fractal is colored
:;-_-:-:_ _ • and, can the tree carry
the girl over the house to the rabbit?
_ _ _ _ _ (yes or no).
Six Honeywell animals show off the
components of the era from 1964 to 1978.
The blue stripes on the fish are made of

Exhibits 01
the Best
Computer Graphics Image Contest
The Grand Prize of The First Annual
International Computer Graphics Image
Contest sponsored by Raster Technologies, Inc., and The Computer Museum
was awarded to Don Stredney and Jose
Garabis of Cranston/Csuri Productions
for their rendering of HMedical Poster. "
Eight other winners, five in the professional category; and three in the student
category, will be on display at the Museum through January l.
Oliver Strimpel. the Museum's curator
who sat on the judging panel. was impressed with the quality and diversity of
content in the 300 images that were
received. ~The entrants spanned a wide
Paul Severino, President of lnterlan.
with David and Chris Potter. didn't have range of technique, from paint on a
personal computer to ray tracing and
to trace the location of the ethernet
procedural modelling on high resolution
cable. because Paul arranged the gift
devices. I was particularly pleased to
and Dave managed the installation.
receive the tirst (known to the judges)
When you visit, look for the yellow
ray-traced
rendering of a caustic curve
cable that starts in the computer room
and we awarded this image second
on the first floor and runs throughout
prize in the professional category. ~
the Museum,
Winners in the professional category
were:
1st: "Movie Package" by Maria Palazzi,
CranstonlCsuri Productions.
2nd: Untitled by Michael Sciulli. 1:
Arvo and Melissa White, Apollo Computer Inc.
3rd: "Wood Duck" by Russell Brown,
Adobe Systems.
Honorable mentions: "Under construe·
tion" by Patrick McConnack. U.S. Air
Force. Scott AFB; "Knoll" by David Kamins, Boston University Computer
Graphics Laboratory.
Winners in the student category were:
1st: "Space Tubes" by Anne Seidman,
William Kolomyjec and John Donkin,
Ohio State University,
'0 ..
<~
2nd: "Study of Expression, No.6" by
.sll! /I"e ...... ,;.<.:,:3
Andrew Pearce and Milan Novacek,
~
. / */ . University of Calgary.
••••
~-.:::
~.,
I i 3rd: Untitled, by Hillary Kapan, Univer· '0 '., ' ~ :r-~~
, ,
sity of Oregon.
,~ '"
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'Ilying to get the EXTRA question: What
is the resistance of the largest component of the owl's ear? _____
11
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Danny Hillis, the builder of the tinkertoy tic-tac-toe computer, making a point
to Mitch Kapor. He's probably explaining the answer to the questiOn: Where
is the tinkertoy logic thinnest in the
tic-tac-toe computer? _ _ _ __

Original Artwork of BYTE Covers
on Display Starting September 8
In honor of BYTE's tenth anniversary, the
Museum will display a retrospective of
Robert Tinney's original artwork for
BYTE covers. Since 1975, Robert Tinney
has created more than BO BYTE covers
from spoofs on the industry. the usel
and computer design to illustrations ot
highly technical subjects.
The Museum Store will also carry
limited editions of prints and T-shirts
from these covers.

Fall 1985 Program Series
, Sundays at 4 p.m.

Thursdays at 7 p.m.

Septe.ber 8
Tony Hoare. Oxford University
The Mathematics of Programming
BYTE's Tenth Anniversary Lecture

Octobet' 10
Barry Vercoe. MIT Experimental Music Studio
The Computer as Chamber Music Performer

Septe.Hr 15
Gardner He ndrie
From the Fim J6-bit Mini to Faull Tolerant Systems

Sept.aber 22 1-4 p .••
Stephen Ciarcia. BYTE Columnis1
Ciarcias Cilt."Uit Cellar Showcase
September 29
Walt Tetchner. DEC, and Dennis H. Klatt. MIT
DECTALK: History and Applications of a Talking Computer
Oclober &
Richard Greenblatt, Vice President, Lisp Machines Inc.
ArtificiallntelIigence at MIT: 1963-70
OI:lober 13
Alan Kay. Fellow, Apple Computer
Personal Computing before Micros
October 20
Siggraph Video fest

October 24
Trip Hawkins. President. Electronic Arts
The Rebirth 01 the Home Computer
NO_laber 1
Joel Moses, MIT Dept. of Electrical Engineering &
Computer Science
The Organization of Large Systems
The Carl Engleman Memorial Lecture on
Artificiallntelligence
November 21
Philip J. Davis. Brown University
Millions of Digits of Pi: Whets Behind It All?
December 5
Nelson Max. Lawrence Livermore Laboratories
Computer Animation in Mathematics. Molecular Biology
and Art

The Best Computer Video 01Siggropn 1985
October 27
Oliver Selfridge. GTE Corporation

Where do we wanl artificial intelJigence to go?
Movember 3

Andries van Dam. Brown University
J' Computer Graphics: From Arccrne Specialty
/0 Anyones Game

November 10
Otto Laske. Gregory Ganey. Peggy Brightman.
New England Computer Arts Association, Inc.
The Computer Arts in Perspective: Music, Graphics.
Choreography.
Novembet' 11
Peter Rony. IEEE Computer Society and
Japan Micro-Mouse Association
Mappy. the Micro-mouse Inaugural Run of the Maze
at the Museum
NOQmbet'24
Tom Snyder, Tom Snyder Productions
Educational Soltware: A Satire of Itself?

The Computer Museum
All programs will take place in The Computer Museum
Auditorium. Admission to the programs is free for Computer
Museum members. and free to others with admission to the
Museum; $4 lor adults; $3 for students and senior citizens.
Reserved seats are available to members by sending $2 per
seat per program to Programs Coordinator, The Computer
Musuem. 300 Congress Street, Boston, MA 02210. Please
make checks payable to The Computer Museum and clearly
indicate which program(s) you plan to attend. Seats may
also be reserved by paying 52 at the door up toone hall hour
before the program begins.
Sponsored in part by grants trom the Bank of Boston and
Digital Equipment Corporation.

For more inlormation call 423·6758.

•
Sunday. September 22. 11:00- 8:00
AntC SALE
Get your hands on computer gadgetry, photos, graphics. books, manuals, and more at the
Museum's "computer Ilea market"- a real hacker's dream.
Clean out your attic with contributions to the Museum's sale-fully tax deductible. One
hacker's throwaways are another's key parts! Items may also be sold on conSignment.
and vendor tables are available for rent. For more information about participating in the
ATI'lC SALE. contact Jessica Pollard at The Computer Museum (617) 426-2800.
Saturday and Sunday. October 21 and 28. 11:00--8:00
" A LOOK AT THE FIRSTS"
As. part of Museum Goers MOllth, we invite you "behind the scenes" to see some of the
historic firsts in our stored collection. Meet Shaker. the first computer-controlled robot ever
built, tryout the first mechanical calculator. or play the world's first computer video game.
SpxeWersl. running on the vintage PDP· 1 computer. Some of the MIT hackers who created
the SpaceWars! program in 1962 will be on hand to challenge those who dare. For nostalgia
buffs we will power up the mM 1401 and display the first digital computer-the ENlAC.

THE END BIT

0000000001

The lirst view of another planet from a
vantoge point in sJXlce taken on July IS,
1965 when the space probe Mariner 4
flew by only 6, HS miles from the surlace
of Mars.

After the failure of Mariner 3 (whose
camero shroud had jammed), NASA pro
jed scientists at The Jet Propulsion Lab·
oratory anxiously awaited the signals
from Moriner 4's cameras during the
final approach to Mors. A picture was
transmitted to Earth as a stream of eight
bit numbers. each of which was coded
for the brightness of a point in the picture. They were arranged column by col·
umn. starting at the top left hand comer.
When the data started to come in-at a
rate of one eight bit number a secondthe project scientists, eager to see the
first closeup 01 the Martian surface,
took turns to hand color<Ode the strips
of data hot off the printer. Bob Nathan.
one 01 the scientists. recalls that after
approximately four hours about half
the picture (100 columns) was in place,
someone pointed to the wavy line near
the bottom 01 the picture exclaiming
-hey-could that be Mars?:
The information on the picture is minimal. owing to the uneven response
01 the Mariner's TV camera and the
lact that the edge 01 Mars was cloudcovered.
On loan from NASA. Jet Propulsion
Laboratory; Pasadena, California.
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"Museums in the modern world exist, we are told, to fulfill a fourfold
function: to collect, conserve, exhibit and elucidate. There is rarely any
mention of the balance between them, and the stress is always on the lirst,
irrespective of whether the other three can be fulfilled in terms 01 resouces.
Collect or die. .. What we should be doing instead is assessing our collections, relining some (dare I mention disposal, embodied in that emotive word
'de·accessioning'?), closing others, and, even more important, putting what
we have got into good order."

• Japanese Aspect

Dr. Koji Kobayashi
7
The Collection
16
Blue Room Blues

Sir Roy Strong
Director, Victoria & Albert Museum
The Listener 25 luly 1985
Collecting was the original goal of the Museum, and is our sine
qua non . But as our collections increase, selection, conservation, and
elucidation become more and more important. This issue of the Report
lists the artifacts acquired in the last year and provides a time to assess
our holdings.
The table on page 2 enumerates the Museum's computer-era artifact
and film collections characterized by the levels of integration from the
manufacturing base through applications and even including ephemera.
The heart of the collection is in the middle: computer subassemblies and
computers themselves. Subassemblies are the largest single collection of
artifacts because they include transducer systems, secondary memories,
and other major components. The 106 computers are all different, second or
third copies of the same machine are not counted here. Why not stop here?
Components are often the only remnants of early machines or are sufficient
to show a given technology, such as the Atlas "toothbrush memory" or the
Intel 4004 microprocessor. Since the goal of the museum is to document all
aspects of computer technology, which includes manufacture. The process
of how things are made are best recorded on film, hence this becomes a
critical form of collecting.
The Computer Museum
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Software, applications, and ephemera overlay the hardware technology levels . The way that software artifacts are counted here is highly
misleading: the three items are all historical artifacts, such as Bill Gates'
original paper tape of the BASIC assembler for the Altair. Operating systems and software in use have not been entered into "the collection." On
their retirement from active use, a judgment will be made as to whether
they should be placed in the permanent collections. The largest collection
of software that we have is in the form of written documentation, such as
the original handwritten Brooker Morris Compiler-compiler. Much of the
paper documentation has been accepted , categorized by the box-load and
set aside. However, we are sufficiently familiar with the material to find the
sets of cartons that researchers need; we have recently supplied lawyers
with documents required for several different cases of litigation. The material has not been properly sorted or cataloged and this is on the Museum's
agenda. Our collection of applications also appears small, because these
are often in the form of documents. The development of the Image Gallery
led to the rapid expansion of materials that use computer graphics. Examples include early computer-generated pictures, film and objects designed
or manufactured using computers.
Ephemera are intriguing and can be especially important to museums,
Old buttons, t-shirts, coffee cups, posters, promotional material, video-tape
spoofs, commercials and other objects recreate the spirit of the past as well
as the technology. Professor Brian Randell. Chairman of the Museum's
Exhibits and Collections COIQmittee, recently wrote to us saying, "I can't
stress the importance of collecting ephemera enough. When I was preparing a lecture on computing in the sixties, the adver tisements triggered
more memories about the era than d id the technical articles." Without
ephemera the 1950-69 timeline case would be less lively, and the IBM 1401
room would not have any semblance to reality. If anyone has a button
Tbe Computer Museum Report
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collection (and some one out there must have one), we would love to have
the ...... .... Memorial Collection of Computer Buttons," o r any other special
collection or individual items.

THE COMPUTER
COLLECnONS
(calculotors, card equipment ond other
pre-computing devices are omitted)
Number 01
Artifacts

Computers

10
22
3
106

Sub-ossemblies

32'3

Ephemero
Applications
Software (historical)

Components

as

Monuiocturing

16

films

3
lOS

22

"
20

7

This year, the Museum is undertaking a special search for artifacts
relating to the history of personal computers. Computerland's President Bill
Millard clearly saw that the Museum needed a more comprehensive collection of early personal computers and the materials that went with them in
order to create a better exhibit. He convinced Pat McGovern of ComputerWorld to run a series of advertisements publicising our collecting effort
and encouraging donations of early personal computing artifacts. As an
extra inducement, donors of the "best" finds will be brought 10 the Museum
for the grand opening party of the new personal computer exhibit. The
Curator, Oliver Strimpei will be accepting nominees for acquisition until
April 1. 1986. Judging will be based on when and where the machine o r
software was developed, completeness of the artifact. uniqueness, and
importance to the history of personal computing.
In this way, the Museum hopes to add many objects to the pe rmanent
collection to provide primary source material for history. Even though the
book shelves are beginning to groan under the weight of published accounts of personal computing , none begin to be comprehensive, and many
are inaccurate. I recently talked to an author who was trying to describe
the early days of using the model 33 teletypes with their paper tape readers. He described them as being "kludges" because he had heard they
didn't work very well. I asked, "Have you ever seen one working?" He had
not even seen one working or not-or talked to anyone who had used one.
The Museum is also trying to establish an international collection and
an inlerna1ional view of the history of computing. The article by Dr. Koji
Kobayashi of NEC describes his personal involvement in computing in
Japan and their early machines. He is regretful when he remembers that
the NEAC 2201. NEC's first transistorized computer was junked! And we are
both pleased that he is sending the NEAC 2203, a 1958 machine, to The
Computer Museum.
This issue of the Report is made possible by all of the people who have
donated all of these artifacts to the collection. We all wish to thank them
for entrusting their "memories" to us.
Gwen Bell
P.S. I wanted to update everyone on the museum's 1985 Attic Sale. On
September 22nd, a number of companies, individuals, and volunteers
joined museum staff in an old-fashioned attic sale of surplus and donated
items, museum store merchandise, and retired pho tomurals from old exhibits that generated more than $2000 to support the museum. Collecting
museums approach attic sales the way porcupines make love- very gingerly- to be sure that no one confuses a museum selling donations or
duplicate items unsuited for its collections with deaccessioning- the formal
process of separating a collected artifact from a museum collection. In our
case, the Attic Sale has benefitted donors, buyers, and the museum itself.
We're planning to do it again next year, and are looking for both volunteers
to make it a great event and for donations for resale. Just give me a call.
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The Evolution 01 "c & C"
A Japanese Aspect
The United States and Japan have
both been involved in the progress
of telephony and computing from the
very beginning. Now, the advances
are spreading throughout the world
and can lead to a new era in mutual
understanding.
Dr. Koji Kobayashi
In 1876, two Japanese students.
Shuji Izawa and Kentaro Kaneko. participated in Bell's experiments with
early telephony. Japanese was the sec·
and language to be spoken over the
telephone set. The very next year, Japan impor ted two telephone sets that
served as a trigger for the establishment of the Ministry of Communications in 1885, and subsequently the
nationwide telephone system.
Twenty-three yea rs later in 1899.
'::C Corporation was incorporated as
a joint venture with what was then the
Western Electric Company to implement this telephone sys tem. NEe
started by manufacturing telephone
sets and switchboards. One of the
epoch-making events in the communi-

!

cations technology in the 1930's was the
development of the non-loaded cable
carrier transmission system. The 1,900
mile system between Japan and China,
comp le ted in 1939, was produced
enti rely with Japanese technology,
components and materials. I consider
this to have served as the basis of
establishing Japan's telecommunications technology.
With the adv ent of electronics
technology, based on the invention of
the transistor a t AT&T Be ll Laborato·
ries, NEC proceeded to manufacture
transistors and enter the computer
field. In 1959 NEC exhibited the NEAC
2201 computer at the AUTOMATH in
Paris. This was one of the first transistorized commercial computers to be
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publicly op erated.
In No vember 1964 when I became
President of NEC , half of NEC 's total
sales were accounted fo r by Nippon
Teleg raph and Teleph o ne (NTT), a
semi -public corporation, and other
government agencies. Although NTT
had several 5 year plans for domestic
communications networks, I thought
that NEC should not rely only on the
demand for domestic communications
equipment, but that the company
should expand and develop new business. Therefore, NEC went into overseas market. In 1964 total sales were
270 million dollars. In 1984 sales grew
30 times in 20 years to 8 billion dollars. Today, NEC's overseas business
amounts to 3 billion dollars or 35% of
total sales.
NEC has had business dealings
with 144 countries, operating 20 manufacturing companies in 13 countries ,
23 plants in 13 countries. and 23 sales
and service companies in 13 countries.
NEC employs 90,000 people, 11,000 outside Japan .
1930's: Desire to Develop O riginal
Technology When I joined NEC in 1929,
90% of the telecommunications patents
were owned by foreign countries. Japan's material and compone nt industry
was very small with most of the important materials imported from abroad.
Young enginee rs including myself
tried hard to find ways to change
this . From 1930 a trend emerged that
a nation's telecommunications infrastructure should not rely on imported
technologies, and that equipment
should be supplied based on domestic
requirements and proprietary technologies. Thus, developing technology became a goal of Japanese engineers.
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At that time, Dr. Shigeyoshi Matsumae and Dr. Noboru Shinohara of
the Ministry of Communications proposed the first non-loaded cable carrier transmission system in the world.
I was selected to participate in this
development project to lay 1. 900 miles
01 cable circuits between Japan and
China. In 1939. after 7 years of work,
the project was completed based on the
original technology of Japan. I learned
that to accomplish a project. whether it
may take 10 years or 20 years. if the
team settles down to work and uses
their own abilities without relying on a
quick fix of borrowing things, the road
will open up in due course.
The Forerunner of Japan's Computer Developme nt It is said that Japan's computer industry started about
10 years behind the United States. In
1946 when the world's first electronic
calculator, ENIAC, was unveiled at the
University of Pennsylvania. Japan was
in a period of turmoil. After the conclusion of the peace treaty in 1952. communications led to the reinvigoration
of technology. The development of radar during the war brought progress in
pulse technology. and led to the development of digital multiplex systems
using pulse-time and pulse-code modulation. Later, this digital technology
came to form the basis of computer
development. FM radio and television
broadcasting began and consumer
markets were born. The new word
"electronics" presaged the birth of new
industries. As research and development intensified, computers and semiconductors came to be considered
major products for the future.
Japanese Comp uters In 1951. a
computer project started under the
leadership of Professor Hideo Yamashita of Tokyo University with the cooperation of Toshiba Corporation . This
was called TAC, Tokyo University Automatic Computer. and is a Japanese
vacuum tube computer. Aft er much effort. the 7.000 vacuum tube machine
was completed in 1959.
In 1949. Mr. Bunji Okazaki of Fuji
Photo Film Co. began the development
of FUnC. Working almost alone, he
completed it in 1956. This computer,
used for the design of camera lenses,
was the very fi rst machine ever manufactured and put into practical use in
Japan. It is exhibited at the Science
4
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Museum at Ueno in Tokyo. Mr. Okazaki
later moved to NEC and pa rticipated in
the development of computers.
Before FUJIC was developed, relay type mechanical calculators were
studied by the Electro-Tech nical Laboratory of the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry. The resulting ITL
Mark I was completed in 1952, and the
ETL Mark II, in 1955. The logic formulas
adopted for the circuit designs for the
ETL Mark I were based on the 1935
Nakashima-Hanzawa theory ot switcbing systems. This research was similar to the 1938 theory of Dr. C. E. Shannon of Bell Telephone Laboratories
which attracted worldwide attention in
the scientific community. The Japanese
theory. however. was not announced
overSe<lS.
The invention of the transistor in
1948 by Bell Laboratories was a big
shock to us. However, NEC succeeded
in the trial manufacture of point contact type transistors in 1953 and then
the development ot various semiconductor products progressed rapidly.
In 1954 the parametron was invented by Dr. Eiichi Gdto of Tokyo
University. The parametron , a kind of
solid Circuit, was remarkably stable
compared to conventional vacuum
tubes and was fa r less expensive than
transistors, which were expensive at
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that time. Because of these merits, t~
possibility of using this new elemE:.
was eagerly discussed because it was
on original invention from Japan.
The leading developers of the
parametron were the faculty of Tokyo
University, engineers at the Electrical
Communication Laboratory at Nippon
Telegraph and Telephone. and Kokusai
Oenshin Denwa Co .. Japan's interna tional telecommunications carrier.
Under the guidance of Professor Hidetoshi Takahashi at Tokyo University.
the PC-I computer using parametrons
was developed in 1958 and the PC-2 in
1960. At NTT Laboratory the MUSASHINO-l started operation in 1957.
The late Professor Kenzo 10 ot
Osaka University was another computer pioneer. Under his guidance. research on an ENIAC type model was
started in 1947 and completed in 1952.
Computer Development at NEC In
the field of communications the parts
which limted the performance oj multiplex carrier transmission equipment
were filters. The design of these filte~
was extremely difficu lt . and tlmethod used was direct experimenta_
tion. In 1955 Dr. Hitoshi Watanabe conceived of a new filter design theory
that required calculations beyond the
capacity of existing computers. As a

,..-. suit, NEC decided to build a com~
_ .Iter using the newly invented param~
etrons. In 1955, research and development was started on the NEAC-llOi
followed by prototype manufacture in
1958. This hrst computer was used not
only for the design 01 filters but also
for the development of new technology
and products. Figure 1 shows boards
that are on display at The Computer
Museum. Based on this technology,
NEC developed the SENAC-I jointly
with Tohoku University, and named it
the NEAC~1l02. Later, NEC delivered
the NEAC-ll03 to the Defense Agency
Research Laboratory.
With the success of the NEAC-llOl,
I determined that NEC would develop
computers as a new business. This led
to the introduction of small-size computers for business use, called the
NEAC-1200 series.
Transistor Computers In 1954, Dr.
Hiroshi Wada, director of the electronics department of the Electro-Technical
Laboratory of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry, began de~loping computers using transistors.
.1e ETL Mark III using point-contact
transistors was completed in 1956, followed in 1957 by ETL Mark IV using
junction-type transistors.
When I saw the ETL Mark IV, I
immediately decided to commercialize
it at NEC and introduced this computer
one year later in 1958, thanks to energetic efforts of the company's engineers. This computer, the NEAC-220l,
was exhibited at the Paris AUTOMATH
in June 1959. Soon after that. the IBM
1401 was put on the market. and the age
of the second generation of computers,
which used transistors, began.
Computer Systems NEC further
improved the NEAC-220l by adding
additional memory and input and output equipment to create on "electronic
data processing system," the NEAC2203. Programming efforts were
greatly reduced by the early development of a compiler, named NARC. NEC
proceeded with the development of
complicated numerical calculation
,-.!:.outines, such as programs for solving
ransportation problems, optimum
path calculations, and linear programming. Through these experiences I came to fully realize the vital
importance of software.
Japan's hrst on-line real-time seat

reservation system, based on NEAC2203 technology, was put into use at the
Kinki Nippon Railways in 1960.
In 1967, NEC developed Japan's
first time-sharing system using a
large-scale NEAC-2200 model 500 as
the main computer. This was the end
result of a long process starting with
the NEAC-2202, which could be shared
by 7 terminals based on the time division principle. Understanding the
value of timesharing, NEC followed
MIT's project MAC closely and used it
as a model. NEC also called it the MAC
system. With the first delivery to
Osaka University, NEC's computer
business evolved from small-scale, to
medium-scale, then to large-scale,
and from olf~line to on-line systems.

computers, ranging from small to
medium, and later from small to large.
All members of a family could share
the same software. This was the age of
the "line-oriented computer." NEC offered numerous models with the name
of the NEAC-2200 series.
This family series had a big advantage over "point-oriented computers" in that software assets could be
consolidated based on a consistent
system design philosophy. NEC called
this the "one machine concept." The
vertical integration of the NEAC-2200
series oriented itself to centralized processing systems using large-scale
computers. By the latter half of the
1970's, excessive centralization caused
the hardware to become very large
and complex, and at the same time,
Japan's Computer Development made it inevitable that software too
Three unique features have channeled must become voluminous and complithe direction of computer development cated. As a result, system flexibility
in Japan.
and reliability were reduced and a
First, Japan's commercial comput- remarkable amount of manpower was
er industry started with transistor ma- required for maintenance.
chines jumping over the hrst generaA distributed processing system
tion of vacuum tube-based computers. was conceived to overcome these probSecond, Japan's computer industry lems by processing information at the
grew from communications technology site of its generation and usage. In
utilizing technology, components, and place of single super large computer, a
elements which were developed for number of comparatively small-scale
communications equipment. Thus computers and intelligent terminals
communications and computers have incorporating computer functions are
developed a technologically close re- integrated through communications
lationship in such things as circuit lines . This offsets the demerits of vertidesigns, analog to digital conversion, cal integration and makes systems
and adoption of solid-state circuitry.
more economical. The "area-oriented
In contrast, most American and computer" has both vertical and horiEuropean computer manufacturers be- zontal integration.
gan as office equipment makers supBased on this concept, NEC develplying such products as punch-card oped "DINA", Distributed Information
systems . In their development pro- processing Network Architecture, the
cesses, they converted their machines architecture that incorporates the
to electronic systems, and became knowledge and experience gained
computer producers.
from NEC's original communications
Third, the Japanese government technologies.
exerted helpful efforts during the formative period of the electronics indus"C & C" As compute,s oppwoch
try, promoting telecommunications, communications, communications is
consumer electronics, computers, and beginning to approach computers .
Communications equipment has besemiconductor products.
Through the first half of the 1960's, come digitalized and communications
single purpose machines were classi- services have developed from the simhed into scientific use and office use. ple transfer of information to higher
Then the trend shifted to multipurpose level services including processing
and storage of information. In 1977,
computers for general use ..
In the mid-1960's, along with the succeeding the announcement of
increase in processing volume and di- "DINA" in the previous year, NEC anversification of usage, the family se- nounced the NEAX-61, the first digital
ries machines became dominant. Man- switching system for telephone offices .
ufacturers provided various scales of In that year, I announced the concept
The Computer Museum Report
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duce desirable benefits lor humanity

munications at the Atlanta INTELCOM
77. Then in 1978. 01 the third U.S.A.-

if software is produced efficiently.

Japan Computer Conference held in

·'C & C' a nd the World- The activities of AT&T and IBM show that the
convergence of Computers and Communications is indeed the actual trend
of the industry. AT&T, the world 's
largest telecommunications company,
has entered the computer business.
And IBM , the giant of the computer
industry. is aggressively trying to enter
the communications field.
Even now, the world's industrial
map is in the process of being reorganized. centering around information
and knowledge and equipment for
handling them. NEC has been in the
telecommunications business since its
establishment over 86 years ago. and
in the computer and semiconductor
businesses for some 30 years. Because
of this, NEC has been able to perceive
and respond to major market shifts
precisely.

San Francisco. I announced this concept by using the phrase "C&C," which
stands for the integration of computers

and communications. Since then I
have made "C&C" NEG's corporate

identity.
From the technological viewpoint.
"C&C" is the integration 01 computers
and communications technologies.
From the view point of "C&C"'s influ-

ence in social and economical world . it
con be summarized in three points.
First . "C&C" can become an information-related infrastructure of worldwide scale.
Second, the constituent elements
of this infrastructure will serve as
valuable lools for solving various
social problems, promoting economic
and cultural development, and contributing to international mutual
understanding.
Third, the ellective use of information resources can overcome the limitations that restrict the optimum utilization of the world's natural resources.
"Ma n and 'C & C'~ In the 1980's,
"C&C" entered a new phase. The realizable ideal is that anyone, not just
experts, can fully and easily utilize
information systems in order to obtain
a richer social and cultural Iife.
Human effort is facilitated by software. Due to the rapid increase in the
amount of software required, a software crisis exists. "C&C" can only pro6

Autom atic Interp retation Telephones Throughout my 56 year career
at NEC. I have believed it is my mission to create conditions by which anyone can talk to anyone else, at any
place and any time. In the world today.
mutual understanding between na tions is terribly insufficient. and it can
only be overcome throug~ the unrestricted flow of information.
I have always thought that automatic interpreting telephone systems
would be one of the keys to fully realizing "C&C." When this system is actualized, if the o ther party speaks to
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me in English. 1 can hear those words
in Japanese, and vice versa. my words
in Japanese will be conveyed to the
other party in English .
If this automatic interpretation
telephone system comes into wide use,
it will not only make daily business
extremely convenient, but it a lso w~
contribute greatly to the maintenan.
of world peace . Because of the development of tronportation and communications, people throughout the world
have become able to communicate
with each other a t the grass roots level
like never before i n hist o ry. Th is
means that people oj one nation are
coming to understand the ways 01
thinking and life styles of peoples of
other nations. As a result. all the people of the world are beginning to recognize that they are all part 01 one
humankind . If the barriers of language
are removed by this automatic interpretation telephone system. communication s and exchange at the
grass roots level will further expand,
and world peace may be realized. .

The Collection
New acquisitions during the period June IS. 1984 to August 31. 1985
Prior acquisitions are listed in Computer Museum Report numbers 1.5 and 10

Computers
Amdahl Corporohon,
Amdahl 470V16 Computing System,

<X436.84)

CommodoreBusmessMachmes. [nc..
Commodore PET 2001 Personal
Computer, (X445.84j
Gilt of Microsoft Corporauon
CommodoreBusmessMachines, Inc..
Commodore V1C-20 Computer,
<X367.84J
Gift of Commodore Business
Machines, Inc.
Compaq Computer CorporatIon.
Compaq DeskPro Computer,
(X481 .84) (X482.84) (X483.84)
Gift of Compaq Computer

Gilt 0/ Major Computer, Inc.
Apollo Compu ter, [nc.,
Apollo DNlOO Workstations.

2 nodes. tX533.84)
Gil! of ApolJoCompurer, 1m:.
Apollo Computer, inc.,

Apollo Domain ON300-IMS
Workstalion, (X424.84 (A-D»)
GIlt of ApoIJo Computer. Inc.

Corporation

Apple CompUler. Inc.,

Apple II Plus Computer. (X539.S4)
Gift of Katherine Schwcn1z

Compaq Computer Corporallon,
Compoq Portable Computer.
(X484.84) (X485.84) OC486.84)
Gift of Compaq Computer

Apple Computer. Inc.,

Corporation

(X498.84)
GIft of Apple Computer. Inc.

Computer Controls Corporallon.
DDP-1I6 Gene ral Purpose
Computer, (X578.85)
Gift of Baudreau Computer
Services. Ltd.
Computer Products Corporallon.
CP 10150 General Purpose Analog
Computer. (X552.85)
Gib of Per A. Hoisl
Control DolO Corporation,
LIllie Character, (X437.841
Loan from Control Dalo
Corporarion

Apple Lisa. eX496.84) (X497.84)

Apple Computer. Inc.,
~RPle MOClnIOSh, (X499.841
(XSOO,84) (XS01.84)
Gift of Apple Computer. Inc.
Autcgraphlx, Inc ..

Autogrophlx 200 System. (X590.85)
Gill of Aulogrophix, Inc.
Commodore Busines.sMochlnes. [nc.,
Commodore 64 Personal
Computer, OC366.84 (A-E»)
Gift of Commodore Business
Machines. Inc.
CommodoreBusmessMachmes, Inc.,
Commodore PET ZOOI Personal
Computer, (X364.84)
Gifl of Commodore Busmess
Machmes, Inc.

Data General Corporation.
Data General Desktop Model 10.
(X479.84) (X480.84)
GlII of Dalo General Corporauon

Dota General Corporallon.
Data General Echpse. 0<502.84)
Glfl of Dalo General Corporalion
Dlgllal EquIpment Corporahon.
DIgItal PRO 350 Computer.
(X435.84)
GIft of DigHa/ EqUIpment
Corporauon
DLgLtol EqUlpmenl Corporollon.
Rambow, (X478.841; Rambow 100,
(X477.84h Rambow 100+. (X476.84)
Glfl 01 Digital Equipmenl
COlporauon
DIgllal Group. The.
019L tOI Group System 2,
26K Computer. (X555.85J
GIll 01 SI. George's School,
Newport RI
Evans and Sutherland Computer
Corporallon.
Evans and Sutherland Line
Drawlng System 2. <X540.841
GIft of Case Western Umverslty
Gould. Inc..
Gould 32155 Compu.ter System.
(X529.841: Gould 8600 11 Computer
System. (X528.84)
Gift 01 Gould, Inr::.
Hewlell-Packard Company,
HP ISO Personal Computer.
(X432.84) (X433.841 (X435.84)
GIlt 01 Hew/ell Packard Company
Honeywell. Computer Control
DIVISIon.
Honeywell H316 General Purpose
DIgl10l Computer !Kuchen
Computer], {X579.85}
Glft of Boudreau Compuler
Services, Lid.

Amda hl 470V/6, b y Amdahl Corporatio n , 1975. In 1975 Gene AmdahL a

amda;;hh<,----~.

major contributor to the design of the
IBM System 360, announced his own
company's first computer, the 470V/6.
Amdahl's strategy was to produce
computers which would out-perform
IBM's top systems, but be completely
compatible with them. In this the Vl6
was successfuL competing with the
IBM 3701165 and 168. While selling
for approximately the same amount
($4 million), the V/6 was rated at3.6
million instructions per second with
memory expandable up to 16 megabytes, making it almost twice as
powerful as the 3701168.
The Museum's machine is serial number 2. the second machine produced
by the Amdahl Corporation. Originally installed at the University of
Michiga.n, the unit was later bought
by American Cyanamid of New Jersey,
and then by Major Computer, Inc.
Donated by Major Computer fnc.,
Minnetonka, Minnesota
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IBM.

IBM Peroonol Computer )IT
(X430.84) (X431.B4) CXS62.85)
Loon from IBM
IMSAl Manufactunng Corporation.
IMSAl BOBO Microcomputer System.

(X589.8S1

Loan from Mike Miller
Kaypro CorporOhon.
Kaypro 10 Computer. (X487.84)
Gill of /(oypro CorporallOll

MASSCOMP Inc..
MASSCOMP MC·500 Computer,
(X515.84)

Unrvac DlVlS1on. Sperry Rand
CorporatIOn.
Unrvac Phoenrx Computer,
(X563.85)
Gift of Herbert 7boger
Wang Labore tortes,
Wang 22IXl System. <X602.85)
Glfl of Matlin Levme
Wang Laboratones,
Wong PIC (Professional Image
Computer) Syslem, <X566.85)
Glb of Wong Laboratotl9S

Gill of MASSCQMp, Inc.
Mlcrodolo Corporahon.
Mlcrodato EXPRESS Computer
Prototype.
fA·D))

exm.B4

•

Gill of Ing. C. OllVelfl C. S.p. A-

MOS Technology, Inc..
KIM·] Microcomputer, (X365.84)
Gill of CommodOTe Busmess
Machmes. Inc.

National Cosh Register Compgny.

NCR 399 Computer. (X45!.84)
Gdr of Bay Srale York Company

Natlonal Semiconductor
Corporallon.
SCMP Development System
Mother Boord. (X386.84): SCIMP
Development System Mother Boord
mounted on box. (X383.B4)
Gift of No/lonal SemicondllClor
Corporation

NEC 99!pC1fOlion.
NEC APC ill Personal Computer.
(X494.84) (X495.84)
Grft of NEC Systems LabolatofY
NEC Corp:>!~hOn,
NEC PC-8IXXI Computer, (X446.84)
Glfl 01 Microsoft COrpora/lOll
NEC Corporahon.
NEC TK-80. (X447.B4)
Grfl of Mrcrosoft Corporation
Osborne Computer Corporohon.
Osborne I Computer,
(X362.84) (X363.841
Grit of Osborne Computer
Corporarron
Packard-Bell Comp:m~
Packord-Bell 250 Computer,
(X463.84)
Grfl of Dr_ Claude Kagan
Phllrps Busmess Systems.
Philips ~9 Computer, (X594.85J
Glfl of New England ProVISion
Company

PolymorphIc Systems.
PolymorphIc System 8813
Computer. (X61 4.85)
GIft of Robert and Margaret Wesley
SCELBI Computer ConsUltIng. Inc..
SCELBI-8H Mlnt·computer.
(X574.85J
GJ/t of Carlton B, Hensley
SInclaIr Resoorc:h umuoo.
Smclalr zxao Personal Computer.
()(513.84): Smclalr ZX81 Personal
Computer, (X5l4.84)
GIfr of Smclau Resealch umlred
SpIres Systems, Inc..
SpIres-55 Computer, (X549.85)
Grft of DorrmOlJlh College
RadIophysIcs Laboratory
Sutherland. James,
ECHO N Home Computer,
(X509.84)
GIft of James Sutherland

Scelbi SH. by Scelbi Computer
Consulting Inc .. 1974. The Scelbi SH
(pronounced Sel-beel was the first
commercially-advertised computer
based on a microprocessor. The first
advertisement for the Scelbi appeared in March 1974, seven months
before the debut of the Altair in January 1975. Nat Wadsworth, the Scelbi's
chief designer, thought the computer
would be used in scientific, electronic, and biological applications;
hence, the abbreviated name Scelbi.
Designed for the hobbyist, the Scelbi
SH was based on the Intel 8008 microprocessor and was available both in
kit form and fully assembled. 11 had
4K of internal memory, cassette tape
and teletype interfaces, and a CRT
based on an oscilloscope. Laler on a
combination monitor. editor, and assembler in ROM became available.
Starting in April 1975, the company
made versions with up to 16K of memory. These models were called Scelbi
S8's, the "8" standing for "business."
Wadsworth, an engineer for General
DataComm Industries of Danbury,
Connecticut. became interested in the
idea of a small computer for personal
use after attending a seminar given
by Intel on the 8008. He and several
co-workers decided to build such a
computer and in 1973 he left his job to
work full-lime on the computer. Scelbi
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Computer Consulting, Inc. of Milford,
Connecticut was incorporated in
August of that year. The development
of the computer suffered a severe s ~
back when Wadsworth suffered a
heart attack in November 1973. The
company persisted, however, and announced their product in April 1974.
The SH was first advertised in the
ham radio magazine QST because
Wadsworth realized that many amateur radio hobbyists were "dyed-inthe-wool elect ronic enthusiasts." Just
as orders star led to roll in, Wadsworth had a second heart attack.
In all, Scelbi Computer Consulting
sold roughly 200 computers, losing
$500 per unit.
From his hospital bed Wadsworth
wrote a book to accompany the Scelbi
8H, Machine Language Programming
for the 8008. The company published
the book by offset printing a teletype
output. The book was a hit; thousands
were ordered. This success prompted
Scelbi to concentrate on software
for SODS· and SOSO-based computers,
such as the Altair. This shift in emphasis ultimately made the the company
a profitable concern, but meant the
early demise of the Scelbi S's.
~
Donated by Carlton B. Hensley

-

[Based on "The Early Days of Personal
Computer," by Stephen 8. Gray in
Creative Compu ting, November 19S4.1

Subassemblies and
Components
Burrouqha Corporation.
E1eccrodala divISion.
Burroughs 205 Modules. (X524.S4):
Burroughs 20S Maglape Hy!Jnd
~d Amphller Modules. (XS25.S41
,
if of /ames WillIams
Computer Image Corporol1on,
Scammate VldeoiPu!se OIslnbullon
Amplifier Module. (X401.B4)
Clfl of Peter Sorensen
Control Dolo Corporation,
CDC 6600 "Cordwood" Module.
(X402.B4)
Gdt of Con/rol Dara CorporallOll
Gray Research. Inc.,
Shce 01 Gray I. (X438.84)
Clft of Gray Research. fnc.
OIgltal Commum=l/ons
~ales.

••

Inc ..

IRMA board, first COClXlai ooble
Interioce lor mlcro-to-mamframe
communlcotlons. (xS8J.BS)
Loon from Dr. W Waverly GlOnom.
/II. DlgltO/ CommunicatIons
AssocIates. Inc.
Dlgllol Equipment CorporatIon,
MfcroVax n: Centrol processor and
flootmg pomt mtegrated CircUIts.
mounted and unmounted. (X58!.8!l1
Crlt of D,gItal EqUlpmenl
Colporal/on
Ecken-Mauchly CompUler
Corporal/on,
UnIvac i Anthmeuc Umt. (X491.84)
Loan from the Smithsonian
ImlUtule. NatIonal Museum of
Amencon History
Harris Semiconductor.
HarTIS 6120 MIcroprocessor
-'PDP·S on a chIp). (X439.84)
r 'It ol/ohn Clarke
.dM.
IBM 3601.'!0 Col1$Ole. (X461.84)
Loon Irom IBM

r

Mmneapohs HoneyweU Regulator
DATAmatK: DivIsion.

Compan~

Potter Instrument Comp:my. Inc.
Potter lOpe Control Vnlt logIc

Dotomaltc lOCK} module. (X597.8S)
Glfl of Alvin Landsman

CXIrds, (X54S.85 (A,C»
Glfl of KeIth Gobesh

NalLonai Sermconductor

Remul9:ton Rand Cor~OlLon,
LARC Power Supply
ulato\
Module. (X455.84); LAR Servo
Thyratron, (X456.84)
Loon from Lawrence LIvermore
NOflOnal Labor%ry

~~ratlon.

SClMP CPU Boards. (X384.85)
(X38a.84) (X38B.84) (X389.841:
IMP-I6C CPU Boord. ()(380.84):
IMP·8C CPU Boo:rd. (X379.84);

Texas Instruments. Inc..
Texas Inslruments M,crornmature
Computer mtegrated CIfCUltS,
(X404.84)
Clit 01 Texas Instruments. 1m

DP8350 ChIp mounted In Corner.

(X397.84); PACE CPU Board,

(X390.84): PACE Apphcohon CPU
Card. (X39L84): S0232! Wafer.

(X393.84): S03001 Wafer. (X39S.84):
SOI603 Wafer. (X394.84), DP83SO
Wafer. (X396.84)
GJlr of NatIonal S€mlconduClol
Corporouon

NEe Corporauon.
NEAC·) IOJ Porametron subunit.
(X417.84), NEAC-2203 Gate
Package. (X415.84); NEAC-2203
Dyru;UTIlC Fhp-F1op Package.
tX414.S4)
GIft of NEC CorporatlOll

Phdbnck Researches Inc ..
George A ..
Vacuum Thbe OP Amphfu:1I
(model K2·WI. (X375.841
Glff of Michael CoJ/ohan

Sincla ir ZX80 and ZX81. by Sinclair
Research Ltd, 1980. Sinclair Research
Limited, founded by Sir Clive Sinclair,
announced the ZX80 in February of
1980. Based on the Zilog Z80A micro·
processor it had an internal RAM of
lX. A 4K integer version of BASIC was
also available in ROM. The machine
used a membrane keyboard for input
and a domestic TV as its display device. Programs and data could be
stored on s tandard cassette tapes.
The ZX80 sold lor under 100 pounds in
the UK, $199 in the US- a major price
break-through. This compared to
about $500 for the TRS-80 and about
S1100 for an Apple II with 16k of RAM.
Manufacturing cost was kept low by
use of the membrane keyboard and
the single board design. in which all
the circuitry including memory. ROM,
CPU, a total of 22 chips were mounted
on just one printed circuil board.
The ZX81. also introduced in late 1980,
had only 5 chips including the ROM,
microprocessor, two 512 byte RAM's
and the uncommitted logic array
(ULA). The use of the largely untried
ULA's (also known as gate-arrays)
was a novel and bold move. The ULA
performed allihe functions not carried out by the processor, RAM or
ROM, earning it the nickname "dogsbody." It replaced nearly 20 01 the
ZX80's chips. The ROM had a floating
point Basic and, in contrast to the
ZX80, the ZX81 could maintain a display on the screen while the processor was performing another task.
This made animation possible, a
major factor for game-playing users.
In 1981 a 16k RAM became available
for the ZX81 for just under $100.
At the end of 1981. Timex took over the
US marketing of Sinclair's machines.
The ZX81 was renamed Timex/Sinclair
1000 and sold for $99.95.
These models brought the computer
well within the mass retail consumer
market for the first time. Hundreds of
thousands of ZX80's and ZX81's were
sold-more than any other computer at
the time.
Donated by Sine/air Research Limited
of Boston.
The Computer Museum Report
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Memories
AT&T Ball LaboratorIes.
AT&T IK & 4K RAM wafer and
Chip!;, (X577.85)
Loan from AT&T Bell Loboratotlos

AT&T Technology, Inc..
AT&T256K waler. (X467.84): AT&T
64K RAM chip. 0<468.84)

Mostek, Inc ..
Moslek 4K memory ChIPS, (XS6I.85)
Grit of Mostek, Corro/lon. TX
MOIlle\:;. Inc.,
Moolek MK4096 masks. rubyhth.
and MK4096 wafer, (X444.84)
GrIt of Howard Sussman

Nahonal SemlconduClor
Corporatron.
PACE memory ccrd, (X392.84);
CommcxioreBusmessMachmes.lnc .. SClMP memory boord, (X387.84);
Commoclore 1541 DIsk Drive.
IMP memory board. 16 brl.
(}{425.84)
(X382.84); IMP·16L memory board.
(X38I.84)
GIft of Commodore Business
Machme:r, Inc:.
GIll of Na/ronal Semiconductor
Corporation

Gl/rof AT&Tkhnology, Inc.

Oala 0Ise, Inc ..
Data DIsc 7200 Senes DIsc Memory.
()(449.84)
GIlt of Houghton MIII/m Company.
TSC Dlv/SlOf)
D19110J EaUlpment Corporation.

DECTAPt. (X601.8S)
Gd/of Ivan E. Surber/and

DigItal EqUipment Corporation.

Digllal Core Memory Stack,

(X470.84J

Gift of Diglfol [qUlpmenr
Corporation
Olgllal EQuIpment Cor.RC\raHon

Reader Head Irom 25.000th
Wmchester DIsk Dnve, (X404.84)
Gdl of DlgllOl EqUIpment
Corporallon. Colorado Sprmgs

fobn-tek. inc..
Core Memory Stock (:J6..blt)

from MAIO Memory used on

NEC CorporahOn.

NEC 64K & 256K DRAM chIps.
unmounted and mounting pms,
(X583.85)
Grftof Nee Informollon Systems. Inc.
Nrxdorl90:ll}puter Corporallon.
N lxdorl 62(lI2J Rod Cell Memory
Board, (hardWired insurance
p rogram). (X613.85)
Grll of Richard S. Beers
Tektronix. Inc.,
Tektronix 564 storage tube cross
section, (X,411.84)
Grit of TektrOniX, Inc.

S ub· Catego ry: Pre-computing or
Non·Computer Related Memorie.
\lcdenta. Jerry & Sons. Inc ..
Jacquard Punched Cards. (X,519.84)
Glfl of Jerry Valenta & Sons. Inc.

KAlO, (X452.84)
Gill of UmversHy of Oueensland,
Auslralra
Hawlall-Paekard Company,
HP 9100A ROM layar pr&oChlp.
(X47L64)
Gdl 01 Hew/eIl·Pac:rord Company
Hrtachr. LId ..
HItachi 256K DRAM (unpacked chip
pad:agal. (X569.851
Glf/ of Hllac:hl Amerlco
Honaywell Informauon Systems,
Honeywell Modal
mUlCellaneous
CirCUli boards. Read-Only-Memory
ond Magnetic Core Memory,
(X598.851
Grft of Thermo EIec1ron Corporallon
IBM.
IBM 64K·bll RAM chips, unmounted
and wmountmg double layer
package. (X543.85)
Gilt of IBM
IBM,
IBM 729 Tape Dnve. (X460.64)
Loan from IBM
IBM.
IBM System 3 96-column punched
cards. (X428.84)
Grft 01 Allred Plywood Corporation
Intel Corporahon.
Intel chip coUec:llon. (X462.84)
Grll of Intel Corporauon

sa

MIT.

wtuIlwmd Electrostatrc Storage

Tube. (X412.84)
Loan 1rom Robert R. Everett
Mostek. Inc.,
Mostek 4096 2·mch wafer. {XS82.851
GII/oIMos/ek. Inc.
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Sectioned Direct Vie w Storage Tube
from Model 564 O scilloscope by
Tektronix Inc .. 1962, The direct vie w
storage tube (DYST) was invented by
Robert H. Anderson in the late 1950's.
First introduced in the Tektronix
model 564 oscilloscope, it enabled the
display of transient electrical signals. It was soon realised that DVST's
could be used as display terminals
with computers. and by 1969 Computer Displays Inc .. Computek Inc.
and Tektronix Inc. were all selling
DVST terminals based on Tektronix
tubes.
The key feature of the DVST is its
ability to store a vector image without
the need for constant refreslting. This
brough t down the price of computer
g raphic displays from, say $80.000 for
the mM 2250. to under $10,000. causing a vast expansion in the availability and use of computer graphics.
FalllWinter 19as

A DYST contains a writing gun, flood
guns and a phosphor storage screen.
The storage screen has an outer
transparent conducting layer and an
inner phosphor layer. When the write
gun's beam is switched on it creates
a postive charge where it strikes the
phosphor as a result of secondary
electron emission. This attracts the
electrons from the flood guns which
are on continuously, and causes the
areas struck by the write gun's beam
to luminesce without the need for
refresh. The screen is erased by making the whole target more positive,
effectively writing the whole screen
and then lowering the potential. erasing the screen.
Donaled by Tektronix Inc ..
Beaverton, Oregon

Crystal Globe, MIT Electronic
Systems Laboratory, 1963. In 1964 researchers at MIT's Electronic Systems
Laboratory (ESt) first demonstrated a
Astern capable of online graphical
mt and output to a computer. They
..ed a modified DEC 330 scope
connected under the Project MAC
Compatible Time-Sharing System to
an IBM 7094. The goal was to improve
man-machine interaction to the point
where computer-aided design became feasible. A key development
was the devising of 'natural' methods

Transducers
Adage.lnc..
Adage 3006 DIsplay Processor.
(X504.B4)
Glb 01 Adage. inc.
AlTEK Corporation.
APACHE Di&IIlZm g Cursor
Prot07pe. 454.84)
GIlt Q Al1'EK Corporation

Bolt Beranek and Newman. Inc.,
Gralacon 1000A DiglllZill9 Tablet.
(x550.85)
GIft of Dartmouth College
RadIophYSICS Laboratory

Callforma Comruter Products. Inc .•
Calcomp Mode 560R Drum Plotter.
(>:565.85)
ilt 01 Herbert 7bager

nlrol Dota Co)lfsrallon.
. .alo Termmal. ( 458.84)
Loan Irom Control Data
Corporation

Dotoproducts Corporallon.
Dotaproducts Malnx Pnnler, Model
MlOO. (X537.84): Dataproducts
BP·I500 Bond Pnnter. (X505.84)
Gdt 01 DaraproduCls Corpora/Ion
DIgItal ~l~ment Corr.ilration.
Dectalk. ( 4 2.84)(X47 .84)
(X 474.84) eX475.841
Gifl o.f DIQltal EqUlpmenr
Corporation
DI~lal Equl~men t CorporallOn.
GI I. (X541. 5)
Glfl 0.1 DigllaJ EquIpment
Corporallon

,

Gnnnell Systems Corporallon,
Gnnnell GMR 27·20 DtspJoy
System. (X508.84J
Glil 01 Grinnell Systems
CorPOra/ion

Hewlett-Packard Com~ny,
Hewlet1·Packard 7586 pen plotter.
(X503.84)
Gilt 01 Hewlell Packard Company

IBM

IBM Model 016 Keypunch. CX595.85)
GIlt of Greydon Carl freeman

IBM.

IBM Plasma Di.splay. (X493.84)
~nfromiBM
~ndata, Inc ..
...axldata LEX 90135 graphics
dlSC1a(j system. (X510,85)
GI t 0. Lexldala, Inc.

MIcro Control 3?;slems. Inc.
Space Tablet. ( 512.84)
Gdr of Micro Control Systems. Inc.

of input to the computer; the crystal
globe epitomises this effort.
"... since individual knobs are inconvenient when two or more actions
must be coordinated, such as rotating
about more than one axis simultaneously, a three-dimensional input
device has been devised. This unit,
called the 'globe', has spring-loaded
limited rotation about three mutually
perpendicular axes. Each axis has a
simple cam and microswitch encoder,
with three discrete codes each side of

MIT Electromc Systems Laboratory,
Crystal Bailirom ESL DISplay
Console. <X405.84)
Loon lrom fohn E. Word
MIT Electromc Systems Laboratory,
Focusmg ught Pen Irom ESL
Display Console. (X400.84J
Loon from John E. Word
Pencepl. Inc .•
Penpad Tablet. (X488.84J
Gdl 01 Pencep!. inc.
PolarOId Corporation.
PolaroLd VIdeo Pnnter, Madel B.
(X593.85)
GIft of Polaroid Corporallon
Rand Corporauon.
Stylus lor the Rand Tablet.
(X413.84 A-B); Rand GraphIc Input
Tablet. eX450.84)
GIlt 01 Rand Corpora/ion

Rand Corporallon.
Rand G~IC Input Toblet and
Stylus. (
.85)
GIl/ of Herbert TeageT
Rand Co~rahon.
Rand Tab eI Mesh 01 Copper WIre.
(X544.85)
GIll of Ivan E. Surherland
Remmgton Rand Corporalion.
Univac I Umtyper. (X490.84)
Loon lrom Ihe Smlthsonion
Institute. NotIonal Museum of
Amencon Hlslory

Senptel Corpora!!on.
Senptel Trans~rent DtglllZlng
Tablet. (XSOO. )
GIlt of Serlptel CorporatIon
Summa6:t0phlcs Corporallon.
BuPad
e. (x511.84)
Glfl 01 Summagrapnlcs
Corporallon
Tektromx. Inc ..
OscillOllCOpe TY~ S64B. (X4JO.84):
ThktronlX 4115B erm!na!, (X459.84)
GUt of 7ektromx. Inc.
Thlelype C~ration.
Tel~pe M e135. ASR.
(X3 .84); Teletype. (X369.84J
(X370.84): Telet~ 15AA ~~mg
Umt w Stand.
72.84); e etype
1TansmltterlDistnbutor.
(X373.84 A·B)
G/fr of Mat/hew ReIlley

Teletype Coff3ratlon.
TeletyfH AS 33 w' stand. (X448.84)
Gdt 0. Houghlon Mill/m Company.

TSC DIVISion
Teletype CoXJralion.
Thletyn M eJ 33. (X4 29.84)
Gdt 0 Mich ael Tardiff
and Stephen Russell

neutral. The globe is used as a Ihreestep rate controL with the rate scaling
entirely under program control. (The
globe is) read only by the computer,
and [has] no wired console function.
Programmed interpretation of (the
globel ... gives maximum flexibility
at the cost of a very small amount of
computer time."
lohn Word, project member,
1966 AFCEA Convention
On Joon from John Ward, MIT

1

~
L

Transparent Digitizing Tablet, by
Scriptel Corporation, 1984. A transparent tablet allows original artwork
or photographs to be placed underneath the tablet-protected from
scratching or staining. The tablet can
be mounted onto a flat display screen
enabling video images to be digitized.
With a frosted glass finish. a slide
could be back-projected onto the tablet for digitizing. A major application
is the digitization of medical images,
particularly X-rays.
The rear of the glass tablet is coated
with a continuous layer of resistive
material. indium tin oxide. One edge
of the tablet is grounded while an
AC voltage is applied to the opposite
edge. The puck contains a receiver
which produces a signal through
capacitative coupling when placed
on the tablet. The strength of the
signal yields the coordinate along
one axis which is checked by reversing the grounded and live edges.
The process is repeated for the complementary pair of edges. yielding
the second coordinate. 150 coordinate pair measurements are made
per second.
Donated by Scriptel Corporation,
Columbus. Ohio
The Computer Museum Repor.
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Teletype Corporhon.
Teletype ModelS, (X567.85)

Calculators

GIft of Stephen Dum

CommodoreBusmessMochmes.lnc..

Unlmown.
Keyboord Irom umdentified
machine. (X609.85)

Glfl of Gordon ond Gwen Bell
VIsual Technology, Inc.,
Vlsuo15SO Monitor, (X489.84)
Loan from Visual Technology, Inc.
Wrtght une, Inc.. The,
'!,1ry9hl Portable Punch. Model
2600, (X584.85)
GIft of Allan Sodosh

Commodore 500E Calculator.
(X554.85)
GIfr of Baynes Elecrric Supply

Comrxmy
Complometer Corporation,
Comptometer, (X465.84)
Glfr of Gordon ond Gwen Bell
Fober-Castel! Company,

CASTELL·Addlotor DRP Slide Rule.
(X36I.84)
Gli, of Joseph Son/angelo

FUN Incorporated,
Hokey's Secret Code Maker and
Decoder, {X588.SS1

GIlt of Edward DIllon
F'rldan Corporahon,

Fndan Model 132 Calculator,

{XB23.78J

Gift of Gordon ond Gwen Bell

IBM.
IBM 632 Electronic TYP1'lg
Calculator. (X57\.8S1
Loan from Joseph Keller
IBM.
IBM HexadecImal Adder. C<5!i7.85)
GIft of Fred Macchio
IBM.
IBM Machine Load "Computer"
Shde Rule, (X612.85)
Gdt of RIchard S. Beers
IBM,
IBM Non·Llsting Tabulator, (X591.85)
Glfl of Mr. cnd Mrs. Wilham

Dobrolz

Keulfel & Esser Company,
Log Log Duplex Slide Rule,
(X360.84)
Gill of Joseph Sanlangelo
Layton, C & E,
Tates AritNnomeler, (X559.85)
Gdl of Mrs. David G. Slane
Marchant Calculohng Machine
Company.
Marchant Calculator. (X399.84)
Glfr of DIck Rubmstein
Monroe Calculating Machine
Company.
Mechanical Calculallng Machine,
by Monroe, black wIth keys of
varying heIght, (X592.85)
GIlt of Warren J. Buck and
Arrhw Milinowski
Monloe Calculaung Machine
Company.
Monroe 326 Sclenllsl, (X547.85)
Gift of Henry C. Thacher and
UnIVersity of KenlUCky
Monroe Calculating Machme
Company:
Monroe # 1 Adding Machine,
(XBOO.79)
GIft of Gordon and Gwen Bell
Odhner.
Onglnal Odhner Calculator.
(XBI35,80)
Glfl of Gordon and Gwen Bell
Odhner.
OrIgInal Odhner Calculator,
(X546,85)
Gill of Henry C. Thacher and
Umversiry of Kentuc/cy
Ohvetl!. Inc.,
OhveUl Summa Quanta 20
Calculator. (XB86.79)
Gift of Gordon and Gwen Bell

Science Speclrum, inc ..
Hexadecimal·Declmal Slide Rule
Calculator, (X586.85);
Octal-DecImal Slide Rule
Calculator, (X585.85)
GIft of Edward Dillon
Sharp Corporat!on.
Eisl MATE El-8048 Electromc
Calculator Sorobon 1. (X538.84)
Anonymous Gift
SinclaIr Radlonics LImited.
Smdalr Cambridge Memory
Calculator. (X359,84)
Loan from Jeremy Barker
Sumlock Anita Electromcs Ltd.,
Amla lCXXl LSI. (X553.85)
Gill of Brian Rondell
Unknown.
Circular Shde Rule. (X587.85)
Gill of Edwald Dillon
Unknown.
Resulla-9 calculalor. (X536.84);
Resulta-BS7 calculator. (X535.84)
Glil of Lou Goodman
Von Reppert. R..
Von Reprrt Calculatmg Machine.
(X568.85
Glfl of Erwm}, and RIchard W.
Reppert
Walker. R.H.,
Add!st, The, (X523.84)
Gift of Ernst Halbersladl
Wong laboratOries.
Wang 320SE Calculator, (X576.85)
Gift of Kirtland Olsen
Wang Laboralones.
Wang 370 Pr()(]rammable
Calculator. (X575.85)
Gifl of Lorrame Olsen
Wang Loboratones.
Wang LOCI-2. (X520.84)
Loan from Wang Laboratories
Webb, C.H..
Webb Adder. The, (X522.84)
Gifl of Ernsl Halberstad/

Von Reppert Calculating
Machine. This artifact is truly one of
a kind. It is a prototype of a calculat·
ing machine built by its inventor
Richard von Reppert. Patented in
1918, the von Reppert calculator could
perform "the four fundamental calculations. addition. subtraction, multiplication, and division, as well as
other useful commercial work. in a
practical manner." Von Reppert sold
this and several o ther patents relat·
ing to mechanical office machines to
the Underwood Company in 1920.
Over the course of his career von
Reppert received over 40 patents
either in conjunction with others or
on his own . These include two pat·
ents issued by the German and
French governments, and 8 for float·
ing point arithmetic mechanisms for
mechanical calculators. In addition
to being a solo inventor, von Reppert
also worked for the Underwood Com·
pony and IBM for many years.
Donated by Erwin J. and Richard W.
Prototype

Reppert
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Miscellaneous
Artifacts

•

Advance Watch Company.
Mint "Put Up· LCD OIgital Clocks.
()(443.84 A·S)
~I of J. Carberry
lion. Stephen.
......Iogram Generated by Computer.
(XSIS.84)
GIft of Slephen Benton
Boetfl9 Commercial Airplane
ComJXmy.
Corner Wmg fmmg Assembly-Oll
Wing Esoope Shde SYlIlem~
computenzed enginoonng model
used on Boemg 757. (X409.84):
Horizontal Tail-H5 Irom Booing
wmd tunnel model. (X407.S4):
Splice Rib-Wmg TIp: computenzed
englneenng model u.aed on Booing
n7. (X408.84l
Glfl of Boomg CommercIal Airplane
Com/XIny

Celeslron AssocIates. Inc ..
fortran tnfoqroph. (X556.S5)
Glfl of JAN. Lee

Cummms Corporation.
Cumm!n.sCordllioner. (X400.84)
Gift of Dick Rubmstem
Dala General CorporatIOn.
Data General Manufacture ExhIbit
Collection. (X466.84J

Mehna,
Teapot u.aed for computer graphICS
rendertng, (X39B.84)
GIft 01 Martin Newell
NatIonal Cash RegIster Company:
flow Chart Template and Cards
used to program NCR390, (X4S9.84)
GIft of Antoma Oliver
NEC Corporation.
Keycham contaming I Megabyte
NEC DRAM mounted &.
unmounted. (X55I.85)
Gill of Howard SU&mlan and NEC
Electronk:s. Inc.
Nlke, Inc..
Molds lor ca.sting rubber sole,
rubber soles and N!ke Air running
shoes. (X530.84)
Glfl of Nlke. Inc.
Nolan. lack.
Lunar Scan ReflectIVIty Model
(X596.85)
Loan from Jack Nolan
OhIO Art. Inc .•
Etch·A·Sketch Screen. (X453.B4)
Reeves and Sons. London,
Drawtng Instrument Set ollohn
Heard. (X457.84)
Loan of MIT Museum

Resch. Ron.
Computer Art:'\bn Leer Model.·
(X532.84): Computer Art: While
folded poper screen. (X420.84);
Computer Art: '"folded Tn/orm.
(X422.84); Computer Art: "'Double
Yellow: (X421.84): Computer Art:
WI-ute folded paper screen.
(X419.84); Computer Art: WhIle
folded paper SCreen, CX418.84):
Computer Arl: "folded Screen 01
blue wool.· (X423.84): Computer
Art: "folded Metal BIrd,· (X53!.84)
Loan from Ron Resch
StronglO. Chnstopher.
1l-anslstor dlgllai clock, (X44{).841
Loan from Chrrstopher Stranglo
Texas Instruments. Inc. and
IDEA Corporotlon.
Regency RadIo-fIrst commercIal
tral1S1Stor radiO. (X374.84)
GIft of Roger Webster and
Texas Instruments

Unknown.
Button: 'I Am AHuman Bemg: Do
Nol fold. Sptndl", )r Mutdate."
(X427.84)
Loan from}ana Buchhok

Unknown,
COBOL Tombstone. (X572.85)
Glfl of Charles A. PMII;».
CODASYL
Unknown.
Travelers 1401 ExhibIt CoUacllon
(X37S.84)
Glfl of Trovekrs Insuronce
Company
Xynellcs, Inc.
Xynellcs Automatl<.: Drallmg
System 1100. (X51S,S4)

GIft of Dota General Corporol/on

DIgital EqUIpment Corporation.
Glass Plales~ Artwork lor Agate or
\bxStatlon 300 PC board. (X548.851
Gil! of Digital EqUipment
CorporatIon

DIgItal EquIpment Corporation.
MICro Til plot on mylar. (x603.85):
MIcro Til Silicon wafers, CX604.85);
f " c ro Til Engmeenng masks
metal layer mterconnect .
...,lyslilcon layer and dIffUSIon
layer, (X606.85)
GIll of D1gilal Equipment
Corporation.

Duckworth, Dr. Gregory.
IC clock (3 boards). (X44L84):
IC dock (J board). (X442.84J
Loan from Dr. Gregory Dud:worrh
Dutton. Geoffert
Hologram: Computer Animated
Population DensIty Map. CX5l7.S4)
Loan from Geoffrey Durton
Honeywell. Inc..
Sculptures composed of electroruc
components: BuJialo. fl$h. Drogon.
GfOlIShopper. fox. and RIder on
Horseback. ()(573.85J
Loan from Honeywellinlormallon
Syslems, fnc.

IBM,
IBM 1403 Printer Control Tape Racl:.,
CX608.85)
Glfl 01 Amencan Compute, Group
IBM,
IBM Book of General Purpose Card
Samples. (XSIl.85J: Paperweight
contalnmg IBM transistor &. 4
varymg SIze lemte cores encased
m dear lucite. (XSIO.85)
Glftol Richard S , Beers
Lester Associates. Inc .•
Umvac I Model, (X492.84)
~n from Ihe SmJlhsoman
~ ·Slltute. Nal/anal Museum of
.mencon Hlslory
Lockheed·Georgla ComJXmy.
Rudder Control Wheel 01 CI4!A
Transport Aucroh. (X542.85)
Glfl of Lockheed.Georgla

r

Company

-

OJ
The Webb Adder. The Webb Adder.
patented in 1889. is a simple and
rugged device for adding a string
of numbers less than 1000. Using
a stylus in the appropriate hole on
the larger wheel the user enters an
addend in much the same way as a
single digit is dialed on a telephone.
When the sum of 100 is reached the
larger wheel completes one revolution and advances the smaller hundreds wheel one unit by means of a
simple rachel. Results are displayed
in the small window between the
two wheels. The machine can add up
to a sum 01 4999.
Donated by Ernst Halberstadt
The Computer Museum Report
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Special Purpose
Microprocessor-based
Devices
Axlon. Inc.
Compurobot. (X600.85)
Gill of A.:don. Inc.
Centunon [ndUSlnes. Inc.,
Dlgltar Leornin<j1 Anlhmehc

Module. (X5511.B5)
GJfI of Centurion Industries, Inc.
Altam Corpora!Lon,
Monty (plays SCRABBLE
Cf06SwOrd game), (X599.85)
G,fl of RHem Co/poration

Manuals and
Documentation
Aholr doc:umentauon.
DEC manuals and other
documentahon, (85.4)
Gift of Peter Senn
AnaloglC Data·Converslon Systems
Digest and copies of SIX polents,
(X84.29)
Gift of Bernard M. Gordon
Annals 01 the History of

Computmg, vols 6, numbers 3 & 4.
(85.3)

Bell System documenlotlon reloted
the SAGE system. (84.77)
GJ/t ol/omes Dresboch
SIT quarterly journal 11961-1984).
(84.49)
Glb of Cor/·Enk Froberg
Burroughs. Bendix. CDC. IBM.
NCR. RCA. et. 01. monuols ond
documentatIOn. (84.72)
Gift of Morio Barboccl
Collection 01 popers.
documentation and manuols
reloted to Computers In the
UhUtlesindustry. (84.76)
10

GIlt of ACM

Gift of S./. McMurray

Asaorted DEC manuals (given long
ago bullmally recorded), (84.67)

Gift of Nancy Slem

Gift of Gordon Bell

Atlas I dccumentahon. (84.69)
Gill of F.R.A. Hopgood
Automaric Language TronsJanon
cmd A Study lor the De:;;!gn 01 em
Automatic Dictionary. (84.47)
Glfl 01 Anthony Oertmger

Computer books (co. 1950'5). (84.37)
Computer books ond monuals
(co. 1950-1970) for use In the
TImehneedublt. (84.39)
Loon Irom Dick Rubinstein
Computer SCIence Press recent
p:ubllcouons UI library books).
(84.8!)
Gilt of Compurer Science Press
Computer Security and Pnvacy
documentation. (85.16)
Gift of Jeffrey Bergart

Computer textbooks (:SIX new htles
Irom Freemon Pubbshers). (84.63)
Gill 01 WHo Freemon and
Company Publishers
CompU]mg Mechamsms and
Linkages. by Antomn Svotxxla.
(85.2)
GIft 01 Ted Kuklinski
Control Data Corporation reference
manuals and booklets. (84.55)
Gift 01 Control Dalo Corporation
Datamation 1960·1979. loumol of
ACM 1959-1979, Computing
ReVIews 19!P-J980.
Communicotlons of the ACM
1965-1976. (84.66)
Gift of Kathryn Eral
Digital Computmg System" by
S. Williams and Theory of the
FJe:.cagon by A.S. Conrod. (84.82)
Gift of Shag Graetz
Dlg!lo! Equipment Corporolton
manuals. documentation and other
computer related popers. (85.22)
G!1t of Digital Equipment
Corporation
Early IBM Computers: Edited
'Jesumony by Cuthbert C. Hure!.
(84.44)
Gift of Lore Shopet

Digitor. by Centurion Industries. 1974.
This is not a UFO or a highly advanced computer for space exploration. It is digitor. probably the first
educational tool based on a microprocessor. Built around the Intel 4004 processor in 1974 digitor claimed to be a
"flexible and challenging means of
testing the arithmetic abilities 01 ele·
mentary school children." By adjusting the two side knobs the teacher
or student can set the difficulty and
length of a series o f p roblems. Stu14
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dents answer problems posed to them
on the display panel by entering a
number on the keypad. Correct answers are rewarded by a happy face.
incorrect ones by a sad face. and at
the end of the exercise digitor displays the number of problems correctlyanswered.
Over 100. 000 have been sold worldwide.
Donated by Centurion Industries. Inc.,
Redwood City. California
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EDP Industry and Market RejXln
(nineteen bound volumes). (84.36)
Gilt of Patrick W McGovem
Electromc DeSIgn.
··Electro-Technology." ·EON.· "EEE,"
"Electromc Industnes" magazmes
(noor complete sets). (85.1 4)
Gift of KIrtland Olsen
ElectIonS ond Holes In
Semiconductors by Willam
Shockley. (84.57)
Gift 01 Tony Crugnola

Ferrant! documentation and
manuals. (84.33)
GUt of F.R.A. Hopgood
FORTRAN. COBOL & Whlrlwmd
xeroxed COpies of documentauon.
(84.41)
Glit ol/ean E. Sommet
GE 225 documentation and other
manuals. (85.71
Grit 0/ Woods Hole OceanographIC
Institution
General Eleclrlc 1984 Pr&1:15 K,t,
(84.54)
Glil of Generol Eloc/ric In/ormonon
Services
GUide to Fortran Programming.
(84.35)
Loon from DJck Rubmstem
Harvord Newsletter on ComRuler
Graphics. vols I. # 1-6, Il l. (84.84)
Grit of Stonley Klein
Hermon Hollenth related
documents. (85.10)
Gift of Geoffrey Aus/rlan
Hp·65 Calculator documentotion.
(85.\)
Gift of Stephen Gross
IBM 1360 Photo-digital Storage
System Monuols. (85.15)
..........
Gift of Clarence Badgel
,
IBM 610 monual 01 Operation and
pl"OQ'rommmg shoots. (84.59).
Gift 01 W. Bruce Blanenberget
IBM 701 Thlnleth Anmvel"lKlry Issue
01 the Annals. (85.11)
GJ/t of Lore and Hans Shoper
IBM. NCR et. oJ. documentation
ond ephemera. (85.21)
Gilt of Richard S. Beers
IEEE Micro February 1984 issue.
(84.43)
Gift of Robert L. Morris
nUac IV documentotlon. (84.70)
Gift of John Day
Lowrence livermore Notional
Loborotory Pres:s Kits. (85.8)
G,f, of Lawrence Lrvermore
National Laboratory
MLCrodota EXPRESS Compuler
documentatIOn. (84.32)
Gilt of Obvew. Inc.
MIT ESl Crystal Boll and Focuslng
Ught Pen documentation. (84. 45)
Loon from John E. Word
Mr. Bobbage's Secret-The Tole
of a Cr.'pher-ond APL. (84.43A)
Gilt 0 Ole Immanuel Franksen
NEC computer documentatIon and
brochures. (84.53)
Gilt of NEG Corporation
NeLman-Marcus Honeywell Kuche
Compuler AdvenLSE!!Tlent . (85.17)
GIlt of Alan Fnsble
Pnnceton University library
Chronicle (wi arlicle on Pierce
Electriool Design). (84.42)
Gift of Ken Ketner

Programmer 's card, manuals and
olher documentation for vanous
machmes. (84.50)
Gilt of Geoff feldman
Programmer's reference cards
for ANlfSO-7. IBM 104. 709. 1401,
.-i!1. 01 ..
'If 01

r

(84.781

Phlljp H. Dom

.ograms for on [lee/tonic Dlglto/
Computer by Wilkes. Wheeler.
and GLiI and Aruhmerlc Operations
Dlg1laJ Compurers by AX
Rlchords. (84.6[)

Travels m Computerland (signed

by the au thor!. (85.12)
Gift of Ben &hneKkr
UAIDE Computer Ammation
Committee 1969 Year-end Report,
(85. IS)
Glfl of Carl Machover
Vla1ron ad Wall Street loumal
lOi22l68 and As A Man Thmb by
Thomas Watson, Sr.. (84.62)
GlflofCharles}orlberg

In

Glit of Gordon Bell
PrOJnmlty luse and Project
llnkenoy documentcUion. (84.48)
Glfl of National Buteau of
Standards
RadiO Electronics Mark-S

ITUCTOCOmpuler manuaL SCELBI·8H
user's manual (84.74)
GIft of David Mallory

Rand 10blet documentation. (84.521

Gift of The Rand CorporalJon
SAGE documen tallon, 184.79)
Anonymous GIft
SAGE System documentation,
(84.38)

GIft of USAF Orl/flu Air Force Bose
Shakey the Robot, techmcal report,
(84.40)

GJft of SRllnlemolJOnal
Solt' Leliar nowsielt&r (complete
set). (85.20)
GIll of Sof/'Letter

Systems Development Corporation
SAGE recrultmg advertisements.
Mental Abihhes Test and SOC
mogazmes. (84.58)
GIft of System Development
CorporatIon

Audio-Visual Material
Audio:

SBC "Chip Shop' audio cassene
tape of mtelVlew wlh Oliver
Stnmpe\. (85,4)
GIll 01 Ihe BnlJsh Broadcastmg
Corporallon
film ODd Video,

Automatic Teaching Project and
4251L Norad 16 mm hlms. (84.75)
Gill of Herb Willman
BIOMOD·2: 16mm fUm and
photograph of Rand Tablel. (84.52)
Gdl 01 The Rand CorporatIon
Boemg CADfCAM him segments.
(M,46)
Glf, of Boeing CommercIal AIrplane
Compony

Computer Ammahon films
(]2 films), (84.86)
GIft of Ken KnowllOn
Computer--asslSted data Processmg
16mm hlms. (lour), (84.62)
Gl/lofCharles/ortberg
DesIgn of Large Computers ladure
by Seymour Cray on 3;4' Video.
(M.JO)
GIll of Lowrence Lsvermore

Information Mach!ne, ~tems
Technology: and the STP Story:
3 16mm hlms, (84.64)
Gilt 01 Herb Willman
LEO; 16mm film of the LEO
computer m En9land. (84.51)
Gift of Martin CompbellKelly
Live at 4 televl$lon coveroge of
The Computer Museum Openmg
on 11/13184 (VHS videotape). (84.73)
Gilt 01 Ian MacLennon
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
hlms (SIX). (84.33)
GIft of ERA Hopgood
VHS Videotapes of camputers
Introduced at btan Computer
SocJety meetmgs (13 tapes). (S5.9)
Anonymous GIlt
VHS videotapes 01 computers
mtroduced at Boston Computer
Soctety meetmgs (4 tapes), (85.19)
Anonymous Gift
Pholograph.:
Ace to G·15 Lecture slides, (84.85)
Gift of HOlry Huskey

Control Data COfp:l:raUOn
photographs 016600. 160. and 1604.
(84.55)
Gill of Control Data Corporal/on
Dartmouth TImesharmg
photographs (5 photos). (84.OCll
GIll of Dar/mouth College
General Electnc UNIVAC
mstallouon bemg du.cussed by
Lilltan Gllbrelh and Wilham Short.

(84.60)

G,fl of General Eleclric Company

IBM 7030. LARC. IBM CPC and
Univac· I photographs, (84.68)
Gdl of Lowrence Lsvermore
National Lobo,atory

UNC, WhlrlwU"ld the Memory Test
Computer. and TX·2 photoglophs.
(84.7!)
GIft ol/...c..u HIrshberg
NEC photogrophs of Japaneae
computers, (84.53)
GIft of NEC Corporation
Pnnted C!rcult process
photographs. (84048)
Gtfl of National Bureau of
Standards
RCA computer photographs.
(84.56)
GIlt of RCA Corporollon
SAGE transparenCies (20 pantlves).
(84.38)
Gilt 01 USAF Grtffis:> AI1 Force Bose
SAGE. UNIVAC ISM 650 and
Burroughs E-I02 photographs,
(84.J.4)
Purchased from DAVA Slill
Photography DeJXll'l'lIory
Terodyne photographs relating
10 the early days of that company
(3 photos). (85.13)
GIft of Teradyne, Inc.

Historical Software
Digital EquIpment Corporauon.
SpaceWor! p~ram. (X607.85)
GIlt 01 Digital t:qulpmenr
Corporation
Gates. Wilham.
F'lrst BASIC wntten lor the Ahalr,
(X5O?84)
Gil! of William Gates and MICrosofl
Corporallon
Sohware Art:;. Inc..
VisiCalc Beta Test 'krslon 0.1.
{X570.851
Glfl 01 Ben Rosen

Nouonol Loboratory

Bill Gates' Teletype tape to input the
BASIC interpre te r for the Alta ir. When
Harvard students Bill Gates and Paul
Allen read about the Altair in the Ianuary Popular Electronics, they decided
that they might make some money
by creating an intrepreter for BASIC
on this new microcomputer. With the
8080 instruction manual and the Altair schematics, they produced the
code, fitting in less than 4K 01 memory, within two months . They called
Ed Roberts in Albuquerque and he
said, that he'd buy from the first person that showed up with one. Paul
Allen took the lape to MITS where he
found only one machine that had 4K
of memory. When he loaded it the
teletype replied with "READY." Everyone at MITS was excited: they had
never seen the machine do anything.
rhortly thereafter Ed Roberts ar:nged to bring Bill Gates from Har'lard to complete the implementation
and Bill never returned to school.
The Allen-Gates Altair BASIC was
listed in the MITS cata log like every-

thing else it sold. and each purchase
earned the authors royalties. Nevertheless even before the first release
a pirated version of Altair BASIC
was in free-flowing circulation.
Gates, then nineteen, wrote a letter
to the Altair Users' Newsletter entitled an "Open Letter to Hobbyists."
Gates noted that while he and Allen
had received lots of good feedback
about the interpreter, most of the
people praising it hadn't bought it
Gates asked:
Why is this? As the majority of hob·
byists must be aware, most of you
steal your software. Hardware must
be paid for, but software is something to share. Who cares if the
people who worked on it get paid?
Eventually the widespread use of the
BASIC interpreter was to help Gates.
When other computer cO!'Qpanies
came on line and needed a BASIC,
they went to Gates' company. He
had created a de facto standard for
microcomputers.

....... " ..... ..........,
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Blue Room Blues

Imagine you worked down a two·
mile-long tunnel half a mile underground. There you were expected to sit
for eight hours a day studying the
blinking yellow screen of a spotless

grey machine in a cement room devoid
of decoration and lit only dimly by blue
lights. Once you arrived. you were not
allowed to leave until the end of your
shift. when you took a bus back to the

barracks you called home, miles from
civilization.
This environment was the workplace for radar operators of the Air

Force's North Bay, Canada SAGE installation. Here operators monitored

the atmosphere of the northern hemisphere. on the lookout for Russian
bombers and missiles. "The Blue
Room." as the radar center was called.
was studiously designed to minimize
the fatigue of the operators: the lighting was indirect blue flourescent. to
cut down on eye strain from the blinking yellow radar scopes; electric light16 The Computer Museum Report

ers and ash trays were built into the
consoles; and the color of the equipment was a neutral battleship grey. To
ensure efficiency, personnel were required to keep their consoles clear of
clutter. In fact, the only extraneous
object visible in the room was a large
cardboard vampire bat attached to the
ceiling, in deference to the room's
cave-like qualities. However, as the
Museum later discovered, this was not
the only individual expression the operators allowed themselves.
When the equipment from the
North Bay SAGE installation arrived at
The Computer Museum, cleaning revealed interesting evidence of how the
operators viewed their job. Each console has several knobs covering recessed switches. When these knobs
were unscrewed the backs were found
to be covered with graffiti written by
the operators. The hidden messages
ranged from the banal lotheunpublishable. While ostensibly observing the
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rigid regulations regarding a spotless
work area, the operators still managed
to express themselves clandestinely.
Here isa selection of the messages
left by the operators hidden in their
consoles:
"Put this back"
"HELP"
"Art Clark 1979"
"Bravo Crew is the pits"
wLook on the other knob"
"Superbowl XXII"
"Send the Cowboys to the s uperbowl"
"Don't you leel useless"
"$25"
"Hi Jack"
"Help I'm trapped in here"
"No step take off Hey"
"I May '79"
"I can' t stand it"

FalllWinler Program Series
~undays

Thursdays

at4pm

at7pm
Fihn and Video
Screenings

'anuary 19
1. Bernard Cohen. Professor Emerilus,
History of Science, Harvard University
Computing at Harvard In the Forties:
The Story of Howard Aiken and the
Incredible Harvard Mark I
Robert Campbell and Richard Bloch,
programmers on the Harvard Mark I
will join Professor Cohen for the queslion and answer session.
January 26
Dan Bricklin, co-inventor of microcomputer spreadsheets

VisiCalc- From Idea to Realization and
Dissemination
February 2
Danny Hillis, Chief Engineer, Thinking
Machines Inc & Builder of The Tinker
Toy Computer
The Connection Machine: What Will

a Computer with Thousands 01 Proces1I0fS

Do?

_ 4·ebruary 9
Carl Machover, Computer Graphics
Pioneer
Behind the Screens: Computer Graphics From 1960 to the Year 2000

March 2
A.K. Dewdney. columnist Scientific
American
Computer Recreations in Selence:
A PC-TREK into Uncharted Worlds
March 9
Peggy Brightman.
Artistic Director, CHOREO
Computer Dance

February 20th ancl February 27th
Computef1l in the Movies:
lWo feature films that starred computers will be shown.
February 13
ENlAC's Fortieth Birthday Party
On February 13th 1946. at 10:30 AM the
ENIAC was first switched on. This
event signalled the birth of the electronic digital computer.
In celebration of this very special occasion. J. Prespert Eckert. Chief Engineer of ENIAC and co-inventor with the
late John Mauchley. will present a lecture. The official birthday party will
follow.... Watch for your invitation in
the mail.

March 6
The Early Years of Computer-Generated
Video: 1973 to 1983.
March 13
Current Computer-Generated Video
and Animation:
The Best from the SIGGRAPH Video
Shows of 1984 and 1985

February 15-23
A Special Week of Computer Activities
and Games For Children of All Ages
Call our talking computer for details:
423-6758
Friday March 14 at 7:30 pm
Computer Dance Performance by
CHOREO
WBostons Computer-Friendly Dance
Company"- DANCE UMBRELLA
Members Admitted Free.

~
~
For more inlorDlation
call 423.6758.

•
March 16

John Kemeny, Professor of Mathematics
and Past President. Dartmouth College
BASIC: From Birth in the Sixties to Rebirth of a New True Basic for Contemporary Computing

.All programs will take place in The Computer Museum
Auditorium. Admission to the programs is free for Computer
Museum members, and free to others with admission to the
Museum: $4 for adults; $3 for students and senior citizens.
Reserved seats are available to members by sending $2 per
seat per program to Programs Coordinator, The Computer
Museum, 3(X) Congress Street, Boston, MA 02210. Please
make checks payable to The Computer Museum and dearly
indicate which program{s) you plan to attend. Seats may
also be reserved. by paying $2 at the door up toone haJJ hour
before the program begins .
•
Sponsored. in part by grants from the Bank of Boston and
Digital Equipment Corporation.
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ECHO IV

In June, 1965 Jim Sutherland, a computer systems engineer with Westinghouse Electric Corporation, carted
some scrap computer components from
work to h is home outs ide Pittsburgh.
In less than a year he had constructed
a worldng computer in his basement.

The ECHO N. short for Electronic Computer lor Home Operation composed
of lour paris, caused quite a stir as it
heralded the age of the home computer.
Initially publicized in 1966 by the public relations depa r tment at Westinghouse, word of Sutherland's computer
began 10 spread with the appearance
01 an article in Popular Mechanics and
several television and radio interviews
in 1968. The aspect of the ECHO rv

which the popular media harped upon
most was its integration into Sutherland's home. The ECHO IV was a home
computer in more than the sense that
it occupied a room in his basement;
it was connected to various terminals
and systems throughout the house.
Sutherland explained how one day he
hoped to have the computer control
many aspects of his household, such
as the heating system, an alarm sys·
tern, the garage door, the inventory of
household ilems, and storage of the
family's diel and budget information.
AI a pOint when there was great uncer·
tainty as to how the computer boom
would allect the average househ old,
Sutherland's computer seemed a concrete indication of what the future
might hold.

Sutherland's accomplishments were
perceived to be so prophetic that he
and his wile, Ruth, received many invitations to speak to Home Economic associations across the country on the
computerized household of the future.
Sutherland concentrated on a brief,
and not very technical description of
the ECHO IV and its potential uses,
while his wife focused on what it was
like to have a computer in the household. She allayed any lears that a
computer might replace a housewife,
stressing ils advantages as a time
saver and limitations resulting from
only being able to follow instructions.
She expressed excitement al the new
challenge which programming the
computer presented to her life. The
Sutherlands' talks culminated in an
address at the IEEE meeting in Pitts·
burgh on February 16, 1971.
The ECHO IV was contained in four
units housing the memory, arithmetic,
CPU, and input/output units respectively. Along with the four cabinets,
a programmer's console including a
printer, paper tape reader, and key·
board, was installed in the basemen!.
In addition there was a control console
in the kitchen, and digital clocks which
the computer controlled throughout the
house. Most of the components were
finished in mahogany.
The ECHO IV was nearly a member 01
the Sutherland family. As Sutherland
told Datamation in 1970, HThe sleepless
nights I've spent with that stupid
machine. For a while there, I'd have
given it to you. I'd hear it running in
the middle of the night when it wasn't
supposed to. So there I'd be, standing
at the workbench in my Pi's, groping
for bugs.
Sutherland finally decided it was time
to send this member of the family off to
face the wide world on its own, and in
1984 he donated the ECHO IV to The
Computer Museum .
H
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Dear Members,
The Museum has now been open for one year. A year in which we have
learned a great deal about our potential Qnd our members' interests. We
hope to put that knowledge to work in order to serve you better: putting on a
wide variety of programs; scheduling special temporary exhibitions; holding innovative fund-raisers; and offering new products in our store that let
you Hhave a bit of the Museum" for yourself, wherever you are.
Our program series, founded to serve our membership and attract the
attention of the public, has also diversified . For the Fourth of July we put
on our first Computer Animation Festival and had one of our best attended
afternoons ever. Our winter program series features a Thursday evening
film series. A simple talk on "micromice" escalated into the first Boston
Mouseathon, described by Oliver Strimpel in the Hrst article. Museum
founder Alan Frisbie from Los Angeles wandered in for a visit and e nded up
spending the whole day! The event turned out to be a real "crowd please"
and boost for micromouseketeering. The February Kids Computer Fair
brought widespread participation from schools, user groups, educational
software developers and Museum enthusiasts.
We also "fell into" doing temporary exhibitions with a show of the original
artwork for BYTE magazine covers by artist Robert Tinney. This was so well
received that we kept the show on display in the space near the auditorium
until we could fill it with something else. It came down in mid-January in
time for the January 31st opening of "The Electronic Paintbrush ." The cover
of this report features one of the works from this exhibition. The result of a
competition sponsored by CalComp in bonor of their 25th anniversary, the
exhibition was first displayed at the California Museum of Science and
Industry. It will be here until March 31. "Colors of Chaos." an extraordinary
set of computer generated fractal images, will be on view from April 10th
through June 15th. The space works for such exhibits and we welcome your
suggestions for others that might be appropriate for the Museum to show.
Before we moved, the annual benefit was established. Now our fund raising efforts have also grown and diversified. The Marlboro "yard sale"
was transformed into an even more successtul Natt ic sale" appealing to
both collectors and tinkerers. In December, the Museum held "A Real-Time
Event" - a truly unique fund-raiser as described later in this report issue.
February's Fortieth Birthday Party for ENIAC was inspired by member
Annie Roe-Hafer and heavily supported by Bitstream, Inc. a corporate
member. June 8th will bring our annual gala with the Board of Directors
and another chance to hear from one of them on the state of computing .
Each of these events are fund-raisers and fun-raisers that appeal to different parts of the Museum's audience, and allow a great deal of interaction
between members and the staff.
Finally, we have produced a videotaped version of the "See It Then" theater
at the Museum. This film has gotten such good reviews for providing a
quick and fun overview of the history of computing that we had to make it
available, especially for everyone who teaches and can't bring their
classes to the Museum. If a picture is worth 1,000 words, then this videotape is worth a 100,000 word reading assignment.
The suggestion box is open. Most of these ideas came to us from members
and then they grew. In reviewing this list , it's clear to me that the Museum
has an important membership. We're here because you are too .
Gwen Bell

Getrr.a;n ORlC
Public Relations Advmor.
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The Museum Mousealhon
,.......\nglns
..
11 all began with a 1977 announcement
in Spectrum magazine that the time
was ripe for microprocessors to put on
wheels for a self-controlled ride. The
challenge was to build a mouse that
could find its way to the heart of a
maze. remember it, and then run the

course as fast as possible. The IEEE
Computer Society formalized the competition, specifying maze and mouse
dimensions, and trials took place
throughout 1978 with a final race at the
National Computer Conference in 1979.
The winner was the only mouse among
the 24 entrants that mode it to the
finish! The rest of the entrants got stuck
or confused. or just failed to start. But
the contest looked like fun. These
small mobile robots require hardware
for propulsion, steering, guidance,
wall and track sensing and software
for mapping and strategy. The fixed set
of rules constrains the problem and the
contest provides a quantitative measure of progress.

r-aternational Micromouse Racing
The idea has taken off in Europe and
Japan. Under the impetus of Dr. John
Billingsley, mice from the UK, Finland,
West Germany, Switzerland have competed in European championships
held every year since 1980.
Since the first Japanese micromouse contest in 1980, the Japan Micromouse Association has grown to 800
members spread throughout the country. The association has a permanent
board of directors, consisting of senior
academics, industry executives and
officials of the Japan Science Foundation. A bimonthly magazine 'Mouse'
is published, covering micromouse
events worldwide.
In 1985 the Japan Micromouse
Association held a World Micromouse Contest coinciding with the
World Expo in Tsukuba City, Japan.
With support from the Japan Science
Foundation and NAMCO Ltd" the Japan Micromouse Association invited
teams from Britain, Finland, Germany,
routh Korea and the United States to
:ompete. It soon became clear that the
visiting mice were no match for the
Japanese entrants. The first five prizes
all went to mice from a single Japanese
microcomputer club-the Fukuyama
Club, from Hiroshima Prefecture.

Micromice in the US
Although the idea originated in the
United States in 1977, it has not caught
on. In 1984, in an effort to rekindle US
interest. the Japan Micromouse Association presented the IEEE Computer Society with an official micromouse maze
for use in the US contest where participants in the world contest would be
selected. Mappy, the official mouse of
the Japan Micromouse Association
was loaned together with the maze. In
the Spring of 1985, The Computer Museum and the IEEE Computer Society
agreed to site the maze at the Museum,
develop a micromouse exhibit and
hold a special inaugural event.
The Museum Event
Dr. Peter Rony of the IEEE Computer
Society and Dr. John Billingsley from
Portsmouth, England kicked off the
Museum's race week with a lecturel
demonstration on Sunday, November
17. Dr. Billingsley demonstrated three
mice he had brought from England.
A group from The Japan Science
Foundation, NAMCO and the Fukuyama Club were also invited. Mr.
Hirofumi Tashiro. Secretary General of
the Japan Micromouse Association
and Manager of the Director's Office at
NAMCO Ltd. led the group. Three

members of the Fukuyama club came:
Mr. Masanori Nomura, a trained veterinarian, Mr. Masaru Idani, system
technical researcher for Japan System Design Co. Ltd. and Mr. Eiichi
Fujiwara. The IEEE Computer Society
arranged for Mr. Key Kobayashi. an
interpreter to attend.
The Inaugural Run
John Billingsley's three English mice
rapidly cleared customs at Logan airport in Boston where they are used to
seeing weird electronic contraptions.
'Thumper', the 1981 European champion by David Woodfield, runs on four
wheels and turns by swivelling his
wheels, not by rotating the whole body.
His large and heavy frame tends to
thump the walls, hence the name. His
ability to talk, apart from being very
funny, is used for diagnosis. 'T6', the
latest in a series of 'Thezeus' mice by
Alan Dibley, and 'Enterprise'. the 1984
European Champion by David Woodfield are both three-wheeled mice with
DC motors to provide propulsion on the
back wheels and an optical distance
counter on the steered front wheel. All
three use the Z80 microprocessor.
Though delicate, the mice survived the journey intact, and they were

The 1985 World Micromouse Contest
at Tsukuba Fifteen contestants from
5 overseas countries and 120 from
Japan competed.
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checked. out on a trial maze. It soon
became apparent that Thumper was
most confused, and T6 was steering
straight into the walls. Preferring not
to attribute this performance to jet lag,
we suspected that the maze itself was
not giving the infrared signature required by the mice. The mice detect the
walls by using active infrared sensors
that stick out above the walls of the
maze and look down. The tops of the
walls are meant to be reflective in
infrared (around one micron wavelength) and the black floor of the maze
is meant to absorb infrared. However,
the floor of the maze, though black,
looked rather shiny in the infrared, so
after obtaining permission from the
IEEE Computer Society, we covered. the
maze floor with a thick coat of the
mattest black emulsion we could find.
Thumper and T6 still occasionally
went 'blind', so we began to suspect the
walls. Using Thumper as an infrared
refiectometer, we found that the dull
red plastic layer that covered the tops
of the walls was actually a very poor
reflector of infrared. So we covered all
the wall tops with strips of highly infrared reflective red sticky paper, and
this solved the problem.
At the start of the Sunday lecture,
Peter Rony spoke on behalf of the IEEE
Computer Society, presenting the
Museum with the loan of the official
maze, and encouraging future mousebuilding activities in the US. John
Billingsley then described the history
of European micro mouse events and
demonstrated the three English mice.
Thumper, though slow and lumbering,
makes up for it by his speech, saying "I
will find the shortest route" as he pulls
off from the start. Apparently at random, he sings out with a repertoire
consisting of remarks such as 'I hope
there are no cats in here', 'my work is
never done' and 'J could do with a restmy wheels are killing mel' When comparing Thumper to the later mice, it's
hard to believe that he is more than all
talk and no oction-he was actually
the European champion in 1981.
Enterprise ond T6 learn the moze
ofter relatively little exploration and
take advantage of the straight passages with bursts of acceleration.
The Mouseathon
After 21 hours in the oir, the Japanese
participants arrived lote on the Thursday before the Saturday event. Refreshed the following morning, they
unpacked their mice-all members of
the 'Noriko' series. The older Xl and X2
performed well at once, but X3 and X4
seemed a bit worse off for the long
4 The Compute. MU.8eum ReportlSpring !986

After a burst of speed down a straight.
T6 brakes just in lime to round a corner.

Mr. Tashiro watches Mappy at the
maze's start NAMCO, a large manufacturer of computerised games and
toys, built 10 identical show mice in
1981 to promote interest in micromouse
racing. Modelled after a popular Japanese cartoon character, Mappy plays
the role of a mouse policeman, scouring every aIJeyway of the maze to find
a troublesome stray cat. With siren

bJaring and baton waving. he bears
down on the center of the maze where
he spins around to burst a balloon with
a pin mounted on his tail. Then he
r"'\
races back to the starting square, sirens,,-still blaring and lights flashing, and
shouts ~I got 'em!" in Japanese.
Mappy will be demonstrated regularlyat the Museum while on loan
fromNAMCO.

travel. and needed some attention
from the chief engineer, Mr. Idani.
An enthusiastic crowd of over 400
people showed up for the event.
Throughout the morning and early afr-ernoon lime-trials were held. Each
mouse had fifteen minutes in which to
make its best run to the center (see
rules box). All mice completed the
maze, except for NorikoX4 which never
really got going. Noriko XI came in
fastest, at 14.8 seconds in contrast to
Thumper who managed to talk his way
through the maze in 3 minutes. Mappy
performed a couple of his noisy runs,
greatly entertaining the audience.
The race's judges then took their
places: Susan Rosenbaum , governing
body member of the IEEE Computer
Society and volunteer in charge of US
micro mouse activities, affectionately
known as 'micromom', Gwen Bell, the
Museum's president, Hirofumi Tashiro
and John Billingsley.
The maze was changed to make
sure tha t memories of the lime-trial
maze could not give any mouse an
unfair advantage and the race then
began with the mice competing in the
order in which they qualified.
Noriko X4 still failed to wake up,
but X3 completed a run in just over 13
seconds. Next. Thumper talked his
r a y into the corners, so badly out of
.1lignment that he had to be retired. T6,
which must be the quietest mouse ever
built. came in at 37.2 seconds. Enterprise performed reliably again, never
slipping or needing any kind of adjustment. But his time of 28. 1 seconds
proved no match for the Japanese .
Now the two fastest Noriko's
battled it out. Although the Noriko
mice carry out a lot of apparently redundant maze exploration at the outset, they make up for it with speed and

Judges Susan Rose nbaum (left), Gwen
Bell (center), and Hirofumi Tashiro
with lohn Billingsley commentating.

cornering agility once they find the
shortest routes. It was breathtaking to
watch the slalom as they swung
aroung the final zig-zags towards the
finish. Several times the Noriko's got
stuck a hair's breadth from the finish
and had to be carried back to the start.
In the end, powered by a freshly inserted heavy duty Nicad battery pack,
Xl made a lightning fast run of only
10.85 seconds, just over half a second
faster than X2 's best run of 11.55
seconds.
Gwen Bell awarded. the prizessilicon wafer pendants, hung around
the necks of the human participants,
not the mice.

those who want to try their hand at the
software side of micromouse racing, NAMCO Ltd. makes a kit that can
be purchased via the IEEE Computer
Society.
John Billingsley is now promoting
robot ping-pong, or 'robat'. Contestants mount their players at either end
of a special table with controlled light.
ing and a mechanism to serve the ball.
The players essentially consist of a bat
fixed to an x-y plotter mounted vertically together with a vision system.
The Museum plans to collect
micromice and provide a venue for
future international sporting events!

The Future
The Museum will hold more races
when new mice come forward to challenge the Japanese and Europeans.
There are encouraging signs -several
groups took notes at the races, saying
they planned. to build micromice with
belter maze-sol ving stra tegies. For

.
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M/UKO x-H I
!YOKIKO X-3 :

THUM PE/Z

Alter the award giving, from left
to right: Eiichi Fujiwara, Masonori
Nomura. John Billingsley. Oliver
StrimpeJ. Masaru ldani. Mr. fdani and
Mr. Fujiwara hold 1st and 3rd place
winners, Norikos Xl and X3. The
Noriko series employs a 'wheelchair'
drive: two wheels have drive motors
and steering is accomplisl1ed by driving them at different speeds. Fore and
aft are wheels, castors or skids to provide stability. The newer Noriko's are
DC motor driven. the older ones using
stepper motors. A home-made position
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gyroscope with its axis mounted hodzontalJy gives the mouse an accurate
measure of how much it has turned. a
critical piece of information when the
wheels are liable to skid during very
rapid cornering. These mice also have
easily inserted ROMS. used to give the
mouse different strategies, depending
on the maze. ROM-swapping and
tweaking of potentiometers is not allowed in European contests where a
more rigorous criterion of micromouse
self-sumciency is applied.
The Computer M\I ..... m ReportJSprlng 1986 S

Throughout my career as a computer designer. I
have set out on explorations into the unknown. Over
and over again I unde r took the design 01 new computers without the loggiest idea 01 how to do it.
Over the last twenty years. I was involved with three
dille rent machines at three dillerent companies. In
what lollows. I have corrected all the dollar amounts
lor inflation so that direct comparisons can be made.
A Personal Odyssey

From the First 16·bit Mini
to Fault Tolerant Computers
Gardner Hendrie

1964: The First IS-bit Mini
In 1964. three companies competed in
the mini-computer market, even
though the name had not yel been
invented. and they wefe called. realtime control computers. DEC did $37

million in business; Computer Controls Corporation (CeG) $50 million:
and Scientific Data Systems (5DS) $67
million business. 5DS which grew to
$134 million in the next year, was
clearly the successful company of the
three. Then in the late sixties. 50S was
bought by Xerox for about a billion
dollars and became SOX. In the sixties, Xerox disbanded. this fairly expensive experiment. In 1965. eee was
purchased by Honeywell. surviving
until the early seventies when it disap·
peared into the larger organization.
In 1964. DEC was selling the PDP·5.
the precursor of the PDP·S. for S95.000.
CCC was selling the DDP24. and SDS
the SDS 910 and 920. each for about
$300.000. The machines had SK bytes
of memory and the basic i/o device was
the Uexowriter. the precursor of the
ASR 33 teletype which provided a keyboard . a printer. and a paper tape
puncher and reader. Software existed
but was not elegant. The operating
systems would run on 4K words of
memory and on a FORTRAN compiler
with 8K words. Back-up storage was
done on magnetic drums that ranged
between 32.000 and a million bytes.
At that time. I had been earning a
living for ten years as an engineer. My
inflation adjusted salary was S65.000.
U you look at salaries today they are
equivalent. A VW bug cost just over
SS.OOO. A lot of things stay the same
forever. adjusted for inflation.
•
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I had designed an industrial control computer for a division of RCA that
ceased to exist two years after the
computer was built. When I designed
that machine, I had never designed or
e ven wo rked on the design of a digital
computer before. nor had I taken a
course in digital computers. I did have
an elementary course where I learned
plug board programming on an ol~
Burroughs machine. so I had som...
vague idea of the basic principles of
computers. The experience was my
education. The computer seems abso·
lutely prehistoric by today's standards.
It took 56 microseconds to add two 24bit numbers and cost roughly half a
million dollars. NASA used this mao
chine for checking out the main Saturn
booster stage on the Apollo missions.
Lowell Bensky, whom I had
worked for at RCA when I was out of
college. asked me to join CCC. The VP
of marketing at CCC believed that if
we could build a S75,000computer togo
along with the $300.000 DDP24. a lot
more machines would be sold. I left
Foxboro to build that machine for
CCC. At the time. the competition was
the PDP-5 and CDC's 160. In my view,
the CDC 160 with its short word length.
a basic instruction that could not address all of memory, and relative. indirect and chained indirect addressing,
pioneered the architectural concepts
that made the minicomputer feasible .
It was a commercialization of Seymou ~
Cray's !irst machine at CDC. The Littl
Character. that can be seen at the oJ
Museum and is featured in "The End
Bit" of this Report.
CCC was in a good technological
position to produce a competitive com·
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DDP-1l6 General Purpose Computer. Simplified Block Diagram

r

puter. It manufactured a set of 5
megaherzs logic cards, each with a
couple of Ilipllops of four or five and
gates. Customers bought a card cage,
plugged the cards in and then wire
wrapped all of the cards together and
interconnected them on the back. The
company also had a memory division
that built one of the more advanced
devices for the time with a 1.7 microsecond cycle time. DEC's PDP-5 had a
six microsecond cycle time memory
and CCC's DDP 24 had a five microsecond cycle time memory. The question
was- what should one build with this
fast memory and circuit technology?
I became infatuated with the idea
of building a fast, short-word length
machine. 12 bits looked a little short. 14
bits looked just about right. It gave you
enough code for a reasonable instruction set and addressing range. I didn't
want to make it any longer than 1 had to
because it would make the machine
more expensive . In those days , the
omputer and its memory were the
Jominant costs not the iJo equipment.
After a couple of weeks at CCC , 1 had
an outline of the specifications.
Then, on April 26th, 1964, three
weeks after I joined CCC, the bomb-

shell hit: IBM announced the 360 and
declared that the six-bit character was
no longer going to be a standard for
storing alphanumeric data. Instead, it
would be an eight-bit unit called the
byte. It didn't take much to say, ''I'll bet
if we increase the cost of the processor
ten percent or so and lengthen the
word to 16 bits we'll make up for the
cost in the market appeal of a machine
that can store two eight-bit bytes on the
new standard just set by IBM."
By August 1964, the specs had
been completed on the DDP-1l6. In
October the machine was announced
and the first shipment was in March of
1965. Only 200 were ever sold.
In 1965. cee announced a new
logic family called the Micropac using
integrated circuits. These were the
first commercially available integrated circuits that were designed by
cee and subcontracted to semiconductor manufacturers. The most reliable manufacturer for these flat packs
was Westinghouse. cee had also by
this time designed a less than one
microsecond cycle time memory.
When the 116 was shipped in
March, 1965, we immediately started to
work on a low cost version, the 416, and

a higher cost version, the 516. Shipped
in September, 1966, the 516 had a .96
microsecond cycle time and sold for
$82,000. The 416 built with a hobbled.1l6
instruction set was supposed to cost
$5,000 and sell in large quantities.
While it was estimated that only 130 01
the more expensive 516s would be sold.
Very few 416s were ever bought, but
over 2000 516s. Then a 316, lower-cost,
slower machine was built to compete
with DEC's lower cost 12-bit machines
that seemed to be flooding the world .
After ecc was bought by Honeywell a process of decay had set in.
1 stayed at Honeywell working as an
engineering manager and then as a
product manager in marketing. Prime
was formed to step into the vacuum
that Honeywell left in getting out of the
minicomputer market. Every machine
up through the Prime 750 was object
code compatible with the DDP-1l6
and 516.
1973: The Advent of Microprocessors
In 1973, 1 had the opportunity to join
Data General to design a microprocessor-based computer. They had a successful16-bit minicomputer line based
on the NOVA and they wanted a NOVA
Th. Computer MUHll m ReporVSpring 1986 ,

on an MOS chip. My only problem with
this opportunity was that I didn't know
what an MOS transistor was or how it
worked. And once again 1 was off on a
new odyssey: I didn't have the foggiest
idea of how you did logic with microprocessors. Otherwise, I was excited.
about the challenge and took the job.
The first microprocessor, Intel's
8008, a P-channel. 8-bit device, had an
accidental birth. It was the outgrowth
of a contract with Datapoint who had
specified the architecture for a microprocessor. After the contract period
had expired and both Texas Instruments (the alternate supplier) and Intel
had not delivered, the contract was
cancelled . Tl dropped the project but
Intel chose to continue it and fund it
internally. The rest is history in the
microprocessor business.
Data General decided to use the
newest technology: n-channel processing, which produced much faster MOS
transistors, and silicon gates which
provided additional interconnect capability. The decision was made to
build the machine in-house at DG's

own semiconductor facility, which had
been operational for about a year. The
hardest part of designing a 16-bit computer on a single chip at a time when 8bit computers represented the state of
the art, was fitting it all onto the available area of silicon. The first decision
was to use an internal 8-bit data path
and arithmetic unit. I also decided to
go to a serial i/o bus to solve some of
the pin limitation problems. The adder
would be the slowest part. even with
carry predict circuits.
A second person was added to the
project: a circuit designer in Sunnyvale. He showed me that registers are
cheap and random logic terrible. With
that information we decided to make a
micro-coded machine, even though I
had never done that before. In the
process I picked up a Fairchild application book that had a picture of a PLA
(programmed logic array) in the back.
It looked likea nifty idea for instruction
decoding. It also occurred to me that if
you put a second PLA on the rear end of
the first. all the decision making could
be done by looking at the results of

~
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operations and deciding what to do
next. An area efficient design was developed with two PLA's for the sequencing . The chip also had a real-time
clock in it and generated refresh addresses and refresh timing for the dy..-......
namic rams during periods whe
memory was idle and internal processing was going on in the chip.
It took me about a year to get
educated and design the chip. The n we
hired a technician to build a TTL simulator who put 1.000 i.c.s on wire wrap
boards. He hand wired 20,000 connections to build the simulator and had it
running in six months. It then took
eight months to hand draw the IC layout. Because of the difficulties of the
new process and the large line size,
another year was consumed in getting
all the details ironed out in order to
make production units . Thus, it didn't
ship until early 1976.
DG's single-board S1.500 computer
with the 8-K bytes of memory on a
single board was equivalent to the
DDP-516 that sold for $82,000 a decade
before. Adding a card cage and i/o, the
price of the micro-Nova increased to
$8,300; one-tenth of the price of the
previous decade.
1980: Fault-Tolerant Computers
The decision to start Stratus in 19~
was based on the apparent need f
fault -tolerant computers in commercial
on-line data processing environments
as opposed to those built for scientific
ones. This led to a new exploration
since I didn't know anything about the
subject. When I went to the MIT library,
1 was surprised to Jind volumes one
through nine of the Proceedings of the
Conferences on FaulHolerant Computing oriented. toward research and aerospace applications. The 1962 Apollo
Guidance Computer built for NASA
(that can be seen at the Museum) was a
fault-tolerant machine. Only Tandem
Computers had moved. the technology
to the commercial wo rld.
Starting in 1974, Tandem had a 100
million dollar software intensive business by 1979. Any fault-tolerant system
needs to be redundant until somebody
invents parts that can heal them selves. The basic principle of Tandem
was two computers side by side that
could work with common mass storage. Errors are detected. through memory parity or a stall alarm. A failure
would restart the program at the 10 ~
checkpOint on the backup machin\. --"
This software intensive approach
could be a major problem with many
terminals involved in online data processing applications. If the system

could allow some slowing down when
a lailure occurred, then the backup
machine could be doing something
useful driving normal operation. This
solution had been invented in days of
f""Upensi ve hardware in 1974.
Stratus decided to build faulttolerant hardware and not software.
We chose a technique that required.
each element of the machine, such as
the cpu board. to be able to detect its
own failures. The simplest way to do
this is to build two sets of everything
and just before anything is sent out on
the system bus, a comparator checks
the two. If they aren't the same. the
board is broken. With two boards. the
work goes to the other board. This
requires four sets of logic. which
sounds expensive. but it isn't. I guess I
should point out that we didn't figure
out the scheme we used until after we
raised the money for our startup.
One of the first things we did after
the architecture was determined, was
to put a red light on the end 01a board
to signal failure. Then field service
didn't have to figure out what was
wrong, but just take out the board and
send it to the factory. Then we asked
ourselves, "If field service isn't needed
fo r fault detection, why are they
needed on the customer site at all?
-Bave the customer do it without a ser·
':ce call." This creates a new problem.
,'he replacement has to be a fool
proof insertion, without any special
switches o r an umbilical cord which
might confuse the customer. In the
final design. any board could be
pulled out of a running machine and
put in another one without anything
happening.
Another problem was uncovered.
How would we know what board to
send to the customer for replacement?
Could we depend on a secretary to pull
out a bad board, read the model num·
ber. and accurately repeat it on the
telephone? We thought that would be
too much to ask. We added a feature
that let the system read the slot loco·
tion. the error state. the model number.
revision level. and serial number of
the bad board, finally throwing in a
modem so that the computer could re·
port the bad board directly to field
service at Stratus. The electronic mail
message to the Stratus computer reports what failed and all the details of
the occurrence. The typical scenario is
r hat the Stratus home office then calls
~p the customer and tells him that his
machine has a failure. The customer
doesn't know it until he's told. By then.
the replacement board is on its way by
Federal Express.
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We also decided that there was no
benefit in designing your own instruction set. It's fun, but a fool's errand if
the objective is to make money. So we
used commercially available microprocessors. We chose the 68000. the
best machine in late 1979. Since we
wanted to make a virtual machine. we
found that the 68000 could not cope
both with a page fault and restart, and
at the same time go out and get a page
from disk and lead it into memory. So
two 68000s were put on each cpu board.
The next step was to have part of the
operating system run in the second
68000 in addition to the' page fault
handler. Then more and more processors were put in the system to run both
operating system code and user code.
The second Stratus multiprocessor

s ystem has six microprocessors running concwrently out of a very large
shared memory. The four microprocessor version has a .125 microsecond
memory cycle time and sells for
S200.000 with 4.000K bytes of main
memory and a 400 megabyte disk.
A Continuing Odyssey?
It has been an adventure lor me to be
associated with all these computer
projects. Once again I'm on a quest
and will only be able to describe the
avenues I explored when it is all behind me .
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See How They Ran:
A Set 01
Classic Film
Clips Showing
Computing
From 1920
to 1980

•
-.
•
•

"See How They Ran" was assembled at

the Museum ood is shown there to

•

r.:

illustrate the integration of hardware,
software, other technologies and the
environment of work in computing over
time. Some clips were chosen because
they show pioneering projects and others the flavor of the limes. As a whole

the film provides. in 35 minutes. a

-.

glimpse of the various components
that have changed over time: size,
ease of use, programming and soft-

ware, and the attitude towards com-

•

puters and computing.

r.:

r.:
•

The films were made for a variety
of purposes and have different levels
of sophistication. The common link is
that each film is contemporary with
what it is showing, very little historic
interpretation is made at alL Further,
all of the films were made with direct
involvement of the people involved
with computing at the time, rather than
interpretations from other fields, The
only exception is the silent ENIAC film
taken in 1947. edited and narrated by
Professor Arthur Burks. who was a
graduate who worked on the machine.
in 1981. Because of these attributes, the
film has very unique pedagogical
qualities-providing new insights and
entertainment to trained computer pro~
fessionals and the spirit of the tradi·
tion to students and interested people.
The Museum will now make this
film available to others in order to
serve our purpose as an educational
institution.

•
•
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IBM Punch Card •• 1920
This film about data processing before
the computer illustrates one oj its
clearest antecedents .
The use of the punched card as a
means of electro· mechanically storing
and manipulating information was developed by Herman Hollerith for the
U.S. Bureau 01 the Census for compiling the results of the 1890 census. The
general idea of storing information on
punched cards dates to the late 18th
century and the use of punched cards
to control the patterns woven in fabric
by looms built by, among others,
Joseph Jacquard. After developing rna·
chinery for the Census Bureau, Hoi·
lerith formed the Tabulating Machine
Company, which later was incorporated into International Business
Machines Corporation (IBM ) by
Thomas J. Walson. By the turn of the
century several different companies
were making punched card data processing systems for a wide variety of
growing business uses.
The film clip shows a punched
card operation of the 1920's. Women
dressed in long dark skirts and whi
blouses transfer cards from one mt.
chine to another, and index and file
them for storage. Each machine performed only one operation such as
sorting cards, adding data. or print·
ing, so the women were required to
physically move the data from one
machine to the next 10 perform a series
of operations. Such systems were used
through the early 1960's, when they
were almost entirely replaced by com·
pulers.

~IAC.1946

...,.ite at nigbt on February 13, 1946, the
legend goes that the lights dimmed at
the Moore School of Engineering at the
University 01 Pennsylvania, when the
18,000 vacuum tube ENIAC was completely turned on.
Developed by

J.

Presper Eckert and

John Mauchly, ENJAC stood for Electronic Numerical Integrator And Computer. The group who participated in
the building and use of ENlAC met to
discuss the next machine. In these
meetings. the concept of the stored.
program computer was discussed and
it can be said thai ENIAC led directly to
the development of the stored program
computer.
The film show ENlAC in use computing ballistics tables which predicted the flight of a projectile under
various conditions such as the wind
speed and direction, the size of the
shell and firing charge. and the inclination of the gun barrel. BeforeENIAC.
it took several people using desk calculators many months to complete
such a table for a given trajectory.
rlAC could compute the trajectory
.~ter than real time; 20 seconds for a
thirty second trajectory. However, this
computation required two days of setting up the program to run on the
machine. The film shows several
women in knee-length skirts and
bobby socks, clip-boards in hand, setting the switches on the front panel of
the machine. In addition. wires had to
be replugged to connect different logic
components. Programming ENIAC,
thus, consisted 01 determining how to
wire the various functional components and set the dials to solve the
problem.

Automatic Computing
With EDSAC. 1951
Maurice Wilkes who built EDSAC narrates the film . Wilkes attended a summer school on the ENIAC held at the
University of Pennsylvania in the summer of 1947, afterwhich he returned to
Cambridge University in England and
started to build EDSAC , the first computer in regular operation to truly incorporate the stored program concept.
Two features. illustrated in the
film, made EDSAC a more efficient
computer to use and program: the internal storage of the program and the
use of subroutines. Maurice Wilkes
says. the film "can be seen as an
advertisement for subroutines." The
EDSAC programmers recognized that
there were certain sets of instructions
which they repeatedly used.. Instead of
reprogramming the operations each
time they used them. they kept a copy
of Ihe set of instructions encoded on
paper tape. Whenever they needed to
include that particular routine in their
program they simply copied the master
tape onlo the tape of their program.
This improved the speed and accwacy
of programming. and was the forerunner of higher-level. more powerful programming languages.
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Whirlwind I: Programming
at 3:00 A.M .. 1953 From
"Making Electrons Count"
This film clip was produced by MIT to
demonstrate the use of the Whirlwind
Computer Project. During the early period of computing in the US. computers
were built almost exclusively for the
federal government . particularly the
military. While occasionally these
early computer projects were un dertaken by federal agencies or private organizations. the majority were
developed at universities as government projects. The universities saw the
benefit of computing lor a wide variety
of research and educational purposes.
In the film a medical research scientist
learns how to program the Whirlwind
to perform a calculation for optical
lens design. His experience illustrates
what it was like to work on an early
computer: the difficulty of writing a
program which worked, the separation
of the programmer from the machine.
and how the computer ran only one
program 01 a time.
Both the EDSAC and Whirlwind
films were used by universities to
show the advantage of using computers to do very difficult problems in 0
research ond educational environment. Prior to this time, there were
common statements that three to fifty
computers would be sufficient for the
world's problems. These films quickly
provided evidence that every university. and then every department in every university, and every research lab
would be soon writing applications to
justify the addition of computers.

/
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RTRAN.1957
Dy 1954, it became clear that computing
WQS to grow as an activity and thai a

scientific language WQS needed to
ease programming . FORTRAN, short
lor "formula translation was being
developed then by IBM and remains an
importanllanguage today.
However, by 1957 it had not reached
terribly wide acceptance. Many early
N

programmers were emotionally com·

mitted to program in machine or very
low-level languages. This film makes
the case for programming in fORTRAN
providing a very simple problem to
contrast with machine language and

shows a very serious advocate for this
radical change.

Ellis D. Kroptechev and Zeus.
A Marvelous Time-Sharing
System. 1967
This student-produced film from Slanford University is a humorous spoof of
the trials and tribulations of a college
hacker condemned to use batch pro~sing. Story set in the university
.1puling center and cafeteria provides an accurate feeling for what it
was like to program a computer during
the 1960's.
It also illustrates an important
transition Jrom punched card batch
processing computers, to time-sharing
computing using teletypes and then
video terminals.
Ellis D. Kroptechev is a "man with a
problem, a girl and a deadline." We
watch as Ellis struggles with jammed
card punches, and numerous errors to
complete his program in time and meet
his girl friend. Ellis has to wait hours
for his tum . Finally, when his program
is run unsuccessfully, he must work
through the listings by hand to find the
errors. He cannot use the computer to
assist him, in fact. he never even sees
it, he can only submit his program on
punched cards to the operator. In his
final moments of despair Ellis is saved
by Zeus, A Marvelous Time-Sharing
System, in which he can directly enter
the program into the computer, debug
and run it himself. In no time his pror "tm runs perfectly, and in triumph
... is walks arm in arm with his girl
friend into the sunset.

STRETCH: The IBM 7030.
1960-1981
This unique film , produced for the Museum , shows one of the first supercomputers ever built.
The IBM 7030 or STRETCH as it was
called was designed between 1954 to
1961 10 tackle the most advanced and
demanding problems of scientific computation. It embodied many technological breakthroughs, and had a great
influence on later IBM machines. The
concept of the "byte" versus the "bit"
was developed to represent an 8-bit
"sy llable" of the 64-bit long Stretch
word. Then in 1964. the 8-bit byte was
made into a de facto industry standard
with the IBM 360.
Only seven STRETCH's were ever
built.
The one filmed was pieced together
for the Brigham Young University computer center from the original machines fro m Los Alamos and from
Mitre, before it was shipped to the
Museum . By then it had become a
dinosaur with only a 256K primary
memory of 64·bit words requiring a
very large room and a team of attendants.
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A Real-Time Event
On December 7. 1985 The Computer
Museum beld a very special eventNA Real-Time Event." Created by Susan
Poduska. the gala evening was an un-

usual and ambitious combination of a
multi-media fashion show which lold
the story of the "computer era" through

music. donce, slides and commentary,
plus a fundraising auction which fea-

tured. over 60 unique items. A real-time
success, the evenl attracted. over 200

guests and raised $35,000 for the
Museum.

As searchlights criss-crossed the
Museum's facade. they caught the 1956
T-Bird parked in the elevator just to set

the mood. Guests mingled in the 5th
and 6th Door galleries where silent
auction items and bid sheets were displayed. and a sumptuous buffet was

served, compliments of The Ocean
Club.
The 5th floor auditorium outfitted.
with risers, runway and stage lights
became a theater for a night. The slide
show brought back the faces. fads,
events. and inventions of the times.
framing the models who performed vignettes choreographed to music that
evoked the essence of each era. As the
models swooned to "Mr. Sandman.
commentators Susan Poduska and
Donn Edwards told us of "Wizards and
sages at MIT who were whirlwinding a
new computer ... and An Wang and
H

Jay Forester, busy stringing magnetic

rings which became known as core
memory. while UNIVAC earned fame in
1952 by predicting Eisenhower the
presidential winner. Many liked Ike ...
but everyone loved Lucy!"
This multi-media production
brought 40 years of memories to life.
Fashions were gathered from every
imaginable source-from GoodWill
Industries to California computer chip
artwear by Melissa Panages, from personal collections to the latest from
Soks Fifth Avenue.
The show was followed by another
production-the Live Auction. Channel Seven news reporter Hank Phillippi as Master of Ceremonies was
joined by industry stars Gordon Bell,
Danny Hillis, Mik e Parker, Bill
Poduska and Jonathan Rotenberg as
auctioneers. Throughout the evening
guests bid on 45 silent auction items of
all kinds. Auction co-chairs Joe and
Carol Levy drew on companies and
individuals from all sectors ... restaurants, airlines, hotels, retailers and
artists joined the computer community
in making generous contributions to
the auction. Who would have thought
that Lorimor Productions, The Sheraton Corporation, and American
Airlines would jointly offer a trip to
Hollywood for lunch with Ana-Alicia
on the set of Falcon Crest? or that Phil

BW Poduska inks in a bid for the silent
auction on Liz Nolan's 'Bidmobile' while
Danny Hillis (fhinking Machines Inc.),
Susan Poduska. Event Chairperson and
Museum Benefit Coordinator Undo
Clingan look on.

PHaros BY RCGER FARRINGTON
lAo
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Gwen Bell, Michael Templeton, and
Committee Member Patti Marx, dressed
in their Real-Time best.

Cooper would offer a flight on his
WWII 8-25 Bomber? Portraits, theater
tickets, software, hardware, catered.
dinners, and a talking teddy bear were
just some of the many wonderful items
that helped raise the $35,000 for the
Museum.
HA Real-Time Event" was a major
fund raiser (and fun raiser) thanks to
the monumental efforts of chairperson
and producer Susan Poduska, and auction co-chairpersons Carol and Joe
Levy.

Their enthusiasm drew the participation 01 a particularly diverse and
illustrious group of people all of wh~
gave generously of their time and th
talents. We would like to take th._
opportunity to express our deepest
gra1itude to the committee, the volunteers, the contributors and the museum staff-the people who made it all
happen:

The Fashion Show
Produced by Susan Poduska
Commentary by Susan Poduska and Donn Edwards
Directed. by Donn Edwards. The Boston Ballet
""'-"oreographed. by-Bruce Wells.
Associate Artistic Director. The Boston Ballet
Fashion Coordinator- Pati Marx
Fashion Historian - Mary Lou Touart
Music Production - Edie Bowan. Goodtimes Music
Lighting Design - Visual Design Associates
Slide Show Production-Janet Cole
Script Research- Kate Jurow. Jurow Reynolds Associates
Stage Manager-Alexandra Lunn
Models from Copley Seven Agency
Vintage Clothing from the collections 01:
Mary Lou Touart. Richard Talbot and Clemmie Lynn,
Uptown Strutters, Allston Beat
Contemporary Fashions by Saks Filth Avenue
~ Fashions that Inspire" by Le Chateau
Computer Chip Artwear by Melissa Panages

The Committee and Supporters:
Connie Bachman
Mary Baldwin
Gwen Bell
Linda Bodman
The Boston Computer Society
Linda Clingan
Caroline Collings
Aicket Press
tice Del Sesto
Louise Domenitz
Ann Everett
Joyce Fredkin
Richard Friedman
Wendy Germain. Germain DRK
Carol Gilbaugh
Gourmet Caterers
Annie Roe-Haler
Robert Hafer
Jack Hodgson
Anne Jenckes
Ben Kalica
Kathy Keough
Tom Labsley
Tim McNeill
Mary McKenney
James L. McKenney
Susan Parrish
Hank Phillippi
Ed Touchette. Graphic Designer
Emily Weiss
Bill Wisheart
Doris Yaffe, Saks Fifth Avenue
~att Young. The Ocean Club. Cambridge

The Following Individuals cmd Companies
Made Generous Auetion Contributions
American Airlines
Apple Computer
The Arbor Inn
Arne's Fine Seafood
Bay Tower Room
Gwen Bell
Peter Benjamin. photographer
The Beverly Hills Hilton
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence A. Bianchi
Bitstream. Inc.
The Boston Ballet Company
The Boston Computer Society
The Cambridge Center for Adult Education
The Charles Hotel
Continental Airlines
Phil Cooper. Palladian Software. Inc .
Debra Corbett. fine artist
Culinary Classics
Debra's Catering to Your Every Whim
The Cast of Dynasty
East Meets West
Face Life
Fifth Avenue Limousine Service
Debbie Germain. Piece·A·Cake
Gourmet Caterers. Inc.
GWV Travel. A division of The Interface Group
The Hampshire House
Hewlett Packard Company
Danny Hillis
Jameson and Thompson Framers
Javelin Software
10nah's
Carol & Joe Levy
Lorimor Productions
Lotus Corporation
Lotus Development
Mr. & Mrs. James L. McKenney
Montanas
Natural Microsystems
NEG
New York Air
The Ocean Club
Nancy Philo Olsen, line aItist
Andrea Peters. line artist
Hank Phillippi
Polymedia
Jerry Rabinowitz, photographer
Annie Roe·Hafer
Savenors Market
Sheraton Corp,
S. T. Dupont. Orfevres a Paris
The Tandy Corporation
Robert Tinney. line artist
Tomy Corporation
Toshiba America
The Wang Center for the Performing Arts
Warners Bros. Television & the Cast of "Spenser for Hire"
Michael P Wasserman Associates

We would like to remind all the eontributors and all the guests that every bit of
their generosity sharpened the leading edge of the world's only eomputer museum.
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Computer Graphics
Image Contest
The Computer Museum and Raster

Technologies Inc . are co-sponsoring
The Second Annuallnlemalional Computer Graphics Image Contest. The
contest represents an international
search for the most outstanding computer graphics image. Entries will be
judged on both technical excellence
and creative originality. As with last
year's conlest, the judges include the

partmenls of Aerospace Engineering
and Computer Science and Engineering at the University of Michigan, Dr.
Andries van Dam. professor of the

Computer Science Department. Brown
University. Ms . Terry Blum. fine artist and coordinator of the computer
graphics lab at the Fashion Institute of
Technology and Mr. Robert P. Holton.
publisher of Computer Graphics World .

and the Image gallery at the Museu~
in September. Members are invited
}
submit entries and are encouraged to
spread the word among friends and
colleagues. Please contact Raster
Technologies at (611) 692-1900 for further information and entry forms. Contest entries must be in 35mm slide
format. and reach Raster Technologies
by June 1 1986.

Museum's curator, Dr. Oliver SlrimpeJ

and members of the educational, technical and artistic communities: Dr.
Richard Phillips. professor in the de-

Prizes range from $200 to $2000 and
winning images will replace the 1985
winners on display in The Computer

The Hexadecimal Puzzle

An Adva nce d Mathematical Puz.zle
With Sixtee n Va riations
The Computer Museum is offering
you a limited opportunity to purchase
The Hexadecimal Puzzle in an edition
signed by the puzzle's inventor. The
puzzle is offered to you at a cost at
only $39.95 (members $35.95).

--

The Hexadecimal Puzzle is a binary
switching sequence puzzle designed
by William Keister. a pioneer in
switching system theory and design
a t Bell Laboratories. The object is to
remove the sliding carriage from the
stationary base. This can be accomplished by switching each of the eight
rectangular bars on the carriage from
their initial position under the high
rail to a position over the high rail.
The switching action is hindered by
a set of four blocking keys; to switch
a given carriage bar, all bars to
its left must have previously been
switched to a pattern which matches
the blocking key pattern for that bar.
Each of the four blocking keys can
be adjusted by the player to a "0" or
"I" position. Because of this, the blocking key pattern can be adjusted to
16 unique settings. forming sixteen
unique puzzle sequences. Made of ~
cherry wood. the Hexadecimal Puzz1..
is a handsome object as well as a
challenging pastime.
Write The Computer Museum Store.
or phone (617)542·0476.

.J

"
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Spring Program Series
G3

Robert McAndrews. President. The New England Commons
Wired Learning: The Future of Computer Networking in Higher
Education
April 10

Lecture Series
Thursday Nights
at7pm

Dr. Peter Richter. Professor of Physics at the University of
Bremen and Dr. Robert Devaney, Professor and Chairman of
Mathematics. Boston University
,. Colors of Chaos
Background and explanation of the images in the exhibit
(see below)
AprU 17

Seymour Papert. Professor. MIT. Learning Epistemology Group.
Media Lab
Computers and Learning in Early Childhood
May'

Lillian Schwartz. Computer Artist Pioneer. Bell Laboratories
The Computer as a Medium in the Arts

l""<~i.ht
"Forbidden Planet". 1956. 98 minutes. color.
A classic science fiction film. "Forbidden Planet" is the story
of an interstellar expedition that discovers the lone survivors
of an earlier voyage. Morbius (Walter Pigeon) and his daughter
are the survivors found amidst the remnants of an incredible
advanced civilization whose inhabitants mysteriously vanished
centuries before.

Colors 01 Chaos
An exhibit of computer generated images showing the iteration
of complex functions.

A vividly colored series of images created. by Dr. Peter Richter
and colleagues at The University of Bremen. West Germany,
shows the Mandelbrot Set and several Julia Sets. The function
iterated here is simply squaring the complex number. Another
series, by Professor Robert Devaney of Boston University, shows
iterations of sine and cosine. The richness and beauty of the
patterns was entirely unpredicted before computer exploration
became possible.
The exhibit opens on April 10 with a special reception for
museum members starting at 6pm followed at 7pm by a lecture.
Peter Richter and Robert Devaney will explain what the images
mean and how to generate such images yourself.
Courtesy of Heinz-Otto Peitgen and Peter Richter

I

The End Bit

0000000001

Little Character. by Cont rol Dato: Corporation. 1959. The Little Character
was a prototype computer developed
to test the concept of modulor circuil
design at Control Dolo Corporation
shortly after its incorporation in
August 1957.
When he joined the young company

in 1958. Seymour Cray tried to persuade president William Norris that
there was a market for a low-cost.

high-speed computer designed for
scientific applications. Norris was

sufficiently convinced. to lei eray
develop the Little Character. The
machine used. 0: small number of
standard circuits made by loading
transistors onto small circuil boards.
These in turn were connected via a
hand-wired backplane.
The Little Character vindicated Cray's
modular design and Norris was
convinced. The company then used
the idees embodied in the Little
Character to build the Control Data
1604. a computer aimed at the lowpriced scientific market.

On loan from Control Data Corporation. Minneapolis. Minnesota
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This young Museum is still filled with first experiences. Two are especially
worthy of attention: three of our first interns have achieved important career
objectives and the first members survey has been completed .
The Museum's first intern from the pre-Boston days, Beth Parkhurst ,
passed the general examinations in history lor her doctorate at Brown University and has been awarded a Smithsonian Fellowship to study women in
programming. Her first paper on the subject was presented at the 1985 meeting of the American Historical Association and will be published in
Daedalus.
Gregory Welch, who took a year off from Harvard to work on the 1401.
Cray, and manufacturing exhibits, has not only graduated Magna Cum
Laude but also received the Shaw Travelling Fellowship. Greg will spend
next year s tudying science and technology museums of Europe.
Bill Wishearl, who started as an intern on the collections after graduation from Boston College, has been accepted in the master's program in
Computer and Information Sciences at Dartmouth College.

Survey 01 Museum Members
Almost 100 members replied to the first survey of the membership and it's
my pleasure to publish its results. The respondents, from 25 different states,
reflect the wide geographic distribution of members, with membership in 46
states, 9 European countries and Australia, BraziL Canada, Japan. Indonesia and Israel. Before opening in downtown Boston. the ratio of local to
non-local members was 2:3. Now it has reversed.
One-third of the respondents had visited the Museum three or more
times and another one-third had never visited it. In the month of March.
three percent of the visitors were members .
Preservation of computers and a liking for history were by for the most
common reasons for becoming a member. Only 13% cited membership benefits as the reason for joining.
Respondents felt that the most important feature of the current membership plan is The Computer Museum Report. Thus, the Report is an important
area where we can better serve members. The most interesting articles were
on history, followed by anecdotes about artifacts, and articles about exhibits. The sense. in reading the individual comments. is that the Report
should stand on its own. One written comment noted:
I like historical articles both about the museum collections and
computing in general. I am not overly fond of reports about
events or exhibits that don't make sense unless you have been
there.
Many respondents would like the Museum to undertake more outreach
activities and include more member participation . By outreach , people mean
both travelling exhibits. events. and making films available. These projects
are all within the long range p lan of the Museum . The first step is making
film s available. For example. Sperry videotaped the Presper Eckert talk and
will add the historic ENIAC film to it. The purpose is to make this available
for distribution by the Museum and by Sperry. The Museum is also beginning to build up a data base for member involvement with a redesign of the
membership renewal form allowing you to indicate your wish to actively
participate. Collecting activities is one area where members can be particularly helpful.
It's very rewarding to watcl} the network of Computer Museum a lumni
and members grow.

Gwen Bell
President

The C o mputer Museum Re partiS umm er 1986

1. Presper Eckert (foreground),
co·jnventor of ENIAC (Electronic
Numerical Integrator And Computer).
As the world's first all-electronic
digital computer. ENIAC weighed
more than 30 tons and occupied
approximately 15.000 square feet.
Performing S,(X}(} additions or
subtractions per second, ENIAC
launched the computer indus fry as
we know it today. Dr. Eckert

currently serves as Vice President
and Technical Advisor for Sperry
Corporation.

ENIAC

The Electronic Numerical
Integl'alor And Computer
J. Presper Eckert

If you consider the ENIAC as the startiog point. the computer is forty years
old. So, by the way, is the United Nations and I feel that we've done 0101
better than they have.
Talking about the ENIAC is like
going back into the attic of my mind.
And going into my real ollie, I found a
clipping from February 15. 1946. It
says:
"Mathematical brain enlarges

man's horizons ... A new epoch
in the history of human thought
began last night The scope and
area in which man's brain can
grasp. predict. control suddenly
opened. outward into the distance with revelation of secret
construction during the war of a
30 Ion mathematical brain that

solves the unsolvable. "

I read another article that said
every time we turned the ENJAC on it

dimmed the lights in West Philadelphia. This is pure fiction. We had it
connected to a regulator in the gener~tor room that was adequate for its
power level.
Although the press notes that
February 13th is when the machine
was turned on, February 13 is an arbitrary date on which an announcement
was made after some tests and trials.
Other reporters stated that over 200
people worked on the project but the
maximum group was 50 and the usual
was about 30.
I met Dr. Mauchly at an advance
management defense training course
at the University of Pennsylvania. This
course included about 30 people not in
electrical engineering, of whom 16
were Phds. I was one of the lowest people on the totem pole; I was a graduate
student and a teaching assistant. The
meetings with Mauchly were along
with a lot of very bright people.
Mauchly and I had time to talk and we
found that we both had a passion to
build some kind of computing device.
Mauchly had worked for the weather
bureau and one of his motivations was
to build a device that would help to
rpredict the weather. The other thing
that he had done as a professor of
physics was build gas tube and neon
lamp counters. I ran tests on them and
found that they were not only s low but
had very bad margins of safety,
although they had the advantages of

being cheaper than vacuum tubes
overall.
Those responsible for the ENIAC
project and present at the dedication
appear in the group photo. I reported
directly to Dr. lohn Brainerd and he
reported to Dean Pender, a very wise
man, who had been head of electrical
engineering at M.I.T. before he came
to be dean at the Moore School.
Colonel Gillen, the contract officer for the Army at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, named the ENIAC, The Electronic Numerical Integrator And Computer. Originally, the name stopped
with Integrator because we had only
planned to use it for equations relating
to the flight of a shell. As time went on,
various people felt that the machine
should be used for other problems.
Colonel Gillen realized the uses would
get more complicated so he added
"And Computer" to the name. He said
this was political protection. 1£ the
general accounting office said we
went beyond the original bounds, we
could point to the name and say it was
in the proposal.
Second to me in the photo is
General Barnes, head of the Ordnance
Department. In 1943, I reported to the
Roxboro draft board consisting of a
French teacher and two men in the textile business. They thought everyone
should be drafted, especially everyone in textiles whe re the men could be
replaced with women. They also
thought that anyone at the University
could not possibly be doing anything
for the war effort. I was doing something, but they couldn't be told what it
was. They thought I was a new form of
draft dodger. Each time before they
called me, the French teacher would
forewarn me and the university staff
could be prepared. The doctors knew
me quite well because I actually took
the preliminary exam six or seven
times. When the French teacher went
on vacation, the other two men decided they would get me. I was called
without advance notice and almost
drafted. By this time. the University
realized the importance of the project.
contacted the Ordnan<;e Department
and got a letter signed both by General
Barnes, head of Ordnance of the US
Army, and General Hersey, the head of
selective service. The Roxboro draft
board didn't harass me anymore.

After graduation from Penn, I
worked at MIT's Radiation Laboratories building a special amplifier to
test a switching device used in radar.
The design of this amplifier, having a
rise time of a tenth of a micro-second
with a gain of over a thousand , gave
me experience building high speed
circuits. Then I had a project to
measure a radar signal - travelling out
and back-with an accuracy 01 1 yard
out of 100 ,00 0 in less than 9
nanoseconds. This was quite a problem because small. at the time, was
100 nanoseconds. I was instructed to
do this with analog methods and decided in several weeks that they didn't
know what they were talking about. I
proposed a digital system using electric delay lines and another system using a mercury delay line that I invented for the purpose. Brit Chance,
my boss, let me try my idea even
though he didn't believe in it. I was
working on that device using counters
and delay lines when the idea for
building the ENIAC came along.
While I was at MIT, Mauchly dictated a memo about the design of a
computer that his secretary typed with
several carbon copies. The original
was given to Dr. Brainerd to mimeograph and distribute . Brainerd
apparently lost the paper before it was
copied. Herman Goldstine asked lor
one of the carbon copies: but no one

Presper Eckert.
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could find one, Fortunately Mauchly's
secretary still had her shorthand notes
so she reproduced. them for Goldstine
who used them to get interest at Aberdeen Proving Ground, This formed the
basis for Aberdeen's request lor a proposal for a machine from the Moore
Schoo!. Dr . Brainerd who was in
charge of getting projects for the
School was now pleased with the idea.
The three of us wrote a proposal and
delivered it to Aberdeen on April 9th,
1943 (my 24th birthday). Dr. Brainerd
and Dr. Goldstine presented the proposal to Colonel Gillen and Dr. Deterick, a civilian scientist. During the
presentation, Mauchlyand 1. silling in
the next office, wrote the technical
appendices backing up the proposal.
When the group emerged. , we asked ,
"What happened?" Goldstine said,
"We gave them the story and Deterick
said, I've got to go to another meeting
but it seems pretty good and Simon
agreed to give you the money." After
we caught up on our sleep, we started
to work right away even though the
contract did not arrive for several
months. Actually, the ENIAC project
started. on April 10, 1943.
Herman Goldstine was a great
help gelling us classified documents
on counters built by RCA and NCR .
These counters were used by the
Ballistic Reseach Laborat ory to
measure the speed of shells as they
left the guns. I built both circuits and
by modifying the RCA counter arrived
at a very stable design. We then det
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cided on standards for the rest of the
circuitry. I talked to the people at
RCA's tube research laboratory in Harrison, NT. about tubes and they shared
the results of experiments where they
got a much longer tube life by running
them at lower voltages than consumer
products. They also advised us to use
standard tubes because they never got
all the bugs out on special runs. They
said it took 100,000 tubes before they
were working right. I asked, "What do
you do with the first 100,000." They
said, "We sell them."
My education had prepared me to
lead an engineering design team. At
Penn Charter, r had a phenomenal
math teacher who had put ten of us in a
fast track studying solid trig, college
algebra, differential calculus, and
enough other material so that on testing at Penn I had completed the first
year or so of engineering mathematics. Although I was admitted to
MIT , my parents thought it would be
beller if I stayed closer to home and
went to Penn. My father wanted me to
study at the Wharton School of Finance, but I left alter a short time because I hated it. I then went to the
physics department but I couldn't get
in because they were lull and that's
how I ended up in electrical engineering.
Carl Chambers, my advisor at
the Moore SchooL was a mathematician, engineer, a former employee of
RCA, and had a father who, at one
time, was president of the American

Left to Right: I. Presper Eckert, Ir ..
Chief Engineer: Professor /. G.
Brainerd, Supervisor; Sam Feltman ,
Chief Engineer for Ballistics,
Ordnance Department; Captain H.H.
Goldstine, Liaison Officer: Dr. /. W.
Mauchly, Consulting Engineer; Deal
Harold Pender, Moore School of
Electrical Engineering, Un iversity of
Pennsylvania: General G.M. Barnes,
Chief of the Ordnance Research and
Development Service; Colonel Paul
N. Gillon, Chief, Research Branch 01
the Army Ordnance Research and
Development Service.
Actuarial Society. When Carl grew up
his father wrote the exams and would
give Carl the summer job of grading
them if he could pass it. And heal ways
could. So he was also a fine statistician. When I got a 0 in something like
nineteenth century English novelists. I
went to him. And he said, "That's ok. I
did the same myself. In fact. I figured if
I got too good a grade on something I
didn't like, I was spending too much
time on it. " Carl taught me the importance of very careful design. I did
some circuit design for him and he always had me test it for all the variations possible. For the ENIAC . I implemented that idea with ex..-..
vengeance. I didn't like the idea a
ever making a failure by not doing it
quite right; that can set progress back
a step instead of forward. The Wright
brothers were quite good in this way.
They decided that Dr. Langley's equa-

•

lions that were available were probably not quile right even though his
little plane had gone 4,000 feet powered by a steam engine. They decided
to do something no one had done;
f">uild a wind tunnel first to test the
wing designs. That's the real story behind Kitty Hawk. It's like the ENIAC:
they didn't invent the engine or the
idea of a wing or even the idea of an
engine and a wing assembly. Another
example is FM. In 1924, John Carson,
who worked for Thornton Fry at Bell
Labs. wrote a paper that worked out
the equations for FM. He showed that
in the normal ten kilocycle band
width, FM would result in equally as
much noise as AM. They also reasoned
that building an FM detector was har·
der than AM and therefore they bypassed it. He was exactly right in all his
mathematics, but of all the engineers
who read it not one tried it. Then Major
Armstrong came along and thought
about it , saw that wide bands were
available by then, and made FM work .
When we were building the
ENIAC, the only other company I know
who had experience building a machine with a large tube count was The
Hammond Organ Company. They
built about 1.000 Novachords. fully
electronic musical instruments (synr-hesizers ), each with 170 vacuum
.ubes. Eventually I bought an obsolete
one for$lOO from a men's drinking society. I refinished the cabinet. repaired
some circuits , and replaced all 1.000
resistors. When r retired my machine
five years ago, all the 144 tubes (operating at about 5 volts versus the specified 6.5) in the tone generating part
were original. If the tubes gave any
trouble then we lightly sandpapering
the pins and they would work again:
the surface of the pins deteriorate but
nothing else.
At the time we were hassled by a
number of scientists for relying on
vacuum tubes. Enrico Fermi knew an
electrical engineer named Willy Higginbottom working on a 150 vacuum
tube counter at Los Alamos. Fermi
assumed that the level of engineering
perfection that we used was the same
as Higginbottom who had a much simpler problem. We knew what we were
up against and had to have long life
from the tubes. Fermi. a great statistician and physicist. ran statistics on
Higginbottam's counters and told Dr.
ohn von Neumann that with the number of tubes in our machine it perhaps
would only run 5 minutes without stopping. Since the ENIAC was 1.000 times
faster than anything else, if it only
worked 5 minutes out of every hour or

so it would still be perhaps 100 times
faster than any other machine. So we
didn't worry about it.
The big surprise to us was that
programming would turn out to be so
enormously difficult. That was a shock
to everyone. At the beginning, every
time the machine came up with a
wrong answer, we blamed it on a machine failure. We soon learned to
blame it on a programming error. We
were incredibly careful in designing
the machine. 1 took a slide rule and
rechecked every circuit that was de·
signed at least to a rough approximation. I found that I had to do this or the
rules that we had set were not being
stuck to . We realized that we had
about 4,000 knobs on the machine. We
started to wiggle a few test knobs and
found that they could come loose.
Someone suggested that we use hardened set screws with a hole in the
switch shalt. We tested them and no
Feb. 4, 196.f

knobs fell off. We "high potted all the
wiring", that is we put it out on high
voltage to check for weak spots in any
insulation.
I had had experience with m ice
eating some forms of wire. So we got
some mice, put them in a cage. starved
them for a while, and then put in var·
ious kinds of wire that we were considering using. Sure enough. they
loved some of the kinds of tubing we
were planning to use. Then we used
only wiring that passed the mous e
test.
People often thought I was a nut
because r was so fussy about standards, but r was only implementing
the concept behind the famou s statement of William Thompson, Lord Kelvin that Colonel Gillen had pro minently hanging in his office . It stated,
" When you measure what you are
speaking about and express it in numbers, you know some things abo ut it.
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But when you cannot measure it . express it in numbers. your knowledge is
of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind. It
may be the beginning of knowledge
but you have scarcely in your thoughts
advanced the stage of science."
Theother principle that I went on,
was that one ought to be liberal about
new ideas but be conservative on their
execution. In later years, we had a big
sign in one of our labs and it said,
"Principle or execution." What it
meant was, when something didn't
work was it due to the principle or to its
execution.
I sometimes see articles that say
John Mauchly was the idea man and
Pres Eckert the implementer. This is a
vast over simplification. In the beginning, John had built some counters
and I had worked on the differential
analyzer. I had learned to use a desk
calculator, but I didn't know as much
about them as John. Mauchly knew
how desk calculators worked inside. I
had never integrated an equation by
difference calculus. John taught me
alot about the problems to be solved on
the ENIAC. 1 had designed a lot more
circuits than John. When we started
the ENIAC, John introduced me to his
concepts for a subroutine in the machine. It was one of the big principles
of the ENIAC. Using a straight line programming as in the Harvard Mark I. I
figured the ENIAC would have had
over a million tubes instead of 18,000. I
was told later that Babbage may also
have had the idea of subroutines. Our
idea was to have nesting of subroutines. If Babbage had the idea outlined, then Aiken probably would
have used subroutines on the Mark L
We introduced Aiken to the idea of
subroutines. What you can say is that
lohn worked more on software and I
worked more on hardware.
I think that 1 have enough evidence to show that I developed the
idea of internal storage or the stored
program. I proposed the idea to
Mauchly. Arthur Burks, in an article in
the Annals of Computer History. over
and over again tries to compare the
ENIAC to the Differential Analyzer. I
think this is strange because I don't
see any comparison. If there is a connection it is this: before Mauchly
wroteup the ENIAC idea for Brainerd,
we said the worst feature of the Differential Analyzer was the inaccuracy
of the integrators. We had worked to
achieve a one-hundredth of a percent
accuracy from the previous tenth of a
percent, but we decided we were at the
top of an 5 curve. The machine might
achieve a thousandth of a percent
,
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accuracy, but only with hard work and
that was the end of the curve. Further
room for improvement would have to
be electronic. We thought that we
might take the shafts that came into
the integrator. put little pinwheels
with stripes on them, look at them with
photocells and get pulses out that told
how the shafts were spinning around.
These would be fed into some counters. multiply these counters. accumulate them in another counter. and then
use another pinwheel on the output
shaft and feed it back through a
servomechanism to make it track the
thing. This was a mechanical integrator whose guts were sort of a digital system. We decided that was
crazy, if we were going to have all
these pulses then we should shoot
them directly and get rid of all the
gears. Then we thought this counting
pulses is crazy, to count a million you
need a million, but in the binary code it
only takes twenty pulses. And even in
a decimal system that can be based
from a punch card machine, it will only
take 60 pulses. So we decided we
would code numbers and shoot them
around that way in our machine. And
that's about the extent to which the
differential analyzer influenced the
EN IAC. Later Dr. Floyd Steel developed the Digital Differential Analyzer that had some popularity for
some time.
The best way to dismiss Atanasoff is to say the machine really never
worked and he didn't have a system.
That's the big thing about an invention: it's that you have a whole system
that works. De la Rue tried to build a
lamp in 1820, Starr in 1845. Swan in
1880. and Edison built a whole system
that related to the generator that was
only developed five years before. Every one of Edison's ideas had been
used before. Edison was a system's engineer and made it a ll work. The
ENIAC was built as a system that has
led directly to today's computers. I look
back at the scenario and ask you to
consider the following question: How
would you like to see your life's work
end up on a tenth of a square inch of
silicon?

ENIAC·s
Birthday
On February 13. 1986. The Computer
Museum celebrated ENIAC's 40th
birthday with a champagne-and-cake
gala complete with 1940's orchestra to
remind revelers of the era which gave
birth to the machine.
ENIAC's Big Birthday Bash was
conceived and sponsored by Ann RoeHafer. Marketing Director for Bitstream. Inc. of Cambridge. Starting in
1985, Bitstream dubbed February 13th
the beginning of the Digital Year with
a special calendar. The 1986 edition of
the calendar was given to each
attendee.
Many aspects of the event paid
tribute to ENIAC's significant impact
on the evolution of the computer. The
invitation to the Birthday Bash was designed and produced using computer
generated graphics featuring the
special effects of digital fonts. ENIAC
received the most fantastic birthday
card ever produced by a computer for a
computer. thanks to the Fantastic Animation Machine. They created a computer generated animated video birthday greeting that was displayed'-"
throughout the evening. and has now
been added to the Museum's permanent collection. The 20-second long
piece required about 100 hours of compute time and would normally cost
about $3000 per second of finished
video-a labor of love to honor ENIAC
and a show of support for The Computer Museum.

•

Presper Eckert and Kay Mauch/y.

Maurice Wilkes. Gwen Bell. Mike
Parker, Presper Eckert and Kay
Mauchley.

The birthday cake for 500 guests
was fashioned after a Bitstream font
spelling out E-N-I-A-C. A tastier type
there will never be. Among the decorations was a ten by one foot digital
sign in the Museum elevator carrying
a continuous birthday message.
To insure many happy returns of
the day , eight "ENlAC Enthusiasts".
AT&T . International Typeface
Corporation . NCR Corporation.
Michael Parker. John Poppen. XRE
Corporation. Hennon Zap£. and Zenith
Data Systems. each contributed $10 for
every year of ENIAC's age to support
the event and subsequent Museum
projects.
The tribute to ENlAC was really a
tribute to those who had created her.
What turned this celebration into a
momentous occasion was the talk by
her co-inventor. Dr. 1. Presper Eckert.
Dr. Eckert's appearance drew a full
house with close to 500 guests seated
and standing in the auditorium. and
watching on closed circuit T. V. in the
-2alleries.
Bitstream president. Michael
arker was Master of Ceremonies for
the evening. He first presented Bernard Gordon. President of Analogic. to
introduce Dr. Eckert. Bernard Gordon.
who had worked for Eckert Mauchly
Computer Company, introduced Dr.
Eckert as, "the greatest engineer and
role model I've ever known". In his
opening remarks, Dr. Eckert expressed
his regret that co-inventor John W.
Mauchly was not there to share his
stories or be a port of the celebration.
However, he noted that Kay Mauchly
Antonelli. Mauchly's widow, and a
programmer on the ENlAC. was in attendance.
After Dr. Eckert's talk. a film composed 01 the only existing original footage of the ENIAC from 1946 was
viewed. It was met by the audience
with both awe and amusement. and
was a perfect transition from the inspiring talk by Dr. Eckert to the official
toost and cake cutting.
Michael Parker. back on the
podium, offered the first toast to the
r 1 s t digital year". The next loosl "to
Ie ENlAC " was given by Professor
Maurice Wilkes . who studied the
ENIAC before building the EDSAC.
Kay Mauchly Antonelli toasted "the
young ladies in the film". her fellow
programmers. The closing toosl by Dr.

.
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Ann Roe-Hafer at the ENIAC function
table. wearing the Eckert-Mauchly
medallion.

Eckert was in memory of John W.
Mauchly.
The Sperry Corporation. which
absorbed the Eckert Mauchly Computer Company. is producing a video
tape of the leclure and the 1946 film
clips for the Museum's collection.
The ENIAC birthday celebration
drew the atlention of the media nationwide: it was leatured on the CBS Morning News, National Public Radio's All
Things Considered. WNEV-TV's Sd·
Tech Spot and Cable News Network.
and it was the subject of articles in
TIME Magazine. the New York Times.
the Boston Globe. the Boston Herald,
and the Baltimore Sun. Also picked up
by b oth the Associated Press and
United Press International wire services, the story ran in over SO newspapers across the country- from the
Hon ol ulu Advertiser in Hawaii to the
Tribune in Scranton, Pennsylvania.
from Investor's Daily in Los Angeles,
California to the Daily Southern Economist in Chicago, Illinois!
Ushered into the world with
special press conferences, the computer continues to hold public fascination with its growth from childhood to
maturity .
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VisiCalc and Software Arts:
Genesis To Exodus
Daniel Bricklin
Bob Frankston, who wrote the first
spreadsheet has noted, "In the early
part of the century, with the growth of
telephones, experts said that everyone
in the world would be a telephone
operator by the nineteen fifties ."
People laugh and say, "That's nol

1

true,"

But it turns Qut , it is true. By 1950
everyone had a dial phone and knew
how to "be an operator."
Similarly. a few years ago, Fortune Magazine and others were predicting that a million programmers
would be needed by the nineteen
eighties. Now with a million users of

VisiCalc. two million users of 1-2-3,
and with another million users of other
spreadsheets. fOUI million people are
programming on spreadsheets alone.
The prediction is true. People just don't
know they are programmers.
Ben Rosen once said, "You communicate with VisiCalc in English. "
What he meant was that you communicate in a way that feels natural.
but it isn't English. It feels natural. but
it's also a programming language.
FORTRAN was also quite natural for
people who worked with formulas. Unfortunately FORTRAN, when used to
do other kind of programming , is
strange and unnatural. Different kinds
of programming l anguages are
needed for different applications. The
programming language is not important, but it is important that people
program. In fact. a single computer
language restricts a person to one way
of thinking. If people learn spreadsheets and word processing, then they
are on their way to programming.
In the early seventies, it was predicted that the first personal computers would be used to control the
watering of the lawn, store recipes and
do other household tasks. Personal
computers are still not used for these
tasks, but are used , among other
things, to run spreadsheets. In fact ,
when new personal computers are announced a spreadsheet program is
part of the package.

GENESIS
Bob Franston and I met in late 1969 or
early 1970 at MIT when we worked at
•
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Bob Frankston and Dan BrickJjn.
TECH Square at the now defunct Multics Project. We learned about good
code and products that either did not
capture people's imaginations or were
not marketed well. After MIT, I went to
Digital where I was project leader of
the WPS-S, their first commercial word
processor, and I also worked on computerized typesetting. This gave me a
lot of experience with screens and
editing. Bob was writing BASIC on a
consulting basis for a small company,
ECD Corporation, that was making a
machine called the MicroMind (may it
rest in peace).
I wanted to start a small business
with Bob, so I decided to go to Harvard
Business School to learn the "secrets"
of doing this. I spent a lot of time in
Aldrich lOS with 80 other first year students. Sitting there in the spring of
1975, I came up with the idea of the
electronic spreasheet. With all those
other classmates to contenq with the
professor, there's lots of lime for daydreaming, especially if you sit in the
front row and the professor looks out
above you. I invariably made simple
addition mistakes in my homework. I

wanted to do what the professor did on
his blackboard: he would erase one
number and Louis up in the bock of the
room would give him all the calculations that he had done all night to recalculate everything. I wanted to keep
the calculations and just erase one
number on my paper and have everything recalculated.
I had my lillie TI calculator that I
would rest my hand on and imagine
that it was a mouse-like object controlling a head up display similar to
that of an airplane pilot. Then I could
look ahead and say, "15% would be
ok." Going with that metaphor I knew I
wanted to move all kinds of things
around. Getting more practical I
thought it could be done on a micro like
a zao with a screen and also a mouse.
The first machine that I considered
was the PDT from DEC , an LSI-II
based machine that didn't sell very
well. Having heard about it, r learne'~
that it would be on display at the an· _
nual shareholders' meeling. By holding one share of stock, I was able to go
and see it. They were not very agressive in trying to sell it 10 me. In the

summer of 197B, I made a decision that
when I graduated in 1979 I would pur·
sue creating the electronic spread·
sheet on DEC equipment and maybe
sell it door·to·door on Route 128.
r--- Before I left for the summer of
J7B, I went to various professors for
advice. I went to my finance professor,
but he was busy and couldn't see me. I
went to my production management
professor and he said, "Well, that's
really a good idea. People really use
blackboards and they will use two
roomsfull of them to set up the num·
be rs for manufacturing production
schedules. If you could do that electro·
nically and connect them, then it
would save time." But he was too busy
to help me. Nevertheless I was encour·
aged by what he said. Then I went to
an accounting professor. He told me,
"Improving the human interface to any
system would be good. " Finally, I got
to see my professor of finance. Looking
up from his FORTRAN listings, he
said, "There are many financial
forecasting tools already. The idea
will never sell. People have everything they need. But why don't you ask
one of my students, Dan Fylstra, and
he'll tell you why you can't sell per·
sonal computers to real estate agents
to do their calculations. " That's how I
r et the person who eventually pub·
.hed VisiCalc.
Dan Fylstra, a second year busi·
ness school student. was running a
small home computer publishing corn·
pony called. Personal Software. He had
just signed up a chess program called
Microchess.
STARTING SOFTWARE ARTS

Frankston and I got together and de·
cided we would work on an electronic
spreadsheet in Bob's attic in Arlington,
Mass.
One of the most difficult and im·
portant ideas was how to label where
something was. It was clear to me that
the simplest way was a grid coord in·
ate system. Since people usually think
in letters and numbers, I labelled the
top with letters and put numbers down
the side. My background had been on
interpreters, on Multics I had implemented APL twice and VisiCalc is
an interpreter. I used these skills and
viewed VisiCalc as a programming
language. Instead of the program be·
.,..ing vertical. it was in two dimensions.
/
In the fall of 1978, we made a deal
- .... ith Dan Fylstra that we would produce this electronic spreadsheet and
he would publish it. We went to a
Chinese restaurant out by Fresh Pond,
Bob and I ordered without msg and

Dan with it, and we got some very good
terms. Two-thirds of the profits, 35.7%
of the gross, went to us. In those days,
Dan's company, Personal Software,
was in an apartment in Allston.
Then sitting in a Kentucky Fried
Fish place, Bob and I came up with the
name of our company, Software Arts.
That fall. I prototyped the product
in 200 lines of BASIC to simulate the
electronic spreadsheet. I wanted to
have a mouse, but the machine that
Fylstra had that was available to use,
the Apple II, didn't have one. The
Apple did have game paddles to turn
the dial and move things sideways. So
I modified it to behave like a mouse
and position things. Unfortunately the
cursor moved too slowly using the paddles so I switched to the two arrow
keys, one going right and one left, and
used the space bar to go up and down.
Then it ran much faster.
The final version of the original
VisiCalc was written on the MUL TICS
system at MIT which we paid dearly
for ou t of our pockets. We used
timesharing at night. Bob would get up
at 3 PM when I would get back from
school and work until 6 or 7 in the
morning. Since MIT took three months
to bill, we also had a little float.
The name VisiCalc was conjured
up at "Vic's Egg on One" outside of
Porter Square on Mass Ave. Early one
morning, Frankston and Fylstra, des·
parate to come up with a name, were
having breakfast and each claimed to
have come up with the name. I claim
they just looked at the menu that said
"Vic's" - and were inspired . Frank·
ston threw together the first working
version of VisiCalc in two to three
weeks.
In January 1979, Fylstra went off
to Apple and Atari to show them the
product. Markulla at Apple said, "Hm,
interesting checkbook program you
market it yourself, we're not inter·
ested." Atari was very interested but
theiI machine was not ready. The first
VisiCalc ad appeared in the May 1979
issue of BYTE. That same month, TI's
personal computer was delayed and
Radio Shack hod 50010 of the PC market.
The year before, Apple had shipped
20,000 systems and IBM sold 5,000 sys·
terns in the PC market.
We sent copies of VisiCalc to in·
fluentia l people, including an analyst
at Morgan Stanley in New York , Ben
Rosen. Ben liked his copy {the one that
is now archived. at the Museum ) and
wrote about it. saying, "Someday this
may be the software tail that wags the
hardware dog. " And he was apparent·
ly right, because the spreadsheet par-

•

t
\Tis
How did you ever
do without it?
1979 PS Inc.
!ially mode personal computers sell so
well.
In June 1979, Software Arts moved
from Bob's attic to a basement in Central Square, purchased our own Prime
550 timesharing system , and an nounced the product. Since I had just
graduated and Bob was living like a
student. we had simple requirements.
We borrowed from friends and family
to purchase the Prime. We didn't re·
ceive pay for about a year - and we
used lots of float on Master- and Visa·
cards.
" ALL HAIL VISICALC "

The first mention of VisiCalc in the
New York Times appeared on the first
page of the second section i n a
humorous article entitled , "A Lay·
man's Trip into the Mega·mega Land
of Computers. " In giant letters, the au·
thor said, "All hail VisiCalc." He
thought it was funny. We thought we
could now say, New York Times says,
"All hail VisiCalc."
In the winter of 1979, Software
Arts moved again. Later, Julian Lange,
a professor at Harvard, was hired and
eventually became President. Visi·
Calc was then moved ontoa large vari ety of machines. After a year, the original version was no longer sold, but
replaced by on upgraded version.
We won Adam Osborne's White
Elephant award for changing the
course of industry. Our first cover shot
was on the Boston Computer Society's
Computer Update.
Then we had our first real compa·
titian. The Osborne I was announced
with hardware and software bundled
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together to give the user no choices.
Osborne had to have a spreadsheet
and convinced someone to write SuperCalc.
I received the Grace Murray Hopper award from the ACM, for something I had done under the age of 30.
(Since I was no longer under 30, it
made me feel good. )
Personal Software, riding on the
wave of VisiCalc, published o ther
things named "visi", like VisiTrend
and VisiPlot, written by Mitch Kapor,
their product manager for spreadsheets and other business products.
Mitch met the people at Personal Software through Bob and me.
Bob and I appeared on the cover
of Inc. Magazine, where, Software Arts
was reviewed as a company lor the
first time. The rivalry with the publisher, Personal Software (eventually
renamed VisiCorp) was mentioned..

VISI-WARS
Because of the rivalry with our publisher, Software Arts started. to look
toward scientific markets. TKISolver
was developed to do this and announced on the topof the John Hancock
building in 1981. At this time, MicroFinance Inc ., a little company down
the street, changed. its name to Lotus
Development Corp.
Software Arts was growing so
much that it need.ed more space and
moved. out to 128 in Wellesley Hills
where an old warehouse space was
renovated . We spent lots of resources
developing products for new PC's that
weren't successful. such as the DEC
350 and T[,s personal computers. The
company spread its resources very
thin. We announced an Advanced
VisiCalc on the Apple m, with everything everyone wanted, except we
chose the wrong machine.
Lotus 1-2-3 and TK!Solver shipped
within a few weeks of each other. 1 was
the youngest dist inguished. lecturer at
MIT until Steve Jobs gave his talk. At
this time, VisiCalc was still the most
popular program on the IBM PC and
the Apple III.
In the spring of 1983, we realized.
that TK!Solver wa s not bringing in
enough revenue to pay for our development projects. We decided Software
Arts either needed. additional lunding
or to be acquired..
Returning from the airport after
midnight in September 1983, I was
greeted. by the information that I was
being sued. by VisiCorp. You can't sell
a company when you are being sued.!
Almost everything stopped for months
while the lawyers took depositions. AI10
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ter four days in court , it became clear
that Software Arts would win the law
suit a few years later. One day the next
June, I was called back from the West
Coast and we laid off half the employees to save money. That was
about the most down day of my life. We

"Four million people are
programming on spreadsheets
alone."
finally hammered out an agreement
with VisiCorp where we received. all
the rights to VisiCalc and a check for
half a million dollars. It cost both sides
a substantial amount of money and
management time. Don't ever do it if
you can help it.
Despite this, Software Arts come
o ut with updated versions of VisiCalc
and TK!Solver for the Macintosh, and
Spotlight , a desktop manager program. But the company was underfinanced. and we were still trying to
sell it.
During this depressing time,
Frankston and I turned. up in Esquire's
list of special people under 40. It was
really getting very bad and we finally
switched to a bankruptcy expert for a
lawyer.

EXODUS
In the spring of 1985, I decided to go to
Softcon and ran into Mitch Kapor,
Chairman of Lotus, at the airline counter. He said, "Hey, Don, how yo doin?"
I said, "Lousy."
"Not really."
"Yo, lousy."
Then Mitch asked, "00 you want
to talk?"
I went from my seat in steerage
up to first class and Mitch and I talked
about the Software Arts situation.
Mitch said since Lotus was starting a
scientific division they might be inter·
ested.. A day or so later, Software Arts
made a presentation to Lotus. Within
48 hours a letter of intent to purchase
some of the assets was signed. Frankston moved over to Lotus and I was
given an office.
Then Lotus decided. they would
no longer sell VisiCalc, and the press
wrote nice things about it.
Now, I work at home in my office
at my new company, Software Garden, named. after the Garden city of
Newton Massachusetts, where I live.
My product is a "slide show" type of
program that lets you creote a simulation that tries to appear indistinguishable from a real running program. It's
a real program for the creators of
vaporware.
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Lovalaoo. Lady Ado 1214
Uvmgston. Hugh 1218
LCXiO 12115
Los Alamos NationolLaborotory 318;
41'3; 919; 1118
Lawall Tech 219
LucasJilm BllO
Ll,leky . Robert 13/2-3
LukoU. Hermon 916
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Machine Languoge Progrommmg lor
rhe8008 J4iS
MACRO 617·9, 811,6
MagIC 7fl
Moq!1(lvox IVI!:>
Mahoney, John 1m
MOJO! Computar Inc loin
Mancheater UniversIty 3IS.8
Marl: ] 3110,14.':'
Mandelbrot. BenoIt 11110; 1315
Manhattan ProIec1 4/9. 1219
Mappy 1!)l3, 4

Marks, Cecil 10. LO

MalOn. Sam 818
M<1lISOChuS$!UI insmum 01 Technology
(MJT) 6fJ·12, 812-1 UYJ6, 1019
Artificial InleUigenoo LabomtOry
6f7,6; 12113-':'
ElecHonles Systems Laboratory 6110
Crystal Globe 14111
!nstrumentmlon Laborotory 2/3.6
Laboratory lor Compumr Se,em",

."

Llncoln Laboratories 812-11
LOGO Laboratory 11115
Proj8Cl MAC6lIJ; 14l5.Ll
Radlolion Laboratory 915
Sorvomechaniflms LabotalOry 3113
Tech Model RaIlroad Club 6110;

81>10
Ma lSumae, Shlgeyoshll 414

Mauc-hly, lohn 316.7; 6113;

9r~.7

Max. Nelflon JlIS

McCarthy_ John 6111
McClelkmd . Wtlliom 4112
McOIVllt, Jim '})f,.7

McKenzie. John 6112, 811-1I 11112;
lVI~

Mclroy. Doug 8/6
Mead, Carver 1lr'2·3
Mayer. Ron ZIS

Memory 3114; 714.[); 13110-3
Aooustlc delay liTIs 912-4

Cathode my lube 3/8, 10.13; 13110
Core 214-5; 3Ill; 718-9; Si5; I3Ilo-J
Delay hne 3I7,9,ll; 414: 714. 13llO
Direcl View Staroge Tube 14110
Drum 3110; Sill; 713·4
El8C1ton Boom ACCJ3SS Memory 1(),4
Electrostotic 218
Magn<>llC dillcs!ilS
MagnetIC tape !illS

Mouse·maze problem 618: SIS
Multiwire Wiring Machloo 6/end bit.
7112
Murphy, Fronds 4111
Murrow Edward R. ?J9
MUSHASHINO-I 14t:J-4

N
NAMCO 15/3-5
NARC (compiler) 1415
NASA 213-7
NASA Ames 513-6.7
Natlonal Bureau 01 Standards, see U.S.
National Cash Register Company 919
National Compuler Conleren09 1.Y3
National PhYSlccd 1.oborolOry (UK) 3111
N011onol Sucun1y Agency 919
Novol Tac:tlool Dota '}'litem (NTDS) 1118
NEC Corporcmon 14t:J-6
DINA (Distrib uted Information
Processing Network
An:hlteclureJ 1415
NARC (compiler) 1415
NEAC IIOJ,2.l 14I3.S
NEAC 1200 1413.:>
NEAC 2200.1.2,31413-6
NEAX·61 1415
SENAC-I 1413,:>
NeLtson, Donald 13i8
Newell, Allen 111
Newell. Martm 11111
Newman, Max 315; 10/10
Nippon Telegraph & Telephone (N1i)
' 413
MUSASHINO-l 1413,4
Nomura . Mesenart 1513-5
Nook. Charles Sll3

o
Oak Ridge Notional 1.oboro1ory 3i8
O'ConnelL Michael 1319
O·Ocnnell. Frank I2IS
Ohio Slata UniversIty 13/6
Ok=kl. BunJi 1414
Olsan, Kenneth H. III; 717. 8/2
OfIDV AC 3/6. 7n
Osako Umvel1luy 1414,:>
Osc;,lloscope 814; 14110
iAtby. Eben 1317
Qu" King Pocket Calculator 81end bit

p
Palevsky. Max 70
Palmer. Rolph 919.11.12.14
Poplon, William 3113
Parametron 1414
Posco!. Blost"" 118; 1214
P<w;aline lIB
Pendrey. Donold 4112
Parlis, Alan 7n; 8114
Petal'llOn, Ph!l8/2.6
Pile! ACE 1/13
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Rope"'

Selectr<m !illS; 7f4; 13l1Q. 1
SemloondllC!or 5J2 '>S; llill
Tope (card slock) 419
Thin fIlm 515
Williams lube. see CRT
Memory Tesl Complller 717.8-9
Michaels, Charles 9.~
Mlcrobn EiBC1ron Boom A=ess Memory

•.

,

Mlcro-<:ode 814
Microprocessor 1Jl I5
MIDAS debugger 6f1
Millard. W!lllam 1:Jf.2-l
Min ioompUlelll 415; 151'>9
Mmsl.y, Ma rvfn &'9; IVI3-5
MITt see Japan
MI1RE Corpomtlon SiS; l:iJ3
MITS Alla;r 9,'end bit; 1119, WI5
Mock. Bob srs
MODAC 404 7n
Modem
Anderson Iacoboon ACOll$tiC Dola
Coupler 260 1M
Mollela, Anhur 1013
Molnar. Charles 1111
Monrobot 7fJ
Morello. Fron 91S
Morse. Hamson
6/:>, 818-9
MOIorola 219

(Om

-,>19

14

Norden
Bombsight 5Iand bit
PDp·IIJ34M !iI9
Norman. Chuck 8J2
NOr1h Amerlcon Av!ollon 213
Novo Vend bit· 1116
Noyce, Rober! N. 212: 10/1l; 1[(13-5
Number sievoo 4/2·4
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Pinboard progrommlng 5111
Ploor, Slev,," €J9
Pipellned oompulers!il3
Pitts, l!m 12115
PhUco Corporollon 9/3; IJ/ll
Ph!l.:x,:..fOK! Corporallon 213
Ph!lhps. Chortle 1318-9
Planimeter 10/8
Plug board progrommlng J~
Paduuo, Iohn Wllham Sr. 1012_3; 11 '9
Polish notatiOTI 9114
Poner, Tom 1317
PrelIminary Dlsc:usslCms of Ihe LogICOI
Des,gn of on EJeclromc (:QmplJlmg
Ins.rumenl J/8

Prime 750 I Y7
PDP (Programmed Dota

Pr~r)

Se"~

PDP-I 112-3; 6/6-12; 813,6,8; llf l2
1211J.!)
PDP_2 SIS
PDP..:! 6/8; 816, \0
PDP.:> \51&7
PDP·612115
PDp·a II:>; 518; \516
PDP·IO ~
PDP-II 12115
PDP.II/34 519
Programmmg 7n
Prokop, Jon 1lJ9
Pugh. Earle W Jr .• BI5.9
Punch cord dolO processIng 15110

Q

om ..

R
Radio CorporallOrl 01 America (RCA)
B!SMAC 715.6; 9111;
clock 1016
Laboratories, Pr!nc:elan 212: 7/4
I3IJO.-3
5019111; 1318
RCIlchman, Ion 314,10; Sl16; 7/4; l3llo-J
Rond CorporouOTl 3/8; !illS; 7/4
Ray trocmg I3IS-S
ROYlhean Corporo!lon 213; 913
RAYDAC 716
Reoders' Digas1 70
Reeves. W,lhom 1317
Relntiea, J. F. BI5
Reloy Computel1lll'2,5; 4110. 11. 71J.7;
141'.3,4
~
Relays
Lob wire contact 4110. 11
Nakashlma·Hanwwo Theory 1414
Reservation system 1415
Rice. Rel< 4111
Rice. Thomas 1lJ9
Richman, Herbe" 11!6
Robertll. Ed 14115

("'"'

':>ie. LL 411 I

...uW(!gen. lOOn 11'8

Rony, Pete. ISIJ.4
Rc..n, Saul SIll
~nbaum,SWQn 1~5

Rca, Doug 615 8; 818·9. 10: 10:9
Ro!enberg. Jonathan 1lt2-3
RUSlMlII, Sieve "Slug' 6/1·12. 9 121:).5

RUlhQ./ord

LaOOrot~

1314

s

Survey 01 Dom6St.c EJecrrot'LC DlglraJ
Computmg SystemS 1955 ~7
Sutherland. lun 14-end bu
SWAC [Standards Western AutomatIC
Compulerl3 12 14·5
SWUZ8fland 15.'3
Symbol !o'IO
SylOCUlEl Un.ve~ly 4110
TNt: COMPUT[R MUS[UM II[PORT

1100 9112·3
! 105 1318
Untversity 01 Call1ornla, Berkeley 414
Unlvers,ty oIlllinol. 318; 5I3~
Umversity of Michigan 14n
MIOAC 7n
Unlvers,ty 01 Penrusylvanla.
Army Ballistic: R_nch Loboratory

..

Sdenuhc; Delto SYSlelN (50s) l~

Moore School 01 E1ectneal
'Engln..ring 3f], Sill, 6113, 13i10,
ISlII

5COll. David 2.1>-1
Sc:nPTei Corp. TrolUlpar.n1 DIgItIZIng
Table! ]",1]

v

SDs.910. 920 1516

SemlOOllductor dIOdes 00.5
Industry 11113-5
"'lioondUCIOr1212: 11113-5: 1445:
ISfl.8
Shannon. Cloud.
mouse 8"8
Shapley, Howard 1214,5,7
Shaw, 8009;3,6
Shep;.rd, Blad 9,6

-km~uctor

r

Shmoham. Noboru ]4;4

Suns. John 9.6
Smc\t;m ZX·80 1419
Smc:JalrZX-811419
Sindolf SI! Clive 1419
Slide ",.1811, circular 5114-5
Slotnick, Daniel 513·6
Smlth. Alvy Ray 1317
Sm,th, Edward E. 611
Smuh. Mary NarlOn 4110
Smohar. Gerry 9.11
SmcxK, Ohver 1319
5tKX>f and Mutrly 13. 6
Snyder. Belty 9.:6
Synder fa"*' 71l.
SQAP7n
SoIIwaredehmrlon 7/10-2
SpaceWar! 1r.1:; 6.'6-12. SIlO; 11112
Speech synthes.s 818·9
SPEEDCODE 7n
Sperry Corporation
Sperry Aond 9.'5
Sperry UnlVO(:
N1US (Naval Taetl/XII DaTa Sv-tem)
<

1I~

Stad, Ben 96
Stahlman. Richard 12113-.5
S!aniord Umvenmy 12115
Stad:ham. Thomcut 617, M)
St_n.. Kenneth &5. 8; 12114
rbnz. GetoQtt 1 12 312.3
VtlU, Reed 6113
...>red progrgm conc:&pI 1/13, 3f.I,5.6.7,8
Stratus Computer CorporaLLOfI I5IS
Sm;nu8 Computer 15.11
Slnmpei, Oliver 1515
SIr"Ombe/'Q-Carlson 4020 1214
Subrouunet 2/8, 15111
Sllparoamputet$ ~.7

..

,

UNIX 12l!5
Un,vo<: Corporation sn
LARC 6113; 9f12.J
NTOS CP-642 'J(1, 11/8
UnlMrvo 6112
I 4111; 6113; '5116. 7f4,5.7; 913; lli6
12111; 1318

SAGE Syal(!m 4113-4.14 ]6 _olea
ANlfS 0-7
Sal-." Dovld 13'1
Sampson. Pam. 1Y8·12
Sanders Corpo,ClTlon 12/15
Sound.."" RobeN 617-12
Scelbi Compute. Consuhing Inc 1418
Scelbl8H 14/8
Schre,er, Helmut 314
Schlltine. Ned 9.16
Schwek:\:cm, Ruaty 2/6·1
Schulz. Ston SILL 1lI12
ScIence Museum, Ueno 14·4

SEAC (SlCIndards Eastern AutQmQuc
Compuler) 3112, 14-15: 71J.S
Seeber. Rex 4110
SeIeetron 1\100, _ memory
S&llrldge. Oltver ~ 19

U.S, Bureau 01 Slandards 6113
_ alao SEAC. SWAC
US Navy 3f.I, 1213
Naval M1f1e Wa,lo,.. School 1215
Naval Obeervatocy 418
Naval Prov,ng Grounds, Dahlgren
7/8, 1219
Olla 01 Naval ReMatch 3113
U. S. SocIoI s.cumy ACI g..<3
USSR Government Muw, 2 logIC ixxLrd

T
Tabu1allng Madune Company 9fl
TAC CTokya UmYe~ly AutomatIC
Compu:erll4/3.4
Takahalhl.. Hidetod" 14.4
Tandem Compu1er Corporation lW-9
Tandy Radio Shack Corpora1ion lOIS
TO!Ihlro. H,roIumi 1513-5
Tech Model RwIroad Club _ MIT
TektronLlL Mode! 564 0IICi1loecope 14110
Telecommumcatlons 14I3~
Teletype 312; 1,5,1;,13
!ape 14115
Telex Corporgti011 ~16

Teller. Edward 4111, Si12-3
T!lK<m lnstrumenl8 213: 513
Speak and SpaU 5112
Thomaa, LH. 4111,12.15
Thompaon, loa 218,9
Thornton, IamR IliS
T\c·tac;·toe 618
Timesharing 81'10;

~16,

14/5, !I J3

TimexlSmclo'T 100 J419

Tohoku Uruve~ly 141S
Tokyo UnlyeBny 1414

PC·1.2 1413,4
Tomotmw: The 77un.l:lng Me>chme 6-!J
Toshiba Corp 14:4
Tow"..,-,d. Ed 5.'8
TronalstDl 116. 7fJ.; an, 11113, 14.4,!J
Troxel. Don !liS
'J'RS.8) 11)'5; 1<V3
lX.{) 111·2; &IS 7-8: 811· 11 12113--4
lX·l8J6
lX·281'U.7
Turing. Alan 1113, 315. 11

u
UK ISI2·5
Und<ll-wocd Corp 14112
Underwocd, fron SIll
U.S. Army

Aberdeen Proving Ground6 316, 7n,
12110

Vocuum rube. 3f], 12; 4!2.9: 713-7, 817,
9.'3; 111$; 13/10
von Boerle. SuICIn 13'6
van Dam. Andlillll8l15
VAX 811. 1115.10.11.12115: 1317
Vec;lor 'iJraphlcs WIO
Video OreillY" Sr'3-5
VOICe recognillon 814
VoJ ubre 1215
Von Neumann. John 3f], 8. 7(4,7, ~IO:
13110.13
Von Reppert Colculatmg Machine 14112
Von Reppert. Richord 14112

Wtllcnaon. JamMI 13,3111; JGr IO
WLlbams. Al 9118
Wtlliama. f,C. 1113;315.10,12; 10110
Wt\aon, Lou 9:6
W'n80r, Pgul 9.'6
WISC>fl
Woodbury Bill4l11
Woodbeld. Dcrvxi 1513
Woodge •. M,ke<l 14
World Mtc:romouae Con_. World
Expo, Tskuba C,ty 1513

x
Xerox Corporotion 1!L16
Xerox PARC Alto 5118

y
Yamash!!o, Hldea 1414
Yarnell. Ga,l 7f13

z

Za)OC. Ed 1314
Zliag ZSO 1513
ZSOA 1419
Zmgg. Roy SIlO
Zuae. Konrad 1i12. 313. 713; IGriO
114.12. 3f.I.14·!J
Z·2--4 3f.I

2-1

w
Wodcr, HitOOlh! I4I~
Wadaworth. Nat 14/8
Wolker. Robert 6111
Wo ng. An 7n; 91~; ICV2-3
Ward , John 618; 818,14111
W01O:n<tbe, Hnc.hl 1(04
WOl8On. Tho<ncq/r. 9110.11.13.18,1216
Wcrl8On, Thomas Sr. 4.'8·12; 9/9;
1213.5,6.7
Wcryne State Unive1'SLty 71!J
UDEC ' 2 Sill
Webb Adder 14113
Wedilog 7n
Welk, Martin 713
We,ner. Jim 9.'3,7
We'ner. Norbert 1217
W~baum, to.epn (oIS 7n
WeSch. frazer 9.6
Wendell. t>ow;J 9.'6
Weal Germany 1512
Weal, Tom 41S-?
W... rem EIectnc 9IJ
WRlLnghou.. Deetnc Sl4
semiconductor Ratpacla 1:Y7
Wheel, •. David 10110
Wh,rlwind 218·9, 3112. 13.14·5; 41131617,8:
714. 6,819; 1114. ISlI2
WhIte, Derwood 1218
Wutonen. Way ne 611
Wilkes. Maurice II1Z. 13; 319. end bit
5118; 7n; 9.'3.7,10.16; 1ll!IO,I3i2·3 10;
ISlIl
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Colors of Chaos

A Special Exhibit
April 11- September 8
1986

Oliver Strimpel

The pictures of Colors of Chaos are the
result of using computer graphics as a

tool for research in complex dynamics.
a branch of mathematics and physics.
The goal is to understand what happens to simple mathematical formulae

when they are iterated.
The pictures are built up in the
following way: each point is iterated

using the mathematical formula under
investigation. For example. if the formula is the trigonometrical function
cosine. this corresponds to entering
the number corresponding to a point in
the picture into a calculator, and
pressing the cosine button again and
again. The point in the picture is then

colored depending on what happens.
In sameaf the pictures. the color shows
how quickly the point "escapes" to infinity, leaving black those points that
never escape. In others, the colors
show where pOints end up under iteration, with the shades indicating how
quickly they get there. Thus the colors
represent the dynamics of the iteration.
Julia Sets and Mandelbrot Set s
Two types of picture can represent the
iterative process. In the Julia set, the
initial value of the complex number at
the start of the iteration is varied over
the plane. The parameters of the iteralion are fixed. A point is in the set if it
lies on the boundary of the points that
become larger and larger as the iteration proceeds. Each set of parameters
creates a whole different Julia set. One
of the remarkable discoveries revealed in Robert Devaney's images is
that the Julia set can change dramatically, even evaporate completely, for
very small changes in the parameters
of the iteration. The picture shown on
the front cover is a still image from a
film showing the dramatic change in
the structure of the Iulia set for the sine
function as the parameter is varied.
The black region shows points that
have not escaped to infinity after 35
iterations, while the colored regions
show escaped points. Red points tend
to infinity the fastest, followed by
points colored in orange, yellow,
green, blue and violet.
The Mandelbrot set is an example of the second type of picture.
Here, it is the value of the parameter
that is varied over the plane and the
initial value of the complex number is
111
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set to zero everywhere. Each formula
being iterated has only one of these
pictures. A point is a member of the set
if it never escapes to infinity under
iteration.
The first formula investigated by
Benoit Mandelbrot in 1975 was simply
the squaring of the complex number in
which one iteration step consists of
squaring the number and adding a
constant. By varying this constant over
the plane as the parameter, Mandelbrot discovered a cardioid shaped
set with a hairy boundary-the Mandelbrot set. To the mathematicians'
surprise, this shape appears to be universal in that it crops up. albeit somewhat modified in detail. when many
other formulae are iterated. When the
boundary of the Mandelbrot set is examined in fine detail. baroque swirls,
spirals and tendrils appear, including
some that lead to offshoots containing
smaller replicas of the Mandelbrot set
itself. It is this fascinating structure at
the boundary of the Mandelbrot set
that is vividly represented in the Colors of Chaos images that came from
the Bremen group.
Julia sets and Mandelbrot sets
can take a lot of computing. Firstly.
each point of the picture has to be iterated separately (unless one uses a parallel machine), so the time taken to
create an image is proportional to the
total number of pixels computed.
Secondly , the number of iteration
steps required per point can be as high
as several thousand. The closer to the
boundary of the Mandelbrot or Julia set
you go, the longer it takes a point to
'make up its mind' as to where it is
really attracted. Each iteration step
takes several floating point multiplies
or the evaluation of a trigonometrical
function. Robert Devaney has just
used 72 hours of the Cray supercomputer at Digital Productions to make a
new spectacular film showing Julia
sets of cosine. It will be added to the
video showing in the exhibit.
Images in the Colors of Chaos Exhibit
A series of twelve pictures shows Julia
Sets and Mandelbrot Sets generated
by the iteration of polynbmial functions and ratios thereof by a team from
the University of Bremen led by HeinzOtto Peilgen and Peter Richter.
A second series shows Julia sets
of sine, cosine and the exponential

function by Robert L. Devaney from t~
Department of Mathematics at Bost
University.

1

Why do this?
Because it's there! The beauty of the
images continues to spur along ever

that a ll offshoots would have to be CODnected. to the main set and that the
set's surface has barely been scratched. According tclahn H. Hubbard. Professor of mathematics. Cornell Univer-

sity. who was the first to make detailed
computer images of the Mandelbrot. it
is "the most complicated object in
mathematics".
The iteration of complex functions also models the way many nonlinear natural systems evolve. Simple
iterative laws can predict very complex. chaotic behaviour. Examples include the growth and decline of the
population of a biological species. the
motions of· the planets. the changes in
the weather and even the daily fluctuations of the stock market.
The Mandelbrot set. courtesy 0/
Benoit MandelbrotRBM

Further Reading:
The Beauty of Fractals by H-D
Peitgen and P. H. Richter. SpringerVerlag 1986
This new release contains approximately 75 color and 65 black and
white illustrations. including many
of the images on display in the exhibit. The text appeals to both layman and expert. and ranges from
philosophical background to suggestions on how to generate your own
fractal images. ($33.95 postpaid.
$30.95 members)
The Fracta l Geometry of Nature by
Benoit B. Mandelbrot. W. H. Free·
man. 1983 ($38.95 postpaid. $35.45
members)
Introduction to Chaotic Dynamical
Syste ms by Robert L. Devaney, Benjamin Cummings. 1985 ($33.9S postpaid. $30.95 members)

Aore detailed explorations of these
{
owly discovered objects. But thecom,-dtation of Julia sets and Mandelbrot
sets can also be viewed as numerical
experiments in complex dynamics.
When combined with mathematical
intuition. they uncover universal pat-

terns and stimulate the progress of
mathematics. They are alsq important
in the new field of fractaJ geometry.
Indeed the boundary of the Mandalbrot set is a fractal. Mandelbrot
conjectures that it may have a fraclal
dimension of 2. which would mean

The above books are available from
The Computer Museum Store. Also
available are a set of 8 color postcards of the Bremen images, including several on display in the exhibit
($4.00+ 1.00 postage).
Scientific American Computer Recreations column by A. K. Dewciney,
August 1985 issue
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The first computer-generated land use
map produced in May 1959 on the TX-O at
MIT_It sbows the assessed land value of
a 1000 x 1000 foot area of central Boston.
Boylston Street and the Boston Common
form the right edge 01 tbe map. The
triangle shaped block is the Sheraton
Plaza Hotel. The three shades of grey
represent land value, with white the
highest. The data was amassed from
various records and gridded into 20 x 20
foot cells by hand . Alter input into the
TX-O, maps were displayed on the CRT
and photographed with a specially
mounted Polaroid camera. Map produced
by Gwen Bell {or Harvard's Graduate
School of Design master's projecl;
program by Gordon Bell.
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NOTES:
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t c""II~".d

from .k. ., I /)1

UNIT, 1..5 SUPPI.U;O, IN_
CLUDES A UOl MICRO.
PROCESSOR. liND SOLDER
JUMPERS AT BOTH POINTS
M"'Jl.K.£D "UOI", AND lUIS
OMITTED ALl. COMPONENTS $HOWN WITHII'f TfU:
DOTTED aox. 11''' UOO

IS SUIISTJTUTEO rca THE
UOIIT IS NEC£SSA"Y TO
INSY"1.1. ALL COWPOt<_

C

OlTS SHOWN. AND TO
IIR£AK IIOTH SOL.!)!:JI.
1IR1!x:;ES NOTED ·"~t~.

••
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'"' ••
'M
• ,

..
"

UNIT IS SUPPLU:O WITH,
Y J"mp.... ~ to eSf"
Z Jum,," rod to elD
W Jumper." , .. C$I .~
X hmpuod t .. ese ,
R.S, ..... T, ... IIE USER
S£LteTADL!: CHIP
SEl.I:CTS, 14K IlI.OCKSl
KYllO ~ IISP AU INTEIl_
RUPT OUTPUTS 1'110101 PIJI..

POINTS 1.AlIEUD " IRQ".
"N MI" AR£ INTERJlUPT
INPUTS rROW IoIlCRO-

FOR 1'1011._
MAL OPERATION NO
JUMPEII5 ARt: IU:QUIIU::O.
PRD(:E5$OR.

00.

JU:TIIDAIW SOCkET. t1l41.
P IN I~. (IITT II. SHOULD
81: HIMPI:REI) TO Vu:

,
Non•,

1+ 'VI. FOR NORMAL
OPERATION WITH

B

son WARE,
ARE z,6 •• , AND

SUPPLt£O
N OTC It

".
H.

VOLTACES I.I~ • • 1~1 ON
EOCE CONNECTOR A~E
UNRECU1.ATED. F'ILTEILED
D. C •• AND SHOULD NOT
8E USED WITHOUT ADDED
RECULAT ION.

".

IF' eMIl REQUIRED. BREAK
JUMPER, SHOWN. USE HSH7
AT POSITIONS liS. 86. Ill.
AND II •. lAS SUPPI.IEDI
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world. The heading ran- "Wanted:
Old Thinker-toys". Phil Lemmons,
Museum's collections. This issue con- editor-in-chief of Byte magazine also
stitutes a complete catalog of the put out the call in Byte's tenth anMuseum's collection of personal com- niversary issue.
Offers flooded in- 320 in all from
puter hardware as of July 1986. Col13 countries. The early US commercial
lected artifacts not relating to personal machines, topped by the Altair 8800's
computers will be listed next year. It (13 offers) were well represented.
follows a somewhat unusual collect- There were also many offers of one-ofing event- the Early Model Personal a -kind home brew machines and
Computer Contest.
single-board computers, mostly still in
In the Spring of 1985, William Mil- full working order. Perhaps the most
lard. then chairman of ComputerLand, bizarre offer came from Argentina - a
toured the Museum with Pat manuscript dating from around 1800
McGovern. chairman of CW Commu- containing a card punched with holes.
nications. the world's largest pub- Said to be from Marie Antoinette imlisher of computer trade magazines, prisoned in the Bastille, it contained a
and Gwen Bell, Museum President. coded message to her supporters out·
Millard noticed gaps in our collection side the prison. Overall the response
of personal computers and asked how from abroad was disappointing; the
the Museum could remedy the situa- collection still needs foreign enrichtion before the early machines dis- ment.
appeared. Bell, half in jest, suggested
A total of 137 items were accepted.
a contest to find the earliest personal The remainder were declined to avoid
computers. Millard took up the idea excessive duplication. or because they
enthusiastically and offered Com- did not really fall into the categories
puterLand's support for the collection. collected by the Museum. The donors
McGovern offered to publicize the shipped their items to us for the final
event and the contest was born.
judging by Stephen Wozniak. designer
From October 1985 to March 1986 of the Apple II and co·founder of Apple
advertisements appeared in CW Com- Computer, David Bunnell. an early
munications' magazines all over the MITS employee and current publisher
E

C_len..

The Personal Computer
Collection

C."e ..

Schematic 01 the processor sec·
tion 01 the Apple I computer.
See article on page 3 and photograph 01 the Apple I hoa rd on
page I .
Reproduced hom Apple I Operation Manual, Courtesy 01 Apple
Computer.
Gill 01 Dyson Corporation
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of PC World. and myself. It was on this
occasion that Wozniak announced his
intention todonale his personal collection of hardware and notebooks to the
Museum. He also gave a public lecture
10 a packed house after the judging.
We include his talk in this issue as the
story behind the machine that epitomized the spectacular growth of personal computing-the Apple n.
In defining the personal computer, we excluded plastic or cardboard
educational and toy kit 'computers'
(such as CARDIAC, BRANIAC and
GENlAC). as well as programmable
calculators. We were impressed by
machines in several categories. First,
there were the highly original designs
thai had significant impact on the development of the technology. Don Lancaster's TV Typewriter and Lee Felsenstein's Visual Display Module paved
the way to the keyboard and screen
interface now universal on personal
computers. They were each awarded a
prize.
Next there were the early commercial products. bold design and
packaging efforts. We awarded the
first prize to the 1971 Kenbak-l, submitted by its creator John Blankenbaker. This small machine contained an
eight-bit processor built up from
medium-scale and small-scale integrated circuits, and qualified as the
earliest personal computer known to
the judges. Thi Truong's 1973 Micral
was awarded a prize as the first commercially available microprocessor.
based computer. The Scelbi-SB. the
EPA Micro 68 and Cromemco Dozzler
were given honorable mention in this
category.
Some of these machines bore testimony to the extraordinary zeal of the
early hobbyists. We gave a prize to
Robert Pond's Altair 8800 and honorable mentions to a Southwest Technical Products 6800 and a TRS·SO Modell
which came complete with every conceivable add-on board or peripheral
and with extensive, well documented
software collections. One Altair had
even been time-shared!
Lastly there were the home brew
machines. some indicating that builders had gone to enormous lengths to
make useful machines at low cost. The
computer based on an RGS-OOS kit
2
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gained honorable mention for completeness. There were machines that
must have taken solid weeks of wirewrapping and soldering to assemble.
We received many offers of magazines, personal computer club newsletters and advertising literature.
David Ahl. founder of Creatjve Com puting magazine. sent us his large collection o f personal computer periodicals. Volunteers from the Boston
Compu ter Society are piecing together
the offers to create complete periodical
runs. The collections of literature and
software will be listed in a later issue.
The contest was a success-the
Museum now has a very fine collection
of personal computers. including
some little known, but significant machines. This provides a unique historical record and a valuable resource for
future exhibits.

The winners were flown to the Museum
for "Personal Computer Pioneers Day~
and presented with engraved silicon
wafer medals. From left to right: John V.
Blankenbaker (Kenbak-l), Robert Pond
(Altair 8800 hobbyist), Lee Felsenstein
(prototype VDM-IJ and Thi T. Truong
(Micral). Don Lancaster (prototype TVT-I)
was unable to ,attend the prize-giving.

Stephen Wozniak

The Making 01 an Engineer
and a Computer
I was lucky as a kid because my
Mom and Dad got me to do science fair
projects. tell jokes. and have fun . I
knew I'd get an e lectronics project for teacher said "we now have a compute r
Christmas. I'd sneak down the night and you can use it." I said, "Greatbefore and open up the packages (then
.. what an opportunity." It was a litclose them up again). It was sort of like tle board that could be wired to create
exploring a computer system without a relay. The teachers thought this was
getting caught. In sixth grade my hero a computer!
w as Tom Swift who used his
Then , I had a teacher who recogresourcefulness with technology to do nized that J needed something beyond
good . The kids on my block wired what the school could provide. He had
house-la-house intercoms. helped by a couple of friends at Sylvania and arthe local electronics store where we ranged. for me to go down once a week
hung out . We got someone to give us a to program computers. They gave me a
ton of telephone wire and we just FORTRAN manual and t thought it was
'alked down the block hammering it the neatest thing in the world. Then
.0 the fences and jumping into people's one day, t saw The Small Computer
yards and burying it in the ground. Handbook on someone's desk. It deWhen you're kids you don't understand scribed DEC's PDP-8. I read it from
thal things are owned by others.
Mom gave me 35 cents a doy for

lunch. I didn't eo:t; I saved the money
for a walky-talky. But I got nailed. The
school had a lottery and I s pent all the
money on tickets. And I lost.
My father, an engineer, taught me
how transistors work and got me interested in computers by giving me IEEE
reports to read. This way [ learned the
bosics of Booleo:n logic and built some
adders/s ubtracters fo r science fair
projects. By eighth grade I talked a
company into giving me a few hundred
transistors and diodes , 1 built some
gates and figured out why they weren't
working, It was a good head start.
By the time I got to high school. I
was real fast on the slide rule and that
helped me become the top math student. But when you're in math you
don't take electronics, because you're
in the college curriculum, Electronics
,...was a shop course, Somehow a few
t IE!Ople covered both, Neither the stu-- dents nor the teachers in high school
knew what a computer was and
vacuum tube technology was still being taught. When I was a junior, a

cover to cover learning about binary
arithmetic, how ands and o rs work,
about registers, instruction sets,
sequencing, and everyt h ing you
needed to know to build a minicomputer. Later, when the growth of mini computers started exploding, my favorite machine was Data General's

NOVA . I started to design my own versions of it. Sometimes it would take 20
pages to design a floating point add,
Then I tried to make the design smaller
and smaller. Every time a company.
like Fairchild, would come out with a
new chip, I'd go bock and re-design the
NOVA using that chip. I'd make the
design better and better using fewer
chips. If I could have afforded building
any of these machines, I would have
stopped. designing and learning, The
reward was in improving a design,
In 1968, I headed off to the University of Colorado where I signed up fora
computer class. This gave me the
opportunity to sign up for computer
time by using my student number. I
didn't understand that computer time
was charged for . As a kid [really didn't
know about accounting principlesand I was still a kid . I was put on probation for computer abuse . I ran some
programs that just printed. scrap paper
as fast as they could; others that ran
every mathematical table that I could
find-powers of two, inverse powers
of two, and so on, Eventually my factorials would take more than a page and
it would run 60 pages worth; that was
what the CDC machine could do in
under the minute that I was allowed as
a student. It would punch out cards
which I could submit again to make it
start up exactly where it had stopped. I
used 60 pages for each of six sets of
tabulations three times a day for about
a month. There were reams and reams
stacked up in my dorm . I never thought
that my professor would think that I
was trying to get him because I was
spending money that was unbudgeted .
That year I built my first video
project, a device out of one transistor
and some old radio parts that jammed.
TVs. I didn't try it o ut in my dorm because they knew me. I went to another
dorm, sat in the TV room and started to
jam the picture. A friend, in on the gag ,
went up to the TV, hit it, and t unjammed. the picture. Each time I'd jam
it, my friend would have to hit it harder
and harder . Everyone understands
that when an inanimate object doesn't
work you just hit it. I discovered in that
age of peace-loving anti-war college
students that you could turn any group
The Compu!er Museum Repor!IFall 1986
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into animals just by jamming the TV Blue Box. 1972
set. One time I jammed it and someone Inspired by the "phone phreak" hero
said the TV repairman had been in and Captain Crunch, Steve Jobs and
had said it was the antenna. So he Stephen Wozniak built their own
held the antenna up in the air, and the tone generators to make free calls.
set was perfect. but only fora couple of Known as blue boxes, they were sold
minutes, then it went bad again. The in the dormitories of the University
guy held it up higher. Same scenario. of CaIiIornia at Berkeley where
When it went bad. he stood up on a Wozniak was an undergraduate. The
chair. and it worked. for a while. Upon particular box shown here was
his tiptoes it worked; down on his demonstrated to a packed roomful of
heels it didn't work. On another occa· students performing the legendary
sian they discovered if you touched the experiment of calling around the
set in a weird position - hand on set world to a phone in the next room.
and leg on the chair-it worked. He The signals had to travel over such a
said. "It's a grounding effect." And great distance that there was
they watched the last half hour of Mis· sufficient delay for a person to walk
sian Impossible with a hand on the over to the receiving phone to hear
middle of the TV.
his own voice. Following this
The computer class was very demonstration , Richard Prelinger
large. The professor would lecture to a bought the box for $120.
quarter of the students and the rest
would watch on TV monitors in an· The box used a crystal oscillator and
other room. I built the TV jammer into a was switched on or off simply by
magic marker pen and took it to class. inserting or removing the plug
The class started and I jammed the TV. leading to the earpiece. The early
Three teaching assistants stood up, boxes were equipped with a safety
looked us over and I was scared. Then. feature- a reed swi tch inside the
before 1 paniced, someone picked up housing operated by a magnet taped
his books and started to leave early. onto the outside of the box. Should
He was near the worst jammed TV. As the phone phreak be apprehended,
he got up the TV started to go in and the magnet could be removed
out. until as he walked out the door it quickly, whereupon the blue box
was perfect. 1 learned that whatever would generate distorted
prank you do, make someone else get oU-frequency tones rendering it
inoperable. "You tell them it's just a
the credit.
My second year of college was in music box", said Wozniak . The
Cupertino. They had an mM 360. I took taped-on magnet is visible on the
some computer courses that gave me bottom right side of the box.
no credit at all , but they were what I Gift of Richard Prelinger
wanted to take. I met a computer operator and I found that as an insider he
had keys and passwords. We would go
in late at night and run programs. By to us by another company. The friend
sliding a piece of paper over the offi· that helped me build it, introduced. me
cial record on the console printer. we to another friend, Steve Jobs . We were
prevented our jobs from being reo introduced because we both liked
corded.. One night the manager of the pranks and electronics.
In 1971 , ahera little stint on unemcenter came in at about 2 AM and
found me alone in the computer room. I ployment insurance. I went to Berwas scared because he didn't even keley. one of a handful of colleges
know me. I said, "Larry went out for the offering computer science. for my third
pizza."
year of college. I took a course on writTo pay for my third year of college, ing assemblers and wanted to learn
I went to work for a mini-computer computing, read every manual. try evcompany. It had a great machine with ery code. and learn every language.
64 terminals that could run FORTRAN Getting grades or going to classes was
and other programs. But the company of secondary importance. One time I
was hit by the recession and went signed up for ten courses and only
under. It was surprising for me to learn went to five. Steve Jobs. a freer spirit,
that people could invest two million went off to Reed College in Oregon,
dollars in a company and it couldn't where he only attended.. the courses
make it.
that he wanted. to, not the ones that he
In my spare time a friend and I was registered for. Reed was also free
built "The Cream Soda Computer". be- and let him hang around for two years.
cause we drank cream soda while we
One day at my parents house. I
put it together from spare parts given read an article characterized as "fie•
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lion" about these weird phone phreaks
who drove around the country in vans
with racks of equipment in their buses,
plugging into communications net·
works . The author, Captain Crunch.
philosophized that exploring the
phone system would improve it for Ma
Bell. I fell in love with this philosophy .
I wanted to explore a system and a
computer and I didn't care about free
calls. Half way through the article. 1
called Steve Jobs up and started to
read it to him . Suddenly I realized
there were too many details in the
article-frequencies of 700 hertz and
900 hertz. They gave too much information. It's too real. These are not things
that a fiction w riter can make up. My
source for material at the time was t~
Stanford Linear Accelerator: I knev
could always get in there on the
weekend. With those high end research types, the door was never locked. Steve and I went to the library and

started to research the phone system.
We discovered that the frequencies
mentioned in the article were correct.
Now we knew that we could build a
box and make free phone calls all over
the world. We even managed to meet
the author of the article. Captain
Crunch. I was so pure about the
philosophy of the phone company as a
system. that I paid for my phone calls
home. Then, lateat night, I'd call every
country in the world. I showed it off. I
told phone jokes. I sold blue boxes on
the campus. I just wondered how for I
could get. But r was still pure, I paid for
everything I should pay for- I was just
using unused wires. It was disappointing when I found out that the phone
rhreaks were not pure.
After that year at Berkeley I had to
- take another year off to work and earn
enough money to go back to college. I
got a job as an engineer at Hewlett
Packard designing scientific calcula-

tors, an incredibly good product that
bypassed slide rules. My career kept
going up. While it's widely reported
that I'm a college dropout. that's not
true. It just took ten years until I had
enough money to finish.
I started to get away from computers. The blue boxes had been fun.
Then I heard about "Dial-a-Joke" and I
started the first one in the San Francisco area. In those days you could not
own your own answe ring machine,
you had to rent it from the phone company. Two thousand calls a day came
into my machine to hear a Polish joke.
Then the Polish/American Congress
Incorporated in Chicago twice
threatened me with law suits. I said,
"How about Italian jokes?" They said,
"Fine with us." Twelve years later the
organization gave me their national
heritage award.
One night after work, J walked
into a bowling olley and 1 sow the first
Pong game. It blew me away. I wanted
one and since r knew TV sets and digitallogic. I designed my own. Around
that time, Steve Jobs got a temporary
job at Atarl. He introduced me to some
of those people, but I wouldn't leave
such a good company as HP for AtarL
HP really cared about its employees
and I just didn't feel like leaving, for
any reason. On the side. Steve and J
got a job to design the game Breakout
for Nolan Bushnell at AtarL
Then, one day. I went to see myoid
friend Captain Crunch who was in his
basement on a teletype. He said, ''I'm
playing chess with someone at MIT."
Then said, "Look Tcan log into all these
computers." He wason the ARPANET. I
said, "Wow, I've got to do this." The
only way that J could offord it was to
build a terminal. I designed a video
terminal because the cheapest input
output device was your own tv set. Later Captain Crunch was to go to prison
for phone phreaking. The second time
he got caught the judge said that if he
ever did this again he would go to prison. He got the same judge the third
time.
I had been out of the computer
area for a while and I wasn't aware
that the microprocessor had been introduced. A friend of mine. who had
gone to MIT. called me up and said
there was club starting up for people
who had built terminals and things.
Since J had JUSI built a terminal and
since I like to show off, I said, "Great,
I've got to go to this meeti~g and show
off my terminal." He didn't tell me it
was a microcomputer club because if
he had, 1 would have said. "I don't
know anything." And I wouldn't have

gone. I met a lot of interesting people
there who were all talking about the
new Altair Computer. Somehow everybody knew that some day they were
going to own there own computer. I
had decided back in high school in the
sixties that I was going to own a personal computer-a ·4K NOVA was
what I really wonted. At the time, it
was the cost of two Pintos and almost
the cost of a home. This wasa big thing
to think: to have a computer instead of
a home or a car. Now I discovered that
there were people around who knew
how to build affordable computers.
And, I got back into the field by studying a microprocessor instruction set,
the inner workings of the chip. I discovered a microprocessor was just like
a minicomputer.
Over the next year, the club grew
to five hundred members who met
twice a week. We all worked for companies with mainframes - and submitted. our decks of cards through the
window and the computer priests
would run the program . We'd try to
crash the system because it wasn't
ours. We were a group that had a purpose: the revolution of home computers. Byte Magazine started. In the
beginning most home computers were
sold as kits and you had to be a hobbyist who knew how to use a soldering
iron and not be afraid to put one
together. The members of our club
were not high level managers; we ran
around with holes in our jeans, and
were a technical community who
wanted their own computers. The club
was based. on sharing. Lee Felsenstein
conducted our meetings. The first segment was called the mopping period.
People offered information, material
or discussed problems. For example,
one of the members would ask, "Is
there anyone here from AMI?" If no
hands went up, he'd soy, ''I've got
some chips to raffle off for the club." He
gave the first Pong chip for your home
Pong game to members of the club before Atari got it. Then. in the random
access groups, people matched offers
and problems.
I still could not afford a computer
so J started to think about building one
for myself. A new company called
MOS Technology introduced a new
microprocessor, the B-bit 6502 costing
$400. It was the finest microprocessor
yet and they sold it over-the-counter at
a show in San Francisco for S20-a
very unique marketing step. A lot of
folks from the club bought one and that
night at the Homebrew Computer Club
meeting it was a big topic.
A company called Sphere stopped
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Jlpple 1. 1975

In designing the Apple L Wozniak
squeezed as many functions as he
could onto a single PC board. The
upper two rows of inlegrated circuits
constitute the video terminal he
designed in 1974 to access
mainframes remotely; it contains its
own memory consisting of 7 lK
dynamic shift registers and displays
characters in a 5 by 7 matrix, with 40
characters per line, 24 lines per page
and automatic scrolling. It interlaces
to an ASCII encoded keyboard which
is plugged into the empty socket at
location B4. The video output and
low voltage AC power sockets are at
the top left corner. The lower two
rows are the computer. shown in
schematic form on the cover. The
6502 microprocessor is in the white
package on the bottom row towards
the left; the 16 chips on the right
(A,Bll -I8) are 4K dynamic RAM's; 2
PROM's, containing the 256 byte
resident system monitor program,
are at the bottom left corner . The
memory could be expanded to 65K
via the edge connector on the right .
Gift of Dyson Corporation

by our club meeting with a I6-bit
minicomputer hooked up to a color
monitor that spun a color clock around.
To see a computer doing color on a
video screen was beyond our imaginations. It was shocking. This was
at the time that Microsoft BASIC was
only available on paper tape for input
via Teletype terminals. The first two
attempts at color for personal computing came from the club: the Dazzler,
built by Cromemco, and the Apple II
computer.
Although I had a FORTRAN and
ALGOL background, 1 saw that BASIC
was going to be the language for personal computers. Within two months I
wrote a BASIC that would run on the
6502. I wrote a simulator in ALGOL to
see that it would work. I had to
assemble the code by hand, because I
didn't have a computer to work on.
Once it was done, I put together what
became known as the Apple 1. I
•
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worked hard and late to get it done
before January when I was getting
married. In late November 1975, I
demonstrated the Apple I compuler
running BASIC. All it could do was a
tab and a print.
I went to Hewlett Packard with the
design and the costs and suggested
that they manufacture and sell it for
$800. My manager was intrigued with
a machine that could run BASIC and
have 4K of RAM that would sell for
about the same price as HP's top-end
calculators. He was especially interested since HP's desk-top machine
sold for $5·8,000. He said no to the
project in the end. But this took weeks.
One time when I was showing off
the computer at the club, Steve lobs
came along and said, "Why don't we
sell it?" I was passing out a lot of
schematics and Ii terature because a
lot of people wanted to build one.
Steve said , "Let's just make the PC

board for $20 each and sellihem al the
club for $40." We figured we'd have to
sell 50 to get our money back and we
didn't think we could sell that many.
Steve said, "We might not sell 50, but
at least we'll havea com pany ." Steve's
motivation was to be like Nolan Bushnell. I was telling Steve about everything that microprocessors would do
one day, which was everything that
minis did. I bought a microprocessor
for $20, a keyboard for $60, a few transformers for about SID each, and picked
up the integrated circuits from the lab
stock at HP. The company has a written rule that any engineer can take
chips from lab stock withoul cost for a
project of their own design if Iheir supervisor approves. The company fee ~
that one learns by dOing, and thai II.
lowest level of management can decide.
One day Steve called me up at HP
and said, "Guess wha!. " "What?" "1

got an order for $50,000." That was the
biggest shock of the Apple experience.
Steve had gone down to the Byte Shop
whe re they bought Altairs as kits,
wired them in the backroom, and sold
them as personal computers. Steve
discovered that it would only cost $13
to insert all the chips on our board. The
Byte Shop placed an order for 100 computers at $500 each and we had to purchase the parts. To come up with the
money, t sold my HP-S5 calculator for
$500. Howeve r r knew we were comi ng
out with the HP-S7 the next month and
my employee price would be $37, so I
didn't take much risk. I still had my HP
job as well. Steve went to the component suppliers and by showing the
rrder asked for 30 days nel credit. The
hips were stocked in a closet at the
-- company making the board. When the
chips came out of the closet the 30 days
started. When the pc boards come 01£
the line, they would be stuffed with the

chips and then put on the wove soldering machine. In two days 25 boards
were complete and we drove over and
took them to Steve's garage. We'd plug
in the keyboard and the TV and some
transformers and test the boards with
the oscilloscopes to s ee if they would
work . On the weeke nds we would sit
down with the ones that didn't work,
and usually found the problem in bent
pins. Then we would deliver them to
the local store and get paid. It was a
ten day cycle. It's amazing what you
can do when you have one level of
management.
The Apple I design had few chips
and was optimized lor one board . The
biggest decision was memory; the first
4K dynamic RAMS we re about to come
out. One principle Ihat I h-ad was "the
fewer chips the better". After a discussion about chip size and number of
pins, I decided that I would go for optimizing board size. When the 4K

dynamic RAMS came out I could do in 4
chips what t used to do in 32. In 1975
several styles of 4K dynamic RAMS
came out; the first set were from AMI
and the second from Intel. The Apple 1
had the right RAM, a IS pin Intel chip
that led to a ISK RAM.
After I had my legal release for the
machine and was selling Apple Is, HP
had a project called Capricorn -doing
everything that t had just done. I went
to the new lab manager and I said I'd
do anything to work on the personal
computer and he turned me down .
Steve and I went to Atari and
asked if they would like it. They said,
"No, the home video market is going 10
be very la rge ." They were so friendly to
us, that they let us buy chips for the
Apple I right out of their warehouse.
We went down to Commodore and
talked to Chuck Peddle who was about
to do the Pet Computer. Steve thought
we might get a few hundred thousand
dollars but they only offered us employment. All in all about 200 Apple l 's
were sold out of the garage .
A few months later, I started to
think about color. I made sure that the
Apple 1 worked at the right speed so
that color could be added . Things began to coalesce. I realized that I cou ld
combi ne video screen memory and
processor memory and save chips. The
Apple II design started to emerge. It
would be twice as fast, do twice as
many things, and have tons of memory. In the first days, I designed the
Apple II to work with both 4 and 16K
RAMS (because the 16K c hips were still
very expensive). There was an issue of
slots for extra cards . How much do they
matter? The only argument over the
Apple II design was that Steve Jobs
wanted two slots and 1 wanted eight
because I was a little leery about locking into too little. So I sat down with
Steve and said, "OK, I don't want the
company. " And we had eight slots.
That was the end of it.
I decided to write the Atari game
Breakout on a microprocessor , in
BASIC not in hardware. So I wrote
some commands in BASIC to put color
dots on the screen and to make sounds
come over a little spea ker . It was
shocking to me how much you could do
in software and still run so much faster
than hardware .
Originally Apple had three partners: Steve and I each had 45% and
Ron Wayne, who helped with the manual, had 10%. Ron sold his 10% to us for
$800. The Apple II looked like an outstanding product that could sell1,ooo a
month. We thought we had hit the big
one, The problem was thai we didn't
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know how to build a thousand of something that cost $250 eech. Where would
we get $250,000 worth of credi t? We
had to look for money. People would
come by the garage and ask. "What's
the market?" I'd say, "A million. "
They'd say, "What makes you say
that?" And I'd have too rational an answer: "There's a million ham radio operators and more people are getting
into computers." There's no way that
answer could be wrong but they weren't the right words. We got directed
to Mike Markkula, who had wanted to
build computers in the home for quite a
while. He had left Intel with a lot of
stock options and he was still young.
He started developing a business plan
and joined us as a third and equal
partner. For a while I didn't want to
leeve Hewlett Packard. Then a friend
said to me, "Steve, you can start this
company, manage it and get rich. Or,
Steve, you can start this company, stay
an engineer all your life and get rich. " I
realized that I could still sit down and
write code and build things, and that
the company was just a way to make
money. We hired a President who
could get things done . Steve had a
friend at Atari who could design
switching power supplies which required less cooling than the regular
type. Our phony reason for needing
this was our belief that no computer
should have a fan.
We started producing Apple II's.
This was the first computer that you
could take out of the box, plug in, read
only a little bit and start typing, "playing" BASIC. It was the first computer to
be in a plastic case; it was the first
computer to come with video as standard; it was the first to build BASIC in
ROM; it was the first low cost computer
to come fully assembled; it was the
first to have paddles and sound. Fortunately it had a lot of memory slots.
While the world only wanted 4K bytes
that yeer for anything, they thought
maybe 8 sometime, but 48K byles
would never be needed. In the beginning, The Commodore, Radio Shack
and Apple machines all sold in about
equal numbers. Then, 8K programs
started to come out and, in 1978, the
first spreadsheet and floppy discs
came out. Both needed more than 8K of
RAM. The Apple was the one of the
three that had expandable memory
and could support spreadsheet or floppy control software. With Visicalc
•
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computers had a diHerent flavor: now
you could walk into a store and buy a
computer with a solution. Our dreems
of people controlling garage doors and
keeping recipes we re of much less importance.
A lot of things happened at Apple
because one of the top managers had a
pet project. One of Mike Markkula's
pet idees was that recipes and keeping track of the check-book were going
to be principle uses. So he had Randy
Wigginton (who was to write MacWrite
in the future) write a check-book program in BASIC. Two things came out of
that: a floating point BASIC to make it
easier to write money handling programs, and the addition of a floppy
disc to make the machine fast. The current practice had been to use cassette
tapes that took three minutes to load a
program after which you could add the
data for two checks, and then download, which took another several minutes. We started to work on both projects. The floppy disc controllers at the
time used about 50 chips. I had figured
out a design with five chips and
thought that I must be leaving important things out. But after a lot of analysis of other designs. I found that mine
did even more. So I knew that I was
onto a good winner: real fast. real
small (based on the new 5 and a half
inch disc from Shugart ), and real
cheap. From that time, Apple took off.
We were backlogged for four months of
orders and the path had been set.
We premiered the floppy disc at
the first Nati onal Computer Conference in Dallas that allowed microcomputers to be shown. This completed the initial development of the
Apple II. I don't remember much about
the show. but the hotel was the first
one that I stayed in that had movies
you could dial in your room. I had designed one of these systems while I
was at Hewlett Packard and I knew
that it has to send your room number
down to a computer. Travelling with
aUf tools, we opened up the box and
saw a bunch of switches. I just toggled
in a different code on the switches and
didn't get billed for the movies. Randy
Wigginton and r looked at the touchtone phone with different numbers for
room service and so on.' We took it
apart and rewired the keypad to go
vertically instead of horizontally.

QUESTIONS

There are some things that are
inevitable in history and other things
that depend on a unique individual.
How do you feel about your role?
Almost everything would have
happened about the same time. It
turns out that my whole life was
directed to one kind of computer
design and when the window
occurred, I was there. It was greet
luck for me.
What is it like to have to use an
assumed name to go to college and
to be a hero?
I used an assumed name and went
back to Berkeley in 1981-2 for a full
year. And I got away with it,
because I wasn't known quite that
well then. It was strange to read
about myseU. I couldn't understand
why people would wont to come up
and shake my hand. Then I met Ted
Turner who was my hero for
challenging the networks and I
asked him for his autograph. I now
understand that we all want to have
heros.
How do you feel about the
Macintosh?
t love my Macintosh . I brought it on
the trip. I dropped it in the Son
Francisco airport but it lived.
What's your relationship with Apple?
Since the computer keeps track of
the employee benefits. 1 make sure
that I get the minimal salary. r travel
on their behalf, consult with them,
and think its a greet company.
What is your new company doing?
CL 9 is working on remote control
devices for the home. It's not going
to be a huge company but it's fun.
Right now two engineers are
working together in an environment
where we can do great things.

The Personal Computer Collection
Complete Hardware Wiling
r-- Iuly 1986.

01

01

lIt·numbered artllacta constitute the
permanent collection.
s·numbered artllacta are dupli·
cates. retained lor ellthlblts and
loam.

Acorn Computers. Ltd.•
Acorn Atom,
Glh 01 Acorn Computers, Ltd.
(X667.86)

Glh 01 Nigel H. Searle fS2iS)
Acorn Computers. Ltd ..
Acorn Electron, {x666.86J

GJlt 01 Acorn Computers, Ltd.

Acorn Computers. Ltd. ,

BBC Model B Microcomputer wl1h
6502 Second Processor. ZOO

Second Processor, Acorn Della
Recorder. Music SOl Synthesiser
and Teletext Adapter. (X665.86)
Gill 01 Acorn Compu/ers, Ltd.

APF Ele<:1ronICB. Inc.,

PeCos I. (X710.86)

GUt 01 earl D. Hess

Apple Computer Company,
Apple I. (X210.83)
GIft 01 Dyson Corporation
Apple Computer. Inc..
Apple U Plus. (X539.84)
Glh 01 Katherine Schwartz
Apple Computer, Inc ..
Appl. n. (X683.861
GIlt 01 Dr. and Mrs. Fred 0. SmIth
and famjly
Apple Computer, Inc.,
Apple m, (X684.86)
Gih 01 Konneth Dod:ser
Apple ComPUler, Inc ..
~f£le Usa, (X496.84. S48,

Apple Computer, Inc..
Apple Macintosh.
{X499.84. 550. S51l
Glh 01 Apple ,Computer. Inc.
AT&T Information Systems.
AT&T Personal Computer 6300.
{X639.85. 552, 553, 5541
Gi/IO/AT&T

Gifl of Apple Computer, Inc.

r
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Bull Micra! of Amenco

Commodore BUSiness Machines.

(formerlv R2E of Amenca). MIcro!.

!nc..

model XPI2. (X747.86)

Commodore PET?1XII.

GIft of Bul! Corporatlon of America

G,fl 01 Commcxiore BUSIness

Commodore Busmess Machines.
Jne.,

Machines. Inc. (X364.B4)
Gill of M icroooit Corporallon (555)

Amigo. CX67S.86)

Commodore Busmess Machines,

G,fl of Commodore Busmess
MachInes, Inc.

Inc.,

Commodore BusLnass Machines.

(X123.86)
Gdl of Kenlloth C. Barroll

Commodore 64, CX366.84 A E)

Commcxlore Business Machines.

Machines. Inc.

Commodore VlC-ZO.
Gift 01 Commodore Busmes9
Machines. Inc. (X367.84)

Inc ..

Gih 01 Commoooro BUSIness

VlC 1001 wuh Japanese keyboard.

inc. ,

Compaq Computer Corporation.
Compoq PoNable. (X4S4.S4.

sse.

559)

DIgItal Equipment Q:>rporaUon
DIgItal ProfessIonal 350.

{X435.S4)

Glfr of Compaq Compurer
Corporouon

Glh of Digllal eqUipment
CorporatIon

Cromemco, Inc..
Clornemco Dol2ler boalds (2).

Dlg1taJ EqUIpment Corporation.
RaInbow. <X476.S4 861. 862)
GUt of Digital EqUipment
Corporation

0010 General Corporation.

DIgital Group, Thu,Digl/ol Group
Systom 2. (XSSS.85)
GIlt 0/ SI. Georgo's School.
Newpor1, RI

(X687.86)
Gill 0/ MIchael K. Lomax

DaIO Genoral

(X479.S4. 560)

Des~top

Modol 10,

Glh of /Jata General Corporation

Gilt 01 Kenneth C. Barroll (S44)
Compaq Compute, Corporauon,
Compaq DeskPro. (X48L84 S56,
557)
Gift of Compaq Computer
Ccrporcrtlon

Micral.
by R2E. 1973
The Micra) is the earliest commercial
non·kit computer based on a
microprocessor. The founder and
president of R2E (Realisations Etudes
Electroniques), Thi T. Truong,
created the Micral as a replacement
for minicomputers in applications
where high performance was not
required. He perceived a big gap
between minicomputers, such as the
DEC PDP-8, on the one hand, and a
wired logic system on the other. As
soon as the Intel 8008 microprocessor
was introduced. he decided to build
a computer to fill this gap.
By May 1973, barely six months after
the Intel 8008 became available,
Truong together with engineers
Francois Gernelle and Ben Che trite.
had the Micral designed and built. It
had some remarkable similarities to
later personal computers such a s a
bus system and slots for expansion.
The basic original model had 256
bytes of RAM, and could be
expanded to 2K with ROMS and
PROMS. It was capable of directly
addressing 16K, and boards to
expand the memory beyond 2K soon
became available. The Micral had a
real-time clock, eight levels of
interrupt priority and automatic
enabling and disabling. The CPU ,
memory, input/output interfaces and
fast peripheral controllers all
plugged into the Pluribus - a 60-bit
single data bus. There were 52
instructions. oriented towards
process-control and data
transmission applications.
Instruction times ranged from 7.5 to
10
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Micra} advertising for the National
Computer Conference Exh ib i tion ,
Chicago May 1974.

Tbi T. Truong. speaking at the

Museum after receiving his prize.
27 .5 microseconds. The Micral had
an assembler and an operating
system which supported a teletype
and cassette recorder connected to
the Pluribus. The machine evolved
rapidly. with later models offering
more RAM, floppy discs. hard discs
and a range of standard software.
The Micral's low cost of $1950 and
bus architecture attracted great
interest. By 1974. only six months
after the Micral's debut . 500 had
been sold; 2000 were sold over the
next two years. However. following
an unsuccessful attempt to penetrate
the US market. Truong could no
longer finance the growth 01. his
business. In 1979 he sold Micralto
the major French computer maker
Bull who currently produce IBM
PC-compatible Bull-Micrals.

~

mic ral
•

•

•

The first Mkrals were sold to
industry for process control and to
the French government to help

collect demographic information in
Fran ce's Afrkan colonies. It was
therefore supplied with a strong
protective metal cabinet.

GUt 01 Thi T. Truong
The Micral's CPU board. The use of
,...... microprocessor earned the Micra}

.he name 'm icrocomputer'. used for
the /irst time in print in the June 21
1973 issue of Electronics magazine.
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Homebrew 16· bit computer,
by Loren Jacobson, 1974·5
This one-oi-o-kind machine contains
a 16-bit processor based on
small-scale and medium-scale TTL
integrated circuits. All input and
output was via the front panel
switches and lights. Jacobson had
more lime than money, so he used
every possible means to keep costs
down . For example, very few
connectors or sockets were used; all
wiring was poinHo-point. even
between boards.
Gjft of Loren Jacobson

Micro·68,
by Electronic P r oduct
Associates Inc.,1975
The Micro-S8 was a microcomputer
trainer based on the Motorola 6800
microprocessor. Priced ot $430, it
came with integral numeric keypad
input and LED output in a slim
hardwood cabinet that could fit
inside a briefcase. It had an
on-board maximum of lK words of
ROM and 768 words of RAM and
could be expanded to 64K via edge
connectors. The system was
controlled by the John Bug monitor
program, contained in a 512-word
PROM. This allowed users to load,
inspect and edit programs, insert
b reak points for debugging
purposes, and execute.
Victor Wintriss, president of EPA
Associates, developed the Micro-6a
as a low-cost tool for training
engineers in the use of
microprocessors. It could also be
used to prototype applications for
the Motorola 6800. 1500 Micro-68's
were sold between 1975 and 1978
when EPA went out of business, du," )
in part. to competition from the
identical Heath ET3400, introduced in
1976.
Gift of G. Victor Wintriss
12
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Eckert, Scott B.,
Homebrew system Ixtaed on the

MOS Technology 6502 CPU,
(X699.86)
Gih of Scott B. Eckert

Electronic Produc1 Assoclatos, Inc.,
Micro-58,
___ Glk 0/ G. VICtor Wmlrlss (X694.86J
r
~ Gilt 0/ San/ord Shapiro. MD (S31)

Felsenslein, Lee,
VDM-l Video Display Module
prototype. (X71J.86)
Glk of Lee FeJsensleln

Franklin Computer Corporation,
Frcmklln Ace 100. (X340.84)
Glh 01 Franklin Computer

Corporation
Godbout. Thlnl:ertoys, SD Sales.
01. al..
Various lxxnds lor personal
compu ter

kits.

(836)

Gill of Robert Pond
Heath Company,
Heathkit H·8, (X696.86)
Gilt 0/ Terry Brandon

Heath Company,

Heathkit H·II, (X695.86)
Gih 0/ Errol Brick
Hewlen-Packard Company,
HP ISO Personal Computer,
<X432.84, S63, 864)
Gifl of Hewlett-Packard Company
Home assembled as per AUQ. and
Sept. 1976 Popular Electronics
magazlne desip:t.
Cosmac ELF, (X692.86)

Jacobson. Loren,
Homebrew lo.blt Computer.

Home assembled as per
July 1974 Radio Electronics

(X698.86)
Gift 01 Loren /acob6on

magazine des1S1'.n.
Mark-a. 0<704.86)
Gilt 01 Myron A. Cohoun

Jade Computer Products.
Z80 b:tsed S-IOO Computer System.

IBM,
IBM 5100.
Gilt of Sl1enus Wines. Inc.

(X616.85)
Gift 01 Joel Goldstlel:.

(X629.85)
Gift of United Fruit Company (SI7)
Gilt of Nell Karl (SI8)
Gilt 01 Arthur D. Little. Jnc. ($22)

Kaypro Co~ro tlon,
Kaypro la, (X~ 87.84)
Gilt of Kaypro Corporallon

IBM,
IBM PC XT, (X430.84, S65)

Loan Jrom IBM
IMSAl Manu facturing Corporation,
IMSAl 8OBO Microcomputer System,
Loan from Mike Miller (X589.85)
Gift 01 Robert W. Bootrice (532)
Gilt of R. Donald Corler (533)
lntersU, inc..
intercept Jr.. (X700.86)
Gift of Stephen S. Mangione

Glk 0/ Klaus Ernst

,

~

.-

Lee Felsenstein and the VDM-l .

,

Visual Display Module
Prototype,
by Lee Felsenstein, 1975
GUt of Lee Felsenstein

This unit is the first implementation
of a memory-mapped alphanumeric
video display for personal
computers. The key design
innovation was making the RAM
directly accessible from the
computer's data and address busses,
rather than in a character sequential
fashion through an I/O port. As Lee
Felsenstein put it, he made it
possible to view the video display as
a "window on memory rather than a
glass teletype [such as iIt the TV
TypewriterJ". This made it possible
for the first time to use personal
computers for highly interactive uses
such as real-time games .

The unit in the collection is adapted
for stand-alone operation. The
chassis was salvaged from a
Singer-Friden 4321 key-to-tape
converter bought at a junkyard. The
keyboard was bought at a hobby
shop. The unit was used for several
months as a terminal in the
development of software lor The
Community Memory Project.
The VDM-l prototype was
demonstrated at the World Altair
Convention in Albuque rque in March
1976. Variants of the VDM board
were immediately incorporated into
many personal computers; the
design had a greot influence on the
development of personal computer
video displays. Felsenstein himself
used the design in the Sol terminal
computer and the Osborne-I.
The Compute, M"aeum RepcntIFaU 1986
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DIGITAL
COMPUTER
Kenbak-l.
by Kenbak Corp .• 1971
The Kenbak-l was awarded first
prize in the Museum's Early Model
Personal Computer Contest as the
earliest personal computer. It was
presented to the Museum by its

designer and builder. lohn V.
Blankenbaker.

Blankenbaker became interested in
computing while at college. In 1951,
during his junior year, he got a job
at the National Bureau of Standards
where he came into contact with the

SEAC (Standards Eastern Automatic
Computer) project. The following
year Hughes Aircraft charged him
with the considerable task of
building . from scratch. an arithmetic
unit based on binary-coded decimal
numbers. At that time. flip-flops cost
$500 each. He struggled to design
the machine with the absolute
minimum number of flip-flops and
even came up with a design that
would use only one. Though such a
machine would take a long lime to
gel through ~ven one clock cycle, it
could emulate any other computer.
Blankenbaker was so taken by this
single flip-flop design that in 1955 he
tried to patent it. Though he was
unsuccessful, the idea of a $500
computer had been firmly planted in
his mind.

In 1970 Blankenbaker actually set out
to build a small computer. His
fixation upon a selling price of $500
meant that he had to keep the cost of
parts down to about S15O. He
decided that speed was not
important and that the only
input/output within the price
constraint were lights and switches.
However he did cut a slot in the front
panel in the hope that one day
punched card input could be added.
He could only affo rd the tooling costs
for the printed circuit board.
Everything else, including the
cabinet. lights. switches and logic
circui ts had to be made from
standard parts. He decided that the
machine would be byte-oriented.
and that 256 bytes would be a good
choice of memory size. This allowed
a single byte to s tore a complete
address . In any case. manual
14
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KENBA K·1
FUN

EDUCATIONAL
Modern electronic technology
created the Kenbak· l with a price
that even private individuals and
small schools can afford. The easyto· understand manuals assume the
reader is approaching a computer
for the first time. Step-by-step, you
can learn to use the computer with
its three programming registers.
five addressing modes. and 256
bytes of memory. Very quickly
you. or. your family or students.
can write programs of fun and
interest.
PRICE
$750.00
KENBAK CORP.
P. O. Box 49324
Los Angeles. CA 90049

Kenbak's most successful
advertisement. Scientific American.
September 1971
loading would take too long with
any more memory than that. Two
lK-bit MOS shift registers were used.
Since microprocessors had not been
introduced yet. Blankenbaker built
his processor from standard
medium-scale and small-scale
integrated circuits. It operated on
B-bit words, one bit at a time. The 1
MHz clock coupled with a serial
memory organization gave the
Kenbok an effective speed of 1000
instructions per second. Altogether
the machine used 130 integrated
circuits. all mounted on a single
board.
In Spring 1971, a working prototype
was shown to a convention of
mathematics teachers. Blankenbaker
even managed to demonstrate a
three-dimensional tic-tac-toe
program that just squeezed into the
256 bytes. Complete documentation.
programming manual and exercises
suitable for school laboratories were
published.
The Kenbak Corporation was
formed . and the computer was

marketed through advertisements
and direct mail. From the start, the
machine was billed more as an
educational tool rather than as a
full-blown machine for executing
applications programs. The
marketing was accordingly focused
on schools as a low cost way of
introducing hands-on computing to
students.
Although small computers
eventually found their way into the
classroom in large numbers. the
Kenbok never caught on. The
alternatives at the time. timeshared
minicomputers and programmable
calculators, were beyond the reach
of school budgets. Teachers were not
yet attuned to the idea that an
electronic computer might be
affordable. and those that wanted
one often took a long time to secure
the funds. Only 40 machines were
sold to schools and a dozen to
individuals over two years. In 1973.
the Kenbak Corporation closed its
doors. Blankenbaker moved on to
use his creative engineering talents
to build the first production LISP
workstation for the newly formed
Symbolics Inc.

lohn V. Blankenbaker

Kenbok Corporation.

Kenbok I. (X703.86)

Gill oJ John V. Blankenbaker
Lancaster. Donald,
ASCU Keyboard Clnd Encoder
prototype. (X691.86)
Gilt of Don Lancaster

r"..ancoster, Donald,
;heop VIdeo prototype board.
(X688.86)
Gilt 01 Don Lancaster

Lancaster. Donald.
TVT·llV Typewnter prototype,

M icrocomputer A5SOC10tes, inc.,

JOLT mIcrocomputer, (X701.86)
Gih 01 Brian Yee

eX689.86)
Glh 01 Don Lancaster
Lancaster. Donald.

MITS, Inc.,
Al!oir 680b, (X679.86)
Glh of /amfJS Posl

TVT-3 TV Typewnter prototype,

(X690.86)

GIlt of Don Lancaster
Martln Roscorch.

Mike 2, (X706.B6)
GIll 01 Rober' F. Casey

Gilt 01 fohn V. Blankenbaker
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Programming sheet, showing the
Kenbak 's instruction set.
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MITS, Inc ..
Altair 8800.

Anonymou.s Gih {X58.82JGllt

oJ

Robert L Froemie
(X600.86)
Glh of Robert L Leffert (S2B)
Gilt of Robert Pond (S29)
Gilt 01 WaJlooo B. Ri/ey (SJO)
MITS, Inc ..
Alta!r 8800A with two disk
drives, adapted for lime-sharing.
(X681.86)
1..oan from The State 01 Colorado

MITS, Inc.,
Altair 88OOb, (X682.86)
Gih 01 Jerry Soden
MOS Technology, Inc.,
KIM·I MicllXOmputer.

Gilt of Commodore Busmess

Machines, Inc. (X36S.84)
Gih of Robert F. Casey (534)
Motorola, Inc.,
Micro Chroma 68, CX707.86)
Gilt of Robert Pond

NEC Corporation,
NEC APC m. (X494.84. S19. S20)
Gfh of NEG Systems Laboratory
NEC CorporaUon,
NEC PC..axxJ. (X446.84)
Gift of Microoolt Corporation
NEC Corporation,
NEC TK-80 (X447.84)
~
Gilt 01 Microsoft Corporation
)
Netronics, R&D Lid.,
Cosmac ELf n. (x693.86)
Gih 01 S. &ott Kosrko
North Star Computers. Inc., North
Star Horizon.GJh 01 James B.
Straus
(X708.86)

... .. " .. ........ ........ ...... ....
•• , ..! '....

- tr...
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TV Typewriter Prototype.
by Don Lancaster. 1973
The TV Typewriter made it possible
for the first time to display
personally generated alphanumeric
information on an ordinary
unmodified television set. The
design was publis hed in the
September 1973 issue of Radio
Electronics magazine a s a home
assembly project using only $120
worth of components . Don
Lancaster's design attracted
considerable attention as its
II
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extremely low cost proved that home
video terminals and video displays
for personal computers were
practical. High resolution bit
mapped displays followed within a
few years, enormously enhancing
the utility of personal computers . Lee
Felsenstein (featured on page 13)
called the TV Typewriter "the
opening shot of the computer
revolution" .
It consisted of a keyboard toge ther
with circuit boards to provide the
memory, cursor, timing and
te levision transmission Signals. The

Gilt 01 William Romaine (S35)
Ohio Scientific. Inc ..
Ohio Scientific, model 600.
(X709.86)
Glh 01 Bill Leehan
Osborne Computer Corporation.
Osborne 1.
Glh of Osborne Computer
Corporation (X362.84. 586)
Gih of Ben Rosen ($3)
Anonymous Gifl (59)
Osborne Computer Corporation.
Osborne Executive, (X615.85)
Glh of Joel GoIds/ici
Polymorphic System.s.
PoJrmc?PJlic System 8813.
(x614.SSX;Jh 01 Robert and
Margaret Wesley
Powertran Computers.
Psi eo. (X724.86)
Gift of Uvnal Yehlel
Processor Technology, Inc.,
Sol Terminal Computer,
Glh 01 Richard S. RusseJl
(X7/S.B6JGilt 01 Ray Duncan (S39)
Gih 01 Michael Cuchna (S40)

on-board memory consisted of S12-bit
serial registers. The memory boards
had character generators which
displayed each character a s an
array of 5 by 7 dots. The original
design had two memory boards and
could generate and store 512
characters arranged as 16 lines of 32
characters. The device cou ld also
use a cassette recorder to provide
additional storage; a 90 minute
cassette could hold about 100 pages.
Gift of Don Lancaster

'"

Altair 8800
by MITS 1975
The Altair is widely thought of as
the first personal computer. Indeed.
r-lhe Altair's creator, Ed Roberts.
under and president of MITS (Micro
.astrumentation and Telemetry
Systems), coined the term.

Distinguishing PC's from hobby
machines, demonstration machines.
industrial machines and
development systems. his view was
that PC's had to be used for
applications typically run on a
minicomputer or larger computer.
The PC also had to be affordable.
easily interfaced. with other devices
and feature a conventional console
with a keyboard. CRT or something
similar. It should have an operating
system and mass storage; paper

lope was acceptable. A PC should
hove a reasonably large memory.

MITS used 64K because that was
what the 8080 could directly address.
Lastly, he stipulated that a good
number of people had actually used
the machine as a computer that was
personal!
In thinking about what sort of device
to build, Roberts considered the DEC
PDP-8 as a prototype. However, the

,.-...

machine that had the greatest
impact on him was the Hewlett
Packard 9100, introduced in 1968. It
had a CRT, keyboard, magnetic
storage for programs and da.ta, and
a printer. It could even drive a
plotter. But it was not a personal
computer by Roberts' definition-it
was expensive (S6000). did not have
a real programming language and
only had a small memory.
In 1971. MITS introduced the 816, a
kind of programmable calculator.
Several thousand were sold. mainly
for accounting applica1ions and as
controllers. In the same period. a
company called Prolog built
industrial processors based on the
Intel 4004 . 4040 and 8008. Intel built
the Intellect series 01 machines
between 1971 and 1973. The TV
Typewriter was also noticed by
MITS, as were several logic
demonstration devices and an
800s-based machine. the Mark-8.
introduced in Radio Electronics in
1974.
In 1972 MITS made a terminal
system that could be interfaced to
time-shared computers. "In 1973 and
1974 we started design work at MITS
with 4004, 4040 and 8008 processors
and didn't feel that they were

Ed Roberts .
powerful enough to do the sort of
things you normally expect a
minicomputer to do", Roberts said.
"When we found out about the Intel
8080 in late 1973. we started design
on the Altair. which was finished in
the summer of 1974,"
Ed Roberts and Bill Yates designed
the Altair with an open tOO-line bus
structure. Though originally known
as the Altair bus, it was adopted for
so many other machines that it later
came to be called the S-Ioo bus (S
for Standard). The first machines
were shipped with only two of the 18

GUt 01 Robert Pond
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available slots filled with the CPU
board and the 256 byte memory
board. Programs had to be entered
in machine code via the switches on
the front panel. During the next few
months, MITS as well as many third
parties, came out with expansion
boards to provide more memory (up
to a maximum of 64K) and interfaces
for input·output devices and storage
media. One of the first boards was a
4K memory board, big enough to
hold a 4K BASIC interpreter specially
written for the Altair by Bill Gates
and Paul Allen .
The original Altair sold without the
case for $297, $395 with the case- an
order of magnitude less than the cost
of the PDp·8. Though initially offered
as a kit, the first units were sold as
assemb ly units since the kit manuals
were not completed.
The demand for the machine
exceeded even MITS's wildest
expectations. More machines were
sold in the first day than the
company expected to sell during the
entire lifetime of the product.
Roberts likes to point out how MITS
increased the installed base of
general computers by 1% each
month for a period between 1975 and
1976. There was a huge pent·up
demand for a computer with the kind
of power offered by the Altair. Most
of the machines were purchased. by
electronics hobbyists who simply
wanted. to have a machine of their
own. They tinkered with and
modified. their computers. However
the machine was not really powerful
enough or equipped with enough
software to enable it do useful work
conveniently. It was used to control
various processes- some industrial,
some recreational. One of the first
customers used his Altair to control
his model railway.
The company was sold to Pertee in
1977 for 6 million dollars. Faced with
stiff emerging competition from
companies such as Processor
Technology. IMSAI. Commodore and
Apple, Pertec was unable to retain
market share, and the Altair went
out of production in 1978.
MITS and the Altair played a central
role in the development of the US
personal computer market. They
pioneered a whole marketing
style-computer shows, computer
retailing, computer company
magazines, user groups and
numerous add·on hardware and
software options.
11
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Ouest, Inc ..
Super Elf, eX717.86)
Gift of Willits High &hoollROP
RCA ,

Cosmac ViP, eX686.86)
Gift of Roben F. Casey

Scelbi Computer Consultmg, Inc.
SCEL8I·SH , ()(574.85)
Gift of Carlron 8. Hensley
Sinclair Research Ltd.,
Sinclair ZX80.
Gih 01 Sindair Research Ltd.
(XSI3.84)

R2E.

Mlcral. eX705.86)

Gih of Thl T. Truong

RGS Electronics,
RGS..ooa. Intel 80)8 based
microcomputer buill from kit,
0<712.86)
GIft of 8rian Yeo
Rockwell International.
AiM 65.
Gih 01 DaVId Martz (X678.86)
Glh 01 NeJl Doughty (527)

Gih of Lea Vanderboom ($37)
Sincla ir Research Ltd. ,
Sinclair ZXSI,
Gih of Sme/air Research Ltd.
(XS/ 4.84)
Gih of A rnold J. Savlll ($38)

SoUd State Music. CalifornIa
Computer Systems. Heathkit. et.
aL,Various boards for personal
computer kits, 0<658,86)
GIft of Alan Fru;ble

Saga Systems.
Saga, model pps·aoos, (X713.86J
Gih of Computer Maintenance
Corporation
Scelbl Computer Consulting, Inc.,

Southwest Technical Products
Compcm y,S wTPC 6800,
Gift of Steven B. l..eeland
(X71S.86)
Gift of Fred Laskowski

SCELBI-SB, (X71 4.86)
Gift of Michael Rossman

Gih of Dr. Gordon Wolfo

(541)
(S42)

Sou th west Technical Products
Com p ;my,1Vf-21V Typew rit!)r,
(X719.86)
Gih of Robert Pond
Sphe re Corp:lration,
Sphere System 330.
Gih 0/ Dr. Roger J. Sport
(X29S.83)
Gift of John RJble (514)
Sphere Corporation,
Sphere System 320, (X297,83)
Glfr of Dr. Roger /. SPOil
SSM M iC1TJCOmputer Products
(formerly: Solid Srare MuSJc),
SSM CBI 8000 CPU Board,
(X716.86)
Glh 01 Dana Smith
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The January 1975 issue a/Popular
Electronics ran a cover story on the
Altair which propelled the machine
to instant success.

6800 Computer System.
by Southwest Technical
Products Corp •• 1975
The SWTPC 6800 was one of the !irst
,......... computers to be based on the
Moto rola 6800 microprocessor. The
6800 was thought by some engineers
to be more powerful and versatile

than its competitor, the Inte l 8080.
The computer was sold as a kit.
costing $395 for the basic system
which included 2K bytes of RAM and
a serial teletype interface. It could
be expanded to 16K. It had a
mini·operoting system in ROM
enabling it to boot up automatically
without throwing switches on a iront
panel.

Southwest also offered a video
terminal. the $275 CT·I024. based on
Don Lancaster's TV Typewriter.

shown on the left in the picture.
Above the computer on the right . are
the $79.50 AC-30 cassette interface
and the $250 PR-40 matrix printer kit.

In front of the keyboard is a
home-made switch 'box, a useful
input device. especially for games.
With its complete set of peripherals,
the SWTPC 6800 was one of the first
low-cost systems on which software
could be developed and run in a
reasonably convenient fashion.
Gift of Steven B. Leeland

008A Microcomputer Kit.
by RGS Electronics. 1974
The 008A was sold for $375 as a kit
based on the Intel 8OOS. The system
had lK of static RAM. expandable to
16K, and an Re (not crystal) clock. It
featured an input/output bus which
could handle up to 256 perihperal
devices instead of the arrangement
of input/output ports more usual with
the 8008. The programs were entered
into memory using toggle switches.
The version received was built on a
SO-socket wire-wrap board. The
printed circuit board versio n of the
RGS-OOS was described in September
1975 in the first issue of Byte
magazine.
Gift of Brian Yee
The Compu1er M\I,,\lm Repor1lF'all 19B6
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Gift of Melvin O. Duke

Sutherland, Jamos,
ECHO rv Home Computer.

(X509.84)
Glfl of James Sutherland
Ta ndy. Corporallon.

TRS-80. Modell.
Glh of MeivJn 0. Duke tx722.8S)

Glh 01 NIgel H. Searle (543)
Gifl of Samuel M. Gerber ($67)
Terok Corporauon,
Terak Model 8510, (X351.84. 568,

S69)
Gill of Douglas Ross
Terok Corporation,

Terak Modol 8512, fX354.841
Glil of Douglas Ross
Texas Instruments. Inc"

11-9914 prototype fO!mension

4),

(X720.86)
Glh of Raben Childress

Timex ·Smclalr. Inc..
Timex-Smclair TS· I(XXl,
GIll 01 Denms Knol/enberg

(X721.86)
Gill of Ruth Leyden (54?)
Va n Cleve. Robert.
Homebre w_system based on the

TRS·80. Model I
by Radio Shack. 1977

M otorola 6808 TV Bug CPU,

(X697.86)

Gilt 01 Raben Van Cleve
Wang loboratones.
Wang PIC (Prafcssionallmoge
Computer), (X566.851
Glh 01 Wang Laboratories
Wave Mole, Inc.,
JupIter Computer system.

(X702.86)

Glfl 01 Denms Pamler
XerolC Corporation,
Notetaker L lX74B.86)
Gill of Xerox Corporallon

lllustrations from the friendly
manual "Getting Started with TRS-BO
BASIC". Courtesy of Radio Shack
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The TRS-80 was Radio Shack's first
entry into the computer market.
Their wide network of retail outlets
greatly increased the a ccessibility of
microcomputers. The TRS-SO was
based on a ZOO microprocessor and
came with a video display. 4K of
memory. BASIC and ca ssette
storage, at a price of $599.95. It was
aimed at the novice - the manuals
assumed no prior computer
knowledge. The original machine
was slow as Radio Shack had kept
the price down to an absolute
minimum . New software and
extended memory were released to
improve performance, and in 1979
the more powerful Model 1I was
introduced .
The TRS-80 was extremely
successful; the company had
projected annual sales of 3000 units.

but over 10,000 were sold within a
month of the TRS-80's introduction.
To the left of the TRS-80 is an
Exairon Stringy Floppy. a miniature
tape-drive which holds a small.
continuous. removable tape. Called
a wafer. the tapes could be up to 75
feet long and stored 4K bytes o n five
feet of tape in 6 seconds. It was
significantly faster and more reliable
than the standard cassette tape
drive originally supplied with the
TRS-80.
To the right of the TRS-80 is the
Com print Model 912 thermal printer. ~
Thi s could print 225 12 by 9 dot
matrix characters per second . It used
special silvery-looking
aluminum-cooted paper. Characters
were printed by styli which
vaporized the metal surface at the
points of contact to expose a black
under-layer. The Comprint operated
more quietly than impact printers. It
was one of the first matrix printers to
print letters with true decenders.

Available From The Computer Museum.
~ew

Color
Slide Series!

New Computer
Museum T-Shirts!

The Personal Computer Slide Set
includes the classic machines from
this catalog. The 20 slides. arranged
in groups of four. may be purchased.
as a unit for 520.00 (S18 for
members), Each group of four slides
is $4.50 (members 54.05).

These four-color quality shirts
communicate the spirit of The
Computer Museum- antique
computers fancUully displayed
alongside modem, hands-on
computers. These make great
Stocking Stuffers.

Volume D.
The Perlonal Comp uter SUd e Set

50% Cotton-SO% Polyester. Adult
(small, medium. large. x-large) or
Children (small. medium. large)
sizes; Be SUTe to specify adult or
child. and size.
Children sizes. $6.50 each (5.85
members): Adult sizes, $8.00 each
(7.20 members). Postage Separate.

Set 13: The First Personal
Computers
13.1 Kenbak- 1 (1971)
13.2 Micral (1973)
13.3 Sce1bi (1974)
13. 4 Altair (1975)
Set 14: The Hobbyist Milestones
14.1 Apple 1 Board
14.2 Visual Display Module. Lee
Felsenstein's VDM-l
14.3 Don Lancaster's TV Typewriter
14.4 Cromemco Dazzler boards
~I

"

IS: Homebrew and Single Board
Computers

15.1 Homebrew IS-bit computer by
Loren Jacobson
15.2 RGS Electronics 008A
Microcomputer Kit

15.3 Kim 1
15.4 Super Elf
Set 16: Early Commercial Machines
16.1 EPA Micro 68

The Computer Museum

16.2 IMSAl 8080
16.3 SWTPC 6800 (Southwest
Technical Products)
16.4 Sol Terminal Computer

Boston

Set 17: Classic Commercial Machines
17.1 Apple 11
17.2 TRS 80 Modell
17.3 Commodore Pet
17.4 Sinclair ZXOO
Volume 1. 48 slides in 12 sets of
four , covers early calculating
devices. early computers. super
computers, logic and memory
technologies, and classic integrated
circuits. This set of 48 is available
r $45.00 (members $40.50).

Minimum charge order. SIS.OO
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The President's Letter
Gwen Bell, President

ON ONE HAND"""
Pocket Calculators Then and Now

Today we almost take pocket oalculators for granted.
Yet, the inexpensive and convenient electronic
calculator we use today is less than fifteen years old.
"How many sheep do I have?"
"How much are three loaves of bread?"
The need to answer such questions is nearly as old as
human civilization. Throughout history, people have
developed ideas and devices to help them work with
numbers and to answer such questions quickly and
accurately. People have used many different
materials to make handy calculators, from sticks and
stones, to gears and electrons.
This issue of the Report is based on an exhibit that
allows you to joumey through the history of the pocket
calculator. You will meet the people who have used
pocket calculators in the past and discover the
problems they solved. At the exhibit you can try your
hand at using thetr oalculators. While in this
publication, you will learn more of the anecdotes
associated with the artilacts.

The idea of the exhibit was conceived on a trip to
London where I saw many 18th and 19th century
pocket calculating devices. Then it was made possible
by a grant from the Hewlett Packard Foundation. It
was developed by Greg Welch after his graduation
from Harvard and before leaving on his Shaw
Travelling Fellowship to visit the science museums of
Europe. The exhibit and this report were designed and
produced for the Museum by Michael Sand, inc.
On One Hand is to be the Museum's first travelling
exhibit. It will help us bring the Museum to you. The
exhibit, appropriate for Science and Children's
Museums, University Galleries, and Corporate
Exhibitions, is expected to be available in the summer
of 1987 . Please let us know if you wish to suggest a
placement for the exhibit.

The Computer Museum Report/ Wmter 1987

The First Pocket calculator: The

hwncm hand was used. as a
c alculator long before the first
pocket. Many cultures

throughout history have used
hands to calculate and
represent large numbers. Finger
counting otten led to the

development of number
systems. Indeed, most number
syste ms mound the world are
based upon gro upings of five or
ten. This diagram from the 8th
century A .D. Ulustrates a system
of elaborate finger counUng
used in Europe during the
Middle Ages. Numbers up to
1,000,000 could be represented
by various positions of the

finge rs and hands.
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Step

2

ThIs Is your bag of

pebbles. Feel the pebbles
in the bag as you study
the flock, and match one
pebble 10 each Sheep.
Remember, counting isn't

fair. Do you have yow
whole aock?

Step

".

1

Step

You're an ancient shep.

herd. nus Is yow Dock,
about 10 leave the
enclosure for a day of

. """".

3

Now, this 15 VOW' !lock
returning at the end of
the day. Have you lost
any sheep?

Shepherd's Pebbles. Mesopotamia, circa 1000 B.C.
Shepherds of old let their sheep graze free by day, and
at night put them into an enclosure. The problem they
faced was knowing if they had all their sheep. Did
one wander away while grazing? Was one stolen in
the night?
To keep track of their flock, they used a bag of pebbles
and a bowl. in the morning they put one pebble in the
bowl for every sheep that left the enclosure. At night,
they put the pebbles back in the bag, one by one, as
the sheep returned. If there were pebbles left over,
they went looking for sheep.
The shepherds weren't counting as they did this.
They weren't thinking "one, two, three .... • They were
thinking "sheep, sheep, sheep .... • As a result, they
did not know how many sheep they had altogether, or
how many pebbles either. They just knew that there
should be as many sheep as pebbles.

This one pebble/one sheep system had its drawbacks.
For one, a big flock meant a very heavy bag of
pebbles. For anollter, someone might manage to steal
a sheep and a pebble, and the shepherd would never
be the wiser. Still, the system worked for ancient
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shepherds. and it continues to work for some of their
m odem-day descendants. And versions of the system
are seen in some religions today. w hich use beads
(like a rosary) to k eep track of repeated prayers.
Cultures have had to learn to count. just as children
do. They have had to learn numbers. A n umber
allows people to keep track with a mental idea of
quantity. So instead of carrying around a bag of
seventeen pebbles. y ou carry in your memory the
number seventeen.
Cultures that count m a de an important modification in
the one-pebblejone-sheep sy stem. They could let
dliferent objects stand for dliferent quantities. They
did not necessarily have a way to write out the
number. but they had the idea. they had a way to
represent the idea. and most invented some sort of
device. some sort of pocket calculator. that would help
them work with numbers. As early as 3500 B.C. in
China. rods of bone. wood. or ivory were arranged in
various patterns to represent numbers. in ancient
Rome. styli were used to scratch numbers into wax
tablets for both calculation and storage.
•
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Tally stick: Cultures a cross the
globe carved records on sticks.
The emllest known ''tally'' sticks
date from 30,000 B.C .
Notched tally sticks such as this

one were used to store financial
records in England from the 13th
to the 19th century. The pattern

o f the notches represents a quantity of mone y: large notches
indicate pounds, smaller ones

sh1lllngs, and scratches pence.
On the remaining faces of the
tally, opposite each other, w ere
the name of the payer and the
date of the transaction, written
in ink by an officer called the
writer of the tally. After a
transaction was recorded, the
stick was split in hall down its
length, and one hal1 was given

to each party as a receipt. The
practice was ordered to be
discontinued by the Act of 1782
that came into force in 1826.
Subsequently I the House of
Lords discovered that it had
warehouses lull 01 tally stic ks
and used them as luelln their
chambers. Echequer Tawes are
extremely rare today. From the
Samuel S. Dale Collection, Rare
Book and Manuscript Library,
C olumbia University.
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A competition between the
Hlndu·AIabic form of mental and
paper arithmetic that we use
today and Roman numeral
figuring using jettons. The
dJsmay of the letton user shows
graphically who is winning. The
mid·18th century saw the
widespread availability of
paper, of printing, and the use of
the Hlndu·A.l'abic number
system with the simultaneous
decline of the use of Roman
numerals and their computation
with lettons.

These copper lettons are from
14th.century Italy. The designs
on lettons were often symbols of
dJ1ferent trades or coats of arms.
Depending upon the wealth of
the owner, lettons were produced in metals varying from
copper to gold but they were
not coins. In fact, a new set of
}ettons was a customary New
Year's gUt. The old set would
then be Uuown tn a river,
symboUcally clearing last year's
accounts.
Remnants of lettons remain with
us today. Merchants had
boards in their shops on which
to toss their jettons to calculate
bills; stores today still have
"counters." From the collection
of Gwen and Gordon Bell.

Jettons. During the Renaissance. Europeans counted
with Roman numerals. But even for people
accustomed to using them. Roman numerals me not
easy to calculate mentally. and paper and pens were
hmd to com e by. M erchants used copper tokens
called "jettons" to calculate prices.
The jettons were moved about on lines. Merchants
could draw the lines on the ground or scratch them on
a table. The lines represented different values of ten:
ones. tens. hundreds. and so on. For intermediate
values. like five or fifty. a space was left between the
lines. In the same way that you know immediately
what is meant by $1.98 . the Renaissance buyer and
seller immediately recognized the price by the position
of the jettons on the lines.
Until 1700. calculating tokens were common in Europe.
The tokens usually derived their name from moving
them about the lines while calculating: the word
"jettons" comes from the French verb "jeter" meaning
"to throw." Adept calculators must have made their
jettons fly across their counting bomdsl By the mid18th century both the )'<oman numeral system and
jettons had disappeared from everyday use.
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The Japanese "soroban" has

sharp edges to its beads and
only one bead in heaven and
four beads in earth to make
operations faster. From the

collection of the Peabody
Museum of Salem.
The soroban has not declined in
use since the advent of its rivals
the calculator and computer. In

some banks, the daily compute r1zed totals are double checked
with a soroban. In learning the

soroban, students learn to vis·
ualize the position of numbers.
The soroban champion, Ms.
Nishida, can add eight ten-cUgtt
numbers in less than ten

seconds simply by visuallz1ng
the position of the beads in her
head. In fact , the Japanese
claim that learning the use of

the soroban can increase a
students I.Q.

Abacus. Most eastern countries used an abacus of
some sort. It emerged from the Middle East sometime
after 500 A.D. and was based on a sy stem in which
pebbles were moved around on the ground to
represent numbers and perform calculations. (The
word abacus is from the Semitic word "abaq:
meaning dust.) The Chinese dev eloped a version that
they called a suapan. The Japanese modilied the
suapan and called it a soroban.
An abacus is rather similar to jettons. The difference is
that instead of scratching lines and carrying loose
jettons. the tokens were strung on wires. and then
framed. The abacus became the indlspensible
calculator for eastern merchants. It was easy to carry.
And for the skilled user. it is very fas!. People who use
an abacus learn to recognize numbers simply by
looking at the position of the beads.

The Computer Museum Rep:>rlj Winter 1987
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The Chinese "suapan," or
"counting tray." has round beads
and is cUvided into two sections.
The top section is called heaven
and contains two beads, each
w orth five units. The bottom
section is called earth and.
contains five beads, each worth
one unit. The suapan was used
in China by the 1300s, and 11
became widely popular in 1593
when the mathematician Chen
Ta-wei publlshed a book on
abacus computation. The
abacus is still such an important
part of Chinese culture that May
10 is celebrated as National
Abacus Day. From the collection of Gwen and Gordon Bell.
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These calculations were
performed by Johannes Kepher
for his Ephermerldes, dedJcated
to Napier for his invention
Logarithms. These were typical
of the long hand arithmetic used.
to numerically describe the
movements in the heavens.

of

The concept 01 the pocket book
of tables started with the
development 01 printing itseU.
(1) The 1683 table of bigonomebic values was useful to
navigators, surveyors, astronomers, mathematicians and architects. Such tables eliminated
the need to constantly calculate
the bigonomebic values of
numbers. However, few tables
were free from mistakes, and
corrections were often put in by
hand. From the collection of
Gwen and Gordon Bell. (2) This
set of logarithms tables was
compiled in 1839 in England by
The Society for the DUfusion of
Useful Knowledge. To multiply
two large numbers an astronomer would look up the
numbers in the table, and add
the listed logarithm values. The
number in the tables that corresponded to the sum of the
logarithms was the answer to
the original multiplication
problem. From the collection of
the IBM Corporation. (3) Easily
carried in a shirt pocket,
Thompson and Thomas's
Electrical TabJes and
Memoranda, published in
London in 1898, was a handy
reference for the electrical
engineer wherever he went.
From the collection of Gwen and
Gordon Bell.

Scientists'Instruments The year 1670 marked the first
recorded appearance of Halley's Comet. A
seventeenth-century astronomer bent on knowtng the
heavens and such predictions as the recurrence of the
comet, faced very complicated calculations. He otten
needed to multiply vast numbers to describe the
motions of the planets and the stars.
Astronomers were greatly aided by the HIndu-Arabic
numeral system introduced to Europe around the
fifteenth century. This number system made the
sophisticated arithmetic of science possible. in
addition, a wide variety of calculating tools were
developed that stored inJormation including the
development of printing and the production of books of
tables. These tools saved the scientist time and
increased the accuracy of his calculations.
Napier's Bones were invented in 1617, when John
Napier, a Scottish baron, published a book describing
the device. Within a few years, it had spread
throughout Europe and as far as China. Napier's
Bones (so-called because they were otten made of
bone) were rods witlj multiplications tables on them.
At the time, educated people often knew their
multiplication tables only as far as 5 x 5.
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The 18th century scientistj
scholen/ gentleman had a
number of elegant devices that
could be carried in the pocket
and be the menk of a learned
man. These include such items
as (1) A pocket set 01 drawing
instruments in an elegant
shagyeen and silver case would
have been useful in producing a
map of the heavens. From the
collection of Gwen and Gordon
Bell. (2) A portable sun dial,
made in Augsburg, Germany,
during the middle of the 18th
century, was a precursor to the
pocket watch, for telling the
time of day. From the David
Eugene Smith Collection, Rene
Book and Manuscript Ubrary,
Columbia University.

(3) An Arab astrolabe that
could be used 10 determine the
position 01 the slens and sun on
any day 01 the year. The spikes
on the top piece of brass
represent the major stens and
could be turned about the
brass plate below it . The
etching on the plate is a map of
the heavens. Different plates
ene used depending upon the
user's latitude. From the David
Eugene Smith Collection, Rene
Book and Manuscript Ubrary,
Columbia University.
(4) Napier's Bones in Its secure
case. From the collection of
Gwen and Gordon Bell.

The Computer Museum Rep:>tt/Winter 1987

Napier's Bones were used. for
multipUcatlon, division, and
square and cube root problems.
It was simple to arrange the
rods to solve compUcated
problems. In the Museum's
exhibit vtsItors utilize a supersized model of the device.
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The Webb Adder was patented.
in the United. States in 1869.
Any two-digtt number could be
directly entered. on the large
gear with a stylus. When the
large gear had made one
complete revolution it
advanced. the smaller gear one
place, thus "carrying" to the
hundreds place. Gift of Gwen
and Gordon Bell.
The oldest mechanical pocket
calculator, designed by
Englishman Samuel Morland
(1625-1695) in 1666, avoided.
some of the mechanical
problems that plagued. the
Pascaline. Morland dJd not link
together the gears for different
dJgtts. Instead, each time a dJgtt
gear completed. a full tum it
advanced the small gear above
it one place. At the end of a
problem the small gears
indJcated. how much to add
(carry) to the next dJgtt places.
From the collection of the mM
Corporation.

Digital Adders. Most mechanical adders use gears to
·count. " As you enter a number the machine "counts"
the number of gear teeth that you advance.
Calculating by counting is called digital calculation.
The idea of using a stylus to advance gears to perform
addition dates to 1642 , when the French
mathematician Blaise Pascal 0623-1662) invented a
calculator called the Pascaline. Many mechanical
calculators built for the pocket operated on similar
principles.
The AddJator was
a very inexpensive and
widely-sold pocket calculator.
Introduced in 1920, over
100,000 were sold the flIst year.
The AddJator was not truly
mechanical in operation. The
user added. by sliding either up
or down strips of metal with
numbers marked on them. No
gears or inter-linked parts were
involved. The basic idea was
first invented. in 1889 by a
Frenchman named Troncet.
Troncet called his calculator the
Arlthmographe. From the
collection of Gwen and Gordon
Bell.
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The gears only went in one direction and the
machines only held one register. Subtraction was
carrfed out by 9's complement arithmetic, and
multiplication by repeated addition. These were able
to be widely produced for a very low cost and became
the mechanical helper for many people.

•
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In the background of this

etching by WUllam Hogarth, a
mob 1$ attacking a tax
assessor's office and tearing
down its sign. The tax le vied on
alcohol was not very popular
and it led to many political
clashes. Its unpopularity was
not Just due to the tax, but to the
precision of the devices for

measuring the amounts and the
inability to e vade the assessor
in the traditional ways.

r

Slide Rules. Edmund Gunter (! 581-1626) was the first
to construct a scale rule that could be used to multiply.
He divided his scale according to Napier's principle of
logarithms, so that multiplication could be done by
measuring and adding lengths on the scale. In about
1630 William Oughtred (c. 1574-1660) improved upon
Gunter's idea by fixing two rules together so they
could slide agalnst one another.
Slide rules were not the only widely used analog
calculators. Quadrants evolved from Instruments used
for measuring angles between stens In ancient
Babylonla. In the 16th century scales were etched on
these devices which made them more useful to laymen
as calculators. Gunter was one of those most
responsible for the quadrant's improvement and use.
Other populen analog calculators were the proportional
compass and the sector.

The Computer Musewn Reportj Wmter 1987
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The "UnJque Log-Log" slide rule,
and the later D1etzgen RecUrule
are slide rules designed for the
shirt pocket. In general, the
shorter the slide rule, the less
accwate it is. Ftom the
collection of Gwen and Gordon
Bell. Gift of 1. Bernard Cohen.

In the seventeenth century, the English government
devised an efficient system for taxing ale and wine by
producing a slide rule to help the assessors calculate
the tax, right at the barrels. The alcohol tax was
levied only on the amount that had been sold, and the
slide rule allowed the assessor simply to determine the
liquor that remained in the barrel. He used a gauging
rod, like a dip stick in a car.

The first such slide rule was described in 1683 by
Thomas Everard. In 1739 Charles Leadbetter improved
upon the design by adding scales that could calculate
the contents of a keg whether it was standing on end
or lying on its side. The rule was used with a folding
gauging rod to measure the depth of liquor in a keg.
Sometimes tax assesors had their rule and gauging
rode fit into a cane; not quite a pocket calculator but
certainly of the same notion.
Slide rules were the work horse of scienWic calculation
for many decades. They were fast and reliable, and
an experienced user could perform a long and
complex calculation with ease.
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Circular slide rules operated on
the same principle as straight
slide rules, but they took up less
space. Both Wllliam Oughtred
and his student Richmd
Delamain claim to have first
thought of the circular slide rule.
(1) A general citcuktt slide rule.
Gift of Stanton Vanderbilt. (2)
This slide rule was used by
pUots to estimate arrival times,
and to calculate other aspects of
their tught according to
changing conditions.From the
collection of Steve Kallis. (3) A
bombardier w ould have used
this slide rule to calculate the
chances of destroying his target
under vanous conditions. Gift of
David Martz. (4) Harvard Project
Physics circular slide rule could
be slipped lnto a student's
textbook. Gilt of t. Bernard
Cohen. (5) This homemade

version made by Charles
Bachman helped the family
compare the price of goods at
the grocery before the days of
unit pricing. GUt of Charles
Bachman.

A variety oJ pocket-sized.

analog calculating objects
deve loped for use by scientists
and engineers with a wide

varlety of specialized products
for dUferent uses. (1) By
tracing the outline of a curve, a
planimeter can measwe the
area contained within even the
most twisted curve. These
pocket sized devices wele often
carried by airplane engineers
to determine various surfaces.
From the collection of Gwen
and Gordon Bell. (2) An
engineer could perform a wide
variety of mathematical
calculations by adjusting the
position of the hinge and by

Slide rules had two drawbacks. First. slide rules were
only as accurate as the fineness of their scales,
because they were analog calculators and measured
quantities, If the scale were any finer you could not
read it. Notice how you have to estimate the position
of a three-digit number on the scale. This degree of
accuracy, however, was generally enough to estimate
the answer to most scientific and engineering
problems. Second, slide rules have no decimal pcints.
The same mark can be read as 0. 125, 1.25, 12.5, or
125. The user had either to keep track of the decimal
pcint or to place it wherever it was reascnable when
the p roblem was finished.

r

Until the 1970s, w hen an engineer wanted a quick
answer to a problem, he usually reached for his slide
rule. The slide rule was designed to simpWy
ccmplicated calculations. Leather cases that could be
clipped to the belt were often used by scientists to
carry large slide rules with them wherever they w ent.
The slide rule (or "slip stick" as it w as nick-named)
was the constant companion of engineers and
scientists. Slung from the belt or stuck in the pocket. it
was the mark of the serious scientist.
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measuring the distances along
the scales marked on the arms
of this sector. The sector
evolved. from a calculator
invented by Ga:lileo for use in
aiming cannons. From the
collection of Gwen and Gordon
Bell. (3) This simple ivory
quadrant was made in Italy
during the early 19th century.
It might have been used by an
mchltect to perform calculations while on the site of a
bullcUng. From the David
Eugene Smith Collection, Rare
Book and Manuscrtpt Ubrary.
Colwnbia University. (4) By
adjusting the position of the
pivot nut on this proportional
compass, architects and map
makers could lrruned1ately
change the scale of their
drawings. U the nut was set at
the Une marked 2, then any Une
measured by the long polnts
would be divided in half and
represented by the distance
between the short polnts. From
the collection of Gwen and
Gordon Bell
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The Curta was invented
by Curt Herzstark and
manufactured in Liechtenstein
starting about 1950.
Each part was manwactured to
a tolerance of .00 1 millimeter.
GUt of Robert Brlcldord.

Curta calculator

Curta calculator

...take Deutsch
marks, add

shipping
and multiply
by the donar
exchange

-- - -,

w

rate... ,-;::.::::

...

-----_.-_..-

I

~ ---

Mechanical Multiplying Calculators. In 1671. Leibniz
conceived the idea of a multiplying machine by
repeated addition. and constructed his earliest model
in 1694. Since 1879 it has been preserved in the Royal
Library at Hanover, where at one time Leibniz was the
librarian. An important feature of the machine was
the stepped wheel which is the basis for many
subsequent mechanical calculators. Most of these are
quite large and heavy, couldn1 even think about
being portable· not to mention fit into the pocket.

The Curta was the only multiplying, mechanical pocket
calculator. Built with the precision of a fine watch, it
took mechanical calculation to its finest development.
However, like a fine watch, this degree of mechanical
precision was not cheap. The Curta sold for close to
$150 in the early 1960s. Like many of the fine pocket
instruments of earlier days it became a symbol for the
need for p recise calculations and was closely
associated with car rallying. lis manufacturing costs
only increased and by the mid· 1970s electronic
calculators were faster , smaller, lighter, more powerful
and less expensive than the Curta .
•
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Electronic Calculators. By the rnid-1970s electronic
calculators reached the masses. The development of
very small and cheap electronic circuits for computers
during the late 1960s and early 1970s allowed small
electronic calcuiators to be constructed and sold
inexpensively. Over time. calculators becmne even
more sophisticated. cheaper. and smaller.
Today electronic calculators can:

•

• store numbers and information like early pebble
calculating systems and wax tablet records.
• add large numbers quickly like the abacus or Webb
Adder.
• muitiply rapidly like Napier's Bones, and the Curta,
• quickly find the values of mathematical functions like
mathematical tables or slide rules,
• be programmed to perform complicated and lengthy
calculations at the push of a button,
• perform whole new tasks such as translating
languages and dialing phones.

The Hewlett-Packard HP-35 was
the first sctent11ic pocket
calculator. It could very quickly
and accwately perform many of
the slide rule functions that were
too compllcatecl for simple fowfunction calculators. It was nicknamed the "electronic sUde rule."
Thanks to the speed of electrenJe cltcuits, the HP-35 could
calculate the logarithm of a
number at the push of a button.
When introduced on February 1,
1972, the HP-3S cost $395.

Prior to the first scientific
calculator, the 1iP-3S, finding the
value of a function (such as the
sine of an angle) meant looking
it up in a table, or being satisfied
with the limited accuracy of a
sUde rule . The HP-35 could

instantly calculate the sine of an
angle to te n decimal places. The
same is true of other
trigonometric functions and
logarlUuns. Gift of the HewlettPackard Company

•
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This PO-l00 is manufactured by
SelecTronlcs and is only slightly
thicker than a credit cmd. In
addition to being a four function
calculator that can convert
directly into metric quantities, it
can store up to 2,040 characters
of text in a filing system, enough
for up to 100 addresses. GUt of
SeJecTronlcs, Incorporated.

The Bowmar 901B, manufactured by the Bowmar Instrument
Corporation and seen here In a
version sold by Craig, was the
first pocket-sized electronic
calculator. Introduced at the
end of 1971 , the 901B could add,
subtract, multiply and divide
eight-digtt numbers. It cost
$249.95. GUt of the Bowmm
Instrument Company.

The Texas Instrument Corporation, which manufactured the
circuits used. in the Bowmm
901B, soon entered the mmket
of pocket calculators. 11l1s 2500
Dcrtamath is one of Texas
Instruments's earUest electronic
calculators. Texas Instruments
is a lmge producer of calculators to this day. Gift of Ian

Gunn.
Introduced. in 1973, the Sharp EL·
805 was one of the first calculators to use a Liquid Crystal
Display (LCD). 11l1s substan·
tially prolonged the life of Us
battery. Gift of Sharp Electronics
Corporation.
The Hewletl·Packmd HP-65 was
the first pocket calculator that
could read programs off
magnetic cmds. Program·
mability allowed the HP·65 to
quickly perfonn a very long
series of calculations without
the user pressing many keys.
This improved the power and
convenience of the pocket
calculator. When introduced in
1974 the HP-65 cost $795. GUt of
Darwin Smith.
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The Sharp EL-5SOO m Is a handheld computer as powerful as
many of the first desk-top
personal computers. Designed
for scientuic uses, the EL-5500 m
can be progranuned in the
computer language BASIC. GUt
of Sharp Electronics Corportion.

Early pocket calculators could only add, subtract,
multiply, and divide. However, they offered speed and
accuracy over most p revious pocket calculators. The
first electronic calculators were not cheap: the
Bowmar 90 1B when introduced in 1971 seld for close to
$250. Within five years sirnilar calculators seld for onetenth as much, and far more powerful calculators
were alse available.
Some of the earliest aids to calculation were little more
than means of recording quantities. Today microelectronic circults allow us to store large amounts of
information in our pocket.
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The SL·800 FUm-Card armounced

by Casto in 1983 was the llist
calculator to be truly the size of
a credit card. It sold for less
than $20. The 5L-800 contains
no moving pcn1s. A fully

automated factory produces an
5L-800 in only 2.8 seconds.
Gift of Cosio Incorporated.

,
The watch calculator is even
more convenient than one in the
pocket. In 1977, the first wrlst
watch calculator, the HP-Ol ,
came with a special pen to

press its buttons and cost $650.
Only three years later, in 1980,
Casio introduced. Its first watch
calculator, the C-80 . Today,
wrist watch calculators are
common, and many can store
large amounts of information.
From the collection of the
Hewlett-Packard Company and
from the collection of Caslo
Incorporated.

r
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The Computer Museum in Tokyo

In August 1986, The Computer
Museum participated in a
10,000 square toot exhibit called
"Computer Wonderland" in the
Seibu Department Store. In this
single month over 400,000
people 'YJ\IJ the exhibition
starting with the Pascaline and
going to the latest. hottest
computer game.
The Museum provided the first
section of the exhibition ,
including the Hollerith Machine
for the 1890 Census, a
Whirlwind and Sage exhibit, the
Altair, the classic PDP-8 , and
other cn1ifacts.
The evolution of computer
games was one of the major
feahlles of the exhibition . This
started with the Museum's recreation of SpaceWa:r1 on the
Macintosh and ended with a
space game in which the player
was encapsulated.
On two Friday evenings in the
US (Saturday morning Tokyo
time), Compuserve provided a
free interactive scrtelite link
l:etween the Museum and the
Department store. At the
Museum, students from a
computer camp conversed
directly with young visitors in
Tokyo via computer . The
conversation quickly changed
from their favorite computer
programs to their favorite rock
music.

Gwen Bell, who went over for the
opening , observed that personal
computers are not yet used as
an educational and learning tool
by most Jap:mese children, but
primarily as a source of
entertainment.

ArtUicial Intelligence
and Robots
A new major exhibition

The exhibit, opening in June
1987, will l:e the first to display
both state-of-the-art
technology and the history and
key arti1acts of artificial
intelligence and robotics . It is
planned to make a significant
contribution to the education
and inspiration of the public in
the realm of A1 and robotics.
Your participation in this
project in the form of ideas,
hardware, software and eUort is
invited. Donations have been
made by Carnegie Mellon
University, Denning Mobile
Robotics, Dragon , Hewlett
Packard, Infomart, MIT,
Stanford University, SRI
International, SUN , Symbolics,
Symantec, Texas Instruments,
and Xerox , but much is still left
to l:e accomplished.
Ideas, equipment , programs,
artifacts, and hardware are
needed to illustrate:
I Giving senses to machines;
I Robots and their evolution in
fact and fiction;
I Expert systems:
I Game-playing;
I Natural language;
I A1 Techniques; and
I Classic Machine Feats of
Problem Solving!

Coll or write Oliver Strimpel or
Leah Hutten at The Computer
Museum. And mark June 25th
on your Calendar for the
opening . Your Participation is

Softwme Archive Study

A planning study for a software
archive, funded by Mitchell
Kapor, is l:eing undertaken by
David Bearman President,
Archives. Libraries and Museum
Services Inc., Pittsburgh. This
study, to l:e completed in June
1987 , will lead to the
inauguration of a software
archive at the Museum.
The planning study will focus on
the following issues:
I The criteria to identify the
important events in the history
of software and their application
to a collection strategy:
I The constitution of an
adequate record of software and
its proper retention;
• The kinds of research that
might l:e supported by the
software archive;
I The relation l:etween software
and hardware :
I The legal constraints. financial
liabilities, physical budgets. and
conceptuall::x:miers to
establishing a software archive.

This pro)ect will l:e reviewed by
a p::mel including, Paulyn
Heinmiller. Lotus Development
Corporation . Professor Michael
Mahoney, Princeton University,
Arthur Mollela, The Smithsonian
Institution, Arthur Norl:erg, The
Charles Babbage Institute, and
Helen Samuels, MIT Archives.
Members are invited to submit
comments to David Bearman at
The Computer Museum.

Invited!

The exhibit was cosponsored by
Dentsu, The Asahi Shinbun,
ASCn and Seibu Department
Store. Educational events for
Tokyo's youth are jointly
sponsored during the August
school vacation , providing
alternative learning
environments within a
commercial setting.
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Winter/Spring 1987

The Computer Museum

Sur-.sat4pn

The Computer Musewn Iso non-potn
50 1(c)3101.m00ti0n thai chronk:les the
evolution of information ~
tluough exhibitions. archives.
pubIio:rtions. resec:nch and. progt<;DTIS.

Janucuy

25

_Cobon
How to draw three people in a botc:mical garden:
An Artiticia1 Intelligence Prcglwn lor Drawing

F_

15

W_~BIrlhdayW_

YWl8W'DHoun: Summer: Openda1ly
10 -6. Friday 10 -9. Winter : Open
Tuesday - Sunday 10·6. Friday 10 - 9.
Open Mondays dUIing Boston school

Design and print yourown fractal snowflake

All Dar. Kld's Computer Fair
Exploreand expeliment with new personal
oomputer software for family education and

vaoationweeks.IO-6. Closed
Thanksgiving. Christmas. and New
Yean; Day. Howsare subject to change.

enterlainment.

MaI<:_
creating _ _ that Run

8
15

25th AnnIversary of SpaceWcuI
The fbst 1It'hmEUve computer gmne
Challenge the originators on the PDP-l

22

SIGGRAPH '86-Part 1
Baston .Public Premier of the new romputer -

w.nbenhip All members reoeive a
membershipcmd. tree su.t::s::ription to

theComputerMusewnReport, a 10%
discount on merchandise from the
Computer Musewn Store. free
admission and Invitations to Museum
previews. For more information o:>ntcrt
Membership Coordinator at the
Computer Museum. 300Ccngress
Street, Boston, MA0221O.
Telephone (617) 426-2800.

generated animation and graphk:s
SIGGRAPH '86-Part 2
Baston .Public Premier of the new romputer generated animation and graphics

29

AprU

Dr. Gwen BelL President

MulewnGoersMonth:
Celebrate families trom Whirlwind to the
present; toUIS and hcmdouts.

11-12

Dr. OliverSlrimpei, Curator
Lynn Hall. Registrar
Dr. Leah Hutten. Exhibits Developer
Tom Menill. Exhibits Technk:ian

COMING EVENTS

A 5prtng Computer Circus and Auction

( ' May

Bonnie 1\mentine. Eduo:::rtion Director

Talk by Jean Louis Gosse, Apple Computer

June

Kurt Levitan, EdualtionAssistant
Gregory Schroeder.
Operations;'Visitor Coordinator

Opening of the Artilicial Intelligence
and Robotics Exhibition

,------------------------,
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Development Director
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O'd. _ ___________________
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The End Bit
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East meets West. The tradition of dual processors
extends back to this French pocket calculator, circa
1800, that combines a set of Napier's Rods (not bones)
and an abacus. The abacus could be used to add up
the multiplications read from the rods. From the
collection of the IBM Corporation. The Sh= EL-429
combines a traditional soroban with a modem, soIarpowered electronic calculator. Gilt of Sh= Electronics
Corporation.

The Computer Museum 300 Congress Street, Boston, Massachusetts 022 10
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The Computer Museum Names
New Executive Director

The

Bclardot Directorsarmounced the apF=Oinbnent ot a new Executive
Director. Joseph F. Cashen. 52. oneot the seven original founders of
Prime Computer. Inc. Chainncm J . William Pcduska, Sr .. fonnally
introduced Cashen at a Bcxlrd meeting on February 18, 1987. "Whenwe
were at Prime together: Poduskacommented. "Jce was always a leader.
And now as he accepts the responsibility to direct The Computer
Museum, an imPJrtant resource for the whole industry , he again
provides a modelot service and integrity . We are extraordinarily
fortunate to have Joe at the helm.·

Formerly an independent consultant to a number of Massa:chusetts
high tech companies, the new director said, "I ;oined The Computer
Museum because I believe in it. The Museum's siZe and stage of
development allows individuals to make contributions that have major
imP;:Xct . I look forwmd to building on the established base and helping
the M useum to grow into a world class institution with a staff of truly
dedicated and talentedpeopJe.' Cashen served as Chief Executive
Officer of Acorn Computer. Inc., of Woburn , Mass. in 1983. Hespent
eleven years with Prime, serving as Vice President of Engineering.
Previously he was employed in various management JXl5itions in the
Computer Control Division of Honeywell. Inc.
His appJintment highlights an expansion of the Museum's effort to
increase the role it plays in educating a wider audience about the
technology , applications and impact 01 computers in tcx::lay's society . It
also marks the beginning 01 phase two of the Museum's capital CXllT1p::Iign . The Museum has raised over tluee million dollars todate. These
tundsallowed the Museum to become established downtown. This
p:>Sition must now be firmly secwed through the purchase of a hal1interest in the building. Ccnnpaign Chairman Paul Severino has brought
together a talented and diverse team of volunteers, trom all comers of
the industry , to help raise the three million dollars needed to success1ulIy complete phase two.
FOlmding President Gwen Bell stated. 1Ve watched the Museum grow
from a lobby to a building; tromone person to many; and from static to
dynamic exhibits. Many members and suPJX>rters have joined along the
way . As we enter a new phase of growth, we need further support.
There cue terrific challenges ahead, in fund raising, membership development , attendance and new exhibits. Please;oin me in welcoming
Joeatx:xl:rd, and as a loyal supporter, I hopeyoull do all you can to help
Joe and the Museum meet the imJX>rtant gCXlls ahead,"

Executive OirectOf, J oseph F. Coshen
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Memortes Poster Directory
I. Read only memory from Honeywell
(1970)
2. mM 1316Disk Pack (1963)
3. PlanmcorememoryboardfromDEC
(1912)

4. SmallPowers·SmnaspwlChedcmd
(c. 1950)

Block 01 magnetic core memory from
CDC 6600 (1963)
6. R<x1cell memory board from Nixdorf

5.

82023 (1969)
7. WWimns tube from the Maniac
(c. 1950)
8. mM Plugboard (c. 1930s)
9 . UniVQc 9O<:olumn pwlChed. card
(1951)
10. Fan·foldpapertape (c 1961)

II . Pegbocad progrmn troy from FemaH.
Argus 200 (c . 1965)
12. "Complete Mathematical. Chmt" by
C.W. Goodchild (c. 1900)
13. Oec:-Tapemagnetictape(l964)
14. Read only Rope Memory from Apollo
Guidance Computer (1963)
15. 2S6K RandomAccess Memory by
Hitachi (1985)
16. Corep1anefromHoneyweU58(1970)
17. 64K Random access memory 8 chip
double 1ayer package by mM (1978)
18. Short Magneto-Restrict:Ivecle\oyUne
from FenanttPegosus(l9S6)
19. Selection from the Johnniac
(c. }95O)

Readable OR Writeable

Pre-Computer

Computer
Memories Chart
The earUest memortes appem in the upper
leU hand quandJant. They have linear
access and me readable or wrlteable by a
machine. The latest and most Ideal
memories are in the lower right hand.
quadrant: they have random access and
are both machine wrlteab1e and readable.

LtnearAccess

~Access

Badge
Cords
Plot
Printed Page
Punched Cords
Punched Paper Tape

CRT
Knobs
Patchboard
Switches

Badge
Cords
Plot
Printed Page
Punched Cords
• Punched Paper Tape

CRT
Keys
Knobs
Patchboard
Switches
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Memories
Stories Behind
the Devices

T he computer memories on the cover are evocabve of the
collection of memory devices held by the Musewn and of many
t:eOple's exr;eriences in computing. A large ntll11ter of these devices
were used to store the progrcun, and thus they represent the software
as well as the hardware dimension of computing .

Gwe n Bell

The oollection of items was made by Dr. Oliver Strtropel and me and
was then refined by David Shcnpe, the photographer. Our goal was
to provide a beautilul and evoo::rtive image. In this article 1will use
the image to tell more stories of the Museum's hoJclings. In
describing the stored program computer. John Von Neumann used
the term memory instead of storage because he likened the
computer to the human nervous system. Despite a variety of efforts
to call romputer memory, storage. memory is the word that has
stayed with us. Storage is often used for secondmy tiles, such as
magnetic to}:e or disc:s, and terticuy (cnchival) memories, such as
tape storage that requires hwnan intervention before it is accessed
by the computer.
The collection and the pJSter also include devices for remembering

that predate the computer. The PMS classilicx:rtion system described
in Bell and Newell's, Computer Structures, was used. to develop the
collection. Their appendix described and further classified memories
into three main classes: either machine read or written, machine
readable only, and readable and writeable memories. Three other
features are considered important: access, portability, and
permanency. Of these, the most importcmt is the form of access. i.e..
whether it is linear, cyclical. or random. The table shows that the
illustrations on the p::lSter are indeed representative of the various
sections of the memory taxonomy ,

Machine Readable

Readable AND Wrileable
CyclIcaIAcceIs

LInear Access

Delay Line
Magnetic Tape
Mechanical Dlsk

Capc!tor AIray
Compact Dlsk
DiodeAIay
Inductor/Tl'cmsformer
Integrated CirCUIt
Rope Coupled AIray

DelayLmes
Magnetic Bubble
Magnetic card
Magnetic Dlsk
Magnetic Drum

Magnetic Tape

•
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Core
Electrostatic Tube
Integrated Circuits
Logic Technology
Photographlc Store
Plasma Display

TABf £

One 01 the early books, Charles Hutton's,
Tableoi tbe ProductsandNumbers, 1781 ,
contalnsthe products 01 the numbers 1
through 1000 by the n umbers 1 through
100, and squares and cubes of numbers.
ThlsWustJatlon shows all the figureson a
lineot1 by 1000. Page from Hutton's • with

ocnec1lon.

0'

PROO UCTS.

Pre-computer Memories: Read or Write

Unear Access
TableLook·up. Napier's Bones, devised at the beginningot the 17th
century . were a form ot memory tor the multiplication tables. Then
after John Napier devised logarthmsand with the development of
calculus, the answers to a series of simple equations were printed
and sold widely as l:x:>oks. This phenomena of the l:x:>ok of tables
continued ttuough the 19605. The problem with many of these
l:x:>oks was their accuracy. TIle ca:lculations were done by hand, then
the type was set by hand. Sometimes final corrections were made by
hand after proofreading ..
The Difference Engine was designed by Charles Babbage to
accurately prcduce and print p:lges of tables of differences. This
was later built by Scheutz and prcduced. l:x:>oksof differences.
Howard Aiken. whose idea was to prcduce Babbage's Analytical
Engine. desired to prcduce tables of Bessell Functions of
astronomica:l observations. After the Harvard M ark I had completed
these computations, the future use of the computers was
questioned
·Complete Mathematical Chart" by Goodchilde, c . 1900 (item 12 in
the JX)Sf:er), is two cardboard p:lges that were available for easy ref·
erence. TheMuseum'scollectionhasavarietyofexarnplesof
several cardboard p:lges filled with numbers and very thick l:x:>oks
of the thinnest JX)SSible p:Iper allowing for as much inlorrnation as
JX)SSible. Specialized p:x:;ket ca:lculators and oomputers still
maintain frequently used. inlormation in lookup tables. General
purpose machines perform most ca:lculations rather than relying on
lookup tables.

•
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Punched. Cards. In the 1790s, Joseph Jacquard designed a machine
to weave silk patterns based on the ideas of Bouchan. deVaucauson
and Falcon . This machine used an automatic harness oontrolled by
punched oords connected in a roll that held the pattern . Babooge
was inspired by the Jacquard loom and planned to use ccud input in
the Analytic Engine.
Hollerith's punched-a::nd system for the 1890 U.S. Census was the
first to use ccuds for data proc:essing. The size of the Hollerith card
was ba:sed on the size of the dollar bill at the time, and the roW1d
punches were those used by trolley conductors. Hollerith's
Computing. Tabulating and Rerording Compcm.y hired Thomas J.
Watson, Sr ., as its President. and in 1924 the name was changed to
International Business Machines. While the eighty oolurrm "IBM"
card with rectagular holes became the standcnd, other sizes and
shapes of holes were used for special Pl.l!JX)SeS and niche markets.

Powers Samas card lor recording the
cUstribution 01. flora and launa in the
Brltishlsles. The map 01. Abfamiswas
produced directly on a special printer
developed lOt" this system.

The 19th centwy silk looms, whele ccuds
were used to create intrtcate patterns
lnsptred Babbage to use cards to hold
other kinds 01 infonnat1on.

The Computer Museum's collection includes a very special punched
card system developed by Powezs..Sa:mas tor the Institute tor
Terrestiol Ecology in the UK. (Item 4). Field data on the location and
species of flora cmd fauna were written directly on the card to be
punched. In the late torties, Protessor Maurice Wilkes, who was
building the first stored-program computer, consulted on the design
cmd development ot a special printer that would take the data trom
the cards cmd produce dot maps of distributions in the British Isles.
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Computer M em ories: Read or Write

I

Unear Access
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IBM 80 column cmd with redangulca
hoi. .

Punched Cards. Most of the first computers adopted card systems for
the input cmd output of data. TheUNNAC, thefirstcommercial
computer. had a 90 column card with rotmd holes(Item 9) . Setting
one's own stcmdard is often done to get or keep one p:n1 of the
market. At the outset. when all the competitors are scrambling, the
"winner: or de factostcmdard, is not always obvious. Then , those
without stcmdard products often make special comr:ensations to win
new customers. The 80 column IBM card became the standard. and
UNNAC carne out with the Solid State 80/ 90 . "Solid State" referred to
the fact that it had 700 transistors and 3,CXX) ferractorsor magnetic
cunpli1iers and only 20 vacu\.UTI tubes. • 80/ 90" meant that it could
deal with either the mM 80 or UNIVAC 90 column cards.
One of the many problems with card storage was their very bulk and
lack of density of information. For excunple. 6O,CXX) cards were
required to store the master program for the AN/ FS Q7 . SAGE system
computer built in the late 1950s. They took up 24 cubic feet of sp:lce
and had to be kept in order . (Later, a reader was developed that could
accept cards in any direction or order .) To extend the lileof card
computing IBM developed. System 3 with a smaller card that more
than doubled the density of information. This provided no
competition. however, for the floppy disk or integrated circuit.
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Punched Paper Tape. While the ENIAC used cards for input/output.
the EDSAC, the first stored program computer built by Professor
Maurice Wilkes at Cambridge University, used punched paper tape
(Item 10). This form of input and storage of programs and data,
adapted from telegraphy, was quite common on the ecrrly university
computers. Flexowriters were used to punch to}:e that could be
spliced together with previously punched subroutines. Flexowriters
were replaced by Teletype, later Model 33s. Paper to}:e continued as
a form of input up ttuough the beginning of the micro-computer era.
For excunple, Bill Gates delivered the first BASIC interpreter tor the
1975 Altair on punched paper to}:e.
Flexowrtters were used to punch the popertape for the input at: data for many 0(
the first computers. These machines and
their antececientswerecheaper, stoted
upper and lower case, and had. a better
human Intedoce than the puncbed-card
machines. They led directly into the devel·
opment of computers with keyboard input.
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Computer M em ories: Read or Write

Random Access

II I

Patc hboards. The pegl::x:x:Ird program tray from the Ferrcmti Argus
200 (item 1 1) contained the master progrcun for the machine. Master
programs. the precursor of operating systems, were not placed in a
read-only memory bea:ruse the programmers wcmted to be able to
chcmge them . This meant taking out the tray cmd replacing the
magnetic pegs to make a different set of connections 'The early
users had even greater difficulty keeping up with the new versions
of fundamental operating systems since programmers could come in
cmd chcmge things overnight.
Comp uter Memories: Machine Read able
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Rope M emory. The design of the early s]Xlcecomputers in the late
tittles cmd early sixties preceded the availability of reliable
integrated circuits. In 1962, the designers of the ApJUo Guidcmce
Computer took a bold step in cho:Jsing integrated circuits (invented
in 1959) for the logic compJnent of the machine. but they went with
more conseIVative choices for the memory. The computer had 1024
16-bit words of core memorycmd 24,576 16-bit words of read only
fixed memory madeo! wired-in ropes cmd cores. R. L. Alonsocmd J . H.
Laning , two of the AGe designers. described these as 'comp:lct cmd
reliable devices.· The truly impJrtcmt decision was that the
astronauts would be able to use a computer that had a 2K erasable
memory that they could oontrol
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Random Access
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MaJor units ol the CM Guidance,
Navigot1on and ContJol System
from the MIT Draper Lab.
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When disks were lntroduced as a
secondary stOlage device In the late
fifties, they bad the characteristic 01
1ook1ng Uke the platter set on a

contemporcnyfukebox. TheIBMRAMAC
101' example had a total cA 50 disks.

For a short while, a small Massachusettscomp:my tried to make a
market that specialized in weaving rope memories for computers.
This technology was used tor the character set tor Digital Equipment
Corp:>ration's 338 display unit available in the mid-sixties.
Computer Memories: Readable and Writeable

Cyclical Access
Cyclicol memories are still used tooay primarily as secondary storage
in the form of disks and tapes. Prior to the invention ot core memory.
early computer designers had two choices of primary cyclic
memories. Delay lines were reliable but slow and required special
talents in logic and programming . The less reliable CRTs were
adapted for use as memories by Frederick Williams of Manchester
University and called Williams Tul::es.•
Delay Lines. Mawice Wilkes. in building the EDSAC. and Alan
Turing, in the sJ:€Cilicationsof the Pilot ACE. chose delay lines. Asa
result. delay lines were used in English computers throughout the
fifties.

The short magneto-restrictive delay line is from Ferranti Pegasus
Utem 8). In describing the design philosophy of the Pegasus. its
designers W.S. Elliott. C .E. Owen, C.H. Devonald. and B. G. Maudsley.
discuss the machine's "rhythm.* This rhythm is based on the access
to the primary memory of 55 single 42-d.igit word magneto-restrictive
delay lines. A basic 3-beat rhythm was established. Beat I of oneword time extracts two orders trom the memory; beat 2 of two-word
times ol::>eys the tirst order, beat 3 of two-word times ol::>eys the
second order. (Qearly a waltz with a tirst quickstep.) Progrcunmers of
delay-line machines learned to optimize the rhythm and were heard
to regret the simplicity of programming for all the later machines
based on random-access primary memories .

•
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The LGP·30 was one 01 themanysmall

scale drum computers sold in the I1mos.
Built in 1956, in 1962 it rented lor $1300 a
month. The drum on the 1m right held
4K bits of Information.

}
I

Drums and Disks. Magnetic drums were the earliest form of
secondary magnetic storage. Prototype magnetic drum computers
included the Harvard Mark ill and the ERA 1101 . The magnetic drum
provided a large amount of slow memory at relatively low cost.

An origlnal hand buit lJnc is on the lelt in

use in a laboratory. Several years later
DEC sold the lJnc as a product.

Typical drum-storage systems are 8-20 inches in dicuneter and
revolve at 1,500-4 ,000 rpm. There were literally dozens of magnetic
drum computers of varying capacity that were the small to mediumsized computers of the first generation.

In the late fifties, the IBM 305 RAMAC (random access method. of
accounting and control) was among the first - if not the first - data
processing system to employ a magnetic disk tile permitting direct
random accessing of records. The system. with 50 disks, stored 20
million characters.
Computer Memories: Machine Readable

Linear Access
Magnetic tape. Magnetic tape has had the advantage of being a
relatively stable procluct. with specifications for its physical or
magnetic properties changing very little. Archival tOJ::eS trom two
decades ago are generally still readable. In contrast. disk
technology has rapidly changed.

1
I

The "DEC-tape" Otem 13) is a non-standcnd tape that cx:m be thought
of as an imp:ntant oomp:::ment of mini-computers and a precursor to
the floppy disk . The small tape units were designed by Wesley Clcrrk
for the LINC oomputer. Two dozen LINCs (Laboratory Instrtunent
Computers) were built by their users at MIT in 1962. The LINC-tape
was small, removable and p:>rtable. User's could carry their own
mound, the same way that users today treat their system and data
disks. DEC reverse-engineered the tape cmd used it on its own LINC-8
system and then on the PDP-l 2.

•
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The WlWams tube w as used os a graphic
device. Each instruction was read in twice
on the scone line. 11 it agreed then a check
mmk appeared on the second half of the
llne. Below Is a detcdl of the screen.

Computer Memories: Machine Readable

Random Access

•••
•
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Short Chronology
01 Ma}or Events in
the Development
of Core Memory

Abstracted trom
Emerson W. Pugh,
Memories that
Shapedan

Industry, MIT
.Press, 1984.

1946

WW1cuns Tubes (Item 7). Professor F. C. Williams of Manchester
University developed the first random access computer memory.
Julian Bigelow. who was building a computer at Princeton's Institute
for Advanced Studies with von Neumann, recalls Williams and his
lab: "My visit to Manchester was a delightful experience; F.C.
Williams was a true example of the British 'string and sealing wax'
inventive genius, who had built a primitive electronic computer out
of swplus World War II radarpa:rts strictly on his own inspirationin the middle of which were two cathode-ray tubes storing digitsthe "Williams' memory ." lean remember him explaining it to me,
when there was a flash and a puff of smoke and everything went
dead, but Williams was unperturbed, turned off the p::>wer. and with
a handy soldering iron. replaced a few dangling wires and resistors so
that everything was working again ina few minutes .... Thewhole
technique depends up::>n clever exploitation of tne fortuitous
secondary electron emission properties of cathod.e-ray-tube
phosphor screens - phosphors that are chosen and incorp::>rated.
purely to give good vlslial resp::>nse without regard tor secondary
electron emission . In this sense it was a lucky accident that the
scheme worked. at all." (Julian Bigelow. "Computer Development at
the Institute tor Advanced Study." in A History of Computing in the
Twentieth Century. N . Metrop::>liset.al .. 1980.)
Despite all of this seeming "black magic' around the Williams tube, it
was successfully used. by mM on their 701 series of computers.

1947

1948

1949

1/ 46 Jc;ryForrester

_a_
"""-

6/49 Fonesterbegln!;
documentc:rtlon In his
notebook 01 0 memory

"....,..a

cornpulerc:rt MIT

"""" maO"''''''
9/ 49 An Wong
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1950

..... _""
a/50 M.L Hayne!I

colnddent-cunent
magnelk: core mem""I ",opo,a>'
9/ 50 J(Dl.RQjchrru:mol
RCAUlesapatenl
_,,"0

cdndden l-cunenl
mognetle memory.
10/50 Fones1.er
IniUatesferrlle
matertal work c:rt MIT
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Core Memory. Both the IAS machine and MITs Whirlwind made do
with a version at the Williams tube as their anginal memory devices.
But in both cases, the concept of using some sort of magnetic
random access device was under consideration.

.-
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.

,--

The original diagram shows only the
coordinate wires lor the core. The
diagonal wiles on the manufactured

core plane provide the reed element

loreachcore.

The lAS group was working with Jan Rajchman of RCA to develop a
fast p:xrallel memory to operate the arithmetic unit. After two years
of development no wholly op3rative memory had been produced.
Julian Bigelow remembers, "von Neumann and I made an crttempt to
list all the vcniables which would have to J::e kept lU1der control to
produce a 50% yield of successful Selectron tubes covering a range
of digital capacities from the original goal 0 14096 digits per tube,
down through 2048. 1024. 512 etc. In any event. although the
Selectron tube held out intellectwaI respect and admiration, we had
increasing doubts that it would provide something w e could use in
the near future," Several years after the IAS Computer was TW1I1ing.
a 256 digit Selectron tube was delivered to the Rand Group for the
Johnniac Otem 19).

•

r

About seven yecus p::xssed between the I:Jeginning of the invention
of core memories for computers and their delivery to customers
within acorrunercial product . Over the next twenty years, until the
late seventies. core memories were the predominant form of primary
memory. After 1971. when IBM shipped their first system with allsemiconductor main memory , engineers tried. to pack greater and
greater density to compete with these new p roducts. The 1972
planar core memory tx:x::nd from DEC (item 3) achieved two bits of
in1ormation from each core by reading the memory at two dillerent
voltages. Core is still used in a few systems to gain the reliability that
comes from a stable memory regcudless of p:Jwer failure .

1951

1952

1953

1/ 52 2x2x2femtecore

S/ S3 FlrslJen:ltecore
main memory operates

1/ 56 IBMsh1ps702 , 704,
cmcI 105 CX)!1lputen with

OIl MITMernoryTest
Computer with 0
32x32x17cmay

lemle core memories.

-=.

memory buLlt In
Hgyne's group at IBM
S/ S2 4x4x4Ierrlte ca:e

12/ 51 Successtul

mem<»y operates at

operation 01'0 16x16
anav 0/. meta1llc

IBM

5/ 51 fc:nestertt1es
lac a p::rtent on h1s
~"""Y

_"'MIT

1954

1955

•
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Entrepreneurism:
The Past, Present and Future of Comp uting
in the USA
Willimn Norris,
Chairman Emeritus

Con trol Data Corporation

T he genesis of Electronics
Research Assodates (ERA), one of
the first computer companies,

was the U.S. Navy's World Wm n
Communications Supplementary
Activity in Washington «(;SAW)
Often referred taos "Seesaw'
becx:ruse of its initials. its primary
mission was to intercept and

deccx:ieenemymessages, The
mission was of such critical importance that no expense was
spared to assemble the best
talent and develop the techno-

logy needed. to assure maxirmun
success.

Venture capital hadn't yet been
invented and in1ormation about
the nature of our expertise was
highiyclassilied. AboutaIJ that
we could say was that we had a
group of talented professionals
with unique expertise in the
design of electronic digital
circuits that had p::>tential for
new products in a number of
important fields.
Seventeen oompcmies and a
number of individuals in the
Washington/ New York area
were contacted. WevisitedJ.

Pre5J::€rt Eckert and suggested
Towcrrd the end of the War, Or .

Howard Engstromcmd I, both
members of CSAW, put a plan
together to preserve the unity
and continuity of the efforts and
the team . We suggested that a
significant nurnl::er of the team
would form a private company
that would make their services
available to the Navy under
contract . Thenewcomp:my
would, at the same time. develop
other business l:x:Ised primcnily
on electronic digital circuit
technology. Late in 1944. the

Navy accepted our proJX>SCIl and
all we needed wasfinandng.

that we undertake a joint activ·
ity. Eckert said that the plans for
hiscomp::my had pretty well
jelled cmd that he didn't want to
consider that pJSSibility . Later ,
fate destined us to get together
when Eckert-Mauchly became a
division of Remington Rand in
1950, as did ERA in 1952.
Admiral Lewls Strauss, Assistant
to Navy Secretary Forrestal, was

one of the partners of the Wall
Street firm of Kuhn, Loeb who
were identified asa source of
financing. Since secwity was
not a constraint in talking to

William C. Noms secrtedal the consola of a 3600 Computer In 1964.
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Admiral Strauss. he was greatly
intrigued by the concept and
said that he would finance the
comp::my personally even if his
partners in Kuhn. Loeb ware not
interested. Before signing,
Admiral Strauss asked that a
member 01 his staff, Corrunander
Paget, review the prolX'5Cl .
Admiral Strauss pointed out that
Commander Paget was planning
to establish a oonsulting oompany that he was personally financing. Paget ooncluded that while
our plan was interesting, it wasn't
eoonornio:llly viable. Both
Strauss and Kuhn, Loeb backed
out.
The final chapter of this incident
was written 25 years later when
Control Data aCX{Uired the
Commerical Credit ComtxII1y . and
the firm of Cresap. M cCormick
and Paget was one of the consultants prop::>Sing to help. When
their prolX'5Cl was presented. the
intrcx::iuction oontained a message from Mr. Paget expressing
the hope that with the passage of
time I had forgiven him tor his
erroneous oonclusion. Indeed.
30 years and the success of
Control Data. especially the
latter. had mellowed my
resentment.
Yet in 1945. Admiral Strauss's
rejection was a devastating blow
because we were led to oolieve
that we had located. our sorely
needed. financing after a long
and cnduous hunt. Even worse.
by then the war had ended and
time was running out .
Then . late in 1945. we leamed.
that Northwestem A eronautical ,
a oompany located in St. Paul.
Mirmesota. that was a war-time
oontractor tor troop-carrying
gliders. was looking for a new
direction. After several meetings
with the President, John Parker. a
deal was struck. and ERA had a
home in St. Paul.
IncolJX)rated in January 1946.
ERA's equity ownership was
divided equally between the
founder group and the financial
group headed by Mr. Parker .
100.000 shares of stock were sold

to each group to provide $20,000
total equity. In addition. Parker's
group guaranteed. a line of bank
credit of $200.000.
Superb human capital and
eftective government
contracting methods helped. us
to meet the requirements of
CSAW. The R&D work for this
agency was performed under
cost plus fixed fee contracts.
This was advantageous and
effective t:ecause it allowed wide
flexibiUty in setting initial
specificiations and altering them
to gain maximum performance.
Such contracts came both trom
the Bureau of Ships and the
Office of Naval Research. This
type 01 contract was a new and
enlightened approach by the
Navy. In combination with
entreprenewtalenterpnse. not
only were the needs of the Navy
met. but many imp:>rtant
advances were made in computer
technology . In the process of
performing a large number of
R&D contracts. ERAbuiltupa
vast reservoir of technology.
evidenced by the large number
of spin-off comp::m.ies that were
sp::rwned.

•

,
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ERA built the first conunercially
available digital computers. the
1101 and 1103. andalsodeveloped. and manufactured magnetic storage devices. By1952. ERA's
growth was outstripping its 1imited capital base. and the only
alternative for maintaining
growth was to merge with a large
company. I stayed on as general
manager of the ERA Division of
Remington Rand. When
Remington Rand merged with
Sperry to form Sperry Rand.
I became general manager of
the Univac Division. where all
computer activities were
consolidated.
Although Sperry Rand had
acquired the industry's two
leading entrepreneurial
computer comp:mies with a
major part of the leading edge
technology in the indusby.
ncnnely Eckert-Mauchly and ERA.
they were unable to capitalize on
the technology lead. I resigned
to form Control Data .

Conto! Data'slilst day on the New YOlk Stock Exchange, March 6, 1963.

North

VAM

The shipment 01 the First 1604 computer to the u.s. Navy.

Control Data Corporation
In July 1957. COCwasincorp:>rated b:tsed. on an initial financing by the sole of 6 15.000 shares
of stock to the public for $1 .00
per share. Control Data was the
first publicly financed new
computer company. Part of the
ERA tecrrn came with me and we
focused on a line of engineertng
an.d scientitic computers that
included. supercomputers at
the top.

My definition of a supercomputer is "today's most p:>werful.
general purp::>se. computer."
That definition implies that there
can be only one supercomputer
at any one time. Sinceany
computer's p:>wer varies for
different applications. this
means that there may be two or
three machines that deserve to
be called sU}:ercomputers at any
one time. Thus. in their day. the

initiated the Plato computerb:tsed. education system in
cooperation with the University
of Dlinois and the National
&jencefoundation.t:ecause
computer-based. education is the
most signiJicant application
area. Highqualityrelevant
courseware consisting of more
than 15.CXXl hours on material in
a broad range of 150 subject
areas is currently available.

Education and Competitiveness

Cyber 205 could all be legitimately called sU}:eTcomputers.
In the early seventies. COC also

Computer based. education not
only delivers and manages
instruction. it also provides the
c:ap.:tbiUty for reducing or eliminating the time consuming
administrative tasks associated
with teaching, thereby making
more efficient use of instructional resources. This allows
teachers to s}:end more time with
students and gives students more
time for improving their skills.
Unfortunately. utilization of
computer-b:lsed education has
not kept pace with the growing
availability of high quality courseware and decreasing costs of
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hardwareandsottware. The
adverse consequences of this lag
are especially serious in the
K-12educational spectrum
where the tx::tsi.c underpinnings
of a skilled work force are tormed.
The decline in the ability of our
work force to handle comprehensive notions of science and technology trcmslates into an important factor in declining U.S. com-petitiveness in world markets.
Ample evidence is available to
show that the Japanese school
system fm exceeds ours in its ability to prepare educated workers
for business and industry. For example, youngsters in Japan
sJJ€nd more time developing their
ability to handle science, math
and foreign language than in
the USA.
Knowledge is becoming an
increasingly important tactor in
the workforce. Unless education
and training is significantly improved, our technically illiterate
work force will place us at an
even greater comJJ€titive ctisadvantage. Considering all the
constraints. the only practical
solution is a massive increase in
the use of computer-based
education.
Environment for
Entreprenemship
Despite the critically important
role entrepreneurism has played
in the computer industry and
indeed in our entire national
economy. the envirorunent for
small enterprise innovation is
deteriorating along with our
comJJ€titive position in world
markets. Most markets sutter
from unprecedented domination
by multinational corporations.
manyot them foreign-based, to
the ctisadvantage of medium and
small comp::mies with limited
resources. especially tor
manufactwing.
The passage of the Mansfield
amendment to the military
procurement authorization act of
1970 required that research be
related to weapon systems. This
act significantly reduced access
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to technology by small comp:tnies and gave lmge military
systems contractors more control
over research.
Small comp::mies receive less
than three precent 01 total
goverrunentR&Dfunds. Gdven
the record of small enterprise as a
major source of innovation. this
resource is fm from being
utilized. Thesmallbusiness
innovation research program
passed by Congress about 1982
has only helped modestly.
Fortunately, venture capital, a
major stimulus to small enterprise innovation, continues to be
in plentitul supply. Unfortunately, the innovations are made
in the pre-venture capital stage,
where government R&D can
greatly help. Seed capital is
required to advance technology
from the research and idea stage
to the point where venture
capital conunitments can be
made.
Brocxdly speaking, our foreign
competitors, especially Japcm,
have greatly accelerated research and development, dramatically increased the number of
trained scientilic and technical
JJ€rsonnel, reduced needless and
wasteful duplication of technology development, fostered.
growth and lowered the cost of
capital in carefully targeted
industries. The Japanese government has promoted cooJJ€ration
cnnong industry members at the
00se technology level as a key
ingredient for success.
The declining US competitiveness is largely related to inefficient and, at times, inept
management 01 technology.
Public/ private cooJJ€ration is
needed to substantially increase
the efficiency of research,
development and manufacturing. 1hree new institutions
provide models: The Microelectronics and Computer
Technology Corporation; A Job
Creation Network; and The
Midwest Technology Developmentlnstitute.
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The Microelectronics and
Computer Technology

Corporation (MCC)
The MCC was established. in 1982
in Austin, Texas. It has grown
from eleven to twenty-one
p::rrticip:rting comp::mies from
the US computer and semiconductor industries. Base
technologies are developed by
MCCs scientilic and engineering
talent and provided to the members. Member corporations can
each add their own value cmd
continue to compete with products relating to their own freely
selected markets. MCC also
licenses technologies on reasonable terms to others, including
small comp::mies.
A ten-to<>ne leverage is gained
by the member companies in
MCG. If every industry had a
similar cooJJ€rative cmangement.
it would provide a much-needed
I::x:>ost to innovation and
coffiJJ€titiveness.

Advanced MIcro Devices, Inc.
SUnnyvale. CA
Bell Communications Research, Inc.

Uvingston. NJ

DIg1tal EquIpment Corp.

_
~d. MA
Melboume. f1.
_

Inc.
Minneap:llis MN
NCRCorp.

l:ktyton, OH
West1nghous& EIeet:r1c COrp,
Plttsl::mg'h. PA

Alliod-$l_Inc .·
MoniStown. NJ

""""
co.W A
5ecrttle.
Control. Data Corp.
Mmneap:lils. Ml

Eo:stman Kodak co.

Rochestel. NY
General Electrlc CO.
FailfIe!d . Conn
Lockheed Corp (Lockheed Space czoct
MlsslleCO.)'
Sunnyvale,CA
Martin Marietta Corp.
Be\he!:da, MO
lMCO.
St Paul. MN
MoIoJokIlnc.

Schcrumbwg, ru

Not1onal sem1ccnct\Ictor COIp.
Santo C\aie. CA
Roclr:welllntemational Corp.
Plttsbutgh,PA

Un1sys CorP.'
\)3ottiot. Ml
Hew\et·Pacctard CO.
Pak)AlIO,CA

'Comp:l!Ull!\ then tw;Jve ~ !hoy are
Iaavlng MCC at !he end 011987

Job Creation Network
The Job Creation Network
operates at the community level
to improve mitiatives for eXJXD1ding innovation. It consists of
tluee elements.
I) A cooperation office isa nonprofit organization that helP'S a
new oom}XU1Y shape a business
plan, obtain financing , or l<XXrte
a 00se technology. The staff is
roistered by a volunteer advisory
p::mel of experts.

2) A seed capital fund is
accumulated from a consortium
of state and local government
and private investors vvith tax
credits made available.
3) A business and technology
center provides consulting
services, shared Ial:x>ratory,
manufactwing, office or other
seIVices to facilitate the startup.

Aggressive programs have been
established in Dlinois, South
Carolina, Mirmesota and Canada.

The Midwest Technology
Development Institute CMTDD
The MIDI was established 111
1985 vvith nine member states.
MIDI has the tlueefold objective
of:
I) expcmding technological
cooperation among midwest
universities and industry to
increase the efficiency of
research and the
commercialization of the results;

,

2) extending technological
cooperation to include
universities in foreign countries;

,

3) providing a mechanism to
i..ncrease the availability of
technology to i..ndustry,
especially small businesses and

r:

to achieve an equitable transter
of technology between the US
and foreign countries.

Unlxllanced Technology Flow
A partial list at reasons tor the
inequitable technology flow that
goes from the US to JCIJXlI1
includes:
· A significant part of Japan.,
lxIsic research is carried out in
government Ial:x>ratories that are
closed to foreigners.
• US comJ:Xl!1.ies a:rrmot
particip:rte in JCIJXlI1ese
government-funded R&D
projects that have explicit
commercial objectives, nor, for
the most JXII1:, do US oompanies
have access to JCIJXlI1ese
p:rtents.
• Small US comp::miesare a major
source of technology for JCIJXlI1
that is obtained by licensing or
acquisition. US enterprise does
not have a similar opportunity .

· Japan has virtually unlimited
access to US research.
· The test JOJX:trIese graduate
students come to the US and are
supported both intellectually
and financially and do not reJXfY
this capital investment.
• The US has not diligently
pursued the acquisition of
Jap::mese technology.
One of the first corrective actions
was taken in 1986 vvith the
amendment of the StevensonWydler Innovation Act that gave
the directors of the US federal
lal:x>ratories discretionary authority to deny access to research to
any foreign country that does not
grant similar privileges to American organizations.
Implementing equitable
technology flow agreements vvith
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other countries will require that
the US keep track of technology
transfer. MIDI is playing a major
role in establishing a
measurement system Qlat will
include mechanisms tor
inventorying and tracking
technology. They will also insti·
tute a large scale program aimed
at helping transfer JOJX:trIese
technologies to small US
comp::mies.

Technology Momentum
The flourishing of
entrepreneurial enterprise
during the decade between 1945
and 1955 provided the momentum that accelerated tluough the
early 70s to put the US into world
leadership in the computer
industry. AgreatdeaJofcredit
must be given to the Navy,
especially the Office of Naval
Reserach Program in Computing
for the stimulation and supp:>rt
of the development of computer
technology until it was ready for
commercialization . Thisearly
support coupled with entrepreneUJism was a major factor in
helping to build the momentum
that propelled the United States
into world dominance of the
oomputer industry. Indeed,
leadership in computer technology was also a catalyst to
innovation in other fields and
until recently, the US has been
dominant in technological
innovation in the world.
The position has been deteriorating in the last decade. Unless
corrective action is undertaken
vvith massive technological
cooperation and with an environ·
ment for entrepreneurial enterprise, the erosion will continue.
If the corrections are made then
entrepreneurial enterpise will
again realize its potential and
play a leacling role in eX}XU1ding
innovation on the scale
necessary tor assuring the wellbeing of the country .
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Computer Memories Poster
Mark Hunt

Y au may have seen the image on the cover of this issue of the
Report in advertisements in leading computer publications over the
}XISt few months. The story of how this public service camp::Iign
developed is worth telling because it illustrates how enormously the
Museum benefits from collaborative efforts.
In the spring of 1985 Gabe d'Anunzio, vice-president of marketing
programs for MICOM·Interlan, suggested to the Museum staff a
public service announcement camp:rign advertising a poster
picturing "antique" computer memories.

Gabe put the Museum in touch with Gralik. Conununications, of
Arlington,Virginia. They volunteered to design the poster and the
advertisement. and to arrange for free photography and production
of the posters in exchange tor limited in-kind services for their client.
VM Software. VM Software photographed the Museum's exhibits and
items from the collection for their annual rep::>tt.
The key elements still missing were commitments from the
publishers to run the ads at no cost and a color separation for each

publication.
Our first calls were to David Btmnell. publisher of MacWorld and PC
World. and Harry Brown. publisher of Byte. They agreed tOTlUl the
ads jj we provided. color separations. Paul Thiel. vice-president of
marketing communications at Scitex America Corp .. maker of stateof-the-art computer-controlled color sep::aating equipment. then
agreed to supply color separations and we were in business.
Almost every publisher we spoke with was eager to participate. Each
offered. a full-page. full-color advertisement . The total advertising
space committed is valued. at almost $225.000. with a combined
circulation of 3.4 million high-tech readers of 25 publications. The
total value of the program is almost a quarter million dollars. All from
the hard work of many dedicated friends and staff of the Musewn.
Responses to the advertisement are streaming in daily. Readers send
a tax-ded.uctable contribution of $25 or more to receive the elegant
tull-color }:Oster. To order your own poster. check the appropriate
box on the membership coupon on IXIge 17. and return it to the
Musewn with your own $25 tax-deductible contribution.

PartIdpaIing PuNk'aIkIns
AlExpen
Boston Comp.1terNews

"".

CIrcuits ManuJactunng
Comp.1tel
Compute! DesIgn
Comp.1tel Graphics Woild
ComputerWOIld
Data(Del\fJ)(lJk)

Da1amation
DEC PtoIessional
D\gltal DesIgn
DigItal News
DIgItal Review
ElectJoru::sTest

-

H Igh Technology
InfOllnation Gentel
lnJannabonWEEK
InfoWOIld

hopIethal: Made H Happen
Gabed'AnlJlUk>

MICOM·lnte!lan
GwenBen
1heComputerMuseum
AleXBo""
Gia1it Communb::Jtkms LId.
MaIkHunt
Th9 Computer Museum
Judy Kl<pi<h
Gra1fr Communb:rti:ms LId.
MeQOn McCarthy
ScI/ex America Colp.
~e Blown Neely
VM " " ' -

Gall ""'"
Scltex America Corp.

Il<Md
"""'"
David
S1xlrp9 Sludio
0Uv81 StiimPli
Th9 Computer Museum

_Tho.

--

SctIex AmetJca Corp.

Scltex America Corp.
Oavld Y=able
Sdlex America 0Xp.

Cclnpcmla& thai: DcnaIed

Oavld """'" SIudlo
Gromc canmunla:IllonsLtd.
SdlBx .Ame1Io::i: COl}).
TypeSludlo
Virginia Uth::>g:raph
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s.rno.s

May 3

Sunday
<pm

Calendar Spring 1987

TIle Computer Museum

Dick Shoup, Amora Systems.
"A Perspective on DigifaIVideographics or, How Computer
Graphics Can Brighten Up The Evening News·,

The Computer Museum is a nonprofit 501{c)3 foundation that
ctuonides the evolution of .
information processing through
exhibitions, archlves. publications.
research and programs.

Learn about the process and equipment that won Shoup an
Erruny for his pioneering work in computer graphics.

Gc:tssee, Vice President of Product

May 17
Sunday

Jean Louis

<pm

'The Future of Personal Computers",
Gassee will share his predictions about what lies ahead in the
last-paced and ever changing world of personal computing,

May 30
"""'day
2pm

Bruce Schwoegler, WBZ-TV Meteorologist.
"ComputelS and the Weather",
Learn how computers are used to gather weather to
televiSion viewers.

Development, Apple Computer, Inc.

Coming Events
Opening 01 SMART MACHINES, a major new gallery on
robots and artifk:1a] intelligence.
Visitors will see and interact with the history and current state-of·
the-art 01 intelligent machinery. The gallery willleah.lIe over 20
hands-on demonstrations, a unique collection 01 historic robots.
and entertaining film. The working exhibits will include prer
grams with eXJ)9rt knowledge of meas of medicine, geography
and art, Others will try to answer questions posed in plain
English. There will be working industrial, teaching and toy
robots. Members will receive invitations to an exhibit opening
and preview.

JW\e 15
Thursday

June 19
Friday
7:30pm

May'

"""'day

7pm

,

BoruUe Turrentine, Education Director
Megan Hayes. Educotion Sp:cialist
Kurt Levitan, £ducatlon k>sistant
Gregory Schroeder, DI=eraoonsjVisitor

Please refresh my memories by sending my MemoI1e:s Poster. A lax·
deductible oonlribulion of $25. Ol more isenclosed.

0

C $ 45 Fom1I.y
:::J $1C)ODonor

$20 Studenl
$JO lndividuai

Enclosed ismychock .madepoyablelo TheComputerMuseum 101
or charge \0;

0

VISA

0

0

MasterCard

$'-___ _
American Express

Ccndii _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ Exp;rationD::rte _ _ __ _
~mme

Joseph F. Cashen, EXecutive Director

The Computer Musewn's 5th B1rthday Party!
A tun-filled evening of live and silent auctions with. entertainment by clowns. magicicms and jugglers!

$250Sponsor
0 $500Patron
Me!Tlbers receive free adrrussion lor one full ye<n . Invitations to exhibit previeWs. advance
notice of exhJbitilons and lectUJes. Invitations to members-only events. a subscription toOUI
exdtmgquarterly magcmne. TheComputer MuseumRep:m. anda l~ discountin the
Museum StOle. Members who send a contribution 01 $25. 01 more me entitled to receive the
elegant full oolor Memories Poster. Checlt the box at:ove if you want to receive the poster.

o

Staff
Dr. Gwen Bell, Founding President
Lynn Hall, Registrar
Tom Merrill, Exhibits Technickm

I wanl 10becorneaMembero!TheCompuleJ Museum.

YES!

Membership All members receive
a membership card, free sul:scrip.
tion to the Computer Museum
Report a 10% discount on merchandise from the Computer Museum
Store, free admission and
invitations 10 Museum previews.
For more information contact
Membership Ccordinator at the
Computer Museum, 300 Congress
Street Boston, MA 02210.
Telephone (617) 426-2800.

Hennan Budnick, HennanBudnick & Associates.
"Development and Implementation of V1deodiskjVideotex
lnformation Systems".
Learn about th.e state-o/-th.e-art distributed videotex approach
used to create a system at public tourism information kiosks tor
Boston's Logan International Airport .

r-------------------------l
D YES!
o
o

Musewn Hows: Summer: Open
daily 10 - 6. Frtday 10 - 9. Winter .
Opan Tuesday - Sunday 10 - 6,
Frtday 10 - 9. Open Mondays
during Boston school vacation
weeks, 10 - 6. Closed Thanksgiving.
Christmas, and New Years Day.
Hours are subject to change,

__________________________________________

NmM _ _ __________________________________________

I

Dr. OliverStrimpel. CUratOf
Michael Bergman. Exhibit Spedalist
Dr, Leah Hutten, ExJlibjtsDeve10per
Marc leBlanc, Exhibits Intern

Coordinator

Mark Hunt Marketing Director
Patricia Fiorelli, Public ReJattons Manager
Laura G::xximan , Store Manager
Ani Benglian., k>sistant Store Manager
Undo Holekamp, Communications

-,

Kathleen Keough, Functions Coordinator

Michael N. Oleksiw II. Development
Director
Jennitur Fields, Benefits Coordinator
Scott Reilly, Development Assistant
Susan Versailles, Membership
Coordinator
Matt Mwray, Interim Business Manager
Vcmnene Bastien, Accountant
Yvette MOlina. k>sistant Aa::ountant
Lisa Moorehead. Ottice Coordinator

Germain DRK,
Public Relations Advisors

I -~ -----------------~--

Jackson-Blum-5hapiro.

I

Michael Sand. lnc.,
Exhibit Planning Consultants
Kevin Burke, David Shopper. Martha
Everson, Photography

I

City

State

Zip -

- - - --

contnDutions are tax-deductible to the extent provided by the law,

L The Computer ~~ . 3OO...:c)ngr~Suee:...Bc::slon~MA~2~O_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J
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Advertising Coruultants
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The End Bit 0000000000000001
This 1984 experimental memory chip by IBM holds 268K bits on a
single integrated circuit. It is p::u1 of the History of Computing slide
sets. available along with the Personal Computer slide set trom The
Computer Museum Store.

Address Correction Requested

Board 0 1 Director s

OPERATING
GRANTSCORPORATE
MEMBERSHIP

Contributing

,

M embers
Donor-SSOOor more

--...
t:£CIlne'-

IO.OOOor more

H6w~~~~tgo'p
b>*TlCltio"al

~

In$bt\LIe
aI M\l58Um
__
Cow>o>

"""""

lor the Arts ar.d
.~

'Xotmon

..,.,

...
..
=-*

Ha:Jan £ "Lo:s Andorson
E'n::::t: " Renee Bloch
WtnSlor1l1 H.ndle. Jr
Thecdote" Ruth Johruon
John AIktn Jot'WS
StanO~
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Q J u n e 18, 1987, The Computer Museum opened a 4000
square fool exhibit entitled Smart Machines. It Is the largest single

711eMaking
of the Smart
Machines
Exhibit

exhibit the Museum has undertaken in its five year history.

Oliver Strimpel

Birth
The idea of a Computer Museum
exhibit on artificial intelligence
(A.I.) and robotics goes ba:ck to
January 1985. The Museum had
just rEH:>pened in its downtown
Boston site. The initial set of
exhibits consisted of tOla galleries
that were primarily historical and
one gallery that dealt with a
particular aspect of current technology: computer imagery. The

\

public's JJOSitive response to the
Image Gallery encouraged us to
plan another thematic exhibit.
Alter meetings with several subgroups of the Museum's Bocnd of
Duectors and other interested
~ple , the combination of
artificial intelligence and robotics
rose to the top of the list.
Why combine AI. and robots?
When deciding what should l:e
included in the exhibit. we
followed a definition of A.I. that
was formulated by Marvin
Minsky. In doing so, we opted in
favor of exhibiting machines that
J:)ertormed tasks that, i1 carried
out by humans, would have
required some intelligence. Thus,
our exhibit demonstrates the idea
that A.I . encomp:ISSeS the mental
aspects of solving a p roblem or
fu1.1illing a task while robots
perform the physical motions
required to corry out that task .
Of course, a major research goal
is to merge A.I. and roootics,
creating an intelligent autonomous agent. Shakey, one of our
prize robots, epitomizes this effort.
It was driven by A.l . - the prot>
lem-solving program STRIPS - but
was itself a robot. complete with
drive mechanisms and a range
of sensors.
The Computer Museum Report

In addition. an exhibit on A.I .
and roootics serves both of the
key aspects of the Museum's
mission - education and preservation - while offering a Wlique
and entertaining experience for
the visitor . The educational
challenge was to demonstrate
and explain a rapidly evolving
sub}ect. Fwihermore, we were
cmxious to preserve many one<>fa -kind robots that were neglected and in danger of being
lost. Within the SIXD1 of a few
months we assembled the world's
most comprehensive collection of
research rooots . Finally. we
aimed to make the exhibit
popular by selecting entertaining
interactive A.I . programs, including several on music, art and
games, and by exploiting the
innately appealing nature of
robots,

TaJdngOff

--

----

Oliver Strlmpel and Leah Hutte n hanging
a drawing by Harold Cohen's program

AARON.

Gwen Bell and I gradually built
up support and interest. locating
exhibit ideas, progrcnns and
artifacts, and putting some flesh
on the conceptual skeleton .
In the summer of 1986. the
founders of Symbolics, InC., met
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The exhibit went through a
lengthy gestation period. - from
January 1985 to June 1986.
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at the Musewn to hear a presentation given by Gwen Bell and
me on the new project. They
subsequently announced their
intention to fund the exhibit.
Gordon Bell, Musewn Trustee
and Associate Director for COmputing and Information Science
at The National Science Foundation . also made a major gift
towards the exhibit. By September the project's funding was
secure and a nine month countdown to the opening began.
The first task was to build up the
exhibit team. Leah Hutten joined
the Musewn as exhibit developer
for the robot section. while I
concentrated primarily on the
AI. exhibits. Michael Bergman
came al::xx:ud as our technical
coordinator to manage the wide
assortment of computers and
working robots that would power
the exhibits. Gwen Bell agreed. to
develop the hlstorical timeline of
AI. and robots and to help
catalyze the exhibit·s development. Marc Leblanc. a high
school student intern. became
the team's resident hacker.
Meanwhile, Tom Merrill readied
the Musewn workshop in prep:lration for actual construction of
the exhibit.
We hired the office of Michael
Sand, Inc .. to design the exhibit.
They trans1ormed. our ideas into a
floorplan and a physical display
system and also provided ideas
for making the exhibit more
inviting. WITCOM Associates
was hired to create seven video
programs from 24 different
sources selected from over 70
original to}:eS that we had
collected.. The video program for
the Smart Machines Theater was
o particularly complex job
because of the need. to relate the
video to the artifacts on display.
DEC provided their studio for final
editing where we created. a
master tape that was used to
make a videodisk containing the
video tor the entire gallery.
~chaelCallahanwasengoged

to provide the audiovisual and
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electronic systems. Steve Cwnmings came on board to comp::>se sound tracks. and Ripman
Ughting COnsultants took on the
lighting and special effects for the
Theater .

Formulating the Exhibit
The topics to be covered by the
exhibit tell into six sections spanning A .I. and robotics and are
described later in this Report.

Tom MenU! adjusting the MFrankenstein
Set,· based on a Maxell advertisement .

Since we believe that the core
elements in our educational
exhibits on computing are the
engaging working displays. we
put most of our effort into developing non-static exhibits . We
were extremely fortunate in
finding a very skilled group of
volunteers to help script and
program unique and dynamic
exhibits tor us. Joe Bates, on hls
way to a faculty position at
Carnegie-Mellon University.
offered to help us create an
exhibit that would address the
problem of knowledge representation in AI. Aiter discussing
many fascinating but unworkable ideas. we came up with the
plan to base a demonstration on
a conversation with the intelligent computer HAL in the movie
200 1: A Space Odyssey. Joe
wrote the script. and Marc
leBlanc programmed 1t onto an
interactive videodisk system
provided by DEC. Another success1ul match was made by
Randy Davis of the MIT AI.

Laboratory who brought us
together with Mitchel Resnick
and Franklyn Turbak. Their goal
was to find a way to build a ruleI::x:xsed expert system that would
demonstrate in an entert~g
way the strengths and weaknesses of rule-I::x:xsed techniques.
They designed Haymarket. a trio
of rule-I::x:xsed storekeepers. each
of which has its own strategy for
making innocent customers 'fXIY
far too much money for a box of
strawberries .
Still other volunteer help was
provided by several of Michael
Bergman's prograrruner friends:
Tom COurtney programmed the
object recognition demonstration.
Sterling Barrett helt:ed with the
natural language interface
demonstration and Steve Kukolich tailored a demonstration of
how computers play games for
Musewn use. In addition , Bob
Lee ruggedized the game West
for us while Steve Foster. Warren
Adam and Brian Sandberg.
students from the Wentworth
Institute. examined our historic
robots and restored every pessible degree of freedom . Finally.
Curt Crittendon and Grinnell
More built and prograrruned a
sensing mobile robot .

1

,.....,

To support the many working
displays we planned. we sought
the partidpation of nwnerous
computer companies. We received full support from almost
every cornp:my we apprCXlched .
The matching of applications
with available hardware proceeded step-by-step as each gift
of equipment was confirmed. The
70 comp:mies and 12 universities
who contributed. are listed on
page 11 .
Lastly. we put a great deal of
effort and exhibit technology into
the Smart Machines Theater with
25 hlstoric robots on display.
Each artifact comes to We on
video with additional sound. light
and motion effects that create an
entertaining and instructive
show .
The Computet Museum Report

""'

The Final Push
The construction ot the exhibit
took place in the Musewn's own
workshop. Initially consisting of
Tom Merrill and Joslin Fields, the
workshop staff expanded in the
final few weeks to include museum interpreters Wauter
Habraken and George Kfoury
and several other staff members.
Indeed, almost every member of
the Museum staff and Michael
Sand's oUice joined in the construction effort . Several groups
worked right through the night in
preparation for the opening .
Alan Symonds (Ripman Lighting), officially in charge of the
exhibit's lighting, also installed
the robots trom the Maxell advertisement in between the cuing of
the lighting and sound eHects for
the Theater . Together with his
team from the American Repertory Theater, Alan lent his able
hand to almost every aspect of
fabrication. Many of the alchemical props used Jor the
fantastic Frankenstein Set were
provided by Boston University's
chemistry department and AI
Rifkin, the "mad scientist- owner
of Able, the robot. Among the
M useum staff. Michael Oleksiw,
Linda Holekamp, Mark Hunt.
Kathy Keough, Kurt Levitan,
Greg Schroeder and Bonnie
Turrentine volunteered many
late hours assembling panels,
painting, and helping in innumerable ways. Lynn Halll:>ecame the site manager, channelling all the available manpower into maximum productivity. Gwen Bell extended the
number of available man-hours
by providing abundant Chinese
food every evening. Q)rdon Bell
pioneered a new system for
assembling the exhibit panels
and installed the air conditioner
in the machine room . Andre and
Judith LeBlanc, Roger Glovsky,
Patti. Hillis, and Laura and Victor
Gregg also joined in.
The gallery was threaded with
an Ethernet local area network.
connecting up the MicroVAJ<s.
The Computer Museum Report

Twenty-five historic robots in the Smart Machines Theater.

Suns. Hewlett-Packard Bobcats
and the Sequent computers. With
so many new machines I:>eing
installed and the extension of the
network. we called our friends at
the MIT Media Lab for help. Their
resident system wizard, Henry
Holtzman. obliged and in the
final 48 hours up to the OJJ9ning
overcame seemingly insurmountable hurdles to make all the
computers work in harmony.
In p;::rrallel with the concentrated
effort in the gallery. our programmer friends were distributed
around the building. busily
adding the finishing touches:
Tom Courtney (vision). Sterling
&mett (natural language frontend) , Bob Lee (West) , Steve
Kukolich (tic-tac-toe), Jim Meehan (TALE-SPIN). Jonathan Press
(grammar-checker). Mitchel
Resnick and Franklyn Turbak
(Haymarket), Harold Cohen
(AARON). and the students from
the University of Lowell (bcx:rtbuilder and log-cabin builder).
Marc Raibert successfully coaxed
a PDP-II / 40E into life to drive his
one-legged hOPJJ9r. Henry
Holtzman, attempting to get
FranzLISP (needed to run our
version of ELIZA) running on the
Sequent computer in the small
hours of the moming, came to a
standstilll:::>ecause of an-incomIJCItible tape format. In desJJ9ration. we called up Thinking
Machines hoping someone
would I:>e around. Sure enough.

---.--

Steve Strassman was there and
invited Henry over to fix the
problem.
To the outside eye. the days
I:>efore the 0JJ9ning were a scene
of hOJJ9less chaos. But to those
involved in the project, there was
a great sense of purpose and
team spirit . Hidden skills
emerged among staff, contractors and volunteers. and many
friendships w ere established .
Barely one hour I:>efore the
ribbon-cutting , Shigeo Hirose's
long-awaited quadruped and
snake-like Oblix arrived from
Tokyo . In a tinal burst of activity ,
the crate was torn oJJ9n, and
these unique objects took their
allotted positions in the robot
theater. The sounds of the vacuum clecmers had J::xuely retreated at the far end of the
gallery as the OJJ9ning speeches
ended, and the ribbon was cut.
Six hundred contributors and
museum members swarmed into
the gallery. About 400.000 lines
of application code , running
under 4 types of LISP, C, Basic ,
and Pascal. 50 robots weighing 6
tons. 25 computers. and 7 video
programs came to life.
Smart Machines was open!
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Smart
Machines
Oliver Strimpel

~e
J.

unifying theme of the Smart Machines gallery Is to demon:trate how machines do things that have hitherto been the

province of intelligent human activity. We were determined. to conv ey to our visitors the tremendous sophistication of the human mind
and lx>dy, as well as some of the difficulties scientists face in their attempts to replicate even the simplest of human activities. The combination ot A .I. and robotics was straightlolWard enough : we wanted to
demonstrate lx>th the mental capabilities and the physical dexterity
at today's machines. This article attempts to explain how the various

live exhibits selected. for Smart Machines exempWy past and present
trends in A .I. and robotics ,
The exhibit is grouped into six sections: language W1derstanding .

Grammar correction system. To correct
a sentence suc h as -The student a t the
school beyond the bddges go home at
noon,ft the program must parse the e ntire
sentence and realize that ne ithe r the
bridges nor the school Is going home,
but the student.

knowledge-i::xlsed systems. game-playing, rooot sensing. mobile
robots and robot arms . The historical time-line and robot theater are
described in the next article.

Language Understanding
One of the major conclusions 01
A.!. research during the 19705
was that knowledge and language could not be clecrrly
separated . The ecrrly attempts to
understand or translate language on a word-by-word J:x::tsis
failed. Howev er. research has
continued along several lines,
and progTess has resulted in commercially successtul products.
A grarrunar correction system
from Houghton-Mifflin shows how
much a com puter can do without
any kn owledge of the meanings
of words. Visitors can watch the
grammar checker tind mistakes
and correct them automatically.
Unlike a grammar checker,
parsing is just the first sta ge of a
p rogTam that actually tries to
understand the meaning of a
sentence . In a natural language
interface progTam, the knowledge resides in the database.
However, the questions stated in
English must be translated. into a
mac hine language query to the
d atabase . Ow exhibit features
D::rtatalker, a natural langua ge
interface from Natural Language,
Page 4 Summer/ Fall 1987

Inc. It asks visitors to type in information about themselves, which
it stores. It then invites questions
in plain English about previous
visitors. The progTam's task is
eased because it ex J:)l3cts a
question about something in its
database. After parsing a visitor's
question stated in English, the
p rogram tries to extract the
sentence's meaning, and, if
appropriate, converts it into
instructions to search through its
database tor information that will
answer the question . The result of
the search is translated back into
an English reply . Other p:rrts of
the program keep track of the
dialog, deciding when resp::>nses
are adequate.

Using an interactive video disk syste m ,
visitors can analyze a short co nve rsation
between HAL and Dave , the a stronaut. A
speech synthesb:er explains what HAL
must know to recognize Dave's speech,
how HAL might use scripts and lo rm
plans and goals. The exhibit aims 10
convince visitors that building a machine comparable to a person Is a huge
challenge, bul one that Is amenable to
sclentilic research.

t

-Hal

To go bey ond a simple question
and answer conversation, computers need. a much wider and
d eeper knowledge. The exhibit
a ddresses this enormous problem
b y dem onstrating some of complexities of building a real
computer like HAl in tfw3 film
200 1, A Space Odyssey.

5aY'S Dave's

ara bener

Dav. thInla
Hal likes
Dava

. . I):fve trusts Hal

•

and wm be

Mnert W1th Hal
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Haymarket Rules tor Noah Budge
IF; the stage-ol-game IS
greetings
SAY· ' Welcome to my store.
Just $6.00 lor this box
of strawberries:
CONCLUDE: the stage-ol-game is

bargairung

•

IF: the stage-ol-game is-not
greetings
CONCLUDE: the number-ol-interactions
is-increased·by 1

----

Haymarket " where visitors haggle with
a computer. Dwlng the interaction, a
tracer shows the rate at which rules are
checked, and marks those whose IF
parts are true, causlng the THEN part to
Ille. The storekeepers' thoughts and
speeches are spoken out loud by a
speech. synthesizer.

Two exhibits are conversational
programs that pretend to know
more than they do. ELIZA, the
classic computer psychotherapist
program written by Joseph
Weizenl:xrum in 1966, takes key
words from the visitor's typed-in
text and uses them to trigger
stock questions. It also repeats the
user's words. turning statements
into questions. ELIZA exploits its
role as a non-directive therapist
to justily its extreme passivity . In
contrast. RACTER converses
volubly with the visitor on many
arcane topics. Like ELIZA. it has
no model of the world, but
responds to key words in the
input text by concocting sentences lx:tsed on standard forms.
It attempts to skirt around its lack
of understanding by making a
virtue out of being zany. These
programs are not presented as
A.I., but as illustrations of the
limitations of approaches that use
words without knowledge.
The Computer Museum Report

IF: the input·type is number
AND: the customer-oller Js.equal·to
$6.00
,
THINK: '"This is a reasonable
customer."
SAY: "YoU'vegola deaIr
CONCLUDE: the stage-ol-game is lmished

•

IF: the input-type IS number
AND: the customer-olfer is-greater·
than $6 .00
THINK: one-ol '"This customel is a
sucker,"
•
IF: the number-of-interactions
ThIs customer has money
tobwn:
is-gIeater·than 4
AND: the input·type is·not
SAY: "You'vegol a deall Come
nwnbe,
back again!"
OR: the customer-olfer is-Jess- CONCLUDE: the stage-01iJame is finished
than $6.00
•
CONCLUDE: the stage-ol-game is
JF: the input·type is complaint
Ilnished
AND: thestage-ol-game is-not
1HINK: one-ol That's the last
linW>ed
straw. This bargairung is
THINK: one-of "Why do I get stuck
going nowhere:
with all the complaine~
This clown has tried my
"All I ever hear are
patience lor too long:
complaints."
"Looks like I have a
SAY: one-o"You're wasting my
time. Get out 01 my store
complainer 01 my hands:
and stay outr
SAY: one-of ·Comeon. I have
"I don't need troublemak·
other customers waiting.
ers like you. Leave my
Make me an olfer:
store now!"
"QUit yow comp1aining and
make me an olfer:
IF: the input·type is number
•
AND: the customer-oller is·lessIF: the input·type is compliment
than $6.00
AND: the stage-of-game is-not
AND: the stage-of-game is-not
linished
!inished
THINK' one-ol ThIs customer's
THINK: one-ol "1s this customer
trying to butter me up. That
hard 01 hearing?"
won't work :
'"This person's a bozo/"
"I'm sick 01 customers trying t
"Another customer trying
sweet·talk me:
to take advantage 01 me:
SAY: one-of "Enough flattery. Make
SAY: one-ol "No, I laid you my
me an offer:
price is $6.00."
"I'd rather have $6.00 than
"You don't hear too well. I
your compliments."
said $6.00:
"Look. I'm busy . $6 .00 is
my price. Take it or
leave it:

The eight rules that drive Noah Budge, a slmple·mlnded storekeeper ,

Knowledge-BasedSysfems
The greatest munber of useful
applications in the field of A.I.
have emerged from rule-I::xlsed
expert systems. Several hundred
expert systems perfonn tasks
ranging from diagnosing failures
on gas turbines to sugg~sting
which pesticides to use on a
particular crop. In general , a
Musewn should exhibit genuine
examples of its subject matter.

However, expert systems are
tools aimed at the technical user
and would be totally incomprehensible to the majority of our
visitors, As a compromise, we
included one "rear expert system, somewhat modi1ied tor the
Musewn by its author, Randy
Miller. The system is Quick
Medical Reference (QMR), a
medical diagnosis system that
Summer/ Fall 1987 Page 5

contains descriptions of nearly
600 diseases. Visitors can browse
through the system. using it like
an electronic textl::;:()ok indexed
either by disease or by symptom .
Alternatively , visitors can retreive
a p:rt:ient's case, make QMR diagnose it. and comp::ne QMR's
hYJX>thesis with one of their own .
We assembled several highly
instructive and entertaining "nonreal" rule-based systems to
demonstrate the capabilities and
internal workings of expert
systems. In the Haymarket
exhibit. visitors haggle with up to
three dillerent rule-I:x:tsed storekeepers to buy a large box of
strawberries. The simplest. Noah
Budge, has only 8 rules and
never budges on his price .
Eventually, he will kick you out
of the store if you don't give him
what he's asking for . Visitors can
choose Ho Nin with 30 rules and

Nora Logical. the sophisticx:rted
storekeeper with over 100 rules.
Another rule-OOsed demonstration is a wine-advisor . TIlls proceeds via a two-way spoken
conversation. Visitors are asked
questions atx:mt the type of food
plcmned for the meal and what
their tastes are in general. They
respond by speaking into a
microphone. Aiter up to 10
questions. the computer makes a
sJ:lElCtlic recommendation .
Several rule-OOsed systems
dealing with the arts are also on
display. including a musical
score follower (right) and a drawing expert (below). The goal is to
demonstrate the application of
rule-1::xIsed programming techniques in non -technical domains.
A computer composition system
by Charles Ames generates rock
and jazz pieces. which it performs

----

An exhibit based on Roger Dcmnenberg's
ConcertCrait program can follow a score
and accompany a visitor who performs
a simple tune on a keyboard. The score
follower has rules that enable it to keep
pace with a human performer, even 11
the player changes tempo and makes
mistakes.

AARON is a computer program that
draws pictures. The program's knowledge is internally represented by several
thousand rules of the form:
IF: something Is the case
THEN: do the following . ..
A picture develops as AARON thJeads a
complicated path from rule to rule. Small
variations In the picture are Introduced
early In the composition. Since the IF
part 01 the rules depends on what has
alleady been drawn, the same set of
rules results in entirely different pictures
each time.

Harold Cohen began work on AARON in
1972 . In its early phases, the program
knew how to build simple forms . It con·
structed dzawings from these lorms to
produce pictures that evoked an Impres·
sion of landscapes populated by crea·
tures. In recent years, Cohen has given
AARON explicit knowledge about the
appearance of plants and buman
ligures. The knowledge is In the form 01
hundreds of rules 01 the lorm;

tF: the ann Is raised
THEN: the palm is facing forward .

•

To produce figures that look Ilke people
rather than stuffed dolls, AARON has
rules that describe postwe and balance .
Cohen's ambition is to give AARON the
knowledge to color Its pictures. He says,
"it took me 20 years to learn to teach the
machine to draw, and I expect It will
take me another 20 to teach It how to
color. ~
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A tale about Joe Bud and Lucy Lamb
spun b y Jim Meehan's p rogram Mic ro
Once upon a lime .... Joe was in the cave. Irving was in the oak tree. Lucy
was in the meadow. The water was in the river. The honey was in the elm
tree. The worm was in the ground. The fish was in the river. The hay was in
the barn. The berries were in the meadow. Joe was sad. He wanted to
become happy. He thought Ihal l ucy liked him. He wanted to persuade her
to kiss him. He trusted her. He didn't like her. He decided that if he gives her
the hay then then she might kiss him. He wanted to ask her whether if he
gives her the hay then she'll kiss him. He wanted to get near her. He went to
the meadow. He asked her, ~Win you kiss me if I give you the hay?" She
knew that he didn't trust her. She decided that il he gives her the hay then
she'll tell him thaI he was stupid. She told him, "If you give me the hay then
I'll kiss you: He wanted to get the hay. He wanted to to get near the hay. He
went to the bam. He look the hay. He had the hay. He wanted to get near
her. He went to the meadow. He gave her the hay. She had the hay. He
didn't have the hay. She was hungry. She told him, -You're stupid." He didn·t
like her. She wanted to satisfy her hunger. She ate the hay. She wasn't
hungry. She didn't kiss him. He didn't trust her. He was afraid of her. He
couldn', persuade her to kiss him . He was still sad. The End .

~

"-

TALE·SPIN.

Visitors can c halle nge compule r op ponents In lour dlfle rent games. The
comme rc ially available c hess· playing
program SARGON DI offe rs a strong
game, boasting a rating 01 nearly 2200
(approaching master le vel
play) at Its highest
le vel ot play.

COMPUTER CHESS
PERFORMANCE

= ~~Fft=R+FFfffF=tFH~

§ lmt=tltttttJj~1iIi
'.'.
-

r

,M

--

through a Kurzweil 250 synthesizer. After selecting a musical
style and a model, such as the
twelve bar blues, the program selects instruments and then composes the rhythm, assigning each
note a duration that depends in
part on whether it is a basic, or·
namental or cadence note.
Finally , pitches are selected according to a set of about 20 rules.
The rules make the notes conform
to the harmony, create a melody
and avoid repetition. The music is
surprisingly convincing .

r

In contrast to all the systems
described above, which represent knowledge as sets of rules,
TALE-SPIN is based on scripts. This
program came from the w ork of
RC>g'er Schank's group at Yale on
language understanding. TALESPIN is a program that generates
The Computer Museum Report

stories with a simple "JX>intO
somewhat reminiscent of the
simpler Aesop's fables. The program simulates a world of char·
acters who do things because
they have problems to solve.
These consist of fulfilling simple
gOCIls, such as satisfying hunger
or thirst. Visitors select a main
character - Joe Bear, Irving Bird
or Lucy Lamb -- and also determine the gOCIls and character
traits of the players. The program
has a model of its characters and
ensures that their behavior is
rational . For example, it Joe Bear
is thirsty and sees a river, he will
try to get to the river .
In addition to rules, kIi.oWledge
can be represented as frames,
semantic nets and scripts. These
are illustrated. by JXIDels in the
exhibit .

Game-Playing
In addition to being tun , computer games are a valuable
testing ground of ways to search
through enormous numbers of
alternative solutions to a given
problem. Typically, when people
play a game, they rely on knowl·
edge o f the opponent's ability
and on an understanding of
what it takes to win . Machines,
on the other hand, rely on
searching many possible m oves
to determine the best outcome.
Research efforts have concentrated on optimizing the search
for moves in chess. One appr<Xlch is to perform the search in
the proper order so that unpromising avenues can be eliminated early on. Another appr<Xlch seeks to give the computer knowledge about chess,
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increasing its ability to "size-up~ a
given position. Hans Berliner and
his colleagues at CamegieM ellon University used both
approaches to build the world's
strongest computer chess player.
Their program, called Hitech, has
custom hardware to generate
and evaluate up to 200,000
moves a second . This enables it
to search al:x>ut 11 hall-moves
ahead while playing in a tournament. In addition, Hitech's lx:x:xrd
knowledge is equivalent to a
search of a further three hallmoves.
Visitors can also play tic-tae-toe
and tive-in-a-row and choose the
computer's strategy to be one 01
look-ahead searCh, voting or
random. The program oHers
graphics that give an ·X-ray~
view 01 the program's deliberations ,

The computer direction assistant holds a road map of 11 square miles of Boston and
Cambddge and can find the quickest loute between any two points on its map.
Visitors communicate directly with the computer via a touch·tone telephone. The as·
slstant is very forgiving 01 mistakes and provides Instructions in good, clearly·spoken
English.

A checker player by David Slate
can beat all but the most serious
players. Finally, in the game
"How the West Was Won : the
computer plays two roles: opponent and tutor. This is a numbers
game, designed to help children
gain familiarity with arithmetic.
The computer tutor analyzes
one's moves and suggests possible improvements. It never
scolds or repeats itself and lets
the player discov er the game
for him or herself. This coach
was developed as a robust.
friendly and intelligent tutor
that could work well in the home
and classroom.

Giving robots sensory capabilities
is an important part of the effort
to endow robots with intelligence. A smart robot must 1ind its
way indeJ:)endently and coJ:)e
with the unexpected. It can only
begin to do this i1 it can sense the
distance to any surrounding
obstacles. 1eel if it is touching
something, or analyze pictures
taken with an onlx:x:xrd camera.
Many 01 the historic robots acquired by the Museum and on
display in the exhibit's Smart
Machines Theater were built as
eXJ:)eriments, allowing researchers to explore how a robot can
gather and make good use of
sensory data.

Robot Sensing

The Museum visitor can eXJ:)eriment with four robot senses:
vision. hearing. touch and sonar .
Human vision is SO sophisticated
that we hardly appreciate its
complexity , For example , just
consider how we can instantly
recognize everyday objects. such
as a tree or cat, even though no
two examples look alike·in detail.
Our vision relies on a great deal
of knowledge about the world
and about what we expect to
see . By contrast, machines rely
Page 8 Summer/ Fall 1987

Visitors can experiment with a vision
system by placing some simple shapes
under a camera and watching how 11
lust looks lor edges and then tries to
Identify the shapes.
The Computer Musewn Report

While wheels work well on roads, legs ate needed to c ross rough terrain. Perhaps
the most spectacular demonstration in the exhibit is Marc Relber!'s one-legged
hopper . This robot balances ltseU on the move, rather like a person balancing a
broom on a Ungertlp. A computer keeps b'ack of Its speed and position, adjusUng

the angle 01 the leg to keep the robot upright . An accompanying video shows onelegged., two-legged and fow-legged running machines, as we ll as a series of legged
walking robots.

r

mainly on the details of the
actual image. analyzing it first to
find edges. and identifying objects by their outlines. This OJ>
prooch makes machines better at
matching complicated abstract
p:rttems, such as fingerprints.
Part of a fingerprint recognition
system used by p:Jlice dep:rrtments all over the world is on
display. Visitors try to match a
fingerprint on the screen with one
of several prints ctispJayed on the
wall trom famous criminals . The
computer then shows how it
would make the match. using
the points where ridges stcni
or fork to classify the txrttem
accurately.

Speech recognition systems can
give computers a reasonable
sense of hearing. particularly if
the machine has been trained. by
the sf)eClker. Visitors can use
several systems, including one
that can be trained. to resp:md to
the visitor's voice. Even after
training. computer speech ree·
ognition is limited to a few thousand words at most and gener·

The Computer Museum Report

ally requires the speaker to
p::ruse briefly between each
word. In roth speech recognition
and vision. computers have yet
to match the ability of a twoyear old child .
A sense of touch is needed. by a
robot hand when it tries to grasp
a delicate object . A p ressure
sensitive pad mounted on the
robot gripper can gauge the
amount of p ressure being applied. Visitors see the pressure of
their fingers on a pad displayed
as an array of colors on a screen .
Finally , visitors can try out a
sense that humans do not have sonar. Robots use sonar to gauge
the distance to surrounding walls
and obstacles. The sensor emits
pulses ot extremely high-pitched
sound. which reflect off an object
and are picked up by the detector . The sound's round trip travel
time indicates the distance to the
Object. In the exhibit , a ceiling
mounted. sensor measures a
visitor's height by boUncing a
signal off the top of the head.

Ken SctUsbury's three-lingered hand Is
featured in a video on robot hands. Bunt
at M.I.T. ln 1982, it can be Instructed to
hold an object with a constant force ,
thereby achieving a dellcate but secwe
grasp. Feedback is obtained by means
of a presswe-sensiUve rubber layer that
covers the fingertips.

MobiJe Robots
In addition to its sensing ability ,
an intelligent. independent rooot
must have a suitable drive
system and should be able to
form and achieve gocIls. All the
mobile rooots on display in the
exhibit are equipped with a drive
system . Most have some form of
sensing, but only Shakey seri·
ously attempted the last and
hardest requirement of forming
plans and reasoning .
A mobile rooot from Real World
Interlaces rocnns around a ooge.
using sonar to sense and map
the walls and obstacles . Visitors
can try to override the rooot's
gO<Xi sense by controlling its
movement with a joystick, but it
will never let itseU collide with a
wall. In addition. aoout 25 rooot
toys are on display and can be
tried out by visitors. Most have
wheels. but several can walk;
some have bump sensors, or resp:md to claps or squeezing.
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Robot Arms
Romt arms and hands attempt
to replicate aspects of human
manual dexterity. Arms are by
tar the most common type of
robot They perform a wide
range of industrial tasks, from the
tiny movements for assembling a
wristwatch to the large JX>werful
movements required to stack
heavy cartons. In the exhibit, the
real industrial arms are shown on
video. and smaller, educational
arms are operated by visitors.
Two rooot hands are on display:
the five-fingered Tomovic hand
attached to the tentacle arm
pictured on the front cover , and
a three-fingered soft gripper from
Srugeo Hirose at the Tokyo Institute of Technology .
An ingenious way to achieve
responsive compliance was
invented at the Draper Lal:x:>ratoties. Their system uses an arrangement of springs that greatly
eases tasks such as putting a peg
into a tightly fitting hole. With a
stiff wrist, a robot would jam the
peg and only make it worse by
pushing harder . With the compliant wrist, however, the peg finds
its way into the hole smoothly .
Visitors can use a compliant wrist
to try this out for themselves.

A major thrust of industrial development is to tighten the link between the design and manufacture of a prcx:iuct . Using a computer-aided design system. an
industrial designer can create a
proouct and then send instructions for making that proouct
directly to a numerically controlled tool or to a rooot. Visitors
can experiment with this process
by designing a log cabin made
of lincoln logs. When the design
is complete. the cabin is constructed automatically by a p:Iir
of simulated rooots on a screen .
Real rooots would need to be
guided by a vision system to
ensure that the logs were IJOSitioned accurately . This is demonstrated in an adjacent display in
Page 10 Surruner/ Fal11987

An application mobile robots have
already found Is that of nlght watchman.
The gallery's Sentry lobot by Denning
MobUe Robotics can carry TV cameras,
infrared sensors and microphones to
detect an intrude r. The information It
collects Is radioed to a secwity ollice.
MiCIowave beacons supple ment the
Sentry's onboard sonar, e nabUng It to
patrol a path hundteds of f&etlong fat
haws on end without eve r losing an
exact knowledge of lis position. In the
exhibit, the Sentry patrols a short path.
avoiding obstacles in Its way. lis TV
camera relays signals to anothe r lobot,
the Huboi, whose onboard TV monitor
displays the pic ture.

which a vision system guides a
rooot arm that assembles a toy
txxrt from its parts. Both these displays were provided by the University of Lowell's center for Productivity Enhancement.

The Future
The exhibit can be readily updated as new items become
available. A large industrial arm
has already been offered to us by
Cincinatti Milacron. and we ho}:€'
to be able to demonstrate an
industrial application . We welcome suggestions from our
members and visitorsl

The Mltsublshi Movemaster uses Its five
joints and a gripper to pick up letter
blocks and arrange them to spell a word
typed In by the visitor. The ann Is
normally used lor assembly or for
handling chemicals.
The Computer Museum Ii:eport
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A Historical
Timeline
of Artificial
Intelligence
and Robotics
Gwen Bell and Leah Hutten

~e
J. ~ntrance

Smart Machines exhibition has two historical components. A tlmeline, on display at the

to the exhibit, chronicles the major milestones to 1979. The Robot Theatre displays a
collection of historic robots through the early 1980s. This article is intended as a synthesis of these
twoexhihits.
reason. whlle robot

Precursors

is a Czech word lor

1738

J_de
Vauo:mson builds
a mechanical

duck to tow and
tense money for the

uwentor's experiments tor creating
life CIItlJiCialIy

The

oopper duck

quaw. bathe<.
drinks watel . eats
grain, cbgests It.
and voids.

- -...

o..(lWtng 0( de

Vauc.....on:sd\IC ...

1818

worker The
popularity 01 the
play Jed to the
widesprood
adoption 01 the
word robot

1942
""""
A=>ov
publishes
"R\ma-

round" in the
Mmch issue of
Astoundm9, in
which he mtroduces the Three
Laws 01 Robotics.

The b::x>k, Frankenstein. by Mary

Shelley. II'Icludes
the tust description
01 creating a manmade being. who
becomes a fearful

1947
Only a year after
the completion 01
ENIAC. the lust
electronic computer, ArthUl

Samuel proposes to

a computer
to play checkers
1948

Norbert Wiener
coins the term
cybernetics. a
philosophical
perspectlve for
describing
interacting systems
in tenns 01
exchange of
inJormation

1900
At the Paris World's
Fail. Torres y
Quevedo demon-

strates an electro-

mechanical
machine that cx:m
play selected chess

endgames
1920

11unk?

On June 9. at
Manchester
Uruversity's llstel

named Rossum.

The nome. R06SUffi ,

------

Oration. artlish

denved trom the

--"'--'~

Tor ... yQII ........... chHsplayer .

Precwsors

I

~co~rto

thouqhts and
emotions felt. and
not by the chance
tall of symbols,
could we agree
that machine
equaJs brain that is, not only
wnte it but know
that It had wntten
it. No mechanism
could feel (and not
merely arllb:::lally
signal. an easy
connivance)
pleasUre at its
successes. griel
when its valves
fuse. be wmmed
by flattery , be
mode miserable
by its mistakes, be
charmed by sex.
be angry or
misercibfe when It
caru\Ot get what it
wants "

On June II , The
London Ttme$
quotes the
mathematician
Alan Twing, "I do
not see why it (the
mactune) should
not enter anyone
of the fields
normally covered
by the human
inteUect, and
eventually
compete on equal
tenns I do not
trunk you oon
even draw the line
aI::out sonnets,
Ihough the
comparison is
perhaps a little bit
untcnr becx:ruse a
sonnet written by
a machine wtJl be
better appreciated
by another
machine."

The Debate Begins:
can Mactunes

(Rossums Universal
Robots) Ln whK::h
robots are produced by an
EnglMman

Czech word lor

states. "Not until a
machine oon write
a sonnet or com·

1949

Katel Capek wntes
the play R U R

I

1943
Warren McCulloch
and Walter Pitts
pmpao;e !hat the
behavtor 01 the
btain oon be
treated as a
network 01 neurons
that behave like
on.oll switches

build

manslel

IS

This IS the first
Icnown use 01 the
term "roooties •

I

btain surgeon Slr

Geoffrey Jefferson

The Debate Begins:
Can Machines Think?

I

1738 1818 1900 1920 1942 1943 1947 1948 1949
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In New York.
C\oUde Shannon's
~rtothe

r

·tute of Radio
Engineers pro.
poEi8S two computer chess
strategies that are
st1lIll'I use. The
Ilist is to look at all
the choices up to a
flxed depth and
the second is to
look at a selected
lew to greater

depth
In the 1950s robots
and artUlctal
intelligence (A.I.)
start evolving
along separate
tracks.
195 1
TunncParCIeates a
stan
d test to
answer" Con
machlnes thmkr
11 a oomputer. on
the basis 01 wnlten
replies to queslions. oould not be
distmguIshed from
a human respondenl, then It must
be "Ihmkmg"

r-

1954
George C Devol.
Jr . 'ffsPI!es 101 the
lust S patent lor
an Il'Idustrial robot.
He calls it "unimatlon" lot short

1956
John McCarthy of

Dartmouth

convenes the

Dartmouth
SWnmeI Research
Project on ArI11iClaJ
Intelligence.
marking the birth
of the field
Herbert SLmOn.
Allen Newell. and
J.e Shaw write
'Logic Theorist:
one of the earliest
prOQ'lams to
investigate the use
of heW1SIK:s In
problem solving
1957
John McCarthy
and MOMn
Minsky found the
lirst art1fictol
intelligence
lalxnatory at MIT
Sunon. Newell and
Shaw write the
pioneenn~

"General oblem
Solver" II is the
Ilist program that
solves a problem
that II hadn·t been
specially pro.
grcmuned to solve
19sa
Sunon, Newell and
Shaw desl~ and
use the lirs list
processJ1\~

progrcun, pt·V

1959
McCarthnfikcreates
LISP U
eother
cunenl progrcunming languages,
LISPis~to

work Wlth
words cmd

gUsh

!:0S9S. A

key
ecrture is that the
data and pro.
grams are simply
lists m parentheses.
allowing a
program to treat
another ~rogram

-

-orltse -os

data
characteristic
~y
""'"' the
'
01 pr~ammmg that
empts
to medel human
thought
Flank Rosenblatt
invents an
mgenious ev!dence-welg~

machine coll
a
"Perceptron." It is
suppJSed to
recognize patterns
by !hell parts
without regard to
their rekrtlonstups
In the 196Os, the
Department of
Defense Advanced
Research Project
Agency(DARPA)
provideSlarrcescale lunds or
arti1ictal intelllgence research at
amegle-Mellon

University,
Massachusetts

Institute 01
Technol~and

Stanford niverslty.

Joe Engelberger.
the entreprenew,
worles tirelessly to
gel Joseph Devol's
ideas for industrial
robots inlO use.
Engelbergel eventuaJl
the
title" ather of
Robotics -

1963
McCarthy leaves
MIT and founds
Stanford
Uruversity's
artJticlal intelli·
gence laboIatory
At Rancho Los
Amigos Hooptal
an orthotic mm is
designed to Old a
paralyzed person

community The
PDP-6's archilec·
ture is partieularly
SUlted for running
LISP programs
Edward FeiQenIxrum and Bruce
Buchanan
conceptuali7.e
expert systems
and start the
Dendral project

t """"

1961
James Slagle
wntes a Symbolic
Automatic
Int:w,ator (5AlN1)
to so ve eleman·
tary symbob.c
integration
!;!Oblems at the
evel of a good
coll99'e freshman
SAD-SAM CSyntaclie Appraiser and
Dlagrarnmer -

.•

~ ~-

RonchoAJm , on loan I.om Stani",d Unl ..... n' .
StanlOrd . CaW

Semantic AnalyzMachme) IS
g,0gmmmed by
bert Llndsay at
Carnegie Institute
of Technology
The program
accepts English
sen tences about
Jtinship relations.
bullds a data l::xlse
and answers
lIlg

~nsabout

lacts II has
stored

SAD-SAM INPUT
John is Mary's
",n

SAD-SAM OUTPUT
M~brOther

is Jo ·s
uncle, Mary's
mother is
John's grandmother, etc

Stanford Uruversity
rnodJiies the
Rancho AIm 10 be
controUed by a
computer
1965
A five fingered
alumlnum
prosthetlc hand IS
developed by
Irojko 10movic at
The Universlty 01
Belgrade
The PDP-6 beoomes the wotkhorse maclune lor
the artUiciaI
intelligence

Hubert Dreyfus
JXlP9t "Alchemy
and AmI""",
intelllQence: Is
oubu.hed by The
l<:and Corporation
HiS asserlatlon that
"Even though
machines can
perform intelligent
tasks. the evidence
against their eve,
becoming able to
be really. humanly
intelligent. is
overwhelming."
leads to detxttes
and research that
contmue Into the

1.so.

1962
Engelberger
founds Unimation.
the lirst industrial
robot company
the Unimate Mmk
II robot welcomes
VlSitors mto the
Musewn's Smart
Machines Gallery

----

Unlmal. c:ooutM y 0/ National Mu .. um of American HIllary. Smlthsonlan Insti tution

r

Samuel's checkers
~ogrcun, which
the ability to
learn lrom its
mistakes, plays at
the masters level

McCarthy
Creates LISP

I
1951 1954 1956 1957
The Computer Museum Report

1958 1959

---

T........ncKand.onloan l.om TomCailoghan.

•

I
1961

1962

1963

1965
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1967
Television cameras

controlled by a

remote computer
roe ac\cIed to the
Stanford Cent,
permitting it 10
follow a white line

•

on a load.

1968
Engelberger
travels to Jap:m

and grants

Kawasaki the right

to build Un1mates

. . . ._-------=--s - t, gil! 01 Johni HopI<lnII Unl ..... slty, Lawel , MD.

Scientists at Johns
Hopkins University
create the Beast
(Mod mason
experiment to
repUo:rte orumal
behavior in a
10001 When It gets
"hungry" Oow
I:xI1:teries). it uses

in exchange lor
royalties 'these
are the hrst robots
buill in Jap:m.
Bruce Buchanan
and Edward
Feigenbaum.

sonar ond a

photocell array to

bnd "food" (wall
power outlets)

Pressure-sensltive
SWltches perform
the fine gukilng of

Victor ScheU'UT'lCU"l
and Latry Leifer
build the "Orm:
Norwegian 101
snake. nus robot

arm moves by
selectJ.vely
mflatm9 groups of
its 28 au sacks
sandwiched
Qrm, on IoCIn lJom Sl anlOl'd

abandoned

because its movements oould nol be
repeated accurately

The Stanford Cart
is bulll at the A 1

questions and
responds to key
wotds atout
feelings and
famlly

Lab to simulate a

remotely con·

trolled Moon rover

1966

Hii.e

rogxam
. written by

Joe Weizenlxrum

at MIT . tries to

osswne the role 01
a nonchrective
therapISt. It twns

sentences into

Seymow Papert
writes "The
ArtificiaJ intelligence of Hubert L.
Dreyfus: A Budget
of FalaCles: In It.
he states. -It is
cowardice to
asswe us that the
com puter is barred
by its firute
nwnber of states
Irom encroaching
fwther into cueas
of activity
(rEl!plded) as
'uniquely hwnan"

1969
Shakey, the first
integrated robot
system equipped
with a TV camera
and other sensors.
slowly roams
through the rooms
of The Sianfotd
Research instJ.tute.
gw.ded by the
remote radio
control of an SI:S940 computer

Richcnd
Greenblatfs
MacHoc IS the first
machine to
achieve a Class C
rating In the
National Chess
AssodaIlon (appmaching the
level of a serious
weekend amatew
player)

-~12' I<>Inted T... ,oc: ~ Ann . on lOan I,om NaHaCl\"
.. n.

r... utut. 01 T.c:lInoIogy, Cambrlclg •• MA.
In the 1910s, A .1. is
recognized as a
computer science

dlsctpUoe, and
lndustrlal robots
are put to work In

factortesaround
the world.

1911
France installs its
first industrial
robot. a UnimOte,
at Renault's R·5
~ IObuild

Stanford Resecnch
1910
200 people attend
the first meeting 01
the International
Joint Conference
on ArtIficial

InteJUgence

(lJCAl).
Terry WlnOglad
integrates natwal

~~, the

language understandin and

e1ectricallypowered computer-controlled
lobot arm, is
constructed by
Victor Scheinman.
It is used to
develop Industrial
assembly techniques for robots

a

first successful

its prongs into the
woll socket

between seven
metal disks. Its
design is later

for control and
hydrcru1lc fiuids fot
pow er

knOwl~e al::out
WO! ld

o f table

top blocKs In
SHRDLU. written 101
his doctoral thesis
at M .I.T.

Institute gives
Shakey the ability
to leason about Its
actions Shakey
ladios U1!onncrtion
from Its sonar and
bump sensors to a
room -sized
computer (DEC
PDP· lO and PDP·
15), which sends
back commands
to make Shakey
move. The
computer spends
atout halt an how
to move Shakey
one meter
DARPA funds

a

SIS million. liveyecu research

PI<?QTam to
achieve a breakthrough m speech
understanding.

----

Unh'.ully , SIOnlOfd, CoW.

Wotking Wlth
Chemist and
Nobel Laweate
Joshua Lederberg.
complete DENORAL. an expert
system for generatIng explanatory
h'fP)theses In
organic cherrustry
Mwvin MIm""
constructs the 12jomted Tentacle
Arm, which cxm
reach aroW'1d
obstacles. A PDP-6
computer is used

\

Slon/ord Ann , on Joan 110m SlanIo,d Unl ..... llty . Slanlord. CA.

•

----

Industrial robots are
put to work in
factories around
the world.
I

1966

1967
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1968

1969

1970

1971
The Computel M useum Report

--

1972

r

1979
After seven years
o f research,
Moravec's relmed
Stanford Cart

At the University o f
Aix-Marseille,
Alain Colmerauer
develops ilia use of
lonnal logic as a

successtuJ.ly

programming
language.
PROLOG.

traverses. without
humcm intervention. a room strewn
with chairs

LUNAR. a naturallanguage information retrieval
system. is completed by Woods,
Kaplan, and NoshWebber at Bolt.
Betcmek and
Newman. LUNAR
helps geologists

Man Rov". Prototypes, on Ioanlfom NASAl Jet
Propulsion t.abcralory . Pasadena, CA.

access. compare

and evaluate
chemicol-analysis
data on moon rock
and soil composinon from the
Apollo 11 mission.
1973
Yorick Wilks writes
the first acceptable
language translation program,
w hich PJoduces
respectable French
from small English
paragraphs.

1974
The first corrunerClOlly available
mini-.computer
controlled robot.
T3. is produced by
Cincinnati Milaoon
The first World
Computet Chess
Tournament is

held
CONS, the first
computer built 10
optimize LISP. is
completed by Tom
Knight at M .l.r: s
A.1. Lab. It is the

precursor of CAOR
and the rorrunercial machines buill
at LMI and Sym-

oolics.
1975

MARGIE (Meaning

Analysis. Response
Generation. and
Inference in
English) is devel·
oped by Roger

Schank and his
students at the

Stanford A.I
l.ai:oratory.

Minsky develops
the concept of
frames as a

dlgital computer.
In the USSR.
scientists develop
a hexapod walker
controlled by a
hybrid (analog

convenien~to

represen t
..
ob!ects or con,
cepts. Each frame
consists 01 a ncone
and a senes 01 slots
that describe the
object's ar con·
capt's attributes.

and~lal)

compu er

EMYCIN deveJ,
~bYWilliam
on Melle. Edward
Shortlitfe. Bruce
Buchanan. and
Edward Feigenbawn is the titst
expert system
"shell." A shell is a
progIcon that
provides the
framework lor
developing an
expert system. The
user ~Plies his
own
es to buJ..ld
an expert system
In the subject o f his
choice.

Unimation has its
first profitable
yem .

1976
The DARPA speech
are met by
e HEARSAY

Itools

~hprogram

eveloped. at Car·
n99ie-Mellon
UruverSlty under
the direction 01 Raj
Reddy. It beats
DARPA's goal 01
understanding
90% of ordinary
continuous speech
using a vocabu·
lerry of 1000 words.

The progIatnS SAM
~tAppller

M
anism) and
PAM {Plan Applier
Mechanism) are
develo~ b y
Roger
hank,
Robert Abelson
and their students
at Yale University.
SAM and PAM
demonstrate the
understanding of
stories by using
scripts and plans.

1977
Hems Moravec
equips the Stanford
Cart with stereo
vtsion. A televi·
sian camera that
moves along a rail
takes pictures of a
given scene Irom
several diflerent
angles. enabling
the Cart to lind the
distance 10
otlslacles in its

The Jet Propulsion
Laboratory builds
two Rover prototypes designed 10
ex plore Mars. To
stay upright. the
Hardware Prototype has caterptl·
lor tracks mounted
on flexible legs.

path.

In the USA . Robert
McGhee develops
a hexap:::d
Walkin~ machine
con tIo ed by a

The first World
Computer Chess
Tournament is held.
1972

1973

I

I

1974 1975

1976

The Computer Museum Re]X>rt

1977

The Software
Prototype has both
sensing ability and
intelligence.

1978
The Mcus Rover
~cancelled

NASA

opts for a lTKlJU"Led
SjXIce PlogIcon.
GM lllweils its
production line.
which uses a
progIcnnmable
universal machine
lor assembly
(PUMA) system
based on the
Scheinman arm.

Conslgtlt , aut 01 Gene.(l\ Moton R- . ct\ LalxlI"(l\od ft.
warren. MTch .

Hems Berliners
backgammon
pr~am wins the
war d champion·
ship.
Consigh\.l. by
Steven Holland.
Lothar Rossol and
Mitchel Ward, is
able 10 identity
and sort randomly
oriented ~ts on a
moving oclory
conveyor belt.
When the parts
move under two
converging light
l::eams, the l::eams
are split 111 two.
This p::rtlem is
detected by a
computer
connnected to a
television camera .
Co . hI·] consists
01 ~icarm robot
arm controlled by
a PDP 11 / 45
computer. Com·
menCOI versions
use an arm by
Cinclnatti Mila·
CIon.

St<:mlOid Corl . on loon loom Sto:nto.d Unlve . ... 'Y ,
St<:mlord. CA.

•

1978

1979
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CONTEMPORARY ROBOTS
FROM THE MUSEUM'S
COLLECTION
1981

1981

J::ottom ot its teel

Avatar represents

One of three of
Shigeo Hirose's

When these ene
touched, the quad-

a breed 01 persona! home robots
that evolved
following the
microcomputer
revolution in the

early 1980s. This
robot can move
without bumping

thmgs. talk
and handle obtects
with Its arm
Into

robots at the

ruped responds

musewn. the
quadruped oon
perform a oomplicoted task such as
-feehng Its way" up
stems of varying
heights. It has

with animal-Ilks
reflexes. Each leg

contact sensors on

inside the body
Into larger movements 01 the legs

the_and

contains an
elegant mechanical device that
translates small

molol movements

198 1
The flrsl direct
dnve (DO) cum by
Takeo Kcmade
served as the
prototype for DO
""",used in

--"'-""'-"'*

~.·I on IocrrJ bom 1"- Smlthsonlan Inst1tutloa.
WashlngIon.D C .

industry today
The electric motors
housed mside the
JOints eliminate the
need for chains or
tendons used in
earlier robots DO
arms Ole fast and
accurate because
they min1mlze
friction and
boe,""",

---'''--

DI •.-:tDtt... Alm·l,
o!ItCfCamegl.M eIJOn
I)nlvenltJ. pfttJ.b\ugh. Po.

--"'--

Titan m (QuadJuP«!lon loan !rom the Tolly<> Instltut.
oITec:hnoI<>gT. Tokyo. Japan

1983

1985

Odex is the ilrsl
commercially
available walking
robot It can wOIk
in dangerous

Underwater rovers
explore the ocean
depths under
remote control. The
lamous Titonic
wreck was explored by 0 large
rover COlled Argo,
but most underwater rovers me used
lor more routlne
inspection tasks.
TIle Sea Rover .
designed by
Christopher
Nicholson can
dive to depths 01
up to 120 meters
and travel at 1.5
knots while
relaying color
video pictures from
under the sea.

pIaoes Incxx::ess!ble
to vehicles WIth
wheels. These
include radioactive zones in

nuclear power
stations. rruhtary
batUeflelds. and
Wlderground

--"--'"

nunes. Its legs can
also serve as arms
tot llltlng and
moving ob)E!CtS

AYala> on loanl,om CharI.. Balme ' , J • . , U'bono,

"""
Direct
Drive

Arm-l
I

Odex-l

1981

1983
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-_.._-_

.

Sea RoYer. gilt 01 Naval SJ"llenu l nte~, 0 Joint
...nlureol Deep Sea Sv-tenu and llenl'-, Inc.,
r olmoulh, _ _

I
1985
TIle Computer Museum Report

Calendar Fall 1987

The Computer Museum

Britain's First Commercial Computer, The Leo 1
John M . M . Pinkerton, McLean Pinkerton .Asso:iates
The use and design of Leo 1 will be illustrated with a
r:eriod film and a talk. by its chief engineer.

The Computer Museum is a non-profit
50 l(c)3 foundation that cluonicles
the evolution of miormation processing through exhibitions. archlves.
publications. research and programs.

Oct 11
Sunday
3PM

The Society of the Mind: A Psychological Look at

daily 10 - 5, Friday 10 • 9 Winter:
Open Tuesday - Sunday 10 - 5,

Oct 18

Whirlwind's Genesis and Descendants
A panel discussion by the pioneers that built
the Whirlwind computer at MIT and subsequently carried
on the research and development at the MIT Lincoln

Oct 4

Sunday
3PM

Museum Hours: Swnmer: Open

Art1f1cial Intelligence
Professor Marvin Minsky, MIT

Sunday
2-4PM

Friday 10·9. Open Mondays during
Boston school vacation weeks. 10· S.
Closed ThanksglVing, Christmas, cmd
New Years Day Hours are subjeCt to
chcmge.
Membership All members receive a
membership CXlJd, free subscnption to
The Computer Museum Report, a 10%
dlscount on merchandise from 1he
Computer Museum Store, free
admission cmct invitations to Museum
previews. For more infonnobon
contact Membership Coordinator at
The Computer Museum. 300 ConQI8SS Street. Boston. MA 02210
Telephone (617) 426-2800.

Laboratory.

Nov 1

Robots: A Recapihllat10n of Ute
Professor Hems Moravec, Carnegie-Mellon University
An illustrated lecture by one of the field's innovators.

Sunday
3PM
Nov6·8

r

Frtnlght

Computer Garnes Weekend
Qassic and contemporary games will be available all
weekend in the Museum galleries.
25th Birthday Party of Interactive Computer Games

Saturday

Panel Discussions: COmputer Games. Past. Present

Sunday

cmd Future
Second International Core Wms Competition

Staff
Ja;eph F Goshen. Execubve Duector
Dr Gwen BeU, Founding President
Lynn Hall. RegistIar
Tom MerrtU, Exhibits TecIltlk:ian

MicroMouse Demonstrations

Or OUver Sbimpel. Olrotor
Michael Bergman, ExhibIt SpeaalJst
Dr Leah Hutten. Exhi.bIts Developer
Marc LeBIonc, E'xhlb.Its Intern

New From The Computer Museum Store

The New Computer Musewn Slide Rule Tie Bar
The perfect gift for every math·m1nded man. This tie bar
is based on the real thing. complete with A, C, and 0
sca1es and a moveable cursor Handsomely finished in
antique gold. $22 ,50 post-paid (Members $20,25)

•

Bonrue l\ltrentine. Education DuectOJ
Megan Hayes. Education SpeaalJst
Kurt Levitan, Education Assistant
Gregory SchroedeI, Opelotions/yisjtOl
COOidinator

,------- -----------------1
I

I
I
I
I
I
I1
I

0

0

o

YES!

I want 10 become a Member 01 The COmpulel' MU98W1l

$20 Student
0 $ 4 5 Famlly
$JO Indlvlduol 0 $lOODonor

0

$250 Sponsor
O$SOOPclron

1

I

AssIStant
Michael N Olekslw

o

VISA

Coo«1matm
Matt Mwray. InteIUn BusIness Manager
Vannatte Bastien, Accountant
Llne Lochar, Office Coordinator

0 _

I Cmd' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Expiratlon Dote'_ _ __
I
I ~.------------------II ~----------------------------~--____________________
II Oly
Stale
Zlp _ _ __

Germain DRK
Public Relations AdVisors
Abott Ames Advertislng,
Advertising Consultants
Michael Sand. Inc.,
£xhibIt Planrung Consultants
SIeve Nelson/Fay Folo,
Dan McCoy jRcnnbow, Photography

~

lax-deduc:t1b'e
to the ex19nl p.0Vided by the low
LConU1bubons
____me__
__________________

The Computer Museum Report

n, Development

Director
Scott Reilly. Development Assistant
Susan Versailles. Membership

IS my check made payabie 10 The computer M usewn for s,_ _ _ __

01' ctv:nge 10

Robert Gates, Amstant St0l8 Managel
Nioole Chang. Weekend Store Managez
Llndo Holekamp, Communk:utions
Kathleen Keough. FunctIons Manager

Members recetve nee CIdml!;!iIon lor one run yeCD Ulvitatlon!i \0 exhibit p.ev\8ws, advance
noI1ceol exhlbttuons and lect\Ues. InVltatlons 10 I'TlE!mbars-only events. a subscnpbon to our
nCltlng quartetly magazine The Computer Museum Report . and a 1O'r. dlsoount In the
Museum StOle
~

MOl'k Hunt. MOl'ket1ng DuectOl

Gc:nl Jennes. Public Relations Manager
l.cruIo Goodman, Store Manager

~
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The End Bit

0000000000000001
BIPER-3. designed by Hirofumi Miura and lsao Smmoyama in 1981 , was the
first legged machine to
balance itseU dynamically
Like a :P8fson, its gait relies
on its own forward momentum. It has stilt-like legs and
uses its hips to pick up its
feet. This gives the machine
a pronounced shuffling gait
like Charlie Chaplin's stilfkneed. walk .
BIPER-3 can walk forward,
backward. or sideways.

On Joan trom the University

a/Tokyo, Tokyo,

J~

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM REPORT
:VOLUME 2 1
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Joint
Collecting
Agreement

e have signed a collaborative agreement with the Smithsonian Institution, National Museum
of American History. which promises
to enhance the romputing collections
of both institutions.

!his is the first such formal joint
collecting agreement the Smithsonian has made with a museum of
the stature of The Computer Museum: said Dr. Arthur Molella,
chairman of the Dep:ll1ment of the
History of Science and Technology, of
the Smithsonian's National Museum
of American History and a member
of The Computer Museum's Borod 01
Directors. He further explained, The
field is so lcuge and there is so much
to do that irs necessary for us to
make agreements in important collecting fields with the leading specialized museums.·
The }oint arrangement with the
Division of Computers. Information,
and Scx:iety of the National Museum
of American History is brcod in scope,
a1fecting historical research, preservation and exhibitry. We will cooperate in creating a common catalog
and datab::lse of OUI collections. nus
is being carried Qut by a group
composed of David Allison and Jon
EklW1d from the National Musewn of
American History and Gwen Bell and
Lynn Hallirom The Computer Mu-

seum.
The common g<Xll in our collecting
agreement is to make sure that all
the important artifacts are preserved.
Considering that computers are now
entering their fifth generation and
that the classes range Irom supercomputers to personal computers,
the amount of matelial worth saving
is growing. Cooperative collecting is
essential for preservation.

The Scientific Instrument Commission
of the Union Intemationaie d'Histoire
et de Philosophie des Sciences is also
cooperating in the effort to develop a
complete listing of computer artifacts
held around the world. While the
collection of The Computer Museum
The Computer Musewn Report

is international, many national and
specialized museums preserve many
significant machines from their
regions. For example, The Science
Museum, Kensington. has much of
the known Babbage equjpment and
The Deutsches Museum, Munich,
has a collection of the machines
built by Konrad Zuse. The Computer
Museum is proud to have the NEAC
2201, one 01 the first transistolized
computers in Japan built by NEC,
components 01 EDSAC, Maurice
Wilkes' Cambridge University
computer that is the first tully
operational stored program machine, and other non-U .S. computers. One of the goals of The Computer Museum is to show that
computer innovations are not
unique to one country, to one comJXlI1y, or to anyone institution .

Saving the history does not just
mean collecting artifacts. For each
artifact, a technical file is also
needed. Such matelial includes
manuals, notebooks, photographs.
and other accounts 01 the development and use 01 the machine.

nus report lists new acquisitiOns to

the collections of the Museum. The
listing illustrates the diversity of the
collection. We have chosen to
feature some ephemera on the
cover. because this matelial is often
thrown out or thought to have little
value. On the contrary, ephemera
are important because they can
quickly evoke the spirit of an era.
Don't throw out your memorabilia,
Send it to us. Do it all at once, or
one at a time. Several times a year,
we receive a small envelope from
Phil Dom - it always has a surprise
spec card from an early computer or
some other piece of ephemera.
When Lynn Hall, the registrar and I
open it, we generally smile the rest
of the day. Vou too can make ow
days happy,

11le Collect1on ............. 2

The Future 01 Penona1
CoIn.p\ltirlg .................. 8

The Early HIstory
of LEO ......................... 12
John M M Ptnterton

Gwen Bell
Founding President
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The
Collection
New acquisitions
hom September
1985 through
September 1987.
Personal comput·

ers acquired between September
1985 and AUgust
1986 are Usteclln
Volume 17. Prior
acqul.s1tlons me
listed in Volumes
1, 5 and 10.
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The
Future 01
Personal
Computers
Jean·Louis Gassee

erul Bergson, In the early part 01 the twentieth
century, stated: "Intelligence, In what seems to be Its
origtnal leature, Is the laculty 01 mcmulacturJng artificial
obJecJs, especiaIly tools lor maJdng tools." This Is a very
nice representation 01 perscnal computers long belore
they were created. But it shows that the computer, as a
tool, has been desired lor a long time.

r

This Is oniy the beginning 01 the beginning. For all Intents cmd purposes, what has happened until now ccm
be dJsmJssed. A couple 01 years ago, people questioned
whether there were lewer technical innovations cmd the
personal computer Jndustry was slowJng down. 1 donY
even see that we are at the shoulder 01 a curve that Is
flattenJng out; we are about to enter a very rapid era 01

evolution.

What are personal
computers today?
Personal computers are tools that
will bring about a greater cultural change than Guttenberg,
TV. or even air conditioning . The
crux of the matter is that mankind has been in a long continuous developmental effort to make

r

things that our brains don't do
well . OUr power of reasoning is
very effective but not very
efficient. We are great at seeing
patterns - great at isomorphism
- finding knobs and twisting
them conceptually. But we <XlI1't
do sums; we're miserable at
crrithmetic. While I'm a mathematician by trade, I have great
dilticuJty in translating miles per
gallon to liters per kilometer . I'm
The Computer Museum Rep:>rt

frustrated by this because it's
counter-intuitive and I have to

switch measures and units. I get
confused . That's why we lust for
oomputers. We teel that we
have brains that are not up to the
tasks we need to do.

Personal computers are intellectual power tools. But what we
need to do is to make the symbiosis between man and computer
much better. Computers drill
intellectual holes that we cxmnot
drill with our own minds, They
are simulating engines and new
media. The electronic spreadsheet is a simulation of an existing environment with lines and

Mr. Ga:ssee,Senior Vice President
of Research and Development.
Apple Computer, Inc., SJX)ke at
the Museum in May 1987. Thisis
an edited transcription of his talk.
TIle Computer Museum is res;xmsible for any inaccuracies it may

contain.
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columns; it is an enriched electronic metaphor of an existing
situation . On the other hand,
each time the electronic metaphor is impoverished it doesn't
work, such as most applications
of "home computing" with the
poor metaphor of the cookbook
or checkbook.
Why is the personal computing
simulation engine a good tool?
The human being has a lot more
power to implement design
decisions using a personal computer, whether it is designing a
memorandum on a good word
processor, preJXUing slides with a
great outliner or desk-top publishing program. or designing mechanical or electrical objects.
Personal computers are not lcrrge
computers made smaller . For
example, financial planning was
done on mainframes long before
the TRS-80 or VisiCalc. Information was fed into the computer. it
crunched away, and later
excreted the results, The TRS-80,
Commodore 64, the Apple II, and
VisiCalc marked the birth of
personal computers for real
people, not just for hackers. The
di11erence between financial calculation on a mainframe and on
VisiCalc is clear. On the personal
computer everything happens
right now. It is an interactive
simulation; not input. proc:essing,
and then output.

The Short Term Future
Contrary to some p.:lSt predictions. technology is accelerating.
In the next five years, we will see
greater improvements in silicon,
magnetics, printing, and network
devices (but not keyboards) than
in the past five years, Since
1978, personal computers have
cost $5 ,()(X} and each generation
has brought much more power.
The next round will have much
better, deeper graphic COJXIbilities at this same cost. This phenomenon will continue into the
future.
Page 8 Winter 1987/88

The short term will also see more
players. Several years ago. the
compression of the industry was
predicted. But today, there are
more semi-conductor companies,
more software compcmies, and
more vendors of all kinds. And,
we haven't seen our friends from
Japan in the mcrrketplace yet.
The only conclusion is that there
will be more players and not less
players.

be more comp:rtible across
vendor lines so that you won't
have to worry about which
brand of computer you use to
develop your spreadsheet and
which brand you use to create
your graphics and printing.

It is important to have standcrrds
for the substrate of data and networks so that user-interfaces and
computers can be diverse. The
big 1uel1or growth will be invisible, heterogeneous networking.

The Intermediate Future
Quantity begets nature; by this I
mean that when the population
grows, the use changes. It is not
just the munber ot MIPS that are
available, but how they crre
managed for the user. We hope
to see rapid evolution of user
interfaces.
The intermediate term change
will be real networking, Today it
is not affordable by most. and
when it is used the user is too
network conscious. The rool
purp:>se 01 a network is to d.isap.
J)eOI. It is a meems to an end for
shuttling data back and forth.
The real change is that data will

Having a computer that has
access to remote memory without
going through protocols will
make them more intelligent. This
phenomenon will not occur in
the short term because of the
slow development of ISDN "Integrated Services Digital Network."
With networks you can have
such a new product as an integrated network spreadsheet. For
example, you can call in data to
your spreadsheet from other
computers on the system and
other spreadsheets can be updated as information is changed,
Peer-to-peer communication will
create greater productivity.
The Computer Musewn Report
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The More DJstant Future
Long term predictions also relate
to interactive simulations. Imagine that you can sit in tront of
your computer and plcm a trip to
Italy. Today. you would have to
get into Dow Jones or CompuServe and then into the Official
Airline Guide crnd start muddling
in schedules. It's }XIinstaking and
requires a lot of knowledge.
Normal people ccmnot do it.
And in this industry, we have to
serve normal people, not people
with lots at money or who like to
·hack.· Now let's imagine that
you can invoke a map of Italy
and point where you want to go.

The computer proposes schedules. shows you pictures of hotels,
museums, restaurants. beaches,
and other places of interest so
that you can simulate your trip.
Try it conceptually and find out
what it's going to cost. It it's too
much, then you can try something different. And then when
satisfied, make the reservations.
It's not hcud to imagine that you
would like to dQ that .
Similarly, if you want to remoclel
your house. it would be nice if
your computer knew a lot aOOut
its structure, the building codes,
the wiring, etc , Then you could
go through an aided·simulation
of changing the family room so
that you don't have to draw the
plan , The computer does this
cmd then follows through with
costing , scheduling, and the
other planning processes in
remodeling.
Computers today, although we
love them, are hoJ:elessly under·
powered. To do those kinds of
simulations, our computers are
several orders of magnitude
underpowered. We need. new
ways to use the greater JX>wer
that is very easy for us. We need.
A.1. and A.I .. A.I .. A.1. .... in
ways that I cxm't even specify
today .
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Today there are 10,000 data
i:xIses that are available . That is
nice? Maybe? U I say ~Honda
Civic to you, we share a com·
mon enough data base that we
know what this means. We cxm
have a meaningtul dialogue
atx)Ut it. But 1 have no cognitive
experience atout what 10,000
data i:xIses mean. It is hard
enough to dial into Diolog-. Most
data i:xIses are unusable. They
require navigation tools. We can
only hope that ISDN will be
equalized. networking technology
to the home and the office. We
need real door handles to make
it useful for everyone. We still
don't have the VisiCalc of data
8

bases.

"Having
anew
language,
we will
have new
thoughts. "
Another longterm goo:1 is to
provide a symbiotic relationship
between man and computer.
People at MIT, Xerox PARC, and
then Apple promoted the mouse.
What is it? It is not meant to
replace the keybcxlrd: when you
want to type text you type text .
The mouse provides direct mo·
nipulation with the computer.
For instance, instead of typing
delete ' such and such file," you
simply grab the mouse and
throw the file in the trash cxm.
You do it directly. You don't
have to know how to spell. You
just do it.
Some ideas, derived. born the
devices to help the disabled. use
computers, take us beyond the
mouse. There are prostheses that
capture nervous system outputs

and convert them into simple
computer corrunands. Newt>
physiologists have known that
when we read we unconsciously
send commands to the larynx.
We don't speak. out loud becx:ruse
we are told (aiter we learn to
read) that we have to shut up.
So we shut up, but the brain
keeps sending the signals and
we learn to control the impulse to
speak, almost. Most people still
do little jittery movements of the
larynx as they read.
In the symbiosis between man
and computer, the impulses in
the nervous system cxm be
decoded. Jor direct manipulation
of the computer without having
to grab the mouse with our hand.
This is technologically not neces·
sarily any more dillicult than
understanding speech, especially
in only controlling a small set of
actions such as moving cursors
and clicking mice. This is fallout
from the work being done with
fighter pilots for control in the
cockpit. My drearn is for gestural
or neural input and graphic
output. If you look at a neural
physiological map of the neurons
in the cortex you will find that
the hand has the most territory .

McLuhan said, ~Man forges tools
and thereafter our tools shape
us." This new medium, the
computer, will create new
thoughts. That sounds bizarre. If
we have computers that commurticcrte with the nervous system
we will think, learn, and play
differently . Having a new Ian·
guage, we will have new
thoughts.
Computers today are exceedingly dillicult to prog-rarn. With
new, more JX>werful machines,
we will sacrifice a little of the
new speed to have easier pr<r
grarnming. Today the marketplace is screaming for user-con·
trolled languages be=use
people want control. People
want JX>wer. Do you like to
prog-rarn your VCR? The coffee
maker?
Winter 1987/ 88
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The Great Equalizer

Apple's Role

My concerns for the future include the creation of the gull
between the computer haves
and the have nots. The gap between the most and least educated. persons in the Western
world is widening . We are in
great danger of creating an intellectual South Africa. The people
with the best education end up
Wlth the most interesting. and
highest JXIid jobs . The lack of
symmetry is interesting: people
who have ooring jobs don't get
paid more. The most exciting
jobs are the best paid.

Apple stands on the shoulders of
giants. We adapt things; we
don't invent many things. That's
nice. There is nobility in making

things nice and usable. Apple's
role is to provide platforms tor the
creativity of other people. Seymour Cray is one ot Oll customers and I'm proud to say he uses
our machine to do some dratting.
Our role is to integrate ideas and
make them into products so that
they can be on the shelves in the

store tor people to buy to enhance their pursuits.

" Learning is not just pouring
information into a vessel,
the student. Learning is
simulation. It is trying out
pieces. Putting them
together. Trying again. "
The great equalizer of having
networks in the home and office
is going to happen in Europe and
Japan before the United States. I
don't like it because I want it. (l
am a frustrated user.) But I am
also frustrated because networks
are an imJX>rtant tool for productivity for the whole country. In
the US, freeways are bUilt by the
federal government. Similarly, I
think data freeways should be an
edict of the federal government.
If this job is not done, the forces of
the free market could create a
time lag or some expmsive incomp:rtibilities that we, as customers, would end up p::rying for.
The ISDN stemdard for graphic
stations is a less attractive subset
them the European standards.
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While Apple will have a CD ROM
device in the future, today's
p roblem is to get two gigabytes
of information out of the machine
usefully. Experimentation is
going on for new navigational
devices. We will lick the navigational problem before the publishing problem. Why? We
femtasiZe about using the computer to write. For my next book ,
I'd like a thesaurus, Strunk. emd
White's Elements 01 Style, and
some specialized materials. The
data 00ses that can be on CD
ROMs for a mass market are
small. I think some vertical
market areas may develop, such
as tax: rules. Nevertheless, Apple
will provide a CD ROM product
emd lose money for a while.

We feel that social policy emd
long term marketing should be
convergent. It should not be a
tug of war. But the problem of
declining literacy really scares
me. If you can't spell, a spelling
checker won't do much for you.
No one knows how to fix the
declining llteracy in the Western
world. One underlying reason is
that technology is maldng the
world easier to live in. The
sUIVival needs, just about the
poverty level. are less them they
used. to be. TV is p:nt of this. but
it is legal and I don't believe in
cultural fascism. VCR's and
tapes are the wrong medium for
learning. Learning is not pouring
information into a vessel. the
student. Learning is simulation.
It Is trying out pieces. Putting
them together. Trying again .
The reason that there are so few
good learning programs on
personal computers today is that
good learning programs are
simulation programs. They are
imJX>verished metaphors of the
book or of silly gcrmes.
We feel that the computer is the
celebration of the human spirit.
Hoiornl:xIrt, another philosopher,
&nd, 1he~~alsrnthe
twentieth century are cx:rrs.
because they reflect technology,
art, and human freedom. I certainly hope that if Holotx:nt were
alive today he would say that
computers are the ~~als
of the second half of the
twentieth century .

The Computer Museum Report

The Early
History of LEO:
The First Data
Processing Computer
John M .M . Pinkerton

•

John

Pinkerton was the
chiet architect of LEO, which
stood tor Lyons Electronic Oltice.
LEO, the world's first commercial
data prcx::essing computer, is a
direct descendant of the architecnue outlined in draft EDVAC
ReJX)rt via the Maurice Wilkes'
EDSAC. LEO I was being used [or
]XlYToll and office data p rocessing in early 1954, prior to similar
use by GE of their UNIVAC 1.
John Pinkerton tells his own story,
that of a young physics graduate
of Cambridge, who jomed The
Lyons Company and was inspired by Comptrollers John R.M.
Simmons (who died in 1985) and
T. Raymond Thom]:JSOn (who
died in 1972) to build the first
data processing computer. G.B.
John M . M . Pinkerton and Gwen Bell at
the talk. Pinkerton pzesented the
Museum with. a marketing 1ilm to seU
LEO U computers that was made by
Lyons in 1957.

The Lyons Company

This is an abstract of a talk given
by John Pinkerton at The Computer Musewn on October 4,
1987. A paper on which this
talk is based is copyrighted by
John M .M. Pinkerlon.
The Computer Musewn Rep:>rt

How did it happen that J . Lyons
& ComJXll1Y Limited. a wholesale
food and catering business,
came to build a computer for its
own use and then go into the
computer business?

In the 1890s, the Salmon and
Gluckstein families started a
business at Cadby Hall in West
London to cater for functions at

the Olympian exhibition halls
next door. By the beginning of
World Wm II, Lyons had a high
reputation for efficiency with the
general public. They ran a
variety of wholesale food busi·
nesses distributing tea and
coffee, ice cream, bread and
cakes, as w ell as other lines
Uuoughout the UK. Lyons did not
believe in using wholesalers but
sold and delivered directly to
twenty or thirty thousand small
Winter I Q87/88 Page 11

The EDSAC being bullt at C<unbridge University Mathemcrt1c:al Laboratory. Maw1ce Willces is kneeling in the center beh1ncl the
mercury delay lines.

retail shops. They also had a
chain of alxmt 150 tea shops.
four or five large hotels. various
restaurants. and an outdoor
catering division. They em·

ployed 30.000 people. All this
mecmt routine accounting for a
vast number of small transac·
tions with clerical efficiency since
margins were small.

In the early twenties. the need for
effective methods of accounting
was recognised. and resulted. in
the recruitment of a young
mathematics graduate from
Ccunbridge. John R. M . Simmons.
A few years later he recruited.
another Cambridge mathematician. T. Raymond Thompson . By
the mid-thirties they had rational·
ized the Lyons office practice and
brought It under their mcmage-ment. In LEO and the Managers
(1962). Simmons wrote. • ... the
Page 12 Winter 1987/ 88

curse of routine clerical work is
that without exercising the
intellect. it demcmds accuracy
and concentration. ... (He was)
lOOking forward to the day when
machines would be invented.
which would I::e a::q:x:Ible of
doing all this work automati-

cally:
By the thirties. Simmons cmd
Thompson were not only studying the accounting and calculating machines on the market but
using some in intensively unorthoctox ways. For instance, they
were pioneers in the use of the
KocI.ak. Recordak. camera for
processing bakery orders.
Punched. card systems were not
generally favored. Lyons believed. that the rationalisation of
clerical procedures that was
needed to transfer work to cards
would not prove to save costs.

When I ;oined Lyons in 1949.
Simmons was Chief Comptroller
and Thompson was Chief Assistant Comptroller. They were in
charge of some 2 ,(X)() clerical
staff who worked in large o~n
plan rooms with 200 clerks
carrying out routine payroll
calculations, order processing or
invoice p::ISSing. I found the atmosphere in the clerical department was one of high seriousness

ot pllljJOSe and dedianed loyalty
on the part of the staft. Systematic grading of clerical jobs had
been pioneered in Lyons' oUices
and rewards and promotion
were strictly related. to merit.
which was regularly reviewed .
Simmons was totally dedicated to
management and especially to
the collection cmd application of
management information using
the computer. nus came out
The Computer Museum Report

The LEO I used 5,000 valves (VacUum tubes), drew 30 kw of power of which 3 1Dn w ere used fOf cooling fans, and occupied a
room 45 feet square. The mercwy In the d elay tubes w eighed half a ton. It executed 700 Instructions per second and could. Pf~
duce two-Hoe paysl..\ps at the rate 01 50 per minute on the Hoe printer.

1be Birth 01 LEO
clearly in his second l:x:Jok: The
Management of Change (1970).

In 1947, Lyons sent Thompson
and Oliver Standingford to the
USA to investigate the "giant
brains that were then being
re}X>rted in the British press. An
introduction was obtained to
meet Professor Goldstine at
Princeton who was associated
with the ENIAC and specifying
the EDVAC. I heard Thompson's
account of this meeting several
times. It apparently lasted an
hour or so. In the first half hour,
Goldstine explained to Thompson
the principles of the stored progrcnn computer . In the second
half hour, Thompson explained
to Goldstine just how the computer could be employed on
routine clerical work, such as
payroll and invoicing . •
M

Thompson joined Cadby Hall in
1928, after working in a Uverp:ol
department store. He had the
quickest intelligence of anyone I
ever met. Much of the inspiration
for the hmdware development as
well as the software of the LEO
p roject came from him. He could
quickly visualize ways to organize anything from a complex
clerical task to a language
compiler down to the finest
detail. He maintained the enthusiasm and set the intellectual and
management tone of the Leo
project from its beginning in 1947
to the merger with English Electric in 1963.

Ironically in the USA, they
lecnned about Maurice Wilkes'
EDSAC project underway at
The Computer Museum Rep?rt

Cambridge University. They lost
no time in going to Cambridge
on returning to the UK. After
seeing Wilkes' project, Thompson
told me he was impressed. by the
squareness of the pulses he saw
on an oscilloscope in the lab
(even though he had no knowledge of electrOniCS). Thomp;on
and Stanctingford formed a
favorable impression of Wilkes'
work re}X>rted for the Lyons
Board, Only a fragment of this
has been preserved : ·We believe
that they have been able to get
a glimpse of a development
which wilL in a few years time,
have a profound effect on the
way in which clerical work (at
least) is performed. Here, for the
first time there is a pJSSibility of a
machine which will be able to
cope, at almost incredible st:eed,
with any variation of clerical
procedure, provided the condiWinter 1987/88 Page 13
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LEO I as it

tions which govern the variations
can be pre-detemtined. What
eUect such a machine could
have on the semi-repetitive work
of the oUice needs only the
slightest eUort 01 imagination.
The possible saving from such a
machine should be at least
£5O,OC>O a year. The capital cost
would be of the ordeT of
£100,000.
feel therefore that the Compony might well wish to take a
lead in the development of the
machine and. indeed. unless
organizations such as ours,
namely the JX)tential users, are
prep:::rred to do so. the time at
which they become commercially available may be unnecessarily JX)Stponed for many years.'
~We

In November 1947, the Bcx::Jrd
agreed to contribute £2.500 to
the cost ot the EDSAC and to lend
Ernest Lenaerts to Wilkes tor six
months, which turned out to be
nearer a year . Lenaerts, who
had worked for Lyons for several
Page 14 Winter 1987/ 88
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years. was employed in electronic engineering during his war
service. In retum, Wilkes agreed
to give Lyons whatever details 01
the EDSAC design they might
need to build a machine tor their
own use. Lenaerts reported to
Thompson on progress.
Duling 1948 Lyons tried, and
failed. to find a contractor to
build a machine like the EDSAC.
Later that year they decided in
principle that when Wilkes'
machine had been shown to
work. they would build a version
of it themselves. They therefore
advertised tor someone to take
charge of the engineering and I
applied tor the job.
When the anonymous advertisement appeared I suspected it
was from Lyons. I had returned
to COmbridge after the war to
work with Mr J. A. RatoWfe at the
Cavendish Latx:>ratory only 100
yards away from the Moths Lab
where Wilkes worked, I wrote a
thesis on ultrasonic absorption in

liquids using a pulse method
which. as it happened. was an
ideal preparation for work on
computers using delay lines for
storage. I first met Wilkes as an
undergraduate through the University Wireless Society. In the
summer of 1948. Wilkes told me
alx)Ut Lyons' interest in building
a computer.

In December 1948, I went for an
all day interview at Lyons which
was extremely impressive. Not
only was 1 given an excellent
lunch. but Mr G . W . Booth, the
venerable but alert Director of the
clerical dep:ntment who was
over 80 years Old, came out to
interview me. He asked me if I
thought I could make this machine work . I optimistically said 1
could, but added that as it
needed several thousand valves,
it would be difficult to make reliable. which naturally turned out
to be correct . On December 18th,
I got married and in mid Janumy. 1949. 1 started to work for
Lyons.
The Computer Museum Rep:>rt
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Construction ot LEO I

Putting LEO to work

Lyons decided to wait to stcrrt
building their copy at EDSAC
atter it was demonstrated to work
by computing a table of primes.
In the meantime, I went to a

Lyons training course given to
their oUice supervisors and spent
several weeks in Cambridge

absorbing the design 01 EDSAC
and its logic and circuit tech-

niques. Ernest Lenaerts and I set
up a small w orkshop to build a
delay line and circulate pulses in
it. We also tried some ideas for
trcmsmitting pulses over long
leads because we thought LEO
would be physically bigger than

Once EDSAC began to w ork ,
events moved fast at Cadby Hall.
A lcrrge room in the office block
was allocated, statf were transferred from other deJXII1ments or
hired from outside, and Lyons excellent drawing office got to work
drawing up racks and chassis to
carry the circuits. A contractor
was app:>inted to build the units,
and a revised d esign of the
EDSAC batteries of ultrasonic
delay lines was drawn up making full allowance for engineering tolerances.

Handmmked documents at J . Lyons &
Company Ltd. to be automaticaLly read
and transfened to punched pap&r tape
by LEO in the early sixties.

EDSAC.
In February 1949. I started discUssions on h ow to deal with the
input and output problems
revealed. by the p:ryroU program.
It was recognized that input data
would typically fall into one of
three categories: (1) current data
reflecting events since the last
run of the job, (2) data brought
forward from that run and (3)
semi-permanent data n ot requiring to be repunched tor each
run. Similarly results would fall

into at least two categories:

E/2 t

BAKERY RAILS ORDER FORM
JOUII.Nty
NVMUk

OEAl£II.·S

NUMBER

cto.

~.

(1)

results to be printed cmd acted on
(e.g .. wages to be paid) and (2)
results to be carried forward.

U

."
'4

We decided that LEO needed
multiple channels for roth input
and output. to be fitted with
butfers that could be read in a
single operation and were large
enough to hold all the data items
of a given kind, e.g., one person
on the payroll. We also decided
that LEO needed means for conv erting and reconverting data
and results automatically in each
channel. rather than using subroutines within the machine. The
first of these decisions turned out
to be excellent but the second
was bad in execution and probab ly in p rinciple.

TARTS

D£UVEII.Y kEQUllI.ED

J.

The Computer Museum Report

From the start Lyons believed
that their own statt should create
p rograms tor LEO which would
be suitable for the work of their
ot1ices. In 1950, David Caminer
who had been in charge of Lyons
Systems Research Office was
app:>inted to take charge of all

LYONS

&

COMPANY
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LEO Lives On ".
LEO programming. Payroll was
to be the first main routine task.
Since a breakdown in the middle
of a two hour ;Cb could be serious, the concept of putting out
restart totals at the end of each
department in the p;::ryroll was
established early on .
Punched a nd machines were
used for all channels, except
those canying current input
data, for which we chose
punched tape. Binary, not
decimal numbers, were punched
into the cards as a comJX]ct
method of carrying forward
results from one run of a job to
form the data for the next.
We estimated that doing the
conversions by subroutines
would take up 90% of the time of
LEO 1. But the conversion and
reconversion problems were
sol ved when Lenaerts recognised
that if the binary values of 10,
100, 1,000 an.d so on were stored
in a matrix of the new germanium diodes, then the control
circuits for multiplication and
division taken over from EDSAC
could be adapted to control the
two conversion operations. They
took no more than 10% of LEO's
time, an acceptable overhead .
About 1,000 new germani\.ill1
diodes were used, accomplishing a task that would have been
impractical with hot cathode
diodes used elsewhere in LEO .
In 1953, when the machine was
ready for use, the entire c lerical
staff of Lyons, numbering m ore
than 2,000, wasbrought to
Cadby Hall in batches of 30 to
see a demonstration of LEO .
Within six months, LEO produced
IXII1 of the p::xyroll for the Ford
Motor Company at Dagenham.
Early in J 954. LEO started doing
the Cadby Hall JXlYIoll and other
;Cbs followed rapidly, including
bakery sales and tea shop orders.
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Lyons SCIIN LEO I as a considerable success and it remained in
service until 1954. They invested
in a design of an improved
model for small scale production
and sale, LEO Mark II, which ran
about three times faster than LEO
1. Eleven LEO U's were built - all
of them slightly different.
Before the end of the fifties, it
became obvious that a JXlIallel
transistorized machine was
feasible and we embarked on
LEO m. This was a 40-bit parallel
machine of advanced architectille incorporating (as we later
found out) many ideas also used
in the IBM 360 series. Besides the
multiple, bu!1ered I/O channels
provided by LEO I and II, it had
multi-radix, as well as floating
point arithmetic, extremely
effective checking of data recorded on tape, direct input and
output to and from main store
(DMA) and 4 protection tag bits
to each word in store allowing
multitasking with up to 15 jobs. It
was, I believe, also the first
machine using microprogramming to go into production anywhere in the world.
About ISO LEO ill's were built
and sold . However, the capital
demands of a growing business
persuaded Lyons in 1963 to
merge the computer d ep:ntment
with English Electric. Later they
sold their hall share of the joint
company to English Electric.
While no LEO m's remain in use,
a few System 4 machines from
English Electric and 2900 series
models from ICL have micro
coded implementations of the
LEO m instruction set. thus allowing one valued customer to
continue to use an interlocked
suite of programmes originally
written for LEO ill in the midsixties.
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The Computer MUI8UDl

~~ Alice Trexler explains her work in computer

'The Computer Museum is a non·profit
SOl(c)3 foundatxm that chronicles
the evolution of information processing through exhibitions, archives,
publications, research emd progrcuns.

dance with a live demonstration of txxiy movements interacting
with oomputer screen displays.
Experiments in Computer GraphIcs and Art
Graphics pioneer Ken Knowlton will p resent on illustrated
lecture on the evolution of his work from the sixties through
the eighties.

S~

3PM

Feb »21
Satwclay-

~

MUIeUm Hours: Summer: Open
daily 10 - 5, Friday 10 . Q. Win ter:
Open Tuesday - Sunday 10 - 5,
Friday 10 - Q. Open Mondays dwing
Boston school vacation weeks,lO • 5.
Oased Thanksgiving. Christmas, emd
New Years Day . Howsare sub;ect to
clxmge.

1h1rd AnnuallC1ds Computer Fcdr
Try out some of the latest edua:rtional and entertaining software
tor students ages 4-14. Play with looot toys. Lecnn about
oomputer related activities in a special resowce center.

- .PM

LEGO/LOaO: Bu1ldinQ a New World In the Classloom
Stephen Oeko cmd Mitchel Resnick of :MlT's Media Lal:xuatory
will demonstrate a LEGO-based smart machine. They will also
illustrate how children learn about the world by using personal
computers emd sensors to transform LEGO building sets into
sophisticated toys.

Fab28

~

Membersh1p All members receive a
membership card, free subscription to
The Computer Museum Report. a 10"10
discount on merchandise from The
Computer M useum Store, free
admission emd invitations to Museum
previews. For more information
contact Membership Coordinatot at
The Computer Museum. 300 Con·
gress Street, Boston. MA 02210 .
Telephone (617) 426-2800.

Beyond Natwe: Computer Graphic Simulations of We
Peter Oppenheimer of 'The Computer Graphics Laboratory, New
Yorklnstitute of Technology, will introduce and discuss his
computer-generated experiments that create surreal forms of life
captured on video.

Jnteutgent Machines of Today and Tomorrow
Raymond Kurzwell, inventor of a reading mo:::hine for the blind
emd other computer-hosed devices, will talk: about artificial
intelligence emd introduce the special film the Kurzweil Foundation produced, "The Age of Intelligent Machines" .
March 19
and 20
sat and
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Joseph F. Cashen. Erecufjve DiJector

Dr. Gwen Bell. Founding President

SIGGRAPH E1ectronic Theatre 1987 Part 1
Four showings over the weekend of the edited tapes from
SIGGRAPH 1987 with commentary by em authority.

Or. Oliver Strimpel. OJrator
Kurt Levitan. TechnicxIl Coordinator
Tom MelTill. Exhibits Technician
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Lynn. Holl. Registrar/ Collections Manager
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Bonnle 1\UIentine. Educatloll DirectoI
Michael o.ertok. Education Assistant
Gregory Scluoeder. Operotions Manager

SlGGRAPH Electronic Theatre 1987 Part 2
Fow showings over the weekend of the edited tapes from
SIGGRAPH 1987 with commentary by em authority.

Mark Hunt, Mmk.eting Director
Gall Jennes. Public Relations Manager
Laura Go:x::\man. Stole Manager
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2SU' Anniversary

o/Computer
Games Weekend

While the weekend's spotllghl focused
fust on Spacewar! and the hlstoricol side
of computer games. It then went on to
highlight a range of other events. Panel
discussions on both the past and future 01
games, micromouse rooot demonstrations, a bi:rthck:ry party, Core Wm tourna·

ment. and lots ol represenlative computer
games - au were ingredients 01 the An-

Cover:

CJa;e...up of the back of Roe
Adams's jacket at Computer Games
Weekend Photo~ J . David Bohl

25th AnnIversary '" Computer
Games Weekend .................... I

niversary Weekend.

T wenty.five years
more 01 compute! games? That may
be hard for people raised on 'Pong" or
•Asterok:ls° to I::::elieve. It seems like just
yesterday video games Invaded the
arcades of Amerkxl Wlth their bhnking
01

lights. blips COld I::eeps.
But for the flock 01 game aficionados and
members 01 the press who descended

upon TIle ComputeJ: Museum Noveml:er
6-8, twenty-five years sounded just right.

Why? Bea:ruse three o! the inventors 01
the world's first interactive computer
go:me were there. In I Q62 a group of
M.!.T. hackers working on the school's
rec:ently-ocquized PDP-l computer
oollo.borated to create the game. known
as Spacewar! II was perhaps as hwnble
in its origins as it was powerful in Its
impact With a multitude of computer
and video games now solidly In place in
homes, offices. schools, bars and arcades
throughout the oounby, it seemed
entirely appropriate for The Computer
Musewn 10 host an cmniversary celebra-

tion.
The Computer Museum Report

The weekend Wled otf with a Gala
Birthday Party, FrIday night. when three
of the original Spocewcu1lnventorsSteve "Slug" Russell. Alan Kotek mld
McntIn "Shag" Graetz - were rewUted.
1bey were joined. by a number of other
prominent game inventors mld experts
who reminisced about computer gcone
history and explored some of the
Industry's latest trends. MIngling with
ISO of the Museum's guests and gcone
devotees, these pioneers ac\cIed to the
cctered dinner's general mood of festivity
mld nostalgia.

In addition, almost two dozen games
were kxx:rted mound the M useum's fifth
Door galleries for public use the entire
weekend. TIley gave active testlmony to
the evolution of computer gcunes: from
Spocewcu1 and its unwieldy PDP-l
rncn.nbcone (p:Irt of the Musew;n's
perrnanenl collection) 10 the threedimensional colored sights and stereo
sounds of ' M arble Madness' or "The
Halley Project' on ml Amiga personal
computer.

The Beg1nn1ngs 01 Computer
Gam.... .................................. 3
David AhJ

The Future 01 Computer
Games .................................... 6

WhIrlwind's Genesis and Descendants ............................. 10

Whirlwind's Success ."."."",. 10
Jay Fortes/et

DIscoverIng a "New World" 01

Computing ........................... 14
Robert R Evere tt

From WOlld Waz n Radar
Systems to SAGE ................... 15

c. Robert Wieser
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Saturday leatured a two-part symposium
entitled The Coming 01 Age 01 Computer
G:Jmes.' The morning session addressed
the history 01 computer games. while the
aftemoon discussion locused upon the
present and future 01 the games industry
(See separate articles). Both sessions
drew interested crowds 10 the Museum's
auditorium.
SWlday's events were perhaps the most
WlUSUal 01 the weekend. David otten
and his tearn from M.I.T. made the most
01 a ten loot by len loot maze to run their
world champion MITEE micromouse
through its paces. MITEE and a companion mouse dazz.led the audience as they
used infrared sight. computer memory
and impressive acceleration to track the
fastest route from start to center point In
the maze. Micromouse teams from West
Point Military Academy and Northeast·
em University were also on hand to learn
some pointers and see the chcnnp in
action.
Running concurrently With the micromouse demonstration was a Core War
teach·in, followed by the Second international Core Wm Competition. Twentyfive to thirty people look part in the informative session, led by Core War pioneer
A.K. Dewdney and Core Wm Society
Chainnan Mmk Clarkson. The pcoticipants learned about some of the more
sua::esstuJ strategies and how to design
their own Core Wm progrcnn. A Core
Wm pits two progrcnns. one against the
other, in an attempt to gain control of a
computer's memory. The eight quarterfinalists In this year's contest were narrowed down from a field 01130 and included the two finalists from a similar
competition In Japarl. The roWld robin
style eliminations eventually trimmed the
entries down to two - Ron Paludan's

I

•

PLAGUE. and FERRET by Robert Reed.
FERRET proved victorious in the best 01
five series. so that Reed succeeded last
year's winner Chip Wendell on the Core
War throne.

Network, USA Today and stories by the
!>.P. UPI and Reuters. to extensive features
in the Boston Globe, Boston Herald and
other local news outlets).
Coordinated by David Hav1ick. the
weekend brought action to all aspects of
the Museum. OUr collections grew,
members had a good time. and Ideas for
future games activities were generated.
Watch out for Computer G:Jmes Month
next November!

In addition to providing a festive opportunity for both the serious and the lighthearted gamester to enjoy a lavorite
subject, the weekend prompted national
and international media coverage (from
'Entertainment Tonight: Coble News

I!
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The 13egir1n¥lgs ot
Computer Gd1nes
DavidAhl

This is adapted from a keynote talk: at
The Computet Museum's Computer
Games Weekend, November 6-8, 1987.
D:rvid Ah1 is the founder oj Cleattve
Computing. the first magazine that
/ocused on an the uses oJ the personal
computer lrom games to science and
home~.

What

Makes a
Good Computer Game?
II takes many elements on several levels,
skilltully combined. to make a good.
oomputer game. For example, good.
oomputeI games me easy to learn, but
not easy to beat. They are a challenge
to expert players, but access:ibI.e to
novices. TIley have elements ollantasy,
but do not totally abandon reality. They
me tun and keep us ooming b:lck fot

Ii

mOle.

One way 01 th1nklng of the world of
computer games Is as a Venn diagram of
games. puzzles, and simulations (Figure
1). SUnulations me representations of
real·world proc::EJS5El:S such as a journey
over the Oregon Trail. the landing 01 a
lunar capsule, 01 a game 01 black)ack.
Puzzles are problems with a b:d1llng
quality or great Intrlcacy that require

substantial mental ingenuity to solve
such as the Chinese ring problem, the
Lcx1y and the Tiger. or even tlc-tac-toe.
And garnes. we know, a:m lange from
fantasy to shoot 'em up to Pacman.
Although thousands 01 computer games
have come and gone. only a hanc\1ul.
such as Spacewcnt will be considered
clossics. I believe, In general, these
classics will fall in the middle mea 01 the
Venn diagram. They will have some
elements of fantasy , of simulation of realworld pocesses and people. cmd of puzzlement. While graphics rocry add to the
visual presentation, they aren·t really
necessory. For example. the text
The Computer Museum Report

adventure games from Infoc.om and
others have elements of fcmtasy. simulation. cmd puzzlement which povide
many layers of interest and challenge to
a wide variety of players.
The First Computer Game.

Not only ene we celebrating the twentyfifth cmniversary of SJXIC8war1. but in
1987. the thirtieth cmniversary of computer games themselves.
The first compuler game was developed
in 1957 by Willy Higinb:ltham at
Brookhaven National Laboratory . This Is
nol widely known. and has not been
widely wrttten up, but I do know that
some of the cunent games writers saw it
cmd were Influenced by II.
In the late fifties, people lliougtlt of
computers as magic. At Brookhaven
National Laboratories. one of the centers
of atomic energy research. tours were
held to educate the general public.
Higinl:x>tham noted that the visitors really

couldn't relate to any of the machinery.
He took a live-inch oscilloscope and
devised a game. He used. potentiometers
to adJust the cmgle of little paddles in the
bottom two COmeIS. He put a line that
repiesented a net in the middle and had
a blip that bounced back and forth over
the net. thus devising a simple game of
tennis. The player adjusted the angle of
the paddle to hit the l:xlJl higher OJ lower.
You actually couldn't see the paddles but
hod to guess, based on turning the nobs
of the potentiometer. One nice feature
was that you always hit the l:xlJl if it
came over the net. U you hit it lola the
net or over your head you lost. It wasn·t
a tremendously challenging game, but
in 1957. it represented something thai
was "neal" and tun. I was a seruor lo
high school. saw it and thought that it
was spectacular. That was the first
computer game even though It lovolved
some spedo:l electronics cmd a m::nnlIame with the oopability 01 a small Atari
today.
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for planting next yem's ClOp, and deo:l
with lots of little Interacting variables.
We fit both FOCAL and the program Into
the 4K memory available on the PDp.s.
The original program was about 700
bytes. Since the world was not beating a
path to DECs door to buy FOCAL
machines, we contracted with others to
wrtte BASIC lor the PDP-8.

The BASIC Interpreter for a stand-alone
$8500 4K PDP-8 with a teletype Model 33
used 3.6K of the memory. This)eft 400
bytes fOl the program. One 01 the brst
PlogrcnTlS we managed. to;am into this
little machine was Hammurabl. which
was soon followed by Looar Lander - a
game derivative of Spa::ewar1.

...... '
TIle FlIst Widely Used Computer
Simulation.
in the early sixties, the faculty of the
business school at Carnegie started to
build a monstrous business simulation
known simply as "the management
which in a form is still being used.
The concept was set down In the late '50s
to devise a simulation 01 the detergent
tndusby, to allow students to lake the role
01 comp:xnies and compete against each
other, With a week equolling a year and
play continuing 101 twenty years. What
started as a simple mcnketing game then
became more and mole complex as
other modules w9rsodded. In 1961 and
'62. as the ooncept developed, addltional
modules were made for different meas
such as re5ElCllCh and production. A
major challenge was getung these all to
work: Wlth each other. II started to
become a truly Interactive simulation
even though we hOd to feed the machine
3000 punched cards a week to run the
model.

game:

11'Ie original game was written In 0

Level two of selling machines 10 schools
was to sell time-shared systems. But
these were hard 10 exploin so we
developed a demonstration. When we
blought this to the Brockton School
System they wanted to schedule II In the
auditortum so that the dtizens could
come and approve this major expenditure lor the school. The first problem was
finding the nearest telephone and
running a cord down the hallway 10 the
auditorium. We brought our ASR 33
te)etype and set It up onstoge. A
pamphlet explaining a scenark> 01
interactions on Hammurabt was distJib.
uted to the auchence. Then Jim BaIJey
dialed the computer at Digltal, He heard
the tone and it spelled out. -Logon
please: He entered an acoount number
and it replied "Logon please.• After
seveJal iterations he rea:llzed the system
was down. Since he was up on the
stage, Jim said, -Hammurabt has fuSI
come back and said, 'How much do you
want to plant?' No matter what key he
pressed, the computer replied 'Logon

The DIgItal PDP" ""'""P"ter with I~ ..... _

011

pIeose: When the demo was over. Jim
crwnpled. up the JXIper and puillin his
pocket. The b:>ttom line: Brocklon
bought the S58,CXXl system - the mst
Time-Shared 8 in a New England school.
BASIC Computer Games.

At DEC there was little enthusiasm tor
publishing or distributing computer
games. I was convinced they were of
Interest to our users. Because there was
no supp:m to publish BASIC Computer
Games. I said 111 just do it. [t won·t oost
anything. 111 type it in and do the layout
myseU: II WOW'ld up oosting DEC neIl 10
nothing and surprised everyone, even
me. by selling out of the first printing of
IO,OCX) in thIee months. In 1979, It
became the first million selling comput·
Ing book. in a version b:lsecl on Mict060tt
BASIC under the Creative Computing

_1.

Its sequel. More Computer Games. did
well. but the third book In the series. &g

Computer Games, was printed but not
distributed by Zif1 Davis. My most recent
book. Basic Computer Adventures.
publ1shed by Micr060tt Press In 1986, has
ten simulations of real adventures such
as the travels of Marco Polo and AmeUo
Ecnhart with a lew p.lZZ1es built in.
The First Personal Computing Magazine.
In November 1974, the first iSsue oJ

Creative Computing came out, devoted
to the Idea that computers can be fun,
not just business.

Nolan Bushnell's Second Game.
His first gcnne was Computer SJXlO9. very
much like SJXlO9war!. Unfortunately. it
was distributed In the coln-op enviIon·
ment, bars and taverns, where the guy
with a beer in one hand and a joystick in

u.. .aU_ camp.!'- IDtroduc:ed Into pubik: oc-.

language oolled GATE on a Bendix G 15
computer. In m y seexmd year at the
Graduate School of Industrial Administration. I had 0 job to convert the program
Into the new language oolled FOR'mAN.
(I got the job bea:ruse at the time [ was
one 01 the few people who knew FORTRAN, having learned It working at
Grummcm Aircraft on an (BM 704 simulating the cockpit contlOls 01 jet tighters.)
The PDP.ti Educat10nal Simulations.
In 1969 when I joined DEC there really
wasn't an educational market. The PDp·
8s spoke mochIne kmguage and FOCAL,
an interactive longuoge mxieUed on
ALGOL written at DEC by Rick MeniU. It
was a very Interesb.ng and power1ul
lan~ that, In hindsight, coWd have
been the generic Ianguoge if DEC had.
made it widely available. Then BASIC
would not have had a chance.
RIck Merrill also developed some

simulation games - which Is what
Interacting with a computer Is OIl about.
In one 01 these, Hammurabi, students
manage a tittle dty-state where they buy
and sell land, feed their subjects, protect
grain warehouses from rats, save grain
Page 4 Spring 1988
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The BegInnings 01 Rogue
Ken Arnold. the CO<IesIgner of Rogue.
spots about how he oo-mvented /1 Jess
than ten years ago at Berkeley.

r

Since I'm less them Ihlrty. I'm crwed thcrt
I'm p:::ut 01 a hlstory sectlon, When I was
first an undergfCIciuale at Berkeley. the
terminal room had ADM machlnes where
you could only move the cursor down the
pogo. Thls llrnited us to text games like
Adventure and Rogue 101 the people who
hod ARPAnet = t s. Then came the
dumb termlnals where the cursor could
move anywhele on the screen, ibat. wos
rOOUy a boon to gaming. Then, people
started to CRT hack.... thcrt Is, draw plcturao;
on the screen and move them around. FOI
aoout two months \hat seemed to be en·
terto1rUng . Some people decided thcrt this
wos \he way to start writing games.

Here is how the program looh:
110111 TYPI: " "1 . .... 1 THCK . GOOD LO(l~ING.
MOW "I.ICH HOOlEY DO YOU _r",1
',.NO HI"! MfO ~OUO " ! M, AS _ PP INC I PAL
TYPE MTHIU. ~ YOU ~ " R.
NO" LONG DO YOU "."T TO ...,now THt ",1
., •• " tvP( ""ONEY 'O~ l M '''~H 1£""
., . 511 ! [ f I HT U.lSl.PRI .. CI .... L. . . n:.n:""
",.,,, TYpe .',MSWCETS . T>If; 8(1 , .. (; IIUE 01' ,N'U£51 IS ~.S "
11 "'LLM,I
81 . '" TYPr. -co.n YOU- . ' " TEM!T . - 001.,,-""5 10 8QRROW",PIIINC I PA(.

" .3&

', · ell Tr/,£" DOI.l ""S".r.-Fo. - . n .... , - U"PS.

YOU DO I!HO[RH .... O..

1I.8S TVI"! -, 0' COUIl5l: . - . r . - , ... r nu s 15 SIMPLE lNUM:ST.-.II
II, . , . TTl"! -STn' 11 16>11 UP TO OUR ltlLIU ..... n Ht IIILl NO; GI.. .. O TO",1

Itt.,,,

TVPI: " ,,[LI! YOl./.-.11
HI'£: ''MICl lALII ' Hn " IT"
.... 311 GOlD , . ,

III'.~.

YOU .

00 STOP IN

.G.III.

Qu.eT[ ...o".··. r

•

Rogue was developed by MIchael Toy at
Santo CI"\l2.. He then came to Berlr.eley
when \he game hod no leolll"lOgic. such
as potions. I had written some utilities to
use the cursol on the lermlnal and so he
came to me to help me. Having a lot of
lecxmunendo!ioru; 10 change the game
that ! wos now addlcted to. we started to

work together.
Mlchael set tour gocds \hat were unlque at
the time. First was to move away from
teJct-only adventure games that we
essenl!ally TIlCI2EIS with the player as \he
~.

cmother wasn't Up to learning the complexities of Spacewcn\. Atari produced
about 2.000 units but it never really was
a big sua::ess.

Pong. a very simple and clever game,
was a nmaway hit. The story is that the
first Pong gcnne was put in a bar near
Sunnyvale. Several days later Bushnell
gol a call asking him 10 lake the game
out because it didn·t work. He took a
look at the gcnne and found that the
breadp:.m of quarters was so full that the
coins were jamming the mechanism.
When the quarters were emptied once a
day, it worked well. Eventually game
designers buill large coin receptacles
eighl inches deep under the whole
machine.

The Video Computer Syste m evCS).
There was no one device more responsible tor getting computers and games
into people's homes than Atari's ves
(called the 2600 teday). First announced in 1978. it sold by the millions
The Computer Musewn Report

and got people thinking about games
and computers.

Computer Games Ovefclose.
By 1982. over 6 billion dollars of quarters
per year were being put into the slots 01
coin-op games alone. making that
segment 01 the industry bigger than the
rest 01 the sports industry combined.
Including lootl:::all. the Indy 500. World
CUp Socoe!. and the Olympics. Hundreds 01 new games were announced
and the We 01 a gcnne wenl from over
one year to Jess than two months. Less
than one year later, tx:x:lm turned to bust
as manufacturers slashed prices and
flooded the market with -rne-tooproducts. Players got disgusted, and
manufacturers. retailers and arcade
operators started 10 go 'belly up: The
tx:x:lm ended. bul the games will go on
forever.

Seoond, Mlchoel wanted to write a game
that would be ditferent 101 the playel
every time and intelesting 101 the wrltel to
ploy. \he innovation was to use a random
numbel genelatOl 10 cmate new
lands:::apes each lime.

The third ded:iIcn was to moIr.e a game
that was Impossible to Win, WIthout a
couple of lorms 01 checrt!ng , Roque Is only
pas:;IbIe to Win one out of every hundred

""""""" .-,.

FinolIy. Rogue wos designed os a long

game - taking" two 01 three hours to play
and thus /I nevel became oppropnote 101

=a=de.

Rogue Is one 01 the most copied games:
after royalties the second most sincere
lorm olliatlery. After three months at
Belkeley. the game used more oompute
cycles Iho:n any othe! program. Two
years aftel Michael and I leleos9d Rogue.
we calculated on the txlck of an envelope
thcrt we hod used about a billlon and a
hall dollars of oompute time in SIIlc:on

v_
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The Future of
Computer Games
Panel: Dan Bwlten, Cluis Crawford, Dave
Lebling. Tom Snyder. A. K. Dewdney.
moderator

These

are some
highlights. adapted from a panel di<;ctJ$.
sian at The Computer Museum's "Computer Games Weekend,' November 7.
1987. Dan Bunten Is the designer of the
award-winning games "M.ULE.· and
"'Seven Oties of Gold.' Chris Crawford
designed' -Balance 01 fuwer- and wrote
The Art of Computer Game Design. Dave
LebUng worJcs /or Intooxn: his games
include ?elk- and The Lurking Honor.'
Tom Snyder produOO$ edU<XJtionaJ solt·
W(lle such as 'Puppy Love' and "Snooper
Troops.. Scientific American rolUll'lllist
A.K. Dewdney pioneered the Cere War
oomputer program oompetitlon.

A .K . Dewdney:
We are all aware 01 the general view of
computer games os mindless spinal
recreations involving nothing higher than
the cerebellum. that little mass of gray

matter above yOll neck that helps you to
play the pkmo. tennis cmd also to shoot
hostlle aliens. There are some who
understand that there's a lot more to
some computer games than that. I
would soy the intellectual content of
games bears watching. A key question
is: what Is going to happen to that

intellectual oonlent In general? Will
these games beoome more demanding

at the cerebral )evel

than

at the cerebel-

la(?

Sometimes to be eduootional, a computer
game gives up recreational oonleo1. At
the some time, It 0lrn05t seems that the
l'l"IO!'e recreational a game, the k)wer a
corrunon denominator it demcmds.
Another important theme Is the single
player versus multi-player Issue, I submit
that there are no lour people more
competent to de5cJibe the current place
01 oomputer games and their future prospects than the low game designers [on
this panel].
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Beyond Nerddom: Multi·Player
Games

great game, why don't we all play it?

Tom Snyder :
In 1962, I was Introduced to nerddom. I

You lc.now, It's not part of ow social
acceptability somehow. Thafs one of ow
problems,

found a l:oolc. on oomputer relay circuitry
wrttten by Bell Telephone. And I designed a oouple 01 binary coded decimal
computers. I thought I Invented digital
eJectroruc.s, My lather told me I ought to
send my p::rper plans to IBM. which I did.
I was twelve at the time and I knew it
was OJte. not Important. About a month
later. when I came home from school.
there was at least SIO.CXXI worth of
computer equipment on my front lawn
With a note from the president 01 IBM
saying, "Remember us when you get
older: Goke)

I prooeeded to go off the deep end at that
point and told my parents thai I'd like to
m:Ilc.e this oomputer I'd designed because
I had the parts to do II. So all I did was
oomputers because they were the one
thing I could oontrolln my liIe_ When I
was sixteen I gave them up because I
had Ixlsically no soc:iaI skills and 10W\d I
couldn't get along With people. Since
then, I've had a healthy lespect for how
uno::ol computers are lor adolescents.
Dan Bunten:

nus generation 01 oomputel owners

doesn't feel oomiortable about owning
their computers, Irs a bit of a~, It's
something we hide In our back rooms.
We don't let our families In on it - there
are a few inside friends we might tell.
Yeah, I got a computer, but irs back In
myolHce: But you don·t bring them all

back there and say, 'Hey. we got this

I want to reach some level of sucx:ess that
says that now we're oommuniccrtlng With
people other than nelds lilc.e ourselves.
Snyder:
At a tx:Jseball game you do two thIngs-

talk about whofs going to happen and
go to the bcrthroom. But U's great.

There's something extremely social about
tl1ese sports - irs the talking about It.
lnteUiVision's two biggest games wele
basetxill and lootJ:all. I hod the problem
of Hnding somebody to play With - I
mean grown men don't invite each Othel
over to do trivial things.
Dan Bunten did one of the few fourpeople games, There were quite a lew
two-people oomputel games out there
but Dan really pushed the limit. FOUl
people Is better than two - that's a real
great party. There's a lot 01 talJdng.
It1dding and social oontext, a lot 01 seU·
handicapping. People learn some rules
about society when they're playing
games, You don't Ieam rules about
society playmg With yowseU.

Bunten:
Go baclc. to what games were about.
They're about people Interacting with
each other. They're about having fun
With yow friends. I have to 'lD'f we're
hovtng trouble with that one. but I'm
The Computer Museum Report

willing to keep punching out In that
direction.
We're forced - if we're playing a
computer game - to look at a screen,
which forces us to look away from each
other. Alai 01 the fun In a socially
Involving game is looking at each other.
talking to each other over the game. If
the oomputer gets too gocx:i at being the
locus of attention. then we've lost what
we came here lor.

r

Games as Interactive Art
Dave Lebllng:
What D:tn said is true. The fun is not so
much In playing the game but in the
soc1al interaction olloUl people playing
the game. The lact that they have to sit
there staring at the screen is really a
drawixlck. I agree that multi-player
games are really important; I'm not so
certain that the technology is there to
make them a big market yet. But l"m
hoping that the things that will push it
along - the way -Lotus 1,2.3- did lor
personal oomputeIS - will oome about.
At some future date. I think. multi-player
games will exist and be very good..

J think we're working in a pulp medium
and we are working lor what is in eHeet
a pulp audience.
Chris Craw/Old:
All other artistic media are lundamentally non-Interactive. Basically what you
do with every cn1 form is sit on yoUl butt
and absorb it. So we play wondertul
music and what do you do? Sit b:Ick
and listen. We paint a beauWul painting
and you look at it. We wrtte a great
book and you read the book. But what
do you actually do in all this? Nothing.
You're passive. And that's a fundamental failUle because the human mind is
not a passive receplacle. You don·t just
open up the top 01 the skull and pJUI
stuff in. The human mind works best
when it gets to lake the butterfly and lear
the wings off it and ploy with it and
Dan llunten.: "Go tx-::It

10

whcd
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interact with It. That's an absolutely fundamental p::n1: of the way OUI brains
work. Yet cn1 has completely failed to
recognize that. Why? Well, we didn"l
have the technology to do tl... .. untiJ
today. Now we have the technology to
deliver an artistic experience that you
ron interact with. All 01 a sudden we
have the opportunity for a large leap in
the amount of human involvement in the
artistic experience.
You can move technology lorward on a
timescale ol months or years. but art?
Art takes wisdom , and that takes a long
time - decades or centuries.
Ar1iticial personality is an artistic medium
or regime dedicated. to the capture of
human nature through the medium of
the algorithm. Now that may sinke you
as a little sick. Algorithms are cold
mathematical equations. Somehow I'm
going to try to express human personality
through a cold medium like an algorithm? That may sound sick to you, but
let me remind you that stone is cold.
Look what somebody did with it when
they made a statue called. The Pieta.
What about cat gut? Lars take the
insides of a cat. cut him open and streIch
out his insides. What erre we going 10 do
with that? We're going to play
Beethoven's Violin concerto.
The technologies of art are cold because
they are things. Irs what the artist does
with the technology that breathes lite
and warmth into it. There's nothing
inlrinsically cold about algorithms. Irs
how much cn1 you bring to them. The
fact that so far algorithms have been e xclusively in the hands of scientists and
programmers Is only an indication of
how little artistic eHort we've made so far .
Snyder:
Movies, books, records have common
elemenls: love. sex. greed. sorrow.
happiness. pial development. character
development, people caring about each
other. people getting angry, people
killing themselves. people killing because
they're in love.

garoet . . . . ab<;oJ.l .. .

."

Bunten:
We can't engage people by maldng
better landing gear. At some level the
vast majority of the htunan race o:.nes
about other people more than they =e
about things. To me. one 01 the best
ways to·let them man.\1est that o:.ne in
relation to computer games is to make
computer games that lei people inleract
with each other and not with emulated,
imagined or supJXlSed characteIS inside
a computer. no matter how good. they
me.
We may think that if we get a great new
resolution or great sound shifts, we're
going to suddenly have people saying,
'Hey, this is just like 1V: Well so what?
'IV"s already here - we don't need
something like 1V.
•

II
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ChrtI Crawfcn1: "CharacIen are what _

cxae abOul.-

Interactive Fiction
Snyder:
Interactive fiction is one of the headiesl
concepts of the '80s. It's also one of the
most problematic entertainment forms of
the '80s, That isn't to FaY we shouldn't
develop it. Most entertainment software
is missing some incredibly impJrtant
elements that entertainment is all atx;mt,
some kind olldent1fication and caring
about the character.
Crawford:
The single thing I identify as our biggest
failure is not putting any chalacters into
our games. That won't solve our problems, but we haven·t even reached.
square one until we have characteIS.
Imagine movies without characteIS in
them. rmaglne literature with no characlers. Theater with no actOIS. Take the
movie 'Stcn Wars: and take out Darth
Vader, Luke Skywalker, Han Solo,
Princess Lekl. R2D2, e3PO. Obi Wan
Kanab!, and what do you have left? '00
ciaa cia cia cia claa daaa. zap zap boom.
OK. roll the oed.ils.,: that's what you've
gal - nothing.

We really don·t have any characters In
OUI computer games. The chalacters we
do have are fake . The best character I've
ever seen in any computer game is
noyd, the rooot from -Planelfall: f10yd is
a cute guy who does tunny things and
then dies. But you see, if you walk up to
noyd and FaY, 'Floyd, I hate your
stinking guts: well, then noyd is sti.ll a
cute guy who does tunny things and
then dies. Beo:ruse you see, Floyd isrlt
real. He's a fake . He doesn"l have any
personality. He doesrl't feel anything. He
doesn't even know you exist. He is a Potemkin -Village. And he's the best we've
gal. In all of computer gamedom. we
don't have a single character as rich, as
subtle, as complex as Gilligan tram
"Gilligan's Island. - We have yet to climb
up to the level 01 television. It will be an
artistic milestone when we get a game as
good. as the "A-Team- or "Dukes of
Spring 1988 Page 7
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Hazzard: So we're in a terrible situation
right now,

I soy characters are what we oore about.
When we watched "Star Wars: we didn't
Oll'e about the spaceship or about the
zapping and all 01 that; what we oored
about was the people, We need to put
people into our garnes,

LebJ1ng:

In the real world you get one run
through, One of the things about reading
books and seeing movies is that it's like
getting another run through in that
world. You see somebody else's run
through and maybe it helps you do yours
a little better. II you could do many,
many nms in the same Interesting world,
it might help you even more.

LebUng:

I really wont to see games where I sit
down and say, 'Floyd, let's not ploy
hucka bucka beanstalk, Let's read
Tolstoy: and Floyd says, 'Ooh, I love
Tolstoy,' and you go ott into this completely different story , In ' Pacmcm" U you
had wanted to learn to coexist with the
ghosts, wouldn't it have been wonderful
U the author had had that in mind and
handled it?
That begins to shade into interactive
fiction where we always like to say you
are in control of the story, Now we all
know that that's really a lie because you
really aren't, But wouldn:t 11 be wonderful if you were?

Bunten:
I think that if a story is really important, it
can't have a bunch 01 diUerent endings,
II somebody's that excited aboul this
JXUticuIor story, it's got one ending,

'What its' are interesting but they're nol
the some thing as a compelling story,
weUlold, that Involves you and brings
you In,

Snyder:
Character development is the key issue
that's really holding us bock. II's
dillicult to lind an author who wants to
write 9 million contingencies; most of
them have a vision as Shakespeare did
-that there's a chenacter who's going to
learn something, who's going to grow
because of a sequence of events, Those
are the kinds of authors who have existed
for the past 2500 years, since Home(s
lime. They have a personal investment
in themselves as artists creating an
experience we're going to have. They
don't give a damn about what my notion
is about the order in which their story
ought 10 take place.
You (Chris Crawford) continue to say that
what's important to a good story is
characters; 1 continue to soy what's important to a good story is character development. II you just have Iree-Ilocrting
chenacters, it could be interesting, it
could be junk. I'm not Interested in that,
Lebllng:
Even if Floyd is the best character in the
world, it wouldn't advance the story, The

characters In popular fiction enen't that
complicated. What's important is
emp::rthy,

Bunten:
I W1derstand the problem of building
characters Into a computer, and I
sympathize with it. In loci, I would bow
out oltha! problem and say, 'OK, we
don't want characters In a romputer. We
want envirorunents, worlds where I can
be the chenacter, the guy who nms oul
and does the neat things,'

,

Snyder:
I don't want to be sexist, but I think it's an
interesting statistic that more them 50% 01
all purchase and rental decisions on
I:xXIks and movies ene made by women,
Do you think for soltware it's anywhere
necn 50%? But I don't think we ought to
bring women into this just to make the
menket bigger. We're not going 10 be
happening If we just add another 50% 01
the population, I'm talking about
women having the same kind of synergy
that exists aroW1d I:xXIks and records,
where the pop culture ex plodes and
grows,
My mother willlea:m to use any machine
i1 it has those elements o f personal emotional identification that are so imp::>rtant
to her. The things that ene important to
mom ene stories. She loves to program
her VCR because there is content in there
thot makes a dillerence to het.

I think our industry has to stop and
rephrase some things. There's a kind 01

Ii
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looking down our noses. putting down
the general public who retuses to
'Interact: leI's blame the forms of interactivity rather than our willingness to do
inleractivity.

Language

r

Cmwtw<t
U you create a character Inside a
computer. then you have to be able to
interact WIth him. The prirrxIry way
hunxm beings interact Wlth each other i';
through language. You've got to talk to
this person. How are you going to do
that? TIlere's an easy answer most
people think 0 1: use English. Talk to
them In a regular kmguage. Good luck.
I CXIll tell yoo right now you're not going
to be 0bIe to talk. to anybody in a
computer in this century. A lot of people
gro&SIy underestimate the problems of
getting natural kmguage waking on a
computer. There are tluee major
PlO~~ . Thel~ti';v~llirny.the

secx:md is syntax and the third, context:
context is the killer. VClC:X::lb.LIory is a
trivial problem. You just take the words,
stutf them in memory. no big deal. There
are only 600,(0) words In the English
lcmguage - a lew megabytes 01 storage,
Trivial. You can do perfectly well with a
working vocabulary of 5000 words. You
can say aim:l5t anything you want to
say with the 5000 most commonly used
words in the English language. How
much storage would thai: take? A few K.
no big deal. OK. second problemsyntax, grammar. You've gal 10 store au
the rules 01 the English language. Again.
no big problem. A jew years or decades
of progrcnnm1ng. but that's a solvable
problem. You just stcnt WJiting in the
codes lor all the weird rules in the English
language. lfU take a lot of time, buill's
mcmageable.

The Jd1Jer is rontext. You see. lcmguage
does not exist in Isolation from reality. It
minors reality. A word is not just s0mething that sits in a dictionary or a look-up
table in RAM. A word means somethIng.
And 11 you're going to understand Its
meaning, then you"te going to have to
understand the universe to which it
The Computer Museum Report

refers. Let me give you an example of
just how hairy this can get. Consider the
following sentence: "Computer, do not
forward John Doe's personnel tile to Mary
Smith becx:ruse I saw him sneaking out of
her house this morning at 6 am.' Now
think about the amount of knowledge
you have to have about the world and
hwncm behavior to understand. what that
sentence means. Then think about
putting II Inside a computer. That's the
Idllel . U you"te going to put English Inside
a romputer. you're going to have to put
the whole universe in there too. That will
take a little while.
Lebllng:
How can we do English? That's a good
question. We need to figure out how to
exp:md that part 01 the universe which
we simulate. The fallacy is that we have
to do everything. There are 600.(0)
words in English. But even [MIT linguist]
Noam Chomsky doesn't know what the
grammar of English is. The meanings
and the context are inoedible. but only if
you want to do everything.
But the key is: lers do a bit. A little box
somewhere. leI's do that box really well.
Then. leI's deline the boundaries o f that
box unambiguously so the person who's
interacting knows whele the boundar1es
are and. doesn't get swprised because he
can·t wander 011 into a completely
different geogJaphy from the one he
thinks he's in . leI's just build that oox a
little bigger every time, get those boxes
linked. up righi, and then we can do as
much of the universe as is necessary to
malte good stones.

The Computer Games Weekend was
made possible by generous support
from:
David BWUlell. PC World Communi·
cations Inc.
Martin "Shag' Graetz
Christopher Morgan
Origin Systems Inc.
Spec1al thanks also to the following :
Addison-Wesley Publishing Com.
\XITIY Inc.
Apple Computers Inc.
Cynthia Barkel
Bel canto Restawants
Michael Bergman
Allison Block, Cobol Public Relations
John Broder. Giardini/Russell
Broclerbund Software
Jack Bwness
Andrea Coville, Giardini/Russell

Chris Craw10rd
Po:ul D"worJcin
Electronic Arts

Epyx
Akm Frisbie
Wendy Germain. Germain DRK Inc.

Inlocom
The La1ayette Hotel
MacroMind Inc.
Charles Mann
Microprose Software
Mmd=pe
Sheryl Schultz. Stelling Hagel
Stan Schulz
JO&h Shapiro, Cobol Public Relatklns
Sit-Tech Software
Roxarine 5t. Clair, Hill and Knowlton
Katherine Stimpson
JeUrey Tarter
Tech Plus Inc.
The Learning Com\XITIY
Union Office Interiors
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Whirlwind's
Genesis and
Descendants
....orldwinds GenesI$ and DesoendanlS' was
the theme of a symp::lSlwn held at The
Computer Museum October 18. /987. Thls was
part a a wootend reunion ot the WhiT/Wind
group C2'pr:zniz9d by David Israel, The
$)'Jl'Ip05Iurn was recorded at the Museum and
transc:r1bed by Judy Clapp at Ih8 MrmE
Colpofation. ResponsiDWty lot the ~ 01
!he following cdcrptation.s of the talb; belongs to
The CanputeI MU!lE!UIJ!.

I

II

Whirlwind's
Success

I

Jay Forrester
Jay Forrester is Germeshausen Professor
of Managemen t and Dlrectot of the
Systems Dynamic:s Group at MIT. He was
the leader oj the Whirlwind group at MIT
from the late forties until 1956.

WhY

dJd Whttl·
wind succeed? Why dk:i more technical
Innovations out of Whirlwind persist Into
the present time them Irom any other 01
the early oompulers? The reason

[evolves around several things: the
vision 01 the futwe direction 01 compul+
lng, a dedic:ation to excellence, and the
organizational environment.

ProJect Whirlwind's Future Vi.s1on
The vision in Whirlwind reached well
beyond the uses 01 computation and
hand<XIlculating mac::hlnes at that time.
OUr work quickly beoome Identified with

the field 01 real-time oontrol and reliabilIty.
The dedk:ation to real-time control started
well bedore Whirlwind first operated. In
October 1947, when we were still determ1ning the logical structure 01 the

machine, two reports were written In the
MIT Computer l.at:X>Iotory suggesting
that the Navy could use digital compulers as Combat Information Centers lor co-
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Otdinating on anti-submarine ICJSk lorce.
meant CXlOrdinating the air. the
surfcx::e. and the subsw1a::e pictures to
get an understanding of the totality 01
what was going on,

nus

Building Reliable Systems
Relktbllity was important because you
cxm:t 00 back and do things over again
In military applic:x:rt1ons. In 1948, before
Whirlwind operated, Karl Compton. then
President of MIT and also Chairman 01
the Research and Development &xnd.
asked that we prepare a memorandum
for him on the future use 01 computers In
the military. Bob Everett, Hugh Boyd.
Harris Fahnestock and I took two or thIee
weeks to cmswer that question. The
report culmlnated in a chart listing vertically about twelve wide-ranging areas of
computer use In the military. such as Ie>
gistics. sc:1ent!tic computation, air defense
and anti-balllstic mlssile control. On the
other axis were 15 years from 1948 to
1963,
That report Is quite an interesting

document in historical perspective. At
each intersectiOn 1n each square in the
table, we estimated the condition of the
field at thai time, how much money
would be spent yearly in research,
engineering and production. and what
the condition 01 the field would be
relative to those end uses 15 years into
the luture. TI1ese estimates were made
when no high speed general purpose
computer had yet functioned,
TIle estimates me percentage-wise as
good as and maybe better than mart
estimates made today 101 the time and
cost of the next computet to be put Into
production. This was because we paid a
great deal of attention to the poUtical as
well as the technologiool side. The cost
estimates were arrtved at by sulxtividing
tasks to no more than 30 people worldng
a calendar quarter and by deciding oll
the things that would have to be done.
It was not necessartly conect In detail but

It was a logically complete scenario
Including how long it would taXe for
people to believe the results 01 the
previous year, and hOw kmg it would
take to get funding lor the next step. The
chart showed a total at $2 billion to be
spent In research and development
alone over the IS-year period. We went
Into a Navy conference with this. They
thought the agenda involved whether
we could have the next $ ICXHXXl, There
was a commun1catlon gap 1n thai
meeting.
Dedicotion to excellence
Many people in the Whirlwind group
hOd had the World Wm !J experience 01
going from theory thIough research to
production ctes'Qn. then to manufacturing and into the battlefield. fixing their
own mistakes at every stage. They
understood how the decisions at the
research stage really alfect what
happens later.

In my own early background. I hod
already started. down that rood, having
grown up on a cattle ranch where you
lec:uned that U you did a sloppy job 01
fixing a tractor or a well. you would
suffer the consequences very soon. have
tQ do it over, and do 11 right. Part 01 the
manltestatiOn 01 that viewpoint showed.
up, oi COWS9. in our improVing vacuum
tubes. Until the 19505, vacuum tubes prtmarUy had been used for radios. Radio
engineers wele not concerned that the
We 01 a vacuum tube was al:x>ut 500
hours. But computel engineers, considerIng the use at many thousands at
vacuum tubes. eas:1ly estimated that with
such a short llie, the machlne would run
no more than a lew minutes between
failures , One 01 the achievements at our
group was determining the cause oi
failwe 01 vacuum tubes. It turned out to
be one thing. After lemoving that o:ruse
In the design, the life of vacuwn tubes
was Increased, tn one design step. from
500 hews to lOO,CXXl haws or longer.
TI!.e Computer Museum Report

Excellence also meant thorough testing
We bullt a tivEKligit
multiplier IOJ the simple purpose of
tIndIng out whether an electronic device
running continuously would be troubletree or not. There was uncertainty ol::oJt
things that people now thoroughly
Wlderstand.

of components.

One Important Issue was our uncertainty
about thennal noise. We didn·t know If
random spikes 01 thermally generated
noise were big enough to trtgger our
robust computing cirCUits. We wondered
whether thermal noise would Intrude
Itself often enough to be devastating to
ax:urata computation. To test for this,
the bv&<ligit multiplier was run continu·
ously. Every multiplication was checked
against a reference number. Sure
enough, It didnl compute relbb1y all the
time. II had a gtea1 tendency to make
mistakes at 3 a .m. ThIs was traced to the
janitor In the building next door. who
would start the lIeighl elevator at about
that time, upsetting the power circuits
enough to prOOuce a computation enor.
As a result, a rotating motor generator
with enough Inertia to carry tluough that
kind of transient noise was Installed on
both Whirlwind and the SAGE Ail
Defense machines. It was an expensive
9:>lutlon but a v ery effective OM.
A lot of time was spent writing test
PIograms to find out the source of a foiled
component. Occasionally. a visitor was
asked to go any place In the computer
racks, pull out a vacuum tube and bring
it I:xlck. to the control desk . When he got
back. the looation of the empty socket
woukl. have been typed out by the
machine Itselt. Finding sol!cl, exiSting,
reliable errors. like a tube pulled out 01
its socket. was not nemly good enough.
Other means of determining relklblllty
were also essential. which we dJscovered
In varbus ways. I remernl:er one
Saturday, during one of many armual
rev1ews. our Inquisitor asked. "What me
you going to do about the electronlc
comJX)nents that me drUting gtadualJy
and are on the edge of cx:rusIng mlstakes? Any little random fluctuation In
p:lwer. or streeta::ns going by, will cxruse
circuits to sometimes work and som&-times not: ThIs was a very importOIlt
and powerful question that. trankly. we
Ilad done nothing abJut. It was such a
jX)inted question and obvbusly such OIl
Important one that l lelt an Immedicrte
answer was essential. I said to him.
·Well. we could lower the voltage on a
tube and convert it trom a marginal to a
permanent lailure and then it would be
easy to find.· He thought It was a good.
solution and so did we, so the next
M onday we started designing It Into the
computet. The mcnginal checking
system In Whirlwind canied over Into the
SAGE Air Defense system, adding
another factor of ten to the reliability.

uum tubes In il. The question is: what
percentage of the time do you think such
a center would operate reliably? The
answers I get trom an audience today
tend to run tram 15% to 60 or 70%.
They're really quite overwhelmed when
they're told the historical statistics on the
SAGE Air Defense system.. It was In~
stalled In the late 19505 and operated for
25 years. until 1983. According to the
data that Bob Evelett was able to find.
the uptime was 99.8%, which Is really
quite remarkable. In fact. you will have
trouble finding anything equal to that.
even when It has been designed with
more mocIem components.
The attitude abJut the SAGE performance
was that it must work reliably. To
achieve high reliability. one must be a
devout believer In Murphy's Laws - that
if anything o::m go wrong It will. Every
possible failure must be idenWied OIld
forestalled. This attitude is the cillierence
between something that is stJiklngly
successJul and disaster. In almo5t any
major disaster. whether a technological
or a social one. an ample number 01
people knew that 11 was likely to happen
and knew In advcmoe why It was going
to happen. The Intormation was there.
and either they did not take any action,
or they tried. and In the social circum·
stances of their environment, were not
able 10 get any results. A wmrung is
ali"lDst always present ahead of the
trouble and the problem comes In getting
any lcInd of action or acceptance of the
Ilueat.
The Organlzalional Environment
Another p:nt 01 the success of tha Whirl·
wind group came from the organiza-

tional environment within which we
were operating. MIT In those days was a
free enterptise sodety In which someone
who had a viskm. and could raise the
money for it could do what he thought
was importcml.
The Leaders
Within ow- immediate envirorunenl. two

people conspicuously stand out as
haVtng made it possible for us to operate
the way we did. One was Nathaniel
(Nat) Sage, DIrector of the Division of In·
dustriol Cooperation. under which
outside funding came into MIT and the
other was Gordon S. Brown. In addltlon,
there were two promoters. In the best
sense of that word, people who sha:i:ed
the vision and who spent their time
building up the outside constituency to
support the work . These were Perry
Crawford and George Valley.
Sage, a dvU engineer by training. was
the son of an Army olficer OIld gtew up
In Army camps mound the world. S0mewhere in that experience. he developed
into a very good and sel1<Xmfiden1 judge
of people. There were people at MIT that
he trusted impliCl.tly. and there were
others that he wouldn't trust any farther
than he could see them. Sage trusted
Gordon Brown, Stark Draper, of the
Draper Lal:x>ratory. and I lhink I can
cloim that he trusted me. He had
confidence in us. lent gteat support 10 us,
cmd would do rather remarkable things
for us. I remember when someone
chartered OIl a!rplOIle to come txlck trom
somewhere becxruse it was a sensible
thing to do to get home for the weekend.
That o::rused an explosion in the MUitary
Contracting 01tice where they thought
this was not an appropriate use of funds.
The contracting oUicer went to Nat Sage
as the senior person. Sage would listen to
them, nOO.. sympathize with !hem and
say. "That really is 100 bad: Then he
would put the whole thing In his desk
drawer. He wOUld never even tell us that
the question had been raised. because
he believed it probably was a proper
thing to do.
Gordon Brown, my mentor at MIT. and
director of the Servomecl"xmisms Lal:x>ra·
tory W'lder which the Computet Lal:x>ratory operated. was a I=€rson who tluew a
gteat deal 01 responsibility onto yOW1g
sta1f mernl:ers. even as research assistants In the Electr100l Engineering I)e.

Many of you may not know the statistics

on the SAGE system's reliabWty. There

Ii

were 30 or more SAGE Centers. Each
bulldlng was about 160 feet square. lour
stories high. with upwards of 6OJlOO vacThe Computer Museum Report
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p:D1ment. He proV1ded an environment
in which people developed very rapidly,
and in which they could attach themselves to some Important and overriding
goal. To him. goes much of the credit lor
making the enviJonment where the
Whirlwind computer project could
IlowM

In 1939. Perry Crawford did his WT
Mc..ster's thesis on digital computation,
whJch meant developing a ten-stage ring
coW1ter to compute with decimal
nwnbers. but never carrying It beyond
some individual computing circuits. He is
a philoSOphical, looldng-Into-the-future
type 01 person. By the time we made
contact with him. he was in the Spedal
Devices Center 01 the Navy in Port Washington. Long 1s1and..

Perry Crawford Is the person who first
called my attention to the p:lSSibility 01
digital computation. We were standing
on the front steps of 77 Massachusetts
Avenue one attemoon when we were
still working on analog computers in the
Servomechanlsms Lab. He began to lell
me about the work on the Hatvcnd Mark
I computer. and about the ENlAC
computer which was then W1der construction. He was a very uninhibited. W1bureaucratic type and woukt circulate
freely right up to the Naval QUeI of 0perations even though he was a civilian
fat. fat down in the organization. He
moved through the Navy seiling the Idea
that digital computers had a future as
Comlxlt Information Centers. He had
several computer projects Wlder his
direction that he raised money for. He Is
also the person who gave Whirlwind and
other pro)ects their names. All of them
were named after air movements: Hurrto:me. Zephyr. Typhoon and Whirlwind.
TIle other promoter to whom we owe a
great deal Is George Valley, a prolEtSSOl
01 physics. He was on a commlttee of the
Air Foroe looking Into air defense. In the
later stages 01 ow work that led into

I

II
!

Lincoln Laboratory. he was the person
who would call up generals in the
middle 01 the night. tell them what they
should do. and ask lor support He did all
thctie things you read e~ about in
boOks on the politics of technology . but
which ate neoessary to keep the program
coordination running smoothly.

TheOrgani2ntJon
Sometimes you have people in an organlzatIon. each 01 them with an lQ of
130. and come out with an organization
whose IQ is 70. What you get Is the least
common denominator rather than the
best oltha p:nticipants. I'm not sure how
one creates the opposite envtronment.
but there Is great power in a lightly krut
organization that has the COJXlbllity 01
using the siIengths of each person and
compensallng for the weaknesses 01
each

Every person has strengths and weaknEl$99S. You need a learn in which there
ate such things as a vision 01 the future, a
sensitivity to polilical matters. the
capability of developing people.
technical competence. the courage to
transcend adversity. salesmanship,
integrity, and pytting kmg.range gooIs
ahead of the short term. We had those
characteristics well represented. sccrttered throughout ow group. No person
had all of them. For every person there
would be. perhaps. a glaring hole in one
of thctie dimensions. Yet. It was a group
that understood each other well enough
to use people in situations where their
strengths prevailed rather than their
weaknesses. Out of that came an
organization that was able to I::::le much
more effective than most 01 those we see
QIOW1d us in technology and In most cor~
porations at the present lime. Ills still an
unsolved challenge to Wlderstand how
that sort 01 spirit and unity can be created.

The HostiJe World
Another thing that helped us, bullhat we
resented, was the hostility towatds
innOvation. 1bere was httle outskie
W1derstandlng 01 our subject. the objectives, or the methods for bJlldlng
pioneering computers. F\mds were
almost always inadequate. Reviews
and Investigations required us to defend
ow position and to face the weaknesses
that other people were pointing out. We
benefited trom the d.istroc:tions caused by
the periodic reviews in which everything
was questioned. Why were we using so
much money? Why were we running
late? Why were we designing the
machine the way we were?
The matter 01 cost was one of the things
that the outside world understood least.
Whirlwind was being judged In the
context 01 mathematicxllresearch, in
which the salary of a professor and a
research assistant was the standard by
which projects were measured. We were
spending way beyond that level. and
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were seen as running a -gold-plated
operatkln.- Although the gold plating
was CXXXlSklnalIy exoess1ve. in retrospect,

I think there was reason lor it.
An organization exm't run with two
contradictory standards. 11 you're going
to have high per10rrnance and high
quality in the things that matter, it is very
dlt1icult to have low quality and low
pedonnance in the things that, perhaps,
don't matter. Fot example, at an early
demonstration 101 Importcmt people, we
didn't want them sticking their fingers
into the high voltage In all those racks 01
Whirlwind. I asked somel:ocly to get
rope to put along the a!sles so visitors
wouldn't walk among the racks 01
vacuwn tul:::es. A nice-Iooldng while
nylon ror:e was PlCCUJed and installed.
Owing the derTv::lnstrcrtion. I saw some 01
ow critics fingering this beautiful rope
and looking at one another knowingly as
if to say. lhat's what you would expect
here: It may not have cos1 any mOle
than hemp rope, but II rein10rced that
impression 01 an extravagant operation.
Another example was the Cope Cod
display scopes built into plywcxxi oobinets faced with mahogany. Although
O\.U cabinetmalter made these quite inexpensively. people kloldng at those mahogany o:Jbinets, were reinforced In
thinking we were extravagant. Eventually we solved this problem by S}:E!nding'
additional money and painting the

cabinets gray.

r

WhIrlwind's Technology
Making the decision 10 build Whirlwind I
w1th a 16 binary digit register length was
tremendously hard for us. The mathematldans were up In arms. They thought \I
was too short to be 01 any possible use.
We delended It at that time on the basis
that It was a demonstration olleasibillty
and we WOUld bulld a 32 or a 36 btt compJter when the right lime cx:nne. Many
of today's desktop computers are still 16
bits and only now moving to 32 bits. Selecting 16 bits was not a useless register
length lor computing, only a seriOus short
tenn }XlllticaJ problem.

The economy necessary in progrcnnmlng
was quite remarkable by Ioday's standards. We demonstrated a military
coml:xrt Infonnation center with one real
bomber. one real fighter. and a radar set
10 generate data. with the compJter
receiving radar data by telephone tine,
analyzing It. throwing away the nolse.
averaging and smoothing and prec:Ucting
the track, doing the same for the lighter,
computing the intercept heading lor the
fighter. and then transmitting Instructions
to the autoplJot automaticaUy. 11 we
today asked a programmer how much
computer memory would be necessary
for such a program. the programmer
would prol:obly guess a million bytes.
minimum. The task was done on
Whirlwind with 650 bytes 01 memory. not
megabytes. just plain bytes. It was a
lime when the CXlSIs favored cutting
programs to the minimum and using. iJ
necessary, a lot of time, a lot 01 mempower. to reduce the programs.
ConfJibutions of Whitlwind
In spite 01 the sense 01 extravagant e xpenditwe. the entire Whirlwind pro}ect
totaled about $4,500.000. That doesnl
seem like much In today's computer
world. OUt of thai oome the first pcnaJlel.
high-speed. clock<inven computer ,
magnetic core memory, cx:rthode ray
tube dlsplays driven by a computer. an
interactive light gun connecting a person
to the computer, and many other innovations that are still Important today.

two every two years from 1940 10 1956. I
said., "Of (X)I.IlS9 thai can·t go on lor very
much longer" But. 01 course It dki, and is
still going on.

Becoming a User
After 1956, I went more Into the use 01
computers, using the ideas olfeedlx:lck
systems that Gordon Blown had originally pkmeered and applying the
methcxiologies and concepts to Wlderstanding the behavior of soda! systems.
My present wOlk is locused on the way in
which the }Xl1icIes of a corporation
produce its successes and lailtues and
the way In which the }Xl1icIes embedded
in the private and governmental sectors
produce the behavior 01 the national
economy.
My present work Is locused on under"
standing the SO<Xllled economic: long
wave. the gteat rise and fall of economic
activity with peaks every 45 to 60 years.
This behavior has produced the gJeai
depressions 01 the 18305, the 18905. and
the 1930s. We believe that the present
economic cross-cunents ene the begin.
nings 01 another such major downtwn.
Working on behavior of scciaI and
economic systems Is now espedally
timely. Just as the frontier 01 physioal
science opened up in the 1800s. the
frontier of understanding our social
systems now lies Immediately ahead.

We thought we had a good view 01 the
future and we did lor the succeeding 15
years. bull must say that our view oltha
future did lalter If you were to extend It
beyond that time. I gave a lalk in the
mld-1950s to a computer convention In
which I p::!inted out that the cost 01 computation had been falling by a lactor 01

The objectives of a compJter at that time
dominated the kind 01 high-speed
Internal memory to be Chosen. SIllCEt

•

Whltlwind was for demonstrating a very
high speed compJtation for real-time
apphcations, we chose electrostatic
storage tubes rather than any of the more
reliable kinds of ser1al memories. Each
electrostatic storage tube with 1024
binary cUglts cost us about S1000 and
had a one month lifetime. 1hat meant
that the upkeep on a storage tube. just Its
repklcemenl. cost about S1 per binary
digit per month. 11 you were to spend
that on y our two-megabyte personal
computer, it would cost you $24 mllIion
per year just to maintcrln computer
storage. The improvement has been
perhaps a million-told since that lime in
cost. That's about a foetor 01 two every
two years in the intervening 40 years.
The high cost of slorage tubes was the
maPr incentive for inventing and perlecting coinddent-cunent, randomaccess magnetic memory.

!
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nately, IBM wcmted to lake the job over
as much. if not more, than we wanted 10
get rid oJ it.

Discovering a
"New Worlo"of

Computing

Robert R. Everett
Robert R. Everett is the former pmsident of
MITRE Corporation.

In

1947, the first
wOlle. on how to use a general pulJX)Se
digital computer lor tracking aircraft was
c::an1ed oul at MIT. The project oocounts
for many firsts, because we were the first
to evex have those problems. It was like
Colwnbus and his Clew discovering a
new world.. Jay was our Colwnbus and
we discovered mcmy strange and
wonderful things. The computer business
has grown to be like the or1ginal 13
colonies, with a vost, beCkoning wilderness we have yet to explore.

The Whirlwind project proved that a realtime computer reliable enough to work
could be built and that aircraft could be
trIXked and intercepted. But transJating
this experimental knowledge into an oJ>"
etational oountryw1de system was a
major activity. Both technical and
"organilational design- were needed.
The BJrth 01 Unco1n Lab
The first step toward SAGE was the
lorrnc:rtion of Unco1n Laboratory by MIT,
where we hod a strong organizatiOn and
excellent experimental veri1icxrtlon and
demonstrations. When the Air Force
decided to go ahead with SAGE, Lmroln
Lab was given the technical. responsibilIty. An Air Force project office was set up
In New York, supported by Western
Electric. Bell Telephone Laboratories
played a role in designing tests and
crtticizing what went on. IBM was
chosen to build the central machine and
Burroughs. to build. some 01 the radar
p<ooe""""

Uncoln was able to stay on lop 01 SAGE
becxruse the group had done the
planning backed by real experiments
and demonstrations. Jake Jacobs
oeated a systems oUlce. CoorclinOtion
meetings were held In which people from
dozens of organizations. hundreds 01
people at a time. would get together.
The group from I.inc:x:>ln defined the
problems. defined the options lot solving
those problems, and prop:>sed decisions.
We would present au this, and then eve-
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ryJ::xxiy was laced with the option 01
either agreeing or taking some responsibility to do something else. They never
wanted to do the work necessary for a
new plan, so we always got our way.
TIle Role of IBM
The choice of mM to bu1Id the central
machine was made by Jay Fon ester.
with some help from Bob Wieser. Norm
Taylot. and me. We visited the possible
oontractors and chose IBM because it
was a very successful organlzation with
strong sales and clean factories.
IBM had a serles of mcx:hines In production and their own set of strongly held
opinions about technology, standards,
and organlzation. In the beginning we
said. !his is our business. We know what
to do. You are here to manufacture it:
They said. 'We built computers long
before you: We even argued about how
to make the Irames. They made frames
out 01 square steel. We said, 'You don·t
want to do thai, it might rust on the
inside and it won·t last more than a lew
thousand years. You ought to use tshape aluminum like we do.' Over lime,
I think we carne to understand each
other.
We hod to 1eam abOut communicating
with IBM. Next to my ollice we put in a
Teletype machine to communicate with
Poughkeep;ie. I arrived In the morning
and just stared, fascinated, at this
machine. limally figured out why. I
had always looked at Teletype machines
or typewriters connected to computers
that said dull things l1ke -23- or 1au1r or
"redo: This machine said. -Good
morning, it's a lovely morning in
Poughkeep;le:

One lesson. [ recoil. involved working on
the core memory. We built some 32 by
32 btt planes, and we knew we needed
bigger ones than those but weren't sure
we could handle the nonselect noise.
Someone suggested we divide 11 up Into
quadrants and put a sense amplifier on
each quadrant, which meant four sense
amplifiers. Coming lxx:k !tom
Poughkeepsie one night. I realized II only
took two. I thought:Wouldn't it be tunny
if we au diec:l1n a em accident and SAGE
had lour sense amplifiers?" The next
m:>ming, [ rushed Into work ready to tell
everyJ::xxiy about the two sense amplifiers. On my desk was a memo from Bill
Papian's organl7atiOn that said. -By the
way. you only need two sense amplifiers: You had to be careful not to asswne
you were the only person who might
think of something.
About 200 staff at Lincoln tried to stay on
top of the ptoject by turning the jobs over
to other people as fast as JX)SSible. We
didn·t have the resources to do the design
OUISelves. Some of the troop; at Unroln
didn't want to give up design because
they felt strongly about what they were
doing and weren·t sure they trusted some
'JobnnY<1:lme-lately' like IBM or Burroughs to build things properly. Fortu·

It was a lot more difticull with the
software. We had by then written the
Cape Cod programs and had some
feeling for the difficulty. We trlad to get
IBM interested in it and they said, -No.
we sell equipment: So we tried AT&T
who declined. F1na1ly. Systems Develop.
ment ColJX)ration. spun oft !tom the Rand
Cor]:xnatkm. was Cleated for this purpooo.
TIle All Force Partnership
TIle software twned oullo take thousands 01' people. Jay set up 0 recruiting
operation. cmd we hired hundreds 01
people 011 the slIee!. unemployed
mathematics IecH::hers and so on. The
Unroln group hired hundreds of people
for SOC.

Once the Air Force committed itself to
building SAGE. they gave us complete
support. For example. when we needed
more computet time. we tust l:xrught it.
TIle ptoblem was that there weren't
many computers around. Somel:xx1y
hod the bright Idea that the machines In
production in Kingston on the test floor
were only being run two shi1ts. We
needed time. IBM seemed w:iIIing. So we
sent one of our fellows to IBM to negotiate
It. He returned knowing It would cost a
lot 01 money. Months later. Harris
Fahnestock carne into my oUlce, while
and shaking, wUh a bill from reM tor a
million dOllars. I said, 'Now don·t get
flustered, Hanis, [know we should have
told you, but you would've hod to agree
with it anyway so why don't you just pay
the bill and go away?" And he did. You
CctJl·t Imagine that happening Icx:iay
We probably all would have gone to jail.
TIle Air Force never complained. They
understcxx:l. They knew the computer
time was needed. They knew it would
cost money, cmd they paid the bill.
TIle way the Combat Center program
was written mvolved getting Walter
Attridge and busloads of SOC programmers to Syracuse. where the center was
being put together. They wrote the
Combat Center program at the site.
Although It was a year kIte with a big
overrun, it worked and worked well.
When the first SAGE center went opera tkmal on July 1. 1958. MlTs romrrutment
was over. That fau. MIT spun 011 their
Lincoln Lab SAGE people to MITRE, which
has been working on s1milar problems
ever since.
About 20 cenlers were built. The ICBM
put an end to the high priority that air
defense has had. but the system ran tor
quile a while through the early 19805.
When the last centers went down a
rouple of years ago, they were still
running well and reliably.
We had come to the end of the first part
o f the journey. I went 10 MITRE and Jay
Fonesler stayed at MIT. He was our
Columbus. the first bo&s for many of us.
the beSt boss for all of us. the oeator of
Whirlwind and SAGE, Jay Fonesler.
TIle Computer M usewn Report
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From World War II
Radar Systems to

SAGE

C. Robert Wieser
C. Robert Wieser is Director 01 Engineering at Sdence AppUc:utions International
COJporat1on In Newport Beach, CA.

The 1949OOlona-

tion of a Soviet nuclear bomb was way
ahead of the UnJted. States' time schedule
for that event. OVel night. the requirements lor the ail' defense system changed
drasticolly. The US air defense. JXrttemed
on the system used in the Battle of Britain,
resulted in a five percent atbition rate for
Inoomlng bOmbers, i.e., 95% of the
planes ~t through. With nuclear weapons, this rate was unacceptable. A chill
went through the air at the de1ense com-

r

George Valley begcm to search tor racU·
cally different new ideas needed to solve
these pr()b;ems. The first Idea was 10 substitute commercial telephone llnes for
hlgh·trequency radio. That was a social
innovation becxruse the mUitary believed
that its communic(]tkm system should be
completely independent of the conununi·
calion system used by dvWans regardless
01 their effectiveness.
George tound that Jack Hanington, head
ot research at the Air Force Cambridge
Research Center. was working on ways to
reduce the txmdwidth ot radar data so
tho! the radar picture oould be trcmsmil·
ted over voice telephone llnes. An e x·
per1mental apparatus was working,
hooked up to an old mlcrowave early
wenning (MEW) radar at the BedJord
Airp:)rt now Hanscom Field. George
understcxx:l. tho! such (] system would
allow the integration 01 data trom many
radars into one network. Hooking radars
together, a region the size of New
England could be covered. and by in·
cluding short-range radars that tilled in
the low altitude gaps, the coverage could
be extended down to about 500 feet
above the ground, TIlese were p'werful
new kieas made possible by new tech·
nologies.

proved.

The next thing that George discovered
was the existence of the Whirlwind
project. Jay Forrester and Bob Everett
tokl him aboul their earlier work toreshadowing automa:tic control. George
9:IW the possibility of automating the
radar surveillance data tor whole regions
of the country.

Improving the Radar System
Three major areas of the air defense
system were identi1ied that needed
chcmging. The ground oontroill'ltercept
station that got Information trom a single,

Real·time Control
At this time. I was working on the first
program attempting to apply the digital
computer to real·1ima air traffic control.
My bright group of graduate students.

munity. Something hod to be done.
George Valley, Professor of Physics at
MIT. understoo:1 that the existing system
could not

fusI: be Incrementally

im-

large, long-Ionga fodor, was dependent
on the maintenance of a single station
and only worked lor aiIcratt targets at

CXIlJed "Soy's Town: Included Dave
Israel. Bob WaJquist. Jack Arnow.
Howard IGrr.chner, and others. The group
was 100 Inex-perlenced 10 be overawed
by ow task. Overnighl we converted
from air traffic control to air defense

The group followed an empirical. ex-perimental approach. taking on the real
world as last as we could. Remote radar
data came into the Beata building where
Whirlwind I was under contruction. At
the time, Whirlwind had no electrostatic:
storage. Random access memory was
five fUp-tlop registers and 32 toggle
switch registers that could be read by the
machine. We got the radar data inserted
tnto the machine and dlsplayed. Atter
this happened we came face-to-face with
some problems.
First. radars see a lot 01 things that aren't
airplanes. ThaI tends to load up the
transmission system. Secxmd., telephone
lines were not perfected for data
transrmission. For example. cUaJing
clicks came in as lalse targets. The
progress tn fixing those pIOblems w as
very rapid becxruse we didn't have to
plead tor permission. We just got the job
done.

TIle next big ev ent was when Whirlwind
got one bank 01 electrostatic storage
tubes with 256 registers. ThaI was when
we began to Jearn about the romance of
computer programming. The word
'software" had not been invented at the
lime. All of the programming was done
In mochlne language becxruse there
wasn't anything else. With 256 legisters.
we extended the copability to simultaneously track:-while-scanning ten airplanes.
Altemalively, two airplanes could be
tracked with vectoring instructions to
lnd.1cote collision courses,
Prep::nations began to try the real thing,
an interception of two airplanes, We
made friends with people In the Air
National Guard and persuaded one pUot.

medium or high altitudes. If planes new
at low altitudes, long-ronge detection
was imposstble because radar follows
line of sight. not the ecnth's curvature.

The second problem was that all of the
processing of the radar data was
manual. The detection of ail'ClOft was
done by men lOoking at OSCIlloscopes.
Tracking was done by a gtease penc1l to
mark successive radar blips on the soope.
Vectoring Instructklns were done by approx1mOtion. the observer figuring out
the right course to get to the right pklce
and assigning a target time. Urue1iab1e
hlgh·trequency radio was used 10 track
radar trom one station to the next. TI'le
lima delays in the transmission spoiled
matching up the tracks.

I

Finally. jet aircrall were fUSI being introduced. aggtavating the deticiencles ot
the system. Since the aircraft wenl much
laster, it was harder tor em operator 10 do
intercept computations in his head and
tell a tighter pUot where to tind the target.
The Computer M useum Report
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From cape Cod to SAGE
The decision to build the SAGE System
did not fall out at buikting and demon-

strating the cape Ccx:l. System. CompetIng schemes existed and there was a lot
of missioncuy work to do to get our Ideas

accepted.

"'"

The burden 01 selling -electn>theOlogy"
fell on Jay Fones1er and George Valley,
Jay commlssioned us to write Technical

Ii
!

who was Oytng a small twin-engine
Beechcrofl 10 be the target. Another pilot
with a 1-6, single piston pilot trainer, was
asked to be the interceptor. To run the
system. we had to communkx:rte with the
interceptor Plot and pass the computed
instructions to him by voiCe telephone.
That was Howard Kirschner's job. With
no digital displays on the computer.
Howard, with the wonderful wiring In his
blain, could read the Indicator lights off
the registers, oonvert them to decimal,
and send Instructions to the pilot. In
April, 1951 , we ran the first sucx:esstuJ
interception. The T"{) corne within a
thousand feet of the C-45. The imJXlCl 01
this cx:oomplishmeot was so p:>werful
that, Uuee days later, the decision was
made to build the cape CocI. System.
The cape Cod. System
This functional prototype at the air
defense system was to be based on
digital computation and remote transmission 01 radar data . Since It would be inappropriate to oopy the hardware. Cope
Cod was a functional prototype to test all
the Ideas for replicxrtion. Furthermore. II

was a demonstration to ourselves, ow
friends, out skeptics, and our adversaries
that this was more them intellectual

nonsense.
The speci1ications for the Cope COO
System Included doing air swveillance.
automcrtically generating tracJcs,
following the tracks. and. generating vectoring instructions to Interceptors. A
group 01 Air Force enllsted men and
ofticers were to cxmy out the project In
two and a haI1 years, from the spring of
1951 to the fall 011953.

The system was completed on time with
full functionality . Many engineering
dittlc:ulties were encounteled in building
the pieces and putting them togethel
J:eo:ruse It was a new o:moept, rnacie
from new equipment. and new technology. Toward the end 01 the tes1 period.
the first core memory storage was
installed on Whirlwind. The system went

from 256 registers to several thousand.
and the reUabillty was vastly Improved
In 1954, the system was expanded by increasing the radar network. The radars
wele located in Brunswk:k, Maine, Truro,
Massachusetts, and Montauk Point. New
York. and the interceptors Included
aircraft at Hanscom Field. bases on Long
Island, and south of New York. Uve
exercises wele run diverting Strategic Air
Cornmmand bombers that wele used as
targets. Everything worked. A new development was the automatiC ground-alr
data link so that Howend Kirschner did
not have to read all those lights on the
computer, It aJso foreshadowed the
corning of rrUssiles like the Bomcuc which
had no ptlot.
The first ground-alr data link experiments
were interesting. D:x: Drapel of the Instrumentation Lab had a light test facility
out at one end of Hanscom Field. Chip
Collins, his chief pilot. discovered that
one of the aircraft. a World Wen n 8-26,
Martin MenaudeI, had an autopilot that
couk:I. take digital input. The radio
frequencies were set up to send vectoring
Instructions directly to the autopilot, On
the test we h9CId Chip Collins w.y, "'Let
George do It- which meant SWitch to
autopilot, A little while later , when we
traced it on the scopes, he said, i'allyho,·
as he sighted the target. Someone
dubbed that Ihe lmmoculate InterceJ>
OOn.-

Note 20. a master plan lor the develoJ>
ment and installation of the "Uncoln
Transition System.- (The name "SAGE"
had not yet been Invented. George
Valley blought in General Gordon Saville
of the Air Force. He was about five and a
hall feet tall, feisty, had a strong voiCe
and understood his own opinions, Aftel
he read 1N 20, he came txx:k.. went to
the head 01 the table. threw it down and
said. "You're the worst damn salesmen I
ever met. Thls leport is stinko protunc\o,
What you ought to do Is start all over
again, and maybe it you worked real
head, you might work your way up to
medium sorry - We listened to him
ooretully and began to understand that
It's one thing to explain something that
Ues outside a person's experience and yet
cmother thing to expIain something that
lles outside his Imagination, The latter Is
much holder. but it has to be done,
A Once-lo-a-LUe Experience
Sometimes I ask. myself why this was
such an interesting experience, the like 01
which I haven't hod since. lhere are a
couple of leasons. We wele saved from
the day-to-day lrustrations of butting
heads with the bureaucracy, We could
loves! all of our engineering skills In the
task we had to do
An important reason Is that we had the
engineer's dream: a nationally bnportant problem thai was Interesting and di1fk;uJt but not Impossible to solve. These
ene the best kind. We were In a day-today contest with Mother Nature. lhe
cx1ds were bad, but we always had a
chance to win, and we won all the
battles that led up to SAGE, We aJso won
the cause 101 digital computation. II
there's anyone who thinks we didn't win,
Just go to Radio Shack and try to buy an
analog computer.

With toctay's OOD guildines, no such experiment could be carrled out. In two
and a hal1 years, we wouldn't have been
able to agree on an operational requirement get an ocquis:iOOn plan together,
set up the RFP, the Sowce £valuation
Boord, the Source Evaluation Advisory
Coundt the Sowce Evaluation Executive,
and all the other groups, an~ still negotiate a OOD contract. At that time, we just
did the job that was expected of us.
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March 6
Sunday
3PM

Calendar Spring 1988

The Computer Museum

Beyond Nature: Computer Graphic Simulations of We

TIle Computer Museum is a non-proht
5Ol(c)3 foundation that chronicles
the evolution of infonnation processIng through exhibitions, cachives,
publications. research and prOtJl'ams.

Peter Oppenheimer of The Computer Graphics Laboratory.
New York Institute of Technology. will introduce and
discuss his computer-generated experiments that create
surreal forms of life captured on video.

March 13 Intelligent Machines of Today cmd Tomorrow
Sunday
Raymond Kurzweil. inventor of a reading machine for the
3PM
blind and other computer-based. devices. will talk about
artificial intelligence cmd introduce the special film the
Kwzweil Foundation produced. 'The Age of Intelligent
Machines."
March 19 SIGGRAPH Electronic Theatre 1987 Part 1

Four showings over the weekend of the edited tapes from
SIGGRAPH 1987 with commentary by an authority.
SlGGRAPH sponsors the annual "Academy Awards" for
the international computer graphics oommunity .

and 20
Sat. and
Sunday
12:30 and
3:00 PM

Museum Hows:

Summer: Open daily 10 - 5, Friday
10 - 9 Winter: Open Tuesday -

Sunday 10 ~ 5. Friday 10 - 9. Open
Mondays during Bc:ISton school
vocation weeks, 10 - 5. Qosed
Thanksgiving. Christmas, and New
Years Day Hows are subject to
change .
Sial!

Joseph F Goshen. Executive Director

Dr. Gwen Bell. Foundmg PresIdent

March 26 SIGGRAPH Electronic Theatre 1987 Part 2

Four showings over the weekend of the edited tapes from
SIGGRAPH 1987 with commentary by an authority ,

and 27

Sat. and
Sunday
12:30 and

Dr OUver Strtmpel. CUrator
Dan Gr1.scx:m. Exhibits Engineer
David Hovlick., ExJUbits .Assistant
Tom Menill. ExlUbits Technidan
Lynn Hall. ColIecfuns ManagerjRegist1ar

3:00 PM
Aprl11 -3O Awesome Adventures
10 AMAs part of Boston's Musewn Goers Month, The Computer
5PM
Musewn presents a month-long interactive exhibit of such
'awesome adventures" as maze exploration. flight simulation and 3-D animation ,

Mark Hunt. Markebng DUectot
Jonathon Brent. StOle Clerk
~l Olertok, Educational Coardina·
la

Rol:ert Gates. Asslstant StOle Manager
Laura Gcxx1man, Store Manager
Undo Holekamp, CammunJcot1ons

AssIstant
Gail Jennes. Public Relations Manager
Kathy Keough. Functions Manager
Pam Lyons, Weekend Store Manager
Michael N Oleksiw

n. DeveJopmenl

""""""

Toni Dunham. Membership CooIdJnator
Scott ReWy. Development CoordmatOl

Mark R Allio. DIrector of Fincrnce and

Become a Computer Museum Member

r------------------------,
o
I want to become a Membef of The Computel Museum.

YES!

oo

$20 student
$30 ltIcUVktUaI

0
0

$ 45Famlly
$100 Dc:acI"

oo

Interpreters

$250~

John Bristow. George KJaury. Arthw

$500 PatJcn

Krouse. Thomas Restivo. Dovid Scho:ffer

Mernber$ recelve nee ~ b one IuU year. invitations to uhlbIt preY18WS. advance
I'ICJbC8 of exhil::Itions and ~ IIWltabOr'IS 10 meml:Jers.Qnly evenll. a 1Ul:a:I1pIkli. to our
quaJtefly
The Computef Museum Rep:lrt. and a I ~ dlsccunt In the Museum

""'.

mcv:moo.

EncIaged Is my

Of

chcn'ge to

check made payobIe to 1M Complier M useum IOf $, _ _ _ __

0
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en The COlnp.1ter Museum. 300 CongJess Stroot. Boston.
________________________
~

Mo11 to: Membefship Cocxdlnator
MA 02210

The Computer Museum Repcn

A_

Nancy Heuchert. Statf Assistant
Brian Mclaughlin, Aa:ountant
Gregory Schroeder. Operations Manager

(tloor managers). Jcme Ewing. Metueen

Hassan. John MeUo. Nonnan SUnpsao,
Carlton Soberanis. Stephen Wilson
Publlc Relations CommIttee

CaOOt PubUc Relations
Geithner/McGawan
Germain/DRK
GR PR. Inc.
Hill and Knowlton
Sterling Hoger, Inc.

-.....

Advertising Consultant
Abbot Ames Advertising

~l

Scmd. Inc.
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A Salute to Our Supporters
We are grateful to all who provided
sllpport this year.

Stride Rite Charitable Foundation
TJX Foundation '
Robert Treat Paine .Association

Pro gram Support

Corporate M embers
and Supporters

1
$100,000 and above

I(

J,
(

[
J'

Digital Equipment Corporation
National Science Foundation
A. Neil Pappalardo
$50,000 and above
Goldman, Sachs &: Company
Kapor Family Foundation
Massachusetts Cultural Council
Mellon Trust
Sun Microsystems
$5,000 and above
Andersen Consulting
Hybridon
Symantec Corporation

\

$1,500 and above
Charles River Ventures
Mitsubishi Electric ITA
Netscape Communications Corporation

~

Jo
~

J'

~

J.

The Computer Clubhouse
American Express Foundation
Argosy Family Foundation
Reebok Foundation
Bell Atlantic
Boston GaslServicEdge Partners
Peter f Drucker Foundation
DeWitt Wallace-Readers Digest Fund
The Boston Foundation
Boston Globe Found~tiC!n
Kelvin f Cross
The Gillette Company
Massachusetts Cultural Council
The Millipore Foundation
State Street Foundation
Shirley Resnick
Anna B. Stearns Foundation

$10,000 and above .
Adaptec
BankBoston *
IEEE Computer Society
Medical Information Technology
Microsoft Corporation
Sun Microsystems laboratories
The Weber Group
Unisys Corporation
$5,000 and above
Adobe Systems
Bay Networks
Bell Atlantic
CMP Media
Compaq Computer Corporation
lBMlLotus Development Corporation
International Data Group
MathSoft
The MathWorks
Mellon Trust
National Semiconductor
PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP'
Stratus Computer
Symantec Corporation
$3,000 and above
Advanced Micro Devices
American Power Conversion
Boston Edison Company
Canadian National RaIlways
The Gillette Company
In so Corporation
MCl Telecommunications
Mitsubishi ITA
Parametric Technology Corporation
Pegasystems
Raythe!>n Company

The Research Board
Ropes &: Gray*
Thomson Financial Services
U.S. Postal Service
$1,000 and above
Advanced Technology Ventures
Alpha Industries
Analog Devices
Andersen Consulting'
Applied Technology Investors
Aspen Technology
Automatic Data Processing
BBN Corporation
Cabot Corporation
Charles River Ventures
C.s . Draper laboratory
Choate, Hall &: Stewm*
Chubb &: Son*. .
Computervision
Cunningham Communication
Dataware Technologies
Deloitte &: Touche LLP
DiaLogos
Dow Chemical Company
EMC Corporation'
Ernst &: Young
Fleet Bank
Global Competitiveness Corporation
Greylock Management Corporation
GTE laboratories
Harcourt General Charitable Foundation
Hewlett-Packard
Hill &:Barlow
Houghton Mimin Company
Intermetrics
. Loomis, Sayles &: Company, LP
Mangosoft Corporation
McGraw-Hill Companies
Mercury Computer Systems
Miller Shand wick Technologies
The Millipore Foundation
Moreira Consulting

Motorola ISG
Nagler, Robins &: Poe
Network General
New England Financial
Oak Industries
Parlance Corporation
Performance Motion Devices
Quantum Corporation
Robertson Stephens
Shiva Corporation
Silicon Valley Bank'
State Street Bank &: Trust
Sterling Hager
SWIFT
Sybase
Teradyne
Trust Insurance Company
Volvo Group North America
Wolfram Research '
World Trade Center ·
XRE Corporation
$500 and above
Boston Gas Company
Concept Five Technologies
Feinstein Kean Partners
Wyman-Gordon Company

*Brealifast Seminar Series Sponsor
Friends of t he M useum
$10,000 and above
Lynda Schubert Bodman
Richard and Nonnie Burnes
Robert Davoli and Eileen McDonagh
Paul and Joanne Egerman
Gardner C. Hendrie and Karen Johansen
David House
Mitchell Kapor
David and Pat Collins Nelson
A. Neil and Jane Pappalardo
Paul and Kathleen Severino
Leonard J. Shustek
larry and Dawn Weber

$5,000 and above
Anonymous
Richard and Virginia Case
Kelvin F Cross
Burgess Jamieson
laura and Ken Morse
Benjamin and Maureen Robelen
Howard Salwen
f Grant and Dorrit Saviers
Michael Simmons
Lee and Bob Sproull
$2,500 and above
Albert Aiello, Jr.
Richard and Judy Anders
Erich and Renee Bloch
Vinton and Sigrid Cerf
William Foster
Terri Holbrooke
John Mashey and Angela Hey
Jim and Stephanie Nisbet
Dan Schwinn
Susan Sereno and Juan Collas
Dorothy A. Terrell and Albert H. Brown
Ann Winblad
$1,000 and above
Sam Albert
David L. Anderson
Charles and Constance Bachman
Carol Bartz
Edward Belove and laura Roberts
Jeff Braun
Rod Canion
Richard and Elizabeth Carpenter
Arthur and Virginia Carr
Robert anel Elizabeth Charpie
Steve and Maureen Cheheyl
Howard E. Cox, Jr.
Stephen Crosby and Helen Streider
Brian Cullinan
John and Agnes Cullinane
Andrea Cunningham
David Cutler and Deborah Girdler

~ 1,000 and above (continued)

j ean and Sylvia deValpine
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Digate
Tom Franklin and Leonie Gordon
Rober t Frankston and Eleanor Elkin

I

Sam and Carol Fuller
Gideon I. Gartner
Alain and Carol Hanover
Christine Hughes
Theodore j ohnson
john and Linda Loewenberg
Carl and Wilma Machover

I

David Mahoney
j ohn and Catherine Mandile.
Barry W. Margolin
.
Howard and Colleen Messing
Isaac and Ronee Nassi
Barry and Catherine Nearhos
Katherine C. Patterson
Paul R. Pierce

I

Shirley Resnick
Fontaine and judy Richardson

r

Dennis Ritchie
William and judy Seifert

\ Richard Shaffer
~ Hal B. Shear
I

\ John F Shoch
Irwin j. Sitkin
; Max and Nancy Steinmann

II Joel D. Sugg

: Rich and Cindy Tennant
Gary and j anet Vacon
Eliot and Louisa Vestner
Allan and Nadine Wallack
William Wulf and Anita j ones
The late Charles Zraket and Shirley Zraket
Annual Supporters, $500 and above
Howard and Holley Cannon
I

John G. Carbe rry
Walter M. Carlson
William and Vicki Christensen
Randall Davis
Nick and Margaret DeWolf
Peter and Kate DeWolf
Lucien and Catherine Dimino

William T. Elliott
Andrew and Sarah Feit
Barry j ames Folsom
Ernest and Elizabeth j ennes
Gail A. j ennes
Jeffrey and Marlene Kalb
john and Marilyn Keane
Mike and Kathleen leRoy
john N. Little
'. j oseph C. Morris .
Deborah Owen
james N. Porter .
Robert W. Puffer and jane Wilson
Mitchel Resnick
Douglas and Patricia Ross
Michael j. Samek
jean E. Sammet
Ralph Savir
Oliver and Harriet Strimpel
Lawrence Tesler
Michael and Marcella Thompson
Harvey W Wiggins. jr.

$250 and above
Art and Detty Bardige. jim and Roberta Bell ,
Leo L. Beranek. Richard j. Clayton. Ed
Council. Donald and Edith Daykin. Lloyd and
Eleanor Dickman. john Esbin . Bob and Maria
Evans. Robert and Ann Everett, Craig and
Alison Fields. William Gallagher Associates.
Donald A. Gaubatz . Chad and Anne Gifford.
Robert and Deanne Glorioso. Stewart and
Constance Greenfield Foundation. Steve and
Terry Golson. Robert and Marion Grimm.
Theodore A. Hess. jr.. Winston and Sarah
Hindle. Robert B. Hoffman . David and jane
Hubbard. Steve Keane. Richard H. King.
Arnold and Gail Kraft , Thomas E. Kurtz. Faith
E. Lamprey. Richard Lary. jon and judith
Liebman. j ohn and Elizabeth Little. Arthur
Luehrmann . Thomas and Carol Marlowe,
Melvin j. Mason.]r.. Richard McCluskey. Tron
McConnell. Todd Medlock. Charles and Kathy
Minter. Arthur H. Nelson, Bernard j.
Nordmann. Northbridge PTA. Ocean So ftware
Services. Ltd .. Anthony and Marilyn Oettinger.

Paul Pangmo. David and Linda Patterson.
james R. Payne. Edward and Rhonda Perkins.
Ellen Poss. Duane A. Rice. Rita Seplowitz Saltz.
Sarah Schiermeyer. Benn L. Schreiber. W Lee
Shevel. Ellen and D. Bradford Spear. Robert
and jean Spencer. Robert and Diane Stewart.
juliet Sutherland and j ay Koven. Warren and
j ane Tisdale, Robert Trudel and Thanh Vu.
Ralph O. Weber. Fiona and Rob Wilson.

and jane Heart . David and Marilyn Heebner.
Anthony Helies. William Hoffman. Charles
Hood. Thomas P. Hughes. Allan Hurst. john
Ippolito. Nolan and joan j ones. Ann Karpick.
Richard Kenner. Gary and Carol Kessler.
joseph W. Kmoch. Alan Kotok. Terry Kwan.
Bernard and Ronni Lacroute, Bruce and Sandra
Laskin . Sheldon L1ube and Nancy Engel. Carol
LeBlanc. David Leinweber. john R. Levine .

Michael and j oann Witman

joshua Levine, j oyce Currie lillie. Kirk M.
Loevner. Anne Lovell and Steven Woodsum .

$100 and above
Ken R. Adcock. Walter and Olga Attridge.
j ohn E. Bagalay. Jr.• Donald L.' Baker. Mario R.
Barbacci. Russell and j acqueline Barbour. jobn
Barstow and Eugenia Ware . Walter and Lillian
Bateman. j effrey F Berg and Debra H . Paget.
Robert Blake. jr.. joshua Boger. David Bonner.
Mr. and Mrs. M.W. Bouwensch. Boston
University. Brown University. Bruce G.
Buchanan. Nancy and Bill Carter. Laurence
and Ann Chait . George and judy Chamberlain.
Richard and Beverly Charlton. Judith Clapp.
William L. Cohagan. Daniel and Sandra
Cohen . Clement Cole and Margaret Marshall .
john and Nichola Collins. Mr. and Mrs.
William H . Congleton. Fernando j. Corbato .
Michael Cronin. Mary j. Culnan . Philip and
Pamela Curtis. Edward and Kathy Czeck.
Charles Dana .' Dr. and Mrs. Barry A. Davidson.
Thomas A. DeFanti. j ohn L. Delgado. jack B.
Dennis, Michael L. Dertouzos, Ray Duncan ,
Richard Dwyer. joseph j. Eachus. Susan
Erickson and Bruce Phillips. Robert and
jacqueline Fano . Andrew and Joan Farber,
FAYFOTO. Michael and Barbara Feldstein,
Ronald Fisher. Tom and Carla Fortmann.
Myron Fox, Steven and Wendy Frank. Daniel
Freedman . j oyce Friedman. RoseMary and
Daniel Fuss, Bernard and Enid Galler. Paul D.
Garmon . G. Gervaise. Bruce Gilchrist, George
and Cornelia Gilder. Paul L. Gomory.] r.• S.
William and jacqueline Gause, Paul and
Martha Green. john j. Guarrera. Richard H.
Gumpertz. john and Cynthia Haldeman.
Cynthia Hamlin. Jim and Kare n Hayes. Frank

Carl and Claudia Lowenstein. Herman
Luttermann . Toni Mansfield. Craig j. Mathias.
Victoria C. Mattscheck. Thomas and Emily
McClintock. F Warren and Karen McFarlan.
john E. McNamara. Medallion Enterprises.
R.W. Meister. Mitretek Systems. George
Miyashiro . Moco, Robert Moe. Thomas H.
Moog. New England Pension Consultants. Carl
A. Niehaus. David C. Noderer. Landon Curt
Noll. David Novak. Miah Shull Olmsted.
Monty Peters. Ernie Petrides. Michael Pique . ..
joyce Plotkin. j onathan Postel. Practical
Solutions. Vickie Prescott. Randall M. Presuhn.
Peter and Peggy Preuss. john and Helen
QUilty. David and Katherine Ragone. Marvin
and Sheri Rasmussen. David and Jessica Reed.
Stephen Reilly. Audrey R. Reith. Herbert

Matching Gifts Companies
Autodesk. Bay Networks. Computer
Associates International. General Mills
Foundation. Hoechst Celanese. IBM
Corporation. Lucent Technologies. MicrosClfl
Corporation. Pfizer. Sun Microsystems
Foundation. United Technologies

Donors to
Charles Zraket Memorial Fund
Alpha Industries. Chris and Renee Argyris
and Family. j ac k and Norma Arnow. Ruth
Helen Banghart. BankBoston. Walter and
Lillian Bateman. Mary Ann Bedick. Larry
Belvin. Boston Edison. Paul and Arlene
Breen. Elrita and Russell Callahan. Richard
and Beverly Charl ton . Dr. Robe rt and
Elizabeth Charpie. Concept Five
Technologies. Dr. Darry and Mrs. Davidslln ,
Thomas and Blanche Duff. Robert and An n
Everett. Chad and Anne Gilford. S. William
and jacqueline Gause. David and Marilyn
Heebner. jim Henderson and Mary
Pulvermacher. Lawrence and Martha
Holmes. Steven B: Lipner. j ohn Paul III and
Margaret Locher. Holly Magna. Medallion
Enterprises. LLC, Mitretek Systems. joseph
. and Gail Monayer. New Enghind Pension

Richman, William Ricker. C. Mike Riggle.
Robert and Rosalie Rosin . Kenneth and Alison

Consultants. Pfizer. Fan Lucy Pope. john

Ross.]onathan Rotenberg. Stephanie M.
Rousset. P. B. Schechter. Michael Sedita. Aaron
and Ruth Seidman . Vijay Shah and Company.
Daniel and Karen Walker Siewiorek. Linda C.

Ragone. Elizabeth and j ohn Ronayne.
Steven and Ellen Freeman Roth. Shirley
Rouleau and Family. Alan Salisbury. Vijay

Smith. Frank and Betsey Solensky. Karen
Soli ins, David and j oan Solomont . Lillian and
Richard Sparacino. David G. Strachan. David

and Helen Quilty. David and Katherine

Shah and Company. Alan and Barbara
Shoolman. Maria Stokes. Bnrce and Sandra
Tuthill, Eliot and Louisa Vestner. Volvo
Group. North America. Isadore and Marilyn

Tarabar. j oseph and Cynthia Thompson. Erwin

Wasserman. Glen and Lynn Wegner.

and Adelle Tomash . Frederick and Nomi
Trapnell . G. Michael Uhler and Laurie Lee.
Richard M. Van Slyke. Willis H. Ware. Robert

Wyman- Gordon Company.

and Ann Wells, Eric Werme. Christophe r G.
Westbury. Gary and La Donna Wicklund .
Thomas Worthen. j oan Blout Wylie. Zentrum
Fur Kunst ZKM

Ir-Kind Gifts

Marketing Computers

$25,000 and above
Ames Research Center
NASA's Center for Excellence for
Information Technology
Bay Networks
Diamond Multimedia Systems .
Digital Equipment Corporation
Forbes Magazine

Maxell Corporation

Info World
Infonnation Week
Interactive Week
M.I.T.
Mitsubishi Electronics America
PC Computing
PCMag~ne

PC Week :....
SONY
Volition Cabling Systems from 3M

$10,000 imd above
Arnold Communicaiions
Bose Corporation
BYTE Magazine
CIO

Computer Reseller News
DBMS
Dr Dobbs
Int emet World
Microsoft Corporation
MicroTouch Systems
Network Magazine

Network VAR
Software Magazine
Stewart Filmscreens Corporation

Windows Sou rces
$5,000 and above
ACM Communications
Bingham Dana, LLP
CyberSparks

Database Programming & Design
Eastern Rainbow
Electronic Imaging Center
IBMlLotus Development Corporation
Mac Home Joumal

History Center
Capital Donors

Microsoft Systems Joumal

Gordon and Gweri Bell

NEC

John R. Mashey and Angela M. Hey

Performance Computing
Software Development
Technology Review

Len Shustek

Harry and Carol Saal
Grant and Dorrit Saviers
Michael Simmons
jay M. and Arlene B. Tenenbaum
Ann Winblad
Pierluigi lappacosta and Enrica .D'Ettorre

Curt Widdoes

Founding Members
'. Lead Founding Corporate Members

$1,000 and above
Adobe Systems
. auto.des.sys
Barbizon Lights of New England

. Network Associates .
Oracle Corporation
Real 3D

Boston Software Newspaper
. Boston Marriott Copley Place'

. .' Lead Founding Members

Chicago Software Newspaper .
C1aris Corporation
:Craig Orsini Studios . ,:
Image Marketing
John Harvard's Brew House

."

:!

Legal Sea Foods .
Macromedia
Motorola ISG

New York Software Newspaper
North East Brewing Company
OpCade Systems
Primesource Corporation
Racore
Symantec '
Xeikon Corporation

$500 and above
Autodesk
Le Boulanger
Creative Gounnet
Creative Interactive

Game Developer
Hannonix Software
Lighthouse
Lightscape Technologies
Mindseye Technologies
Ocean Spray
$I 00 and above
Grande Concessions, Rossini's, Sebastian's

. '. Gene and Marian Amdahl
Edward Belove an~ Laura Robeits"
Elwyn Berlekamp
Jeff and MacKenzie Bezos
.. . Richard and Nonnie Burnes
. .~: Cunningham Communication .
.' .' John and Ann Doerr
Roger L. Evans
Federico and Elvia Faggin
Ed Frank, Sarah Ratchyeand Family
John and Patricia Grillos
Jim Guzy
Elaine and Eric Hahn
Roy a,n d Virginia Harrington
Trip and Lisa Hawkins
Gardner C. Hendrie and Karen Johansen
Christine Hughes
Interval Research Corporation
Mitchell Kapor
Harold R. Kellman
Vinod and Neeru Khosla
Steven and Michele Kirsch Fund
Bill and Gay Krause
Richard Lowenthal
William D. Mensch, Jr.
Nathan Myhrvold
jim and Stephanie Nisbet
Max Palevsky
Suhas Patil
Bernard L. Peuto
DiskfTrend, Inc.
Arthur Rock

. Aaron Marcus and Associates, Inc., The
Agarwal Foundation, Michael Albaugh, Allan
and Katie Alcorn, Frances E. Allen, David L..
AnderSon, Paul Armer, ASCII Corporation,
Dennis and Janet Austin, Dave and Madalyn
Babcock, Tim Bajarin, John and Sheila Banning,
Craig and Barbara Barrett, Carol
A. Bartz, Charlie Bass, Brian A: Berg-Berg
Software Design, Paul Bergevin;' Lyle ' P. Bickley:
Maurice and Mary Sue Bizzarri, Eric and
Renee Bloch, Barry Boehm, Gary BooneMicromethods,.Steve and Jane Bourne, Michael
and Leslie Braun, Howard Bromberg, J. Reese
B~own, jr., Owen Brown, Jack Burness, Dennis
Lee Carter, Ned Chapin, GeorgeE. Comstock,
Cooper Interaction Design , Steve Crocker, .
Vogen and Peggy Dalal, Peter and Dorothy
Denning, Uoyd Dickman, Whitfield Diffie and
Mary Lynn Fischer, David R. Ditzel, Daniel
Drake, Donna Dubinsky, Les Earnest, john R.
Ehnnan, Gordon Eubanks, Jr. , Douglas
Fairbairn, Irwin Fedennan, Ed Feigenbaum and
Penny Nii, Roger C. Ferguson, Bob Frankston,
john R. Galloway, Jr., Katrina and Terry
Garnett, Donald A. Gaubatz, Charles and
Nancy Geschke, Ralph Gorin, Manin and
Selma Graham, Layne Gray, John C. Greene, Jr.,
Forrest E. Gunnison, David B. Gustavson, john
Hall and Rebecca Derrington, Lorraine Hariton
and Stephen Weyl, John and Andrea Hennessy,
Andy Hertzfeld, Stephen E. Hill, Shuji Honjo,
Colin Hunter and Alexia Gilmore, The Ignite
Group, IEEE Computer Society-SCV Chapter,
Sellam Ismail, Jacque and John jarve, jerry A.
Klein, Leonard and Stella Kleinrock, Don and
jill Knuth, Mr. and Mrs. David A. Lane, Cecilia
A. Larsen, Richard and Ellen lary, Gary and
laura lauder, Harold "Bud" lawson, Marc and

Marian leBrun, Anhur E. Lemay and joan
Rogers, Ted G. Lewis, Don and Alice Loughry,
Carl D. Lowenstein, Tom Lyon and JoAnn
Kahn, Roben and Katherine Maxfield , Frank
McConnell, Patrick and Lore McGovern, Carver
Mead and Barbara Smith, Tom Melcher, Avram
Miller, Glen and Cathy Miranker, Tim Mitchell ,
Morgridge Foundation, Lee J. Neal, Hal Nissle):
'. Landon Curt Noll, The Noyce Foundation,
Susan Nycum and George Boswonh, Mike
Park, David and Linda Patterson , Charles
Pfefferkorn, Christopher Poda, William A.
Porter, William and Rochelle Pratt, Rex Rice,
John Phillip Riganti, Robenson Stephens, David
]. Rossetti, Lynn and George Rossmann, jon
Rubinstein, Jean E. Sammet, Peter R Samson,
. Allen Samuels, John and Christine Sanguinetti ,
Mo'!'y and Barbara Schapira, Ted Selker and
Ellen Shay, John Sewell, Michael J. Skok, Alan
Jay Smith, Alvy Ray Smith, Roben and Vema
Spinrad, George Spix, Skip and Leilani Stritter,
Bob Supnik, Richard Sw~n and Claudia
Mazetti, Edward A. Taft , Steve Teicher and

i' :"

Del Thorndike , larry Tesler, Geoffrey O.
Thompson, Mochio Umeda, University of
Minnesota-Computer Science Depanment,
William M. VanCleemput, Amos and Ruth
Wilnai, James and Rosie Wong, Lowell Wood,
jean and Bill Worley, William Wulf and Anita
jones, Peter and Cindy Zeibelman, john and
Mary Zolnowsky

Members
Doug Coward, David DiNucci, j oseph Paul
Fredrick, Amos and Marilyn Goldhaber,
Norman Hardy, Kevin Hogan, Gail jennes,
Suzanne Johnson, Ted Kaehler, David Lichtman .
Dru Nelson, Edgar Nielsen, Michael Pique,
Heidi Roizen, Alison and Ken Ross, Roy L.
Russo, Roben Sherwood, David C. Smith ,
Joseph M. Smith, Ellen Spenus and Keilh
Golden, Tom Stepleton, Duane K. Wise
We apologize for any inadvertent omissions from our dOll(ll
list. Please inJonn us oj any errors 50 rhar we

may correct our records.

Board of Trustees

Board of Overseers

Chairman
Lawrence Weber
The Weber Group

Chairman
Lynda Schubert Bodman
Schubert Associates
Albert Aiello, Jr.

Vice Chairman
Paul Egerman
Treasurer
Barry Nearhos
PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP
Clerk
J. Thomas Franklin, Esq.
Lucash, Gesmer, Updegrove, LLP
Acting Executive Director
Ellen Spear
The Computer Museum
Lynda Schubert Bodman
Schubert Associates, Inc
Richard M. Burnes,Jr.
Charles River Ventures

Sam Albert
Sam Albert Associates
Richard Anders
Software Publications
David Anderson
Amdahl Corporation
Gary J. Beach
ClO Communications
C. Gordon Bell
Microsoft Corporation

Gwen Bell
Founding President
The Computer Museum
Edward Belove

Samuel Fuller
Analog Devices

Erich Bloch
Council on Competitiveness

Gardner C. Hendrie
Sigma Partners

Jeff Braun
Electronic Arts

David L House
Nortel Networks
Christine G. Hughes
Secure Computing Corporation
A. Neil Pappalardo
Meditech
Anthony D. Pell
Rochdale Investment Management
Mitchel Resnick
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Leonard J. Shustek
Network Associates
Lee S. Sproull
Boston University
Dorothy A. Terrell
Natural Microsystems Corporation

Daniel Bricklin
Trellix Corporation
Richard A. Carpenter
Carpenter Associates
Vinton G. Cerf
MCl World Com
Howard E. Cox, Jr.
Greylock Management Corporation
Andrea Cunningham
Cunningham Communication
Robert E. Davoli
Sigma Partners
Charles Digate
Mathsoft
Judith Donath
MIT Media Lab
Lacy H. Edwards
Evoke Software
Robert R. Everett
Concept Five Technologies
William Foster
Team Foster

Peter S. Hirshberg
Peter Hirshberg and Associates

Terri Holbrooke
Ziff-Davis
Charles House
Spectron Microsystems
Max D. Hopper
Max D. Hopper and Associates
Vezdi Lashkari
Microsoft Corporation
James A. Lawrence
Northwest Airlines
Dr. Robert Lucky
Bellcore Corporation
George McClelland
United Asset Management
Patrick J. McGovern
International Data Group
James McKenney
Harvard Business School
David C. Mahoney
Carver A. Mead
California Institute of Technology
Christopher Morgan
Christopher Morgan Communications
Laura Barker Morse
Christopher H. Murray
ABT Corporation
Isaac R. Nassi
InfoGear Technology Corporation
David Nelson
Savoy Software Development
Suhas S. PatH
Cirrus logic
Nicholas A. Pettinella
Intermetrics
Bernard L Peuto
Concord Consulting
Joyce L Plotkin
Massachusetts Software Council
John William Poduska, Sr.
Advanced Visual Systems
Howard Sal wen
F. Grant Saviers
Adaptec

Edward A. Schwartz, Esq.
New England legal Foundation
Naomi O. Seligman
The Research Board
Paul Severino
NetCentric Corporation
Hal Shear
Research Investment Advisors, Ltd.

Finance, Investment and Audit
Barry Nearhos (chair)
Nicholas A. Pettinella
Lynda Schubert Bodman
James McKenney
Development Committee
Richard M. Burnes, Jr. (chair)

John Shoch
Asset Management Associates

Paul Egerman
Lawrence Weber

Michael Simmons

Laura Barker Morse

Dr. W. J. Spencer
Sematech

Charles Digate

Hal Shear

James Sutter

Paul Severino

Juanita Wade
Boston City Hall

Robert E. Davoli

Honorary Trustees
Charles Bachman
David Chapman
Jon Eklund
Richard E. Greene
Theodore Johnson
Mitchell Kapor
Pat Collins Nelson
Russell Noftsker
Brian Randell

Da,;d C. Mahoney
Marketing and Public Relations
Committee
Lawrence Weber
Christ ine G. Hughes
Sam Albert
Gary J Beach
Terri Holbrooke
Exhibits and Education Committee
Mitchel Resnick (co-chair)

Jonathan Rotenberg

Lee S. Sproull (co-chair)
Edward Belove

Jean E. Sammet

Judith Donath

Irwin 1- Sit kin

Oliver Strimpel

Michael Spock

Nominating (Board Development)
Committee

Board Standing Committees

L1wrcnce Weber

Executive Committee

Dorothy A. Terrell

Lawrence Weber (chair)

Richard M. Burnes, Jr.

Paul Egerman

Gardner C. Hendrie

1- Thomas Franklin, Esq.

David L House

David L House

Leonard J. Shustek

Barry Nearhos

Joyce L Plotkin

Mitchel Resnick

Samuel Fuller

leonard J. Shustek
Gardner C. Hendrie

General Counsel
lucash, Gesmer, Updegrove, llP

